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FOREWORD

Dr. M. A. Dorai Rangaswamy, Reader in Tamil, University

of Madras, was engaged for many years in the study of the sacred

Tevaram hymns of the i^aiva Saints in general and those of one of

them, Nampi Arurar, popularly known as Sundarar in particular,

from various points of view. The present work embodies his

research in this field. A part of this work was submitted as a

thesis for the Ph.D. Degree of this University and was approved.

The University has sanctioned the printing of the whole work
in two Books. The first part of Book I was published on the 71st

birthday (20-1-57) of the illustrious Vice-Chancellor of this Uni-

versity and dedicated to him.

The Author’s introduction elaborately explains the scheme and

significance of the work. It is hoped that this pioneer work will

be followed by many more Studies, throwing further light on this

important and interesting period of Tamil history and culture.

University of Madras,

15-8-1958 .

R. P. SETHU PILLAI,

Professor of Tamil.





PREFACE

*'The Tamilians poured forth their intense love in

their hymns, Tev^ram and Naldyiram, the like of which is

seen in no other language. Monotheism with all its moral

grandeur shines ever resplendent in the Semitic languages.

Law is the very breath of the Imperial Latin language. The

Greek language is the embodiment of Art. The modern

languages, the French, the German and the English march

triumphantly along with the progress of Science. Philo-

sophy is beautifully enshrined in the Sanskrit language.

For a study of these higher aspects of life, one has neces-

sarily to go to these languages. In a similar way one has

to go to Tamil which stands supreme with its God-intoxi-

cating and bone-melting hymns of intense love and light

expressed in mellifluous numbers of exquisite beauty”.*

If this is true, the study of the sacred hymns of the Saivites

known as Temram becomes of paramount interest. Saivism has

its best exposition as a living faith in these hymns.

The present work deals with the poems of Nampi Arurar,

popularly known as Sundarar (Cuntarar), the last of the three

Tevdram Saints, who modestly states that his verses repeat only

the ideas of his predecessors Campantar and Tirundvukkaracar

(Appar)
,
a statement which we may translate as meaning that his

hymns are the very quintessence of the other two great Tevdram
poets. Nampi Arurar's poems serve as a key to unlock the hidden
treasures of Tevdram. '

The Religion and philosophy of Nampi Arurar, as the message
of this poet, have a greater value than any other aspect of his

verses. But according to tradition his life itself is an expression
of a great message. This necessitates a study of his life and fixing

of his age. The verses sung by this poet being the main source
of our study, the question of the number of verses sung by him

* Some Key words in Tamil Culture by Prof. T. P. Meenakshisundaram.
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has to be answered. The name Tevdram itself requires elucida-

tion as well as the question of the age when this term came into

use. The name Sundarar (CurUa/rar) by which this poet is com-

monly known in modern times creates a problem, because it is not

found in earlier works.

There is again the question of the mythology of Arurar's age.

For a correct understanding of our poet’s references to mythology,

apart from the Agamas and the Purdnas, we have to search for some

concrete representation of these stories. The phrase Virattdnam

occurring in Tevdram shows us a way of grouping all the stories

around that conception. The sculptures of Kaildsandtha Temple

at Kdnci which belong to the age of Arurar according to the pre-

sent writer, have to be studied with reference to the mythological

allusions found in his own hymns. When it is remembered that

Arurar*s language of mythology is one way of expressing his mes-

sage, the importance of this study becomes clear.

All these are in one sense a study of the objective Hfe of the

poet, philosophy as the spiritual message of the poet should be

the crown of his inner personality or spiritual development. The

verses have to be chronologically arranged so as to reveal to one

the progress of his spiritual life. This requires a study of these

verses from this point of view.

It is on the basis of these preliminary investigations that a

study of the Religion and Philosophy of Arurar is attempted in

the present work. All these points have not been discussed and

solved in any previous essay or work though the present writer

has received guidance from other authors whose writings he has

quoted in several places.

In studying the Religion of Arurar, the Tiruttoniattokaif a

hymn giving the list of saints who appealed Arurar is considered

by the present writer to be of great importance. The hymn, so to

say gives a concrete picture of the Religion, our poet admired

and revered. This hymn and the lives of the saints mentioned

therein are studied so as to arrive at a conclusion about the extent

of these stories which could have been in the mind of our poet.

Periyapurdnam, Inscriptions, other literary works in Kannada and

Sanskrit and the representations of the lives of these saints in the

famous Ddrasuram temple and elsewhere are brought together.
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probably for the first time to throw a flood of light on the refer-

ences to these saints in the very poem of Tevdram writers. The

penultimate verse in that hymn is held as giving us a convenient

and important classification of these saints and the conclusion is

further verified by other classifications, if one may use that word

found in the other hymns of Arurar. The nationalism of this hymn

is emphasized in this essay as also our poet’s love of Tamil as the

very form of the Lord, and the implications of this outlook are ex-

plained. Arurar's theory of mantra and of the language of worship

come in for study. This nationalism is next shown to be but a

stepping stone for the universal outlook of our poet. This raises

the question of the unhappy reference to other sects and it is shown

here that these references do not run counter to our theory of

Arurar's universalism. The details of worship have been inter-

preted and explained in terms of the Agamas, as all leading to a

mystic experience of the Absolute.

Coming to the study of the Philosophy of this poet, his con-

ception of Nature, Soul and God has been discussed from the

point of view of mysticism. The importance of ''Akattimi*^ poems
or poems of bridal love, has been attempted to be brought out.

The ethical point of view is also explained, as also the final goal

of spiritual life as contemplated by our poet. To some it may be
a disappointment that we could not label this poet as belonging

to any particular creed or dogma. But the trend of the poems as

studied by us leads us to only one conclusion that our poet was
a mystic whose experience avoids all conflicts by its harmony.

The present writer does not remember that the subject has

been approached from this point of view before, and he claims all

the approaches and conclusions referred to above as his original

contributions, subject to the sources which he ha^ used and which
he has acknowledged.

The Author is extremely thankful to all those*** who offered

their suggestions when preparing this work, viz., “The Religion and
Philosophy of Tevdram with special reference to Sundarar*\ and
he offers his special thanks to the members of the Syndicate for

having sanctioned the printing of the whole of his research work
in four volumes.

^ Prof. T. P. Meenakshisundaram Pillai, Prof. T. M. P. Mahadevan, Prof.

P. Sankaranarayanan, Thiru. V. S. Chengelvaraya Pillai, Thiru. S. Soma-
Bundaram Pillai, I>r. V. Raghavan and Sri S. Subrahmanya Sastri.
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The first volume viz,, ''Nampi Arurar's Tevdram, His life and

Age” was published and dedicated to the Vice-Chancellor of the

Madras University on the day of his 71st birthday celebrations

in January 1957.

After the second volume was printed, both the first and the

second volumes were together published as Book I in August, 1958.

Now, volumes three and four are published as Book II of

which volume four was submitted as a thesis for the Ph.D. Degree

of this University in 1956 and was approved.

The subsequent volumes are also dedicated to the Vice-

Chancellor.

The Author is thankful to the Vice-Chancellor for his having

accepted the dedication and to the Professor of Tamil for his ready

help and encouragement at all times and for his Foreword.

25th July, 1959,

Madras.

M. A. DORAI RANGASWAMY
University Professor of Tamil, (Madurai),
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Method of citing Authorities

Numbers in poetical works refer to the verses; when two

numbers are used, the first denotes the hymn or chapter or 'kdtai\

and the second, the verse or line in it; when three numbers are

used, the first denotes the Tirumurai, the second the hymn, and
the third the verse. For example, Tol. 55 means, Tolkdppiyam
verse or cutram 55; Campantar 125:3 means Campantar Tevdram
hymn 125, verse 3; Campantar 1:15:9 means Campantar Tevaram
Tirumurai 1, hymn 15 and verse 9. Mere numbers such as 65:2
will mean only Arurar's Tevdram, hymn 65 and verse 2.
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VOLUME III

PILGRIM’S PROGRESS

OR
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARURAR’S MYSTICISM

AS GATHERED FROM
A DETAILED STUDY OF HIS HYMNS

GENERAL

INTRODUCTION

I

Elsewhere,^ the life of Arurar had been studied. Cekkildr^s

version, which is based upon tradition and internal evidence of

the verses of Arurar, had been our basis. But there, though

reference had been made to the mystic experiences of Arurar,

the emphasis was mainly on the objective life. What is much
more important and interesting to a student of poetry, religion

and philosophy is the inner life of the poet, the development of

his mind, unfolding and blossoming of his mysticism. The hymns
sung by him are the expressions of the inner experience.

II

It is advisable to study the hymns in groups: for, it is not easy

for our mind to take all the in one sweep, thou^rh at the

end we must attempt at getting a complete and unified picture of

all the hymns as an organic whole revealing the march of our

poet’s life. The hymns mav, therefore, be grouped chronologically

according to the various pilgrimages of the poet. Here the scheme

of the arrangement of the hymns may be studied with the help

of Cekkildr.

m
The seventh Tirumurai, which consists of Arurar*s hymns has

been arranged 'Panvdr* — according to the Pans or Melody types.

.1 Vol L
T. 71
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The first twelve hymns are in 'Intolam Pan'; the next four are in

^Takkardgam'

;

the fourteen that follow are in ‘Nattardgam'; the

next seven are in ‘Kolli'; the nine hymns that succeed are in

'Kollikkauvdnam'; the seven hymns that follow are in Talam-

pancuram'; the next seventeen are in ‘Takkeci'; the next five are

in 'Kdntaram'; the next one is in ‘Piyantaik kdntdram'; the next

one is in ‘Kdntdra pahcamam'; the five hymns that succeed are in

^Naftapdtai'; the three that come next are in 'Puramrmai; the next

four are in 'Cikdmaram’; the next four are in 'Kurinci\ with the

one following them in 'Knucikam' and another after it in 'CenturittV

and the last five in Tahcamam'. In all, there are seventeen

Pans. The Tiruppanantal edition and a few other editions separate

'the TirucciiliyaV hymn^ from the Nattapdtai one and give it

under Nattardgam\ a tune which comes as the third in the above

order.

The 'Pan^ is the rdgam, but the same rdgams may be sung on

various 'talas' or time scales. If these different time scales are

taken into consideration, the hymns sung in the same rdgam may

have various musical forms or 'Kattalais' and the Tirumurai Kanta

Purdnam^ distinguishes a few varieties in each of these pans or

rdgas as may be seen from the following table :

1. Intalam 2 9. Nattapdtai

2. Takkardgom 2 10. Puranirmai

3. Nattardgam 2 11. Kdmaram

4. Kolli 2 12. Kurinci

5. Polampancuram 2 13. Centurrutii

6. Takkeci 6 14. Kaueikam

7. Kdntdram 2 15. Pancamam

8. Kdnidrapancamam 2

It will be seen that KolUkkamminm is omitted in the above

list. Pobably it is included under Kolli. Piyantaikkdntdram also

is omitted, whereas in enumerating the kattalais for Arurar's

hymns, this purdnam speaks of 'Kdntdramdkiya piyantaiydm

kattdlai'.^ Therefore, the Piyantaikkdntdram should be included

under Kdntdram. But in the statement in the Purdnam., 'Takkecip

2. 7:82.

3. .SS. 40-43.

4. S. 37.
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pericai ydrdkki atil kdntdram piritiu irantarnV how Kdntaram be-

comes an integral part of Takkeci is not clear. Lastly, there is only

one hymn in Kaucikam while the Puvdnam gives two kattalais for

it. Perhaps there is a mistake made by the copyist. If this assump-

tion is correct, we may amend the poem so as to give two to

Pancamam and one to Kaucikam. We must leave to the future

research scholars in Tamil music, the elucidation of these forms

of Rdgas and Kattalais.

IV

But Cekkildr does not consider that this scheme represents

the chronological order of Arurar's hymns and he is right in his

conclusion. No musician is going to follow this method of singing

in one tune in a particular period of his life and in other tunes

in the succeeding periods of his life. Cekkildr has to weave out a

chronological order. He is guided by the traditional story of the

life of Arurar. The hymns relating to the Cera country have to

come at the very end of Arurar’

s

life. The references to Cafikili

and the loss of his eye-sight have to come only after Arurar’s

marriage with Cahkili. So also the reference to Paravai can occur

only after his marriage with this lady. For the same reason, the

reference to Eyarkon and to Cihkati and Vanaypakai should occur

according to the tradition after his marriage with Paravai.

V

The second consideration which weighs with Cekkildr in

arranging the hymns chronologically is that of geography.

Cekkildr, the Cola minister, had ample knowledge of the roads

and communications of the Tamil country and he makes Arurar
follow the Royal roads of Tamilakam. In some places there are

certain deviations. The hymns themselves contain evidence lot

these. On his way to Muthukunram, Arurar forgets Kutalaiydrrur^

and he is reminded of it as we had already seen. In the Tirup-

purampayam hymn^ Arurar mentions that he came from Arav-

merrali to stay at Innumpar.^

5. S. 41.

C. 7:85.

7. 7:35.

8. 7:35:1.
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In Arurar's poems, there are more than one hymn to certain

temples. On the basis of the traditional story of Arurar, Cekkildr

takes some of them to have been sung on an earlier occasion and

some on a later occasion. From Tiruvenneinallurj Arurar proceeds

worshipping at certain temples and reaches Tiruvdrur where he

marries Paravai and sings his Tiruttontattokai. This may be taken

as his first pilgrimage. Tiruvdrur becomes his place of residence

from this time.

The second pilgrimage is to Kuntaiyur^ KdUli, Ndttiyattdnkuti

and Valivalam and the third is to Tiruppukalur and Tiriippanaiyur.

These are not long pilgrimages. Arurar seems to have been going

to some of the temples in and around Tiruvdrur.

The fourth pilgrimage is a long one. Therein he goes through

the Cola country and the Kohku country to return through the Cola

country and the Natu Ndtu to Tiruvdrur.

The fifth pilgrimage results in his marriage with Cahkili and

loss and regain of eyesight. He goes through the Cola country,

NatundtUf Tontaindtu up to Trukkdlatii from where Cekkildr says

Arurar sang his hymns on Tirupparuppaiam and Tirukketdram.

Our saint goes to Tiruvorriyur and marries Cahkili. He leaves

Tiruvorriyur and Cahkili, and loses his eyesight on his way back

to Tiruvdrur. Here, he goes through Kdhcipuram which he had

already visited.

After coming to Tiruvdrur, he goes on his sixth pilgrimage to

meet Eyarkdn to worship with him at Tiruppunkur and then to

Tirundkaikkdronam. When he returns to Tiruvdrur, he meets

Ceramdn Perumdl and goes along with him on a pilgrimage, the

seventh one, to the Pdndya and Cera countries. Whilst worship-

ping at Rdmesvaram in the Pdndya country, Arurar sings the hymn
on Tirukketlccuram in Ceylon just on the opposite shore in

Manrmr, He returns from Tiruvahcaikkalam to Tiruvdrur and

again goes on his final pilgrimage, the eighth one, to Tiruvahcaik-

kalam through Tiruppukkoliyur,

VI

It may be noted that Cekkildr does not take our Arurar out-

side the Tamil country but makes him sing his hymns on Ctparp-

patam and Tirukketdram from Kdlatti and the hymn on Tirukke-

tlccuram from Rdmesvaram. It is not clear why Cekkildr comes
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to this conclusion. Probably he feels either the country was in a

troubled condition or that Arurars life was too short to allow this

long pilgrimage. Possibly he feels, if our Saint has visited Tiruk-

ketdram he could have sung his hymns on other northern temples.

In the Tirukketdram hymn, Arurar refers to Kurukkettiram and

Godavari along with Kumari and Ciparppatam.^ He simply says

in that hymn that we should mention the sacred name of Tirukke-

tdram. But in the sixth verse, he refers to Bhaktas bathing hap-

pily in the sacred waters of Kurukkettiram and Godavari. In the

seventh verse Arurar, our poet, speaks of the singing of the Tamil

verses at Tirukketdram. That means there must have been a

number of pilgrims going to North from the Tamil country. If in a

few cases we can assume that Arurar sang the hymn without going

to the place mentioned therein, it is difficult to establish that he
went and sang the other hymns in all the respective temples of

the south. Pilgrims have been going from the northernmost limit

of India to its southernmost limit and from its southernmost limit

to the northernmost limit from the times of the Cankam poetry. If

Tirumahkai Alvar could have gone to Badarikdsramam there is no
reason why Arurar in the same Pallava age could not have gone
to Tirukketdram.

Whatever might be said to the pilgrimage to Tirukketdram,
there is no reason why he could not have visited Ciparppatam per-
sonally. The description of Clparppatam, for there is nothing else

but the description in that hymn, makes us feel that he is describ-
ing his own experience of the elephants, the deer, the boars, the
peacocks and the parrots which he met whilst going up through
that hazardous route to that mountain.

The same may be said of his hymn on Tirukkel^ccurram in

Ceylon. From the Ramnad district, one can easily sail to Mannar
from where one can easily go to this temple. (The boat leaves
Danuskoti now to reach Manmr)

.

There are other places in the
Rdmndd district from where one can reach Ceylon by a shorter
route. Perhaps, Cekkildr, who ought to have known this, does
not feel certain that a Brahmin like Arurar or Campantar could
have crossed the seas setting at naught the rules against the sea
voyage. It is very difficult to reject the description of Pdldvi on
whose bank this temple stood, the description of the ships standing

9 . 7 : 78 : 6 .
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at the harbour of Mdtottam and of the gardens round the temple

as hearsay. The Ceylon prince Mdndparanan was a great friend

of Narasimhavarma Pallava and he fought against Pulakesin.

Narasirhhavarman sent a fleet to help Mdndparanan to regain the

Ceylonese throne. He returned to the Pallava country. Again

probably during the reign of Rajasimha another fleet was sent and

he became firmly established as the king of Ceylon. In an age

of such intimate relationship between Ceylon and the Pallava

kingdom where Arurar was born, one can easily believe his going

to worship at Tirukketiccuram. No rule or regulation can stand

against holy desires for worshipping at Siva’s temples. We know
of Sivdcdryas going to distant eastern islands.

Whether we agree with Cekkilar or not about Arurar not per-

sonally visiting Tirukketdram or Tirukketiccuram^ we cannot

quarrel with the place which he had given to these hymns in the

chronological arrangement of Arurar’s hymns.

VII

Cekkildr has taken all the available materials including the

tradition, for arriving at the chronological arrangement of the

hymns. To a certain extent the internal evidence itself justifies

this arrangement. But it must be stated that if the tradition is

not accepted, the whole arrangement has to be given up. As
already been remarked, except for a few points, there is nothing

improbable in the traditional story. Therefore, there is no other

way but to accept this chronological order and trace as far as pos-

sible the development of his poetry and philosophy.

But our examinations of the hymns which follow suggests that

at least in a few cases a different arrangement is called for. The tem-

ples of Kohku Ndtu perhaps were visited only along with the Cera.

The visit to MaXapdii, Pdccildccirdmam, Anaikkd, Painntli, etc., also

must have taken at about this time. Our study, as will be men-
tioned later on, also justifies certain other alterations.



PART I

TO ARUR

Introduction

I

Coming to arrange the hymns conveniently, the first group

of hymns may be taken as consisting of all the hymns which our

poet had sung before he started on a pilgrimage from Tiruvarur—
i.e.j from ‘Pitta pirai cutV hymn to the ‘Tiruttontattokai^ hymn,

II

These hymns express the first flush of the mystic experience,

giving expression to the sudden joy of the vision of God so different

from what he had known till then, to a realization that he would

be no longer born and to the feeling of sudden contrast which

sometimes drives the poet to condemn himself. In every one of

these hymns he is referring to specific mystic experiences; “Having

become His slave, shall I deny Him?” (H. 1) ;
“O Lord! Bless me

with the path of sacrifice and penance (not necessarily renuncia-

tion)” (H. 13); “Will I slight Him even for a while?” (H. 38);

“O, Mind! Take refuge in His feet” (H. 64); “I saw the Lord at

Kalumalam*^ (H. 58) ;
“Will the Lord accept me as His servant?”

(H. 73)

;

“I am the servant of the servants of the Lord” (H. 39)

.

Thus are expressed various struggling emotions stirred up by the

new experience.

III

The poet in these verses describes Nature—the river Penndr

from its southern bank to the northern bank and the beautiful

city of Kalumalam. He always thinks of the floods rushing with

flowers, fruits, sandal, bamboo, ivory, peacock-feathers and pre-

cious gems. These are but the beginnings of his Nature Poetry,

the Nature wherein he sees the reflection of His Lord.

IV

Our poet’s love of pnrdnic stories is also revealed in these

hymns, stories which have a mystic significance. Perhaps this is

one way of our poet speaking to the common man. Salvation is
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for all; to bring about this, God has become enshrined Himself

in the Temples and our poet has come to serve the Lord in this

sphere by singing the various hymns of the temples to be sung

by the people of the world.

V
In every last verse, the poet assures the readers of his hymn

that they will be saved. The first hymn has no such assurance;

probably this scheme comes to his mind only from the second

hymn. In some subsequent hymns also our poet has not chosen

to specify any result flowing from a recitation of his hymn pro-

bably because he thinks that such a singing itself is a patent bliss.

In these hymns of the first group, he assures the readers of the

blessings of the path of Tapas, of the attainment of Truth, Salva-

tion, Fame and Rudraloka and of their becoming the followers and

lovers of the Lord and suffering no more misery. Thus the ideal

is described as absence of misery in a negative way and as Truth,

Salvation and Fame in a positive way. These positive aspects

further suggest as the other side, the miseries of the world as

consisting in delusion, bondage and infamy which are also directly

referred to. Fame is something more than the worldly fame. In

this connection one must bear in mind the conception of fame as

idealized by TiruvaUuvar, which must have been in the mind of

our poet. The ephemeral and changing world—and our poet also

refers to this evanescence in this very group of hymns—true to

its nature, is there to swallow us and reduce us to dust. The great

ones escape this; they die to live for ever. This is fame; this is

eternity; this is the achievement of their full life and personality.

Taken in this sense, salvation can alone be looked upon as true

fame. The bliss is attained through Tapas or sacrifice, and penance,

through the Love of God and through service unto Him as His

follower. Becoming a follower is itself an achievement worthy

of note—dedication to His service—submission to His will—taking

refuge in Him and living in that divine communion or identity.

Prayer and worship are also expressions of this love.

VI

From the very first hymn itself, our poet is emphasizing the

doctrine that God is all kinds of relationships

—

Sarvavida handhu—
another form of the doctrine of love. Lord loves all and He is

the embodiment of harmony. He is the sweetest, the most bril-

liant—our poet as such is fond of describing the Lord as the great
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Mdnikkam and Amutu (Amrta), He is the Master, the Guru;
He is everything. The eight forms—the ‘Astamurta* of Siva

referred to as the unique theory of the Saivites in Manimekalai
are also mentioned by our poet and yet He is the Great Beyond.
*‘He is our poet exclaims, suggesting the Upanisad mantra,

*^Aham Brahmdsmi'\ This term may be interpreted as an expres-

sion of monism or qualified monism, even as the reference to

Rudraloka may be so interpreted. But this monism cannot be of

the extreme type leading to Solipsism but of the type of Practical

Vedanta of Rdmakrishna, for then only there can be room for

worship, prayer and poetry. It is because of this practical Vedanta
that our saint passes easily from the personal to the impersonal

forms of the Lord. He is immanent and transcendental.

VII

These hymns mark various stages in the first period of our

poet’s mystic life. He refers to his earlier life—the life he led

before he was saved and condemns it. But these are exaggera-

tions—appearing to him as defects only in contrast to the divine

experience he is enjoying. Even in the midst of condemnation,

there is a feeling of bliss and confidence. His confidence in the

very first hymn, that he will have no more births is significant.

He speaks of himself becoming a slave of Him. He begs for the

path of Tapas. Tirukkalumalam hymn is important as giving an

autobiography of his mystic life up that time. It makes direct

reference to his experience of the Lord coming to save him who
had been in quest of the Lord, though under delusion. The impor-

tance of the cult of the Bhaktas or the worship of the Bhaktas as God
Himself is very well brought out by Tiruttonfattokai where we
have noted the ancient Indian conception of Mahdvtra, the Tamilr

ian abhorrence of the word ‘No’, the Saivite ideal of kingship, the

doctrine of Grace, the characteristic feature of the Bhaktas con-

sisting in truth, sincerety and self-sacrifice, the doctrine of

Tevdram that the Lord can be attained through Art, the importance

of inner vision, the significance of the outward forms of worship

and the life of self-surrender and communion.

T. Ti



CHAPTER i

tiruveweinallur

(Hymn 1)

I

In the first hymn, when Arurar speaks of being blessed with

the unique Grace of God, ^Peralahd AruV (2) * the poet must have

had some mystic experience of the Lord. He refers to his previous

condition, his futile life of wandering like a ghost, only to become

fatigued and tired without any thought of the Lord. He condemns

his past life as that of a cruel liar, an ignorant fool, wasting life

even as an idiot would his wealth. But, on receiving the Grace

of God, he asserts that he is always thinking of the Lord without

ever forgetting Him (1, 3) . The Lord, he feels, is there to bless

him. He does not want to prattle about things not yet clear to

him and he begs of the Lord to tell him what the worshippers

receive at the hands of the Lord (5) . He feels certain that he

will be never born and that even if he were to be born, he will

never grow old (4) . He addresses the Lord as the father (1)

»

as the mother (3) ;
as the great svdmin or the master (4); as

the beginning of everything (5); as the great path (8); as the

beautiful person (9) and as the precious things of the world (7)

.

The words denoting the relationship occur at the most emphatic

place— in the beginning of every fourth line. Like all great

mystics, he sees God in everything and sings of the Lord be-

coming the flesh, the life, the body, the world, the space, the land,

the sea and the mountains (7).

Again, like the mystics, he speaks the language of the Pura-

Tuis or allegories or parables. The Lord is crowned with the

crescent jewel (1, 6). He is like fire (6). He burnt the three

castles of the air (6). He rides on the bull (4). He carries the

malu (9). He sings the Vedas and is with the damsel (9).

II

Tiruvenr^inallur is on the southern bank of PenriAr. Accord-

ing to the tradition, the Brahmin who claimed Arurar as a slave

* Note: Numbers within the brackets denote the numbers of the versei

in Amrar’s hyrniis except otherwise mentioned
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disappeared into the temple. The temple itself was known as

^ArutturaV, Our poet speaks of his being blessed with the special

Grace of the Lord and addresses Him as 'Arulald\ the Lord of

Grace or Arul (1). All the activities of the Lord consist in re-

moving the sufferings of those who worship Him (9) . One won-

ders whether it is because of his receiving signs of divine Grace

in this place, or whether because the place is itself called 'Arut-

turaV our poet describes the Lord as ^AruldW (1). ‘Aruldlan* is

a beautiful conception of the Lord and we find it popular even

among the Vaishnavites for ArulMapperumdl is one of the beloved

names of their Lord.

Ill

^^Unakkdldy ini alien enaldme*'— 'After having become your

slave, can I deny my slavery?’— This is the burden of all the

verses in this hymn. It is probably because of this that the tradition

speaks of Arurar first denying his being a slave and later on

reconciling himself to the inevitable. With the addition of a word
describing the Lord as forming various kinds of relationship, this

refrain forms the fourth line in every verse inclusive of the last

verse. The third line runs, if we exclude the first word which

varies according to the poetic assonance, as follows : ^^Perpiait-

tenpdl vennei nallur arutturaiyuV^— ^Arutturai of Vermeinallur

lying on the southern bank of Penndr or Pennai^*. The first two
lines describe the Lord except in verses 2, 3 and 10.

In verse 3, the second line describes the Penndr and in the

tenth verse the first two lines describe the river. The flood carries

bamboos (2) and other plants (4). It dashes and pushes along

gold, gems and diamonds (3); therefore it appears to be full

of lightnings (3). The river is full of pollen dust (5) and honey
(7) ,

probably because of the flowers it carries. It* thus looks as

though specially adorned. The phrase, *'Minrmr PennaV' (3)

seems to involve a^pun on the word Ten’ suggesting the beauti-
fully adorned bride. It is rich in fertility (9). It receives all

the waters of the cloud streaming into it (10). It begin to hew
down its own bank, with its hands of waves (10) . It is famous
in all the cities of the world, pushing along many a valuable
shining gem—thus runs the famous Penndr (10) . All through this

hymn runs his love of Nature, here the beautiful river of Pennai
wherein probably he sees the reflection of God.
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TIRUTTURAIYCR

{Hymn 13)

I

The second hymn which is sung at Tirutturaiyur is included

as the 13th. After the spiritual revolution, there is naturally a

revulsion of feeling against the world. He, therefore, prays in

this hymn for the path of renunciation and sacrifice (Tava neri).

Here again, he addresses the Lord in endearing terms of worldly

relationship, as the lover (1) ,
the father (2) ,

the mother (3) ,
the

brother (9), the master (7), the Guru or Sista (6), a loving

friend (4), an elder brother or chief (Aiyd) (8), and God (10);

in short, as one who assumes all forms or roles (Vetam) (5).

The poet’s love of nature, representing, as it were, the concrete

form of the Lord, is definitely expressed in this hymn, for, in all

the verses, the first three lines are taken up by this description

of Turaiyur, on the banks of the river Penndr, wherein bathe

hhaktas and beautiful damsels. The saint has reached a state of

self-confidence. No more does he condemn himself as a liar. He
assures us, in the last verse, that he will never speak any falsehood

and that those who follow Him will attain nothing but truth.

II

If Venneinallur is on the southern bank of Peurndr, Turaiyur

is on its northern bank. The mountain streams roll together as

the unique Penndr pushing along precious gems and dashing

them against its banks (1); thrusting along the white tusks of

the elephant, bringing and dashing the pearls, runs Penndr (2);

thrusting along the sandal and black 'akiV, casting their fragrance

all round, the red cool waters of Perymr descends (3) ;
uprooting

champakam and malUkai, full of buds and bringing them and

casting them away with force for the bees to swarm and enjoy,

runs Penndr (4); tossing down the mangoes and jack fruits on

the sides, it casts them away for the whole country to feast on

thejn (5)
;

pulling down the konrai of honeyed flowers and varyni,
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It brings and dashes them all so full of buds (6); rushing along

with the beautiful peacock feathers and white foam, it brings

them full of pollen dust and dashes them all (7); pushing down

venkai and konku, of unplucked flowers, it brings and dashes

them to All up the fields (8) ;
the clouds of the sky stand and shower

their rain and the river brings and dashes the water to enrich

the lands with alluvial soil (9).

m
On its northern bank stands Turaiyur wherein bathe in the

waters the damsels of broad coUyrium-fed eyes (8), and the doll-

like virgins (9) of waists adorned with mekalai (1) speaking

musical words like sugarcane (4). It is thus surrounded by ponds

full of flowers blooming and ready to bloom (7) — this is the

state of beauty. Many monkeys dance—-even the animals seem

to imitate the dancing Lord (3). The music of songs, dance and

drum, does not cease (6). Bhaktas frequent the place praising

and worshipping the Lord (2). Human art is not absent; the

palaces full of gold surround the temple (5).

IV

The pattern of the verses is as follows: the first two lines

describe the Penv^r and the third line Turaiyur. The fourth line,

as already stated, ends with the words ^Urmi ventikkolven tava

nerxye*. The first line ends in 'unti^ (1, 2, 3, 7) or *cati' (4, 5,

6, 8) or ^poUya* (9). The second line ends in the words "Konam-
terriyor PeTvmi vatapdV except in verse 3 which ends in the words
*Punal vantiU Peunai vatapdV and the 5th which ends in ^Vanterri

dr Peryrmi vatapdV. If ^erri' is taken as a conjunctive participle,

there is no other verb with which it can go, unless we take ^or'

as one such in the sense of ‘coming to senses and cogitating\

Therefore, it has to be taken as a noun (that which dashes) put
in apposition with Pennai. Or, it must be changed into some
other verbal form such as ^erra* making thus possible the beauty
described in the third line. The 10th verse, we had suggested
(in our essay on Numbers), may be an interpolation and it does
not follow the pattern. The uniformity of the pattern extending
even to lines, stamps this hymn as an early poem of our saint,

inspite of the reference to Tapas which naturally does not mean
renunciation,
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V

In the first hymn, our poet gave out his name as Aruran but

did not specify any good emanating from its recitation. In this

hymn, he states that those who are masters of this, of Uran of

unfailing or neverlying Tamil, (or, it may mean the Tamil of

Oran who never speaks falsehood)
,
will truly be blessed with the

path of Tapas. Our poet, in singing the hymn, has experienced

the attainment of this path of Tapas and that is why he assures

the readers that they will undergo the same experience (11).



CHAPTER ni

TIRUVATIKAI VIRAffANAM

(Hymn 38)

I

The starting point of the next hymn (38) is his remembrance

of his past disregard for the Lord; but here, there is no sorrowful

feeling of remorse. The disturbance, therefore, in his mind has

come to an end. “Will I ever slight Him even for a moment”?

—

that is the refrain of the verses in this hymn. It amounts to

saying he shall not. “I live in the hope of being crowned with

the feet of the Lord”, he cries (1). Is there any one in this world

who does not know his father or Lord?”— he^ asks (1). He,

it is true, calls himself a foolish dog (1), but this is an expression

of self-surrender— revelling in the service of God rather than

an expression of self-condemnation. There is a feeling of hope

colouring this hymn. The poet escapes from the burden of sinful-

ness and asserts, “What does it matter if I had forgotten in the

past, my Lord? What if I had remembered Him then? Today

I live happily blessed with a heart which shall never forget Him”
(2). His is an experience of bliss. The Lord is as precious as

gold, good rubies, white and shining pearls and He is like the coral

mountain (2). He is the nearest of the nearest, the father (and

the mother) (3); nay, He is the father of his father (4) — perhaps

the saint feels that his heritage has been purified. God is sweet

like the sugarcane and the candy (3) . He is everything sublime—
the four directions, the wind, the fire, the sea and, the mountain

top (4). He is the Great Beyond, who is at the same time the

very T (4). Like other great mystics, our poet revels in his

feeling of identity with God. The identity and uniformity reveal

the Absolute of the great law (vidhi) (4, 6). It is the law of

union of the loving Lord inseparable from the loving saint (3).

“Even he had been saved”, (7) this our saint had already ex-

pressed. The Lord, out of His love and pity, showers the blessing

of salvation on the souls struggling in the sea of Karma (7).

He loves all, the sinner and the saint, and this harmony, our

poet sees in its concrete form, in the matted hair of the (loH
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where sleep together the crescent moon and the serpent (3, 6).

There is the eternal Grace in the form of the mother (3, 5, 6).

He is the great father of the beautiful Muruka (5, 8) and He is

with the Mother overflowing with beauty and sympathy (5).

The sufferings, He destroys. Has He not swallowed the poison

and does not the throat shine ever blue? (1, 7). He has killed

the elephant and covered Himself with its skin (1, 6). He is

the Lord of the bull of Dharma (1, 10). He has destroyed the

three cities, the three castles of the air (7, 9). Egoism can never

stand before Him and the pride of Rdvainu came to naught (9).

He dances on the burning ghat (1) with the bones as His orna-

ment (10) , that eternal dance of the Absolute spreading its hands

(7) on the eight points of the compass, when nothing but that

exists swallowing everything within its omnipresence. “I have

disregarded Him in my speech. But all the same He is my lover

though unknown to others. How can I slight Him even for a

moment?” (10).

II

The Lord is impersonal and personal. The beauty of the Lord,

like the red glow of sunset, captivates our poet’s heart (8).

“Though He is the Lord of the Divas, He is mine” (8) exclaims

the saint

m
Our poet feels that God has a special love for this Tamil

land which lies on the South (8) and this probably makes him
all the more happy. He repeats the significance of this name
he has coined for the Lord, Teyman, by explaining it as the One
whose mind never goes to the North, East or West. He is the

Southerner on the crown of the great Southern Pdndya, Netu
Mdran, the contemporary of Campantar. (8).



CHAPTER IV

TIRUTTINAI NAKAR
(Hymn 64)

I

Once again the world and its temptations become visible.

The mind, which is a creature of habits, attempts to remember
with pleasure the temptations which appeared to be pleasant.

There is also a terror, born in the mind, because of the new
spiritual awakening. Our poet, therefore, addresses his mind in

the next hymn (64), sung at Tiruttinai nakar, now known as

Tirttanakiri. Whilst this internal struggle is going on, there

comes to his mind the vision of the Lord with His shining

forehead besmeared with the sacred ashes, the symbol of purity

that which shines as the Absolute, when everything is swallowed

in it. In the fore-head shines the eye destroying all egoism and
obstruction. The damsel on the left represents to our saint the

great divine principle of Grace. The Lord appears to him as

perfect without any defects, a beautiful personality holding up the

Ganges within His matted hair, the great flame of Divinity beyond

the reach of the eternal ones. This is. the Sprout of Siva (1).

II

Encouraged by this vision, our poet calls his mind to take

refuge at once in this glorious Sprout (1). He begs of his mind
to listen to his words and assures it that there is no cause for

fear. The only way to get rid of birth is to take refuge in the

Lord, the Lord who destroyed the three castles in the air— pro-

bably Arurar feels that this destruction, as already explained by
Tirumular, is the destruction of the effect of th4 three malas

which lead to birth and death (2). He further proceeds to advise

his mind not to end his life by becoming a prey to the disease,

deluded by passionate attachment to women of beautiful eyes.

The Lord of Dharma, the bull, the Beginning of everything, the

father of His followers, the Lord of Grace,—the form of our
Mother,—who alone could save us—in Him we have to take

refuge (3). “Doing sinful acts and prattling many things in this

wide world with a confused mind, you tire yourself out for your
livelihood and fall down unconscious crying, “Alas!’’ To escape

from this calamity, using your reasoning capacity think of the

T. 7S
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greatness of the Lord who removed the obstructions of the rude

elephant and wore its own skin as the symbol of His greatness.

He is a precious gem, who is the Almighty (or near to us as our

son) sweet like the heavenly nectar and who is the Lord of all

Gods. Take refuge in Him*’ (4).

“You think much of this life which counts for nothing and

you go on amassing wealth. Your body suffers in this effort and

yet you speak that you can live for ever; alas! my mind! be

convinced that this is all a delusion. Take refuge in the Lord

with shoulders firm like pillars or mountains, in the great

Dancer of happiness moving us all” (5) . “Leave off this

evanescent life of falsehood. Even the bodies of the monarchs

who ruled the world and performed Dharma decayed and they

suffered and died in the end. He is the great power, greater than

all. He holds in His hand, the serpent (of this Universe, which

expands its hood as an act of creation and contracts it as an act

of destruction). He is the great father. Oh, my mind! take

refuge in Him” (6), “But for His support we cannot cross the

sea of life, however much we may purify our hearts, perform

tapas, grow matted hair and wear bones as ornaments. These,

but bespeak our egoism. Take refuge in the Sprout of Siva

praised by all, as the Great Beginning” (7). “This life will depart

from this world, whilst the loving relatives, powerful allies and

others, keep awake and watchful, only to weep in the end. Realize

this, get rid of this turmoil of foolish life and take refuge in

Him: the Lord of our Mother, our very life, the destroyer of

Death, the great God” (8). “Take refuge in Him, leaving off

the vain paths, before many come to speak ill of us” (9). “Slight-

ing this life of great falsehood, we can escape” (10). Thus our

poet, convinced in his mind, assures that the salvation will result

to those who sing these verses.

Ill

Our poet is said to have sung a hymn on Cidambaram, This

hymn is not available. A summary, however, of it, is given by

CekkiLdr. The world does not consist merely of wealth, women,

relatives and egoistic tapas. It also reveals to us the Grace and

the beauty of the Lord. The beautiful forms are but incarnations

of the Lord, inspiring reverential love for Him, Therefore, when

he saw the vision of the dance of Siva, our poet confessed, ac-

cording to CekkiLdr, that his birth in this very world giving him

this vision was the purest and the most blissful of births.



CHAPTER V

TIRUKKALUMALAM

(Hymn 58)

I

At Tirukkalumalam or ClkdXi, he had another spiritual ex-

perience and he explains in every verse of this Inymn (58) that

he has seen and realized Him. In the last verse, he says he has
realized the feet of the Lord, unknown except to those who
weep, bearing no separation from Him. This hymn is an expres-

sion of his bliss.

II

“I have seen the Lord who had showered His Grace on me,
ordaining me for that purpose and saving me from birth and
death” (1). ‘‘He has blessed me, with a mind which never forgets

Him, that great gift of not being born without ever escaping from
the Lord. Who can get this gift like me? I sing of Him to have
a glimpse of His blue throat. I am capable of going unto Him
and embracing Him” (4) . “I worship Him whilst my mouth goes
on uttering His names with reverential fear. The mind which
fritters itself away in many ways because of its old karma has
been made one pointed, I have been asking for the temples of

the Lord for many days. I have now realized Him at KaXumaXam*'
(5). “Once I was afraid of the powerful and great karmas. I

suffered but I have been blessed with a mind wliich can never
forget the Lord. I have become all love. My whole body has
become happy and I am praying unto the Lord and worshipping
at His feet; that is the law. I have realized the Lord, that sweet
sugar-cane, removing the birth, root and branch, that sweet
honey, that nectar. Slowly springs up as a bud and blossoms into
a flower in my mind, that Great Master, the embodiment of
D/iarma” (6). “I know of no other prop for me in this birth or
the next. I do not consider even my loving relations as of any help.
I think of Him that brilliant Light I worship, as my great prop
and support. I do not know of anyone but Him that is the
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knowledge I had received for being saved” (2). He is the

youngest of the youngest, and the oldest of the oldest. In my
dream He has been one with me and when I have opened my
eyes I could not see him. I have realized Him at Kalumalam^* (3)

.

“He has taught me and made me realize salvation, true knowledge

and the various paths, unknown even to the eternal ones” (2).

“Others were praising Him; the saints were worshipping Him;

imitating His lovers I also followed them. It is said that the

elephant will fall into the net spread out for a hare. I followed

those who struggle for attaining Him and I have realized Him
at Kalumalam, that cloud which is so dear to the cultivator, the

wealth and brilliance of gold, that flash of lightning, that thing

which I can call all my own” (7) . “Even the sins born of thought

are destroyed by those who think of Him and worship. That is

the brilliant flame, the Lord of the Mother, the precious gem,

the secret of the Vedas, the fame of all descriptions. Our shining

light, unknown to the two, I have realized at Kalumalam*^ (8).

He is everything in all the eight forms, our Lord who has become

one with the mind of a stranger like me, even as the water

consumed by red hot iron becomes one with the iron” (1) . “Those

who are sure of their 'MaraV reside in the “house”. That is how
delusion works. They bathe in the “tanks”— thus goes the world.

All this life and ceremonies appear to be very real. Unformu-

nately I have not realized that all these appear true because of

His support” (9)

.

This verse (9) is not clear. The following meaning may be

suggested: “Marai itaittunintavar''—He who had been realized

through the Vedas, i.e., Siva; “Manai itai iruppa ''—whilst the Lord

resides in this house of a body; ''Vancanai ceytavar *—the five organs

duped us all; “Poykaiyum mdya^^—their falsehood and activities

were made to die away; *^Turai-yurakkulittu ’*—the Lord made us

approach the ford or path of jndna and bathe in (the experience

of) the divine bliss; ^^Ulatdka vaittiC*—thus He had made us to

be the truth of existence; ^^Uytia^'—He had taken us along the

path of salvation; “I/nmaz”—this is the Truth; but it is also,

“Takavirimai”—my unfitness: “Oren”—this I have not realized” (9)

.

Then came the sight of the sprouting crescent moon on the

matted hair. He is our Lord, the embodiment of infinite Grace,

swallowing all our sins of poison; there shines the blue throat

reminding of this—I have realized Him at Kalumalam (9),
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It is clear that our poet had a great spiritual experience when
he sang this hymn. The blissful, so precious and so significant

that he is sure that he will never die. This dream reminds us of

a love-sick maiden and the word he used ‘viravi* (3) justifies our

interpreting it in terms of mystic love. The simile of the red hot

iron consuming water emphasizes this mystic unity or identity (1)

,

IV

The Purdnic stories are also mentioned—the Lord sharing the

body of the damsel of the mountain (1) ,
the mat-lock carrying the

Ganges (1), His white ear-ring (1), His fatherhood of Subrah-
manya (3) ,

His dance (3) ,
His konrai flower (4) ,

His blue throat

(4) ,
His battle axe (5) ,

His form of lightning (7) ,
His being beyond

the reach of Visnu and Brahma (8) and His crescent moon on the

mat-lock (9).

V
Our poet calls the Lord, the chief (Talaivan) (1), the father

(Emmdn) (1), the patron (Pirdn) (1), the transcendental reality

(Katavul) (2), the master (1), elder brother (Aiyan)^(6), the

Person of Dharma (Aravan) (6), Wealth (Porul) (7), the signi-

ficance of Vedas (Maraipporul) , (8) ,
the Ruler of great Grace and

mercv (PeraruMan) (9) ,
the Guru (Atikal) (9), (10). (We had

to distinguish among these terms, some of which are often used
as synonyms). The term C'Perarulalan'') (9) is significant. He
also refers to God as ^Euvokai Oruvan^ (1), One who appears in
eight ways—the five elements, the sun, the moon and the soul.

The other important term which is the basic truth of ^laivism

is Pasupati (5) ,
the Lord of the fettered souls. Our poet describes

the Lord as the sweetest thing (6) (honey and so on) gradually
developing as a great spiritual bliss (6) (the bud, the flower and
so on) , the most precious thing (8) (the gem and so on) . Mdnik-
kam (8) is a description of which our poet is very fond of, and
the brightest light of knowledge (8) (Oh). He is fame itself (8).

He is full of Grace but He is also the law and Dharma (5, 6) . The
only way to reach Him is to weep and cry for Him (10).

VI

The description of Kalumalam is also given. It is the oldest
city which floated on the sea at the time of the destruction of the
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world (1). It is even now on the sea shore where go and come

the tides of the dark roaring sea on the ^kantaV grown banks of

lagoons (5). The city is beautiful with many a garden of plan-

tains and sugar-canes (4) and with fields where grow thick the

great paddy (6), where play the swarms of 'kayaV (carps) with

vaZai (sword fish) (7). Our poet also refers to Tiruttinai Nakar

(3). Our poet calls himself 'Uran\ a contracted form of AruraUj

and the loving (son of) Cataiyan (19) . Those who sing this hymn
of ten verses with hands raised high in worship are the followers

of the Lord; and misery and affliction will never come near them

—

that is the assurance our poet gives (10).



CHAPTER VI

TIRUVARtJR

(Hymn 73)

I

Tiruvdrur became the permanent place of Arurar^s residence

and his hymns reveal a special attachment of the poet to this place.

It is here he is said to have married Paravai. The first hymn
according to Periyapurdnam sung here, viz., hymn 73, is not a

hymn of joy or bliss. Feelings of joy and despondency succeed

each other in the lives of the mystics. When they think of the

mystic experience, they are full of bliss. But when they open their

eyes to the world and contrast their previous condition with this

state of divine joy, they pass into a mood of self-condemnation and

this hymn gives expression to one such feeling of despondency.

n
In the first verse, the poet speaks of Siva as Rudraldkan, the

Lord of the Rudra world. It is not always clear in Indian poetry,

whether the divine world the poet speaks of, is an actual world

or a spiritual plane, representing the highest spritual experience.

Here itself, our poet speaks of our Lord as commingling in all our

speech whether in the morning or in the evening, whether on the

bank or on the sea or on the mountain (1) . This may either mean
that everything we talk ultimately refer to Him; for nothing exists

apart from Him. Or, it may mean in the midst of worldly ialk,

He suddenly inspires our speech. Either way this description,

emphasizes the omnipresence of Siva.

Ill

It is another characteristic feature of the mystic poets especially

in India, that they pass without any difficulty from the personal

to the impersonal forms of God and vice versa. Here, in the very

first verse, Arurar speaks of the Lord as the husband of the damsel

of the mountain; the king of the vdnavas and tdnavas (1). Our
poet speaks of the Lord with the matted hair, shining with the

crescent moon, the serpent and the water (4) ;
He who is besmear-

ed with the ash (5); He .who has adorned Himself with kpnicai
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wreath (7) ;
He who had restrained Ravana (8) ;

the Eternal God

worshipped by Kumdra, Brahman, Visnu and other Devas (9) ;
the

Lord who had swallowed the poison (10). In every one of the

verses, our poet assures that Siva resides at Arur, All these verses

are addressed to worshippers of Siva begging them to ask the Lord

whether He will accept him as his servant. The spiritual mediator,

a Guru or a brother worshipper holds an important place in the

practical religion of the Hindus. He is a ghaiaka, who brings aboujt

the inter-relationship between the thirsting souls and God. In the

mystic language of love poetry, the lovesick maiden addresses the

birds and others (H. 37) to carry her message of love to the Lord

and the Vai^avite commentators have interpreted these as refer-

ring to their spiritual Gurus.

IV

As usual the first words of the last lines emphasize the varied

relationships God bears to us. He is the king (1); He is the

Beginning (5) ;
He is our father (7) ;

He is the Lord of the Uni-

verse (8); He is Isa (10) or the Leader; He is ^Iraivan', the Lord

who is all-pervading (4) ;
He is Aruttan', the wealth or that which

matters (6) ;
He is ^Iniyan^ or the sweetest (2) ;

He resides where

the Vedas and their subsidiary 'angas* are recited (3).

V
All the verses, except the first, the second and the fifth are

self condemning. We expressed our doubts about the genuine-

ness of the 5th verse, where the poet praises himself as one who
has never departed from the path of justice, as one who brings

about freedom from trouble or danger, as one who never gets

angry with Vedic scholars and who never goes to those who become

angry (5). In the second verse the meaning is not very clear;

in the second line, he says he is displeased with those who dis-

please him; that he never speaks flatteringly. But the first line

is a glow with his love for the God. “I had not known slighting

Him on the ground that He stands lonely.” All of a sudden he is

reminded of the greatness of God and he speaks of Him in hono-

rific plural as ‘tammai\ “I love Him or regard Him a good deal”.

The first verse is only a description of the Lord. In the other

verses the poet is condemning himself; “I never speak things

direct. I am never a help to those who follow me. I am as hard-

hearted as a stone” (3). “The path I follow, my knowledge, my
attachment of continence and my justice are all very bad. 1 love
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or rogard highly, faults and cruelty. I go about doing things as

I like^’ (4) , love or regard most, the wealth. I go about teach-

ing without practising. I offer no help even to one among the many

who suffer. I am no prop to those who come unto me’* (6).

do not cut myself away from the varying rhythms of activities of

this world. I do not fall at the feet of those who had taken refuge

in You” (7). ‘Nentikkonteyum kiluyvpan'—‘Though moving like

a worm, I am sure to be enraged.’ This is certain. Even unto

those who are proud of their strength, I speak only in an arro-

gant way. I know nothing but the fundamental principle of the

universe” (8).

This statement does not harmonize with the self-condemning

spirit of the poem; but the poet may be seeing nothing good about

him except his reliance on God (8). In verse 2, also, he has said

he has the greatest regard for God. Or, the word ‘ariri* (8) may
be interpreted as becoming angry; and the word is used in this

sense in verse 10. In that case, the poet must be saying, “I lose

my patience and get enraged at the discussion or statement about

the fundamental principle and therefore I know nothing about it.”

VI

know not who are our people and who are others. I live

continuing to see the same things in this world—relying upon its

phenomenon, rather than on its noumenon. I am fond of the bustl-

ing noise of the world” (9) . “I do not cut myself away from the

fetters of attachment. I speak defying everyone. If I speak, I

speak nothing but wickedness. My mind is full of faults. I love

very much the bustling noise” (10).

In this way the poet condemns himself, feeling penitent for

his past life, in a confessing mood; but when analysed’) these exag-

gerated condemnations disclose nothing but his anger or frustra-

tion and his helplessness in this world. Thus this hymn reveals

only the moral greatness of the poet. It is only great minds who
had a vision of their ideal that would confess like this. In the last

verse the poet speaks of him as one who is capable of thinking in

these terms. It is this impatience which our poet talks of in this

hymn that reminds us of the episode of his first quarrel with the

Lord coming as the old Brahmin in PeriyapurdTiam. His attach-

ment to the beauties of the world and his feeling at home in the

midst of the bustling noise, make him unique among the 3aivite

T. 74
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saints. But even in the midst of the varying phenomena in the

world and its attractions he confesses, he loves only the Lord.

These characteristics give a picture of our saint and remind us

of Great Janaka living in the midst of Royal splendour, though

always concentrating his mind on the Absolute. This hymn there-

fore reveals the subsequent life of our saint. The spiritual revolu-

tion effected remains unchanged. His firm dependence on God

is never affected. There is no fall. His worldly life is but a life

of divine communion. The Saivites look upon this as the great

message of our poet’s life.

VII

References to the Purdnic stories and descriptions are found

in this hymn as well: viz., the Lord’s bride, His sovereignty over

the Angels and demons (1), His mat-lock with the crescent moon,

tJie serpent and the waters (4) ,
His sacred ashes (5) ,

His bull and

His wanderings all over the three worlds (7), the vanquishment

of Rdvana (8) the God worshipped by Kumdra, Visnu, Brahma

and other Devas (9), His feast of poison (10).

The description of Tiruvdrur as a place of fruit yielding are-

canuts in the groves of many fruits is significant (2). The city of

Naval where our poet grew into manhood is full of fertile fields

and resounds with the soft music of the drum. (11)

.

The poet describes himself as Aruran of Naval, as one with

the round and strong shoulders embraced by the goddess of wealth

(11). Perhaps our poet like so many Brahmins of the age like

Mayurasarman, the founder of the Ka(hmha family of rulers, was

politically great as a chieftain. He describes this hymn as Chan-

dam—a rhythmic hymn sung according to a specific time or tala.

It is a musical composition and those who can sing it as such will

attain fame—so assures the poet. That seems to be the preoccupa-

tion of his mind.



CHAPTER Vn

TIRUTTONTATTOKAI

(Hymn 39)

I

The next hymn which Nampi Arurar sings whilst living with
Paravaiydr at Tiruvdrur is the famous Tiruttontattokai which we
have discussed at length at another place.^

II

Certain ideals portrayed in this hymn may be generalized on
the basis of the descriptive terms used with reference to the saints

enumerated herein. Residence in a particular place itself be-

comes a glorious life as is made clear by the phrase ^Thillaivdl

AntaTiar\

III

Refusing to say ^No’ when a request is made is the greatest

ideal of the Tamilians since the Cahkam age, and Nampi Arurar
realizes that this is the message of some of the lives of the Saiva
saints, and he, therefore, glorifies this kind of munificence;

**Illaiye enridtd lyarpakai’^ (1) "‘Vallal Mdnakkancdran** (2)

,

**Cirkonta pukalvallal CirappuW^ (6) ,
^^Kdrkonta Kotai Kala-

rixxarivdr'*
(6).

IV

True to the ancient Indian conception of Mahivira, Arurar
speaks of the path of the Saivite saints as the path of victory.

^^Vellumd mika valla MeypporuV^ (1) and perhaps the lives of

some of the heroes must have appeared glorious to his eyes from
this point of view of self-sacrifice and patronage. The victory

here is bom of self-conquest as is made clear by the description

of ^^Ninraclr Netumdran^* (8), as ^^Nixaikkonfa cintaiydl Nelveli

venra Ninraclr Netumdran'^ (8).

1. See Vol. IV.
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V

Sov6reignty is a symbol of divinity as explainad by us in

another place. It is not a symbol of the power of inflicting punish-

ment. It is that peculiar form of Grace which protects its subjects.

It is this idea he emphasizes when he speaks of his contemporary

ruler as *‘Ulakeldm kdkkinra perumdn^^ (9). We have already

brought out the special significance of Tamil and Southern cul-

tures which are the very forms of 6ivaj and to rule as the very

embodiment of this culture appears to Nampi Arurar as the

greatest glory, for instance of that great saint ^^Tennavawyula-

kanta Cenkaimr'^ (11). This conception of Saivite rulership is

further elaborated in the phrase ^'Mummaiyal Ulakdnta MurW',

the three being Vihhuti, Rudrdksa and Jcitd, sjmibolizing the

divine purity, love and renunciation or Tydga. The conception

of tydga or renunciation is made clear by the very name

Aiyatikal

VI

But it is not a negative philosophy, not a mere running away

from the world that Saivism preached to Nampi Arurar, The

world is beautiful, with its rich growth of nature, which are all

but the various playful forms of the Lord. As Appar sings, Hhe

Lord has no form other than that of Umai, the embodiment of

the Grace and the whole world is but His dress’

—

^^TJmaiyald^

turuvam illai, Ulakaldtu utaiyatillai” and also ^^Tdnalatulakam

There are the ever-expanding groves

—

''ViripoUl cul kunrai'*

(1) ;
the waters with the ripples

—

*^Alaimalinta punaV* (2) ;
ever

resounding with the praise of the Lord

—

^^OlipunaV^ (4) ;
the city

surrounded by the sea

—

^^KatarkdW^ (6) . The coral on the shore

drives out the darkness in the old Mylapore of Vdyildn—^'Turaik-

konta cempavalam irulakarrum cotit ton Mayilai Vdyildn^\

This is merely the message of ftdnacampantar^s poems and in

describing the Lord, Nampi Arurar experiences Him as the Lord

of the flower konrai full of honey and sweet fragrance where the

bee hums

—

'‘Vampard varivantu manandra malarum matu malar

narkonraiydn^^ (5) . Not only is the world the incarnation of His

2. 4: 40: 9 and I.
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Grace but the enjoyment of the things of Nature is the very com-

munion with God. That is the message of the life of Nampi

Arurar, He describes the saints as being adorned with flowers,

and other ornaments from this point of view: ‘^Allimel mullai am
tar Amarnlti'^ (1); ^'Arkonta ver kurrarif^ (6); "Matalculnta tar

Nampi ItankaU (9); Varivalaiydl Mdni (11).

VII

Truth and sincerity are the other characteristics of the saints

which appeal to Nampi Arurar—''Meymmaiye iirumeni valipatd

rirka^^ (3); ^^PoyyaHmai yilldta pulavar^^ (7); ‘^Meyyatiydn^^ (7)—
are some of his descriptions of the saints. This upright path is the

path where stands firm the Grace of the Lord and it is this path

that, according to Nampi Arurar, Appar followed: ^^Tiruninra

cemmaiye cemmaiydk konta Tirundvukkaraiyan^' (4). Scholarship

and art shine only when they take the form of truth and sincerity.

The glory of art and knowledge lies in divine realization. Even
illiterate Kannappar could be the greatest artist because of his

spiritual realization. Art thus becomes a mode of divine life; it is

the art of life. Even the blind can be blessed with this ideal and

divine life

—

^^Ndttamiku Tanti*^ (5) ,
where one does not forget the

feet of the Lord: ^^Maravdtu kallerinta Cdkkiyarkkum atiyen” (6).

This life of self-surrender is important. No other protection is

needed; it is the greatest armour

—

^^Karaikkantan kalalatiye

kdppukkontirunta^^ (8) . But that does not prevent the knowledge
of the Vedas

—

''Marai Ndvan'^ (11)- Rudra hymn of the Veda is

important as is made clear by the name ^‘Rudrapasupati*\ Honour
and love are equally important as is made clear by the names

(11) and “Necan'^ (11).

VIII

The life of service is another characteristic feature of the

Saivite saints

—

'‘Meyyatiydn'' (7)—^they are all humility. Acting

according to the divine intuition or ideal is another mark of saints,

viz., ‘^Tirukkuripputtontar^* (3). They may assume any form and
be in any walk of life, king, minister, hunter, shepherd, Buddhist

or leader like Campantar or mystic like Tirumular or wanderer
about the world as no more than a ghost or pey. It is the inner

vision and realization that are important. They become one with

the Lord and every one of their acts is inspired like the inner

reality. They have no prejudice or passion and what appears to
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our limited vision as acts of sin become dear to the Lord or the

Universal Consciousness as acts of love and He, out of love,

swallows as nectar what out of fear we look upon as poison and

sin.

IX

There is a note of intimacy in the last verse where our poet

calls Hara as “My own” (11). He calls himself the loving son

of Cataiyan and Icainani, the ruler of Ndvalur (11), This hymn
represents this kind of slavery and service unto the Lord’s fol-

lowers. Those will be happy, who, at listening to this description

of service—our poet is sure—will become the lovers of the Lord

of Arurar*



PART II

IN THE COLA COUNTRY

Introduction

I

Hymns No. 8 to 22 have been grouped together as belonging

to the period of his married life with ParavaL He describes him-

self in one of the hymns as the father of Cihkati (15 : 10). The

Tirukkdlili hymn (20) is said to have been sung for transporting

to ParavaVs house the paddy he received. But it is not a mere

prayer for obtaining labourers. It is a hymn of self-surrender

revealing our poet’s complete dependence on the Lord. In the

other hymns also the poet reveals this self-surrender to he Lord.

He points out that some of the stories about the Lord have

inspired him to take refuge in God,

II

Our poet in these hymns exclaims to the Lord that he shall

not think or sing of any one else but the Lord. In the Tiruvali-

valam hymn (67) he speaks of the vision of the Lord he had

there. In the Tiruppukalur hymn (34) he assures the poets, that

there is no doubt whatever in their ruling the heavens if they

sing of the Lord. Tiruppanaiyur hymn (87) speaks of the Lord

as the beautiful one. The Nannilam hymn (98) asserts that the

Lord has come to Nannilam for saving us all. In J'iruvilimilalai

hymn (88) he begs of the Lord to bless him as well. The Tiru-

vdnciyam hymn tells us the Lord will never allow His followers to

suffer. The Tirunaraiyur hymn (93) points out that, that holy

place is the favourite resort of the Lord. In the Puttur hymn, he

addresses the Lord as the purest and the most beautiful. In the

Tiruvdvatuturai hymn (66), he speaks of the various stories of

the Lord inspiring him to take refuge in Him. In the Itaimarutu

hymn (60), he condemns himself and begs of the Lord to show
him a way of escape. In the Ndkeccuram hymn (99) he raises a

series of questions about the inner meaning of His purdnic acti-

vities. In the Kalayanallur hymn (16), he describes a few purd'^ic
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stories and concludes that Kalayanallur is the favourite place of

the Lord. Thus, greater emphasis is placed on the temple cult in

these hymns in addition to that popular appeal because of the

stories narrated. In other cases they are hymns of self surrender

emphasizing the beauty, purity and the Grace of the Lord.

III

In this period, our poet was probably engaged himself in

political life but his has not been a happy life that way. The

Tiruppukalur hymn condemns the patrons and chiefs of his times

and begs of the poets to place their reliance on God rather than

these men of no worth. In that hymn our poet states that the

Lord is One that gives us food and cloth. Once again, it must be

remembered that our poet is not addressing beggars but emphasiz-

ing the fact that the Lord is the moving force of the whole uni-

verse and as such the Giver of all, even to the kings of this world

and of the Heavens. As against these kings, our poet feels that

the Lord is the real prince—IVampt.

IV

Our poet exaggerates his own shortcomings, probably because

of the contrast between the divine vision which he is blessed with

the state of the world in which he lives. Or, he is identifying him-

self with the shortcomings of others. He, however, asserts that he

never forgets the Lord and that God has come into his mind.

He accuses that even if the Lord forgets him, he will not forget

the Lord. The saints usually speak of the two ways of the Lord

coming to save us: one is the way of the cat which of its own

accord takes care of its kitten; the other is the way of the monkey

V'here the young one of its own accord has to embrace forcibly

its mother. Our poet has spoken of the Lord of his own accord

like the cat coming and saving him, but when he is overburdened

with the miseries of the world all round, he speaks of the way of

the monkey though he does not mention that word. There is the

fear of death emphasized—probably the starting point of his mes-

sage of release from karma and misery. He speaks of the Lord

as the beginning of everything, as the most wonderful principle,

as the embodiment of Dharma, as his friend and Guru. He is

beyond the reach of the Great, though near to His followers. The

poet is often emphasizing the beauty and the purity of the Lord.
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V
There is one great assertion made by our poet that God cannot

be proved objectively. He is one to be experienced. This reminds

us of Nana Campantar :

^^Etuhkaldlum etutta moUydlum mikku-c

Cotikka venpd cvtarviUulan enkal cdti

Mdtukkam ninkal uruvir manamparri vdlmin

Cdtukkal mikkir iraiye vantu cdrminkale'*?

VI

In these hymns our poet refers specifically to Campantar and

Avpar to whose school he belongs. He also refers to other saints

like Eynrkon and KdfvulL The worship according to the Vedas by

the Brahmins of Vilimilalai, Kalayanallur and Vahvalam is empha-

sized. Worshipping the Lord, at sandhi or morning and evening

wi+h water and leaves and with words, actions and thought, the

irikaranas, is also referred to. Our poet also mentions the sacred

mantra Pranava. The pancaaavya is mentioned more than once.

The worship of the Lord in His universal form and as assuming

the Astamurta or the eight forms is asain and again emphasized.

More than all these, the worship through self-sacrifice and through

musical compositions, is the uninue method of worship which our

poet follows. Our poet mentions five kinds of followers in the Tiru~

valivalam, hymn: til Pal lath)dr, the numerous followers serving in

\arious wavs; (2) Paitar or the lovers who sing and dance; (3)

Cerntavar, those who are in communion with Him; (4) Nallatiydr

to whom He is the treasure in times of trouble and (5) Vallatiydr

to whom He is their very desire.

VII

He speaks of iSivalokam very often in these hymns. It may
be taken as referring to the highest spiritual state or the highest

heavens. Attaining the Sivaloka is the goal of the ^aivites. He
also speaks of it as Paraloka, the highest world and as Imaiyavar
ulaku, the world of the eternals. The last verses of his hymns give

us the result which will flow from a recitation of his hymns.

1. 3: 54: 5.

T. 75
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In hymn No. 76, he begs of the hhaktas to recite his hymn
probably because he feels that mere recitation itself is a divine

joy. The recitation of the hymn will take the bhaktas beyond the

contraries to the great beyond. They will rule the universe devoid

of all miseries. The biggest spiritual experience is described as

an embodiment of beauty, love and harmony completely free from
karmas and miseries. God is described as nectar and light. He
is the medicine for our karma.

VIII

Our poet has an eye for the beauty of the places both natural

and artistic. This time the river is Aricil. He does not even forget

Ihe crabs and the children. He describes the places as Heaven on
earth, full of dance, harmony and joy, women, beautified by
monkeys and fish, flowers and birds. Sometimes these descriptions

of nature seem to be but reflections of human life. Sometimes they
appear as reflections of the activities of the Lord, especially the

acts of the Lord’s destruction turning out in the end as His bless-

ing. In other places they appear more and more like the worship
of the followers.



CHAPTER Vni

TIRUKK6LILI

(Hymn 20)

I

After Arurar had sung the Tiruttontattokai hymn where he fell

at the feet of the servants of the servants of the Lord, according

to Cekkildr, Nampi Arurar sings the Tirukkdlili hymn, where he

begs the Lord to give him some labourers for transporting the

paddy he received at Tirukkdlili to the house of Paravai at

Tiruvdrur. This juxtaposition brings out clearly Arurar'

s

realiza-

tion of divinity of labour.

The story speaks of a mountain of paddy. Nampi Arurar him-

self speaks of only ^cila neV (1, 3, 4, 6, 8)—a small quantity of

paddy. But this is only a modest way of referring to the gift. If

it was a very small quantity there was no necessity for any labourer

at all.

Arurar's complete self-surrender to the Lord is seen in this

hymn. Except unto the Lord, he does not turn to any one else

for anything which he wants. He makes this appeal from a uni-

versal point of view; for he addresses the Lord as one who has

become the whole universe as beyond the reach of even the Devos

(9). If the Lord has become the universe the suffering of every

individual including that of Arurar and Paravai is the suffering

of the Lord. But it is curious that the poet does not whisper a

word of his own suffering or his want.

n

He refers to Paravai, the damsel of the sword-like eye and to

her fatigued, famished and starving condition: “Vdti varuntdme"

— (1) ;
''Pad varuttam"— (6) ;

"Vatukinral"— (8) ;
"Varuttam"

—

(3). It is not clear whether the sorrowful feelings of Paravai are

purely one of her own hunger; for though in one place he refers

to hunger, this reference, in other places, to her plight, must be

something more than her individual need. It must be the wants

of her household consisting a number of Nampi Arurar'

s

followers
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or of those whom she as a housewife has to feed when approached.

It is because of this that Arurar has to transport an appreciable

quantity of paddy with the help of labourers. This explains the

great Tamilian conception that the duty of running the household

is that of the lady of the house, a word for which there is

no corresponding word in the masculine gender. If it is the feed-

ing of his own retinue of followers or those who resort to his house,

one can understand Arurar making this universal appeal to the

Lord.

Reference to Paravai brings to Arurar^s mind the mythologi-

cal description of the Lord. If Arurar is wedded to Paravai, the

Lord is wedded to Umai and therefore ought to know the sufferings

of women (6). (According to one reading it is 'Ndtar Nalldr' whilst

according to another reading it is 'Malar NalldV (3). According

to the latter reading Paravai alone is referred to. Apparently the

former reading is merely a general statement about the sufferings

of women. Because in other verses he refers only to Paravai, it

is better to take it in the latter sense). What more, one wife

occupies a part of His body, while the other He places inside His

matted hair (3). Not only that. The Lord goes a-begging (5)

and, therefore, must know the pangs of hunger. Sub-consciously,

the thought, that he was after all making a request on behalf of

his own wife whilst renunciation is praised as a higher ideal, must

have been working in his mind and inspiring another thought that

the wedded life was equally divine. This makes him explain:

“What have I to say about you? Has anyone raised any commo-
tion about you when you embraced Umd and placed her on your

left?’’ (4). Therefore, he feels that married life is, according to

divine dispensation, a faithful reflection of divinity representing

the combination of knowledge and love, law and Grace.

Ill

He refers to two other mythological stories, the story of Tri-

puradahana (2) and the crushing of Rdvana (8) ,
stories which not

only point out that the Lord removes obstructions but takes pity

on these very obstructionists themselves, converting them at the
end to become recipients of divine blessing. Perhaps these sug-
gest his request to God to remove the obstructions to a smooth
sailing domestic life. In addition to his belief, that these obstruc-
tions are failures, he takes them as many stepping stones to divine

blessing.
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IV

His mind is captivated by the natural beauty of Tirukkdlili in

the midst of rich pastural tracts (4), (5), (10), surrounded by

paddy fields, full of crystal clear water (2, 9) wafted into ripples.

He is equally impressed with the art of man who has built pala-

tial buildings looking as though made of pure gold (7). This is

the place of the temple where he begs the Lord to take pity (8)

on him and to show his love (7). He is also impressed with the

beauty of the place Kuntaiyur where he has received the paddy,

a place surrounded by gardens of spotless beauty (3) full of doll-

like kurava flowers (6) ,
where the monkeys jump and play (8) in

the midst of a beautiful pastoral tract (4).

V

He assures the Lord that he worships and praises Him every

day contemplating on Him for a long time and that he always

thinks of Him and none else (1). Therefore, this hymn ought not

to be looked upon as a private and selfish request for paddy, but

as a hymn of self-surrender to the Lord who is the beginning of

everything

—

^Aiiye^ (3) and the most wonderful principle

—

^Arpu-

tan^ (3) which has become this universe ^AntamaUlyavane’ (2) the

innermost principle which sustains the universe, relying on which

principle, our poet prays for every one of our needs, even as the

Christians pray, ‘‘Give us our daily bread’’, a prayer offered not

only by the beggar but also by the Emperor. It is because this

hymn is made from this universal point of view, realizing the truth

and the power of the inner principle, that Nampi Arurar concludes

his last verse that those who master this hymn will remove the

miseries of the world and rule the world (10)

—

"^Allal kalaintula-

kin Antar Vdnulakdlpavore'' (10). (There are two readings

—

Antarvdn and Ant^vdn.).



CHAPTER IX

tirunattiyattankuti

(Hymn 15)

I

The Nattiyattdnkuti hymn reveals more of the personality of

Nampi Arurar. It is in this hymn we have the reference to the

:Saivite Saint and Chieftain, Kdtpuli, one of the saints of Tirutton-

tattokai. This reference shows Nampi Arurar's friendship with

the Chieftains of the day and the part played by him in the poli-

tical world of his day. In coming to Ndttiyattdnkuti of a political

chieftain, our poet’s mind chooses to address the Lord as the great

Prince 'Nampi* in every one of the verses of this hymn. The kings

and chieftains are there to rule on behalf of the Great Being or

the Prince whom they have to crown. God is the Lord, the King.

He is the king who resides in the Pdccil of the west—''Kutappdccil

urai Kd** (6) . He is the Lord of the Devas—'Amararkal Talaivd’'

(7).

11

Nampi Arurar has grown into a father with all the necessary

worldly experience. It is here that he speaks of himself as the

father of Cinkati (10). We had occasion to discuss the reference

in narrating the life of Arurar,

'Nampi* suggests its similarity to 'Tampi*. 'Nampi* is derived

by Naccindrkkiniyar from 'Nam*, It means ‘Our Brother’ as

addressed by the King. Nampi was a title usually assumed by

Royal Princes and conferred on those who are great like the Royal

Princes, when a landed estate called 'Nampi Peru* and a golden

flower 'Nampi‘Pu* were to be given as insignia. Because of the

unique greatness of the people holding this title, it has come to

mean the best of men. The Yai^avite commentators always inter-

pret the word as 'Purtti Utaiyavar* (the perfect) or 'Nirvdhakan*

(the Lord). Therefore, we may interpret the term Nampi as our

perfect Prince.
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III

This hymn is important as showing his pre-occupation with

the mythological stories and descriptions of Siva—stories and
descriptions which at the first flush excite fear and revulsion, the

stories about the ornaments of serpents (1), and white skull (3),
the crescent laurel on the ruddy mat-lock (3) ,

about the midnight

dance on the burning ghat (2) and the graveyard (1), about the

company of the Mother (3), about the ride on the bull (9) and
the pilgrimage of beggary (8), about the singing of the Vedas (6)
and about the feast of poison (3) and the conquest of Death (6).

He feels that these express in a way his inexpressible experience
of Godhead. He, therefore, protests, “I shall not deride your
Dance» (1) ;

“I shall steal it alP* (2) ;
“I shall not speak ill of your

life of beggary” (8) ;
“I shall not abuse you even if you ride on

the cow (bull)” (8); am not afraid of the serpents” (1). “It

is a beauty, this harmonious commingling of the serpents and the
crescent moon” (7). “His is a divine form (Tippiya Mwrti—2)”.
He is the gem beautiful of the colour of the precious carbuncle

stone” (2 & 3).

IV

This kind of thought excites him to express his confidence in
God. “I am capable of serving you without any fear. What shall

I desire for?” (3) he exclaims, suggesting he wants nothing but
the Lord. “You may not care but I realize your greatness” (1).
“You are the Supreme Being

—

Parametti'* (3). He is sure there
is no more birth for him, but still he exclaims, he will never forget
the Lord (1). “Even if the Lord forgets him he shall not forget
Him” (12)—such is his resolution. “You may not care to see me
but I am able to see you with my mind’s eye. You may not think
of me but I shall not leave off singing your praises” (1) . “I shall

not like anyone, except yourself” (2). “I shall not press hard on
anyone else except you” (8) . “Even if you do not love me, I will
love you and I am happy with you. I have come to serve you not
for suffering” (7). “Even if you are not attached to me I am
attached to you” (5). “You may walk away from me but I shall
walk (to the very end of the universe) to reach your feet” (6).
“I do not know anything but you. Even if the heretics by their
mean acts achieve anything, even if I see their success with my
own eyes, I shall not think of it as of any worth” (9)

.
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have seen your followers worshipping you and serving all

and (therefore) I am also worshipping you so that my karmas

may take leave of me” (9). The usual method of worship, the

ahhiseka or bath of milk, curd and ghee of the Pancagavya is also

mentioned (6)

.

“In exercise of the best of my thinking power or faculty or as

long as my mind acts I have resolved to reach the target fixed up

for being aimed at. I thought of being saved and have taken

refuge in your feet” (7). 'T, the slave, have become the slave of

those who had taken refuge in your feet. But yet, I shall not

cease singing your praises. I have befriended you so as to realize

you through my songs and quests after you. Therefore, I cannot

forget you” (5).

All these assertions do not mean that Nampi Arurar has not

realized the loving aspect of God. “O, Lord of the pure and divine

form, pray tell me how you have entered and continued to stay

in my mind—I, who am the meanest of the mean. Having placed

(one) in the midst of suffering, you are capable of removing those

miseries” (2).

Nor is he oblivious of his own shortcomings which as usual

he exaggerates. “It is not that I have not been educated. I read

and learnt many things except your greatness and my servitude.

It is not that I cannot stand firm in any undertaking. But I cannot

think of the right path of those who are firmly established in your

path. I cannot praise your feet of gold. I cannot think of the

future. Yes, I am good to no one but yourself” (4)

.

V

A rich life—political and social, domestic and public, religious

and spiritual—is full of varied experiences and conflicting situa-

tions, creating problems. Nampi Arurar, who has taken the Lord

as his friend, philosopher and guide, is sure of God’s help but

when trying situations arise,' in the midst of his certainty of Lord’s

love he feels as though God is loosening His hold because of his

imperfections, but only to make Arurar to tighten his own grip

on the Lord. It is the complicated situation that is reflected in

this poem. He says that he is proud (or happy or in the midst

of pomp

—

kaUyen) but he asserts that on deeper consideration,

this human life when thought of as something substantial, draws

out but tears from his eyes. Therefore, he says, “I cannot but fall
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at your feet even forcibly—even against your wish. I shall not
worry any one but you^’ (8) . “I shall not recount my miseries
and blame you stating that you have caused me to suffer all that

I have undergone though they are not to be experienced by me”.
(“Because they have to be undergone according to my karma, I

shall not blame you that you have made me suffer these miseries
which I have experienced”—this is another interpretation) (6).

The Mythological stories seem e> press this truth. What
appear to be cruel, frightful and mean, seem to be all love on
further consideration. The Hound of the Heaven is but our
beloved and none else. He is indeed so loving—He is the cool
showers or the clouds so dear to the people of South India (6)

.

VI

In this spirit of humility, the poet notes even the tiny crab
playing in the fields of the city which has the groves as its fence
(9) . Having given expression to his conflicting emotions, he feels
relieved and whole, sinless and pure. This inspires him to
advise the Bhaktas to recite this song of a hymn even if they were
not accustomed to sing hitherto—^for he feels sure that such a reci-
tation will completely wipe out their sins (10)

.

1 76



CHAPl’ER X

TIRUVALIVALAM

(Hymn 67)

I
:

The Tiruvalivalam hymn gives another vision of the Lord

which Nampi ATurar had. Cehkil^r calls this ^Enhum nikalnta

Tamil mdlaV^ or the universal hymn. Nampi Arurar explains

herein his own experience of God, sometimes as something per-

sonal, sometimes as something universal. Every verse ends with

the assertion, “I have come to Valivalam and have seen the Lord”.

He explains in the rest of the verses how he had experienced the

Lord. ‘‘He is the very breath in the body and yet He stands in

the form of *6m' becoming all the Universe” (1). Thus our poet

explains God as the inner and the outer principle. “His munificence

is immeasurable even unto those who have renounced everything

looking at even the pleasures of heaven as bitter. He becomes the

very light of the mind of His followers, springing up in their minds

as the nectar by whose side the honey of their minds turn bitter”

(1). Thus is expressed the subjective experience of the Absolute.

The poet passes from this esoteric experience to its concrete repre-

sentation in the image form. “He is the Lord capable of holding

in His hand the deer” (1).

II

In the next verse, God is experienced as one who blesses His

followers. Our poet speaks of five kinds of devotees; (i) First

come the innumerable followers with their varied services and the

Lord is full of sympathy for them, (ii) The bhaktas^ those who

are full of reverence and love for Him, sing and dance in divine

ecstasy and the Lord is all love unto them. (Hi) There are again

those who walk in the narrow and strenuous path following the

footsteps of old, never swerving therefrom even by a hair-breadth

and reaching the goal. Success and freedom are created for them

by the Lord, (iv) To the good or the great, He is like the wealth

I. P. P. fivar., V 43.
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or treasure in reserve, for times of trouble or misery, (v) There

are the followers firm in their resolve, hard and unshakable as the

mountain, like the saints of TiruttontattokaL To them. He is the

very desire of the heart. The poet hastens to include himself

amongst those blessed by the Lord: “He blesses me knowing my
own wants’’ (2).

III

In the next verse Nampi Arurar harps back to the truth of

the Lord beyond the reach of all, though within the reach of the

lovers. “His beginning and His end grow deeper and deeper,

broader and broader and higher and higher, (never to be reached)

but He is so close to those who fall at His feet”. Who are these

followers? “They are like other people of the world, sinners, all

to start with, but transformed into saints, by the company of the

Great. The stupid serve their family sustaining nothing but false-

hood. They suffer and then their heart melts, they finally come

and mix with the community of true hhaktas. Thus, they come to

live and to them the Lord shows the unerring path.” The poet

combines his own redemption with the salvation of others: “He
removed my blot even from my future birth”—All these seem to

represent the inner meaning of the image from where Siva is happy
with Umd or the Mother Goddess (3).

“He is always my confidant, my guide, friend and philosopher.

My tongue will not swerve from the path of singing your praises

and it is so sweet like the nectar collected there to be oozing out”

—thus he expresses his experience of his compositions. “This very

Lord is He that is worshipped by innumerable and varied Devas
taking refuge in Him. He is the great, unknown to Tirumdl and
Brahma; though unknown to them. He had made me great” (4)

.

IV

Our poet thinks more about the importance of music compo-
sitions. “The Lord enjoys most the praises sung in the hymns of

Campantar and Appar and loves them to be repeated often and
often”. From this it has to be noted how in the time of Nampi
Arurar

j who followed Campantar and Appar, not at any distant

date, the hymns of Campantar and Appar came to be sung by
devotees with fervour and reverence and what high esteem Nampi
Arurar himself had for the hymns. Our poet is giving in his

hymns expression to those ideas of Campantar and Appar, “God
knows my ignorance, the ignorance of a slave. He has made the
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stone of my heart melt in love unto Him. He has shown me His

victorious feet. He has removed the weeds and the obstacles”.

Who is He? “He is the Lord who stands firm while the Devas of

great prowess worship round Him” (5).

Nampi Arurar gives us still more of his experience of the

Lord saving and blessing him: “I know not to sing; and worship;

I know not to praise thereby; I know not to go in quest of Him;

I know not to get myself reformed thereby; I know not to walk

in the path and to lead my mind therein. How am I to reach you,

I cry. He showed distinctly the path and brought me thereto.

He accepted me saying, ‘Do not thou feel miserable and pine

away in vain’.” (6)

.

“He helps us to escape from the deep expanse of the sea of

birth completely removing the taints of cruel karma, which holds

fast and fetters us all. Communion with Him inspires a capacity

in us for great service. He yokes us on to His service to amass

the results of tapas. Those who had amassed like this can easily

think or contemplate on Him and to them He opens the Sivaldka

of His glorious feet to which he raised them. He is always inside

the mind of those who worship Him”—thus our poet expresses

his own experience though the verse is couched as expressing

the objective truth about God (7).

V
“Innumerable Devas, Rsis and kings and infinite number of

people stand everywhere and praise Him and He blesses them
with whatever they want. He stands firm so that those who take

refuge in Him may rest in Him. He is the Grace overflowing unto

these all. He is my karpaga ocean, the ocean that will give any-

thing that is wanted”. I cried unto Him, “O, Lord! bless me!”.

“Thereafter He has snatched my soul and became one with my
mind”. In this way, the poet tries to make his experience a

universal fact of God’s Grace (8).

VI

The two verses that follow refer to the story of Tripura,

Rdvav<i, the feast of poison, the Mother Goddess and the Kdpdli

form expressing in the language of mythology, the very great

experience vouchsafed to Nampi Arurar. “He comes after every

thing and goes before every thing, unknowable even unto the

Vcdic scholars of kindness falling at His feet” (6). “It is im-
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possible to bring in any evidence to prove His existence objecti-

vely. But, He is easy of reach and experience. To the minds

which do not think of Him, He never reaches and He creates

confusion therein’’ (10)

.

VII

Valivalam is praised as the place where the learned Vedic

scholars raise the sacrificial fire to reduce the evil powers of

'Kali' (11). No other description is given of this place and this

description is significant and to the point, emphasizing the spirit

of sacrifice and the great light or the fire of sacrifice ever kept

alive for the good of the Universe. This hymn is an outpouring

of his heart, a sweet music of pure TamiL The poet has known
the elation he felt, when he sang this hymn and therefore assures

the recitors of this hymn that those who can praise the Lord by
singing these verses with all their heart and with all the bliss,

will reach the world or place praised by even the Devas who
know no suffering (11).

VIII

This hymn, therefore, gives us a picture of the spiritual deve-

lopment of Nampi Arurar, realizing God in his mind and in the

Universe as a great principle of love, light and happiness, ever

leady to help the fallen and the depraved—the great power
worshipped by all, the fundamental principle preceding and fol-

lowing everything beyond the reach of all learning and power,
though at the beck and call of the loving heart.



CHAPTER XI

TIRUPPUKALUR

{Hymn 34)

I

The Tiruppukalur hymn is addressed to the brother poets of

his age. The poet has realized that God is the real moving force

sustaining us all. This conviction flows in his very blood and as

the result he advises others to rely upon God and none else for

anything and everything. This is not a negation of activity but a

realization of the inner truth of this universe.

II

We get a picture of the poets hovering about the patrons of

the day. We have noticed Arurar's intimacy with the chieftains

of the land and this hymn shows that he is sick of most of them.

‘‘You may praise them and depend on them but these cheats will

not yield any benefit” (1). The usual praises showered on the

patrons by these poets are in a sense caricatured in this hymn

and therefore, we get a picture of the world of the patrons and

their coterie of poets of the age. The powerful Bhima (2), the

victorious Vijaya (2) ,
the munificent Pari (2) ,

the beautiful Kama

unto women (10), the glorious Muruka (10) are some of the des-

criptions of these patrons even when they do not possess an iota

of qualification for being praised thus. Some are described as

the learned (9), the perfect Lord of the lands and relatives (3),

the lord of hospitality (8), the scion of the God family (6) and

the mother unto poets (7) . The old man may be praised as pos-

sessing shoulders like mountains (4), the cheat, the liar, the law-

less, the wicked, the revellers in five great sins may be praised

as saints, alas! to what purpose! (5). “The men who will search

for the sesame seed who will not give an iota even unto the fly

may be praised as great patrons but none of these will part with

anything” (8) . “Why then this futile attempt at pleasing the pat-

rons and this prostitution of poetry?”
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“What a beautiful place is this Pukalur! The bulls plough

the fields and the sacred birds scream” (3) . ‘‘The fields are full

of sweet fragrance (6) ,
and the lotus proudly rises up its head” (11)

.

“The owls in the hollow of a tree never cease to sing their songs” (9)

.

“The buffaloes rush into the tank” (10). “Why then speak of

any want in this place?” “Here and now, the Lord will give us

our food and clothes” (1) .

IV

This is the pleasure of prayer along with the destruction of

misery. “In the next birth we can rule the J§ivaldka” (1) . “There

is no doubt about this, our ruling the rising tiers of the worlds

of Dcuas” (2) “becoming as it were their axle” (3) ,
“ruling there

as the king” (4), “as the father” (9) “as the leader” (10), “with-

out any perplexity or obstacle or any fear of getting lost in the

mire of a hell” (8). “All the sufferings of the mind will be re-

moved and we all can be saved” (5) . Our poet feels sure that

those who recite this hymn of appeal to the scholars based on the

truth of the sustaining principle of God

—

Karma, will reach the

feet of the Lord who is in the form of Dharma (11).

V

Therefore, this hymn is a hymn on Siva^s Dharma or nature

rather than a cheap promise of food and clothes—a hymn teaching

the value of surrender to God, realizing that whatever we get

is from Him. This hymn further falsifies the theory that Indian

poets and philosophers are always other-worldly, losing the pre-

sent world for the future. This hymn assures us in no unmistaken

terms of the present and the future.



CHAPTRE XII

TIRUPPANAIYtTR

(Hymn 87)

I

The conviction which grew up into the message to the learned

in the previous hymn develops in the Tiruppanaiyur hymn
into his exquisite joy resonating with the dance of the Lord sus-

taining the universe, a dance which he sees reflected in the build-

ings and natural beauty of Tiruppanaiyur, a beauty which makes

the poet exclaim at the end of every verse as if in chorus, “He is

alone the Beautiful”.

II

It is the dance of the divine form which is both masculine

and feminine, a dance unknown to Visnu and Brahma (7) ,
which

makes the followers also dance in beautiful harmony (1) . The

sacred ash (2), the beautiful crescent (3, 8), the laurel of a

river (2), the fire (5), the deer (5) and the axe (5) in his hands,

the victory over the elephant (6), the worship by the Devas and

men (8), the crushing of Rdvana (9), the pancagavya bath (6)

are all beautiful because of the underlying harmony of love. There

arises the grandeur of moral beauty in this very form, for there

overflows from it His Grace and compassion. His followers there-

fore dance (1). He dances within the mind of those who con-

template on Him (2) ,
removing all their karmas rushing on

them (3) . He is capable of saving them, though cruel to the cruel

and egoistic Rd-vana-like men (9) .

III

The same harmony, dance and joy, our poet sees in Tiruppa-

naiyur, in those ^mdtanmlikai, gopuram and mdntapam’ growing

as it were in the midst of groves in and around which the bees

hum and sing in that city of fertile fields (1), of rich soil, on

which grow the harmony of varied fragrant flowers, viz., “cenkalw -

ntr, mallikai, certpakam^^ (2). The ruddy eyed buffaloes, after

having laboured hard in the fields, rush into the ponds and this
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makes the smaller fish jump and dance in the fields (3). The

dance continues. The sword-fish jumps, creating a commotion

rather a fluttering or gamaka amidst other fishes which frisk into

the fields surrounded by the beautiful arecanut palms (4) . God’s

love takes the form of the Mother and we see her varied reflections

in the damsels who bathe in the ponds making the water flowers

usually blossoming at different times bloom in harmony at one and

the same time (5) ,
in that land of Cdlar surrounded by the Kdviri

—the land which sings the praises of that Ocean of love through

the poets of Tiruppanaiyur and through their ever expanding

poetry (6). With the buffalo (3), the fish (4) and the damsels (5),

the monkeys also dance on the mantapas, mdtas, mdlikais and

gopurams (7) and the peacocks dance on trees (7) whilst the

drums resound (8) everywhere and the music of the harp proceeds

from the mdtayndlikai gopurams (8) . This dance of happiness

spreads everywhere whlist the monkey dances and jumps (9) . The

honey-comb bursts and overflows (10)

.

IV

The divine joy has coursed through every pore of his body,

every part of his soul and his aesthetic experience of divine beauty

makes our poet assure the world that those who listen to and

enjoy these beautiful words of his, are indeed themselves but

emf^odiments of beauty (10).

1 77



CHAPTER XIII

TIRUNANNILAM

(Hymn 98)

I

The ecstasy of experience in the harmony of God slowly starts

to ebb away in the midst of the world of conflicts and dualities.

The feeling of harmony is still there, but the conflict becomes more

pronounced at the subsequent stage. The Lord, however, is aware

of the conflict and the need of the message of the harmony, and

comes down on this earth to save the prodigals and the stray

lambs, incarnating Himself in forms of beauty, in the images and

the architecture of the temples. It is because of this according

to Nampi Arurar, that the great Lord of varied feats and flowing

love has become fond of the great temple of NanniJam.

II

The poet begins with the contraries in the physical world, viz.,

heat and cold, the symbols of all dualities of the world resulting

in happiness and misery

—

''Tanniyal vemmaiyinan' (1). Ye, He

is the very harmony of the heat in the cold (according to another

interoretation of the phrase) (1).

He is the beggar and clandestine lover and yet He is praised

by the spiritual scholars of the righteous path (1) . He woos two

women and yet He is the ascetic of the mat-lock (2). He is the

Lord of the Pallava capital, yet He loves the ordinary but sweet

citv of Kanirypur (3). He lives on alms but yet He is the Lord

all the Universe (3) . He sings the highest truths of the Vedas

tb'^vcfh a devil dancer (4). He kills Jalandhara with a discus;

' tTq Vtpc-fows the very same discus to the Lord of the Damsel

r'f Ea'^th 7 e., Visnu (5). He is white with the ash but His throat

> blue (6). His ruddy mat-lock hides a woman; yet He

dep-^ived Prahwa of his greatness and head alike (6). He is the

asce+ic of the Iconrai flower decked mat-lock but He carries the

battle-axe and covers Himself with the skin of the elephant He

flayed (7). His mat-lock is a harmony of conflicting objects.
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the moon, flowers, serpent and the Ganges and He is the Lord of

the Bull or Dharma (8) . He fights with and blesses Arjuna (9)

.

He crushes down Rdvana and blesses him (10). Is not all this a

vivid representation of His form of the Mother of Love and His

form of Lordship

—

Umdpati? (10).

This is He who is fond of the great temple of Nannilam, where

come the great to fall at His feet and to praise Him (1); where

the groves, like unto Him, reach the crescent moon, to adorn it, on

their crown (2) . There shines the harmony of plants and animals

represented by the beautiful walk of the swan on the great

lotus (7), the harmony of the varied flowers reflecting the divine

harmony shining on the crown of the Lord (8) and the harmony

of the festivities where throng the troupes of worldly relatives

and the other-worldly tapasvins and jSaivites of our fold (9), the

latter coming to serve with an outward form of strenous discipline

but with an inward form of love, very much like the Lord going

to Arjuna (9). This is the place where the temple was built by

the great Cola King Cenkamn, the Lord of the Kdviri whose

devastating flood was conquered and dammed so that it could be

blissful in feeding the world (10) as another symbol of harmony,

reflecting Siva vanquishing and blessing Rdvana (10).

Vedic scholars pray and worship (1,6) but anything is good

for performing His loving worship, any green leaf and pure

water (3) . The worshippers take refuge in His feet with all their

heart praising Him with many hymns, raising up their hands above

their crown (4)—the trinity of thought, speech and art in the

harmonious unity of worship. The poet is sure of the redemption

of the world; The Lord becomes the very crown of the followers,

the crown of those who contemplate on Him with a heart melting

in love (3).

Ill

The riddle of contradictions has been solved in the very form

of the Lord and the love of the Absolute. Our poet giving expres-

sion to this has gone beyond the sphere of contraries to the divine

bliss of harmony and he feels that those who master this hymn
will similarly enter like him, the great Beyond (11)

.



CHAPTER XIV

TIRUViLlMlLALAI

(Hymn 88)

I

The conflicts of the world gain upper hand in our poet’s mind.

When he turns worldward they become inescapable, except through

the Grace of God. He, however, sees in the world the saved souls

who remain unperturbed in the midst of these miseries and he,

therefore, cries to the Lord, “Will you not bless me even as you

have blessed others?” He is indeed himself a saved soul but the

world is still too much with him, tantalizing him whenever the

old habits of thoughts occur and hence this cry of his. But even

this cry implies his strong conviction of the conquest, by the

chosen few, of the contradictions and miseries of the world.

II

Tiruvilimilalai is the very heaven on earth. It is the Heaven
with its towers of lions descending on this world (2) ,

where come
and dance even now the dancing girls of Heaven whilst Visnu and

Brahma stand worshipping Him (4) . It is not for merely resolving

the contradictions and dualities that He is here in this temple. It

is the greatness of the worshippers here that draws Him there (9)

,

etc,

Tiruvilimilalai is a colony of a class of Brahmins, who fill

the whole of that place (6,7) . Tiruvicaippd of Centandr (2-8)

speaks of the 500 of Tiruvilimilalai even as otheiis speak of the

3000 of Tillai. These with others worked for the Hindu revival

as against the Buddhists and Jains whose stronghold was asceti-

cism. The Digambara Jains went a step further, refusing salva-

tion to women. As against this, the Tevdram praises the devinity of

women and the holiness of the right kind of domestic life (1) . It

is here that Siva's form of Urrvdpati and Ardhandrlsvara become
significant (1,2,3), the very forms which receive worship at Tint-

v^imilalai, The contemplation of this form takes a firm hold in

the minds of these Brahmins enabling them to protect the world

from the evils of Kali age (2) . What is more, in the sacrifice, they
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perform—the sacrifice which is the home of the sacred Vedas—
the poet sees shining their women glorious like Laksmt, the Goddess

of Wealth and Beauty (1). Tiruvllimilalai is great because of

this beauty (1, etc.). Is not this the very message of the life of

Nampi, Arurarl

Brahmins as the worshippers of God are further described.

They are Antanar (1,6,7), those of beautiful and loving character

who bless those that have faith in them, in short, they are the

gurus. They have obtained harmony, peace and repose {Taninia

Antanar—7) ;
they have mastered the Vedas (6) ;

they sit on the

edge of the sacrifice where they kindle the holy fire with a fire

drill (9). They are the Brahmins of the Vedas, reciting the Vedas
and following the morality of the Vedas (10). Social service is

not foreign to them. There is the rosy hand of righteousness and
munificence (4) . In their strong palatial residence wealth

abounds (7). It is a characteristic feature of the place where
even the dark groves of flowers shower drops of honey (6)

.

Tillai 3000 are reputed to be identical with jSiva and it looks

that I^ampi Arurar is identifying the Brahmins of Tiruvllimilalai,

those who become great and worship the Lord, with :§iva who
rides the chariot to destroy the three castles of the air (5). Their
mind remains firm in Him (2). They contemplate on Him as the

creator of all fetters and salvation, a great deceipt, that way (4).

They daily perform the ceremonial worship out of Love (6).

Every day at the sandhi worship, at dusk, they shower flowers

on Him, which the Lord adorns Himself with all grand-

eur (7). There are other descriptions of the Lord which may be
taken as the forms which these worshippers contemplate on. The
Lord comes within the body and becomes its very life. He is

the three great lights (3). He is fond of the honeyed bath of

Pancagavya and clear water (3). He is fond of the begging sur-

rounded by the ghosts (8). His deer (3), battle-axe (3), His
consort (1,3), His beggary (9), the dstruction of the three cas-

tles (5) are all mentioned; but of all these the begging tour seems
to be very important; for the poet says, ‘to those who seek the

esoteric significance, the Lord shines as the greatest truth’ (9)

.

The ViU Brahmins are thus the beacon lights for those groping
in the darkness and misery. Our poet’s mind has become chastened
by the worship of the saints of Tiruttontattokai. The thought of
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Siva’s followers has been peeping in here and there in the previous

hymns. In the Vili hymn, it becomes the central idea. Their

example encourages him to cringe at the feet of the Lord for a

similar redemption. The Brahmins of the place suggest other

saints Arjuna (7), Baghtrata (7), Candi (6) and Katinappar (6)

to whom the Lord has assigned a high rank. They are mentioned

specifically whilst others are generally grouped under the terms

Bhaktas and Siddhas (6,7). That the ghosts of the burning ghat

represent the Saiva followers has been explained elsewhere. The

great form of worship our poet likes most is as explained by

Cekkildr ‘'Arccanai vdttii\ i.e., the worship with the musical

hymns. Therefore, he is reminded of his leaders in this line, the

two great saints Appar and Campaniar, whose songs the Lord was

so fond of, that He gave them gold coins at Vili (8).

Ill

This hymn thus expresses the poet’s way of looking at the

communion which the Bhaktas have with the Lord and, therefore,

according to him those, who recite these lines of good Tamil of

our poet of Ndvalur where even the bees hum the music of supreme

^ndda^ are sure to achieve the same communion with the Sup-

reme (10)

.



CHAPTER XV

TIRUVA^^CIYAM

(Hymn 76)

I

The reverence for the 'tantars' who are often looked upon as

the very form of the Lord, leads to the conception of !§iva as

the great saint and guru, the great Lord of all, which in turn

brings back the idea of His being the only refuge and His hasten-

ing to remove our sufferings. In the Tiruvdnciyam hymn, the

idea of the Lord as ^AtikaV (1,2,3,4, 5,8) becomes the heart of the

song—six verses at least mention the word—and as such we are

told that He will not allow the inescapable hard law of karma

to inflict on His followers (1,6 ,

II

Those who contemplate on His feet of shining lotus are never

inflicted bj^ karma. He is the true medicine for the disease of

karma or the nectar bringing back life from the cultches of fatal

karma (6). He is the only One who can do this (1). His

resounding victorious feet alone are our refuge (7)—none else

will we consider as our Lord (9)—He of the sacred thread (1)

,

of the blue throat (5) ,
the consort of the Mother (1,5,9)

,
who is

the very embodiment of love, the great fighter (3) ,
the destroyer

of the three cities (3), the archer aiming at Arjuna (3), the

Supreme Lord coming surrounded by the ghosts (6) ,
the un-

knowable even unto the two (7)—these descriptions o| the purdnas

are enumerated for emphasizing this great truth, for, as pointed

out, these stories have an inner significance. His blotless ash

has an esoteric meaning (2) ; it represents the great idea of purity

in which ends everything and therefore, He never leaves off this

extraordinary act of besmearing ash (4) . The ash reminds the

poet of (the ashlike pollen dust of) ^kaitaV plant whose sweet

fragrance fills this holy place (5) which that way reflects the

Lord of the ashes. The commingling of the moon and the ser-

pent is His characteristic feature (5). One end of His gem-

bedecked girdle of a serpent has many a head, a symbol of the
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evolution of many from one (3). Thus our poet’s preoccupation

with the 'puranic stories is made clear even by this hymn,

111

The idea of the saints is not forgotten in this hymn—these

men full of the riches of God’s Grace (1) . Has he not des-

cribed Appar, '^Tiruninxa cemmaiye cemmaiydk konta Tirund-

vukkaraiyan”.^ They fall at His feet and praise Him and He
shines in that glory (1), in that beautiful city of towers of ever-

growing perfection (6), and holy ponds of spacious lotuses and
crystal clear water (3) . He is worthy of the sight by those whose
mind harbours no vegeance (2). The Lord, the Saint and the

Guru explains the universe as a vision to the saints of pure and
unsullied heart.

IV

This hymn suggests various reflections of real life, seen as a

poetic vision of that holy place of nature, beautiful. The bull

from the cattleshed bellows; frightened by this thundering noise

the sword-fish in the field runs away only to scare and drive out

the carps for taking refuge in the lotus (2) . The white flower

of the vaUai creeper on the bank is mistaken for the crane by

the tiny fish and in terror and confusion it leaps into the mouth
of the sword fish, (as though it were its hiding place) (4). The
streams flow incessantly into the fields and there bloom the ‘kuva-

laV flower—like the eyes of the damsels, keeping guard over the

crops (7) . Their song for scaring away the birds by its very

music invites the tiny birds and the parrots to swarm around

them and what is more wonderful, this mad rush of the birds

scares away the crane and other water birds of the moat in

which, therefore, the stout fish leap with joy, now free from their

enemies (7) . The fields near the thrashing floors feed the bees

with their overflowing honey and they intoxicated, sing with all

their heart, the song of their pride which echoes in the hea-

vens (8)—ah! what a beautiful sight! (8). Thanks to the tanks,

the cuckoo, (like Daksindmurti) frequents the cool shades of the

banyan tree (8). The apes dividing amongst themselves the

sweet plantain fruits and the honeyed jack fruits remonstrate

X. 7: 39: 4-
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and fight, over the inequalities of the divided shares with the
trunk of the plaintain and the (9). Are these not, in more
senses than one, reflections of human life seen from a remote
distance and unconcerned height. Looked at from the heights

of divinity this world of delusion and passion rushing with mad
speed to escape from the divine blessings showered on it appears
as so much poetry and romance.

V

Our poet is so much overpowered with the expression of his

poetry that he begs of the Bhaktas to sing this hymn of a garland,

because he feels that singing is itself a bliss, revealing the work-
ing of the inner principle of God within this universe.

1 78



CHAPTER XVI

TIRUNARAIYURC CITTiCCARAM

(Hymn 93)

I

In the TirunaraiyUrc Citticcaram hymn, the hymn on the

temple of the Siddhas, the mythological stories and descriptions

of JSiva are enumerated—the mat-lock of the river, the flowers,

the moon and the serpent (1), the flaying of the elephant to ap-

pease His beloved (2) ,
the destruction of the three cities (3^

,

the crushing down of Rdvana (4), the stealing of the hearts of

the damsels (5) ,
His beggary (6) ,

His handling of the deer, fire

and the battle-axe (8), the feast of poison (7), the discomfiture

of Daksa (9), the conquest of Death (10)—all emphasizing as

usual, love as harmony, and power as Grace, and destruction as

salvation.

II

Where does He reside? A befitting description follows of a

heaven on earth and, therefore, after giving expression to this

vision of the mundane abode of the Lord— our poet is certain

that those who master this hymn will reach the Heaven of

beauty (11).

Ill

Nature seems to be a mirror reflecting God and His com-
pany. The meandering stream throwing to the shore, gold and

precious stones remind the poet of the crawling serpent of the

Lord (1). The frightened Mother Goddess is reflected in the

damsels with bangles, enjoying their bath in the stream (2). Even
the destruction of the three cities and the crushing down of

Rdvana are but acts of love and, therefore, these remind us only

of reflection of the Mother Goddess in the faces of the ladies of

the place, in the midst of lotuses of honey blossoming as though
awakening fully from sleep (3). His sporting with the damsels

and begging tour are but episodes of love and beauty, best fitted

for a poetic spot or background where in the rich waters the fish
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frisk about making the sweet flowers full of the sweetness of the

overflowing honey (5) yield up their fragrance and where (,Siva-

like) grove stands crowned with the moon of the heavens (6).

Feasting on the poison, the Lord stands with the River-Maid

sneaking into His mat-lock and this is reflected in the royal roads

of the city where move the chariots in the midst of the flocking

damsels (7). He is the Lord of the weapons whose significance is

great and, therefore, the spiritual scholars of this place in quest

of God learn the full significance of these words (8). The dis-

comfiture of Daksa was so much festivity for the Lord and in this

city, in its festivity resound to the Heavens, the song, the flute

and the drum (9). The conquest of Death is no breach of the

established law and, therefore, there crowd in the city those who
follow the law of divine Will, never swerving from the righteous

path (10). Thus we get here a description of an ideal city of

material prosperity and fertility, of feminine beauty and chastity,

of mystic experience and moral grandeur, reflecting in all its

natural beauty Siva of the Purdnas which is so full of mystic

significance.



CHAPTER XVII

ARICIRKARAIPPUTTUR

(Hymn 9)

I

A description of the beauty of the holy city was attempted

in the previous hymn. Holiness and beauty are not separable.

This implication of the previous hymn is made explicit in this

hymn on Aricirkaraipputtur, the new city on the banks of Aricil,

the river. The conception of beauty of the divine harmony and

the purity of the unselfish divine love have been growing steadily

in the previous two hymns. This hymn of Puttur delivers this

truth as the important message. God is spoken of as Beauty and

Purity in its alternate verses respectively (See the introductory

part of our thesis following the suggestion of Campantar's hymn

on this temple. This is the very message and importance of the

pur&V'ic stories.

n

The flaying of the elephant (1), the destruction of the three

cities (1), the ride on the bull (1), the begging tour (1, 8), the

eightfold form (3) ,
the worship by the Devas (5) ,

the destruction

of Daksa’s sacrifice (7), His lady-love (the Mother), and the

Ganges (9) ,
His ornaments of serpents (8, 9) and bones (9) ,

and

the feast of poison (10) are described in relation to the beauty

aspect of the Lord. The nipping of Brahma’s head (2), Vishnu’s

worship (2), the destruction of the three cities (1, 4) and of

Kama (4) the bestowing of His blessing upon Pukalttunai Naya-

ndr (6), His grave dance (8), and His ornaments of serpents (8)

are thus mentioned with reference to both the aspects and this

gives a clue to the correct understanding of the message. The

beauty is the beauty of harmony, an expression of divine Gracj

and unselfish love and, therefore, it becomes the moral beauty

of purity. What appears to be two different aspects on surface

are found to be one and the same at bottom. The last verse, there-

fore, refers only to divine purity (11). These mythological storie:

have this meaning and that is why the poet asks, “Why this and
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what for?’’ (4, 5, 7, 8, 9). The language of mythology helps him,

therefore, to deliver the message to the world, easily and impres-

sively and in a fitting manner in a language used by the devotee

classes.

Ill

The verses addressing the Lord as the Beautiful (1,3,5,7,9,10)

couple Him as such with the beautiful city of Tirupputtur on the

bank of the Aricil, whose floods the poet describes at length, whilst

the verses addressing the Lord as the Pure (2,4,6,8,11) have no

such description, but after the enumeration of the purdnic feats

of the Lord they all exclaim, “You are the only pure One of

Puttur, full of groves”. It looks as though there is an inter con-

nection between the Beauty and the description of the river, sug-

gesting perhaps that the floods reflect this Beauty.

The Lord flays the elephant, destroys the three cities and

goes a-begging at every door; the flood tumbles up tusks of

elephants and horns of stag, tossing up hither and thither the

peacock feather and the 'akil\ only to reach through the river

our city (and our homes) (1). If the Lord cut away the head

of Brahma to beg therewith, (2, 3) the flood breaks down the

sandal tree with its leaves along with the bamboo, carrying them

all with its noisy hands of waves and dashing and collecting them

against the banks even as the beggar gathers alms little by little

(3). Here also Nature is described in such a way as to suggest,

it is a mirror held up before God.

The begging tour amidst the loving souls contemplating which

the Great become chastened, is reflected in the flood where rush

in, the varieties of fish making the smaller fish jump up in grou{)s

whilst the swan observing this, feels miserable at first and there-

after becomes chastened (5). The destruction of the sacrifices of

Daksa is reflected in the destructive flood which pushing along

the peeping feathers of peacock and cardamom carries along the

gems, pearls, and gold (7). The Lord of the Mother and the

Ganges adorning Himself with the serpents, bones and ashes is

reflected in the flood robbing on its way the sugar-canes and the

fruits of the plantains and the arecanut palms, and calling aU to

share this booty at the beautiful city of Puttur (9). The feast of

poison seems to be reflected also in the flood which seems to be

forcibly drawing the thundering clouds to rain, whilst the stream
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which runs on either sides, beats against the banks with its

resounding hands of waves (10)—a war on the two banks, throw-

ing up the bamboos and akil carried in the stream after the

showers of the dark cloud (11).

In some cases, it is very difficult to explain how the parti-

cular description of the flood can be the particular description

or reflection of the Lord. If the message is understood, there

will be no difficulty. The cruel and frightful feats of the Lord

turn out to be acts of the unselfish love intended to save the

very person seemingly destroyed. So does the devastating flood

appear as cruel and destructive whilst in reality it is the flow

of love coming to feed us all. The suggestive force behind the

description of the flood beautifully brings out the esoteric mean-

ing of the mythological stories. God is not merely All Power and

Cruelty, but also a Beggar at our doors hungering for love. The

importance of this begging inspires the poet to mention it often

and often (1, 3, 5).

IV

The contemplation of the saints is another trend of his hymns
and their worship is not here forgotten. The worship of Vimu
and his self-sacrifice (2) and of the starving Pukalttunai (6) a.vr.

elaborated in two different verses of his hymn. They give us

their all to win His unselfish love.

V

The Lord is the purest and the most holy. The joy of beauty

arises out of our love and this conception of beauty is our ex-

perience of that purity. Beauty thus is an aesthetic experience

and takes form in the expression of the great Truth which is

Purity—a subjective experience of the Absolute—a poet’s vision

or a vision of the mystic—unique as the vision of a particular

mystic soul expressed in its language giving an expression and a

poet’s organic form to the inexpressible Truth. ^^Tirupputturp

punitartammai dlakdl uraippdr^*—this is very important in

explaining this aesthetic theory of Nampi Arurar. Beauty is

heavenly; Purity is divine. Therefore, according to our poet,

those who can experience aright aesthetically this hymn, will

along with the beauty loving denizens of heaven reach the

Sivaloka of purity.



CHAPTER XVHl

mUVAVATUTURAI

(Hymn 66)

I

Our poet’s preoccupation with the mythological stories inspir-

ed him with their esoteric and mystic message whicn he has

already tried to explain in his various hymns. He has raised

rhetorical interrogations suggesting that these stories have a

deeper meaning. In the Tiruvdvatuturai hymn, our poet points

that the greatest message of these stories is the message of

redemption for all; for, such is the love of God—a message which

he himself confesses has inspired him to take refuge in the Lord

—

a message which will inspire the fallen and the down-trcxlden with

the new hope of their certain salvation. Unfortunately, all the

verses of this hymn are not available; only five have reached us.

II

The story of Markkandeya^s conquest of death (1), of the

spider becoming an Emperor (2), of Vi^us worship with his own
eyes (3) ,

of the gift of Pdsupata to Arjuna (4) and of the blessings

showered on the rulers of the three burnt cities (5) are hero

specifically mentioned as inspiring our poet. The significance* and

implication of these stories lie in their inspiration leading to the

self-surrender unto God, which he explains in the latter half of

the verses. “I always praise you as the king and my Lord, standing

with folded hands, and taking refuge in your feet with all my love”

(1) . ‘T fall at your feet coming rolling on the ground ecstasy)

and exclaiming your praises with all my love. I took refuge in

you afraid of the karma rushing on me” (2). ‘T praise. Oh, God
of Gods! your shining feet babbling your glories! I took refuge

in you afraid of the consuming karma” (3). “Out of love and

attachment I praise your names worshipping you and contemplating

on your greatness and there melting away in love. I took refuge

in your feet with all my heart” (4) . Thus he expresses the change

brought over him by this inspiration from the mythological stories,

those good old stories which came to him thus with a new
revelation,



CHAPTER XIX

TIRUVITAIMARUTUR

(Hymn 60)

I

Our poet has been very much impressed with the springing forth,

all of a sudden, of the message of the old folk tayes of the Purdnas

which he must have been listening to with rapt attention from

his childhood without ever consciously suspecting that they had

any such message. The inner meanings seem to agree so much
with his own spiritual and mystic experience vouchsafed to him

by the Grace of God, that he feels a remorse for having missed this

message of these popular stories. He has been singing of his

achieving the deathless stage; but this revelation of a new message

almost springs up from the unconscious and inspires him to take

refuge in the Lord. The love of the Lord for the people to be

saved is, indeed, delineated so graphically by those stories going

very much beyond the expectations of his experience that this

purdnic personality of God appears to him nearer than before,

almost appearing to be wonderfully new. He has been seeing

reflections of this Lord in the beautiful visions of Nature in the

vari6us holy places he visited almost making them Heaven on

Earth. The Seer is said to sleep in this world keeping himself

awake in the sphere of Truth; but as in our case, dreams disturb

the Seer’s sleep also where as long as the dream lasts, everything

therein appears as true and real, frightening, irritating or cheer-

ing as the case may be. Therefore, when the old habits of thought

return, the Heaven on Earth gives place to the well known miseries

of the world. This remorse, his new vision of the Lord, and his

miserable dream— all lead him to condemn himself to exaggerate

his imaginary faults by the side of the loving Lord who is all

Goodness and to despair of an escape from the clutches of the

world of death and misery and its allies of five senses and women,
but he is sure that God alone can save him and that He will save

him. It is in some such state of mind our poet sings this Tiru^

vitaimarutur hymn.
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The hymns of Nampi Arurar seem to be so many waves of spi-

ritual experience with their troughs and crests alternating. The

same ebb and flow of joy of the mystic union is found in Nammal-

vur*s poems. The commentators there explain that the Lord is

playing a game of hide and seek, inspiring, at one time the Alvar

with joy, so that he may not become ultimately crestfallen and then

alternately disappearing from his presence so as to make him feel

miserable and express that feeling and depression, in verses which

He loved to listen and which He knew would save the suffering

world. It is for consideration whether what we have described

in the previous paragraph from the point of view of Nampi Aru^

rar mav not be spoken of as a game of hide and seek from the

point of view of the Lord. This mission of the saints* lives for

saving the world suggests one other idea. These loving souls,

feeling ever for the world, identify themselves so very much with

it that all its sins and deceits they speak of as their own; and

this explains their periodic feeling of depression and despondency

whilst as a matter of fact they have reached the highest level of

spiritual experience and divine bliss.

II

This Tiriivitaimarutur hymn is but a continuation or a con-

sequence of the Tiruvaimtuturai hymn. There he took refuge afresh

in the feet of the Lord. Here, he begs of the Lord— the Father and

the munificent Lord of Itaimarntu— to show a way of escape and

redemption— ^^Uyvahai arulay Itaimarnturai entai Pirdne”— that

is the refrain of the song. The God of Itaimarntu is all Love. He
is our Father (Entai—1-10) , Mother (Entdy—1) and the Lord (Em^

man— 4). The Lord of the Devas (4) is the Great J§iva, the

Good (8) ;
The sacred name considered by the Saivit^s to be the

proper name of the Absolute— ^^Sivanenum ndmam tanakke yu-

taiya cemmeni emmdn”.'^ He is of the beautiful eyes (1); He is

of the loving Antanar— This is another reading (1); He is the

destroyer of all obstacles and the bestower of peace (Aran) (1)

;

the Dancer on the Fire (8> ; He is of the colour of the flame

(ti varm) (8); One who adorns Himself with the crown of the

crescent moon to save it (4)

.

1. Appar 4: 113: 9.

T. 79
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If God is all love, our poet feels he himself is all bad by His

side. He is conscious that he, as a saved soul, was walking all

along in the path of the Lord. But his remorse, great by the

side of the new vision of the love of the Lord and the misery of

the world, makes him cry for further salvation. He feels as though

all his spiritual practices and experiences were like the habitual

act of the ass carrying the fragrant kunkuviam without ever being

conscious of this precious burden (1). No wonder the ass is so

neglected—slighted—"vhen it can no longer serve as of old as

though it had done nothi.ig worth remembering. ‘1 have”, cries our

poet, “laboured in vain; and with a confused mind caught into the

dangerous whirlpool; O mind! you sit and weep. What can you

do? I am a fool not even capable of crying: ‘O, Lord of Loving

eyes! Destroyer of obstacles!’ This life is of no account like unto

the ass” (1).

He thus condemns himself, therefore, for not reaching the

Lord. “I state and confess. I have not known anything of that

life experiencing the way to reach your rosy feet; but I speak; but

this, all noise and meaning” (2). “I h^ave no1 already reached your

rosy feet as I must have. The time flies whilst I become an obsti-

nate fool” (3) . “I do not contemplate on you to place or enthrone

you in my mind” (4). “The sense organs have kicked me aside,

as something worthless.” (5) . “At length, I have become an eternal

burden unto you” (5). “In the path of the foolish people I had not

known True Wisdom and Reality— alas! me a poor soul!” (S)

,

IV

He prays for a way of escape from the world of death (9) and

deceit (8). He condemns himself as falling a prey to the world
and cries for help to escape from its clutches (7) . This hymn gives

such a beautiful expression to this worldlv suffering of gray hairs,

old age and trembling misery (2) and to the saving love of

the Lord, that the poet himself assures out of his own personal

conviction rising after the completion of the first nine verses, here-

in, that those who can with all their heart and joy praise the Lord
with this garland of shining beacon light of a hymn, will reach

the rosy feet of the Lord, without being attacked by any gray hair,

old age or trembling shocks (10)

,
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Fear of death is a wholesome fear and, as is told in the life of the

Buddha who seeing an old man, a man of disease and a corpse re-

nounced the world, brings about a real conversion of the heart.

The first solution of the problem of the mysterious sufferings of

the world is the law of harma; but karma is a never ending chain

—

every act creating its future effect—an ever grinding wheel which
none can ever escape. This knot has to be cut by the Grace of

God. The sin grows through the five senses which become our
Lords with their net of women (8 & 9) .

“Gray hairs, old age and disease will come. Alas! I am spent
up having resolved on acts of no good (or ungrateful acts) . I

now realize that I have been the well ground turmeric— (to be
used and to be thrown out) . I am afraid of the Lord of Death”

—

this is one confession of our poet (2).

The ephemeral nature of life is another way of expressing the
same fear of old age and death.

Like the tiny dew drop on the crown of the grass blade dis-
appearing at the sight of the hot sun, life is of no substance.
What now for me—today, tomorrow—thus every day I have been

setting down only to feel miserable. As an obstinate idiot, I have
allowed time to be wasted—‘'Murkkanakik kaUntana kdlam^^
this phrase is again repeated (3, 4) . What I did in the previous
birth inflicts me in this birth and J have wasted time—an obsti-
nate idiot. Have I done anything to overcome this evil harma by
doing any good act?” He confesses that he has resolved on only
acts that are not good. Again he repents for the past: ‘T do
not give even an iota to those who beg ’ (4) . “I cannot give away
the glorious wealth. What is the resuit? I cannot leave off the
sins, anger, vengeance and craving. The five organs ^e not under
my control. I feel miserable, afraid of being thrust into the Hell
by the Lord of Death when the trembling old age comes’* (7)

“The women not as life companions but as play things of
pleasure—those of the beautiful but subtle waist, create the illu-

sion of life” (6). “These young ones spread their net of deceit
contemplating on this pleasure of this poor human life. I have
stayed there caught within the net” (9) . ‘‘Really this is the net
of deceitful but inescapably hard fcarma. The plantain plant will
yield its fruits only once but like a fool I expected it to bear fruits
once again for me. Thus in the hope of further happiness I was
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getting myself enmeshed in the fetters harder and harder. That

is the way of the foolish people” (9). They are the well ground

turmeric already referred to (10).

It is true this life of pleasure is not all evil; there are good

aspects as well. “I have increased my good aspects as well as

evil” (6). This assertion of his good deeds is very significant.

“Engrossed therein, I have not studied many arts or achieved

true knowledge” (6). “Alas! I am a sinner and I have com-

mitted many sins”. The remorse reacnes its zenith and he cries,

“Why am I alive?” (6).

“The life of pleasure is a life of slavery to the senses. The

five sense organs established to piotect us by receiving reports

of danger from outside, without in any way suffering any dec-

rease in their power of hegemony over us—destroy our life”. “They

kick us away (to die)” (5). “The five senses are not within my
control” (7). “These are the five kings or rulers. Having caught

hold of this sovereignty they will not ever leave us. That is the

way they desire (me to be their slave) . I am in despair—I do not

know what to do after having obediently carried out their com-

mands according to their whims and fancies. What is the way

(out) for me?” (8).

V

Is there no escape from the eternal action of karma? There

is the Grace of the Lord as our poet has suggested so often.

Repentance and true change of heart will save us, thanks to the

Lord of Love. To win the heart of this Lord of Love, we must

become like Him, merciful and kind unto the poor and the needy.

If one does not thus give out of love, one never escapes from

karma. That is why our saint cries for all
—

“I do not give even

an iota to those who beg” (4). “I cannot part with the wealth

that appears all shining to me” (7) . This mercy blesseth one

who takes and one who gives. When this mercy springs in our

mind, vengeance and anger and hankering after pleasures no more

haunt us and, therefore, no more mistakes arise; no more are we

slaves to the senses, and old age disappears; death holds no threat

of hell (7). All this springs from our reliance on God or the con-

templation on Him, or on enshrining Him in our heart or mind.

Hence this cry: ‘Alas! I cannot enshrine you in my mind and con-

template on you’ (4). God is the greatest prop and support. “I
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have no other prop to lean on (except yourself)” (6). This is

the significant cry proving his great reliance on the Lord even

in the midst of this doleful hymn. It is a cry of self-surrender

inspired by the vision of God and not a cry of despair of an ordi-

nary man! “After the sense organs have kicked me aside, I have

become an eternal burden unto you. I woke up and opened my
eyes. I saw the True Reality (the Lord). If this is the human
life—^the miserable life of the senses—I do not want it and I des-

pise it. Help me with a way out” (5). That is the cry of a

developed soul.



CHAPTER XX

TIRUNAKECCARAM

(Hymn 99)

I

Why all this suffering of this world? Why this fall? “It is

Karma”—that is the prima facie answer. Our sense of justice, our
feeling of uniformity of nature and our conception of law bring-
ing out the inter-relaUon of cause and effect demand this theory
of Karma and we are satisfied with it. But this becomes mechani-
cal in a way. The human thought demands a spiritual explana-
nation. All these are but romantic dreams—that is one way of
looking at things as already stated. Why, however, this illusion
and delusion? It is a process of spiritual education, the world
appearing in different ways according to various mental levels
reached.

In the world of ours where law is administered, the concep-
tion of punishment has been growing and developing through
various stages; vengeance and vindictiveness first took the form of
punishment. But hatred thus nurtured, demands more than it

receives. Then develops the idea of retribution demanding an
eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth and no more. Talk of compen-
sation also arises. The human heart of love can never be satis-
fied with such infliction even when just. The idea of punishment
for preventing others, therefore, develops. Inflictions like capital
punishment can never be said to prevent the criminal from repeat-
ing the offence; for, he does not remain thereafter. It prevents
others from committing the same crime. But the criminal cannot
be a mere scape-goat and the idea of punishment as a way of
reformation develops. This shows a priggish sense of condescen-
sion and it is felt that society is responsible to a certain extent
for the crime. Crime comes to be looked upon as an infection
and a disease—a mental disease requiring as such medical treat-
ment rather than vindictive punishment. The doctor inflicts pain,
but out of necessity and love. The theory of karma also deve-
lops in all these ways and we reach the conception of God as the
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doctor and the medicine. The Tiruvdnciyam hymn, we saw,

spoke of he Lord as the medicine for chronic Karma, This hymn
on Tirundkeccaram tries to give a concrete explanation on these

lines.

The previous hymn spoke of the net of Karma giving rise to

gray hair, old age and trembling. The Karma will lose its hold,

our poet assures us, on the masters of the present hymn which is

devoid of all shortcomings. How is it achieved by this hymn?

II

The same pattern of a sentence occurs in all the verses but

the last. “The Lord of Tirundkeccaram, of such poetic and mystic

beauty leading us to expect all love and munificence, bliss and

sympathy had done this act upsetting all such expectations. Why
is it that He has done so?’’ This is the pattern. “Like unto one

committing suicide, why does He swallow poison to the great height

of His consort making her chaste heart almost collapse?” (1).

“Leaving the company of the Mother and Her domestic life, has He
become a natural ascetic to bless the Tapasivans?^^ (2) . “Why has

He been moved by the idea of destroying the Lord of Death?”

(3). “Why has He flayed the elephant?” (4). “Why does He love

the elaboration of the Vedas (to the dismay of the simple-mind-

ed?)” (5). “Why does He wear the skin of the lion, the tiger

and of the elephant springing out of the sacrifice?” (6). “Why
does He burn to ashes Kama and the three cities?” (7, 8 & 9).

“Why does He appear, naked and wandering, like the heretic?”

(10).

Ill

One does not ordinarily expect such acts as these from a
person whose aesthetic taste has led Him to choose a beautiful

spot like Tirundkeccaram by our poet. The bees of beautiful gos-

samer of wings, as the very life and connecting link of the flowers

are found in communion with the row of short plants of jessamine

and ^kullai' and they ultimately reach the higher and more cool

^mdtavV creeper (1). Enthroning themselves on the lotuses and
feasting on the honey, the bees hum about and the carps frisk

about and dance (7, 9) . The roving bees mix freely with jasmine

and canpaka and sing in joy (8). The bees on the pollen dust

hum whilst the cuckoo and the peacock frequent the groves of

flowers surrounded by the cocoanut palms (11). There is nothing
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of the frightful appearance there except the ^kuruntu* whose buds

assume the form of a serpent’s tooth (2) ;
but everything seems to

be munificent there, where ^ceruntV blossoms like gold (2). The

fields are full of the beautiful flowers of ‘kuvalai* and kahimr

whilst in the surrounding moat the fish, big and small, dash in an

ecstasy of joy (3). In the front-yard of houses stand the young

arecanut palms with their flowers full of honey, besmearing which

the zephyr enters and walks about as though in procession (4),

The waves of the new flood dash against the cool fields pushing

in the great gems together with sandal and ^akiV wood of the

mountains (5). That is the beautiful place of cool fields full of

ripples of the crystal clear water—the beautiful place of the Lord

—

the Heavens of an arcadia full of sweet smelling flowers of beauti-

ful forms with bees humming about and singing tunes, intoxicated

by the honey, whilst the cuckoo and the peacock frequent there to

sing and dance where the fish dash and frisk about in joy amidst

beautiful groves and fields forming the promenade of the zephyr

and wherein flow the new waters in floods carrying there all the

wealth of the mountains.

This inspires the followers of the Lord in their vociferous Hal-

lelujah of their joyful worship to bow down before Him, ordaining

themselves for various acts of divine service and praising His

glory (10). This mention of the Bhaktas and their joy in the

almost concluding verse of the hymn, instead of the description of

the joyful bees and birds of the previous verses, seems to imply

that the latter description of the joyful bees and birds of the pre-

vious verses is but an allegorical representation of the Bhaktas

doing their duty in joy, a new way of looking at His description

of Nature thus suggested by our poet—is this not the way, the

commonfolk look at these birds as revealing the future through

their advent and their noise appears to these simple minded as a

divine language?

IV

The question propounded in every verse is really a rhetorical

interrogation, implying that there is a meaning in the seemingly

contradictory acts of God. Here comes in t;he message of the

stories. The law of Karma is found working in the case of those

who suffer at the hands of the Lord. But as Mdnikkavacakar

states, “It is the great glory of the vanquished that they suffer

defeat at His hands—“Ayanai Anankanai Antakanaic Cantiranai
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vayanankal mdrd vatu-c-ceytdn enneti? Nayanankal munrutaiya

Ndyakane tantittdl jayamanro vdnavarkku-t-tal kulaldy caZalo”

(Cdlal: 4). God’s acts are the acts of the doctor aiming at mak-
ing the sufferers whole and healthy; they are thus saved and bless-

ed with God’s love. Therefore, they are His acts of moral gran-

deur and beauty. They are as beautiful as the flowers, bees, fish,

peacocks, cuckoos and all these suggest the joy of the Atiyors of

Tirundkeccaram, discharging their duty as worshippers of the

Lord. No wonder that this kind of experience expressed in this

hymn makes the poet feel the loosening and breaking away of the

fetters of Karma. There is a freedom from the mechanical pres-

sure of Karma, which stands revealed as the Love of God, and that

is why the poet assures us that those who read this hymn will also

undergo the same experience and attain the same freedom and
joy.

1 80



CHAPTER XXI

TIRUKKALAYA NALLUR

(Hymn 16)

I

The same idea of the holy place appearing as the Heaven of

innocence, beauty, joy and duty continues to retain the central

place in the mind of our poet. There is now no more feeling of

seeming contradiction between the acts of divine punishment and

the appearance of Beauty. Contradiction is resolved in the under-

lying divine love,

II

This hymn on Tirukkalaya Nallur (Ur is a city, from 'Ura' or

to move about. Nallur is one variety of cities called as such

because of its greatness

—

^Nanru peritu dkum^^—or goodness or

holiness: See Vennci Nallur, Karivalam vanta Nallur, Tirunallurp

perumarmn, Tiru Nallur. Kalaya Nallur is the city of kalai or

arts. The description ^kalai atainta^ in the 4th verse seems to sup-

port this view. Kalayandr, (the saint may be Kalainandr, the

learned in arts), emphasizes the loving beauty of the Lord and

His place. If He is the life, Nature is His body. Life takes the

body that befits it. This hymn is a masterpiece of poetry and

music full of rhythmic assonance and sweet flow. Its verses are

what we call ‘En cir kaU netil ati dciriya viruttam^ or ‘Irattai virut-

tam’ each line of eight feet splitting into two halves of four feet

—

three ^kdys' and one ^md\ The first halves of the verses describe

the story of the Lord and the second halves describe the beauty

and greatness of Kalayanallur. The pattern of the sentence in

every verse is the same. “If you ask what is the city of this

Lord of these activities, look ye, it is this Kalayanallur^^ The
second lines always end in 'Ur vinaviV and the fourth lines

always end in ‘Kalayanallur kdneT^

1. Tol. CoU S. 343,
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III

The joy and the holiness given expression to in these hymns
are, indeed, so infectious that the author himself feels that those

who can sing this musical ten, with love, will be rid of all their

misery and sin and, therefore, recommends its daily recitation (11)

.

There are a few significant descriptions of the Lord in the light

of which this hymn has to be read. The Lord is the Lord of the

Devas—‘Vinnavarkon' (1); the king or the All Pervasive

—

^Iraiya-

van’ (2)
;
He of the Natural Beauty

—

^Vitahkan* (3) ; of the art

form of Beauty

—

'Vikirian' (5); the Best, ‘Uttaman^ (4); the

Loving Siva
—

‘Arul peruku Civaperumdn^ (6) ;
the blotless

—

'Nirmalan’ (7); the Supreme

—

‘Paran^ (10); the Beyond

—

'Para-

man' (11).

IV

The hymn begins with the story of the Lord marrying the

damsel of Tapas—He is the Lord of the eye in the forehead which
burnt Kama (1). The Lord is again described as the father of

the Destroyer of Tdrakdsura—the father who burnt Kama (9).

These, apart from representing the Love aspect of God as the
Mother, also suggest the correct attitude towards married life.

Married life is divine, provided it is a life of tydga where one is

the master and not a slave of passions. There is a play of the
consort coming from behind and closing the eyes of the Lord and
its results are described. The Lord is all pervasive and the whole
world becomes blind and enshrowded in darkness which necessi-

tates the Lord creating for Himself an eye in His forehead (4).
He is AH Pervasive (2). He is everything—the five elements of

the Universe, the firmly rooted things of the world and the mov-
ing lives (7) . But He is beyond them and, therefore, »not contami-
nated by their blots or defects. He is the Great, beyond the reach
of Vi^u and Brahma (8)—the loving Lord of the crescent moon
(8) ,

the All Merciful swallowing poison (8) , the Lord of the Bull
and of the Mother Goddess (8) and the Begging bard (11) . There
are the stories of the burning of the three cities (5) , of the destruc-
tion of Daksa's sacrifice (6) , of the crushing down of Rdvana (7)
and of the victory over Andaka (2) ,

Indra (2) and Jalandhara (2)

.

These are victories of His loye-~"Teyvittu arul peruku Cwa*
perumdn (6)—the Lord Siva of ever increasing Grace which takas

the form of His crushing moon”.
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Vi^u was blessed with the discus which killed Jalandhara

revealing the mystery of the act of the Lord's Grace which at once

becomes a salvation for Jalandhara and a gift for Vi^u (2) . This

story of Visnu is a story of his worship with his very eye as the

flower (2). There is again the story of the worship by Brahwa
in a befitting manner (10). Above all, there is the worship by
Candesvara renouncing all mundane relations (3) . The Lord goes

ever in quest of him to receive his services. This reminds us of the

Christian conception of the Good Shepherd. The Vaisnavites speak

of the soul as the life jewel of God. If the soul goes astray the

loss is His and, therefore, He goes in search of it; He is never
happy till He regains it and the soul is saved.

V
The description of the place as a fitting receptacle of Divine

Love follows. The bees slowly approach the buds. The insects of six

legs sing. The row of peacocks dance in the beautiful groves.

Nearby, the blue lilies sleep beside the sugarcane, as though the

song were a lullaby. The lotus blooms and beams up with joyful

face as though enjoying the concert and the dance. In passing, it

may be noted that there is an implied suggestion that the Love
of God affects various people according to their spiritual develop-

ment and nature, even as the same tune of the bee acts as a lullaby

to some and a waking up song to others (1).

If the Lord of Nampi Arurar is All Pervasive, our poet has

a broad heart of love to which everything makes a poetic appeal.

The great intellectual giants engrossed in the spiritual significance

of the Vedas recite them aloud out of pure joy. There comes the

rhythmic sound of the musical drums perhaps in accompaniment
to music and dance in the feasts and festivities, public and private.

Groups of children jump and play creating their characteristic

sound. These sounds from innumerable groups swell up. The
buffaloes in confusion dash into the water; the frightened carps

rush to the lotuses for safety wherefrom the scared bees which
have drunk deep the honey of the lotuses flee away. Here is another

attempt of a higher joy scaring the foolish away (2).

There are the works of art and architecture

—

Mantapas (Halls)

,

Gopurams (Towers), MdUkais (Palaces) with culikais (Terraces)

—everywhere in this holy place where the sacred sounds of the

Vedas and the sounds of festivals overflow and fill up all streets.
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The hearts of the sight-seers are full. More than these archi-

tectures, this sacred music commotion of the festivals, their minds

and eyes are captivated by the natural pond of lotuses where

joyfully dive and bathe the beautiful damsels—a harmony of the

beauty of art and nature, of spiritual and secular music (3).

VI

This place is on the southern bank of the river Aricil which

our poet has already described. The waters heave up in waves of

the flood, tumbling the tusks of elephants and pushing forth ^akiV

and sandal wood (4). The flood, like the crown of the Lord

harmonizing various conflicting things brings out a harmony of

the while chaurie, the blue tail of the peacocks of the animal life

—

and of the Venkai and konku flowers of the plant life, the streets

in the zephyr full of fragrance of the honey of the flowers of the

arecanut palm (10) . The flood brings about harmony of all things of

enjoyment: fruits, gems, gold, flowers and fragrant woods—but all

these are under the terrifying and loathful exterior of muddy water

which whilst appearing to be dirty, washes clean all things it casts

forth. Does not this remind of the world where people escape

from the Lord’s Grace even as the carps rush away from the

honeyed flowers of the floods to the shallow fields? (7)

There comes the river Aricil on whose southern bank stands

this Kalayanallur appearing beautifully as a group of clouds be-

cause of the smoke of sacrifice performed, for driving out the evils

of the Kali age, by the Antanar or Brahmins in whom the Arts

and knowledge have taken refuge (4). There these Brahmins
reside and live everywhere happily studying the arts, listening to

and learning the various aspects of the Lord, praising Him and
reciting many hymns and Vedic songs full of meaning words (5).

(The significance of this description has been explaini^d elsewhere)

.

These are the people of melting heart—loving and sympathetic

heart, falling at the feet of the Lord in the morning and in the

evening, so much that Nature seems to resonate with their worship

(8). The cuckoos of the grove call out and the beautiful peacocks

dance; the bees hum the musical tune whilst the green parrots

recite and repeat the praises as the central worshippers in ac-

companiment to music and dance (8).

The dark waters whip up white waves battering on the two
banks and throwing up and down the fragrant cardamom and

cloves. On the banks of the river stands Kalaya Nallur surrounde4
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by the shining and fragrant groves where occurs a series of meta-

morphoses—worthy of Ovid’s song—the dark trees of Punnai with

buds like white pearls and these are metamorphosed into flowers

of gold and again changed so as to exhibit the beauty of the coial

(9).

The waves of the floods reaching the river Aricil dash against

the spreading creepers of Mullai, Mallikai and Cenpakam and

on the southern bank of the river stands the city of fields which

present the sight of the most natural schools where the milch cow
with its motherly instinct feeds on the fragrant Kalunir flower

whilst her group of calves learn to graze the sprouts of sugarcane

—

a lovely rendezvous of love and learning with a message to the

modern leaders of education (6). Thus the descriptions become

more and more centring round the worship of the Lord.



CHAPTER XXII

CORRUTTURAI

(Hymn 94)

I

This hymn is on the pattern of the Citt^ccaram hymn (93)

both on the pattern of the sentence and the pattern of the verses.

The place of the Lord is Cdrrutturai
—

'‘Itam Cdr-

rutturaiye”—that is the pattern of the sentence. The second lines

end with 'itamdm’ (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 & 9) ,‘patiydm' (6) and 'kdyiV (7)

and the fourth lines end with ^Cdrrutturaiye\ The slow flowing

of the music of the previous hymn moves very fast in the present.

The rhythm here is the jumping ‘Kali’ rhythm reminding us of the

galloping horse. The poet’s joy reaches its height in this fast

moving hymn like a dance of ecstasy. The stories of the Purdnas

are not narrated elaborately. The first verse however is still

reminiscent of the previous hymn. In the other verses, the refe-

rences to the Purdnic stories are only casual. The important and

impressive dramatic situations therein alone, are made lifelike.

The Purdnic descriptions of His form are given as beautiful visions.

It is not that we get only still pictures instead of moving pictures.

It is rather, that we get paintings of His lovely forms and of His

victorious acts full of dynamic force. The beauty and the love of

God underlying the stories have been left in the previous hymns
to be understood by us. Here, they are more patent. The beauty

and the holiness of the place are more explicitly identified with

the holiness of God. The fact of His blessing us becomes as

important as the Purdnic stories.

II

A few descriptions of the Purdnic form are lifelike and poetic.

“He is the Lord of the tiger’s skin still wet with the flowing blood

and of the mat-lock appearing like the flow of fire and water;

“Alai mr oluki yanaiya catai”—This is really beautiful and dyna-
mic suggesting the flow of the Ganges inside the flowing mat-lock

looking like fire” (1). “The sacred thread on the Lord’s chest is

like a crystal flow on a coral reef” (4). “The beautiful serpent,

the feather of the crane and the crescent moon of the dusk are
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arranged and harmonized in the crown of the Lord” (3). “He

dances in the graveyard with dead bones and flowers of

*erukku' ” (7) . “A kick to Death and a capital punishment to the

proud Brahma (or Daksa)

,

the creator, He administers”—this is

a dramatic and forcible way of describing the incidents (5) . “The

foolish and simple Lord who swallows the poison”—is another des-

cription (6) . “A gaze of His eyes reduced Kama to ashes for He
is a sea of the sacrificial fire” (8)—this is another description sug-

gesting that all His acts are sacrifice or tydga. “He is the first

cause of this Universe standing firm and capable of breaking up

the old fetters of Karma'^ (2). “Those who worship Him out of

love even with insignificant things like leaves, He helps to escape

this ephemeral life” (9). These last two descriptions emphasizing

the universal aspect of God’s love and His significance to us in the

present, are enumeratered along with the other descriptions, with

a view to show that they are as important as the other activities

of God, activities which in the last resort signify the Grace of God,

removing the fetters of this ephemeral life (9) .

III

In this connection, the other descriptions of the Lord become

significant. God is ^Utahidn\ or the Lord of the possessions (1);

‘Amalnn\ the blotless or the One who removes blots (2) ;
‘Vaittdn\

One who ordains things (3) ; ^K6mdn\ the king (4) ; ‘Mainton’, the

strong or the vouth (5) ;
^Periiwnn\ the Supreme (6) ;

^Punitan\ the

Pure (7) and ^Mutalvan\ the First (10) .

IV

In the last two lines of each verse, our poet usually describes

the beauty of the place; he mentions in verse 2, the worship and

the praise of the Hontar' of incessant love worshipping with gar-

lands of flowers. He again describes the followers of Siva who
renounce wealth and all other important attachments as forming

the beauty of this place (7). Here is the imperishable wealth of

Corrutturai, the imperishable wealth to the tapasvinSj who, bow
down their head before Him (9). These are ‘Arrdr atiydr^ (10),

those who have taken refuge in Him, cutting away all other attach-

ments of theirs.

The other descriptions of Corrutturai^ on the banks of the

Kcvirij the river of gold (1, 5), descriptions of its wealth (9), of
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its beauty of groves and birds (3) and of the beautiful and chaste

women (8) have to be interpreted as carrying the same message

of the joy of self-surrender unto the Lord. The pearl from the bam-

boo and heaps of gold whirl in the eddies of floods of the Kdviri (1)

.

In its grove, the trees and 'matuvam' (iruppai) give a shower

of honey drops (4) wherein are accumulated pollen dusts with all

sorts of bees flocking there—a city surrounded on all sides by

water (5). The mango tree feeds itself with the cool waters of the

Kdviri but what a wonder, it emits fire (i.e., puts forth sprouts like

red fire) in the groves of mangoes surrounding this place (6) .

The sweet and tender damsels of beautiful tresses of hair sweeten

their chambers with smokes of fragrant wood, which reach the

Heavens (8)

.

At the conclusion of this hymn which has sung the glories of

the follov/ers of ^iva, our poet calls himself—he is inspired by the

experience of his own hymn—the dog and slave of the followers

of ^iva; and the joy of this hymn is expressed by his advice to

the world that those who learn the words of the hymn will be rid

of all miseries (10) .

T. 81



Part m
IN THE COLA COUNTRY—LATER?

Introduction

I

The hymns in this part are included by Cekkildr in the group

already described. But in view of their tone of renunciation, we

have separated them so as to be included with the hymns of the

last period where also the same tone is heard. The geographical

argument, as we had already pointed out is the bedrock on which

Cekkildr builds his scheme of Arurnrs hymns. In the last period

also, our poet, according to Cekkildr, visits Tiruvaiydru and the

neighbouring places for some of which hymns are found only in

the present group. Therefore, the geographical argument does not

stand in the way of re-arrangement.

U

Our poet exclaims, “Whom shall I think of except yourself?”,

“Those who take refuge in the feet of the Lord are our Lords and

Saviours”; “If He does not care for us, is there no other Lord but

He”?. “Our poet speaks of the Lord as the beauty of the forest

even as the damsels have spoken to Bhiksdtana^^ Again he cries,

“Forgetting you is death unto me. Even if I forget, my tongue

will utter the truth Namaccivdya'’

,

“Will you also be desirous of

me! O, Lord of Vehcamdkkutal, pray, assure me saying, “Fear

not’”, “O, foolish mind! Get up. We shall go to worship at

Purampayam’% “I had not known this, this astonishing supreme

excellence of the Lord of Kutalaiydrrur going this way”, “O, Lord

of Mutukunram! Why this begging? What will happen if in the

meantime your followers die?”, “He is our Prince all through our

sevenfold births. We have this great blessing, that the Lord of

Cirxampalam is there to save us from Yama and his followers”.

m
There is thus an ebb and flow of divine bliss alternating in

these hymns. The Bhiksdtana form becomes as it were the motif

of our poet’s art. God is all forms of relationship—this truth is

again emphasized. God is purity and beauty, the great path.

Lord’s concern for all is often emphasized. Contemplation, self-
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surrender, complete dedication of the three karanas are all beauti-

fully brought out as the Supreme form of worship. Service to

the followers of the Lord is a sign of perfection and contemplation

of the Bhaktas is spoken of as the very contemplation on the Lord.

IV

The Pancdksara comes in only in this group of hymns. ‘^My

parents are no more my prop;^ I come besmeared with ashes, wear-

ing a loin cloth”^^—thus our poet expresses his feeling of renun-

ciation. In the previous group of hymns, the beautiful phrase

^'Karpaka-k kataV'^ occurs. In this group he calls the Lord

^^Kurpakd” the munificent one that gives all we desire like the

fabulous tree of the Heavens. There is another beautiful phrase

describing the Lord ‘Ard in Amudu\^ the insatiable nectar, a

phrase which the Vaisnavites are so fond of. The Lord is the

medicine to the Karmas of the world. The purdnic stories are

suggested to have an esoteric meaning revealing the Grace of the

Lord.

V
Description of nature, its beauty and holiness occurs in this

group of hymns as well. Here, we have the Kdviri and the Cirrdru

—the Kdviri suggesting the worship of the Lord, especially the

worship of the Lord by adorning Him with “Vatta vdcikai^* or

round laurel and the Cirrdru suggesting the overflow of the love

of the Lord. The holy places are described in such a way as to

create in our mind the impression of Heaven on earth or Sivaloka.

The divinity of women is also hinted.

VI

The last verses as usual give us the idea as the result flowing

from the recitation of the hymns: the residence in» Paraloka or

Sivaloka, rulership of Vinnulaku (Heavens or Vdnulaku) the re-

lease from sevenfold births and karmas, becoming the Saviour of

the followers, the communion with His feet, the freedom from

misery or obstruction, the freedom from faults or confusion of

mind. It looks as though these are all the descriptions of the

Supreme Spiritual state.

1. 7: 24: 3. ..

3 a. 7: 24: 2.

2. 7: 67: 8.

3. 7: 42: 5.

4. 7: 27: 7.



CHAPTER XXin

MA^PATI

(Hymn 24)

I

In this hymn the poet makes a personal appeal to the Lord.

He is also making a slef-surrender. Here, therefore, comes

another trough of the wave of his spiritual experience, which we
had already explained. The Purdnic stories are casual, not occupy-

ing any central place in this hymn. “The golden form, the tiger’s

skin, the lightning-like mat-lock, the 'konraV flower (1) the Mother

Goddess (2), the crescent moon (7), the beautiful ear-ring (7),

the deer in the hand (9) and the destruction of the three cities (10)

are referred to. As already pointed out, this is a hymn of worship

and self-surrender and, therefore, it refers to the worship of

Brahma and Visnu (9) and to the beautiful flowers with which the

sun and the other Devas worship the Lord (8) . The beautiful red

(cemmai‘Ceyya) flowers shov/ered on Him by the devotees keep

Him firm in the righteous (cemmai) path (8)—here is a pun on the

words "cemmai and ceyya' which mean red, beautiful and upright.

The beauty of the Lord appeals to our poet and he often refers

to the Lord as precious ruby (mdnikkam) in his hymns. Here, in

this hymn, he addressed the Lord in every verse as the ruby of

Malapdti— Malapatiyid mdnjkkame^— the great and famous pre-

cious ruby (1-9) and "MdmanV in (1).

The Lord is all forms of relationship, implying that others

whom we call relations, are not really such (3) or, are so only

because of the Lord within them. This is another idea which our

poet often repeats and he takes refuge in Him as the great one

who is all kinds of relationship— the mother (Anne’— 1) ,
the

lover (Kel— 2) ,
the father (Entdy— 7) ,

the brother (Anna— 5)

,

the hero (AT— 6), the chief (Aiyd— 8) the Lord (Amman— 3),

He who is the Universe (Antd— 4) ,
the Intellect (Arive— 9) —

the words denoting these relationships occur in a prominent place

in every verse as the beginning of the fourth lines emphasized fur-

ther by "etukaV or assonance,
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The other aspects of God are also emphasized. He is spoken of

as the Path (Neri— 9) ,
the symbol or the target of Linga {Kuri—

9), He who is without any blot (Ninmalan— 9), he who stands

firm in His upright path (Miku cemmaiyul ninravan— 8) ,
He who

is good, affable and beautiful {Nlrmaiyan— 9) ,
the Wise, the Per-

fect (Vittakan— 7), the Idea and the Significance of the seven

worlds (5), the sweet musical Tamil (5), the Great beyond every-

thing (5) (the significance of these terms we tried to explain

elsewhere)

.

II

The beauty of the holy place is also casually mentioned.

Taking refuge from the world of misery into the cool shade of the

Lord’s feet, our poet naturally emphasizes the cool shade of the

holy place, (Maiydr piTm poUl—8), full of flower groves overcast

by clouds; (Maimmdm pumpoUl—3) the beautiful mango grove

dark with shade, the grove of flowers, full of bees (Vantdr pum~
polil—4), the grove expressing the fertility of the soil and full of

the artistic beauty (5), the lovely grove (Maintdr cdlai—7).

III

In this beautiful place, into the feet of the Lord of those beauti-

ful forms and excellent qualities described above, the poet takes

refuge. “My father and my Mother cannot be any prop unto me
even to the extent of the seed of the sesame” (3) . “In this illusion

of birth, I was born and I died many a time. I have thus become
thoroughly eaten away by exhaustion” (3). “From old times, I

am your servant” (4) . “I dedicated myself completely to the ser-

vice of all the servants of your followers” (4). “I cut myself
away from the faults without their ever following me” (4). “Be-
fore the Lord of the appointed day or Yama comes and afflicts me,
I have taken refuge in You alone, completely as your servant

—

pray, accept me as well, O Lord!” (6). “Renouncing everything,

I have worn only a waist string and a loin cloth besmearing my
body with the sacred ash and I have come and taken refuge
in your feet; pray, accept me” (2)—so singing, the poet takes
refuge in the Lord, asserting nine times that he has none to think
of except the Lord—Winnai aldl ini drai ni'mikkene ^—“Whom shall

I think of except Yourself?” That is the very life of the poem and
its refrain. The renouncing of the worldly relationship (3), the
fear of death (6), the misery of birth (3) egg him on to get rid
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of his faults and misery through the service to the followers of

Siva (4)—finally to give up all egoistic efforts and to surrender

to the Lord with nothing but a loin cloth on him and the sacred

ash (2).

Those who sing this hymn which expresses the experience of

the poet when he has completely renounced this world and has

reached something beyond this world—the Paraloka, will also,

according to Nampi Arurar, reach the same happiness and joy of

the Beyond (10)

.

IV

It is very difficult to believe that this hyynn of complete renun-

ciation could have been sung at this stage while he was living

with Paravaij unless the description of the loin cloth is to be taken

sj^mbolically or as referring to the Lord Himself, (‘MeypueV will

then become the noun)—interpretations which will be very forced

and artificial in the context of the hymn. It will be, therefore,

more appropriate as coming at the fag end of his life, in that

period of his life when he sang the Tiruvancaikkalam hymn
(Hymn 4, see especially verse 8) which even Cekkildr feels was
sung when Nampi Arurar wanted to renounce the domestic life

(Periya Purdnam, Velldnaiccarukkam, v, 29). The same may be
said of the following hymns as well and that is one reason why we
have grouped them all in a separate chapter for being considered

to have been sung in his pilgrimage after our poet met Ceramdn
Perumdl. The geographical agreement is not affected as these

songs are sung at the period of his visit to Tiruvaiydru a place

for which there is a hymn which is even according to Cekkildr
sung only when our poet had met Ceramdn Perumdl, That is why
we had grouped together all these hymns on the basis of Cekkildr,



chapter xxiv

TIRUVANAIKKA

(Hymn 75)

I

Love for a person reaches its zenith when anything connected

with the person also excites the same love. The extreme point of

our love to God according to Vai^avites is the love felt for the

followers of God. In various places of the previous hymns starting

from his Tiruttontattokai, Nampi Arurar has been hinting at this

truth. In the Tirutontattokai, soon after the realization of this

truth, we saw him fall at the feet of every one of the Bhaktas

whose names have become popular in his days, crying, “I am the

servant of His servants”. In other places, he has furnished parti-

culars about their worship, their leadership and his following their

path and thus becoming saved.

In the previous hymn he has told us that it was service unto

them that had enabled him to cut himself away from all paths of

sins. In this present hymn, born of his experience, he makes an
objective statement of truth that those who take refuge in the

pair of shining rosy feet (5) of the Lord accepting Him as their

Master with the solemn affirmation of love, those who worship the

Almighty as their father (4), God (2) and Lord (1), everyday con-

templating on Him and feeling merciful (7), praising Him day
and night (8) are the Lords of us all as well. Lords who have us

too as their servants accepting our service and offering us salvation.

Herein he gives the characteristic features of the Hhaktas, those

who take refuge in Him (1), who accept Him as their Lord (1) and
father (4), contemplating on Him and praising Him every day
and being full of mercy (7)

.

II

Thus contemplating on the Bhaktas, our poet feels that he
has himself become one who is now capable of leading a worthy
life contemplating on the Lord being inspired by such contempla-

tion with mercy standing firm in the shady golden feet of the Lord
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Who is the beginning of everything and remaining firm as a Ton-

tan under that Feet as his great refuge. That is how the hymn
works a spiritual revolution in the minds of its readers and there-

fore our poet assures us that those who are masters of this muni-

ficent Tamil garland of a hymn will not only be rid of their seven

births but also accept us all as their servants to bring out our

salvation (10) .

III

How Bhaktas contemplate on the Lord or how the Lord ap-

pears to Nampi Arurar in the present context becomes interesting

from this point of view. ‘‘The Lord is all the four Vedas and all

other things, the Lord of hymns and all walks of life, the Ancient

and the Good” (1). “He is the blotless, He is the father, the

Mother and the inner principle of this world. He is the Lord who
is all attachment upto the true tapasvins’^ (4). “He is the great

Master and Guru (Tiruvatikal) of those who are full of good

qualities” (4) . “For those who go round Him, He is the medicine

which cures their chronic karma” (9)

.

IV

The Purdnic stories are also referred to and must be taken to

signify the same truths about the Lord. “The poison arose and

spread out and the people in order to save themselves cried out,

“Eat” and as a simpleton He ate the poison and His throat turned

blue. He makes this description dramatic by calling them 'van-

car\ the cheats, for pretending that the poison was something eat-

able” (2) . The description suggests that the Lord is full of mercy

even to swallow the poison to save others, though He is the learned

one, who had given forth to the world the works of various know-

ledge (ankam otiya— 2). The poet refers to the konrai flower,

the damsel of the river, the crescent moon and the serpents— all

on the ruddy mat-lock of our Father who sits under the banyan

tree (3). The story of the destruction of the three cities is also

given (5) along with the description of the Lord riding on the

bull in the company of the Mother (6) clothing Himself with the

skins of deer and tiger (8), wearing ornaments which cannot be

valued ‘vilaiyilV (6). There is a pun on the phrase 'vilaiyiU

which may mean precious and valuable, or valueless or beyond

valuation, for, His ornaments, the serpents, the bones and the

^sh appear to be valueless to those who do not understand their sig-
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nificance, while to the mystics they appear to be full of signifi-

cance and value. The stories of the destruction of the Kdlan
(Death) (9) and Kdman (9) and the gift of the discus to Visnu are

also referred to (10) . The local story of the Cola losing his necklace

or pearls whilst bathing in the Kdviri which is often spoken of as

the wife of the Cdld^ and praying to God that He may accept his

lost necklace, when the Lord in the temple of Tiruvdriaikkd in res-

ponse to his request accepted the gift and appeared with the neck-
lace (7) of pearls— a story which once again proves the miracle

revealing the greatness of worshippers like this king and the love

the Lord who is ready to fulfil their requests.

V
The beauty of the holy place is also described in relation to

the flowing Grace of the Lord readily answering the prayers of

Bhaktas, the Grace suggesting the flow of the river Kdviri of

beautiful and resounding waters of ripples and waves— the cool

and lovely river coming to embrace (and save) the world.

1. Pulavay vdli Kdveri-—Cilappatikdram--K&is^l vtni

T. 8?



chapter XXV

TIRUPPACCILACCIRAMAM

(Hymn 14)

I

A feeling of depression overcomes the poet when in his world-

ly view he feels that the Lord is loosening His grips on him. Cer-

tain amount of bitterness rises in his mind against the Lord and

he cries, “Is there no patron but He?” It is the privilege of a lover

to feel sulky about the acts of his beloved and about what one

feels as the indifference on the part of the other whether the indif-

ference is real or not. Bouderies (Utal) according to Valluvar

sweetens and hightens the joy of love.^ It really represents the

attempt at overcoming the feeling of duality and as long as this

does not lead to any breaking away, it leads to the final union and

ecstasy. The duality has to be overcome by these means of love:

the recurring moods of sulkiness are so many steps. The poet

himself in the last verse assures us that the verses, though they

may seem to be so on the surface, are not really songs of derision or

reproach. He feels that the Lord should put up with this kind

of speech from a follower like him. The interrogation, “Is there no
Lord but He?” implies a negative answer that there is no other

Lord.

Our poet here satirically gives a description of his absolute sur-

render to the Lord which inspires the interrogation, “Is there no

other Lord?” when he feels that there is no loving response. It is

a cry of despair in the midst of the darkness he feels enshrouding

him when the beloved leaves him in the twinkling of an eye.

This hymn is, therefore, important as revealing to us his self-

surrender and the spiritual height reached by our poet thereby.

II

“I have dedicated my trikarana— my head, my tongue and
my mind— to Him alone. I have ordained myself to Him and to

J. Tirukkural: 133Q.
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the service unto His beautiful feet- There has been no pretension

or cheating, herein. If 1 begin to describe it, it may look as though

I am describing something ideal to be compared with something

real and that way my description may appear to be an exaggera-

tion and self praise whereas it is the barest truth” (1), ‘*Uraittak-

kdl uvamane okkum' has been a problem for commentators

.

'UvamarC has been interpreted as the dumb being by I'amil

Lexicon, which probably interprets the phrase to mean, “If

I begin to describe, I have to become one like the dumb”. Others

have taken it to mean that the Lord is, like unto Himself. A few
have taken the 'uvaman' to mean a pretension, something which
looks alike on the surface though not the same in reality. 'Uva-

man' corresponds to the Sanskrit word 'upamd\ something with

which a thing described is compared with and accordmg to books

on rhetoric the ‘upamd’, should be representing the highwater-

mark of perfection in the held in which the comparison is attempt-

ed— ^Uyarntatan merre uUunkdlai' (Tol., S., 1224). It is this mean-
ing we have attempted to explain.

“I do not cry Mother or Father. I remain satisfied by calling

you ‘my Lord’. ‘My Lord’, think also of me as one who still exists

and show me an iota of your holy love” (2). (This cry of sur-

render may mean that he has no longer any attachment to his

father or mother. Perhaps this interpretation is not very impor-
tant in the present context of the hymn, though that meaning will

support our assigning a later period to this hymn. It is better

to -interpret this cry as meaning that the poet has not taken
refuge in the Lord as his father or mother but as his Lord and
Master expecting no parental love but merely the protection and
sustenance which the slave usually expects at the hands of the

Lord completely effacing his individuality, having no personality

of his own except that of the Lord, thinking of the Lord, speaking
His praises and performing His services. In the Ramdyana, as

the Vaisnavites point out, when Sumitrd, the mother of Laksmana,
advises him to follow Rama to the forest, she specifically warns
him against thinking of the relationship of Rama's brotherhood and
advises him to go after him as his slave and servant; for, the
thought of blood-relationship will lead to egotism whilst the feel-

ing of service will inspire complete self-surrender, making him
3ray, “Thy will, will be done”. It is this kind of self-surrender

hat our poet is also hinting at, when he himself cries to reach

he ears of the Lord)

.
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III

lAt this stage the poet seems to read the mind of the Lord in

his own way. He feels that the Lord is thinking of saving the

followers at a later stage. Here our saint as a great poet reaches

a higher stage and makes his personal grief, the universal grief

of all the Bhaktas. God’s procrastination makes him all the more

bitter and he cries, “If He were to bless His followers only later

on, is there no other Lord but He ?” (2) .

“I do not experience the firmly established truth of the Lord

except when 1 emorace Him (or, as some others take it, “when

the miseries batter on me ’). Iherelore, I thought, it was enough

if my mind was always contemplating on Him in mental embrace.

He is the Lord who destroys the obstructions and the three ‘maias’

as the three castles ot the air, swallowing poison to save His fol-

lowers. Inspae ot whatever we may say in extenuation or other-

wise, if He is happy when He gains us and is sulky when He
is not so profited, “is there no other Lord but He?” (cJ‘. Ihe idea

of lovers lurks behind this hymn. The poet is happy and sure of

his safety and salvation when he, so to say, is in embrace with

the Lord, that is in communion with Him and in contemplation

on the Lord. He thinks this contemplation is enough to give

this pleasure, but in a moment of depression such a contemplation

fails and he cries in despair. The Lord also is happy and elated

{ukantu) only when the soul surrenders unto Him and when He
values It as the greatest gift. In interpreting the phrase "Cujar

ofi” of Nammdlvdr (I/l/I) ,
Rdmdnujar states that the feet of the

Lord beam up with Light and Joy when the lost soul is recovered

and received afresh by the Lord. The same idea seems to have

been expressed by our poet’s phrase ‘Perrapotu ukantu\ Natu-

rally it implies that the Lord will be despising Himself and feeling

miserable when the soul is not thus recovered and saved;—-of

course this is the only way in which we can express the feeling

of the Lord, in a mundane way, though it may not be correct. The

poet, therefore, feels that when he feels miserable losing the loving

embrace of the Lord, the Lord Himself feels miserable and re-

morseful (3)

.

“The Lord does not speak out, his tongue does not utter words

like these—^*these are our men: those are others; this is good: that

is bad’, for He makes no such distinction. There is no external

show of his love. He accepts many a people as their Lord for
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Saving them all but there is not a word of sympathy. He gives

not a single thing. 'Is there no Lord but He ?” (4).

This cry gives expression to the Lord’s love for all trying

to save us all. It is the story of the prodigal son where the good

receive no extra word of kindness or any present. The feeling of

worldy suffering makes the good soul also cry not out of jealousy

but out of the misunderstood feeling of separation and indiffer-

ence.

^‘It is true, He is the destroyer of the three cities (5). But

once the soul turns to Him with love, incessantly praising and

contemplating on Him, from that moment, He feels for it and

blesses it as His servant worthy of all praise; He feels indeed

so much that its moment of separation is felt as the moment of

His death. (Or, this may mean that He blesses the souls from

the very moment of their dedication to Him, those who love Him
so much as to feel the day of cessation of their services as the

day of their death). If He, whatever we may say, leaves us

separated in a twinkling of one eye, is there no Lord but He?” (5).

IV

“I do not even step into the place where had walked the

people performing tapas or sacrifice of evil or cruelty. The cruel

and evil karmas will certainly destroy us. Sure of this conviction,

I know only the tapas of service unto His feet and I know not

any one else. This, my Lord knows. But He carries the chief

weapon of Tridqnt, (something like a Cross of suffering for us

all) and does nothing but is besmearing us all with the ashes. If

this is all He does, is there no other Lord but He?” (6). Here is

an assertion of our poet’s complete self-surrender and he calls the

Lord himself to bear witness to this—renunciation of all attach-

ment signified by the purity of the besmeared a^hes—a reve-^

lation, by the way, of the great spiritual development reached

by our poet. (6)

.

The poet’s heart-rending cry continues; (What is it that He
can give?”‘—the Lord of the skull and the graveyard? If He appears

to be all true but does only acts of falsehood, “Is there no other

Lord but He?” (7). The falsehood is his disappointment. The
beloved feels that He will never leave the lover; the anxiety of

the beloved imagines His separation against His promise and thus

arises the accusation of playing false to the beloved (7),
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,
“This is a lattening body. I will never conclude that it is

permanent. I have turned inwards and relied upon the mind,

contemplating on Him, as my prop. (I have bathed myself as it

were in the group of your followers

—

i.e., I have been in com-

munion with them. I praise and worship with my hand, fall at

your feet and rise up a changed man—all this I do, day and

night, in a world of contemplation or thought. If unconcerned

He dances on the graveyard of corpses, holding a serpent in His

hand, is there no other Lord but He?” Is this not what we have

described elswhere as the Dance of the Absolute in the Heart of

renunciation and Love? (8).

“O, my mind! you melt in love, run in joy and embrace Him
to perform daily the services however menial they be. He bles-

ses those who do not waste away all their appointed days and
who before that day comes, invoke Him as “My Lord” even though

they may be devoid of Love, “ihe great Man of mine!. If inspite

of all that we may say, He does not put up with our faults and
give us nothing, is there no Lord but He?” (9). This cry reveals

a Lord of love who is at the same time the Lord of morals, the

latter form appearing more stern to the followers when they turn

worldwards. The beloved feels that the lover has misunderstood

one’s playful acts and, therefore, has taken them seriously, as to

mean His leaving away without any token of love.

In the moment of self-surrender when the poet is overcome by
a feeling of renunciation, he contemplates on the form of the Lord,
as the great Lord of renunciation, appearing with the loin-cloth

and the finely powdered white ashes. By the force of this con-

templation the vision of the Lord appears—the Lord of the sax)-

phire throat—the Lord of Love, feasting on p>oison for others.

The trikaranas of the poet are converted and transformed. “I

^eak of Him; I think of Hun-—I am always in His service (Tontan)
—with all my mind. He holds the serpent in His hand—this Lord
of Pdccil. He accepts me as His servant. He has embraced me
hard blit if he were to loosen His embrace, is there no other
Lord but He?” (10). (This interpretation proceeds on the basis

of the reading ‘Pmippilar’. There is another reading ^Panippilar*

"lyhen the phrase will mean “If He does not speak or order, is

their no other Lord but He?”. 'Pinippata* may also mean that
he accepted destroying the other fetters or diseases).
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^'Not only in this birth alone but in all the sevenfold births,

I have been His servant and slave. I have become also the ser-

vant of His servants. I am His, by right. My heart melts in

love. My Lord of Pdccil who blesses those of rare fame! Pray,

show me your russet feet! If He talks big and acts low, is there

no Lord but He?” (11). Talking big and acting low mean the

same thing as ^Meyyare ottor poy ceyvatu' (7)—to appear Truthful

and to act Falsely.

“These are not words of reproach; these are not words of

contempt. My fame has spread as of one who ever cries, ‘O,

My Lord! (I have taken refuge in Him with all my trikaranas)

.

Many a day I have fallen at His feet. I have spoken of Him with

my own mouth and contemplated on Him with my mind. If the

Lord will not put up with the words (of love) thus spoken by

Aruran of Naval of fertile fields, is there no Lord but He?” (12),

V

Knowing His eternal relationship with us, taking refuge as

of right in Him in all the three spheres of our activity—mind, body

and tongue, all of wh’ch sincerely hanker after Him, dedicating

himself for ever and all the day and night to His services, and

to the services of His followers, feeling as His beloved as though

dead when separated from His service, never being in the company
of others of wasteful tapas, the poet is seen at the height of his

divine spirituality. It is not without significance that he applies

his own description of the worshipful followers to himself (9 and

11). He includes other followers with Himself and utters the

cry as the all piercing cry of the Lovers or Bhaktas (2). The

cry goes up from his heart, when as the beloved of the Lord

he feels His embrace loosening round him. In this way is also

revealed the Love of the Lord—the Mad in love—the Lover of

Lovers—^the Lord who blesses those renouncing all their attach-

ments and crying up to Him.

VI

The purdnic personality of the Lord is described in this hymn^
as explained above to fit it with the cry of his heart—the loin

cloth (1, 10)
,
the ashes (6, 10) ,

the serpent in His hand, (8, 10)

,

the madness (1), the destruction of the three cities (3, 5), the

sapphire throat (3, 10), the trident (6), the skill (7), the grave-
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yard (7, 8), the skeleton (7), the sacred thread (7), the matJock

(7), the crescent moon (7), the form of art {vikirtar) (7), as

opposed to Nature are all referred to.

VII

The beauty of the place is not forgetten; it appears as the

very loving form of the Lord—the cool and natural tank full of

swarming swans (2), (or the tank which transforms itself into

our food whilst feeding the paddy fields and becoming the sap

and the ripening there after into the paddy of the plants)—the

tank which resounds with the swarming of birds of the fields

of growing gold of paddy (4) where bathe the beautiful doll-like

damsels (7). The beauty is also holiness and it is there those

who have cut away all their attachment, throng and it is there the

Lord blesses them.

VIII

Tlie place is called *Pdccildsramam^—the Asramam of Pdccil,

one of the parts of the country on the northern banks of Coleroon,

perhaps reminiscent of the Ahamas of the Rsis described in the

Rdmdyana. Pdccil—^pacu* -f- il—^may mean the house of green

leaves. Our poet has referred to it as Kuta-p PdcciV and it has

been suggested that Pdccil itself may be a corruption of the word
‘Pra^cV (West).



CHAPTER XXVI

TIRUPPAmNlLI

{Hymn 36)

I

There have been recurring references to the Dancing and
Singing Beggar in the previous hymns, revealing the esoteric signi-

ficance of this form. In the last hymn, this Lord holding up the

serpent in His hand, peeped in many a time. Though His form
was not the central theme, yet it became the background, with

the suggestion of the Beloved. The Beloved cannot raise the

question, “Is there no other Lord but He?” (14). If it is taken
as the speech of the Lady-companion as playfully putting aside the

Lover, it may be fitting according to the conventions of Tamil
erotic poetry. Therefore, the suggestion remains underground
whilst our poet as Nampi Arurar sends up the cry of his heart.

But he slowly gets immersed in that experience of Love of the

Hound of the Heaven in the form of Bhiksdtana, coming begging
for our Love. In that overwhelming experience, he stands trans-

formed, as the Vaisnavite commentators on Ndldyiram usually ex-
plain, into a woman, the beloved of our Lord, one of the damsels
to whose door, the Lord of a Beggar is said to have gone a-begging
and he sings like those damsels. In the last verse of this hymn,
our poet states that this hymn has been composed on the model
of a dramatic speech of those many damsels of lightning-like subtle
waists, expressing their love unto the Lord.

The Love is there in the hearts of the damsels; but there

is also the fear and the sulking which prevent the complete com-
munion. The references to the Bhiksdtana form, in this hymn, has
been discussed at length in our study of the delineation of Bhiksd’-

tana by Nampi Arurar. The form here, in this hymn, represents

the Natural Beauty of the Forest and the Lord is addressed in

every verse at its very end as '‘Arantya vitankare’\

II

“What is the use of your blue throat and the skull? Pray,

accept alms in one house. Is that necklace of yours a ser-

T. 83
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pent?” (1) ,
asks one damsel in all love, at the last moment with-

drawing frightened by the serpent.

“Ah! the bull looks terrible with its roar; the fiery mouthed

serpent hisses. Pray, do not come my Lord, with the serpent in

your hand!” (2) asks another terrified by the bull and the serpent

whilst losing herself in love.

“Your form is pure; your mouth is pure; your eyes (look) are

pure. But yours is a stitched up bit of a cloth. Pray, leave off

dancing with the ghosts. My Lord, why this? ^Are you mad?” (3)

is another love speech of a damsel impressed by His purity but

surprised by His mad dance.

“You sing. Are you a master of the beautiful Tamil tunes?

What is this? You come and stand with the serpent of ruddy

eyes dancing in your front arm. Our love cannot allow us to

refuse the alms; but your serpent cannot allow us to offer the

alms. Ah! Forest Beauty! Is the Heaven of the setting sun your

form?” is another speech, expressing her love of His dance, song

and form (4)

.

“The ash on your form shines white like pearl. You hold the

skull in your hand and state that you are of Painnlli, But you

come with the Mother sharing your body and we cannot offer

our alms. Pray, walk away. Are you of the mat-lock carrying

the river?” (5), asks another in love but ashamed to confess her

love in the presence of the Mother Goddess.

“Have you ordained yourself for stealing away the bangles

of the damsels of beautiful tresses of hair smelling sweet with the

fragrance of 'kuravam’ flower. In this adventure or escapade, can

you recognize this house even in the dark night? Are you capa-

ble of walking in and escaping from here? Pray tell me, are you
an expert in making the serpent dance?” (6), is a damsel’s ex-

pression of love, a love which it has reached the stage of noctur-

nal clandestine escapade

“You wear beautiful flowers. But why then adorn yourself

with bones? The graveyard is your city; the skull is all you
possess. What then do your lovers get from you? You stand

saying, T am of Pamnlli’. Pray tell me, are you a master of music

and dance?’ (7) is another dramatic speech of humour.
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^‘All kinds of flowers, the river Ganges, the crescent moon,

the skull and the feather of crane lie within your mat-lock. You
stand, stating that you are of PainnUi. Pray, tell, us, have you
covered yourself with the flayed skin of the elephant?” (8) . That

is how the damsel impressed with divine harmony speaks.

^‘You dance singing, in accompaniment to the orchestra of

all musical instruments and stand saying that you are of Painnili.

What! pray tell us, why have you adorned yourself with bones and

tortoise?” (9) is the loving speech of one taken away by His

dance but startled by the bones and tortoise shell.

“A serpent on your arm, a serpent on your waist, a serpent

on your neck—they hang loose and low on your back. You
besmear this form of yours with ashes on. You sing the Vedas
and music. You slowly come and stand across our path as though

forcing yourself on our modesty and state that you are of Painmli.

Pray, tell us, ‘What is this beggary of yours' ” (10) is the final

speech before denial.

These dramatic speeches express the beauty of this love scene

—the eternal love scene of the Lord and the loving souls, marking
various stages of love-making of the Lord and responses of the

damsels till the stage is reached where the Beloved, as it were
attempting on their modesty as is revealed in the last speech of

the damsels.

in

That Nampi Arurar it is, who is singing this hymn is made
clear by certain statements about the Lord which the damsels of

the Ddrukavana could not have made. “The whole world praises

and worships you alone falling at your feet. You cut away
completely the attachment of the Karmas of tho^e who sing and
praise you every day”—these are the personal experiences of our
poet, which he exclaims even when he becomes the Beloved
Damsel.

IV

The beautiful place where this love scene is enacted must
have been an area surrounded by forest—a place of flower gardens,

fertile fields and waters. The poet sees surrounding this Painmli,

the green waters teasing with their waves the sandal, vehkai,
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konku^ akil and champak^ which have stood in their way as though

arrayed in war against them (2). The waters flow into the moat

of the city full of lotuses. The cool and green ^mdtavi^ and

'punnai form the green gardens surrounding the city (3) . These

groves send up the fragrance from the great flowers cool and

fresh (4) ,
the groves where the singing bees hum their music (7)

and where on all sides, sing the cuckoo (9). The swans flock

together in the fields surrounding Paifinili, (11) whose firm rooted

fame is of the ancient variety.

V

The poet whilst singing this hymn experiences the divine peace

and love, spoken of as the russet feet of the Lover of the Mother

which, he assures those who sing to music these songs of his words

of mouth concentrating on its meaning, will also attain (11)

.



CHAPTER XXVII

TIRUPPANTIKKOTUMUTI

(Hymn 48)

I

In this hymuj our poet narrates to the Lord the process of his

self-surrender unto Hiin, a self-surrender which has now become
his own nature—something habitual—a stage of development higher

than the one till now revealed to us by the hymns, thus justifying

our placing this hymn with those of a later period. The old sulk-

ing, however^ is still remembered.

II

The sacred mantra of the Saivites is the Pancdksara or the

Five Letters, Wa ma si vd ya^ whose gross meaning is ‘Worship

unto J§iva. “I am not mine but JSiva^s^^ is the meaning which de-

mands the self-surrender. Here ‘Ya' stands for the soul, ‘va’ for

God’s Grace, for the Absolute, 'Na' for the power of the Lord
which hides the Truth from us till the soul reaches its perfection

so as to see the vision of the Truth and for the Mala or

imperfection or ignorance taking the form of matter, evil, etc.

The soul gets away from 'Mala’ and the hiding power, to take

refuge in the Grace of the Lord, the Grace being spoken of as the

Feet, After a stage, the soul loses itself in communion; the dis-

tinction—the Absolute and its Grace—also disappears; the experi-

ence of the Absolute alone remains. It is the experience of the

Pancdksara that is described in this hymn and its various stages.

III

“I had no other attachment. I contemplated on your Sacred

feet alone. It was when I attained this escape from the Hiding

Power (‘NaO, I was really bom,—till then I was a dead thing,

identified with dead matter (‘Ma’). I reached further the stage

of not dying any more—no sliding back into the ‘malas’. Even
if I forget, my tongue will utter this truth 'Namasivdya’.” The
duality between the conscious and the unconscious had been

broken; the higher truth has soaked through the conscious to the
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unconscious creating thereby a superconscious and spiritual

unity (1)

.

This love of God reaches its perfection when it blossoms into

the love of Men, the followers of the Lord. This is expressed in

this sacred verse. ‘T am your lover. I never consider those

days when I slight those who worship your feet (or when I am

slighted by them) except, as days of oblivion and days of des-

truction. Even if I forget, my tongue will give expression to the

mantra Namasivdya'’ (2).

‘T never consider those days of separation—the days when

I cease thinking of you—except as days of failing consciousness,

as days of departing life and as days of balancing on the funeral

pyre. Even if I forget, my tongue will give expression to the

mantra Namasivdya'' (3)

.

“O, my Patron of limitless fame! The Lord of my father!

My gold! My precious gem! Even if I forget, my tongue will

give expression to the mantra Namasivdya^' (4) . The poet forgets

himself in the divine experience which he begins to describe only

to become dumb after calling Him, Lord and the precious thing.

Old memories get revived in this speechless stage “I, your

slave, also was in great fright—overpowered by the delusion and

misery of the world—I cried 1o you in the hope that the Begin-

ning of everything is the Fortress for the Frightened. You have

blessed me with your Grace, consoling and encouraging me with

the words, ‘‘Fear Not”. Is there now anything of yours that will

be wasted because of this mercy shown? (Why then do you not

continue encouraging me) ? Even if I forget, my tongue will give

expression to the mantra NomaMvdya” (5) .

But the memory of his sulking is transitory. The contem-

plation of the beautiful form of the Lord transports him to a stage

of Bliss when the unpleasant memories, past and present vanish

except to the extent of his singing the chorus of the song. The

tender leaflike crescent moon on the crown, the girdle of the

dancing serpent around the tiger skin on His waist, he sees and

exclaims, ‘‘O, Beautiful, One”, Even if I forget, my tongue will

give expression to the mantra Namasivdya*^ (6) .

“I have contemplated affectionately on your feet of flowers

and lo, my fetters of Karma have broken down” (7). In this

mood of wonder he forgets himself except to sing the chorus,
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The beauty of the place captivates hini and he proceeds to des-

cribe it.

The beauty of His purdnic personality and the beauty of the

place become one in this stage of joy. '‘O, Lord of the gold mat-

lock, O, thou who hast aimed at the three cities! Loving the

company of the Damsel of fragrant tresses of hair, you love also

intensely the Pdntikkotuinuii of beauty”—“Even if I forget, my
tongue will give expression to the mantra Namasivdya^' (8).

He cried out a little while ago, “My Lord, the Lord of my
father, the gold and my precious gem!” He sees here the Devas

repeating like mad men the same words and eight thousand crore

other names of the Lord, the father of the Cdrana (scout) of

Ganapati. The purdnic personality and his vision of love appear

before him, there inside the temple of Kotumuti in ^Karaiyur^

where worship Ndrayana and Brahma and he cries, “Even if I

forget, my tongue will give expression to the mantra Namasi-

vdya’' (9).

The poet enjoys the purdnic personality and lovingly repeats

its descriptions. The whole hymn is thus a hymn of ecstasy;

having thus experienced it whilst composing this hymn, our poet

assures us that those who repeat the words of this hymn—with-

out even singing it—will be devoid of all miseries (10).

IV

The beauty of the purdnic personality becomes enchanting,

—

the mat-lock (catai-pinnakam) (10), the konrai flower (10), the
crescent moon (6, 10) ,

the destruction of the three cities (8) ,
the

company of the Mother (8), the poison (5), the bones (6), the
tiger’s skin (6), the serpent as girdle and araindn (6), the father-
hood of Ganapati (9), the worship by Visnu and Brahma and
the Devas (9), the form of the mad man (10), the Beginning of

everything (9) and Birthlessness (10).

V
The first words of every fourth line are emphatic descriptions

of the Lord, compressed in a word, and also other words of address.
The poet as a tapasvin renouncing all attachment and taking refuge
1^ looks upon God as the Great but Good Tapasvin of Love—*
Narravan (1 )—Narravam is to be contrasted with Cetittavam al-

ready referred to in the previous hymn. The Dancing beggar
and His loving speeches of such oratorical powers and His
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Great Light beyond all Lights are remembered. He is the

Dancer (Nattavd—2) ;
the Master of the tongue or speech

{Ndvald) (3); the Expert (Vallavd) (4); the Paranjoti (6); the

Lover (Nampan) (8); (Virumpan) (7); the Mad man, mad with

love (Pittan) (10) even as the poet is his lover (Ittan) (2) ;
the

Beautiful (Alakan) (6) ;
the Gold (Pon) (9) and the Precious

Gem (9) . But this love has nothing immoral about it, for, He is

the Great costodian of the moral path and knowledge (Cetan) (6)

.

He is the Beginning, the Cause of all Causes (Kdranan) (9) having

no cause for Himself, Le., He is Birthless (10) ;
our Lord

(Pirdn) (9)

.

VI

The holy place as has already been pointed out, captivates

the imagination of the Poet. The cool and spreading, active and

shining waters of Kdviri come and flow down, in that place and

it looks as though the great Light of Lights descends down to save

the world in the form of this Kdviri (3) . The Kdviri not only

represents the Lord but also His followers. Like them the shining

waters of Kdviri come with the round garland for His crown to

worship at His feet and to praise Him with its sound (2). Yes,

it praises (6) . The beautiful and cool Kdviri rushes down with

its cool waters singing a music of its own (6) . As though imitat-

ing Kdviri, the followers, these good people—fall at His feet and

praise Him on the banks of Kdviri coming rushing down pushing

along the stones, to shower fertility (4) . The Damsels of the

place (who by their chastity bring about this fertility of the

rains) or equally divine as the Bhaktas and they dive and bathe

—

these doll-like damsels of soft feet, coloured red with cotton (5).

The groves are thick and stand beautifully surrounding the Kdviri

banks wherefrom the young garland-like girls of soft and round

shaped bosom dive (7) and bathe in the river and where on

the branches of the trees the cuckoos sing and the peacocks dance

as though in a concert (8) . The holy worship of God is, therefore,

a peculiar beauty of this place. The learned men, the good souls

and the beautiful damsels—all worship the Lord—paying thus the

homage of Truth, Beauty and Goodness (9). Even the Kdviri

appears to our Saint worshipping the Lord with the wreath for

His crown. Our poet gives us the popular methods of worship of

his age—adorning the Lord with 'VdcikaV (2) or ‘round wreath’

of laurel and reciting crores (9) of His names.



CHAPTER XXVIII

TIRUVE]^CAMAKKUTAL

(Hymn 42)

I

In the last hymn we saw our poet in the midst of his subjective

exclamations, losing himself in the natural beauty of the Holy
place appearing before him almost reminding him of the Lord and
His overflowing love. He is completely under the influence of

this enchantment of Nature appearing as the very form of the

Lord—the bewitching beauty of Art form of Vencamdkkutal
(Vencamdkkutal Vikirtd in each verse) with its river—the very
abode of the Lord, Sivaldkam, overflowing with His Grace abound-
ings. It is because of this experience that the poet assures us
that the masters of the ten verses of this Tamil garland of perfect

words are sure to reside in the Sivaloka.

II

In thus experiencing the Lord as Omnipresent and the lovingly

beautifying Nature full with His presence, as though He were in

need of all these for His Omnipresent perfection, an idea arises

in his mind, whether God is not in need of him as well. Yes,
every soul, every creature has to be saved; for, otherwise, the
Lord and His love become incomplete and imperfect, ineffective
and powerless. “You need me as well” is the expression of

wonder, but in the presence of the Omnipresent Beauty and Love
and Power, the old lurking feeling of duality and fear, converts
this exclamation of wonder, into a cry of anxiety, “Will you want
me?” and into a prayer of despair, “Pray, be desirous of me as
well”.

Ill

In the first three stanzas except the chorus, ''Vencamdkkutal
Vikirtd atiyenuiyum ventuiiye'\ the poet is completely under the
divine enhancement of the beauty of Nature inside which the
Lord is enshrined. There is the river (Cirraru—1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9)—

T* 84
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a symbol or a form of the overflowing love of God. On its eastern

baiiK stands Vencamdkkuial full of the beauty of Nature and Art,

enshrming God in its temple. The river dashes against the banks

with its gifts as though forcing the world to receive its loving

blessings, a world which goes its way without caring to be saved

by this tlow of love. But the loving waters enjoy this saving

overflow and this rush of theirs (Tilaittu), The river throws

down the bamboos with such force that they split and yield up

to it, their shining pearls. The river throws the wealth of pearls,

and fragrant spices of cardamom, clove, iakkdlam and ginger into

its rushmg waters and swells up in joy to dash against the banks.

As mentioned before, on its eastern bank stands the Venca-

mdkkutal lull of the leafy Mango-trees, the bent ^PunnaV and

the 'i^alaV trees and ‘‘KurukkaiW on which the cuckoos never

cease singing whilst the rein-deer gets frightened. “O, Beauty of

Art-form of this Vencamdkkutall Pray, be desirous of me as

weir (1).

“The river swelling up with joy carries throwing into its

restless waters, the round shaped precious gems, the sandal and

akil, to fill up many a tank and pits and dashes against the banks.

On its eastern bank stands Vencamdkkutal of wealthy palaces,

towers and gem-bedecked-mantapas or Halls, going up, become
one with the shining moon inside the clouds (as though presenting

the very form of the Lord crowned with the moon). O, Beauty

of Art-form of Vencamdkkutal! Pray, be desirous of me as

well’’ (2).

Our suggestion that the river appears as an idol of the Lord
receives further support in the third poem where the x>o©t des-

cribes the river receiving the worship of the beautiful damsels.

The innumerable damsels, shy and coy like the deer of the moun-
tains, of lovely beauty, like peacocks—the good souls of beautiful

eyes like the well shaped spears come and bow down. The
river swells up and dashes against the banks carrying valuable

things rolling them all into its waters full of waves. On the

eastern bank stands the city surrounded by the fragrant gardens,

cool because of the harmony of the innumerable varieties of crowd-

ing trees, the rows of arecanut palms, the long-legged cocoanut

palms and the short-legged jack trees. O, Beauty of Art-form!

Pray, be desirous of me as well” (3) .
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IV

In the fourth verse our poet, instead of suggesting the Lord

as in other verses, openly describes the purdnic personality of

the Lord in addition to his original scheme of describing the river

and the city, which more patently suggests that very form of His

purdnic personality. “The damsel of music-like speech is on

one part of your body and you never leave off your attachment to

the graveyard. The river teases and tosses up, cool ^akiV and

the beautiful chauries. On its eastern bank stands the city of Ven-

camdkkutal, where young damsels dance to the tune of the flute

and the musical drum inside the gem bedecked music hall going

up to become one with the moon of the Heavens. O, the Beauty

of the art form! pray be desirous of me as well” (4). The idea

of the Mother and the Lord's hall of Dance inspire the poet to

describe the damsels in the dance hall of the city.

The purdnic personal'.ty of the Lord again captivates the mind

of the poet and under the influence of its enchantment he forgets

his present scheme of describing the river and the city. The

form of the Lord dancing with the Hotu^ and the 'kulai” suggesting

the Ardhardrisvara comes to the mind of the poet. In the dance

escapes the fragrant ^konrai* flower (Kalaiye karnalum—is not

quite clear. ^Kalni^ may be the accusative of the *KaV or honey

with its central T elided. Then ^kamalum* must become causative.

Or, ^Kalai’ may mean that which has become separated escaping

in the swift movements of the dance. 'Kalai^ also means beauty

but that u'^age seems to be not earlier than the aee of Tdyumdna-

var. ^Kalai^ may also mean something soft) . This idea of the

flower at once reminds the poet of the ^Karvaka tree' of the

Heavens giving everything desired and he at once addresses the

Lord as the great 'Karvakd' blessing those in communion with

H'm—an expression of his own experience clothed in the form

of a universal truth. The crescent moon which forms this des-

cription comes to our poet’s mind along with His mat-lock. But

these stories have a beginning and that may suggest these acts of

love have come in, as something unconnected with the nature

of the Lord. The stories may have a beginning but He has no

beginning whatsoever. Tliese are the manifestations of His Nature

which continues to be the same always. Except those who are

in communion with Him and crying to Him for His help, none

else can attain Him. This is not any freak of His. He is the
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Lord of Dharma or the Law in the form of the pure white bull.

Having thus described the love of the Lord, he prays, “O, Beauty

of the Art-form of the city of Veficamdkkutaly pray, be desirous

of me as well” (5)

.

In the next verse, the poet seems to be sure of Lord’s Grace.

‘‘You are easy of approach to those who fall at your feet and you

stand before them so that they may be devoid of all miseries”.

The ^konrai' flower on the mat-lock and the bull and the des-

truction of the three cities come to his mind. The beauty of the

harmony of these makes him exclaim, “O, Beauty”. The dance

has been in his mind in the previous verses along with the music

and the drum and now in this verse our poet speaks of the Lord

as the expert dancer in the hall of the grave-yard where resound

unceasingly the drum and the music and the dance. The festivity

of the dance brings him back to the city of Vencamdkkutal whose

streets are so full of festivals and festivities. Addressing the Lord

as the beauty of the Art-form, he concludes with his chorus of a

prayer, “Pray be desirous of me also” (6) .

In the next verse, he forgets every description about the city

and the river, describing only the purdnic personality of the Lord
and refers thus: to the flaying of the elephant, the dance of fire

in the graveyard, the bull, the kortrai flower and the serpent with

its thousand hoods and fiery poison (as something* suggesting

the fully evolved universe in its terrifying aspect, which our

scientists speak of as Nature being red in tooth and nail) . He
concluded with the chorus, “Pray, be desirous of me also” (7) .

The world once again captivates the mind of the poet and he

describes according to his original scheme the river and the city.

“The river tumbles down over-shining precious gems and fragrant

sandals and ‘akils’ through its passage through forests, mountains

and the country side and joyfully dashes against the banks, rush-

ing with the desire of reaching the place where the great One
resides” (8) . The poet sees his own love for God reflected

in the river. On the eastern side of the bank of the river is the

city Vencamdkkutal where the music and the dance of damsels

of the bamboo shaped shoulders never cease dancing in accom-

paniment to the musical drum and the tuning flute” (8). Not

only people of this great culture but also people leading a life

of nature like the hunters love this place. If all sorts of people

love the Lord, may not the poet also expect to be loved by the
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Lord? Therefore, he sings the chorus “Pray, be desirous of me
as well”.

It is the dance of the Lord which is still in the mind of the

poet and he refers to the konrai flower, the serpent and the river

of the mat-lock and the musical instruments which the Lord

carries. He is indeed the purest of the pure. The river goes

circumambulating the up-land fields throwing into its having beauti-

ful waters everything on the way; it swells up and joyfully dashes

against the banks. On its eastern bank stands the city surrounded

by the dark lovable fields, the city enshrining the Lord; and our

poet winds up by singing the chorus, “Pray, be desirous of me as

well” (9).

V

The last verse giving the name of the poet and the final effect

of reciting this hymn repeats the description of the damsels then

bowing down before the river but now bowing down before the

Lord Himself thus making it clear that the river is after all another

idol of the Lord. Our poet states herein that he had out of love

given expression to the prayer of the chorus, “Pray, be desirous

of me as well” (10) .

(Kutal is coming together. It has to signify a city where all sorts

of people flock together. The city of Madurai is known as Kutal.

The city of this hymn is a Kutal of the Konku country— a place

famous then for some heated battle— Vehcamam— which proba-

bly has become Vencamd due to the final lengthening of proper

names of phrases, e.g., Muthaiya Pillai : Muthaiyd Pillai. One
wonders whether the word for battle is 'cama'— assuming the

forms of Camam and Camd. Or, it may be that the final V’ of

'Camar' had been wrongly read as a 'kdV ( ) — fhe sign of the

long vowel). The tradition as preserved in the Purdria of this

place is said to be named after ‘Vencan' the Rdksasa who wor-
shipped the Lord. To distinguish it from other Kutal it was called

Mukkutal. Kutal as in the phrase and name Mdkkutal means the

place where rivers meet.

This Vencamdkkutal is at the place where Kutavanam and
another brook (Kdttdru) join together and hence it was called

kutal. It is near Amardvati which is a bigger river when com-

pared to which this river Kutavanam is only a ^cirraru\



CHAPTER XXIX

TIRUKKARKUTI

(Hymn 27)

I

The despair seeks consolation and encouragement at the hands

of the Lord and the poet begs of the Lord to say “Fear not’\ His

flag of bull (Dharma) (1), His fragrant konrai flower of beauty

(1), His weapon of bright white axe of power (1) (wielded for

saving miraculously those taking refuge in Him) and His charac-

teristic feature as the Supreme, as the Great Beyond all Great-

ness, coming and establishing Himself firmly for all times in this

world to save us all at Tirukkarkuti (1), appear before his mind
reminding of this Lord of Goodness, Beauty, Power, Truth and

Love, saving many from fear and danger and, therefore, he cries

for help, “My Master and Lord establishing Yourself firmly for all

times at Karkuti surrounded by flower-groves of fragrance! Assure

me as You had done to others with the words, ‘Fear not’ ” (1).

“You are the Omnipresent and the king whom the Vedic Seers

and Devas worship and praise falling at your feet. (Is that all?).

You are our Lord and Chief— not in mere name but in effect as

well. You have become the very sweet nectar unto me.” This bliss-

ful experience emboldens our poet to cry for help and encourage-

ment to the Lord of morals and love, “Assure me also saying, Fear
not” (2).

II

The destruction of the three cities is the destruction of ob-

struction and fear. The company of the Mother is the overflow-

ing of His love. Our poet himself has experienced the Lord
as the Medicine and Nectar on the top of the mountain, with ruddy
mat-lock carrying the river of waves (in response to Bhagiratha,

the Lord who has come to stay firmly and for ever at Tirukkar^

kuti (even as the cultivator goes to reside in the fields to watch
and save his plants, as the Vaisnavite commentators are fond of

repeating). The series of thoughts encourage him to cry to the
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Lord for encouragement and for His assuring words “Fear not”

even as the Lord had encouraged and saved others (3). Ttie Lord

of the form of great fame which the Formless has assumed in

order that the denizens of this earth and the Heavens may praise

and worship so that they may stand firm and eiernal (7). His pure

form of knowledge or 'Cif becoming the earth, water, air, lire and

the great space (for sublimating and saving us all through the

various experiences of these) His form of fire worshipped by

Brahma and Visnu (8), the Lord of the rosy form (4), of the

crescent moon (6) to save which he crowned Himself with it, the

Lord of the blue throat (4) in the company of the Mother (4/, lor

driving out whose fear He flayed the elephant (4), holding up m
His hand the Trident (4), the battle axe (1), the deer (3), the

Lord with beautiful white ear-ring (5) and the slipping loin cloth

(5), carrying the Fire in His hand (8), the Lord of Greatness and

Propriety, blessing, the child at the cost of the life of Death (9) —
these forms encourage him also to ask for the assuring words of the

Lord, “Fear not”.

lU

The Holy places where He has established Himself is as cool

as the love of the Lord, beautifully surrounded by shining and
fragrant groves (1, 5) ,

dark with shades (2) and overcast by clouds

(7), surrounded by paddy fields of bunds (6) and the sweet lields uf

sugar canes (9) becoming more and more beautiful by the cool

waters, full of waves surrounding it (10) where resort to its festi-

vals, the Great Tapasvins full of art and knowledge (10).

IV

The Lord apears to him as one who will bless us with all that

we desire, the Karpakam (10) — an idea which sprouted in the

previous hymn which he repeats here. He is the Merciful of the

beautiful eyes (Ahkanan— 2), the Nectar— the “Ard innamudu''

(7) — unsatiable sweet nectar— a phrase so very significant to the

Vaisnavites, the Medicine on the mountain (3), the Lover
(Virumpd— 9), the King (Araiyd— 6), the Master and Guru
(Atz/cc?— 1), the Moral Saint (Aravd— 2)^ Chief (Aiyd— 4) and
my Father (Entdy— 5) — the last six coming as the first words
of the fourth lines with their usual emphasis in that position of

vantage. The description “My Patron and Lord” (Emperumdn) is

repeated six times.
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V
The stories encouraging him to cry for help are stories which

narrate how the Lord blessed others so that they may be saved

and become great in this universe and our poet contemplating on

these encouraging and inspiring stories, assures us that the masters

of the valuable garland for this hymn will rule and save the three

wide worlds (10).

VI

In this hymn the chorus is Atiyenaiyum ancal enne”. But
verses 9 and 5 have a different ending. The 9th chimes in, like

the verses of the previous hymn, ‘‘Atiyermiyum ventutiye” (H. 42)

and the 5th reminds us of the Malapati hymn (H. 24) (Second line

of the second verse) and ends with the words '^Atiyenaiyum enru-

koUe''— “Accept and bear me up for myself being saved;” per-

haps the variation being intended to show that all these repre-

sent a single series of connected spiritual experiences. But as we
usually have the same ending in the verses of any one hymn, it

is better to assume that all the verses ended in "Atiyenaiyum

ancal cnne”, the variation having been introduced by those who
remembered the phrases of the previous hymn wrongly in this

place or according to the condition of their own mind whilst recit-

ing this hymn. It must however be pointed out that the present

reading as found "Ventutiye' brings out the beauty of alliteration

with the initial word "Virumpd'' rather than the suggested reading

of "Ancal emie” unless the initial word also is to be taken as

"Arumpd^^ (the bud of creation).



CHAPTER XXX

TIRUPPURAMPAYAM

(Hymn 35)

I

This is a hymn addressed by the poet to his own mind advising

it to start at once for going to Tiruppurampayam for worshipping

the Lord in view of the ephemeral and transitory nature of the

worldly life and of the untailing effects of Karma. Ihe second,

the third and the sixth refer to the ephemeral and changing world

where there is no time for doing good, if we go on procrastinating.

“The city, the relatives, the children and the women are not as of

yore. Leave off all thoughts of this life of household in the midst

of wealth”. (In 'nitiyiV, HV may be taken as the locative case-sign

going with the noun or wealth. It may also be a word of nega-

tion, when the phrase will mean, life of household without any

wealth. That will be inconsistent with the sixth verse which

speaks of a royal life) (2)

.

II

“The exterior of the body or the skin becomes scaly and
shrunken; the veins become palpable; the hairs turn gray; the

words become trembling, weak and inaudible— when you
become thus old, to think of doing Good or Dharma is indeed a

heroic venture. But alas I it is impossible ! If you realize this

truth, pray, start at once without swerving even a little from this

final resolve. This is the commerce befitting us now in the early

morning of our life” (3) . “Even if one commands all the armies with

the elephants predominating, even if one rules with the seas

as its limits on all the surrounding sides, one gets in the end*

reduced tapering down as it were and vanishing away like

the tail of the tadpole appearing as attached to its head (even as

the Sovereignty and Rulership appear as attached to the chief-

tainship) . Therefore, feel no anxiety over these, my foolish mind”

(6).

The fourth, the fifth, the seventh, the eighth and the ninth pro-

ceed on the fear of the crushing invincible karma and the hope of

redemption through the Grace of God. “O, deceitful damsel of a

T. 85
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mind ! Start at once with a clear conscience or certainty of being

saved” (7). The same idea is repeated in the 9th verse; “If you

ask one lor a way out of the despair of the rare evils of old times

and the sins for their destructions— destruction which is a rare

sight— start at once without any more anxiety; we shall go to

PuTCLvipcLycLTfn to worship the Lord”. The poet makes the distinc-

tion between 'tlmai’ (9) or evil and 'pdvam’ (9) or the sin proba-

bly as cause and effect. In these two verses, the poet is hopeful of

redemption, the Grace of the Lord cutting the gordian knot of

karma which otherwise seems to be inescapable. The inescapable

aspect of this karma is referred in verses 4 and 7. “The karma

performed in the past comes and enshrouds us in the present in

this very birth; before it enshrouds us that way, O, my foolish

mind, start at once without confusing me any further; we shall

go to worship at Purampayam'' (7).

“To beat one and rob him of his clothes conspiring murder for

such robbery and inflicting pain on others— all these evil deeds

committed come to produce their effects here in this birth— This

is certain, O, my foolish mind! I have no other prop or support.

Start at once without forgetting this. We shall go to worship at

Purampayavi' (4) . Here, the karma appears to be terrifying

though the poet is certain that Lord^s Grace will save him.

In another verse, the poet gives a more hopeful and rosy pic-

ture. “Even in this very birth, all the fetters of mala will break

away; even in our future birth, these cruel karmas will not come

near us. Get rid of all your deception, malice and evil (calam).

There is the city where resides our Creator of happiness (San-

karan). We shall go to worship at Purampayam'' (8).

The last hymn expressed a fear and appealed to the Lord for

His assurance and this hymn explains the nature of the fear as

the anxiety of the ephemeral life and its miseries which are the

effects of karma, leading into the ever ending wheel of karma. “I

die and am born, and I become great— all this is a delusion

where the bondage never ceases” (10). Afraid of all these, the

poet thinks that he can escape from these by worshipping at

Purampayam. In contemplation, he thinks of this truth of escape

in his mind— a thought expressed in Tamil verse describing our

father of Tiruppurampayam. “Fettered, our soaring spirit is im-

prisoned in this earth. When the fetter is removed the soul soars

up to that Heaven of Purity capable of miracles.” Those who could
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recite this hymn without any pretensions are, therefore, sure to

reach and rule in that Heaven (10).

III

The first verse should have also given expression to his dis-

appointment with the present life. But on the other hand, it runs

in a different strain. “I have recited or taught the ‘angas\ the

sdstras, subsidiary to the Vedas. I started from “Araimerrali” and

came into *Innampar^ and stayed there. The God has not chosen

to explain things saying, ^‘This is such and such. Therefore, my
mind! start at once. We shall go and worship at Purampayam'’. (1)

.

From this, a story has been woven that he received no respK)nse

from the Lord at Innampar, which made him to start to Puram-

payam in a sulky mood. This story should have become popu-

lar by the time of Cekkildr's Periyapurdnam. But the scheme of this

hymn seems to suggest that ^IcandP should have taken the place of

some other word denoting the nearer relatives.

IV

This hymn is important as showing the kind of Royal life

which our poet has led in the company of the chiefs in his days

as is made clear by verse No. 6. The reference to the evil acts could

not be any particular act in the present life of Nampi Arurar for

he has assured the Lord that he has done nothing wrong. ^ From
the experience of suffering, probably in a moment of despair he

assumes that such acts were committed in the previous births, acts

which he sees other chiefs committing before his eyes. We have al-

ready remarked that the poet, feeling for the whole world some-

times repents for the evils of others. In that way this hymn
addressed to his mind may be taken to have been addressed to the

chieftains round him.

V
The first verse in its very beginning is very significant, for

therein, the poet tells us that he has studied and taught the

‘angas\ The second verse will suggest that this hymn is a hymn
of renunciation to be taken along with the Malapdti hymn in which
case it must be as we have already suggested, a hymn sung at the

fag end of his life. The second verse may mean, not only renuncia-

tion but also a revelation that this life should not be taken seriously

ihoueh it need not be cast awav. It must be also stated that this

hymn is like the Tirnttinai Nakar hymn (No. 64) which is also

I 7: 77; 5; 7: 95: ?.
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emphasizing the ephemeral nature of the world and the hope of

redemption. That apart, it looks as though that the poet had gone

out for a research in these arigas to return through ''AraimerraW'

and ‘‘ln'mm'par'\ One wonders whether this study has kindled in

him the feeling of renunciation so very patent in this hymn. Else-

where also our poet has described himself as a great scholar,

^

VI

The Purdnic personality of the Lord is also referred to as

inspiring hope in the mind of the poet. The crescent moon (2),

the Ganges (2), the mat-lock (2), the bull (1, 4, 5), the ser-

pent (4) ,
His Sivaloka (5) ,

His creation of happiness (8) , the

worship by the denizens of the Heavens after they had praised

the minor deities (1) ,
the denizens who praise Him and sing of

the rare divine services and jump in joy to regain a firm foot-hold

to dance once again (9) . He is the lean (Lord) (1) ,
the father

of our father (7), our Creator of happiness (8), our father

(Appan) (10), ^BhutandtarC—the Lord of the souls (3), that is

how He appears to the poet.

The holy place to which he suggests his mind going on a pil-

grimage, to be freed from all these miseries and fetters, is the

beautiful heaven on earth, though our poet has no time to des-

cribe it at length. It is ''Celva-p purampayam'' (1) ,
the Puram-

payam which is our wealth, where the fresh flowers of mallikai

and cenpakam. (2) ,
bloom in joy in the night making the whole

city fragrant, where the white and young sword-fish jumps and

dashes into the fields (5), where on the lotus so very patent

sleep the dotted crabs in joy (5). In all the sluices, the ‘kalunir^

flowers bloom (6) on all sides; nearby the sugar-cane is crushed

to yield its honey which casts its fragrance all round the sweet

smelling garden (6). The female swan is in a sulky mood dis-

pleased with the male swan and the sulkiness slowly disappears

and they are happy in their union in that beautiful grove where
the newly blooming 'punnaV smells sweet all along the water
channel (7) . The Kdviri rushes into the sea, where sail the

ships and the holy waters of the Kdviri almost the waters of the

purest Ganges, rush into all the fields to give the yield of gold (8)

.

The natural tanks where blossom the white lotuses beautify that

place (9). Therefore, this holy place is full of beauty, wealth,

happiness and worship.

2 , 7 : 54 : 10 ,



CHAPTER XXXI

TIRUKKUTALAIYARRUR

(Hymn 85)

I

The poet has been advising his mind in the previous hymn to

go to worship at Purampayam, for getting rid of the karmas. In

the present hymn, the poet in the end assures us that the karma-

bond of those who are masters of these ten verses of his, will

break down (to let them free). This hymn refers to some of

the Purdnic stories of the Lord in the first line; describes the

Mother in the second line; the holy place is referred to in the third

line; the fouth line exclaims, “I had not known the astonishing

supreme excellence of His going this way”. The pattern of the

sentence is, ‘‘The Lord of these acts had come this way with the

Mother at Kutalaiydrrur—this astonishing supreme excellence I

knew not or I had not known”. What do these words mean?

II

These words have given rise to a story. From Tiruppuram-

payam, according to Perlyapurdnam, our poet started on a pilgri-

mage to Tirumutukunram, Whilst coming near Kutalaiydrrur,

an old Brahmin appeared walking along the road when our poet

inquired of him about the road leading to Mutukunram and He
showed the road to Kutalaiydrrur only to disappear after a while.

Our poet, it is said, realizing that it was the Lord who came as the

Brahmin, gave expression to the astonishment in' this hymn with

the words, “I had not known this wonder of the Lord coming this

way”. There is nothing improbable in our p>oet believing and

singing like this. But this hymn itself speaks of the Lord coming

with the Mother and the ghosts. In the last verse, the poet sum-

marizing his hymn, does not refer to this coming in of the Lord.

The Lord has loved to dance with the damsel of the creeper waist

in Kutalaiydrrur (10). The poet describes this as an astonishing

supreme excellence in his sweet Tamil of his quest and choice

—

that is what the poet himself vouchsafes to us. Tirukkutalau
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ydrrur is a temple not sung by Appar or Campantar and therefore

must have come into existence after their life-time. Our poet pro-

bably has not known of this temple and it must have been a happy
surprise to find a temple there. ''Atisayam” does not mean
wonder, for which the word is ''Arputam''. Mdnikkavdcakar

differentiates between 'Aticayam' and ^ArputarrC— See his

Aticayappaitu and Arputappattu. Aticayam is the Supreme excel-

lence. The Lord of no form and the Great Beyond comes down
to save us and gets enshrined in any temple of our choice, even

as a cultivator puts up a hut in his field to watch and save the

paddy, growing in the field—an idea which we had emphasized
earlier. He comes with a form of beauty and love in the idol

(Kdlamaturu—9)—as an incarnation of beauty and love in the

idol—the all Powerful, becoming thus as it were a toy in our

hand to be moved and ordered about by us according to our
sweet whims and fancies. Is that not this the supreme excellence

of His love? This idea is there in relation to every temple but
this becomes of compelling force when an unexpected temple is

seen. It is because the aim of all these acts of God is to save
us and free us from our fetters of karma, that the poet assures
the readers of the hymns that they will be rid of their karmic
bondage,

III

The purdnic stories have this message of the All Powerful
coming to save us. His well-shaped white axe (1, 3), the ele-

phant’s skin (1), the company of the Mother (1-10), His following
of ghosts, Visnu. Brahma, Indra, Vedic Scholars and denizens of
Heaven and Earth (8) ,

His begging with the skull (3) ,
the beauti-

ful river (4) ,
the serpent and the moon in His mat-lock (7) ,

His
form of light (5) ,

His xfind or harp of knowledge (6) ,
the sacred

ash (1), the sacred thread (6), the bull (9), the feast of poison (9),
and His beautiful form (9) are all referred to. The Mother is

specifically mentioned in every verse—Hma of the twisted and
waving tresses of hair (1) ,

the doll of waist looking like a creeper
(10) of hood of the serpent (2) covered with nice silk (7), the
damsel of the soft bosom tucked up with a ribbon (3) ,

the lady
of the beautiful fingers touching the ball in playing it (4), the
Beauty of sweet-smelling teeth of pearls (6) and of crescent like
forehead (8) adorned with ornaments (7)

,
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The Holy place is full of high towers, adorned with flags (1)—
that is its beauty of art. Its natural beauty reminds us of cool
refreshing love of God—its glorious gardens and groves full of

tender leaves (7), bunches of flowers (4, 6), with the bees hum-
ming in search of their honey (5) blooming beautifully for being
plucked up for adornment (2)

.



CHAPTER XXXII

TIRUMUTUKUNRAM

(Hymn 43)

I

The poet’s heart sent the cry for God’s help in the Karkuti

hymn and the hymns that followed. His confidence that God will

save us all, had been well expressed. But how long are we to

wait for His Grace though it is sure to come one day or other?

“What, if some of the followers die here with their hearts melting

in love for you?—they who lie in suspense hoping for your loving

response and saving blessings, confidently asserting, “Your bless-

ings will come to day; they will come tomorrow”. “My Lord, if

they die, pray, tell me what is to be done thereafter? For, at

the time of their death, they will feel keenly their disappointment,

though your blessings may come in their future birth” (1) . “You

are the Lord going about begging for the souls for blessing them

all, going a-begging to their very doors” (3, 7, 8, 9), This idea

seems to be behind the back of the poet’s mind and he exclaims,

“If you are going about showering your blessings on all, will an

iota of it showered on these followers living in the hope of receiv-

ing your blessings, upset any scheme of yours? Is the quiver

going to tear, if cotton is put in (as the proverb goes) ? (1) . There-

fore, order your blessings”. The idea seems to be that God is

going about, begging for the souls, of all and sundry, whilst those

who offer Him their all, are about to die in disappointment (1).

In that way the whole hymn becomes a Bhiksdtana hymn. The

reference to this Bhiksdtana form is clear in all the verses except

1 and 4, where the idea of the Bhiksdtana continues to be in the

background as explained above. In the 4th verse, the poet sings,

“You know no fatigue. (You wander at the doors of all with-

out caring for those who are almost dying for you) . What is

there to be done in the future birth for those who praise you
herein, in this birth? You must know this, you who had des-

troyed the life of the cruel Lord of Death, the Lord who had not

known the consequences following from his act. (You had not
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tarried a minute longer than what was necessary in saving Mdrlc-

kandeya. Why then procrastinate in helping these followers?)” (4).

In all the other verses, the references to Bhiksdtana form are

direct. They look like the speeches of the beloved, feeling for the

Lord going a-begging. “If you go wandering in all these villages

will not they suffer—these rosy feet of yours like the golden lotus

blossoming in the tank (2) .
(Eri is the tank or reservoir which

feeds the fields. Therefore, the tank full of water inspires the people

lying north of the Cola territory with hope and happiness, which

is almost divine and, therefore, Appar describes ^iva as Eri

niraintanaiya celvan'''^ All these suggestions are implied

in the descriptions of our poet also. “But You go about wander-

ing, whilst your tontars or servants stand singing and the denizens

of heaven remain praising you. Is it fit and proper for you that

you should go about thus begging from olden times?” (3).

“(Why do you beg? Your followers are almost dying and

get nothing of it). Are all these things, which you had amas-

sed, by singing, moving and dancing, along with your atiydrs at

every door, for your consort UrrvdT^ (5). “Is it fair that you

should dance in the graveyard with your ears of ear-rings dashing

against each other, in the company of the Damsel of subtle

waist?” (6) . “Is this a life worth living, life of going about begging

for alms in the common yard of these women, whilst the cruel

dogs bark when you go to their houses?” (7) . “Is it fair that

you and your afiydrs roaming about in the dusk at the cross-ways,

should go for alms to every door?” (8). “Your Beloved, cooks

for distributing in every village and is it fair that you should stand

at every door for the paltry alms?” (9) . “What will others say,

if you wander about on all sides and receive the alms, pray, accept

alms only from those who offer it in love” (10) Probably the

poet is referring to the followers living in the hope of getting bles-

sings from the Lord.

If

The poet here does not tell us that he is singing the dramatic

speech of the damsels in love of the Lord as he had done in

Tiruppainntli hytYin. He calls this hymn the babblings of the

mad slave of the Lord, referring to himself (11). Therefore, he

1 . 6 : 23 : 5.

T. 86
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is not conscious in singing this hymn of the distinction between

himself and the damsels. He becomes so identified with the beloved

and speaks as the beloved. Are not the words of lovers sometimes

called babblings? “The great philosophers and mystics who know

no confusion and those of whatever kind of tapas they may be

performing, if they praise the LfOrd of Mutukunru with this hymn
they will experience the feeling of love of the beloved and they

will become devoid of all their miseries and obstructions” (11)

.

This is the assurance which the poet gives us who read this hymn,

III

The holy place inspires us with the memory of the story of

Bhiksdtana. The wild elephant there gets into the kheda, set

up for catching it. It is surrounded on all sides by the hunters.

Starved, it cries in physical agony. The strong elephant, as a last

effort, shakes off its laziness and roars, a roar which always re-

sounds all through Mutukunru (2) . The place is surrounded by
the cruel people, the swordsmen and the bowmen keeping watch
whilst the commotion of the sacrifice performed with the hands
of munificence resound without ceasing all through Mutukunru
(3). The palaces surrounded by fortress walls, the towers, the

beautiful maniapas and the groves, over which creep the clouds

which completely cover it up, surround this holy place of Mutu-
kunru (5). In the high peaks where grow the clouds, the must
elephants roar, the ydli or lion residing in the caves also roars

(as if in return) . This sound of roars never ceases in Mutu-
kunru (6). In the mountains, the lion kills and carries away the
male elephant, whilst the female elephant pines in grief in the
front yard of the houses of the mountain women (7). The she-
monkey goes in search of fruits fit for eating for its he-monkey,
worshipping first in that quest on the mountain slope, the feet of

the Lord; and the mountain stands up, in all its glory before
this loving monkey (8), even as the mountain does before the
crowded followers falling at His feet. On all sides, its waves heave
up and overflow—dashing against the banks, thus, the river Muttdru
(river of pearls) kisses circumambulating the mountain (10).



CHAPTER XXXIII

NAMPI ENRA TIRUPPATIKAM
(Hymn 63)

I

This is also a hymn of self-surrender but it breathes an air oX

happiness, the poet almost jumping at the idea which has taken

deep roots in him that the Lord is the Prince, the saviour Prince,

not only in this birth but in his seven-fold births (1-9) . This is

the refrain of the hymn : “Ennai alutai Nampi, elu pirappum

enkal Nampi kantaye'^—‘Look! He is my saviour Prince! He is

our Prince in all our sevenfold births’. As already explained, the

various purdnic stories which emphasize this truth are referred to

as though reinforcing his faith and self-surrender. The Lord is

the Prince of the sacred ash (1), the Prince of the Vedas (1), the

Prince of the sacred thread (3) (reporting thus all forms of purity

and knowledge), the Prince of the red hue (1), and of the ruddy

mat-lock (1) ,
the Prince of the crescent moon on the crown wherein

comes the serpent and wherein resides the maiden of the River

(9) ,
the Prince of the Devas starting with Kumara and the merci-

ful eternal rulers of the extensive space (2) (representing thus

all forms of Supremacy, the Beggar Prince unknown to Visnu and

Brahma (7) ,
the Prince who feasted on the poison bestowing nectar

on the Devas (3) ,
the Prince sharing His form with the damsel (8)

(representing thus all forms of Love)
,
the Prince of the white

axe (1) ,
the Prince of the three eyes (1) ,

the Prince who destroyed

Death (4) and Daksa's sacrifice (6), the Prince ?vho flayed the

elephant’s skin, (3) ,
the Prince and destroyer of the three cities

(5), (representing all forms of Power though representing Love).
Here the poet makes a distinction between ^Amarar and ^Devar^

(2), the Devas being the denizens of Heaven, whilst the Amarar
are as often interpreted by the Vaisnmvite commentators as the

freed or free souls.

II

There are certain philosophical ideas expressed about God.
He is the Prince who becomes all time and space and the varied
forms evolved out of them (6) . He is the Prince who has made in
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former times the crowd of worlds to become evolved and patent

(7) . He is the Prince of the past and the Prince of the future (7)

(the poet is punning on the word 'pinnum' which means both the

future, and the twisted as referring to mat-lock)
,
the Prince who

rules together all this as a whole and the Prince who is the begin-

ning and the end.

III

Coming to the religious aspect of the Lord, as usual, Jainism

comes in for adverse criticism (9) ,
not its true aspects but its false

aspects, false probably in the way it had been practised by some
of the age. However, he states that the Lord is the Prince, who
has become this Jainism as well (9). If God is omnipotent, He
must be everything, not only the good but also the bad. That is

why our poet addresses Him as the Prince who is the fault or

the evil (Kurravi Nampi— 5) . Truth is relative in essense and

there must be some truth underlying any religion. It is, in that

sense God the Prince, who has taken the form of Jainism. God is

also the underlying principle of all religions which are so many
ways of approaching Him. Therefore, our poet calls Him the

Prince of Religions (Camayankalin Nampi— 6)

.

IV

Our poet gives expression to the experience of himself as a
Bhakta (1) . He is the Lord of beautiful loving eyes (2) ,

of mercy
unto all the souls born. He is the Prince who becomes great amongst
the Bhaktas (2) ,

He is the Prince of us all who bow down at His feet

of refuge and praise Him as our father (2) . He is the Prince who
gushes forth as the fountain of nectar in the minds of Bhaktas,
the Prince of all the souls whom He owns as His (4). He is the
Prince who is enraged at the five senses that are not controlled

(4)

. He is the Prince who blesses with the flood of Supreme Bliss

(5)

. He is the Prince capable of blessing the Bhaktas and the Prince
of those who suffer and feel miserable, because they cannot serve
Him (8) . Our poet exclaims why they thus end in misery after all

their quest after pleasure. The Lord is the Prince who hides from
those whose heart does not melt in love. He is the Prince who
increases to those who melt in love, their bliss, herein, in this
birth and hereafter in their next birth (10).

Our poet exclaims, “What can I do to you, O, Prince! who
forces away all miserable sufferings which I, without any sense
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of discrimination suffer, except singing you as the Prince shower-

ing a flood of Supreme bliss?” (5). “O, Prince! We shall ever be

seeing your rosy feet, for, you are the Prince who accepts, this

service of those who love and become one with you, accepts and

blesses them by saving them and helping them to reach the greatest

state of spiritual bliss” (9).

V

In this hymn, though it is stated to have been sung at Tim-

mutukunram, there is no reference to any place except TiruveUa-

tai in the fourth verse. But, unfortunately, the last or the 10th

verse has not reached us except for its first line and a portion of

the second line. We are, therefore, unable to decide conclusively

about the tradition that this hymn was sung with the intention of

receiving 12,000 gold at the hands of the Lord. Perhaps the reliance

is placed on the term Namjn or the Prince. We have already

emphasized the importance of this word 'Nampi' and its significance

in explaining the import of the hymn No. 15 (Tirundttiyattdn-

kuti hymn ) . This hymn is differentiated from the former hymn by

the tone of its certain bliss. We can place this hymn also to the

last part of our poet’s life.



CHAPTER XXXIV

KOYIL

Hymn 90

I

We had already seen the fear of death and the fear of hell

helping our poet in inspiring in the minds of his readers a love for

God about whose mercy the poet is confident.^ In this hymn the

poet almost jumps with joy at the discovery of this great treasure-

trove, i.e.y the Lord of CirramValam. This is the refrain of this

hymn repeated at the end of every verse, ^^puliyurc-cirrampalat-

tern Perumdrmi-p perrdm anre^—‘‘This Lord will make us turn

from the wrong path and thus help us to escape from the inflic-

tions of the Lord of Death”— (inflictions which we have discus-

sed elsewhere)—this idea also is repeated in every verse.

II

According to tradition, our poet saw God at Citamparam in

the form in which the Lord danced at Perur on the banks of Kdhci
in the western Konku country while he visited that place. This
story we have considered in relation to the description of the
form of dance in verse No. 10 herein. This, therefore, must have
been sung after his visit to the Konku country which according
to us took place only in the last part of his life. ^^Matittdtum

(1), the bent foot may be taken as referring to the ^kuncita
pdda’ of the kuncita dance so dear to the Bhaktas, which Appar
has lovingly described as ^Iniitam utaiya etutta porpdtam\^ Atimai
generally means a slave probably as one always obediently lying
at the feet. Here, it means service unto the Lord, by being in
communion with His feet submerging our ego in the feet which
dance.

The phrase 'TatutiMkolvdn' is repeated very many times in
this hymn and we know that the title of that part of Periya-

1. 5:8; 8:6; 35:1-10; 60:7.

2. 4:81:4.
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puvdnam giving us the story of Arurar has been given the name
^Tatuttdtkonta Purdnam' by CekkiLdr. ^TatuttdtkollaV is a

phrase, therefore, very dear to Nampi Arurar, a phrase which
the later day generations considered as giving us the very quint-

essence of his life history. It is a beautiful phrase expressing

the mercy of the Lord as coming and preventing us from follow-

ing our usual path of ignorance and misery and saving us through
His loving Grace so that we may follow His path of love.

m
The poet describes in the form of advice to his own mind,

the mercy of the Lord saving the erring souls. He is the Lord
who will save us from the inflictions of the Lord of death not
only when we are in His service but also all through our life,

possibly because whatever the followers do becomes His act

.

He advises his mind to leave off that mad race for physical plea-
sures of this body enjoying those pleasures and roaming about
everywhere. “We will not be in need of anything. Every day
and for ever the Lord—that mad Dancer—will remove our
sins (6). “The Lord is in quest of us. Pray, therefore, do
something good. He will ever save us from the inflictions of

death’ (9). “The hearts of us, Bhaktas (7) who think of Him as
we ought to, not only melt as a stone will melt, but we also become
perfect that we need nothing. O, mind! He will save us from the
inflictions of death” (8)—thus he assures the mind.

In another verse he describes his own experience as that of
mercy shown to the Bhaktas in general, thus rising that to a uni-
versal level instead of expressing his own subjective feelings.
Those who have incessantly followed the path of passions are
away from Him, full of egoism. But once they turn away from
that path, the egoism disappears. They fall at IJis feet before
Him, ever thinking of Him, bearing no separation even for a
moment, fuU of His most famous love. That is their great wealth;
and them, the Lord saves. That is His greatness” (2). “Those
who leave off the duplicity of their fox-like cunning (or those
who leave off their characteristic feature of being identified with
the body which after ail becomes a kind of hiding place for the
cunning fox) ever think of Him as the beloved of the Lord bear-mg no separation, going and falling before Him at His feet with
their mind devoid of all egoism; and them, the Lord saves from
the inflictions of Death” (3) . “He cuts away the fetters of death,
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giving the Bhaktas His own rare abode, and showering His never

ending bliss” (4). “He rids the sins and karmas of those who

contemplate on Him as His Bhaktas” (7)

.

IV

Our poet as usual refers to the Puranic descriptions of the

Lord, of His dance (1), of his holding in his hand the drum (1),

the fire (1) and the serpent (1), of the destruction of the Lord

of Death (5), of the skin of the elephant (5), of His mat-lock (5),

of His laurel of the crescent moon (5), of the destruction of the

egoism of Rdvatta (7), of the company of the Mother (10) and

of His bull (8) . The poet also calls him ‘Perdlar’ (2) ,
‘The

famous’, ‘Perumdn’ (5), ‘The Great’, ‘Pittdti’, (6), ‘The Mad
Dancer,’ ‘Tampirdn’ (10) ,

‘the Chief and the Patron’, in loving

terms which emphasize His greatness and love.

V

Here the poet does not describe the holy place except as

"Puliyurc cirrampalam”. In one place he describes the”Lord as

of the form well known to all as that worshipped by the three

thousand (7), worshipped thrice without fail, every day. The
three thousand are the three thousand Brahmins of Citamparavi
whom he had described in the very beginning of Tiruttantattokai

as ‘Tillai vdl antamr’. In his joy of discovery of the Lord as the

treasure trove, he does not specifically mention any good follow-

ing the recitation of this hymn other than this very joy.

VI

The last verse gives only the poet’s name Arnrar. This hymn
is very important because herein he adumbrates the Divine Right
theory of Kings (4) ; it is here that he speaks of the Lord creating

confusion amidst those whp fail to pay tribute to the Pallava

king ruling the world. In commenting on H. 35, we had occasion

to refer to the poet’s relationship with the kings and chiefs oi

his age. Probablv our noet was a friend of the Pallava king
himself.



Part IV

WITH PARAVAI

Introduction

I

In this part are included the hymns on the temples of the

Cola country which, according to Cekkildr, our poet visited whilst

he was living with Paravai at Tiruvdrur. There is hymn No. 25

which specifically mentions Tirumutukunram, but which, Cekkildr

holds, was sung at Tiruvdrur for getting from the tank there the

gold thrown into the river at Tirumutukunram. Those who may
not believe in the supernatural, will prefer this hymn to have
been sung at Tirumutukunram, In that case, we may group this

along with the hymns of the first part where occurs the Tiruk-

kolili hymn referring to ParavaVs sufferings in the same way in

which this hymn mentions her under straitened circumstances.

This will make us assume that in that period our poet had been
to Tirumutukunram.

II

The following are the exclamations which escape from the

heart of our poet during this period: “When we contemplate with
all our heart, Ah! how sweet is He!” (H. 30) ;

“There is the temple,
the place of the Lord of these acts” (H. 22) ;

“What? Forget Him!
Forgetting Him what shall I think of?” (H. 57) ; “I had a vision
of the Lord and worshipped Him at Kdndttu muUur'' (H. 40);
“Come along! Let us reach the temple of our Father at EtirkoU
pdtV^ (H. 7) ;

“Would I have come to serve Him if I had known
this, His wearing of serpent, etc”. (H. 18); “Bless me, O, Lord!
so that the miseries may be destroyed” (H. 25) ;

“Is the Lord and
Master of us all such and such? (H. 33); “Lord of Nallaru is

Nectar unto me, His slave; What else shall I think of, forgetting
the Lord of NaUa.ru, the Nectar?” (H. 68); “The Lord Supreme
of Katamir Maydnam is such and such” (H. 53); “Ah, my Lord!
my Nectar! Who is there as my compemion except yourself”?
(H. 28) ) ; "Valampuram is the place of the Lord of these qualities
and activities” (H. 72); “O, Lord of Venk&tul Why these con-

T. 87
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tradictory acts of yours?^’ (H. 6) ;
‘*His favourit© resort is Nciui-

palli” (H. 97) ;
“I took refuge in your feet having heard of your

blessing, insects and beasts and all” (H. 65) ;
^‘Tiruninriyur is the

place of the Lord of such and such activities and characteristics”

(H. 19) ;
“Is it possible to get away from Him without falling at

His feet?” (H. 56) ;
“I had seen and experienced the Lord at

Kdlakhd’' (H. 62); “Are you not of this place Kurukdvur VeUa-

tai?’’ (H. 29) ;
“O, Lord of KaUppalai! Is it just, not to say, ‘Ah!’

even when I get puzzled?” (H. 23)

.

III

Worship through music, poetry and dance, keeping the three

‘karanas’ pure and in His service, the ancali pose, sahasrandma or

the thousand names of the Lord, worshipping with the eight flowers,

festivals of drum and pancagavya—are all mentioned. The wor-

shippers are often divided into Bhaktas and Siddhas. Tontar

and Atiydr are also mentioned. Tontars are referred to as playing

on the drum. The followers of the Lord never get perturbed.

Their birth is a hallowed one; for they are said to be the servants

of the Lord for seven generations. He also refers to the surrender

or subjection of the six passions. Our poet speaks of the com-

munity of Bhaktas as ‘Aru%kulam\ These Bhaktas are as it were

our masters and our leaders. Our poet falls at their feet, hanker-

ing after their mere physical presence. Our poet calls himself

the ‘llankilax or the youngest of the Bhaktas. Our poet mentions

^dna Campaniar, Tanti, Ndvukkaracar, Kannappar and Koccen-

kamn. We had already referred to our poet’s conception that

the South is the favourite place of the Lord and in this part he

mentions the poets of the South as the great Bhaktas. Here also

we find a mention of another colony of Brahmins at Kamppari-
yalur, the Antaijars who bathe regularly, weave garlands of flowers

for the Lord and worship Him according to the Vedic path.

IV

Puranic stories are as usual described. The Bhiksdtana form,
it is clear, is the great motif of our poet’s art and we have inter-

preted very many of these hymns as Bhik^tana hymris.

V

Nature attracts the attention of our poet and he gives us

very many dynamic and dramatic pictures of Nature. Nature
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offers her feast to all our five senses, but her beauty is not only

material but moral and spiritual, as is revealed by the Antanar

and women worshipping the Lord. Our poet is fond of describing

the city or the places as attaining Sdrupya of Siva by crowning

itself with the crescent moon. The sea also is described. The
rivers referred to in these hymns are Manni and Kollitam,

VI

Here also our poet emphasizes the fact that God is impossible
to be known. He is one who has to be experienced. The Lord
is transcendental and immanent. He is like the sweet fragrance
of the flower. That He is all kinds of relationship is once again
emphasized. He is nearer to us in the incarnation of beauty in

the temples than anywhere else. He is light. Love and Happi-
ness. Our poet as usual is fond of the terms Mdsildmani and
Mdnikkam, emphasizing the Jimna aspect of God as the Supreme
value. He dispels darkness of the words and the subject matter.
He is the Art. He is the Nectar and the Medicine. He is Time,
the Past, Dhdrmic aspect is also emphasized, for our Lord is

called the Dhdrmic ascetic; the teacher of the banyan tree blessing
all, though Himself impossible to be known. In this connection,
our poet’s conception of the whole universe forming a happy family,
a gurukula, with the Lord as the Guru may be referred to. He is

our wealth running our errands through the saviour on our head.
He is the Truth and the Pure, the deathless^ the ageless, the sex-
less and the birthless. He is 'engunuttdn^ a phrase which is found
in Tirukkural; the ‘astamurta or eight forms are often mentioned.
He is ^ambhu, ^Sankara. Our poet refers to the Lord also as

Gurumani. The Lord is sometimes identified with the followers
as Pattan, Pdcupatan and Caivan.

VII

Our poet in preaching to the world starts emphasizing the
ephemeral nature of this world, its miseries, the fear of death and
the waywardness of women. He assures that God will save us
^11 from the miseries and karmas^ however downfallen we may
be. He refers to the chieftains riding on the elephants. He
describes his shoulders as being hillock-like. He refers to His
garland of lotus. He describes himself as the father of Cinkati
and Vanappakai. All these make it clear that these hymns belong
to the period of his political influence and to the latter part of his
married life when Cinkati and Vanappakai should have become
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spiritually great. There seems to have been some cloud cast over

his political greatness. He speaks of the Lord saving him from the

scandal.

VIII

The last verses of these hymns as usual speak of the ideal-

relief from all miseries, extinguishment of karma, freedom from

suffering night and day, destruction of sins inflicting us, immer-

sion in divine bliss with no more death or entrance into the world,

the bliss of Paraloka, Sivaloka, ruling Vdnulaku, life in the heaven

of bliss, the higher heavens of goodness and immense bliss dedi-

cated to Tapas, reaching Sivagati, to be in communion with the

Lord whilst worshipped by this world and the other, becoming

leaders or the rulers of the world of the Devas, destruction of the

delusion of the mind.

The Vaisnavites refer to the spiritual state: ^'Bhddhayantah

parasparam^\ ‘where the Saints or the Bhaktas speak about the

glories of the Lord to each other’. Our poet also speaks of

becoming the worshippers of the Lord; he refers to the blabbering

of the mad community of Bhaktas, repeating the hymns to the

Bhaktas as a great ideal to be reached. They are sure of attain-

ing salvation and, therefore, that tantamounts to Sivagati,



CHAPTER XXXV

TIRUKKARUPPARIYALtJR

(Hymn 30)

I

This hymn gushes forth from the heart of the poet as a foun-

tain of bliss. “When we contemplate with all our heart or mind

on our Father (Emmdn) (1) ,
our Lord (Ehkdri) (9) ,

our Chief

(Aiyan) (6), our Master and Guru (Atikal) (7), Ah! how sweet

is He”!—^This is the refrain of the hymn. This contemplation of

the mind on the Lord and its subjective experience are further

described by the poet. “With an unconcerned pride of indiffer-

ence to other temptations of the world closing the eyes and en-

shrining Him in our mind with an elation of the hearty when with-

out going astray, we think or contemplate on Him, ah! how sweet

is He!” (1). “He appears before them as everything and com-

pletely fills up the mind of those who shine with the form bes-

meared with the sacred ash; when we think of Him, ah! how sweet

is He!” (2)

.

II

“Praising Him with the new garlands of words, when we con-

template on Him to get rid of darkness, ah! how sweet is He to

us!” (4). This worship through poetry, music and dance, deve-

lops into a harmonious worship through poetry, music and dance.

The thought of the chronic karma, still haunts him, but only to

be got rid of by divine contemplation. “In order o^ur never ending

chronic karma may end and disappear when we sing his praises

and dance in joy many a day, how sweet is He to be contem-

plated upon with all our heart!” (8). “Contemplating on Him for

many a day singing and dancing to the soft tunes of sweet music,

when we think of Him with all our mind, ah! how sweet is He
to us!” (9). “It is the joy of the divine experience where dis-

appear all the obstacles and miseries of karma, the joy of a poet

and a musician in contemplation of God, serving and worshipping

through poetry, music and dance, the God who stands as the

eternal youth of beauty taking the very form of music and dance
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and the guiding tala keeping time” (3, 10). Our poet loves the

Lord with all his heart and enjoys the resulting experience of

divine bliss (1). Our poet gives expression to this bliss in what
he calls these verses of fertile Ta7nil (11). He assures us that

this Tamil will relieve, of all their miseries, the poets of the south

full of all arts and the learned men, those who serve the Lord
like our poet through their art and their learning (11).

Ill

Karuppariyalur is the name of the place, a city of escape from
the womb or birth, which is really an escape from the karma and
its obstacles and misery. Karuppariyal is the weeding out of

birth or the karma leading one into the womb. Campantar, in his

hymn on this holy place, seems to equate these two ideas of Karnp^
pariyal and Viiiaivdtal (the drying up of karma which forms the

seed for the subsequent births). Our poet speaks of this extin-

guishment of karma as the destruction of miseries.

rhe Brahmin colonies of Tillai and Vtli, have already been
referred to. There is probably another Brahmin colony at Tiruk-
karuppariyalur following the Saivite path probably attached to

the temple therein, without leaving off their old Vedic path of

their Sacrificial fire (6). ‘The Brahmins of Tillai’\ our poet told
us, worship the Lord thrice a day without any obstruction or
break”. ^ “So do the Brahmins of Tirukkaruppariyalur, the
Antanar, the Righteous of the beautiful and the cool loving quali-
ties, without break, every day bathe in the holy waters, gather
flowers direct from the trees, weave garlands of flowers and
offer them at His feet thrice a day” (3) . ^^Karuppariyalur
is theirs. With their unfailing truth, they besmear them-
selves with the sacred ash, praise Him, perform the puja, or cere-
monial worship of the sacred fire” (6). “There, Vedic scholars
of no want, always reciting the Vedas^ unceasingly perform all the
services unto the Lord including ail menial acts” (8)

.

The bliss of his experience in the midst of the Bhaktas inclu-
sive of tlie Brahmins of the place, makes him see beauty and joy
everywhere in that holy place. Though the temple and the city,
used to be referred by the name of the city, we have various tem-
ples of Nampi Ariirar’s time having specific names as distinguished

1 . 7 : 90 : 7 .
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from the names of the cities. Here, the city was known as Karup-

pariyalur whilst the temple was famous as Kokutikkoyil, the tem-

ple of jasmine, the kokuti being a variety of jasmine or mullai,

because it is the holy plant of that temple. This holiness of the

beautiful jasmine plant inspires our poet to see the same holiness

and beauty everywhere in and around that place. There is the

mango grove full of flowers where the cuckoos sing and the pea-

cocks dance (1) . The same idea is repeated in verse No. 6, but

this time, it is a flower garden rather than a mango grove, where

both the cuckoo and the peacock send up their resonating voice.

(According to one reading in both the places 1 and 6, the sound

alone is referred to though it must be stated that ^dlum' as refer-

ring to the peacock may mean both the sound and the dance) . In

the fences of these gardens, the red fruits or the well ripe fruits

of the black trunked plantain shower their honeyed juice (4), the

garden and the groves full of sweet fragrance let fall their fruits

all round (9) . There is the joyful flower garden of arecanut palms,

cooling to the eyes of the sight seers (10), the flower garden over-

flowing with the honeyed juice of the cocoanut palm, rich with the

bunches of cocoanut (11) . In this natural pond of lotus, casting

its fragrance all round, frisk about the carps and the ‘vdlai^ fish,

whilst the varieties of cool bees climb up the creepers and hum
their tunes (5). This is a dynamic picture of the activity of nature.

There is also the static Absolute, reflected in the picture of the

quiet peace of Nature. In the fragrant pond, the dark buffaloes

sleep in peace (7) . No wonder the Lord in the midst of this natu-

ral surrounding appears as the beautiful youth (kulakan) (3).

IV

We have in this hymn as well, various references to the purdnic

descriptions — the flaying of the elephant’s skin (1) ,
the fright of

the Mother (1), Her loving company (2), the destruction of Death

(2), the bull (2), the sacred ash (5), the ribbon of a serpent (5),

the mat-lock and the Ganges (9), the victorious anklet (5), the

battle axe (11), the eight arms (8), the three eyes (8), the blue

throat (8) and His unknowability to Visnu and Brahma (9).

V
Certain terms of philosophical implication used by our poet

are worth noting. The Lord is everything, the air, the fire, the sun

and the moon (2). He is the very form of the fine arts (3). He
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assumes the eight forms (3) . The references to the religious wor-

ship have already been given above. This is one of the few hymns
where our poet makes reference to the Buddhists and the Jains.

(10), The obstinate Jains and the Buddhists are here accused as

spreading scandals about the Lord— their usual criticism of

Saivism (10)

.

This hymn gives us a picture of the poet as a poet, musician
and dancer, serving the Lord through these arts, his consequent

experience of His bliss and his concern for his colleagues (11) . He
describes himself as the father of Vanappakai, as one with hillock-

like shoulders (11) . This hymn must, therefore, belong to the

period subsequent to his marriage when he was enjoying the com-
pany of the chiefs of his age and being proud of his shoulders and
his physical prowess though all in the service of God,



CHAPTER XXXVl

TIRUPPALAMANNIPPATIKKARAI

(Hymn 22)

I

The poet in the company of Bhaktas, comes to the temple of

Tiruppdlamarvnippatikkarai, the temple on the bank of the old

river Manni^ branching off from the Coleroon. The mercy of the

Lord involved in enshrining Himself there, inspires him with joy

and love. He points out the temple to the Bhaktas (3) . “There is

the temple,” he points out, “the place of the Lord who has come

to save us here and now” and he begins to describe Him in various

ways. In verses 3, 5 and 9 the address to the Bhaktas is clear. But

as we always find a uniformity in each one of his hymns, the other

verses of this hymn may also be understood as being addressed to

the Bhaktas. The pattern of the sentence, “Ah! this Palamanriip-

patikkarai is the place of the Lord of these acts!” is quite clear

in verses 2 and 5. But in other verses, the same pattern may be

understood, though, as they stand, they mean, “Ah, this is Pala-

mannippatikkarai of this Lord of these activities!” Thus the empha-

sis is placed on Palamannippatikkarai where the Lord has come to

stay to save us, like the cultivator putting up a hut in his field.

The poet himself in his last verse speaks of this hymn as one in

praise of Palamannippatikkarai. Even the sands trodden on by the

beloved one is dear to the lover when the Love reaches its zenith.

Our poet as the beloved of the Lord falls in love with His

holy place (3) .

'

II

Thus the descriptions of the place are only in relation to the

Lord coming and enshrining Himself there and our poet almost

dances in joy in enumerating the acts of the Lord. “This is the

Palamannippatikkarai of clear waters where live happily innume-

rable lives which may ordinarily refer to the creatures of the water

but which in the present context should refer to the innumerable

human beings saved by the Lord through His kind act of estab-

lishing Himself within that temple in our midst” (10) . “He is the

T. 88
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Past. He is our Lord and Patron, the Great Saviour and Guide” (1)

.

The word Pirdn is interpreted by the Vaisnavite commentators as

^upakdrakan\ the Great Help, and this word is repeated six times

with an inward joy in the first verse. ‘‘He is the recessive past; He

is the Saviour whose beginning nobody can see or know; He is

the Saviour on our crown, the Eternal Saviour. He is the Saviour

and the Great Teacher of the banyan tree ready to swallow poison

for us” (1). “The crown of His head is the dome of the Heavens

but yet He stands firm for ever at Palamannippatikkaraiy to enable

His Bhaktas to praise and worship Him and serve under His feet

of our refuge, showering flowers thereon” (2). “Ye, who are full

of love! Oh, Ye, who dance in joy and love ! Ye, who serve Him
surrounded by our people and your people ! Adorn yourself with

the dust of the feet of His followers. This is a lightning-like ephe-

meral life of suffering and decay. But without undergoing these

miseries of life, reform yourself and walk along; Oh, Bhaktas

,

sing

His Palamannippatikkarai'^ (3). “Hark, this is Palammnippatik-

karai of the Lord of Power” (4) . ‘‘Oh, you have dedicated your-

selves to the service of the Lord; feel elated in praising and worship-

ping Him with your hands held in ahcali pose. Hark! this is Pala-

mannippatikkarai’ (5). “The Lord showers His blessings plea.sod

with the song and music even of the erring souls” (7) . “The
Lord is unknown to the great men of power even when they wor-

ship Him with the eight flowers” (8). “Do not think of Him as a

mad man” (9) . “He is attached to the Palaviaivnippatikkarai” to

save us; get, therefore, attached to Him (the Palavm'imipatikkarai

Lord) and get rid of all your sins and infamy” (9) . Thus singing

and experiencing the joy of his own hymn, he assures the readers

that they will also be rid of their miseries (10).

Ill

The poet is referring to the details of worship with the three

karanos (5). The anjnli pose is referred to as “kai kiippaV’. The
Lord Saviour on our head is familiar to the students of Pallava

inscription as already pointed out by us. The feet of the Lord are

important as our refuge and falling at His feet is an expression

of our self-surrender. The worship of the feet of the Lord has

become popular in Buddhism of the age of Manimekalai. The wor-

ship of Vi^updda or the feet of Visnu is also well known. Siva's

feet standing merely as such without any other image were also

thus worshipped in the Pallava Age as is made clear by the Icono-
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graphy of the Eastern Archipelago. The famous verses of Appar

ending in ‘‘Aiydran atittalame’^ should be referring to such wor-

ship of the foot-prints considered to be those of Siva. Pankaya-

padam (5) is a term familiar to the readers of Manimekalai and

our poet speaks of the Lord in almost similar terms ^Pankaya^

padan^ (5).

The worship with flowers and garlands has been often referred

to in these hymns. Here, our poet refers to the eight flowers (pun-

naij white erukku, canpakam^ nantiydvariiam, nildipalam, pdtiri,

atari and the red lotus) — these are the external flowers (8) . There

are also eight mental qualities spoken of as flowers used in mental

or spiritual worship; viz., non-violence, control of the senses, for-

bearance, mercy, knowledge, truth, tapas or sacrifice and love.

The worship of the temple goes along with the worship of the

form of the Lord as the Universe where the dome of the Heaven

becomes His crown (2). The importance of music and dance and

poetry in worship is also well brought out in this hymn (3).

The followers of the Lord renouncing every thing, are clothed

in loin cloth stitched up with the waist-string (9) to show that

they have cut themselves away from all attachments and the ex-

periences of the sensuous enjoyment of this world. The Kural,

''Parruka Parrarrdn parrinai apparrai-p parruka parru vitarku'

seems to be echoed in the 9th verse of this hymn.

Our poet often differentiates between Pattar (3) ,
and Cittar,

the loving souls on their way to be freed and the free souls.

Perhaps, there is a pun on the former word, viz., Baddha and

Bhakta. In this hymn our poet differentiates further amongst

the souls on their way to freedom into Bhaktas, Tontars and

Anpars (3). The Bhaktas sing, the Anpars or lovers dance

in ecstasy and tontars serve His Followers. This is a dis-

tinction corresponding to Pey, Putam and Pdritam surround-

ing the Divine Dancer and also corresponding to the “Pat-

tardyp panivdrkal elldrkkum atiyen, paramamiye pdtuvdr atiyark-

kum atiyeT}, Cittattaic Civanpdle Vaittdrkkum atiyen^ which our

poet enumerates in his Tiruttantattokai though the word Pattar is

used there in a different meaning. The word ^Pdeupatan* as the

1 . 4 : 92 .

2 . 7 : 39 : 10 .
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name of the Lord is repeated twice (6, 8) ,
a word which is to be

distinguished from Pasupati. Pdcupatan is a follower of Pasupati,

though not necessarily the follower of the Pdsupata sect. In a simi-

lar manner our poet sings of Siva as 'Saivan' a follower of Siva.

That these references identify the followers as Siva Himself is the

corner-stone of His faith as revealed in Tiruttontattokai. Pdcupatan

may also mean Siva as in possession of his special weapon known

as Pdsupatam, the Pdsupatdsira, the missile, presided over by

Pasupati or Siva which He has bestowed on Arjuna.

The Purdnic descriptions as well are referred to as empha-

sizing the message of his hymn: the blue throat (1) ,
the sacred

ash (7) ,
the crescent moon (2), the company of the Mother (5) ,

the

Lord of the Devas (8), receiving the worship of Bra/ima and Visnu

(8) to whom the Great remains invisible, the Great teacher of the

banyan tree (1) ,
the destroyer of the three cities (8) and Death (6)

,

carrying the white axe (5) ,
the trident (5) ,

the Destroyer and

Saviour of Rdvana (7) ,
of the red like coral form adorned with

the anklet of victory (6) ,
the great master of the white dance (2)

.

V
The Jains are specifically mentioned and the (and) of

‘Amanuin probably suggests that our poet is impliedly referring

to Buddhists as well (9). “Our Lord departs in no haste from
them to enjoy the feast of poison” (9)—thus our poet sings, pro-

bably implying that our Lord swallows also their sins, and scan-

dals also, to save them by giving them nectar or redemption.
Their condemnation of the Lord as the mad man (9) ,

our poet

begs of us not to believe. The Jains—-evidently the Digamhara
ascetics—are described by our poet as being very learned but going
about naked (9) . This verse is however interpreted in another
way; The departure is taken as referring to the followers of the
Lord to whom this verse is addressed—the followers who wear
the stitched up cloth piece (a contrast to the naked amanas) for
cutting away or escaping from eating (as referring to this birth

where the only important activity seems to be eating and nourish-
ing this body or as referring to experiencing the fruits of karma)

;

they are asked not to go in haste to the naked but learned Caman
or Jains (Karra aman has become KarramaUj consequent on
the ellipsis of the final ^a^ of Karra) ;

next, they are requested to
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tear themselves away from the aman; they are told not to think

of the Lord swallowing the poison and riding on the bull as a

mad person; for these show his Grace and Dharma; they are

finally advised to get themselves attached to the Lord attached to

Palama^mPPdtikkarai and to get rid of their scandals and sins

thereby.

VI

This hymn also must belong to the period of our poet’s poli-

tical greatness. He describes himself as the Aruran of the garland
of lotus (10) ;

the lotus garland is peculiar to the Brahmins^ and,
therefore, he must be conscious of His birth. He is thinking of his

followers and relatives. He assures those who are capable of

reciting this hymn or listening to it, that their followers and rela-

tives also will be relieved of all their sufferings all through the
day both during day and night—an assurance which reminds us
of the later day ^kavaca^ hymns in Sanskrit (10).

3. Kali: V., 52.



CHAPTER XXXVII

TIRUVALKOLIPUTTUR

(Hymn 57)

I

The bliss as experienced and expressed in the previous hymn

must have been so unwordly that somewhere from the uncons-

cious, a doubt should have reasonably sprung whether this bless-

ing of the Lord will be continuous, thus suggesting, as the Vaisna-

vite commentators would say, a game of hide and seek, played by

the Lord. The world as it stands makes most of us forget the Lord.

“Will I also forget”?—thus arises a doubt, but his own mind, which

has experienced the supreme bliss crying out in joy, “How sweet

is He when we think of Him”! and pointing out the temple where

He has enshrined Himself, now exclaims, “What Forget Him!

Forgetting Him, what shall I think of?”—that is the refrain of the

present hymn.

Our mind is so constituted that when one thought occupies

its centre, other thoughts fade away to be forgotten. It is the

nature of the mind also to hold on the happy thoughts. The Lord

has become everything to our poet. His omnipresence is no more

a theory but our poet’s own personal experience, an experience

of what the Upanisads speak of as, ''Satyam, Jhdnam and Anantam

Brahmam^\ If everything brings our happy Lord before our poet,

how can he forget Him and what else will he think of? The

chorus of this hymn, thus reveals to us the great state reached

by our poet in his spiritual experience.

II

The Lord is to our poet the most precious thing— (1-12)

mwiikkam\ the precious gem of carbuncle, the lovely and lovable

mdnikkam our poet is very fond of. He is repeating this descrip-

tion many a time in his hymns as one who has moved in the com-
pany of Emperors and himself wielding political influence.

Mdnikkam representing the beauty, nature and all, appeals to him
as reflecting in its lustre, the Lord of invaluable light and law.
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Mdnikkam is sometimes spoken of as the gem on the crest of a

cobra. This has probably suggested the purdnic story of an ant-

hill residence of a cobra, where was hidden the sword of Arjuna

by the Lord. VdloUpurrur is one form of the name of the city.

The other form is Vdlkolip puttur. Puttur is a new city; to dis-

tinguish it from other Putturs it was called Vdlkoli or VdloU, But

his love is in addition pure and holy and, therefore, he loves calling

God ^Punitan' (11).

Ill

He gives expression to the experience of the Lord. “He is the

one who gives Himself up to me for being contemplated on. Thanks

to His universal sovereignty, I am His slave and dog” (1). “He

is the one who removes all the anxieties and the confusions of the

mind. He is never displeased with my word and he has come

and enshrined Himself in my heart” (3). “He has come and em-

braced me as the great hunter going after Arjwna” (6) . “He is

my father, the munificent patron of my father’s father” (7). His

experience of the Lord as we found elsewhere is expressed as the

universal experience of the followers of the Lord. “The Lord jumps

into the mind of those who contemplate on Him and completely

fills it up” (2). “He is the greatest expert of making those who
worship Him with flowers in their hands to reach His feet” (4)

,

“One who is capable of removing all the obstacles”, (7) “and all

the defects” (8) . “He is the great nectar and the medicine to all

the loving things” (10). “He is the truth, becoming false unto

all those who are devoid of truth, who is also the one who expe-

riences everything standing even in this very body” (11) . That

this hymn also is one of bliss where are destroyed the sins already

committed, is made clear by our poet assuring its readers that “this,

a hymn of Tamil of the cool heart—a heart whose heat of mad acti-

vity and passion had cooled down, a hymn, of gctod effects clear

to our eyes, which destroys their sins which they have committed

and which come to inflict them” (12). The 'UlankuUr TamiV (12)

is reminiscent of Campantar's assertion, ‘'Ulankulirnta pdteldm

ukantukantu uraippane'’} “I sing of him whenever my heart is

cool and happy”. It is in the same mood, our poet also has sung

this hymn. Our poet speaks lovingly of this hymn as a creation

of his, as much of a child as Cinkati.

I. Cam: 2:98:9.
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The Lord is the Deva of the Divas, God of Gods, (3)—^the

Lord of the Divas unknown to them (6) . He is one whose begin-

ing has never been seen or known, the greatest among the ancient

three, the one great principle impossible to be known (7), but

one who, however, out of His Grace assumes a form for our

sake (6) ,
the red one smeared with white ashes (11) . He is of that

country of empty space or Heavens

—

Vdrmndtan (8)

.

IV

These names lead us on to a consideration of Purdnic refer-

ences which are found in this hymn as in others. The destruction

of the elephant (1, 4), and the Lord of Death (1), and the three

cities (5) ,
the begging with the skull (4) ,

the riding on the

bull (1), the sacred ash (11), the serpent (4), the garland of

bone and the sacred thread on his chest (5), the singing of the

four Vidas (10), carrying a hand-bag of sacred ashes (10), van-

quishing and blessing Rdvana (9) and Arjuna (6) ,
remaining invi-

sible to Vi^u and Brahma (8). The poet speaks of the Lord as

going a-begging as a lover whilst He Himself has burnt to ashes

Manmata (2,5) . Again he speaks of the Lord being in the com-

pany of the damsel after having destroyed Kama (5). This

oxymoron suggests that one should be a Lord and not a slave of

love and that there is nothing carnal about Lord’s love. These

purdnic references are looked upon by our poet as something related

to his own subjective experience and not as mere stories. He
speaks of the Hunter going to fight with Arjuna coming and being

with him (6)

.

V

In this hymn also our poet refers to the Jains and Buddhists

almost in the very terms in which Caynpantar refers to them in

one place '^Iruntwn Terar and ninrun caman**^— “The Buddhists

sit and eat whilst the Jains and the ascetics stand and eat” (10).

The Buddhists are called the Tirar and Cekkildr in describing the

debate between the Buddhists and Campantar because of this,

gives at length the principles of Tiravdda Buddhism. Our poet’s

complaint against these sectarians is that they make fun of the

Lord who in spite of it stands firm unperturbed and unaffected

by them.

2 . Cam: 1 : 98 : 10 .
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VI

Our poet as usual describes the holy place as befitting the

mood of the poem. The Lord is on the banks of the cool waters

of Maryni, where the blue lilies bloom in the small sluices (2),

the river Manni, which comes and flows down into this place with

happiness, carrying the tusk of the elephant, the black akil and
the chauries (7) . The place abounds with dramatic scenes of

nature. The ripe cocoanut falls down; the buffaloes of ruddy eyes

lying peacefully in the muddy waters of the fields, get terrified and
run helter skelter, making the fields thus ready for cultivation

(9). The ‘valaV fish in its turn gets frightened and leaps up, to

escape being crushed by the buffalo (9) . The groves there glisten

with the fertility and rich yield, while the fields are full of the

best paddy of astonishing good yield (1)

.

VII

This hymn also must have been written in the period of his

political influence. He calls himself ^^Vanrontan^\ son of Cataiyan,

father of Vanappakai and Cinkati, the king of the people of

Ndvalur (12)

.

T. 89



CHAPTER XXXVin

TIRUKKANATTUMULLUR

(Hymn 40)

I

In the previous hymn, when the poet sang, “What else shall

I think, forgetting you?”, it was suggested that it was becaase

that everything appeared to the poet as the Lord that he could

not think of anything else forgetting the Lord. In this hymn,

this idea which was in the background comes to the forefront and

he describes this universal vision in this hymn. According to

Periyapurdnam, the Lord appeared before our poet when the latter

was approaching Kdnattumullur and that it was his vision that

the poet was singing in this hymn.

II

Of course our poet identifies this universal vision with the

form of ^iva described in the Puranas which he was cherishing in

his heart as a form of beauty and love. This identification is not

a mere intellectual affirmation but an expression of his experience

of the identity.

In the first verse he sees the Lord as l§wa, Indra, Visnu and
Brahma— all sung in the Vedas— and, therefore, as the great

Lord of the Vedas and the great speech of truth. In the second
verse he identifies his ^iva of twisted mat-lock as that principle

of the universe becoming the whole world, the movable and the
immovable lives therein, becoming the aeons and that sea (which
floods the world at the end of each aeon) and the five basic

elements evolving into various beautiful forms. He has become
one great mass of basic cloud. He has become all this, out of
His pure Grace like unto the cloud showering its rains expecting
nothing in return. In the third verse he identifies the purdnic
form of ^iva with the all pervasive Lord of the Vedas (Purusa
Sukta) ,

the great light of lights and with the Lord of the Agamas
possessed of the eight great qualities.^

1. See Parimelalakar--Engunattdxi-~Tirukkural—S.
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In the fourth, he identifies the purdnic form of Siva with that

supreme principle of ours beyond everything, becoming all the

contradictory things of the Universe like fire and water, becoming

in fine, all matter being Himself the five elements, becoming the

great category of time, being Himself the future, the present and

the past and becoming the great category of space and all that

move through this space measuring time like the sun and the

moon. In the fifth verse he identifies the purdnic form of Siva

the crest jewel of the Devas {Devarkal culdmani) as the great

witness and Sdksin, becoming at the same time all this universe—
the great immanent and transcendent principle. In the sixth verse

he identifies Siva of the purdnas beyond the reach of Vi^u and

Brahma as the only truth or principle of this world, that one

principle which creates our happiness and bliss. The seventh

verse lays the emphasis on this principle of Light, Love and Hap-

piness which is important in a pragmatic point of view. The Lord

of the Devas, the Lord of the eternal beings and the secret prin-

ciple of the Vedas is identified with this Principle of Light and

Happiness which our souls hanker after. He is the rare gem,

the pearl, the divine gem, the honey and the juice of the sweet

sugarcane, the great precious stone beyond knowledge, and the

shining gold.

Ill

In connection with these descriptions our poet also mentions

the Lord as enjoying the bath in the five-fold fruits of the cow,

(7), the milk, the curd, the ghee, the dung and the urine— all

coming out of the green grass the cow eats, undergoing a mira-

culous metamorphosis into the wonderful food and constituents of

food mixed in the right proportion for the calf and the human
beings, viz., milk as a mixture of protein, carbohydrate, fat and

water in its natural form, curd as more digestible, thanks to the

work of the lactic acid— giving us the most important protein, and

ghee representing the fat constituent and the food or manure, the

cow-dung and urine, for the plants whch had given the cow its

sustenance— a wonderful play of the co-operative principle form-

ing or expressing the beautiful circle of the plants and animals

feeding and nourishing one another. Our poet distinguishes the

fia*st three from the rest and mentions only these three in some
places.^ The Lord of the divine principle is sent to shine at every

2. 7:15:6.
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point of this five-fold metamorphosis, the five great wonders of

the organism of the cow and it is this which is spoken of as the

bath in the five-fold fruits of the cow.

IV

In the eighth verse, our poet describes the great dance of the

Absolute standing all alone after everything has been involved

into itself throwing out its eight arms, representing the eight points

of the compass, dancing in the great fire of sacrifice as an eternal

youth with no attachment whatever. The universal vision is thus

given a concrete expression in this description. The ninth verse

identifies the ^iva of the Puranas dear to his heart as the great

Lord who takes all the varied things of this universe as His own
form. The tenth verse represents the harmony of Light and Love

in the form of Ardhandrisvara and suggests that this first prin-

ciple of the Vedas assumes these forms of the universe for shower-

ing on us its love so that we may not get ourselves entangled in

the mire of a cruel hell. In the last verse the crown of the Lord

saving the crescent moon and the feet of the Lord blessing Rdvana
are referred to, suggesting thereby He is the Alpha and Omega
of everything.

V

The references to the purdnic descriptions also come in this

hymn— the crescent moon (1, 3, 9, 11), the mat-lock (1, 2, 3, 4,

8, 9, 11), the trident (3), the konrai (4), the bull (3, 5), the

serpent (5), the form red like the flower of ‘"inurukku” (5), the

flag of the bull and the serpent (6),^— the sacred thread (8), the

eight shoulders (8) ,
the fire dance (8) ,

the loin cloth (8) ,
the ear-

ring (8, 9), the milk-like sacred ash (9), the company of the

Mother (10), the indivisible form of His (10) and the redemption
of Rdvana (11).

VI

The beauty of the holy place must have appealed to our poet
in the present context as the very form of the beauty of this great
Lord, constituting this wonderful universal vision. It is a vision
of happiness and love. The bent up bud of (tdlai) with its thorny

3. See our discussion on Kattuvdnkam.
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outer leaves blossoms forth becoming more and more fragrant and

the grove overflows with its sweet smell. In the fields surrounded

by these groves the blue kuvalai with the honey in its mouth sleeps

undisturbed (1)

.

There is another vision of happiness, a miracle as it were

worked by water suggesting overflowing Grace of the Lord. The

buds of lotuses raise their heads high up above the water and

blossom into flowers of greatness. The swans get on these com-

modious flowers and play. Near the wide banks of the pond, the

sugar-canes grow taller and taller whilst the great paddy plants

grow crowding together (3) . The excellent paddy grows cool with

great blades. Nearby stand the soft sugarcanes of pearls and bend

low on the moat. On the bamboos grown there on the moat, the

bees build their honey comb. Such fertile fields surround these

holy places (8).

There is the play of the fish to the concert of bees. The cranes

and storks rush and cry in joy at getting their feast of fish. The
carps and other small fish oblivious and unconcerned glide glisten-

ing and frisking about in play. In the water lilies, the bees sing

as though for this play (10). The green arecanut palms stand all

around where the cocoanut palm overflows with its intoxicating

rich honeyed juice. The youthful bees drinking this juice sing

in joy whilst the peacocks dance in the groves (4).

The river KoUitam—Coleroon—beautifies the place. The dam-

sels bathe in the river with their garments, their tresses of hair

and garlands loosening down. The kunkuinam paste washed in

the river piles up and the river rushes along pushing it forth; on

the banks of this river in the fields, the work-women remove the

long ^kuvalai’ flowers with their overflow of honey, as heaps of

weeds (6) . »

The river allows the gems of good hue to settle down on the

banks. The flood rushes, forming whirls on its downward march
(7). The flood comes with foams which leave their mark on the

banks (11). Heading against its waves the damsels of beautiful

bangles dive down and bathe in this river on whose banks as

though in joy of all these the blue lily blossoms like the blue

sapphire (7). (The reading adopted is ^^Nuraiyirmr karat taluvu

Kollitattin karaV (11) which is better than the other reading

though there is no alliteration; this want is made up with asso-

nance) .
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The damsels representing love thus beautify the place of holi-

ness. The harmony of all kinds of life is suggested in another

verse. In the moat sleeps peacefully the pure blue water lily lov-

ingly taken care of by beautiful damsels of lips red like the 'tatitai

fruit’ whose words are sweet and pure even when they are sulky.

Near these water lilies stands the garden of plantains sweet with

the ripe fruits, embracing the flower grove (9).

This beauty of nature rich with the palmyra palms and cocoa-

nut garden is further heightened by the moral beauty of the

righteous ^antanar’ singing Vedas, performing everywhere all

through their seven births the Vedic sacrifices distributing im-

mense treasure all through this holy city of Mullur (5), These

Brahmins are blessed with the wealth beloved of ‘Tiru^ or the

Goddess of Wealth. They kindle the three sacred fires, these

beautiful ^antari^rs’ of all propriety. Their recitation all through

the city is as much a sign of beauty of the place as the black

buffalo going about grazing the lotuses in the fields thus unwit-

tingly weeding out the obstacles to the growth of paddy (2)

.

VII

This hymn should also belong to the age of his political great-

ness for he describes himself, 'Vraiyindr mataydnai Ndvaldruran”,

the famous Aruran of Ndval riding on an elephant (11). Or,

'mataydnai’ may be a metaphorical description of Arurar, But he

is also referring to his great attachment to the Lord and refers

to the glorious Tamil expressed as a matter of right in relation to

his relationship with the Lord. He assures that those who are

masters of this hymn will become the leaders of those who rule

this world, divided into so many countries by the mountains and

that they will also go a-head and become the leaders of the Devas
to stand firmly established for ever as such leaders. The univer-

sal wisdom suggests universal sovereignty because in this vision

our poet is thoroughly immersed in the Lord. That he should

speak of this divine bliss in terms of universal sovereignty sug-

gests that it is his pre-occupation of the kingdoms and rulers of

his day that has driven the poet to express himself in this vein (11)

.



CHAPTER XXXIX

TIRU ETIRKOLPATI

(Hymn 7)

I

In the last hymn, our poet sang of the universal vision, assur-

ing the readers of the hymn that they would rule this world and

the other. The assurance took that form, because the world before

him was hankering after such rulership and the pleasures which

that rulership brought in its train. The world forcibly comes back

to his mind and this hymn is addressed to that mind or the people

of such mind. This hymn also belongs to the period of his poli-

tical power and greatness as is made clear by the very opening

lines of this hymn addressing those who come surrounded by kings

riding on the elephant. It is significant that in the previous hymn
our poet described himself as the famous Aruran of the great

elephant, if our interpretation is correct, and that in this hymn
he addresses his mind or the minds of those in great power like him
in similar terms as riding on the elephant (1) . The difference bet-

ween himself and others is that our poet, as a freed soul, is consci-

ous of the ephemeral nature and the temptations of the world and

of the certain Grace of the Lord which takes the form of all these

things of the world. He is, therefore, a Lord and not a slave of

these temptations whilst others being unconscious of the illusions

become a prey to them. It is this distinction which is the message

of Arurar's life which suggests a comparison with the great

Janaka.
\

n
“Oh! Ye, who go about on elephants surrounded by the kings,

when death comes, there will be none around you. Pray, keep

this in your mind. Once you have fixed your mind thus on Him
you need not change it (as we do in relation to the worldly things)

.

Come along. Let us reach the Temple of our Father in Etirkol-

pdti** (1). The fear of Death, our poet knows, haunts the chiefs,

and our poet takes advantage of this fear in addressing them. Next

comes, in , addition, the miseries of the world. “If there is birth

there is always death. TI:e household life is full of misery. (Do
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not begin talking and arguing and deluding yourselves. Word is

not always expressive and revealing; it comes also to deceive and

confuse. Hence all the warring philosophies). If there is word,

there is pretension. (Or, it may mean if there is enmity there

will also be stratagem and cheating). Oh! Ye, of mind and heart.

Let us reach the temple of the Lord” (2).

The net of passion spread out by cunning women hastens death

for the pleasure hunters. “This body of sins goes and goes; decays

and finally falls down, all of a sudden. Before that happens, with-

out getting entangled in the net of the deceit of the beauties of

the well shaped (or shaped like the innerside of the tender mango

cut longitudinally) eyes, let us reach the Temple” (3) . This attack

is not on the righteous women.

Women symbolize the life of passions, the life of slavery to

the five senses; leading one astray till that one becomes a laughing

stock to all. “Look! There live the great Five in our minds. Ah!

Ye, of the deceitful mind! Before you fall into the slough of Des-

pondency, slighted by all, let us reach the temple of our Lord” (4)

.

The same idea continues enforcing the old fear of ignominious

death. “These Five, way-laying us in their high-way robbery, are

eating us away. Before our white skull of grinning teeth and

mouth reach the grave, let us reach the temple”. (5).

“Those whom you esteem as leading a glowing life are but

false pretenders. To fill up your bellies, you are deluded, though

you move with us. But you need not cry over this. Let us reach

the temple of the Lord” (6).

“ (There the false sense of prestige and shame prevent you

from mixing with the followers of God) . Get rid of the sense

of shame or false prestige. (You must get yourself reformed and

become pure) . Get rid of your faults. (The greatest danger, the

very negation of this love is vengeance and anger and) this you

must get rid of. (If the mind were to catch hold of the Lord, it

must get rid of what it is at present holding on tightly)—the pas-

sionate selfish attachment to the deceitful household life of the

damsels of sweet smelling tresses of hair. The place made thus

vacant must be filled with the love of the Lord. Let us reach

the temple” (7). Thus our poet describes the Pilgrim’s Progress.

“If there is pleasure, there will be misery (they are the two
sides of a coin) . Ah! this poor household life! Ye of foolish mind!

It will be sheer foolishness to speak of the aspect first. Let us

reach the temple of the Lord” (8).
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“The worldly relationships however dear and divine, come to

naught except in relation to God. Fathers and mothers they

cannot be our props even to the extent of the tiny seed of the

sesame plant— (an idea which our poet mentioned once before)

.

Let us reach the temple of the Lord’* (9)

.

(The poet makes a distinction between ^cintaV and ^nencu\

the contemplating mind and the feeling heart. He also speaks of

^manam' (1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8) — as that which thinks and of ^ullam^ (1)

,

the mind as the internal organ— aniahkarami)

.

III

This hymn is not a negation of life but a plea for a fuller

life, once it glows with the love of the Lord. That is why he

assures us, “Don’t feel miserable. Our father will become one

with us through and through and show the path of Heavens. He
is the Lord who when we praise Him herein, blesses us with life

hereafter” (6) . “But take note, none but His lovers will ever

reach the feet of the Great Master and Guru of konrai^’ (8). “He

is the Father (1), our Father (9), the Master (3), the Deva (4),

the Chief (6), the God (7), the Beginning (10), the Great Light”

(10)

. “He is the Lord who has thought of this Temple for saving

us” (10). “He is the Lord of Etirkolpati caught in the bondage

thrown out by the Bhaktas” (11). He is full of the love of the

Bhaktas to worship whom our poet has fixed his mind, upon Them
— our poet the slave of the followers of the Lord, himself a Bhakta,

the son of Cataiyan^ (11)

.

IV

The Purdnic references are also here— the blue throat (2),

the mat-lock with water (2, 11), the bull (2, 7). the loin cloth

(3), the destruction of the three cities (5), the
^

bones (7), the

crescent moon (9) ,
the Fire unknown to Visnu and Brahma (10)

,

the Lord of the coral form besmeared with pearl like sacred ash

(11)

,
the Trinity and the Two (4) (male and female) turning out

to be the one Lord of all these (4).

The experience of this hymn, whilst singing it, inspires our
poet to assure the readers that those who are masters of this

hymn will certainly come to worship the feet of the Lord— con-

verting thus even Emperors into the slaves of the Lord, taking

refuge in His feet. No other assurance is necessary or proper in

this context (11)

.

T. 90



CHAPTER XL

MUPPATUMILLAI

{Hymn 18)

I

This hymn proceeds in a playful mood, like the Bhiksatana

hymns we had discussed earlier. Though there is no specific refer-

ence to this form except in a few places, the descriptions herein

can apply to the Bhikmtana form of the Lord as well. The inter-

rogation is rhetorically raised, “Would we have come to serve

Him if we had known this? (wearing the serpents, etc.) (1). This

may playfully suggest the answer, “We would not have”. Some
take this chorus of the hymn not as an interrogation but an asser-

tion in this sense. But there is also the more serious answer:

“Even if we had known it, we would have come to serve Him”.

Thus there are the gradations of meaning from playfulness to

seriousness. The poet in the very last verse speaks of the hymn
as expressing the mode of dedicating oneself to His servces, clearly

pointing out that the playful mood is only on the surface, whilst

at bottom it is a hymn of love and self-surrender.

II

“He never grows old; He is never born; He never dies”.

Though this suggests His divinity, one may playfully speak thus

of any matter as matter. “Unless He thinks of the cities in addi-

tion, His residence is the graveyard. His protectorate is Velvik^

kuti and TcOryturtii. (These mean the city of Sacrifice and the cool

Island, but the poet is punning on these phrases which may mean
also the intoxicating drink and the bellows). If we had known
that what he has tied round his waist is the serpent, would we have
come to serve Him?” (1).

“He dances in the jungle of misery. It is impossible for every-

one to have a sight of Him. (This may mean also that no one
ean bear the sight of Him). He dances and sings besmearing
Himself with the ash dusts of a burning ghat. If we had known
he eats what is given by the Vedic scholars with pure ghee raising
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and guarding the Holy Fire in the round sacrificial pit, would we
have come to serve Him?” (2). (This reference to Marai or

Vedas may mean also that he eats what is cooked with ghee in

the round pit of fire by those who move about clandestinely).

“He has a thousand names (This jocularly suggests that He has

thousand aliases and alibis.). He is neither man nor woman.

His city is Orriyur (This means also a city under mortgage). We
do not know how He got the other cities. He swallowed the poison

(leaving its indelible mark of this attempt at suicide in His throat)

.

If we had known His necklace is the serpent, would we have

come to serve Him?” (3).

“He has (nothing but) boar tusks and the young tortoise to

wear. He rides on the bull. In the jungle of a burning ghat His

followers speak whatever they experience. (It may mean they

speak acccording to their sweet whims and fancies) and they fall

in love with Him. But He wears one skin of the deer, throws the

tiger skin on His shoulders and covers Himself up with the elephant

skin. If we had known this, would we have come to serve

Him?” (4).

“He has nothing but the alms, thrown by the city to eat after

feeding others. He rides on the bull as though it were a horse.

He makes His livelihood by inciting the Bhutas to sing for Him.

If we had known that He catches hold of the snakes in every

^pdW (pdU means a temple and also a cavern) and makes them

dance for His livelihood, would we have come to serve Him?” (5).

“His daugher-in-law is a kurava— a mountaineer’s girl. His

following the boar as a marava, or hunter, is all illusion. So is it,

His being All pervasive, the Beginning, Light and the faultless and
unfailing Dhdrmic ascetic. If we had known Him, would we have
come to serve Him?” (6).

'

“He is the same unchanging nature— a mad man. He is the

mother (ii) who begot me (i)
;

the grand-mother (iii)
;

their

mothers (iv); the Lord (vii) or the Chief of the panel of their

fathers (v) and their latters’ mothers, (vi) (The numbers denote
the seven generations going up from the poet). If all His wealth

is His begging with the head of the deceased— if we had known
this (great) tcLpas of His, would we have come to serve Him ?” (7)

.

“He is the beyond

—

Indra, Rvdra, and Brahma. He removes
the confusions and anxieties of these contemplating on Him. He
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is beyond us. If He resides also within our Heart and that as

an empty space would we have come to serve Him?’* (8)
.

(These

may be taken in a jocular vein as statements to be laughed at as

pretensions and contradictions and also seriously as expressions of

the great truth).

“He blesses both Indra and Rdvana, inimical to each other.

He repeats the mantras. He sings the Vedas and holds the deer

in His hand. He is one with Visnu and Brahma but yet stands

alone in between them unknown to them” (These may be taken

as unbelievable contradictions and as serious truths.) (9).

Most of these are Puranic references especially to the Kdpdli

dance and the Bhiksdtana form. The poet thus comes again to

relish the purdnic lore with its message of Love.

III

The great philosophical truths are also hinted at. “The Lord

is Deathless (1), birthless (1), ageless (1), sexless (3). He is

the All Pervasive (6) ,
the Beginning (6) ,

the Light (6) and the

Aram or Dharma (6) ,
the occupant of the Dahardkdsa of the

Heart” (8) . His experience of the Lord as residing in his own heart

removing the anxieties and confusions, though otherwise He is

beyond our ordinary reach, inspires him with a feeling that he

himself is the Servant of the Lord for (seven) generations (7, 8).

IV

This hymn must also belong to the period of our poet’s poli-

tical greatness. He calls himself the king of his enemies coming

from a great family, the chief of Ndvalur (10) . But he is still the

great Bhakta who never swerves from the path of service to the

servants of the Supreme Lord, those master-songsmen singing our

poet’s Tamil of beauty. Our poet describes himself as one who
goes in search of them (10). That those who could sing these

hymns expressing how the poet could serve the Lord— will go to

reside there beyond everything. Paraloka is nothing worth men-
tioning. It is so very easy of achievement by them. That is how
our poet feels whilst singing this hymn of self-surrender and enjoy-

ing every mark of His love and beauty— marks which allow a

jocular vein of playful speech with the Lord. What greater liberty

can one expect more than this? Those who are so free with the

Lord are always in the Paraloka— it is not anything to be achieved

hereafter (10)

.



CHAPTER XLI

TIRUMUTUKUNRAM

(Hymn 25)

I

This hymn takes us back into the inner circle of our poet’s

domestic life— a life which we have often compared with that of

Janaka, According to the tradition, our poet was given gold, when

he prayed to the Lord of Muiukunram, which he was ordered

to throw into the river there to be gathered from the Temple-tank

at Tiruvdrur after his return to Tiruvdrur. It was this hymn

which our poet is said to have sung for gathering the gold at Tiru-

vdrur. As already pointed out there is nothing in this hymn itself

giving any details of this miracle. This is one of the hymns in

which reference is made to his wife Paravai. This is very much

like the KoUli hymn (H. 20). ''Aruldy or AruUr atiyen ittalan-

ketave'' is the refrain. The pattern of the sentence in every verse

is the same: the first and the second lines address the Lord, the

second lines ending with the words ''Mutukunru Amarntir^^ (1, 2,

4) or ^^Mutukkunram Amarntavane'^ (3, 6, 8, 9) or '‘Mutukunru

Amarntdy” (5) ,
^^Mutnkunru JJtaiydy’’ (7) ;

the third lines describe

the beauty and the anxiety of Paravai; the 4th lines beg of the Lord

to bless him by destroying the miseries.

(Ittalam is a Dravidian word found also in Kannada; one won-

ders whether it had come into Tamil due to the Kannada influence

of the Hoysalas of Mysore with whom came into contact the Gan-

gas and others, in the age of Arurar. 'Itu' as in Htukku, 'itukkan'

means a narrow path— a straitened circumstance. Alam' means

crowding or pressure. Here the poet begs of the Lord to remove

his difficulties by pointing out to the distress of Paravai.

II

ParavaVs beauty is described in terms of lightning flash of

her subtle waist (1), of her tresses of hair of fresh fragrance (2,

8) and full of flowers (9) ,
of her broad eyes full of collyrium (3)

,

of the beauty of her bosom (4) ,
of her well shaped posterior (some

will interpret it as pudendum), beautiful like the hooded serpent
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(5) ,
of her fingers playing the ball (7) and of her beauty and

nature befitting this world (or full of forbearance like the mother

earth) (6)

.

His sufferings are next described. “Ah! What have you done,

my Master, in the presence of this Paravai?"' pointing to her near-

by (1) . “She is depressed and distressed and is fading away” (2)

.

“Let her not pine away” (3). This withering away— Vdttam—
is referred to in three places (2, 3, 5). In another place the phrase

used is ‘KwncLm konUruntaV (4) which must be taken to mean the

same thing. (‘Kurui^ as a Tamil root in such words as 'Kunakku,

"Kwialai' and its related form ^Kuta\ means something bent.

'Kunam' will then mean drooping and bending low, out of dejec-

tion of the heart or the exhaustion of the body). The poet begs

of the Lord in six verses to bless and help him in her very pre-

sence (1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9) . This ^Vdttam' must be physical and, there-

fore, the misery or ‘ittalam’ has to be cured by material help. Our

poet speaks of the Lord giving him gold even whilst Umpar and

Vd'mvar were standing together in front (2) .
(This distinction

of Vdnavar and Umpar is one like Devar and Amarar^ already

noted by us. Can this be a reference to the help received by him

on previous occasions?

Ill

This is not hankering after worldly things but relying upon

the Lord for everything, after our poet’s absolute self surrender

to the Lord as already referred to in our discussion of the KoUli

hymn (H. 20) . The Lord is to our poet every kind of relationship

and, therefore, he appeals to Him for saving his wife from the

straitened circumstance she was in— which he claims as his own
suffering as well. The poet looks upon Paravai^ as the gift of

God and, therefore, loves her whole heartedly, pleased with her

beauty and moral grandeur. It is this that distinguishes the life

of this couple of divine love from the lives of ordinsiry married

people. Our poet addresses the Lord as the real truth of all rela-

tionship— the Master (1, 6), the Lord (2), the Father (3), the

Merciful (of the eyes of beauty) (4) ,
the Chief or Elder Brother

(5), the Antanan (7) (a Brahmin but according to TiruvaUuvar

1. 7:63:2.

2. 7:46:11.
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*Aravan^ with no attachment to the world but of beautiful and
cool qualities), the King (8), and the Dancer (9) in the Heart

of Love, Le.j the Lover,

IV

The Purdnic descriptions abound in the first two lines of every

verse. To our poet begging for gold, the gold-like form of the

Lord comes uppermost in his mind when he begins this hymn (1)

,

so do the divine acts which removed the obstacles of others—the

tiger’s skin (1), the destruction of the three cities (1, 5), the

three eyes (3), the crescent moon (4, 10), the company of the

Mother (4), the elaboration of the Vedas (4), the blue throat (5),

the worship by Vi^u, Brahma, sun and Indra (6) and the eighteen

group of Devas (8) . The memory that He blessed him once before

showering gold on him inspires him to make this request (2) . The
Amarars come in order to bow down before Him, the Oldest of the

old of all these worlds, the Unique Lord of the winkless Devas
(2) ,

begging for His Grace; and Him Arurar of Ndvalur of rich

fields (10), the chief of the Vedic Brahmins (10), has described
in this divine hymn or the king of hymns (10). He begs for Lord’s

love— for the bliss of ^ivaldka and not for merely gold (10) which
also represents to him one form of divine love. This is made clear

by the final verse which assures those who had mastered this

hymn that to them ^ivaloka or the sphere of the Absolute or J§iva

the Good, is easy of reach (10).

V
This hymn also belongs to the period of his political greatness

for our poet speaks in terms of royalty describing the hymn itself

as being full of kingship, i,e., the king of the hymn itself as being
full of kingship, i.e., the king of hymns (10) but 'without, at the
same time, losing his feeling of self-surrender to the Lord. How-
ever, as already stated, ^Iraiydr pdtaV may mean a divine hymn.
He cries to the Lord that he has not known himself remaining
without praising the Lord (9). Our poet describes the Lord in
reference to this feeling of his. “He is the Supreme of the Supreme
(9) showering His blessings on His Bhaktas. He is free by nature,
a Mukta and yet a Bhakta^^ (3) . Our poet calls Him a Bhakta
(3)—for Bhaktas are none other than Himself. This description
of the Lord as Bhakta ought to be taken along with the other
description, ''Saivan, Pdcupatan"’ revealing to us the cult of the
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Saivite Bhaktas so dear to the heart of our poet, the author of

TiruttofntattokaL

VI

The description of Mutukunram comes in mainly as the place

of the Lord, where flock all (10). In one place he refers to the

drums resounding when the eighteen kinds of Devas surround

Him— probably in a festival (8). There is another idea— a

favourite idea of our poet, that of the holy place, assuming
‘Sdrupya\ by adorning the crescent moon on its crown towers

(7). “Here are gardens full of bunches of flowers surrounding

and cooling the great fortress walls of the palaces, on which the

crescent moon comes and stays— that very crescent moon reach-

ing the mat-lock of yours, O, Lord of Mutukunram!'’ (7).



CHAPTER XLII

NAMAKKATIKALAKIYA ATIKAL

(Hymn 33)

1

This hymn, though, according to tradition, is said to have been

sung at Tiruvdrur when our poet returned to that place after his

pilgrimage, does not belong to any specific temple. This hymn is,

therefore, named after the refrain or ending of every verse herein

— ''Namakkatikaldkiya AtikaV'. “The Lord, our Master, is He,

the same as the Lord of the kite-canopied jungle. Is He the same

as the Lord of the dead skull? Is He the youth sharing His Body

with the damsel of the mountain, etc.?'' (1) :—This is the pattern

of the sentence, piling up the descriptions of the Lord in the form

of interrogations. Most of these descriptions belong to the Purdrnic

lore, and show that our poet’s mind is captivated in this period

of his hfe by these stories. As in the case of the Bhiksdtana hymns
the descriptions are applicable to the Kdpdli and the Bhiksdtana

form, revealing the heart of the loving damsels of Ddrukavana^ in

the heart of our poet himself. Every interrogation is expressive of

the loving regard of the poet for that description. One could see Him
dancing in joy hke a lover, asking forth for confirming the marks
of the beloved, while, at the same time, giving his own descrip-

tions and distinguishing features of the Lord for cpmparison. This

hymn is addressed to the Bhaktas, our friends, guides and philo-

sophers. He has experienced his Lord and they talk of their Lord
— the one Lord of the Universe. “Is that universal Lord, the Lord
of us all, our Master of this mark and of this mark— marks which
have appealed to him in his own experience of the Lord?” The
Bhaktas may be imagined to confirm his identification, when, as

a result, his joy must have known no bounds, like the joy of Kam-
pan's ^td hearing the identifications of the hero who broke the

Svayamvara bow, as confirming her own marks of identification

T. 91
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of her own Rama— the youth following the saint, the youth of

the lotus red eyes:

^‘Komuni yutan varu kontal cenrapin

Tdmaraik kaiininan enra tanmaiydl

Amava nekol enru aiyam riinkirim

Vamame kalaiyinul valarnta talkuW\

(Bdlakdv4<^'fn‘

Kdrmukappatalam: V. 62).

II

Lost in the bliss, our poet does not mention any result flowing

from a recitation of this hymn but inquires of the Bhaktas as in

hymn No. 73, whether this our Master would accept his services

and save him also.

Ill

This is addressed by Arurar of Ndval, the father of Vanappa-

kai, the Vanrarytan as he describes himself to the Bhaktas, thus

revealing the great value the poet places on this cult of Tirutton-

tattokai,

**You think and praise as it suits or as it pleases you— or

according to your capacity”—thus are the Bhaktas addressed

and described (2, 3, 6, 7, 10) . He begs all of them to come together

and to come near Him (He hankers after their physical presence

near him) and to tell him what the truth is (2, 3) — those Bhaktas

who are of the qualities setting up the standard to be followed

by others:—the guides. “I worship at your feet and praise you.

Pray, bless me (with the truth— 10)”— thus he addresses them,

in all humility, as his masters. “I may be cruel, I may be wicked.

But I am a slave of His; my mind is always thinking of Him. Will

He accept and save me?” (10)—that is his last query. He thus

expresses with all humility describing himself a fool (6), a cruel

and wicked man (10).

IV

Hie graveyard (1, 7, 8), the skull (1, 2), the mat-lock (1, 2),

the youthful form (1), the ear-ring (1), the bull (1, 2, 5, 7), the

sacared ash (1, 3), the crescent moon (1, 5), the river and the
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mat-lock (1), the serpent (2, 5, 7), the karantai flower (2), His

form red like kunri (3), the three eyes (4), the bath of milk and

honey (4), the elephant’s skin (4), the kotukotti dance (5), the

vind (5)
^
the lordship of the Vedas (5) ,

the trident (7) ,
the blue

throat (7) ,
the begging at every door (7) ,

the city (8) ,
His being

beyond the reach of Visnu and Brahma (8), the dance of eight

arms (8), the scandals of Jains (9), the formless (10) — all these

are lovingly referred to in terms of the Purd^ic mythology.

V
“Would He accept us as His servants, lovingly feeding us with

alms?” (2). “Is He a beggar because He has nothing or is He
so, though He has everything?” (3) . “Further, is He that One who
is the Great Aravar, the Dhdrmic ascetic renouncing everything?”

(6). “Is He that One Good to those attached to Him?” (4). “Is

He that One that is our Master full of His sovereignty?” (5). “Is

He that One who understands and sympathizes with our suffer-

ings?” (6). “Is He that One good to those praising Him?” (6).

“Is He that One who takes to heart our words?” (6). “Further,

is He that One who saves us?” (2). “Speaking to us the truth and

nothing but the truth, (6), is He that great One who has many
a people to sing His praises?” (8). “Is He that One good to those

attached to Him?” (8) — These interrogations give us specific

features of the Lord as our poet has experienced Him.

VI

This is one of the hymns in which there is a reference to the

Jains. Our poet mentions their characteristic names with their

peculiar endings: Namana Nandi, Karurna Vlran and DarumO’
cenan. They stand like hillocks with no clothes, without any

sense of shame, uttering their mantras— Namo^t with the

nasal sounds predominating, which our poet caricatures as namwm
na nana ^na nonam’^—The complaint against them is that they

hurl abuses on the Lord.



CHAPTER XLHI

tiruna;.laru

(Hymn 68)

I

Our poet begged of the followers in the previous hymn whether

the Lord would accept him. Of course he is sure from his own

experience that the Lord would save him. The implication of a

possible negative reply however lurks there. Love is reciprocal

and the contingency of a negative reply can only arise if the poet

forgets the Lord. But can he? Has not he already exclaimed,

“What shall I think of, forgetting Him?” (H. 57). Mind never

forgets the happy things it has experienced and the Lord is the

sweetest nectar. He has addressed the Lord as “Ard innamudu”

(H. 27: 7) . But this conception enters the centre of his mind hence-

forth, and he repeats calling, “The Lord of Nalldru as ‘Amudu\

to him a dog of a slave” (8). This is the burden of this hymn:

^^Nalldramii Amudai naymen marantu en ninaikkene?^\ In the

last verse, our poet himself gives the substance of this hymn in

these terms— “the great hymn of a garland of five and five ex-

claiming, ‘What is there for us to be forgetting 5iva?’ ” (10).

II

Amudu is the zenith of his happy experience of the Lord and

the various happy descriptions of his of the Lord are piled up one

after another, before reaching this acme of bliss. The descriptions

are mostly as in the previous hymns, of the purunic forms of the

Lord clearly revealing the fact about the poet’s mind at this stage,

being blissfully immersed in the purdnic mythology as expressing

the message of his own experience— the gold form (1), the white

sacred ash (1), the blue throat (1) (all forming a harmony of

colours), the Great Fire unknown to Visnu and Brahma (1), the

flaying of the elephant (1), the bull (1), the konrai (2), the bath

in five fold fruits of the cow (2), the company of the Mother (3,

8), the mat-lock (3), the saviour of the boy (Mdrkkanda) (4),

the destruction of Death (4) ,
the feast of poison (4) ,

the destruc-

tion of Kama (6) ,
the eye in the forehead (6) ,

the blessing shower-
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ed on Arjuna (7) ,
the Teacher of the Banyan Tree (7) ,

the father

of Subrahmanya (7) ,
the vanquishment of Rdvana and his redemp-

tion through his music (9).

Ill

Our poet gives expression to his personal experience of the

Lord, sometimes as peculiar to him, sometimes as the uni-

versal experience of all the Bhaktas. The Lord is the Cit-

Jndna, the Light and our poet experiences Him as the

sprout of Jndna (2), as the musician of the Vedas (2),

especially the Sdma Veda (1) ,
as the Lord whose feet the Antamr

full of the Vedic lore and the Vedic sacrifices worship (5), as the

Pure flame of Light dispelling all darkness of words and their

meanings (6) . His supremacy is emphasized by such descriptions

as this, “The Lord of the Sevenfold worlds” (2). This is experi-

enced as such in the universal vision the poet sees. The Lord is

the earth, the wind, the water, the fire and this vacant space (har-

monizing all their contradictions into His unity). He is there, in

all these as their very life and worth even as the very fragrance

in a flower (3). God is the most precious thing, the best that

could be desired or loved— the gem, the blotless gem (5),i the

gold, the mountain of gold itself (6). This love is the greatest

divine bliss. He is the sweet honey (3), the sweet fountain of

nectar gushing forth from our tongue when we sing of His praises

in the Kdmaram tune (3).

This Love makes us happy— giving us everything. He is the

munificent patron— Vallal (9). He is the Karpaka tree (6). He
is the All Powerful (1) — unique beyond any comparison (1) —
the Lord of the immortals (3), but yet He cannot get away from
the minds of those contemplating on Him (4). He removes the

karmas of those praising Him (2). He is the Lord of the

Vedas destroying the karmas of those bowing at His feet^ (8).

He is searched everywhere and is never seen but yet He has come
easily within my reach— the poor me (5). At last God’s Feet
have accepted me as His servant and saved me by showing His

1. Mdsildmani (5) is a description of the Lord which our poet and
Saivites are fond of.

2. Vedam means Brahma, the Creator; this suggests the meaning “Our
Lord is the Creator who is Himself the destroyer of karma'\ a good example
of oxymoron.
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wonderful title-deed (6). He is a great moral saint, Aravan (7),

but yet He is the Lord patiently putting up with and forgiving all

the crimes I had done (7) . He is the envoy easily within my reach

(8), the Lord who has blessed me with His friendship forgiving

all my perverse acts (8).

The name expressing all these beautiful thoughts is honoured

as a mantra, i.e., Siva, a word which our poet repeats twice in this

hymn (3, 10). The other popular name is &ambhu—the giver of

Happiness (1)

.

In this overflowing of the Heart, feasting on the mythological

descriptions as expressions of his spiritual experience, the poet

has no space available for a description of the Holy place except for

referring to its ever expanding fragrance (7) ,
being surrounded

by the crowding gardens (10).

IV

Our poet describes himself as the father of Cinkati and Vanap-

pakai and as belonging to Ndvalur. He gives his proper name
(Ar)uran and the title Vanrontan which he had acquired as a

Bhakta, “To those masters of this hymn who with melting heart

can recite this, there is no death and exit or entrance into the

world; and they will be easily getting themselves immersed in the

flood of the divine Bliss”— this is the assurance our poet gives

(10) ;
for, that must have been his own experience whilst singing

this hymn, whose characteristic feature may be epitomized in one
word ^AmudxC (1-9). This emphasis differentiates this hymn from
the hymn No. 57 which has the same refrain and paints out a higher

spiritual development enjoying more the confidence in God.



CHAPTER XLIV

TIRUKKATAVUR MAYANAM

(Hymn 53)

I

As in the previous hymn, the purdnic lore occupies the central

place in the heart of our poet. Here, the Lord stands as it were

before our mind’s eye in a concrete form as enjoyed by our poet.

'Hie hymn is on the Lord of Tirukkatavur Maydnam. Maydnam

is a burning ghat and one wonders whether the temple here is a

^Palli patai' (temple) of any great king. Kings, are Perumd-

natikal; Periyaperumanatikal (Vv. 1-9) will signify the greater

king, th^ God.

II

In consonance with the grave-yard where the temple is situ-

ated, the Lord appears to us in this hymn, surrounded by the army

of Bhutas (1), Pey (3), Pdritam (5), with the begging bowl of

a grinning skull (2), besmearing Himself with the dust of the

graveyard (6) — all these clearly suggesting the Kdpdli going

a-begging. Arurar makes a specific mention of the ^maydnam' for

the burden of every verse in this hymn is ^^Maydnattup periya

perumdn atikale’. The place, as attached to Katavur was known
as Katavur Maydnam. This is the name found in verses 1 and 5.

In other verses except 8, Katavur is mentioned as the chief place.

In the verse 8 also there might have been such a mention. ^Pitdr

Katavur mayanal tu' might have been the originaj form instead

of 'Pitdr cataiydr maydnattu\ the latter reading was probably due
to the influence of the verses 9, 4 and 6 which have ^Cataiydr

maydnam. The pattern of the sentence in every verse is ‘the

great king of this maydnam is the Lord of the various descriptions

(known to us as that of Siva in the Purdnas)

.

III

The very first hymn sings of the Lord coming before us like

a mountain of mdnikkam—mdnikkam so dear to our poet—crownr-

ed with the crescent moon, the Lord of fragrant konrai, riding a
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bull along with the damsel, surrounded by the army of Bhutan,

the universal Lord of all

—

Visnu, Brahma, Indra, Devas, Ndgas

and the Tamivas (1). In the other verses reference is made to

the other purdinic descriptions—the sacred thread (2), the sing-

ing of the Vedas (2), the eye in the forehead (2), the destruction

of Death (2), and the three cities (2), th^ tiger’s skin (3), the

eight arms (3), the begging (3), the ornament of serpents (5),

the elephant skin (5), the tusk of the boar (5), the pendfent of

a necklace (tali) of a tortoise (5), the loin cloth (6), the ear-

ring (6), the young deer (9), the feast of poison (7), the van-

quishment of Rdvana (7) ,
the gift to Arjuna (8) ,

the battle-

axe (9), the destruction of Daksa's sacrifice (9) and the head of

Brahma (2, 9) ,
the gift of the discus to Visnu (9) and the preach-

ing of Dharma (9)

.

IV

The Lord is called 'Pdcupatar' (6) (See our remarks on this

word given elsewhere).

Describing the grave-yard, he is reminded of the sects of

Pdsupatas (6) and Mdvrafis (6), (the Mdvratis wear a sacred

thread of hair called pancavati (6). Please see our description

under the Kdpdli form)

.

The Lord as the Saviour—an idea which is the message of

our poet—is also lovingly referred to: He is the Lord of all,

blessing all, without 'ever saying no (4). The whole world is

His (7) . But His city is Orriyur and Arur (7) .
(This state-

ment is made in a jocular vein because the poet is punning on
the word Orriyur and Arur which in addition to their denoting

the cities of those names, may also mean a city under mortgage
and a city of someone not known, respectively. ('Arur'—literally

meaning: Whose is the city?). He is the Lord of a thousand
names (7) ,

one who blessed His followers removing all their mise-
ries (10)

.

The way of worshipping the Lord is also referred to. The
tontar or the followers sing their song in accompaniment to the

drum—^fuU of sound (4). We have suggested very often that

the Putam, Pdy and Pdritam ought to be identified with the

Bhaktas or followers of God and after mentioning the Tanpars
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in one verse (4) ,
he refers to the Pdritam (5) singing and dancing

full of Bhdkii, whilst the Lord stands before them as a mad man,

mad in love with them going a-begging for their love and soul (5)

.

The bath in the five-fold yields of the cow is also mentioned (9).

Reference to the 1000 names of the Lord may suggest the idea

of ^sahasrandma\ worshipping the Lord showering flowers on His

feet at the mention of every name out of these thousand

names (7). The Brahmins or the Vedic scholars also worship

Him (2), the Brahmins of Katavur, where abound palatial resi-

dences (10). This maydnam is near Katavur and our poet calls

this place Katavur Maydnam (1, 5) ,
whilst in other places, he

calls Him also the Lord of Katavur (2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10).

VI

The poet is happy in describing the purunic personality of the

Lord, the Lord revealing to him as such at the temple of Maydnam.
Our poet says he has searched for the real greatness of the Lord

arid for the correct words expressing Him, and has given expres-

sion to these in these good Tamil verses (10). The sins of the

followers who sing this hymn or listen to this will be destroy-

ed (10). Having enjoyed the description whilst singing this

hymn and feeling purified of all forms of songs the poet assures

his readers of the same experience (10). The poet has com-
pletely forgotten his individuality, so completely lost in the bliss

of the description of the Lord, that he does not make any perso-

nal reference to himself except in the last verse which usually

gives his name. This hymn may be taken to belong to the age

of his political greatness because h,e gives the proper name as

Aruran Nampi, a period when he was thinking of his title of

Nampi also as much a proper name as Aruran (10).

1 92



CHAPTER XLV

TIRUKKATAVUR

(Hymn 28)

I

In this hymn the poet becomes subjective. The same descrip-

tion of the Lord as the Kdpdli and Bhiksdtana of the grave yard

still continues to occupy the central place. But the world before

him, the world of his political influence with chiefs and kings who
claim him as their companion, stands contrasted with this divine

bliss (10) . He enjoys repeating these descriptions and exclaims

after the experience of this joy, “Ah, My Lord, my Nectar, Who
is there as my help or prop except yourself?”—This is the burden

of this hymn. He has already explained God bestowing on Him
His friendship.^ This is what our poet himself states in the last

verse as thje theme of this hymn, the interrogation being, “Can
there be any other help or prop?'’ The bliss of the previous

hymn and this hymn comes forth as the assertion, “Who is my
companion except yourself?” The first two lines and a half in

every verse describe the Lord; the second half of the third line

ends in ''Katavurtanul virattattu em” (1, 2, 5, 6, 7) or “KatavurU
tiruvirattattuV' (3, 8, 9, 10) or '‘Katvurtanul Vlratpdnattu” (4).

(As suggested by one reading all these endings must have been
originally of one kind only, viz., ''Katavur tannl virattattu em”).

The fourth line ends with the words, “En Amute etiakku dr tunai

ni aldte”? except in 3, 8 where instead of “En Amute^^ they begin

with ‘‘Entdtaipperumdn'' (3), ''Ardr Cencataiydy'' (8). The
first word of these fourth lines mention the emphatic relationship

of the Lord to himself. This is the pattern of the sentence in

every verse.

II

The conception of Virattdnam had been already referred to in

our description of the Purdnic mythology. The Purdnic perso-

1 . 7 : 68 : 8 .
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nality is described in this hymn in relation to the sacred ash (1),

the trident (1), the Ganges (1), the konrai (1), the crescent

moon (2), the beggar’s bowl of a Brahma Kapdla (2), the blue

throat (2, 4, 5), the exposition of Dharma (3), the destruction

of Death (3), the deer (3), the elephant’s skin (4, 5), the gold

form (4) ,
the company of the Mother (4) ,

the serpent (5) ,
the

graveyard (7), the ear ring (8), the tusk of the boar (8) and the

invisibility of the Lord to Vi^u and Brahma (9).

Ill

The poet gives expression to his subjective experience apart

from the realization of these purdnic truths. The Lord is ^^Sarva

vida handhu'—all kinds of relationships—the master (1), the

Sovereign (2), his father (3), his brother (6), his Chief (5), the

precious and rare one (7); the creator (9)—as mentioned through

the emphatic beginning words of the 4th lines. In all the verses

except for the words, “En Amute”, are found words connoting a

conception of the Lord as experienced by our poet coming more

and more to the forefront as we stand elsewhere. Therefore, in the

two other verses (3, 8) also these words must have a place. In

the third verse a reading may be suggested ^‘Entdy ennamute**

and in the eighth verse, it might have been ‘^Ardr enriamute^^

(“The Lord of the River Ganges, my nectar or my nectar carrying

the river)

.

He gives more of his experience, “You entered into my soul

—

no delusion is this—and you have not till now known leaving

me (5). “I am your slave, O, my rich Light! O, Sival (8)”. I

cannot decide and place my reliance on anybody other than your-
self (8) ”. You are unknown to Brahma and Vi^u but yet you
are the sweet fruit of enjoyment for us {Payan—9)—Our Supreme
Lord, the Supreme Light beyond everything (9)”. The trans-

cendental and immanent principle as experienced by him is given
expression to, “He is the earth, water, fire, space, air and all the

elements evolving from these subtle categories (6). “He has
further become the male and female and sexless beings and other
forms of this world—the One who has thus assumed these

forms (6). Yet He is (the gem) the apple of the eye (6). He
is the beauty (Er) (10) , and the all pervasive Lord {Irai 10) of
the beautiful chief of Ndvalur.
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IV

Thinking of the Beauty of the Lord, our poet himself feels

he is beautiful—out of the feeling of communion. But he hastens

to describe himself as the slave, the servant of His feet (10).

Enjoying the divine bliss all through this hymn when describing

the Lord and being in communion with Him and the divine bliss

of the sphere of the Absolute beyond everything, he assures

his readers of his Tamil verse of this world that they will all be

undergoing the same experience of the bliss of Paraloka—^being

in that Paraloka itself (10).



CHAPTER XLVI

TIRUVALAMPURAM

{Hymn 72)

1

In this hymn (i)
,
the holy place of natural beauty reminding

one of God^s Grace and greatness, (ii), the subjective experience

of the poet and {Hi) the pumnic descriptions as objectifying his

personal experience become unified and the joy of this harmony

may be heard in the trot-like movement of these kali verses

almost echoing the natural and rhythmic movements of falling

fruits and the waves of the sea, the rhythmic activities of the

Lord of the Purdnas and the rhythmic beating of the joyful heart

of the poet. The rhythmic song of this hymn makes Cekkildr

describe this as 'Urai dcai-t tiruppatikam\ The importance of

Temple as the reservoir or fountain of divine love has been point-

ed out. This hymn starts with all this in mind.

II

In the previous hymn the poet waking up in this world, affirm-

ed that no one of this world could be relied for as help. In this

hymn, the idea of the temple in which is enshrined the incarna-

tion of the Lord as the beauty of the idol comes to his mind

and he cries in joy, “Why a human companion for help! He is

this piece of earth. Even an iota of this earth is enough—I have

found and realized herein a refuge for me—^me, who has been

in search of an earthly companion and support ’in this place of

the Lord (1) ,
my Master {Atikal—3, 8) “This Valampuram, is

His place; the place of One who is the One great light for all the

eight points of the compass (10) Our poet must have experi-

enced this in his universal vision. “He is sweet to me. He is

sweet to His (our?) people. Ah! He has been sweet to our

mind all through the sevenfold births’* (1).

“His place—the place of the Lord of these qualities and acti-

vities—is Valampuram**—this is the pattern of this hymn. Every

verse ends in these words, '^Itam Valampurame** (with the sudden
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implied suggestion of an oxymoron, for Stam^ in addition to its

meaning here, ‘place’, also means ‘left’, whilst the word ‘vaZam’

in the phrase 'Valampuram' means right. The three half lines

pile up its descriptions or activities of the Lord,

III

The descriptions of the puranic stories are epitomized forci-

bly in the swift moving short but telling phrases. The burning

of the three cities (2), the garment of tree bark (2), the tiger

skin (2), the skin of the vanquished Nara (Narasimha or Trivik-

rama) or the skin of the serpent (2) ,
the beggar at every

door (2), the Fire dance (2), the sacred ash (3), the fiery ser-

pent (3), the strategy (5), the battle axe (5), the river bedecked

mat-lock (3) ,
the bull (8) ,

the bull flag (3) ,
the mountain bow (5)

,

the elephant skin (6), the dance hall of the graveyard (7), the

songs of dance (7) , the company of the Mother (7) and the beg-

ging bowl of a skull (8)—are all referred to.

IV (a)

As expressed in the opening line itself, our poet who has
been speaking of the feet of the Lord as his refuge, here speaks

of this holy place—an iota of its good earth—as the future refuge;

he speaks with the joy of a great discovery (1). This hymn,
therefore, is a hymn on Valampuram which becomes identified

with the Lord. That is why the poet refers to the hymn in its

last verse as his words on Valampuram, referring to himself be-

fore that great refuge, as Vanrontan, Uran of the rare Tamil, of

the precious community. This community has to be interpreted

as referring to the community of Saivite followers. That is how
Vaisyavite commentators interpret the words, 'Kulam tarum' used
by Tirumanh:ii Alvar of the Pallava Age; this interpretation is

based on the words of Periyalvdr who speaks specifically of the

Tontakkulam, the community of Bhaktas and the servants of the

Lord.

IV (b)

This community, enjoys repeating times without number, the

glories of God a repetition which appears to others as mad bab-

bling—^pitarraV (11). Our poet in relation to the difficulty he
felt in becoming a member of this community describes it as

^Aruhkulam* (11) , the rare or precious community. But when
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he sees the greatness of this group ever increasing in number and
saving innumerable people of the world he describes it as Rerun-

kulam (11), or the Great Community. It is their greatness to

recite this hymn to rave interminably and unconsciously in the

delirium of divine love. (This is according to the reading 'Perun-

kulattavar kotu piiarraV. The other reading is 'Perunkulattava-

rotu pitarraV (11) when the meaning will be, “It is one’s great-

ness to recite this along with the great community of Bhaktas').

IV (c)

Coming to speak of this "Tontakkulam' as ‘Perunkulam' and

^Arunkulam\ he describes the other community of the wordly

people, who amass wealth and perform all charities and occupy

this holy place as the sons born of the great community of the

black sea, Perunkuti Vdnikar as they are called, protecting and

rearing, as such children of the sea, the ships coming laden with

the wealth of foreign countries. These are the traders who enrich

the place where Devas reside (4) in search of God. This reminds

one of the light house of ancient times—a light on the beach for

showing the ships that the shore is nearby; the Lord is, therefore,

described as the light for all eight points of the compass (10)

.

IV (d)

This place is on the beach—it must have been much nearer

the sea than it is today. These waves come in rows in turn, one

after the other—a kind of group dance competition (4). The
waves of the wide expanse of sea dash against the place—remind-

ing us of the stroke of the Lord’s Grace. The sandy dunes form-

ing a bank as it were, is giving way (itikarai—9). These waves
carry as a great burden the gems, pearls and corals and throw

on the sandy dunes on the beach (5). The sandy expanse re-

minds us of the dance hall of grave-yard with palmyra fruit falling

down as though it were a drum placed so as to keep time with

the dance (1). The waves dash rhythmically and perhaps with

the same rhythm fall the fruits of curved but cool cocoanut and
palmyra plants, where hum the bees to feast on their fragrant

honeyed juice (4). The palmyra fruits fall almost on the sea

on the beach where this Valampuram is (1). The poet is catch-

ing the rhythm and expressing it in his verse as ‘catacata^ (9).

It is not a mere sandy desert; it is full of paddy fields surrounded

and beautified by gardens inviting the very waves—a beautiful
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place, where, in the extensive fields, crowd the carps and where

in the places interspersed with the atumpu creepers (6) ,
the con-

ches glowing bright with the waves of the seas are carried for

their honey moon (6).

V

The hymn also refers to the Jains as carrying a pot and

eschewing flesh as vegetarians. They saw the blind Tanti Ndyanar

of the stick gaining his eyesight and fell at his victorious feet,

losing their challenge. The Lord has this Tanti as his relation.

(The Lord has become the light to this blind sage; Yes). He is

the Light for the eight points of the compass (10),



CHAPTER XLVil

TIRUVENKATU

(Hymn 6)

1

In the previous hymn the poet sang the glory of the holy

place itself as the glory of the Lord, experiencing the harmony

of the purdnic Lord as shining v^rithin himself and within that

place. The Purdnic lore establishes harmony amidst all contra-

dictions through the love of the Lord, flowing out to save every

one. In this hymn, he emphasizes the contradictions, to appre-

ciate better the harmony. Our poet begs of the Lord to reveal

the truth of these contradictory acts and appearances of His.

This hymn is in the form of nine interrogations and each verse

ends with the words, ''Enne velai cul Venkdtan mre’^l—“O, Lord

of Venkdtu, surrounded by the sea! Why have you done this?”

The remaining part of the verses describe the contradictory acts

and appearances.

II

“The serpent is on your crown; but the tiger’s skin is on

your waist. You pounced on the three cities to burn but blessed

the three asuras then and there. Enraged, you flayed the man,

(the lion man) but you were happy with him. You, the Lord,

go a-begging, you of the natural beauty, but carrying the dead

skull. Why this? You of Venkatu, surrounded by the seas”! (1).

“You have slighted your former form, i.e. of being in com-

pany with the Mother, but you were happy with it. You refused

to utter any word even unto the Devas and discarded every one,

but you were glad of them. You in the presence of the father

Visnu, opened up your eyes and burnt down Kama, who came

to destroy your tapas and you were glad of it. What is this vic-

tory? (For, it did not last long since you married the damsel

falling a prey to her love)” (2).

“Surrounded by the ghosts (pdritam) you go with your damsel

but with a loin cloth of an ascetic. Pray tell us the truth; Sir,

T. 93
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I am asking you only. You dance but ride on the bull, speaking

of your greatness whilst begging. What is this?” (3).

“You are the life of music; you have become the song itself.

Bhaktas think of you; but you go and fill their heart even before

that. (This is according to one reading 'Pattar cittam paravik-

kontir\ The other reading is Tattar cittar paravikkontir'^''You

praised the Bhaktas and Siddhas''—a topsy turvy act; for it is they

who ought to praise). You are in their eyes and they contem-

plate on you in their mind so that they may see you: You (the

Beyond) became enshrined in this earth placing the crescent moon
(on your crown) . And yet you stand enshrined in the vast

expanse of space to enable Lords of the Heaven to embrace and

praise you. What is this?” (4).

“The Tontars serve you with flowers and pots of water. You
choose one dance, perform it and sing a song and thus you bless

them. Thus you are pleased with them. But you go to embrace

the damsel keeping her always as one part of your body. (How
to embrace her?). And yet forgetting all these loving servants

and the loving damsel you commit the suicidal act of swallowing

the poison and keeping it ever in your throat. What is this?” (5).

“In that hostile forest, the elephant came. You flayed its

skin and yet as though in love with it you have covered yourself

with its skin. You go a-begging (making love to those who give

alms)
,
in that inseparable company of the damsel and on the bull.

What is this roaming about in all these contradictory ways?” (6)

.

“You dance for the sake of the loving 'Tontars' contemplat-

ing on you, but you dance surrounded by Bhhtas and yet the

whole world praises you, Master Dancer! You are the righte-

ousness; yet you are the eternal form of the music of the

ydl (eUI—the instrument of seven strings). Siddhas or freed

souls surround you whilst you roam reciting the Vedas as though
you were a student learning the Vedas. What is this?” (7).

“Ah! The Lord of the mat-lock where mix all inimical things,

the kuravUj the precious konrai, the negligible mattam, the cres-

cent moon, and its enemy the serpent and the damsel jealous of

these two. You have been contradictory. {'Viruttam' may also

mean, “You have been old in age or learning or morality”). My
Lord, remove the blemishes inflicting me, who is contemplating

on you (That the blemish should inflict one, contemplating on
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Him is itself a contradiction. That is why the prayer is for re-

moving it at once.) . The damsel has been half of your body.

Why frighten her by fighting with the elephant? What is

this?’’ (8).

“You are in Kacci exhibiting its palaces, (the capital of the

Pallavas)

,

whilst out of certainty and firmness, people contem-

plate always on you and you reside in their hearts as the dancer

singing in the forest. How is one to praise and worship you?

Visnu and Brahma search for you and you exhibit the form of

a fire impossible of approach. You roam about like this (full

of contradictions) . What is this?” (9)

.

Ill

This hymn is a hymn of inquiry and our poet describes it as

such in the last verse. Aruran, Tonian and slave of Tirundvalur

has asked “the Creator and Lord of contradictions, out of love,

these queries”. The answer also is implied in the interrogations.

It is the great truth of the harmony of the Lord’s love resolving

all contradictions. Those who are capable of reciting these ten

verses, of the garland of interrogations, in the way in which the

truths are made clear therein are according to the upright—the

perfect—the denizens of the Heaven of Bliss (The forest is really

the heart as explained in our discussion of the Dance of

:§iva) (10).

IV

Apart from the purdnic stories, here we have some references

to the methods of worship. The distinction between Pattar and

Cittar we had already noticed. Worshipping the Lord with water

and flowers is emphasized (5). “Contemplation by the Bhaktas
on Him is referred to more than once (4, 7, 9) and the Lord
dances therein, their heart. The song, music and dance are also

ways of worshipping Him. He is the very form of the song and
the very life of music, the eternal form of the music of the yal

of seven strings—or seven svaras. He is impossible to be reached

—except through self-surrender, never through egotism and efforts

of self conceit.



CHAPTER XLVm

TIRUNANIPAU.I

(Hymn 97)

I

Contradictions find solution in the love of the Lord. If the

Absolute is everything, it cannot be otherwise. But this itself

makes one despair of understanding fully or reaching the Lord.

Before any such despair could spring, our poet sees the temple

of Nanipalli— where, the unapproachable has come to approach

us. He is nearer there in that incarnation of beauty than any-

where else. The poet in this hymn emphasizes our Lord being

beyond knowledge or thought (1, 3), beyond the reach of any

one (5), the most subtle (8). ^^Nattnuin ur NanipaUiyate^^—^“The

place He reaches is Nanipalli/' ''Nannum ur NanipalUyate'' is the

refrain of this hymn. The interrogations about the contradictions

themselves suggested that these were resolved in his love and

in this hymn the poet shows that love taking concrete form at

Nanipalli where He rushes to save us. The poet, therefore, to

throw this concrete approachability of the Lord into bolder relief,

describes by way of contrast the unapproachable aspects of the

Lord.

II

The purdnic references help him here as well. He is the Light

unknown to Brahma and Visnu (1). He is the learned author of

the Vedas (1, 6) — the wearer of the sacred thread (6) and the

Lord of that distant world (1). He is possessed of the vast space

but He is the beggar possessing only a skull and a loin cloth (4)

.

He is the powerful destroyer of the three cities (2), the destroyer

of the sacrifice of Daksa (5), and the conqueror of Rdvana (8)

adorning Himself with the boar’s tusk and the shell of the tortoise

(9), the munificent patron giving the discus of his creation to

Vi^u (5), and blessing the great Pdrtha or Arjuna (6).

ni

Apart from the purdnic stories, there are philosophical impli-

cations which our poet suggests. The Lord is the Beginning (1).
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He has given the extensive Vedas full of all the words and their

meaning (through which we could approach Him) (1). He has
no relatives of His— no father or mother— but all the living

beings of this world are his kith and kin (2). He is their father

(1) — our Ijord. He is perfect, without any defect (2), the Great
and the Big, beyond the thoughts of our mind (3) . But He becomes
an atom, and contracted in the form of a fire spark he enters the
body of flesh (3) — He is the Lord of the graveyard (4) . But this

country of the seven mountains surrounded by the seas is His

(4) — He is our great man but of the form of a spark (or, a tail

of a barley as the Upanisad will say) (3) . He is the Lord entering

the heart and then He expands all through (3) . He is seated glori-

ously in the five-fold yields of the cow (in which the Bhaktas
worship Him) (3). Ah! He is our patron. (1). Therefore, He is

after all the wealth of mine (3) . The poet speaks like a child—
the speech of the nursery Ndriutai mdtu — the child which has not

distinguished 1 and my’— ‘Nau' and 'En\ It is impossible to

reach Him but He reaches his place and this is NanipaUi (5) . He
is the purest but He is a lover (Viruppan— Q)

,

He is our Lord
(6) . He is the most subtle principle but He is the rare and glori-

ous medicine of nectar, all through our sevenfold births, one who
removes our diseases and fetters— removing them in a subtle

way (8). He is our patron blessing us (8). He is the Lord of Grace
and mercy which shine with lustre and glory, as the karma of

those contemplating on Him is erased and destroyed (8). He is

beyond our mind (3) but yet He is the Lord who blessed that

day that great iVdria Campantar with jndnam or true knowledge,
there at Kali of no defects (9). Campantar is the leader of

Arurar’s school of thought as we had pointed out elsewhere.

The Lord is time (10). His favourite day is Atirai (Ardra)
(1), the star of dance visible to our eyes. Our poet, the Uran of
the cool Ndvalur contemplates all through his time every ndUkai
Df it {ndlikai is 24 minutes) on this Nanipalli, the reservoir of
3nd’s love and on this beautiful form which the Lord has assumed
here, for it is the Temple (Urai kdil) where He resides with
dis form (7).

IV

Our poet gives expression to that bliss of contemplation in

his garland of a hymn. When we think of this overflowing of His
ove— overflowing only to reach us and save us, who could think
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of this world and its miseries ? Our poet forgets at once this

world and we are transported to the pure sphere of Higher

Heavens of good and immense bliss, to stand dedicated to Tapas

and Service in that sphere. Our poet assures that those who

value his hymn high and recite it, will experience this higher

spiritual life of divine bliss and service (10).

V

The holy place is also described in one place. He is very near

all. It is the Tiru NanipaUi— the holy or wealthy or beautiful

city. It is the place where Antconars rear up everywhere, the

sacred three fires, (7) and through them the Vedic sacrifices as

well as the Vedas and their six angas (adjuncts of Vedic know-

ledge, etc.) (7). But it is not unapproachable to lower beings—
the red carps, the tiny fish— rush into the fields of that divine

city. (7) (Otiyan is a peculiar form— (1) ).



CHAPTER XUX

TIRUNINRIYUR

(Hymn 65)

I

In the previous hymns, the memory of the great Bhaktas of

Tamil Land whom the Lord blessed with His Love, has been

growing in force and emphasis:— c./. Tanti Atikal in hymn

No. 72: 10 and f^dna Campantar in hymn No. 97 : 9. The lives of

these great men give the best illustrations of the Lord’s love— an

effective answer for all the searchings of our heart and brain.

The greatest message of Nampi Arurar is that this love of the

Lord is there to save every human being— even the sinners and

the lowest of the low. The worst sinners are the first concern of

the Lord.

II (a)

Human beings alone are sometimes considered by most of

the philosophers, as capable of salvation. But the folklore looks

upon every living being even the insects and the plants as speak-

ing a divine language of their own praising the Lord and reaching

His feet. This philosophy of the man in the street, appeals to our

poet and he narrates further the stories of the purdnas which,

because of this message had appealed to him, almost effecting a

conversion of his heart, inspiring it to take refuge in the feet of

God with confidence that divine love which saved so many will not

leave him in the lurch. The insect of a spider served the Lord in

its own way— putting up a canopy of a cobweb what others will

laugh at. But the Lord realized as only He could and conferred

on its next birth as Kd-c~cenkandn, munificence and an empire

of great power and skill. This is the story of the Cola King

Koccenkarmn. ‘'This word of mouth, describing this story I have

heard and I have taken refuge in your feet” (1).

II (b)

Not only the insect but the animals were also saved. “The

cow waking up before the rays of sun, (or before the rise of the

sun— the great flame), carrying its milking vessels of its udders,
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bathed you raining the milk and thus followed your feet. I heard

this word of mouth-history and got it firmly implanted in my
heart. I praised you and contemplated on you. Thus breaking

away from my fetters, O, the Supreme, I took refuge in your

feet^^ (4).

“The elephant of the four tusks shook (in fright on his ene-

mies) . But as soon as it praised your feet of goodness or beauty,

(not only was its fear removed but also) it was, blessed with

the unique greatness and grandeur of the Heavens. I heard of

this characteristic feature of yours and took refuge in your feet

of gold’’ (7).

II (c)

“Is that all?—All the beings were saved—even the cruel and

wicked beings doing harm. The vision is of the silent Teacher under

the banyan tree expounding the Aram or Dharma as Pacupati

surrounded by all the living beings—the concentrated ydgis, the

Kinnaras, the tiger, the biting serpent, the uncontrollable lion,

the blotless ascetics—all those that had done harm one way or

the other” (6).

II (d)

(The lion, the tiger and the serpent are harmful; Kdtupottar

are sometimes spoken of as Rdksasas; Kiiinaras are potentially

harmful with their power used against their enemies; the asce-

tics are harmful with their powers of curse; (but there is no

story of their using this power. It may be that their father Brahma,

the Creator, was disappointed at their complete renunciation

—

thus proving harmful to him). It is the delay caused by this

exposition of the Teacher to this group that withheld the Lord

from the Mother thereby making the whole world fruitless in that

way; the whole of this group may be taken to have done this harm-

ful act. ^^Etam ceytavar'' is how the beginning words of the third

line of verse No. 6 should be read, because this gives the line

the beauty of alliteration; whilst if it is read as “Vedam ceytavar''

‘those who have given the Vedas', this beauty is spoiled and the

resulting meaning is also wrong; for they are not the authors of

the Vedas. The reading adopted by us makes the message of

Arurar very clear—the message of Arurar which he has expressed

elsewhere that the Lord blesses us even when we commit faults.

Is it not the sinner going powerless, down the inclined plane that

deserves all the help and love of the Lord?). The word *etam' in

the term *£tam ceytavar" is also interpreted by some as goodness.
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11 (e)

Some of the saints whose lives at first sight appear to be

swerving from the right path (as he had mentioned

—

Hymn 55:4)

come to our poet’s mind

—

Candi, cutting the feet of the father and

being blessed with beautiful garments, ornaments, garlands and

food of the Lord, Tirundvukkaraiyar, an erstwhile heretic singing

his seven hundred, comparable only to themselves, and Kannappar
carrying the cruel arrow—‘‘Hankering after the sweet Grace of

your love which these have received, I have taken refuge” (2).

^^Parasurdma of the Purdnic fame wreaking his vengeance on

21 generations of kings held aloft the befitting water vessels of

gold and gems and gave away 360 veil lands and 300 Vedic scho-

lars, stating that this ever growing city of Ninriyur is yours. You
have showed him your feet. I have realized this rule of yours

—

showering blessings on the erstwhile sinners once they approach

with the converted mind. I have taken refuge in you” (3).

The greatest blessing conferred on Agastyar comes to our

poet’s mind along with the mercy showed to Indra. ‘"Indra came
and worshipped. You were pleased and you blessed him saying,

‘You do rule the Heavens’. At the three points of the day—morn-

ing, midday and evening—establishing the immobile linga of the

Lord and creating for the Lord this form, Agastya worshipped and
fell at your feet. You blessed him with the permanent residence

at Tiruppotiyil beautified by the invaluable gems falling out from

the water-falls. Realizing this great wealth of your blessing, I

have taken refuge in you” (5).

Ill

Unfortunately we have only seven verses left of this hymn.
The poet describes this Holy place. Like all great men and
poets, he is fond of the children even as the L6rd is fond of the

spiritual weaklings. The river of gold

—

Kdviri in its flood thrusts

aside many gems while the many teams of children, going about

in the midst of their games, gather these in the streets, in the

raised platforms and the front yard of their houses (1). The city

gives away these pearls levelled up equally with pure gold (4)

.

It is the city of wealth where abides the goddess of wealth seated

on the cool and red commodious lotus (5).

It is also a city of learning and worship and beauty. It is

a city of that wealth worshipped by Cittar, Vdrmvar and Tdrmvar-

T. 94
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all the varieties of supernatural beings (3). It is the city where
the perfect fame of the righteous Vedic scholars shines all round
the world (6). The damsels of crescent like forehead, glisten

and move in every palace and tower, like the pea-hen, the young
ones of the deer and the parrot reminding these respectively with

their beautiful tresses of hair, with their darting eyes and with
their sweet speech (7). They speak words of Tamilian love and

the parrots learn them—these beautiful Tamil ^^11 of the theme of

love (2) . That is the wealth of the city of the dancing of women,
Brahmins, children and parrots and angels—all forming the Demo-
cracy of the divine community consisting of Agastya, Tirundvuk^

karacar, Kannappar, Koccenkarmn, Campantar, insects, tigers^

lions, KinnaraSj saints, elephants, cows and parrots.



CHAPTER L

TIRUNIl^TYUR

(Hymn 19)

I

This hymn is not mentioned in Periyapurdnam. We have

suggested that this hymn may belong to Tiruninravur of Pucalnr,

The pattern of the stanzas is like that of hymn No. 72. Unlike

the swift moving trot of that hymn (72) this hymn is in a longer

metre which can be scanned as a 'KattalaikkalitturaV of modern

times, moving like the dignified march of the horse in a royal

procession, a slow and steady march of four short steps (metrical

feet) and a longer step (metrical foot)—a uniformity which is

not always observed in a KattalaikkalHturai. Therefore, in this

metre we have room for more words; instead of 7tam ValampU’-

rame^ in the former hymn (72), we have here, ^Itamdvatu nam
Tiruninriyure' (1, 2, 5, 8), or ^'Itamdm Tiruninriyure” (4, 6, 7, 9).

There are some variations for example in verse 3, ^Itamvala malku-

punal cenkayal pdyum vayal poliyum Tiru ninrxyure^ and in 10,

'Ur Tiru ninriyure\

The cataract-like speed of the previous hymn (72) changes

here; the metre here flows like a slow moving useful river, reveal-

ing a greater repose, more like a message to the world than a sub-

jective exclamation. There are less of endstopped lines, the idea

flowing with emphasis flowing from one line into the next. Other-

wise what we have stated with reference to the other hymn
applies to this hymn.

,

IT

The purdnic descriptions of the company of the Mother (1),

the destruction of the three cities (1), the shrine of konrai (2),

the sacred ash (2), the trident (3), the feast of poison (3), the

love of the sadangas and music and books, the Lordship of the

Vedas (4), the bull (4), the Ganges (4), the serpent (6), the

garment of tiger’s skin (6), the covering of elephant’s skin (6),

Brahma Kapdla (6), the begging (7), the eight mat-locks (7),

the dance (7), the conquest of Death (8), and the worship by
Brahma, Visnu and Indra are all referred to (9)

.
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111

The relationship of the Lord to his Bhaktas stands foremost

in the mind of the poet. He is thoroughly theirs. Many love

Him as the Supreme of the Supreme (1). He does not come

near the deceitful minds (5) . He has accepted as His perma-

nent abode, the minds of those taking refuge in Him (5). Has

not the poet told us in the previous hymn (65) that he has taken

refuge in Him? His lovers of cool and equipoised mind revel

in the surrender of their six passions and in their worship with

flowers and He loves their worship (8) . They think with their

mind and out of the fullness of the heart, their mouth is full

of Him (10). He is ever on their tongue. To them He is purer

than the rare iapas or a sacrifice (10) . He is far away from those

who had gone away from Him and near unto those who are dedi-

cated to His feet (10). He is the great fame. He is the auspi-

cious (10) ,
good of goodness or Siva (11) . He is fond of the

acts and the conduct of those who love His feet (5) . The referen-

ces here reveal to us the mode of worship with music (4, 8),

Vedas (4) and Books (4) flower (8) and mantras (9), sacred

ash (10) and the five fruits of the cow (5), suppressing the six

passions and taking refuge in Him (8) . Fame comes to these

Tontars (11)

.

IV

There is also a personal reference. We had often referred to

Campantar as the leader of Ardrar^s school of Saivism} In this

hymn occur the words ^^Pukalinnakar pdrrum em punniyattdr

necatti^l ennai alum kontdr^^ (2). It is usually interpreted as

referring to the Lord as the virtuous Being honouring the city of

Pukali and as the great Lord saving the poet out of love. '^Pukali”

was the birth place of Campantar. The virtuous being, honour-
ing or worshipping at Pukali may be interpreted as referring

to Campantar. The next part of the verse will then mean that

out of His love for Campantar the Lord had saved Arurar,

V
The Lord is here to save all. He is the Lord of this country

surrounded by the long and wide expanse of the sea (3) ,
remind-

ing us of Arurar's description of the empire of Kalarcinkan? The
Lord loves all the eight points of the compass (8) . He is Time and
the Sun (a measurer of time) (9),

1 . 7 : 39 : 5 . 2 . 7 : 39 : 9 .
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VI

Tiruninriyur or Tiruninravur is a Heaven on earth (It is

Sivagati—11)—with the waters of increasing fertility, the kayal fish

rushing to the fields—the poet has not more to say (3). It is

a place where the activities of the famous Tontars never

cease (11). Having experienced the place as Sivagati, our poet

assures the readers that those who are masters of this hymn will

be in communion with the Lord, worshipped by this Earth and

the Heaven (11).



CHAPTER LI

TIRU NITUR

(Hymn 56)

.

I

The subjective experience becomes objectified as a message

pointing out the holy place of our refuge. This hymn continues it

to the next stage of emphasizing the worship which is another

name for taking refuge in the Lord, “Is it proper or possible

to leave Him without falling at His feet?”

—

^^Paniydvitaldme ?^^

—

this is the refrain of this hymn.

II

The poet himself states that this is a garland of a hymn of

his loving cry to the Lord, a cry of his heart, loving to see the

feet of his patron and fall at His feet (11) . As usual, we can

take the assurance he gives the readers of the hymn as an ex-

pression of his experience whilst singing this hymn (11). The
Lord has become enshrined here for us all. Those who could

bow down before Him enshrined in every city of this world are

certain of becoming His Bhaktas and sure of attaining salva-

tion (11).

Ill

In keeping with the progressive objectification pointed out,

the poet describes the natural beauty of this holy place as well,

unlike in the previous two hymns. The holy place offers a feast

to our five senses—a divine feast inasmuch as the scenery is a
divine vision leading us to the Lord and to His mercy objectified

in that scenery instead of the five senses misleading us into the
temptations of the world. The fertility of the place full of waters
in the fields (promising a sweet feast of paddy) attracts our atten-

tion as much as the rich and fruitful Grace of the Lord (1) .

The fields circumambulate the place as it were. The sugarcanes,
bringing to our memory the blocks of sugar-candy, grow tall and
full of juice all round this place, a great feast for our taste and
our tongues (7). In these fields of water—so tempting us all to

bathe, a feast to our tactual senses—^bathe and dance, glisten and
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jump the fish in all joy—ah! the waters themselves dance in this

city of great Dance Master (3). There is a feast to the eyes and
to the ears—a feast of art full of spiritual value to our imagina-

tion. The hall of dance and concert is the garden with the over-

hanging clouds. The koels sing and cry and by their side the

glorious peacocks dance wkh the swans—all these movements
of the dance ending slowly in the ripples of the water (4) . Punnai
and matavi shoot out their flowers (2). When all light ceases

and it is all dark, then also shines the glory of the Lord (3)

;

the jasmine blooms in the quiet of the night spreading out its all

pervasive sweet fragrance all round the place a feast to a most
primitive sense of the nose (10).

IV

The purdnic stories also come in, harmonized with this colour-

ful and rich nature—the white bull (1), the vertical eye in the

forehead (1), the blue throat (1), the mat-lock with the cres-

cent (2), the trident (3), the fire in the hand (7), the

Katvdnga (7), the sacred thread (7), the ear-ring (7), the

skull (7), the elephant’s skin (10), the dance and the song

of the forest (6), the Vedas (4), the conquest of Death (6),

the game of hide and seek played with Visnu and Brahma (6) and

the hunter coming to bless Arjuna (2) and the Lord of the

Trinity (5),

V

Our poet gives expression to his own experience of the Lord.

“He is the Supreme beyond everything” (5), “the Great Dan-
cer” (6), “the King” (8), “the Beautiful” (10), “the All Power-
ful” (11). “He is the Lord whom even I love” (10). “He is

our patron whom we every day honour and love” (3) . “He is

so happy with His followers” (10). “He makes us receive His

Grace devoid of all miseries” (3). Our poet gives expression

to his experience in the form of universal truth about the Lord.

“The Lord is the purest” (11). “He is devoid of all blots or

faults who has renounced completely the five sensations”, an idea

which Kural also emphasizes (5), as ^'Porivdyil aintavittdn”

.

“He
is so sweet to speak about, He with His thousands of names” (11) •

“He is sweeter than the education we have received” (5). “He
is fond of Nitur^ for blessing us all therein” (11). “He removes

all our miseries and saves us all” (10) . “He is the sweetest and
the most blissful removing all our afiSctions—the destroyer of all
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the chronic and ancient karmaa'' (8). “He is the Lord of indes-

tructable great fame” (7). “He is the nectar unto those who
take refuge in Him” (10) . “He is near unto those who are good

(or, an ornament to them) ” (10) , “indifferent unto those who are

indifferent unto Him” (2). “He is difficult of approach to the

egotists but easy of reach to those whose conscience is clear and

to those who hanker after Him for a sight of His” (5). “He is

the path of purity” (4), “He who shows us well the Path” (3).

“If the followers become faultless He grants them a communion
with Him” (5). “He is all in all and All Powerful bringing the

diseases so that the egotists’ soul may through that experience

of diseases fall down exhausted to take refuge in Him, when He
at once will destroy their chronic Karmas^' (8). “Yes! He is

the Creator of this body and all the illusions” (8). “He creates

us all, not to become fettered” (8). “He is the Creation and
Destruction” (4) . “He becomes the Powerful wind and the Fire

to destroy the world, to give it rest” (8). “It is again He, who
destroys the delusions of the mind and who shines as the great

intelligence within our mind”, (8) “removing all our attachments

and our karmic relationships inspiring us to sing of this praise

and dance in joy” (6).



CHAPTER LII

TIRUKKOLAKKA

(Hymn 62)

1

This is a hymn describing, according to Cekkildr, the vision

our poet had at this holy place of Tirukkolakkd, probably because

every verse herein ends with the words, “I have seen the Lord

at Kdlakkd^^ even as our poet has described his vision of “.Kalu-

malam*^ or ^^ClkdU” by stating “Kalwmaia valanakark kantukon-

tene’ (H. 58) . It is thus clear Cekkildr considers this hymn as

of great importance. If it is a description of a vision, this hymn
must be taken to be' expressing our poet’s experience of God as

confirming the esoteric message of the Purdnas,

“The Lord is the great prop to those who fall at His feet,

this Lord of the elements (or, the souls), One who has become
so easy of reach unto our poet; He is the Lord adorning Himself

with the serpents of the anthills—so easy of reach to them, but He
is impossible of approach to the rest as we see Him destroying the

three cities”—^This is the substance of the first verse showing

us how the poet who feels his own subjective experience of the

Lord confirms the truths of the Purdnas. It is in these terms the

other verses also have to be interpreted,

n
The Mother’s company (2), the crescent moon on the mat-

lock (2), the shawl of an elephant’s skin (2), the garment of

the tiger’s skin (3), the three eyes (3), the Lordship over the

eternals (4) ,
the great Devas (4) , the fatherhood over

Kumdra (4), the hidden Ganges (4), the bull (6), the form of

fire (6), the conquest of Death on behalf of Mdrkkandeya (6),

the begging with the Brahma kapdla (7), the konrai (7), the

dance with the bhutas (8), the crushing down of Rdvana and
bestowing gifts because of his song (9), becoming invisible to

Brahma and Vimu (9)—are all mentioned in this hymn. ^

T. 95
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in

“He is the Lord of the hhutas (1), the great and pure prop

to His followers easy of reach unto me, as the great destroyer

of sins, though impossible of approach to others’^ (1). “He is

all knowledge of the books, the Vedas and the angas which are

His forms’^ (2). “He is the music of poetry’^ (3). “He is sweet

as the love of the heart of Bhaktas** (3). “He shines in the acts

of the Devas of the world (Brahmins), our Lord, the Lord of

mine. His servant’^ (3). “He is pleased to save me and accept

me with confidence as His servant’* (4). “The great (4),

“the rich honey” (4), “He, who came that day in the presence

of the people of this wide world to accept me as His servant after

producing the deed of slavery, only to disappear all of a sudden

at TiruveTmeinalbur'' (5), “that great bunch of pearls” (5), “He
who had decided to confer salvation” (5). “He stands as wind,

the fire and water, the great transcendent principle, the meaning

and significance of all perfect arts and knowledge” (6), “the

great flame shining like a great light” (7), “the very idea of the

mind” (8), “He, who has become the head, the eye, the mouth,

the ear, the nose and the whole body to remove, as my Lord, all the

cruel karmas'^ (9), “He is the Lord whose characteristic feature

it is to sympathize with the song of ^dna Campantar who spread

Tamil every day through his sweet music and to bless him with

the cymbal in the presence of the people of this world” (8)—
That is how our poet is describing the Lord of the vision empha-
sizing thus the Lord’s Grace to the Bhaktas, His form of know-
ledge, His form of poetry and music. His omnipresence, all in-

tended to cure us of our chronic karma and to confer salvation.

Our poet’s experience as usual is thus expressed as a subjective

fact and objective truth.

IV

Our poet again as usual emphazies the bliss of the Lord as

his sweetest experience of honey (4), as something precious as

the bunch of pearls (5). This holy place is full of the reminis-

cences of his leader Campantar and our poet describes the

incident of Campantar getting the tdlam (cymbal) (8). Our poet

also describes how he had himself been saved by the Lord (4, 5).

He is reminded of the Tillai dance (4), of the great temple of

Kdlili (8), where our poet prayed for the Lord’s help for trans-

porting the grains (H. 20) and of Vernneinallur where our poet

was saved (5).
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Siva is the name of the Lord which Saivites cherish in their

heart and our poet mentions that word in this hymn (4). Above
all, our poet describes the Lord as the most precious gem of a

master or Guru (4).

V

Our poet suggests here as elsewhere the worship of Lord
through Vedic mantras and rites (2), through music (3), through
dance (3, 4, 8), through art (6) and through the realization of

God everywhere in the universe (8, 9) and inside the temple (8)

.

The Bhaktas are described by our poet as embodiments of truth,

honour and poetry (10)—these belong to the beautiful commu-
nity of Bhaktas—an idea which we often compared with what
Periydlvdr calls as 'Tontakkulam*. Our poet speaks of the path

he has followed in this hymn as that path which is already known
to the people as the path of love wherein the whole world out

of love stands with His heart melting in sympathy and love (10).

VI

In this hymn, the poet has emphazised the bliss, the precious

beauty of light and love of the great divine dance (7). Having
experienced the Lord thus, our poet assures his readers that they

will reach the goal of the great Dancer of the forest (burning-ghat)

as their own city. (10).

VII

The beauty of the place fits in with the harmony of divine

Grace. It is a place where flock the people of this world and

the other from the Heavens (2). It is Kdlakkd, the beautiful

spot, sweet with the fragrance of the kurd flower of the gardens

where go in procession as it were the pollen dust (2). It is a

place of rich fields full of water in the tanks (3)—^this most

beautiful place of fields where jump and frisk about the mon-
keys (9)

.



CHAPTER LIII

TIRUKKURUKAVtJR

(Hymn 29)

I

This is the hymn on Kurukavur where the temple is called

Vellatai (10). This is an outpouring of the poet’s heart. The

hymn is so surcharged with personal emotion that there is not

any reference to the puranic description of the Lord except to

the Lord’s going a-begging with the skull (3) ,
besmearing Himself

with the white ash (5) ,
and adorning Himself with the konrai (5)

to dance on the burning ghat in the midnight (3)—a conception

•that appeals to the heart of our poet.

In the last verse the poet speaks of the Lord as residing at

Kurukavur Vellatai (10). In the other nine verses, he seems

to be identifying the holy place with the Lord Himself

—

“Kuruka-

vur Vella}ai n% anre” which is the burden of this hymn. Of course,

it is possible to interpret this phrase “Vellafai nt anre so as to

mean “Are you not of this place Vellatai?”.

II

He looks upon this holy place as a place in the very Heavens

“Vinnitai-k kurukavur”— “Kurukavur within the Heavens” (6).

The icayal fish rush into the ponds, and in the tanks, whose every

sluice, the various kinds of water flowers kavi, kuvalai, lotus and

cehkalumr are fond of (2). This idea of the flowers hankering

after the holy place is again repeated— the water lilies and jas-

mine are fond of the tank of budding flowers (5) . The beautiful

and shining blue lily grows high in the pond of flowers. In har-

mony with this beauty, shines the young swan of beautiful gait.

This becomes the great truth of the holy place— its beauty (4).

It is the beautiful place of shining light surrounded by fields and

gardens full of fertility (10).

m
His own personal experience of the Lord as usual is expressed

with reference to his particular vision as well, as in general as
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universal truths, true of all Bhaktas. “Ah!. My Lord! I have not

understood this— your becoming all this to me. All others speak

of you as a mad man. You are the precious pearl, the gem of

carbuncle” (1). (We have already noticed our poet’s partiality

for manikkam, the carbuncle). “You have protected my soul from

getting lost; you have accepted me as your servant and saved me”
(2). “You have saved me from fever and all other diseases” (4),

“You have saved me from the coming scandals” (5). “You could

not bear my mortal pains and you have come in to save me; if

the servants of the Lord of Death come iri to inflict pains I know
of none but you” (7). “Even if it comes to a question of death,

you have saved me, you, my king, from all such miseries” (7).

“Even if the angry, noisy and powerful servants of the Lord of

Death come to confuse me and make me perturbed, you will pre-

vent ell those cruel miseries inflicting me” (8).

IV

Coming to the general statements or universal truths, which
are, after all, another way of expressing his own subjective feel-

ings, the poet speaks of the Lord as appeasing the hunger of those

who sing of Him and of curing all the diseases of all those

who praise Him (3). “The Lord is there at Kurukdvur for pre-

venting mental distress rushing on His followers in this world”

(6). “He removes the darkness, confusion or delusion in the

minds of His followers who never go astray, or who never get

perturbed” (8). “You, my Lord, make us your servants without

our going to fall at the feet of many” (9) . You roam about wear-
ing the skin whilst you make us adorn ourselves with silk and
gold”. (9) . “You allow others to get themselves ruined releasing

them thoroughly from your golden feet devoid of all evils”

(others have taken this ^vituvippdy^ to mean release me thoroughly
to get attached to your golden feet) (9).

You are like the Tamil song in music compositions; you are
like the sweet taste in the fruits; you are like the apple of the

eye; you are like a flame in the midst of dense darkness” (6).

V
The descriptions of the personal experience of the poet sug-

gest that our poet escaped, thanks to his reliance on the Lord,
mental and physical afflictions following undeserved political vili-

fication. Or, these descriptions should be taken as of troubles,

diseases and scandals overtaking ordinary men in general.
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Periyapuranam speaks of this hymn having been sung when
the Lord came as a Brahmin to feed our hungry and thirsty poet,

on his way to Tirukkurukdvur. But more than this is meant in

this hymn as suggested by us. Our poet has sung this hymn when
God has saved him from all the afflictions and when the troubled

heart has become cool and calm. Campantar gives a secret of his

poetry that he sings of the Lord when his mind is calm

and cool— ^'Ulankulirntapdteldm ukantukanturaippan^} Walking
closely in the footsteps of Campantar, our poet calls this hymn as

^'Ulam kulir tamil mdlaV^— ‘the Tamil garland of cool heart’ (10).

This hymn is an exclamation of a loving heart representing the

speech of all Bhaktas—that is what our poet tells us. He is

also a Bhakta, a relative that way of the Lord, only the very last

and youngest 'ilankilaV (10). This hymn must belong to the age

of his political pre-occupation; he calls himself the father of Vanap-
pakai and, therefore, must have sung— after his marriage (10).

1 . 2 : 98 : 9 .



CHAPTER LIV

TIRUKKALIPPALAI

(Hymn 23)

I

This hymn is one of our poet’s exclamations of joy at the

sight of God’s Grace overflowing towards him. Sometimes the

exclamations are addressed to the Lord, sometimes to the world

at large. In a few places, out of the fullness of his heart the poet

simply stops with the purdnic descriptions of the Lord. Thus this

hymn is a kind of overflowing from the previous hymn.

II

The first verse seems to answer a question which his own
conscience as a representative of the world raises: “How can the

Lord save you, you, the author of so many past cruel karmas?”

Our poet replies, “I am bad and because of my evil karmas, I get

confused and desperate. Even after seeing this sorry plight of

mine, is it fair for the Lord to leave me desperately alone, with-

out expressing any sympathy in such terms as ‘Alas! My slave!’

He is the father of the prodigal son as well as the upright son and

loves both alike even as His mat-lock brings together the cres-

cent and serpent to sleep together. That is the beautiful and har-

monious form of His. This is the only place KaUppdlai which He
loves most”— That is the first verse.

In the second verse the poet addresses the Lord, “I may be

anywhere and from there, if I, your slave, think of you, you come
there, become one with me to stand there to shower your bless-

ings, to cut me away from the shackles of karma here and now and

to save me, O, Lord of the Gangesl (who saved many for the sake

of Bha^ratha) you love this holy place Kalippdlai'' (2).

“You have punished me; the excesses, I, your slave, commit-

ted out of your love, you have forgiven all. You have taken this

dog of yours as something significant and made me contained

within you. Yes! that is your nature! Your throat has become

blue because you have feasted on the poison of the seas, never

conscious of that fact”
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‘"The bees hum and the flowers bloom; gathering these, your

followers shower them on you; tears of love unceasingly drip,

from their eyes— these speak the state of the loving heart. Along

with them, I perform these acts of love. No other God have I loved

with my heart except thyself, O, Lord! that art fond of this holy

place of Kalippdlai of fields full of the sweet sugar-cane (sweet

like your love unto them)’^ (4).

“You may remove my karmas; You may love them. You may
hate and out of love you may rant or hector me. You may smite

me. You are possessed of the deed of sale (of my slavery) . I am
completely yours. The solid bead disappearing inside the back-

-waters is carried on to the streets of the holy place by the sea.

So can you hold me aloft even when I reach the very depths of

misery, you who hold up the fire in your hand, as though to burn

away all our faults” (5)

.

Ill

The poet at the realization of the love of the Saviour loses

himself in the description of the Lord. “The skin of the tiger

is on your waist and you tighten it up with the dancing serpent.

You cover yourself with the elephant’s skin in spite of its bad

smell. So do you love us in spite of our faults; you protect us, we
who are in your service. The karmas disappear at your sight. With

that ideal, you have enshrined yourself in this holy place of no

fault. This is KaUppdlai^ (6)

.

“You have flayed the elephant’s skin as though it were a fine

cloth. The whole world worships you. You set fire to the three

cities with the intention of removing the miseries of the Devas

(You are the Lord of all, praised by all, destroying all obstruc-

tions, make your followers happy) ” (7)

.

“You have created all this world. You destroyed the sacrifice

of Daksa, You share the body of the Mother and yet you have

the mat-lock of an ascetic. You have crushed Rdvana, O, Thou,

who art fond of Kalippdlai, where the fields lie near the seas!”

(8 ).

“God is the Lord of Devas shining like an infiickering and
permanent light of truth inside the mind of those who praise

Him with the tongue knowing no falsehood. He is unknown to

the red coloured (Brahma) and to the black coloured (Vi^u).
He is happy with the collyrium eyed damsel” (9)

.
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‘The Lord is the Supreme being, the Parametti, whose fame
knows no blot. He loves this holy place of Kalippdlai full of the

wealth of the back-waters” (10).

The poet Arurar, the Lord of Ndvalur, worships Him and he

has composed this faultless Tamil garland. Those who are masters

of this hymn will rule the world of the people of the Heavens (10)

.

IV

These exclamations of this hymn are the essence of a divine

life and hence this assurance of our poet, that his readers will

rule the Heavens (10).

V
The poet has described the holy place as being full of the

wealth of the back-waters, the dashing sea and fields of paddy
and sugar-cane, all with a divine significance of their own. He
has also referred to the purdnic descriptions of the Lord which
emphasize further his own experience of the Saviour. This hymn
reveals our poet’s feeling of self-surrender and the joy of release

he has experienced thereby.

T. 96



Part v

TO THE NORTH

Introduction

1

These hymns belong to the temples north of the Cola coun-

try. They form a continuous whole with the previous group as

relating to the period of our poet’s northern tour. We noticed our

poet describing the Lord as the remover of the scandal. Perhaps

this refers to some political trouble which probably sent our

poet northward. The Ndvalur hymn occurring as the first in the

group may belong to the first part itself. The three hymns giving

us a list of the temples, as emphasizing the temple cult is included

in this part.

II

The burden as it were of these songs consists in these excla-

mations : “The place of the Lord who had saved me at Vennei-

nallur is Tirundvalur, the place of Naracinkamunaiyaraiyan” (H.

17); “To get rid of your sins, faults and shallow knowledge, O, Ye

people ! worship at Kalukkunram, which is the place of the Lord

residing in the heart of His faultless followers’’ (H. 81) ;
“O, Lord !

Is that love of your going about begging for us, same as this way

of saving me? I shall not forget you. Just think of those who think

of you. Is it fair that you should beg making your followers miser-

able over that?” (H. 41) ;
“I shall not praise any one but

you” (H. 21) ;
“You do not do anything for us; You go

about begging” (a humorous remark of the damsel to Bhiksd-

fana) (H. 5) ;
“This is the place of the Lord of this activity and

that” (H. 10); “Of what worth is their prop, their experience,

their speech, their worship, their company, their knowledge, their

thought or their love, of those who do not think of Him? (H. 86)

;

“I shall not knowingly praise any one except you, my Lord !”

(H. 26); ''Ciparppatam is the rendezvous of the deer, etc.” (H.

79) ;
“O, Ye people who suffer in this world, pronounce the word

^Ketdram” (H. 78); “His place or temple is at Orriyur on the

beach” (H. 91) ;
“Bless me, O, Lord ! to sing of you, to see you,

to experience and enjoy you who removes the miseries of your
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followers who reach you leaving off their usual watch, over their

bodies” (H. 12, 31, 47).

ra

The goal to be reached as pointed in the last verses is the

breaking down of the bondage of karma, the reaching of Sivaloka,

Paraloka, Vinnulakam, Vdnakam— the Heavens, to be one with

the Lord and the destruction of sin and all faults, ^ivaldka is the

place where flock and sing the followers, those who worship the

Lord singing the hymns, those who reside on our head worthy of

our worship. They are cool, happy and calm.

IV

Nature is too much in evidence in this part. Nature is identi-

fied with the Lord, for instance, Tirupparuppatam. The temple
cult of pilgrimage is clearly brought out. The holy places are a
Heaven of beasts, birds and plants, perhaps all reminding us of

the human life— another vision of the universe as a happy family
of the Lord. The descriptions of the places sometimes are with
reference to the worship of Bhaktas, their conch, their music and
their festivals. Even the bees circumambulate the Lord. These
descriptions sometimes have an esoteric meaning— the sleep of
the bees being on a par with the rest given to the soul after
what is called destruction. There can be here no jxjetry of world
negation when Nature is thus looked upon as the Lord Himself.
The condemnation of the world is justified when one forgets this
happy vision and gets lost in the trap of common women and the
passing show of delusion.

V
The Lord is described as Navalar or Orator.i This is a unique

description coming from the heart of a politician and poet who
must have known the mighty powers and bewitching charms of
oratory. Another phrase is “Attapuyankap pir&n”? Always insist-
ing on the escape from Karma, our poet describes the Lord as
the Medicine for the karma. The path of JMna is emphasized. Our
poet IS fond of describing God as the Flame of the Light— the eye
of knowledge. He is the only reality— ‘Meypporul’. He is
the Supreme Paraman— Siva and the Guru. He is imma-

1. See Vayati, 7: 17: 8.

2. 7: 10: 7.
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nent and transcendental. He is all sorts of relationships. He is all

love to those who take refuge in Him— those who know no

deceit. He is full of mercy, full of forbearance. He is nectar,

insatiable nectar— Avd (nnudu— a favourite term with the Vo-is-

navites. The ^mdrjdra kisdranydya\ the way of the cat, comes out

when our poet asserts that the Lord saved him even when he was

false and that thereafter he became fearless.

VI ^

The Bhikmpina form continues to be the main art motif and

we have humorous slings at the Lord. The esoteric significance of

the deer and the bull as the Vedas and Pranava respectively is also

given.

VII

The followers of the Lord are faultless and deceitless; they

are as good as the Lord deserving our worship. Their congrega-

tion and choir, form the Sivatoka, Worship with Pancagavya,

hymns, praises of the Lord, music, contemplation, self-surrender,

love, concentration and manual services are all mentioned. Wor-

shipping at the various temples and bathing in the holy rivers, and

waters are emphasized but what is important for the blotless

Lord of purity is not the outward but internal purity and love.

Worship at dawn is specifically referred to. Our poet refers to

Ndna Campantar, Cand^svarar and Naracinkamunai araiyan.

VIII

Our poet in all humility refers to himself as Atittmtan— the

slave of His feet. He describes his own round shoulders. He is a

great scholar, pulavar and a great orator of good words; a descrip-

tion of the Lord as an orator becomes thus significant. Our poet

refers to the death of his parents. Therefore, these hymns can be

assigned to the latter period of his life — a life of political com-

plication, of poetry and oratory and of pilgrimage.



CHAPTER LV

TIRUVENNEI NALLCR AND TIRUNAVALtJR

(Hymn 17)

I

In the previous hymn the poet was giving expression to his

joy at the special Grace the Lord bestowed on hiin. Therein he
stated that he was a bond slave of the Lord. This idea is made
clearer in this hymn^ when our poet goes to Tirundvalur, the

place of his patron and foster father, Naracinkamunai Araiyan

(10). It is not clear why this was not referred to in such graphic

way in the earlier hymns. One wonders whether this hymn may
not belong to the previous period of our poet’s life. Though the

hymn was sung at Ndvalur, the poet speaks of Tiruvenneinallur

where the poet has been saved as the bond slave of the Lord. It

is in this hymn that we get the detailed version about this episode.

The pattern of the sentence is as follows: ‘The place of the God
of the Purunas who saved me at Tiruverynei Nallur is Tirundva-‘

lur'\ Usually the third line refers to the Tiruvemm^i Nallur

incident in the words, ‘'Vennei Nalluril vaittennai alum konta”
(but see verses 2, 3, 6 and 10 where the incident is referred to

in the second line). The fourth line ends with the words, “/tamd-

vatu nam Tirundvalur''. The metre and the tune are the same as

that of hymn No. 19.

II

The purd(nic stories about the destruction of the three cities

(1), the riding on the bull (3, 4), the company of the Mother
(3) ,

the love of Kdli of Kotikkarai (3) , the ornament of serpents

(3), the feast of poison (4), the flaying of the skin of an elephant

(5) and the sacred ash (5), the discomfiture of Indra (5) and the
Sun (6) (at the sacrifice of Daksa) , the crushing of Rdvana (10)

,

the hunter going after Ar^una (8), the sharing of the body with
the damsel and Vi^u (9) — all referred to.

III

There are some interesting descriptions of the Lord. “He is

the great debater (Ndvalandr-X) ,
the Lord of Goodness (2) ,

my
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patron and our Lord (5), the Chief (Ndyakan-7), the great

Dancer (6, 9), the Dancer of the fire (8), of the hue of the fire,

full of pure gold” (5) — thus our poet gives expression to his

experience of the Lord. The oratory, probably, refers to the

debate in the court of ‘ the Brahmins (8) . He speaks of the

Lord as 'VdyutV— sharp tongued (8) . He refers to His coming

reciting the Vedas as a Brahmin (8). But he describes Him as a

^Ndydti (8) and 'Veyavandr' (7) — ‘the hunter probably because

of his cruel persistence in the debate’ (8) . Or, is there the idea of

the Hound of Heaven involved in the conception of a Hunter.

{Veyavaimr— 7, may mean a spy and a Dandin or a Brahmin.

—

The 'Siala-Purdua' of this place gives the story of the Lord mani-

festing Himself in a bamboo shrub.— Naydii may mean Lord

dancing with your Mother— *Ndy'; 'ndy^) . “When He saved me in

that assembly out of His characteristic of love, I spoke harsh

words. He gave me the great status of an obstinate servant. Even
when I abused Him, He gave me gold and made me experience

pleasures” (2). “He became my mother and father” (7). “He
made me attached to His feet of gold without any birth or death

so that I may not leave Him and go away from Him” (7).

IV

Our poet refers to Candesvara whom the Lord loved as Him-
self (4). He also remembers the dance of Tillai (6), the enjoy-

ment at Koti (3), the temple of Kutamukku, Koval and Kot tit-

tai (6). He speaks of the Lord enjoying the bath with the five

yields of the cow— a mode of worship already referred to (4).

V
Our poet thus gives expression to the Lord cutting away the

shackles of his karma and this makes him assure a similar bless-

ing to those who learn or with love listen to this Tamil hymn of

Arurar, Vanfontan, who is very well fitted to speak of the great-
ness of Ndvalur as the city of the Lord, his own city, the city where
Naracinkamunai Araiyan serves the Lord out of love (11).
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TIRUKiCALUKJKUNRAM

(Hymn 81)

I

The joy of his divine experience and of the feeling resulting

in freedom takes in this hymn the form of a message to the

world, because this kind of joy can never be selfish. His joy

flows to others for benefiting this world. He is himself so much
taken up with this message that he begs of others to fall at the

feet of those who worship the Lord reciting his own poetic words

of rhythmic beauty probably because he has forgotten himself

whilst singing this hymn and feels these words express inspired

truths (10).

The pattern of the last sentence in every verse is, “the place

of the Lord is the cool Kalukkunram’\ 'Itam' comes either at the

end of the second or the third line; the fourth line always ends

with the words ^Taiikalukkunrani

.

But in verses 3 and 8, 'itam^

does not occur. In verse 10 the itam comes in the first

line and ‘Kalukkunram’ comes in the second line. The first

five verses and the ninth verse beg of the people of the

world to worship at Tirukkalukkunram. Verses 6, 7 and 8 speak

of the Lord without any such specific advice; the poet speaks

of the Lord becoming enshrined there for getting a place in the

heart of his followers.

The rest of the verses is taken up by the description of Kalu/c-

kunram full of natural beauty, suggesting that *‘even the bees of

the place stay humming in the holy mountain and worship the

Lord’' (7). “The she-elephant along with (its child and with)

its lord of the three flowing musts and of the long trunk circum-

ambulates the cool mountain to be cured of the fatigue caused

by their roaring noise produced whilst in search of each other” (4)

.

“The monkeys, the male and the female, along with their youug
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ones which had drunk the milk of the mother, in loving embrace,

rush in that jungle of cool KaltMcunram^^ (5). “The bees feast

on the honey and sing their sweet tunes whilst the peacocks of the

jungle live permanently there (because of this tune being in har-

mony with their dance)” (7). “Everything there becomes full

of munificence like the Lord. The clouds become full with

rain” (9). “The tall bamboos shower round pearls” (9). “The

roaring white cataract descends down carrying pearls and gems

of shining colours” (2)

.

III

His Lordship over the Divas (1), the mat-lock shining with

Konrai (2), the eight arms (2), the blue throat, (3), the sharp

battle-axe (4) the dance of white ash (4), the trident (5), the

great dance (7) ,
the worship by Visnu and Brahma (8) ,

the ear-

ring (9), the begging bowl of a white skull (10)—are all referred

to, reminding us of the various purdnic stories.

IV

“People kill and do all sorts of cruel acts; because of these,

others describe in many ways their cruelty, their simple acts, come

to stay. In order that these varied karmas may disappear, you

go down and worship Him (1) every day” (3). “He will save

us and accept us as His servant, according to His great rule of

love” (3). “For getting rid of your ignorance or foolishness, fall

at His feet” (4) ;
“for getting rid of your meanness (5) ,

for getting

rid of your faults (9) ,
fall at His feet” (9) . “He is there at Tiruk-

kalukkunram for getting enshrined in the minds of those inno-

cent (6) and innumerable (antamilld—8) followers of His of firm

faith (matam—6) and who have no faults” (7). “Because He has

come there for getting Himself enshrined in the minds of His

followers, the great Divas worship Him here every day offering the

flowers of their heart the flowers which increase in number every

day and which cast their fragrance all round the jungle of this

cool mountain” (8)

.

V

Ihis hymn also must belong to the period of his political great-

ness or to a period succeeding it, for the poet describes himself the

^Vran of the round shoulders, great in wrestling’ (10).
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VI

(The metre is that of what we now call ‘kalitturai^ every line

consisting of 13 syllabic letters if beginning in 'ner^ and of 14 if

beginning in ‘nirai\ The general pattern is

—

'7na\ ^md\ 'vilam,

'vilam', allowing variations if ^ventalai^ rhythms come in such places

of variations. According to this scheme and from the iyal Tamil
point of view the third ‘cir^ in line 2 of verse 4 should be ^maluvan*

instead of tne present reading 'Maluvdlan* which is probably due
to the error of the copyist).



dMAPTER LVTi

TiRUKKACCtiB ALAKK6YIL

(Hjpnn 41>

I

This is one of the hymns on Bhiksdtana form so dear to our

poet. Though, only in four verses (1, 2, 6 and 9) there is direct

mention of Bhik^tana form, we may assume that in the other

verses also there is an implied reference to our Lord going

a-begging for the love of His followers, however unworthy they

may be. The Lord enshrining Himself in the various temples in all

the places where people live is itself another representation of the

great truth that the Lord is hankering after us (3).

II

“Many are your temples, O, my Lord! I have praised them

all, carrying them as it were on my head and I have become reliev-

ed of all my confusion and ignorance and I have driven out my
karmas''—thus sings our poet in this very hymn (3) . The natural

beauty of the holy place itself delivers that message to our poet

—

this holy place full of the fertile fields on which reside for ever

the swans (10) . The place knows no fear (2) ,
this beautiful

temple of cool groves of flowers (3) ,
the temple which knows no

want (3), and he cries, “O, the Lord of Kaccur Ahkkoyil of the

paddy fields where resides the Goddess of wealth on the flower” (4)

.

He, out of love, almost embraces this holy place full of waters.

There are gardens all round this place, bazaars, gem-bedecked

mantapas and virgin-homes or ^kannimdtams' (4) . ‘He is there’,

our poet says in another verse, ‘as the past Karma (the ancient

Providence), as the fruit of the karma, removing all the anxieties

of those who wake up at dawn to worship Him even as He destroy-

ed the three cities’ (5). “He is beautiful like the evening

moon” (5). “He is the rare medicine on the mountain removing
all diseases” (5) and, therefore, our poet exclaims, “I, your slave,

cannot forget you” (5). “I have ceased to think of you, having

tended my flesh to grow, ah! me, a cruel man devoid of all

senses” (8) . “You are there to save all; if even deceitful pretend-

ers praise you falsely, even that, you take as full of significance.
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Please think of those^ my Lord! who truly and sincerely think of

you” (7).

m
In the other verses, the reference to Bhiks&tana form as

already stated is more direct. If you go begging with the broken
head of a skull (1), even in mid-day (2), will not the followers

who love you, feel miserable at this sorry plight of yours? Why
not leave this up completely?” (6). “Is it proper that you should
beg whilst there are followers who love you, forgetting themselves
in that bliss, babbling like drunkards and praising you whilst

showering fragrant and glorious flowers on you and doing all that

you like?” (9). “I have learnt and I have seen” (9). “I can never
forget you, O, Lord of the Mother! pray accept me as your slave

and save me” (9).

It is thus clear that this hymn represents a further develop-
ment of a spiritual joy of the poet who finds that the Lord has
relieved him of all his miseries. Unable to bear the surging bliss,

we saw him exclaiming unto the Lord and calling upon the people
to fall at the feet of the Lord, The zenith of his divine bliss is

reached in love as expressed in the Tamilian conception of 'akam'
which is very well represented in a concrete way in the Bhiksdtana
form. Whilst it is the people who suffer that ought to go for getting
relieved, here it is the doctor who comes of his own accord, to cure
the patient. Our poet is surprised and astonished at this, for, he
himself, a patient, has been cured by this great Doctor of a God.
What Greatness! What Love! And yet nobody realizes it and the
poor Lord has to go about begging at our doors for saving us! At
this very thought any heart will melt. It is to this feeling, our
poet is giving expression to, in this hymn. He exclaims,
amdvituvd?**—Ts that this?’ (1) . “I have heard of that method
of yours, that love of yours, going about begging for saving us.
Little did I realize then the truth of the story; here, in this world,
this way you have saved me”—that is the meaning of the excla-
mation, “Is that this”?. Cekkildr interprets this in similar tems;
^Mutalvandr tanperunkarunai, atuvdm itu eigru nticayam vanteyta'*
(Eyarkon : V, 182)

.

The jackals (1), the burning ghat (1), the fire dance (1),
the broken skull (1) , the waist band of a serpent (2) ,

the jingling
of the 'kalaV and "cilampu* (2), the company of the Mother (7),
the fragrant konrai (8), the roaming about door to door in the
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villagefei (2), the bull (4) ,
and the flag (4), the blue throat (5), the

mat-lock (4), the form of brightness like the flash of the light-

ning (4), the Ganges and the crescent on the mat-lock (7), the

flaying of the elephant skin (8)—^all referred to. The name of

the holy place is 'AlakkdyiV or ‘the Banyan temple’ which sug-

gests to him the story of the Lord sitting under the banyan tree

to expound the Dharma.

IV

Our poet condemns himself—^a condemnation contradictory to

what we know of his life (8). Therefore, it ought to be taken

as an exaggeration of the ordinary life of the people. Our poet,

when he thinks of the beggar Lord saving him, looks at himself

and begins to condemn himself, because of the great contract

which suddenly grows before his very eyes. Are we not greatest

sinners when we see our Lord go a-begging for our own salvation

and for our own souls? His ways are inexplicable. Even the

people of the Heavens do not know His path. We do not know
what He wants. We can only say, “0, Our, Lord! Save us and
accept us in all seven-fold seven births” (2)

.

Our poet speaks of himself as Aruran whose heart always
rushes to think of the Lord (10). He considers it a good fortune

that he is named after the Lord of Anlr, that it should be the first

name of his as named by his parent (10). (We are told that our
poet was, as was customary named after his grand-father)

.

V
The rhythm of this hymn portrays the loving dance of the

poet’s heart. The poet himself probably enjoys this and that is

why he describes himself as the eternal poet or scholar blessed

with the tongue or the power of speech expressing the sweetest
and the purest word~‘‘Mannn pulavan—cencol ndvarC' (10)

.

“Those who are masters of this garland of a Tamil book Qiymn)
sung by Aruran will ever reside on my head”—that is how our
poet Concludes this hymn (10). He must have felt the inspiration
behind this poetry to express himself in these terms. In the pre-
vious hymn, he begged of the world to fall at the feet of those who
recite that hymn. In this hymn he himself falls at their feet, thus
reaching the very height of self-surrender and divine bliss.



CHAPTER LVm

TIRUVEKAMPAM TIRUMERRALI

(Hymn 21)

I

What can a poet resolve upon after the experience of the bliss

of the Lord, as experienced in the previous hymn? The poet here

exclaims to the Lord, “I shall not praise any one but you”

—

^'Unnaiyalldl. . . .ettamdtteiie''—these are the words which occur

in every one of the fourth lines of the verses of this hymn. The
third line describes the temple 'Tirumerrali' of Conjwaram lying

at the western entrance to the fort of Conjlvaram overlooking the

famous sylvan tract lying there. '‘The fortified great city of 'KdncV
is the city of the PaUavas, the city of the world” (10)—that is

how our poet describes it and we know in the age in which
Arurar lived, the civilized world of the East was turning towards
Conjlvaram. This temple was surrounded by big fortress walls

of stone (9) and by grand palaces (2) and by cool paddy fields

full of waters beautified by the ripples (8) and the fresh lotuses

growing in the slushy rich soil (7).

II

The first feet in the fourth lines and in the other lines give

us the descriptions of the Lord which our poet loves very much:
'‘Entdy—my father” (1); “Mdte~my wealth” (2); “Ere—my
lion” (3); “Farre—my prop” (4); ''Pemmdn—my Lord’” (5);

“Kone—my king” (6) ; “Aiyd—my chief” (7) ; ''Araiyd—my
prince” (8); “Malaiye—my mountain” (9); (the mdtu, malai and
eru as residing inside the Tirumerrali make these conceptions very
concrete and beautiful); ''Talaivd—my leader” (9); 'Vintdy—the
Lord of the mind” (1) . The poet is very fond of the Lord appear-
ing as the shining light (On cutar—6), as the bright light which
never fades (Nontd cm cutar—1), Our poet addresses the Lord
as 'Vimald ’—the blotless or who removes the blot and purifies

us (8), and as the Lord appearing as honey (6) and the sweetest
nectar (6). He twice describes Him in this hymn as the real of

the real, ''MeypporuV' (3, 5). Here also our poet refers to the

purdnic descriptions of the Lord—the destruction of the three

cities (4, 7), the flaying of the elephant’s skin (5) and the frag-

rant konrai (8).
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m
For the rest, the hymn gives our poet’s own experience of the

Lord. “I kept thinking of you; you came in and you had never

known going out. O, Lord of mind who had entered my heart, I

shall not hereafter praise anyone but you” (1) Because I became
the servant of yours, I have entered the service of your followers

and I have heard all that is there to be heard and I have heard

that I am never more to be born. I cannot praise with joy any

but you” (2). “Out of laziness, once in a way, I might not have

thought of you; but even then, you are the true principle capable

of entering into my mind coming in another way. I cannot praise

hereafter anyone but you” (3). “The kith and kin and the

relatives—these I had left off and I have taken refuge in you.

In what way is there any want? I have completely renounced
my miseries. You are my prop. I shall not worship and praise

anyone but you” (4). “My father and my mother—all these have
left me and are dead. All that which truly create delusions (all

the delusions due to this body), You have removed and You have
blessed me, O, Thou true principle, O, Lord! I shall not praise

anyone but you” (5). “As for me, I contemplated on your feet.

As soon as I contemplated on you, you entered this body of flesh,

O, Brilliant Light, my honey, my sweetest nectar, my prince, I

shall not with a cool heart praise anyone but you” (6) . The burn-
ing of the three cities implies the destruction of our own malas,

miseries and defects. Therefore, our poet describing this feat of

the Lord, exclaims, “O, Lord! my Chief! I shall not knowingly
praise anyone but you” (7). “I shall not speak hereafter of any-
one but you with my tongue as long as this life lasts in this body.
O, king! I shall not knowingly praise anyone but you” (8) . “I

have firmly contemplated on your feet and as soon as I so con-
templated on you, my chief, you allowed me to contemplate on
you and all the deceits have disappeared. O, the mountain of

Tirumerrali! I shall not happily praise anyone but you” (9)

,

IV

These outpourings of his heart give us a true picture of his

spiritual elevation—a spiritual state which can be called Sivaloka,

Our poet says he has sung the :§iva Tirumerrali—he, Aruran the

slavish Tontan. He assures, “Those who are masters of this famous
hymn, they that will reach the Swaloka/* for as we have stated,

the hymn represents that kind of highest spiritual state (10).



CHAPTER X-IX

TIRU ONAKANTAN TALI

(Hymn 5)

I

The present cycle of hymns may be compared with the cycle

of hymns—24 14, etc. After the exclamation, “I shall not praise

anyone else” (H : 21) ,
the poet gets rid of the tension of the over-

surging bliss through his humorous address to the Lord who has

thus become near and dear to him, as it were, a friend and com-

panion as the tradition states. This may be even compared to the

humorous speech of the damsels in love with the Bhiksdtana, what

Tiruvalluvar will characterize as ^Pulavi nunukkam’. The purdnic

descriptions and the poetic experiences all roll into one great

humour though at bottom, shine the spiritual greatness and divine

love of the Lord.

II

“The Bhaktas have begun worshipping you daily with ghee,

milk and curd. But there is no coin in their hand, unless they

serve through their worshipping your feet of victorious

anklets” (1) . As usual our poet passes from the objective state-

ments about the Bhaktas which are themselves his own experience

—to the description of his own state. “The five (senses) there,

take hold of me. They make me dance and I dance. I am caught

up into the deep slough going down deeper and deeper therein.

O, Thou, who art inside Onakdntan Tali, bless me with a way of

escape from this” (1) .
^

“(What can we get from you? You are lost in the floods).

The waves dash and roll up above the moon bedecked mat-lock.

As for the damsel, the Ganges, she will never open her mouth.

(Your eldest son)
, GaV^pati is a voracious eater. Hie Lord of the

spear (Suhrahmaifyya) is an infant-boy. Your wife plays on the

YSL (V*^) and wiR never save or take care of us. O, thou

inskle the O^kdntan Tali, we cannot serve your people!” (2)

.

There is another reading ‘^korru atti afdV' for “kdrratti the

interpretation given is that she does not offer the daily batta).
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“Whether they get anything or not, the Bhaktas praise your

feet with all care and love. You do not sympathize and feel for

them who are without any other prop or attachment. You do not

sympathize and feel for them. You do not behave like a reaso-

nable person (as far as they are concerned). When they become

absolutely destitute and when they are miserable, in such times

of despair, O, Lord, can they mortgage you and eat?'’ (3) .

“Even if they praise stating all they are capable of, you do

not open your mouth and say whether you have or whether you

have not. You see there for saving us but alas! to what pur-

pose ? You win never leave off the life of roaming about for

alms all through the day, with the teethless skull of a bowl”. (It

is this which made us suggest that these verses may be taken as

the speeches of the damsels in love with Bhiksdtana) (4)

.

“Your followers again and again come together, dance and

sing without defect in their song or tune. They weep and their

hearts melt. You do not think of any happiness for these lovers

of yours. I go constantly in quest of you, roaming about and

getting fatigued and yet you do not sympathize with me. Neither

do you desert me and run away, nor do you offer any help” (5)

,

“The damsel who is never separated from your loving embrace

has established the Kdmakkdttavi at Kacci for saving the whole

world. While this Kdmakkottam is there, why do you go receiving

alms from various cities?” (6) .

“You spend your time by pretences. You are neither outside

nor inside; You do not tell us the truth and accept as your servant

and save us. You cannot give us anything. If you receive us,

you want nothing, you give nothing and you say nothing. You,

Sir, my Lord, I am addressing you alone” (E77imaipperrdl—accept-

ing the Bhaktas as His servants is thus looked upon as something

valuable from the point of view of the Lord) (7)

.

“The God of Death has spread his net. He comes and stands

up above. I have heard this word or statement. Making my
mind as firm as a stone, I contemplate on you and fall at your

feet. That is the only way of escape. Otherwise, I cannot be in

communion with you allowing the six passions to grow and

develop, [The six passions are; Kama, Krota, Ldpa, Mdha, Mada

and Mdtsarya—Mdtsaryam may be taken as 'cerram\ The old com-

mentator on CUappatikdram interprets ^cerram' as 'mdtsarya'
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(Valakkurai kdtai—‘Cerraimlpolum) . Therefore, ^Moha’ alone

has to find a corresponding word in the list given by Arurar. The

only word found there is ^Varutai\ ^MaruttaV is found used in

the sense of attraction perhaps as a variant of ‘maruV which pro-

bably leads us to the significance of ‘Mo/ia' or wonderful delusion.

The Tamil Lexicon however gives the meaning 'Mdtsaryam' taking

‘Varutai^ to be a corruption of 'spardlia; but this cannot be correct

for we do not get the six well known passions. The next problem

is the meaning of the phrase 'Kalaiyamaiita’ which occurs as the

qualification given by our poet to these passions. ‘KalaV may
be taken to mean the body, when these passions may be taken to

be bubbling up within the body of ours. There is also another

reading 'kalaiyam vaitta* where the 'kalaiyam^ can only mean
the pot, metaphorically meaning the body. 'UlaiyamaiiiaV is

making them ready for enjoyment even as we cook the rice for

being served. There can be a better suggestion. Kalai may be

taken to mean the fine-arts and our poet may be giving us a clue

to his philosophy of art in this phrase "kalaiyamaiita'.'i There is

thus a great purpose served by these passions. When they are

sublimated into the sentiments of fine arts they serve this purpose

and become divine” (8)

.

“In whose city do you live? (the city you live in, is some-

body’s) . As for Orriyilr (which means a mortgaged city) it is

not yours. You have taken for your wife the Ganges and placed

her inside your mat-lock. Your city is the burning ghat

and your garments are the skins. Your necklace is but a serpent.

What do the Bhaktas get, these Bhaktas who out of love serve

your beautiful feet?” (9) .

Our poet has given here the various modes of worship with

ghee, milk, curd, praises, dance, music, contemplation and love.

HI

He refers to the purdnic descriptions—the moon (2) ,
the mat-

lock (2), the Ganges (2), Ganapathy (2), Kumaraii (2), the

Mother (2), the skull (4), the begging (4), the konrai (6), Kdmak-
kdttam (6) ,

the burning ghat (9) ,
the garments of skin (9) ,

the

bull (10). The bull is here said to be in the form of Pranava.

The poet says he has described in an orderly way the form the

Lord has assumed wearing the loin cloth and adorning himself

with nice cotton and silk clothes (10). This description is not

intelligible, for, on the surface, the loin cloth and the silk con-

T. 98
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tradict each other. It has been suggested elsewhere that this may
be a description of Ardhandrisvara' form. It may be the present

reading ‘infcfci' in 'Pattu vlkki' a mistake for the original word

'nlkki when it may mean that God has discorded the cotton and

silk for the loin cloth of a beggar. This will be in keeping with

the general trend of this hymn which, as we have suggested, gives

the description of the beggar Lord, who may in a humorous vein

be referred to as incapable of supporting His followers.

IV

“Amnam ceytdlum kantu^ occurs in the last verse of this

hymn and it is taken by the tradition, as referring to the deed of

sale which the Lord produced for saving our poet. We had dis-

cussed this phrase elsewhere.

V

In singing this hymn in this humorous vein as the friend and

companion or lover of the Lord, the poet has experienced a feel-

ing of identity wherein all the sins and past karmas completely

disappear. Therefore the poet assures that there will disappear

similarly the sins of those who are masters of these ten verses of

Tamil which is the very form of poetry (10).



CHAPTER LX

TIRUKKACCI ANEKATAI^KAVATAM

(Hymn 10)

I

Some of the hymns were observed to be on the pattern, “The holy

spot is the rendezvous of the Lord”. This hymn is an elaboration

of this kind of pattern expressing the joy at the place and ecstasy

of the experience of the messages of the purdnic stories. “This is

the place of the Lord of this activity; this is the place of the Lord

of another activity”— In this way, in every verse Htam' or ‘place’

is repeated many a time, each time in relation with a specific

purdnic activity of the Lord. The tune is 'Intalam\ the same as

that of the previous hymn, but the metre moves quicker, making

us feel the poet dancing in his ecstasy at the sight of the temple

reminding him of the esoteric meaning of the purdnic stories.

II

The purdnic stories and descriptions are referred to and

enjoyed one after another with a special relish. The mat-lock with

humming bees wherein comes together in loving harmony the

Ganges (4), the konrai flower (4), the serpent (5), the crescent

moon (3), the deer (1), and the main or the battleaxe (3), held in

the hands as symbols of poetic beauty, the flag of bull (2) ,
the blue

throat (6) ,
the ear-ring of conch shell (4) ,

the flaying of the ele-

phant (1) and the destruction of Death (6) and Kama (1) and the

three cities (8), the dance with the ghosts (2) on the burning ghat

(9) with eight serpents (7) are all mentioned. One may look upon

the whole hymn as a description of this dance of ^Attapuyankam*

or eight serpents.

The esoteric significance of these stories is also given. The

deer held upon His hand is said to be the defectless Veda, '*Kuraiyd

maraiydm mdrmi itattator kaiyan itam” (1). The destruction of

Death and Tiripuram is mentioned along with the description of

the bees sleeping in the flowers of the places (8) , thereby suggest-

ing what appears to be a destruction is nothing more than rest

and sleep for tho.se concerned.
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The Lord is said to be in the company of the Mother. In one

place He is described as He who has Tiru in his chest, a descrip-

tion usually given of Visnu. '‘Tirumdrpakalattu Atikalitam'' (3).

This reminds us of Nana Campantar: 'Penkol tirumdrpinir pucum

pevimdn’} It may mean that she is sharing the chest of the Lord.

'Tiru'’ is another name for the Mother Goddess as already noted,

III

The beauty of the place is also described. This is the place

where sing the koels and where dance the peacocks (3). It is the

place where glows the sun (7). It is the spot where the she-

koel plays with its lover (7) and where the flower blossoming with

the overflowing honey is encircled by the ‘mdiavi creeper* (7)—

a

marriage and union of fragrance—the place where sleep the she-

bees inside the soft petals of the cool indiavi, viavvah kurd,

vaknlam, kurnkkatti and punnai (8). We have already referred

to this sleep suggesting the esoteric significance of the destruction

of Death and Tripura thus raising even the descriptions of Nature

to the mystic level.

IV

The Lord is Sankara (9)—one who creates happiness. He is

our Lord (Emperumdn) (2) of excellent community (5) (of

Bhaktas). He is a munificent patron (Pirdn) (7). He is our

father (AUan-5, Appan-2) He is the Holy. There .are other des-

criptions of the Lord in relation to the blessings He confers on the

Bhaktas and also descriptions suggesting the ways of worship-

ping the Lord. It is the place where the decaying enmity of the

cruel karma ceases (3). It is the place where those who have

begun their spiritual practice of being in communion with Him,

keep their mind concentrated on the one unique path, where they

shine, where the Bhaktas who have turned their mind on to the

Heavenly feet of wealth or Grace of the Lord lose their heart capti-

vated by Him (5). It is the place where the Lord removes this

bondage of a body, this bondage of those who think of Him even

whilst in their bodily existence in this birth (6). It is the place

where those who have cut asunder their bondage and mental delu-

sion worship the Lord with their hands (7). It is the place where
stand many, for many aeons, for attaining salvation (10), Ihe place

1 . 1 ; 70 : 3 .
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where karmas disappear (10)—the place of the great men assem-

bled for attaining excellence (10). The idea of release from

karmas is emphasized often and often and in one place he refers

to the spot as the place where the Lord removes the mortal agony

caused by the followers of the Lord of Death to the people of

our poet’s following, not merely relatives but also those belonging

to his spiritual community of Bhaktas (6) . The poet with reference

to this describes the Lord as Sivalokan—the Lord of the world of

Siva (10).

V
In the last verse usually describing the good result following

from the recitation of the hymns, our poet says no more than calling

attention to this Holy spot as the place where flock together in

communion, those who have mastered the verses of the garland

of hymns sung by the famous Uron, who becomes a slave whilst

singing of the Lord. This seems to suggest that Sivaloka is itself

any place where flock the Bhaktas singing the praise of the Lord.

VI

Anekatahkdvatam occurs as the name of a Saivite shrine of

the North in the poems of Campantar. A temple of that type

seems to have been built at Kdhci by the time of Arurar. The
meaning of the term is not clear. In the last verse we have
another difficulty; for 'Kalikkacci Anekatahkdppan^ gives the form

anekatahkdppu.



CHAPTER LXI

TIRUVANPARTTAN PANANKAritJR

(Hymn 86)

I

In the previous hymn, we found the poet dancing in joy at the

thought of Aiyekaiankdvaiam reminding him of the activities of the

Lord. It IS not merely the joy of his own experience. The hymn

sounds like the eureka of a new discoverer, crying out in joy

to the world at large, so that the whole humanity may be benefited

by this discovery. Thus the world comes back to the mind of the

poet unobtrusively. This inspires him with the thought that

nothing but God is of any worth and, therefore, pities those who
do not take reiuge in Him. The last two metrical feet of every

verse in this liyinn expresses this idea. “Of what worth is the

dependence (prop) of those who do not depend (rely) on God?”

(What is their prop?) (1). “Of what worth is the experience

of those who have not experienced God?“ (What is their expe-

rience?) (2). “Of what worth is the speech of those who do not

speak of the Lord?” (3 & 4). “Of what worth is the worship or

praise of those who do not praise the Lord?” (5) . “Of what

worth is the practice (or company) of those who do not practLse

the service of the Lord?” (6). “Of what worth is the knowledge

of those who do not know the Lord?“ (7) . “Of what worth is

the thought (or mind) of those who do not think of the Lord?” (8)

.

“Of what worth is the sympathy or love of those who do not melt

at the thought of the Lord?” (9). The rest of the verses describe

the Lord as of great worth for us all—the descriptions are piled

up in the accusative case.

II

The idea of the Lord enshrining Himself in the world for

our sake is not forgotten. ‘^Therefore, of what worth is the praise

of those who do not praise the munificent patron—the One who
is the Supreme being (Paraman) of Vanpdrttan Panahkdttur (en-

shrining there) only for the purpose of showering His blessings

and hastening to grant our boons?”—that is the fifth verse. “He
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is the Lord who is glorious in having Panankdttur as His city”

—

that is the 9th verse. He is both the objective and the subjective

truth. He is the immanent principle. “He is the munificent patron

residing in our heart and in Panankdttur of gem-bedecked and

cloud-clad beautiful palaces” (8) . In this way the temple is being

mentioned in every one of the verses in the second half of the

third lines.

The place is called Vanpdrttdn Panankdttdr or Panankdttur^ a

city of palmyra trees. Vanpdrttdn is not clear. Or, can it be this

is an equivalent to Patiran (the deceitful one) in verses 2, 3, 4 and

7. From Sri. V. S. Chengalvaraya Pillai we learn that the usual

explanation is that there is a village by name Vanpdkkavi near

this Parmnkdttur and that in order to distinguish this Panankdttur

from other Panankdtturs this place is described specifically as

Vanpdkkam Parmnkdttur. Vanpdrttdn is a wrong reading of

Vanpdkkam— ‘fc' and being liable to be confused in the early

inscriptions.

His rendezvous is the Pananhdttur surrounded by the gardens

full of peacocks (6) . The place is described with reference to

the worship by the Bhaktas (1). It is the place where the sound

of the conch and the drum never ceases (2). The blowing of the

conch is a part of temple worship and the playing on the drum re-

minds us of festivals (2). The hymn mentions: ‘The songs full

of music sung by the Bhaktas who praise Him with all their hearts

with fresh flowers of the day—the numerous valuable flowers or

the eight flowers—appropriate for the firelike beautiful form of

the Lord who is adorned with the cool crescent moon” (3) . “Ser-

vice unto the Lord is praised” (6 & 9) .

Ill

The Lord is described in relation to these Bhaktas—''Ataiyil

anpu utaiydn” (1). ‘‘He is full of love if you take r^efuge in Him
though unknown to all” (1). ‘‘He is in the mind of those who
are not crooked” (4) . “If you melt in love He resides in your
heart” (5). “He is the Birthless Lord, never forgetting those whose
minds are devoid of deceit” (8). Thus the characteristic features

of the true Bhaktas are mentioned.

The characteristic features of the Lord are also praised. He
is the significant meaning of the Vedas (1). He is the unknowa-
ble (1). He is the male and the female (3). He is of unsullied

character (4). He is the great significant thing that is true know-
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ledge (5) . He is the sunshine, the wind that blows, the lightning

and the fire (6). He is the truthful, the Lord of the Vedas, the

form of all art, (7), (not only Nature as mentioned in 6). He

is the oldest of the old (9). He is our patron inside our heart;

(8) the Supreme one (Paraman—5; Pirdn—7) ;
the Chief

(Ahjan—1 )

.

IV

There occur also the Pi^rdnic descriptions of the bull (1), the

Ganges on the mat-lock (1), the jingling anklet (2), the dancing

snake (2), the fire, (2), the dance (2), the crescent moon (2), the

ear-ring (9) ,
the eye on the fore-head (4) ,

the sacred ash (4)

,

the ornaments of skull (5) ,
the eight shoulders (6) the deer (7)

and the battle-axe (7), the destruction of the three cities (6) and

the Lord of Death (7), the company of the Mother (8), the colour

of the fire (3) and the coral (10), and the worship of Brahma and

Vi^u (9).

V
With reference to the last incident, the poet speaks of the

Lord going up above the high Heavens whilst those two stood by

His side and contemplated on Him (9). Our poet assures that

those who recite this hymn will also thus go up above the High

Heavens (the very words are used)—probably suggesting that

they will become one with the Lord. The poet tells us in passing

that he is called after the Lord of Arur—that is the first part of his

name

—

^^Tiruvdrur-c Civan per cenniyil imitta Amiran’’ (10). He
calls himself in all humility ''Afit tontan”, the slave and servant,

the dog—''Atittontan atiyaii col atindy coV* (10).



CHAPTER LXn

TIRUKKALATTI

(Hymn 26)

1

In our analysis of the hymn No. 55, it was suggested that

something must have happened in the political career of our poet

to disturb the peace of the poet’s mind. Probably it was this

which sent him on a northern tour on a pilgrimage to the various

temples. The real cause is his mental and spiritual development,

the occasion being provided by the political conditions. Our poet

now reaches the limit of the ancient Tamil Country, Tirukkdlaiii.

The poet, who sang in the previous hymn that all that which had

no relationship to the Lord had no worth or value, expresses here

his conviction and his resolution that he shall not consciously praise

anyone but the Lord. This hymn is addressed to the Lord directly.

Most of the verses end with the words, '^Unnaiyalldl arintetta-

maftene”; Verse No. 3 has the variation, '^Unnniyalldl ulcantetta-

mdttene^^ and V. 8 has '^Iniyettamdttene”; V. 7 has the ending

^^Unnaiyalldl ariyen marroruvaraiye*^

;

but there is another reading

which makes the ending of that verse also similar to the other;

V. 9 has ‘'Unnaiyalldl iniyonrum unarene"'. It looks as though

that the original reading in all the verses should have been

^Un'miyalldl arintettamdttene*. This ending reminds us of a simi-

lar chorus of the hymn No. 21 which our poet sung whilst he

was at Kdnci in the course of his northern tour.

One of the names of the Lord of Tirukkdlatti was Ga'ryiadtan

and our poet mentions that name in VV.j 1, 3 and 10.

II

This hymn of our poet taking refuge in the Lord expresses

his surrender to the Lord. The poet refers as usual to the various

purdnic descriptions of the Lord: the bull (1), the loving company
of the Mother (1), the Lordship of the Ganas (1, 3, 10) and the

Devas (2), the blue throat (2), the battle axe (3), the destruc-

tion of the Sun (3), the Brahminhood of the Lord of His Vedic

scholarship (3). the ear-ring (3), the deer (4), the shawl of an

T. 99
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elephant skin (4) the cool and long mat-lock (7) ,
the youth of

the Lord (7), the sacred ash (8), and the begging with the

skull (8)

.

III

The name which is so very important to the Saivites, :Siva (1)

,

is again mentioned in this hymn. As in hymn No. 21, etc., the

first foot of the fourth line in every verse expresses the significant

relationship which the poet has experienced with the Lord:

(Andd—1), the Lord of this very form of this Universe;

{Amaive—2), the Lord as perfection or peace or the constituted

form; (Utaiydy—3), the Lord as the owner of everything and as

our Lord; (Arive—4) ,
the Lord as knowledge; (Aiyd—6) the Lord

as our Chief; (Ere—8), the lion or the bull; (Oliye—9), the Lord
as Light. Our poet calls Him (Iraivd—2)

,
the Sovereign;

(Meyyavan—6) ,
the truthful; (Tiruve—6) ,

the Great Wealth;

{Nimald—8) ,
the blotless; {Kolunte—8) ,

the beautiful sprout from
the seed of everything. The wonderful phrase ‘Ara innamudu^ (10)

describing our Lord as the sweet nectar with which we are never
satiated, is again lovingly repeated in this hymn.

IV

There are certain descriptions of the Lord in relation to the

poet’s experience: cehihcutare'^ (1)
—‘my rich Light’;

^*Kantdr kdtalikkum. . . .em kdlatiiydy'' (1), ‘my Lord of Kdlatti—
so loved by those who see the place’; “E 7_i itarttunaiye' (2), ‘O,

my friend or help in misery’; “E?i kamaiydr karunaiyindy'^ (2),

‘O, thou Lord of Grace full of patience or forbearance’; ''Kuriye

ennutaiya Guruve'' (4), ‘my ideal and master’—This term Guru
is significant, for it is the second time that our poet calls Him as

his Guru or Master.

The poet continues to give us more of his subjective expe-
rience of the Lord. “I perform all kinds of services—even menial
services—unto you (I cease to be a conscious living being) and
lay down as something material, captivated by the damsels of the
beautiful carp-like eyes; then, I shrieked and suffered, I, your
slave, because I have not known anything good. Thus I spent
many sleepless nights. Then, one day, I fell at your feet, O, Lord
of Kdlatti] I have now become fearless; I shall not consciously
praise anyone but you” (5). “I was false, this dog of a slave
of yours, I had not known any way of escape and refuge; you
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came as the upright man and you removed all obstacles and suffer-

ings, the truthful one, ‘my chief ” (6). “Ah! I was a cruel one.

I had not known those beautiful flowers of your feet; I had then

no love for you and yet you have come yourself permanently to

enshrine in my heart. O, my youthful Lord of Kdlatti, where

bow down the Devas^^ (7) . “O, the blotless Lord, I shall not

speak of anyone but you. O, my ocean of all qualities'’. (It is

possible to have the reading, ^En GunakkataV, the ocean of eight

great qualities having in his mind the phrase, 'Engimattd7i' used by

Tiruvalluvar) (8). “You have become so easy of reach and you

have come of your own accord to enter my mind, O, my Lord” (9)

.

V

The place Kdlatti is described as surrounded by palaces with

gates (Kataiydr mdlikai—3), {Kahydr vantciX(iiyum Tirukkd-

latti—9) ,
as the place where hum the intoxicated bees and (Kara-

rum poUl cid Kdlatti—10) as being surrounded by cloud-clad

gardens and as the place where the Bhaktas (4) and the Devas (7)

contemplate on God.

VI

This hymn expresses the great joy the poet experienced when
the Lord of His own accord saved our poet—a state of happiness

which he is sure will ever be permanent and he, therefore, assures

that those who recite these verses of beautiful Tamil poetry that

they will like himself get rid of all the karmas, achieving the per-

manent happiness of heaven without any fault of theirs existing

thereafter. Our poet calls himself Naval Aruran (10).



CHAPTER LXm

CiPARPPATAM

{Hymn 79)

I

This is the hymn on Cqmrppatam which has come to be known
in later days as Sri Saila. In this hymn, the poet seems to identify

the great mountain full of natural beauty with God HimseK, for, we
find every verse ending in an address to the mountain as Ctparppata

malaiye. Others have taken these verses to mean that this moun-
tain is the abode of the Lord. The identification of nature with

the Lord is significant as proving that our poet is preaching of no
philosophy of world negation. If the poet has condemned anywhere
this world, it must be interpreted as referring to the illusion, temp-
tation and our false knowledge of this world. The poet believes

that in essence this Universe is nothing but the beauty of the

Lord, revealing to us a series of dramatic situations of highest

imaginative poetry. The descriptions suggest that nature is full of

love, making even the hard-hearted hunters to take pity on the

helpless she-elephant (5)

.

II

The various kinds of deer and peacock mix together in groups

everywhere in the mountain revelling and grazing as they like,

drinking the waters of the mountain-springs, scratching their

bodies against sweet smelling flower trees, passing through groves

to sleep in the shade place of a sweet mango grove (1).

In the field of millet, the groups of boars go and make pits.

The gems turn up shining like fire. Frightened, they roam about.

The bear, the deer, the Indian elk, the peacock and many other

beings feast on the honey, the grove and the garden are so abun-
dant in this mountain (9)

.

The groups of she-elephants go into the groves and other

mountain rendezvous; their young ones hit against their udders
and drink their milk. Having thus strayed thus far away from
their lord the he-elephant, they think of him and rush in search

of him, roaring all along in confusion only to be fatigued at the
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end. The he-elephant in his turn goes in search of his she-ele-

phant. The Lord of the form of this mountain is thus the embodi-

ment of the love of the mother, the love of the child and the reci-

procal love of a wedded couple (2).

The group of elephants run helter-skelter and roam about in

the rendezvous of the she-elephants. There, one of the she-ele-

phants bends down its ear; the murderous hunters of the moun-

tain of great honour take pity on it so much that they manufac-

ture a cup out of the leaves for collecting the honey and feeding

therewith the she-elephant. Such is the inspiration of love of this

great mountain of a Lord (5).

The scene of love does not close there. The he-elephant per-

haps suspects the she-elephant which has passed through groves

of different scents which smell like the fragrance of different ele-

phants. He becomes angry, holds up his trunk and vomits as it

were fire and allows must to flow. His face is red and crooked with

anger. He accuses his lover of having gone along with another

elephant. The she-elephant cries that she cannot bear this scan-

dal, She goes to convince her lover in the presence of others

and swears in this great mountain (the reading is Titi cularum^;

another reading is 'Piti cuUinim': the context suggests that the

correct reading should be *Piti ciduram^) (6).

A damsel of beautiful words keeps guard over her field of

grains. The virgin parrots carry away the bunches of grain. She

feels that these parrots will not care for her and makes her sling

of stone resound when the beautiful good parrots roam about in

fright and get to the top of this mountain to escape from the

onslaught of the sling (kavan) (3).

The maiden, the damsel, tries to drive away the parrot from
the fields with the threatening words of her mouth, but they do

not leave the field perhaps attracted by the sweetness of her

words. She throws with her sling beautiful gems within the

reach of her hand; the parrots at once rush away, these red-

mouthed parrots which go and sing at the top of the mountain,

the same song which the damsel has sung (4).

Brahma and VisTiu, alas! have not known the feet of the

great Lord of ashes who burnt to ashes the three cities. But, here,

in the mountain, which is the very form of the Lord, these he-

elephants roaming about in groups with the she-elephants, shine
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in all their glory, intoxicated with the honey which they had

drunk. It is a heaven of sweetest experience (8).

The poet is giving alternately the beautiful poetic vision of

loving parrots flying round the damsel of the mountain and of

loving couple of elephants. The damsel watching the field of

grains exclaims in love and despair : “You came and ate then;

I kept quiet without calling for help; but if you come and eat

away at every time, will not my people be enraged? Now this

has become your habit”: so saying she slings against the parrot,

this damsel of the youthful bosom to drive it away (7).

Ill

The poet has thus sung this mountain of Siva as a Heaven on
earth, the divine Arcadia, though difficult to reach. This very
description makes us happy, making us forget all our miseries and
transporting us to the heights of Heavens where we stay for ever

as rulers of this divine happiness— that is the assurance which
our poet gives to those who master forgetting all miseries this

hymn—of Ndvaluran or the Vran of Naval surrounded by paddy
fields where live many a good soul (10).



CHAPTER LXIV

tirukkEtaram

(Hymn 78)

I

Our poet— our poet’s mind according to Cekkilar— goes

beyond Badari^ sung by Tirumankai Alvar of the Pallava period,

to the still higher regions of the Himalayas, known as Kedarndih,

In the previous hymn nature appeared to our poet as the beautiful

poetic form of the Lord. There itself we pointed out, that if Nature

and this world appear otherwise as a spreading net of misery or

as an endless ocean of suffering, it was due to the defect in our

vision, to the defect in our behaviour— mistaking the world as

a source of temptation and falling a prey to it. It is this latter

aspect of the world that is emphasized in the present hymn. Our

poet addresses the world at large against these temptations and

against a life of futility, and exhorts everyone to utter in joy the

name of this holy place of beauty and love, inspiring even the

wild beasts to worship the Lord. Life, unless experienced as the

love and beauty of the Lord, is ephemeral and futile and it

becomes an illusion. It is sure to end in dust. It is a futile pano-

rama— this limitless ocean of births— a trap of a body made of

hunger and diseases.

II

“You roam about and labour in vain carrying this body. You
do not know that the fox will one day tear away this body. This

is the day appointed for its capture by the Lord of Death who
proclaims it through the symptoms of coming end” (2). “A few

eat the measured two ollocks of food. They work and save only

to lose it all. ‘Is it proper?’ if you ask them, they reply, ‘We shall

escape’— ah, these men intoxicated with their intelligence! AH
this talk with those who fill up their body is vain” (4).

“Pray, do not get more and more entangled in the trap of

the women, of broad eyes flashing like swords. Before the Lord

of Death, running a race with time, comes near you, approach

the Lord, and escape by becoming the servant of the Lord” (5).
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“You labour in vain carrying this burden of a body. You do not

know this burden is futile. These men intoxicated with their in-

telligence go along their path and fall down into the pit. That is

fate” (9).

m
He also suggests the way out. “You just mention the name

of the Holy place Tirukketaram^^— this is, as it were, the refrain

of the hymn. “You perform Dharma or Aram or good acts without

any delay. There are indeed Arams (to save you) ” (1) . “The Lord

is more knowing than the knower. There you see in Tirukketdram,

people worshipping the Lord and distributing freely the fragrant

waters and food with a charming speech” (2). “Without wasting

your time on those who fill up their body perform tapas. You see

there at Tirukketdram people worshipping the Lord and pour-

ing the sacred waters to the East” (to the morning Sun) (4).

“Become His servant and be saved. You need not discuss that

His abode is something far off. It is equally here nearby. This

Tirukketdram is His abode” (5). ''Tapas is there only when we
attain Him (or when our ego is thoroughly removed and when

we achieve complete self-control). The sacred bath in the holy

waters is effected by the mind soaking through and through in

the Holiness of Kuruksetra, Godatmri and Kumari (Cape Como-

rin) . The inner mind must become crystal clear. That is the

worship of Parvata. The whole world is a unity and even the

parrot proves by tearing the fruits it eats, from South to North.

The Lord is here at Tirukketdram establishing for us all our goal”

(6 ).

IV

The beasts and plants also are inspired by the holiness of the

place; “The one-legged beings catch hold of the creeper and

shower on the Lord the flowers reciting the mantras of the Rg-Veda

at midnight and in the midday with certainty that our Lord will

save us all. The elephants stand in groups and pour down the

waters of the mountain stream and shower on Him, the red

powder” (3). “The old bamboo resounds like the musical drum

reminding us of the musical compositions in Tamil. The golden

springs full of light but sweet to the eyes, rain their diamonds.

The elephants standing on the earth carry the gems and throw

them away. This creates the music resounding all through the

holy place” (7) . “The young she-elephant speaks words of praise
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and breaks down the old bamboos. The he-elephants stand in

groups and shower the waters of the mountain spring. This ap-
pears like rain from the bent up trunk of the elephants. The pea-
cocks scratch the ground while the deer frisk about and the gems
are hurled up and thrown out’’ (8).

V
The Lord is described as the one whom Brahma and Visriu

searched, going up and down as the Lord of the serpent and the

loin cloth, the Deva (1).

VI

In passing, we notice the various ways of worshipping the

Lord with flowers and water, through service and tapas, through

Dharma and self-surrender. Our poet speaks of himself as the

slave and follower of the Bhaktas of iSiva inclusive of Tirunavuk-

karacar and Tamil Carnpantar— his leaders (10). The
phrase, ^^Tamil ^dna Carnpantar’^ is significant.

VII

This hymn shows that in the very act of giving his message
of hope to the world at large, our poet has experienced through
his inspired music and song a great happiness— the real bliss

beyond all states. Our poet, therefore, assures that those who
master this hymn of a sweet Tamil song will remain for ever in

that self-same state of supreme divine bliss, beyond all worlds

(10 ).

a. 100



CHAPTER LXV

TIRUVORRIYUR

(Hymn 91)

I

The poet returns from his pilgrimage to the north back to the

Tamil country. He comes and stays at Tiruvorriyur, probably, still

not deciding to go back to his original place of activity, viz.y Tiru-

vdrur.

II

This hymn may be taken as an ^akapporuV song, a dramatic
speech, by one of the damsels falling in love with the usual Bhik~
sdtana form of the Lord. The verse No. 4 is specific.

^‘Enna telilum niraiyum kavarvdn
Punnai malarum puravir rikalum
Tannai munnam ninaikkat taruvdn

Unnap patuvdn Orri yurc' (4)

.

“It is He who steals away my beauty and my moral firmness and
self-control. He shines in the sylvan tract where blooms the 'pun-
naV tree. He gives Himself away to be thought of, by His lovers,
before everything. He is the One to be remembered. His abode
is Orriyur” (4)

.

Verse No. 6 speaks of the Lord as, “He who is possessed of me”.
In other verses, this idea of the damsels falling in love with the
Lord is conveyed in the third person. “He is the Lord of the
red hue who steals the hearts of doll-like damsels playing with
the ball and the parrot. (Others take the pdvai as referring to the
Mother) . He is our Lord and Sovereign. His abode is Owiyup^
(2)

.
('ItampdV is the reading now found. Perhaps it ought to be

Htam ponm^).

The Bhiksdtana form is directly suggested by verse No. 5.

“He catches hold of the serpents with hood. He is the great one.
He, surrounded by the ganas, holds up the skull and steals the
alms given by the damsels of slender waist.”
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“He is of the coral-form praised by many beautiful damsels

looking like the peacocks with their spread out tails and adorning

their hands with bangles” (8).

Ill

The other purdnic descriptions of the Lord are also suggested—
the company of the Mother (3), the covering of the elephant skin

(3), the mat-lock whereon creeps the crescent moon (3), the bat-

tle axe (6), the milk white sacred ash (6), the flag of the bull,

(6), the Vedic song (6), the destruction of the three cities (7),

the white bull (7) ,
(The last two lines of verse 7 are reminiscent

of Campantar^s verse ''Nanrutaiydnai NaraiveUeru

onrutaiyanai”) and the crushing down of Rdvana (9).

Bhiksdtana begs for the soul and the love of His loving fol-

lowers to save them and to relieve them of their Karmas and

miseries. The idea of the Lord curing us of our karma runs through

the whole of the hymn. “It is the temple of Him who removes the

Karmas amassed by those who roam about praising Him and

in singing songs on Him” (1). “He is the One who cuts away the

karmic bond or fetters of those who take refuge in Him” (6).

“He is the great Lord best fitted to destroy the karmas** (7). “He

is One who removes the karmas of all those in this world” (8)

.

“He is the One who cures us of all the karmas which inflict us”

(9).

IV

The joy of this freedom from karmic fetters experienced by
the poet as he sings this hymn inspires him to assure those who
learn and sing this hymn that their karmas also will pass awav,

(10), this hymn sung by Uran on Orriyur (10), that Orriyur on

the seacoast almost on the waves which dash against the city

during the period of tides (2), the waves which roll and push each

other and roam about on the beach (3, 8, 9) ,
the waves which drive

to the beach the ships and boats which are seen at a distance. (1).

Incidentally the name of the place is probably explained as “Ofam
orrum tiraivdy Orriyure— the place at the mouth of the waves
of the sea dashing against it” (9).



CHAPTER LXV (a)

TIRUNATTUTTOKAI (Hymn 12)

TIRU ITAIYARRUTTOKAI (Hymn 31)

URTTOKAI (Hymn 47)

I

In connection with the Temple cult, one may bring together

for study here alone the three hymns, probably, though not belong-

ing to this period, giving the names of the holy places, hymns
which Cekkildr does not mention and which, therefore, we cannot

in his scheme assign to any particular period of our poet's life.

As Itaiydrruttokai mentions liuiydru, it must have been composed

and sung when the poet visited the places north of Kdviri. Urtto-

kai and Tirundituttokai mention Cinkati and Vanappakai respec-

tively as the poet’s daughters and, therefore, must have been

composed in the period succeeding his marriage.

II

One of the hymns is Tirundituttokai (H. 12), the hymn giving

the Ndtus in which the respective holy places are situated. But
this is not a correct label for the hymn as it does not mention aU
the respective Ndtus for all the holy places mentioned. The other

hymn is Urttokai (H. 47)—a hymn giving the names of cities of

holy places. The third is Itaiydrruttokai (H. 31)—the hymn giving

the names of holy places, where, however, every verse ends with
the words ‘Ur Eytamdn Itaiydru Itax Marute'—‘The city of the

Lord is ItabnarxUu in Eytamdn Itaiydru\ This must have been
sung when the poet visited this holy place. Itaiyaru is the doab
or the place between the two rivers and we have very many
cities so named. This Itaiydru is famous from the times of the

Cavkam age (Akandnuru, S. 141, 1. 23 gives the name of this

place, Itaiydru)
y
having been the favourite resort of the Colas.

To distinguish it from other Itaiydrus (Inscriptions speak of one
in Trichy District; 42 T913 mentions Itniydru in Rdjdsraya Vala~
ndtu)—this has been called Eytamdn Itaiydru, whose significance

or correct reading however is not clear—perhaps it is within the
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Oymdn Nafu. (The interpretation ‘Eytu A(m)man Itaiyaru’

—

‘Itaiydru reached by the Lord’ is too artificial; for we find this

phrase in every one of the verses suggesting that the whole phrase
forms the names of the place) . Inscriptions speak of the Temple
here as Tirumarutan turai (146/1908). In keeping with this tra-

dition, our poet speaks of the temple as Itahnarutu.

Ill

Mandalams are kingdoms or Rdstrams—later on becoming
Provinces of the Empires. Visaya was the greater political unit.
Topdai Mandalam was divided into Kottams. Kottams probably
mean the fortresses, the centres of all activities, which later on
became the temples. We have ValxiTidtus in the Coin country
in the later Coh period which were units greater than the NSfus
or districts. Kottams were bigger units than the Natus. As the
Nattuttokai mentions Kurram in the place of Natw. these two may
be taken as equivalents. Kurram literally means a division and this
name for the division of a country is as old as the Canknm Works
according to the commentaries {P^irnnanurru vrni mentions
Mutturrukkurram and Milalaikkurram in verse 24; Cintamani,
S. 1143 mentions Kiirrnm ) . But in this very hymn, one has
VeTfnikkurravi and also Venni Naiu, which are not synonymous
and, therefore, are two different places. In the hymn Nattuttokai
our poet mixes up the Natu as Visaya such as Ila Ndtn (7 ) , Cola
Natu (7) with the Ndtu as District such as Marukal Ndtu (1),
Kontal Natu (2).

The Ndtu is mentioned with reference to some at least of the
cities to distinguish the latter from other cities of the
same names lying within the area of other Natus or
districts. There were for instance, two Milalai, one in Venni
Ndtu (5), and the other in MiMai Ndtu (5). In other ca.ses,
the description suggests that a district came t9 be named
after its important city or holy place—Marukal Ndtu after its
city Marukal (1), Kontal Natu after its city Kontal (2), Kuruk-
kai Natu after its city Kurukkai (2), VennikJcurram after its city
Venni (3), MiMai Natu after its city Milalai (5), Ndnkur Ndtu
after its city Ndnkur (4) , Naraiyur Ndtu after its city Naraiyur (4)

,

Ponnur Ndtu after its city Ponnur (6). Puricai Ndtu after its city
Puricai (6) Vehtr Ndtu after its city Velur (8), and Vilattur
Ndtu after its city Vilattur (8). In a third set of ca.ses the name
of the Ndtu in the wider sense of a kingdom is given for purpo.ses
of description. Mdntottam is said to be in !la Ndtu (7); Rdmec-
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curam in TennMu (7) ;
Turutti in Cola Ndtu (7) . In Urttokai

(H. 47) also, there are some names of Ndtus, though the name

Ndtu does not occur. Konkirkurumpir Kurakkuttali (2) is the

temple at Kurakkuttali in the Kurumpu Ndtu or district in the

Konku Ndtu or country.

In this enumeration of these holy places sometimes it is not

clear whether we have to take the name as a proper name or

merely as a description. In such doubtful cases we may mark it

with an interrogation.

Name of

the City
Name of
the Ndtu

No.

of

hymns

sung

by
Campantar

No.

of

hymns

sung

by
Appar

No.

of

hymns

sung

by
Arurar

Kdvalur Natu Ndtu 1 1
Tdlaiyur
Takatur
Takkalur
Tarumapuram Cola Ndtu 1.

Marukal Cola Ndtu 2 1
Tantantdttam Cola Ndtu
Tantankurai
Tantalai (Nilneri) Cola Ndtu 1

Alankdtu Tontai Ndtu 1 2 1

Kalippdlai Cola Ndtu 2 5 ]

Kontal
Kurukkai Cola Ndtu 2
Muianur?
Ndlanur?
Kurrdlam Pdntiya Ndtu 2
Kurankanilmuttam Tontai Ndtu 1
Velanur?
Verriyur?
Venni (ur) Cola Ndtu 1 2
Tenkur C5la Ndtu 1
Cirrampalam Cola Ndtu
Cirdppalli Cola Ndtu 1 1

Pdnkilr?
Katampanturai Cola Ndtu 1

Piinkur?
Ndnkur
Naraiyur Cola Ndtu 3 2

KllawaU?
Palaiydru

(Vatatali) Cola Ndtu 1
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Name of
the City

Name of
the Ndtu

Kilaiyam
Milalai

Tennur
Kaimmai?
TiruccuUyal Pdntiya Ndtu
Tirukkdnapper

(Kdlaiyarkdil)
Pannur

?

Ennur?
Ponnur
Puricai

Pdntiya Ndtu

Mdntdttam ila Ndtu
Rdmeccuram Pdntiya Ndtu
Turutti

(Kurrdlam) Cola Ndtu
Neyttdnam
Tirumalai
KiUikuti

Cola Ndtu

Nannilam Cola Ndtu
Parmiyur Cdla Ndtu
Kancanur Cola Ndtu
Nellikkd Cola Ndtu
Netunkulam Cola Ndtu
Kataimuti Cola Ndtu
Kantiyur Cola Ndtu
Veldr (Kil) Cola Ndtu
Vilattur

Corrutturai Cola Ndtu
Palaymm
Pampani (Pdtdllc-

Cola Ndtu

curam) Cola Ndtu
Pdmpuram
Tancai
Taricdkkai

Cola Ndtu

Valanculi Cola Ndtu
Punkur Cola Ndtu
Avatuturai Cola Ndtu

CJ

i-ci Oi

O ;j ^ O

d d
:2: :2;

In the Urttokai the following places are catalogued :

Kdtpur
Katampur Cola Ndtu 1 2
Kdnapperur Pdntiya Ndtv 1
Koitur Cola Ndtu 1
Aluntur Cola Ndtu 1

SUVli
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Name of

the City
Name of
the Ndtu !

No.

of

fiymv

sung

by
Campania'

No.

of

hymv

sung

by
Appar

Pdttur?
Panankdttur Tontai Ndtu
Mdttur?
Kurumpu Konku
Kurrdlam Pantiya Ndtu 2

Koti Cola Ndtu
Vdymur Cola Ndtu 1 2
Niraikhdtu?
Miraikkdtul
Maraikkdtu Cola Ndtu 4 T)

Mdnturai Cola Ndtu 1

Konam? Ha Ndtu
Tirukkdnam Ila Ndtu 1

Arur Cola Ndtu 5 21

Aiydru Cola Ndtu 5 12

Alappur?
Karukdvur Cola Ndtu 1 1

Perur
Pdcur Tonitai Ndtu 1 2

Marukal Cola Ndtu 2 1

Mdkdlam (Ampar
Mdkdlam) ? Cola Ndtu

Karukal?
Venni Cola Ndtu 1 2

Kdnur Cola Ndtu 1 1

Venkur
Vilamar Cola Ndtu 1

Ndnkur
Tenkur Cola Ndtu 1

Nallur Cola Ndtu 3 2

Palanam Cola Ndtu 1 5

Anaikkd Cola Ndtu 3 3

Natu Ndtu 2 3

Turutti Cola Ndtu 1 1

Neyttdruim Cola Ndtu 1 5

Parutti niyamam
(Paruti Niya-
mam) Cola Ndtu 1

Puliyurccirxam-
palam (Chidam-
baram) Cola Ndtu 2 8

Pukaldr Cola Ndtu 2 5

Mutur?
Katavur Cola Ndtu 1 3

1

1

1

8

1

1

1

1
1

1

I.

of

hymns

sung

by



Name of
the City
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ec . on C/3

5 a*
1

i ^

,

s.

® ? 1 o s
d

1
^

1

Name of
the Ndtu

In the Itaiydrruttokai the following places

Muntaiyurl
Mutukunram
Kuraiikanilmuttam
Tiruvdrur
Pantaiyur
Palaiydru
Palanam
Painnlli

Italydru
Currumur?
Cuiiyal
Copuram
Orriyur
Ural
Katankalur?
Kdrikkarai
Kayildyam
Vitankalur?
Venni
Av^ndrnalai

Kaccaiyur?
Kdvam?
Kalukkunram
Kdrdnam (Ndkai,

Kacci, Kutantai)
Katavur
Vataperur
Kacciyur
Kacci
Cikkal
Neyttdnam
Milalai (Vili)

Niraiyanur?
Ninriyur
Kotunkunram
Piraiyanur?
Perumur
PerumparraP-

puliyur (Chi-
damharam)

Maraiyarmr?
Maraikkdfu

Natu Ndtu 7

Tontai Ndtu 1

Cola Ndtu 5

Cola Ndtu
Cola Ndtu 1

Cola Ndtu 1

Naiu Ndtu

Pdntiya Ndtu
Natu Ndtu 1

Tontai Ndtu 1

Tontai Ndtu

Vata Ndtu 2

Cola Ndtu 1

Natu Ndtu 2

Tontai Ndtu I

Cola Ndtu 1

Tontai Ndtu 4

Cola Ndtu 1

Cola Ndtu 1

Cola Ndfu 15

Cola Ndtu 1

Pdntiya Ndtu 1

Cola Ndtu 4

are mentioned:

1 3

21 8

1

5

1 1

1

1

5 2
1

4 1

2

3

1 I

3 3

7 1

8 1

1 2

T. 101
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Name of

the City

Name of

the Ndtu

No.

of

hymns

sung

by
Campantar

No.

of

hymns

sung

by
Appar

No.

of

hymns

sung

by
Arurar

ValancuU
Tinkalur (of

Appuii)
Pattinam (Kavirip^

pumpattirmm)
Xjr (Uraiyur)
Nankalur?

Cola Ndtu 3 2

Naraiyur
Ndlur
Nanindlicai?
Tankalur?
Tecarydr?

Cola Ndtu
Cola Ndtu

3

1
2

Akkur Cola Ndtu 1 1
Nanipalli Cola Ndtu 1 1 3

Nalldru
Peranur

Cola Ndtu 4 2 1

Peruvelur
Teranur?
KuranJcdtuiurai

Cola Ndtu 1 1

(South)
Kuranhdtuturai

(Noi:th)

Koval
Eytaindn Itaiyd-

ritaimarutu

Itaiydru

Cola Ndtu

Cola Ndtu
Natu Ndtu

Natu Ndtu

1

1
1

1

1

IV

In the Urttokai {H. 47) the poet follows a novel way of des-

cribing the Lord in relation to the holy places—the Ocean (of love)

of Kattur (1), the Mountain of (good qualities) of Katampar (1),

the Sprout of Kottur (1), the Sovereign of Aluntur (1), the Virtu-

ous of Mdttur (1), the Bridegroom of Vdymur (2), the Lord
father of Arur (4), the nectar of Aiydru (4), the Lord father of

Alappur (4), the Sheaf (of Grace) of Karukal (5), the Sugarcane

of Venni (5), the Sugar candy of Kanilr (5), the Prince of

Nallxir (6), the Hara of A'^ikkd (7), the Flame of Turutti (8),

the Wise of Pukalur (9). It is for further research whether these

were the descriptions current in that age. As for Kottur, it is
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clear that it was so, for f^dna Campantar has sung of the Lord there

a? ^Narkoluntu’ and He is even now called 'Koluntncar\

In the Ndttuttokai (H. 12) , the poet describes the cities as the

places where resides the Lord. In the Itaiydrruttokai (H. 31),

the emphasis is on Itaiydrru Itaimamtu as the city of the Lord

though the other cities of the Lord are also mentioned as though

by way of contrast.

V

The Purdnic descriptions also occur. In Urttokai (H. 47), we

get references to His ear adorned with conch ear-ring (2), the

fire in His hand (2, 3), His midnight dance in the graveyard (2),

His mat-lock full of water (3), His Crescent moon (5, 9), His

konrni garland (7), His banyan tree (8), His destruction of the

three cities (9) ,
vanquishment of Rdvana (9) ,

and His elephant

skin (10).

In the Ndttuttokai (H. 12), we get references to His detsruc-

tion of Death (1), His ride on the bull (1), His three eyes (3, 10),

His beautiful ash (3) ,
His company of the damsel of sweet

words (5, 9), His long mat-lock (8), His blue throat (8, 10) and

His roaming about making serpents dance (10).

In the Itahjdrriittokai (H. 31), we have references to His

bull (2), His sharing His form with the Damsel (2), His waist-

string of a serpent (3), His touring life of beggary (4), His feast

of poison (7) , His banyan tree (7) ,
His conquest of the Sun (7)

,

His flower of 'Erukku (7), Mattam (7), His crescent moon (9)

and His sharing His form with (9) (Snnknrandrdynna)

.

VI

The philosophical significance and religious worth of the Lord

are also brought out in these hymns. The very descriptions

already referred to of the Lord in relation to the holy places em-

phasize His beauty, His Grace, His knowledge and His power.

He is the Lord praised by many by those to whom verses over-

flowed (47 : 1). He is the eternal youth (47 : 2), the most Beauti-

ful One (47 : 2). He occupies the Heart (47: 3). He is of the

Birthless path (47 : 4), i.e., the path leading to the birthless stage.

He is the path unknown even to those who have undertaken the

duty of ruling and protecting the Heavens (47 : 7). He is the

sunshine; He is the air (47 : 8). He is the Tecan (31 ; 8), the
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shining one or the Lord of the lands. He is Parametpi (31 : 8),

the Supreme God; He is One who destroys the sin (31 ; 8);

lean (31 : 8) the Lord; Paramcoti (31 : 3), the Supreme Light;

Niraiyan (31 ; 5) the Perfect One; Maraiyan (31 : 5) the Lord

of knowledge; Iraivan (31 : 5) the Sovereign or Omnipresent;

Reran (31 ;9), the Lord of gifts; Teran (31 ; 9), He who is of

clear* wisdom. He is Nampan (12 : 3) our Lord; and Enkal

Piran’ (12 : 6) our Patron.

VII

Our poet’s prayers and his expression of his relationship with

God are equally significant. **0, Lord of RaildSf coming and

occupying my mind and continuously reforming it (47 : 8), will

you not show yourself for a while unto me, O, father of my

father (47 ; 3) ? Make me sing of you without ever forgetting

you (47 :
!)”• Apart from these personal requests, as usual, he

rises to a universal level and prays in general for all the devotees:

“Weed out all the miseries of your servants’’ (47 : 2) . “May

you shower your Grace so that there may depart the terrible

diseases and harma rushing on your servants who have taken

refuge in you with all love’’ (47 ; 5, 6, 8) . “May you order your-

self to be drunk by your devotees’’ (47 : 5) . And our poet praises

the devotees: “They are the people who alone leaving their

guard over the flesh, love you and realise you”. (47 : 7) . In

TirMiattuttokai, there is no such prayer but there our poet asserts

that the Lord is the great light (42 : 9) ,
curing the old karmas as

soon as one wor.ships Him He also speaks of God as the

great Beginning worshipped by His servants whose is the

great order or command (12:11). In the haiyarruttokai

he describes Orriyvr as the city where the servants of

the Lord flock together (31 : 2). Tiriivdkkur is described

as belonging to Him who stands for the karmas to be

erased out (31 : 8) . We have seen our poet laying great empha-

sis on Tamil and its great message, giving us a picture of the saints

of the Tamil land. The poet calls this group, ‘Our group!’ In

describing Ifaijidrilaimartttu, he speaks of it as Tamildn eyru

par'ikka ralla eiikaV (fir) (31 : 6), ‘(the city of) ours who con-

template on the Lord as the Tamilian.

VIII

The poet speaks of the Lord as occupying the holy cities as

His places

—

Ttankontatu' (12 : 1). He speaks of the Lord as
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residing there

—

^Uraiyum' (12: 4), and of frequenting incessantly

—'Payilum^ (12:4). He resides every day

—

^Ndlum^ (12:8).

These are the places which He loves

—

^Katalikkumitam^ (12 : 9)

,

‘Meya' (12 : 10) . There are cities which He loves—7ccai t)r^

(31 : 4) ;
and cities where He is

—

'Irukkum Vr' (31 : 7)

.

In Urttokai the word, 'Urai (47 : 4, 5, 6) is very often repeat-

ed. The Lord enshrining Himself in so many cities is, therefore,

spoken of as the Great One who lovingly wanders about in all

the Ndtus (12 : 11) ;
He speaks of the Lord as the gem of all the

Ndtus (12:7). In the Urttokai our poet states that he con-

templated on the idea of the Lord protecting various holy cities

and has thus come to sing that hymn (47 : 10) . The devotees

flock there as already stated (31 : 2) . This city of temple (Itai~

yaritaimarutu) is the holy place where the people of clear vision

get their mind clarified and are made of firm resolve (31 : 10)

.

Our poet describes some of the holy places as briefly as possi-

ble. In Marukah the plantains are said to ripen and the

plantain is the holy plant of this place (12: 1). KaUppalai

is described as being surrounded by ^kaniaV a variety of

sword flower plant, ^muntaV a variety of thorny plant—plants

which abound on the sea shore, an appropriate description of the

city which lies on the sea .shore near the back waters (12 : 2).

Mutukunram is described as 'Muntaiyur (31: 1), or the

ancient city, probably emphasizing the epithet 'mutu in the name

‘Mutukunram\ Tiruvarur is described as that of the Lord who

reaches well the city of the heart (31:1). Tirwdrur is

often spoken of by the later generation as the very heart of

the world and there is also the tradition that the Lord of

Tiruvarur is the Lord of the Heart of Ndrdyami sleeping on the

Oceans.

Tiruppunkur is described as the place where in the fields

roll and jump the vdlai fish (12 : 10) . Avatuturai is described as

the place beautified by the gardens (12 : 10). Ipaiydritaimarutu is

spoken of as being dashed against by the waters of Penvdr

(31:2). This makes it clear that this holy place must be on the

banks of Penndr and not in any other place. Ndlur is described as

'Nani ndlicai Ndlur' (31:6), as the place where resound the four

kinds of musical instruments, skin, wind, strings and metal, thus

in a way suggesting the explanation of the name Ndlur. Or, it may

be that Nani ndlicai' is another place. Karuhdvur is described
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as lying in a pastoral region surrounded by gardens with over-

hanging clouds (47 : 4) . Katavur also is said to be in a pastoral

region full of sound (47 : 9) — 'Kalicer puravin Katavur'. In other

places the descriptions are merely denoting the direction: 'Panai-

yur is described as the ‘Pamiiyur' of the south— Ten Panaiyur'

and Kancanur of the North-Vatakancanur, (12 : 8) — He speaks of

one 'Vata Perur^ (31:4).

IX

The poet calls himself ^Uran, Vanappakai appan and Vanron-
tan' (H. 12); ''Vanrorvtan and Uran" (H. 31); 'Cinkatitammdn,

Jjran, Cataiyan Ciruvan and Atiyan' (H. 47). The poet says, ‘With

a reverential fear ''Nani" he composed that hymn, 'Ndftuttokai'

(12:11). It is not clear what that fear was due to. In that verse,

he speaks ot the devotees worshipping Him and the fear was due
perhaps to the incompleteness of his description and enumeration
of the temples he has sung and to the enumeration of the holy
places. As already stated, these hymns come in the best tradition
of the Saivite saints— of Aiyatikal Kdtavarkdn, who has sung
Ksettirovcnpd, of Campaniar who has sung Ksettirnkkdvai and of

Appar who has sung Ksettirakkdvaitiiruttdntakam and Aiaivut-
iiruttdniaknm. These hymns emphasise the cult of the temples
where the Lord stands as an incarnation of beauty in the linga
and in the images within these temples. These temples are to be
looked upon as heavens on Earth. Those who sing of these tem-
ples are therefore, worshipping that way experiencing the highest
state of bliss or Paraloka becoming devoid of all their kar7nas,
happy in the thought of their certainty of His Grace. Therefore,
our poet assures the readers of his hymns the same experiences,
IVith reference to Ndttuttokai, he .states that those who praise
the Lord with the musical song composed by him will reach Para-
loka, the Supreme Sphere beyond everything else (Instead of
‘cer?’nr Pnraloknm' we have Ver Paralokam'—12:11—reminding us
of Tiruvalhn-ars usage 'Kolvdrum kaUmr^im ner (813) where
Smr’ stands for Sierror’— an example of the grammarians ‘kataik-
Imrai'). “Where will there be the karma of those who speak of
'Itaiydritaimarutu' sung by Uran and he continues to assert, “Their
own form and personality will become cool, calm and happy”
(31:10). In Vrttokai, he affirms that those who seated in a happy
mood, open their beautiful mouths to recite this hymn of our poet,
will be in twaJdka (47: 10)

.



PART VI

AWAY FROM ORRIYUR AND CANKILI

Introduction

I

The hymns sung by our poet after he left Orriyur deserting

(.ahkilij and losing his eyesight therefor till he reached Tiruvarur,

are included in this part. There is a feeling of sincere repentance

and heartfelt sorrow, running through all the hymns, though his

firm faith and high spirituality stand revealed therein. His great

attachment to Tiruvd'rur shines here as the great guiding light.

Perhaps the political complications were getting resolved almost

inviting the poet’s re-entry into the political arena. The hymn on

Ndkai-k’hdrdnam gives us a picture of our poet as a chieftain.

Hence that hymn also may be included in this part itself, for in

the next part there seems to be a change in his life.

II

Our poet exclaims m these hynuis as follows ; “How can I

remain separated from the Lord of Tiruvdrur?'* (H. 51); “O, Lord
of Orriyurl Save me from this pain, this disease and this blind-

ness” (H. 54) ;
“O, Pdsupaid, Great Light! Remove my suffer-

ings” (H. 69) ;
“I inquired, are you inside the temple, but alas!

the Lord replied, we are here all right; you go your way” (H. 89)

;

“Do not great men excuse the faults of their servants, O, Lord of

Alankdtu! I shall become the slave of your followers” (H. 52)

;

Ah! How I, a mere slave, got the eye.sight to see the Lord!” (H. 61)

;

“When am I to meet my father, my Lord at Tiru\mrur with joy !

(H. 83) ;
“I have seen Him, the Lord of Amdttur; I sing of Him”

(H. 45) ;
“Tell me, O, Lord of Nelvdyil Aratturai, a strategy or

a place of escape” (H. 3); “Shower your blessings, O, Lord of

TiruvdvatuturaL by assuring me, ‘Fear not’. Who is there as my
relation or my help if not you ?” (H. 70) ;

“I cannot forget, enjoy,

know, sing or praise the Lord, nor can I get away from His path
or decry Him” (H. 74) ;

“O, my Father ! Pray, out of pity for me,
cry alas !” (H. 96) ;

“You birds, beasts and clouds ! Are you capa-

ble of informing Him of my miserable conditions?” (H. 37); “The
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followers suffer, O, Lord ! You take no note of them” (H. 95)

;

“Well, to become prosperous, having heard the story of your Grace

I took refuge in your feet” (H. 55) ;
“Do not pretend to be a beg-

gar; You must give me gold, horse and food” (H, 46)

.

III

Apart from the holy places which he describes as Heavens

on earth, Nature appears to him in the beautiful form of Pdldru,

Niva River, Kdviri River and the sea, Orriyur, and Negapatam

(Ndka~p~pattirmm) . Purdnic stories are also mentioned, Bhiksd-

tana form has been referred to as the art motif of our poet. He,

as the lady-love pines for the Lord. This is the mystic way.

IV

The last verse of each hymn as usual describes the goal to be

reached, the goal which our poet assures us that those who recite

his hymns will attain. It is described as Paragati above the people

of the world, the highest, higher than the high spiritual sphere— the

world of good path, the golden Virmulakam of the virtuous, the

Amarulaku reached through the path of Tapas, Those who reach

the goal are beyond the reach of the cruel karma having attained

His feet without any falsehood; they are the most virtuous, and

they have cut away their fetters of births and deaths, knowing

no old age or misery. This goal is sometimes spoken of m terms

of sovereignty and rulership as one of becoming the rulers of

the Vinnulaku, Viiymvar, of becoming the sovereigns riding on the

elephant and ruling the whole of the Heavens. The happiness of

Dancing, Singing and Worshipping the feet of the Supreme as a

holy community of Bhaktas is itself sometimes described as the

goal.

V
The cult of Bhaktas is thus emphasized. In the Tiruvalankatu

hymn, the poet seeks to become the slave of the followers of Siva.

Reference is made to the community of Bhaktas as the unique

brotherhood. The learned worship the Lord. So, do the poets.

Agamic rites are also mentioned. Worship with flowers, music,

Pahcagavya, especially milk and ghee, worship through poetry,

and with mantras especially Ancupadam or Pancaksara worship
at the three points of the day or Muccanti are described as obtain-

ing during the poet’s age. We get more details in Kdncivaram
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hymns where the poet describes the worship of the Lord, by the

Mother— coming near Him, taking refuge in Him, embracing Him
in love, praising and worshipping Him and contemplating on Him
in joy. Our poet speaks of Muttar, Cittar and Pattar as the vari-

ous kinds of the followers of ^iva and identifies the Lord with

these. Tapas is another mode of worship and our poet brings

out the importance of the sufferings of the world as a mode of

Tapas. Our poet refers to Ca)idesvora, Eyarkon Ndtia Canipantar,

Ndvinukkaraiyar, Ndlaippdvdr, Kocceiikandn. Cdkkiyar, Kannap-

par and Kamimpullar. To justify this gospel of Grace, our poet

speaks of the faults of these saints becoming great merits in the

eye of the Lord. He paints the whole world of men, beasts, ser-

pents and all as a happy family of worshippers.

VI

Our poet also emphasizes the harmony of all religions, the six

great religions being each one of them according to the fitness and

development of the varied .souls.

VII

The Lord is herein also praised as Ardvaviudu, Mdsildmani

and Marxintu, thus emphasizing the bliss aspect of the Lord and

His being the Supreme value curing us of our great karma; for He
is described as being responsible for births, deaths, delusions and

salvation. Reference is also made to Sivaham Bhdvana or con-

templation and our poet explains its difficulty by crying out,

“I cannot contemplate that I am yourself’. The Lord is Paraficoti,

Tun^vilakkin coti, the eye of those who want to see Him. These

emphasize the Jndna or Cit a.spect of God. Purity and holiness are

also asserted. He is the Truth, the Blotless, the Holy. He is the

great path, the path of the Vedas.

Though our poet repents, he also asserts, “I do not know what
mistakes I have committed”. But at the same time in describing

the gospel of Grace, he refers to the Lord saving him though he
had forgotten the Lord, thus suggesting the 'Mdrjdra Kisora
Nydya\ In other places he speaks of himself of his own accord,

coming to serve the Lord whole-heartedly without his being a

hypotheca, a statement which is difficult to be reconciled with
the story of the ancient document of slavery of our poet’s family.

The Vexineinallur incident is found described in detail in thi.s

part.

T 102
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God is described as Truth, Beauty and Goodness. He is the

great dancer, the great Artist while He is the very form of Art,

Tamil and Music. He is our inseparable companion whether on

the right or wrong path, always residing in our heart. His Asta-

murta and His being all kinds of relationship are again and again

emphasized. He is Pampati, Parametti, Karunaiccevakan. He is

also described as ^'Maiyan’ a term which is not clear though we
had tried to explain. The Lord is everything but if this is forgotten

the world becomes a trap of death, miseries and illusion. Our poet,

therelore, begins his message with emphasizing the ephemeral
nature of this world.



CHAPTER LXVI

TIRUVARUR

(Hymn 51)

I

Though this hymn is addressed to the Lord of Tiruvarur, it

was really sung at Tiruvorriyiir where the thought of Tirni^arur

came once again to the poet. At Tiruvorriyur he had settled down
and married CankiWydr. There can be no doubt about this inci-

dent of Cahkiliydrs marriage with our poet. But we had already

suggested in our study of the number of verses sung by Ariirar

that the other details about this marriage we could not be sure

of. He must have promised not to part from Cahkiliydr, but under

certain circumstances he must have been forced to leave her. The

poet must have felt a kind of psychological or spiritual guilt which

brought him the blindness of his eyes. He repents and completely

surrenders to the Lord which brings a gradual recovery from this

sense of guilt and he gradually regains his eyesight, a recovery

which is equally .spiritual and psychological. It is this spiritual or

psychological development of an escape from a sen.se of guilt

which we .see in the next fifteen hymns sung by our poet whilst

going back to Tiruvarur,

According to tradition, our poet married Cankiliydr whilst

Paravaiydr was at Tirinmrur. There is no internal evidence in Aru-
rars poems to prove this conclusively. There is nothing against

a suggestion being made that the marriage with Cahkiliydr was
effected alter the life time of Paravai. In this very ^hymn he refers

to the Lord saving him by bestowing upon him Paravai (10). But
that is referred to in the pa.st tense (10). In this verv hymn also

he refers to the Lord bringing him and Cahkiliydr together (11).

In Hymn No. 69: 3, he speaks of the Lord depriving him of eye-

sight because of the Cahkili incident. In Hymn No. 45: 4, he refers

back to his experience with Cahkili :

Orntanan orntanan ullattul leninra vonpornl
Cernianan cerntanan cenm Tiruvorri ifurpukkuc
Cdrnfa nar cnrrtfnnav Cahkili mcnrol tataw/ui'ai

Amtauan drnianan AuidVin aiyan arnlate^\
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'1 realized that bright reality inside my mind. Reaching that

place, I entered into Tirnvorriyur. Then I embraced Cankili. That

way, I became full of the experience of the Lord’s Grace”: He

thus suggests his experience with Cankili was a kind of divine

experience. It is necessary to read Cekkildr s poetry for appreciat-

ing this point of view. In his hymn on Tirundkaikkdrdnam (H. 46),

where our poet begs of the Lord to give him a horse and scimitai;

and other paraphernalia of power, he addresses the Lord as one

who is the prop unto him and unto Paravai and Cankili (46: 11)

.

That hymn may prove that our poet was becoming great political-

ly once again but not that Paravai was alive at the time of the

hymn for admittedly there was no physical relationship even with

Cankili at the time of singing that hymn though she was mentioned

therein.

Perhaps the political conditions have improved in his favour

by the time of his singing this hymn. It is also clear that the poet

has a special attachment to Tiruvdrur temple. Therefore, he feels

all the more this kind of ostracism from Tiruvdrur.

II

In this hymn our poet gives vent to this feeling of separation

and exclaims, 'Tor how many days can I live separated from

my Lord of Arur ?” (1). “How can I get on separated from Him ?”

(2) . “To wither away without His company, in which place shall

I live separated from Him ?'"
(3). “Without His company, in what

way shall I live separated from Him”? (4). “In what capacity

shall I live separated from Him?” (5). “To become what, shall I

live separated from Him carrying this body ?” (6) . “Without

reaching Him, to do what shall I live separated from Him ?” (7).

“Forgetting Him thus, to know what, shah I live separated from

Him ?” (8) . “Leaving Him away, having what shall I live sepa-

rated from ?” (9) . “Alas ! Foolish and poor me ! Shall I live sepa-

rated from Him ?” (10)

.

Our poet speaks of his own life in relation to the Lord: “That

disease covered me, a sinner, so that I may leave off my love and

service unto God. I have now realized the significance of this. I

shall go and fall at the feet of the Lord.” (1). “Born in this

body to suffer here, I am without any sense. Here, thus I was

born in this birth of misery and I was suffering to the point of

exhaustion” (3). “But He came thus, .so that I may not be
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exhausted and He saved me” (4). “I have not known that great
wealth unknown to Vmiu £ind Brahma, 1, of cruel karma. I am
a stubborn fool; I had not thought of the Lord from the beginning”

(5) . “He became the seven tunes of music, the fruit of music, the
sweet nectar, my friend and companion in my misfeasance. He
saved me by making a gift of Paravai of the beautiful eyes” (10).
“He feasted on poison, giving away the nectar to the DHms. In a
similar way, He considered me, an insignificant being, as of im-
portance, and He, the real Truth, brought me and Cankili
together” (11)

.

III

Our poet gives expression to his feeling of divine bliss and
divine greatness. He addresses the Lord as real nectar ‘Ar amudu’
again and again (2, 4). He speaks of the Lord as the pearl, as
the precious gem, as the diamond (1), as the rare medicine
‘Arumaruntu (4). He is the Lord of qualities pos.sessed by no
one else. (5). He is the One who has no other to compare with
Himself (5). He is that great path, the beautiful path, that straight
path (8) , the divine fruit of education (9) (Compare: ‘Karratanal
dija payan enkol Vdalarwnn narrdl tolaar enin — Kural

:

2). He
is One who ro.sides in the heart giving joy to our imagination (9).
Our poet calls Him Sivamurti (2)

.

IV

Our poet also refers to the Puranic stories about the destruc-
tion of Mnnmatn (2), the feast of the poison (3), His firelike form
(4) , the deer held in His hand (4) , VLpiu and Brahma unable even
to know Him through contemplation (5), His destruction of the
three cities (6) and the Lord of Death (7), His lightning-like mat-
lock (7), His bull (7), the Absolute worshipped by the people of
the Heavens in the ancient path (8), the Lord worshipped in the
beautiful path by the Deathless (8) (here also our poet makes a
distinction between the Amarar and Vanavar)

, the upright path
of His servants (8), the sprout of the Devaa (8), the Lord with
the eye in the forehead (9) and his covering of the elephant skin
(12 ).

V
Our poet describes the place of Tiruvarur as the city where

spreads the unique fame of great men and he calls this hymn as
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his very words uttered by him whilst hankering after the feet

of Siva of Tiruvdrur (12). He describes himself as Aruran, Atit-

tontan, Atiyan (12). He assures those who are masters of this

hymn that like him feeling elated and beyond the reach of the

common men whilst singing this hymn, they would also be head

and shoulders above the people of this world (12) . The last verse

reminds us of the tenth verse in Hymn No. 86. {Ur Uran is not

clear— 12)—perhaps it means that the poet was visiting shrine

after shrine. This term

—

‘Ur Uran’—occurs also in Hymn No. 90: 10

and in Campantars hymn No. 3 : 65 : 2.



CfiAPTEK LXVll

TIRUVOKRIYUR

(Hymn 54)

I

In the previous hymn itsell, the poet had resolved to

go to Tiruvdrur. This should amount to deserting Caukili. This

sense of guilt \vas there in that hymn, but it took the lorm of

condemning himself for having deserted Tiruvdrur. Modern psy-

chologists will explain this coming in of the idea of desertion of

Tiruvdrur instead of Cankdi as the work of the unconscious mind.

Whatever that may be, in the present hymn, the poet refers to the

loss of his eyesight and the sufferings he experienced as a result

of Cankili’a incident.

The meaning of this hymn is not quite clear in maiiy places

probably because we do not know all the details of his life in

relation to his love with Cahkili, the details which he probably

refers to in this hymn. It is a lamentation of his heart. His feel-

ings are confused and that also probably explains the difhculty in

understanding this hymn. Perhaps the hymn has not also come
in the original form in which he has sung. But nobody can miss

herein the pathos and the sincerity of the poet. Every verse ends

with the words, 'Orriyur eyiniiyn ur uraivdne'—“O, Thou, who
livest in the city known as Orriyur\ The rest of the verse ex-

presses the feeling of misery and despair of the poet, all at the

same time revealing his complete self-surrender to the Lord.

II
I

This hymn is so much pre-occupied with the personal aspect

of the Poet’s life that there is not much room for too many refer-

ences to the Purdnic descriptions of the Lord. Even the few refer-

ences become one with his lamentations. The reference to the

three eyes of the Lord (4) heightens the effect of his lamentation

that God should deprive of his eyesight whilst He Himself has

an extra eye. The poet speaks of God as being adorned

with the honeyed konrai flower (B) probp.bly to .suggest that the

Lord Himself is a^ much fond of adornments and pleasures. The
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poet speaks of the Lord embracing the damsel of the Mountain

(8) and crowning Himself with the damsel of the Gangd of 1000

faces (i.e., which has a thousand branches) (8). This comes in,

as a kind of retort to the possible complaint against the poet’s love

episodes with Paravai and Cankili. In another place, he addresses

the Lord as the author of the Vedas (9), probably suggesting that

as an author of the Veda, that regulates justice and spiritual life

in this world, the Lord should not have made the poet suffer. The
poet speaks of the Lord shining in the beautiful eight forms (2)

,

the five elements, the sun, the moon and the soul. This is pro-

bably to suggest that the Lord being thus everything would know
all his sufferings without the poet himself giving expression to them;

this universal aspect is becoming more and more prominent from

here.

In another place the poet speaks of the mat-lock upon which

rests the Ganges (3) . In that context the poet is referring to the

Lord as the greatest bliss and describes Him in terms of sweet-

ness, the sweetness of the sugar-cane, sugar-candy and the nectar.

In describing the Lord as the sugar-cane, the poet sings, ''Gangai

tankiya cataiyutaik karumpe\—Sometimes the word ‘catai’ is

used for the blades of the members of the grass-family; c./., ‘Cataic

cenneV {Nalavenpd, Swayam., 68); 'CataippiiV (M.M . 331). The
sugar-cane with thick lustre of blades may be spoken of as

'Cataiyutaik karumpu. When the blades are green and full of

water, one is justified in describing it as ''Gangai tankiya caiaiyu-

taik karumpu'. Thus punning on this phrase, one can make that

equally applicable to the Lord and the sugar-cane (Catai may also

mean roots: Kalldiam: 82: 3, when 'Gangai tankiya cataV may
mean the roots standing inside the Ganges; i.e. water).

Ill

Our poet has found some place for describing the sea at

Tiruvorriyilr; that shows his love of Nature. But those descriptions

also fit in with the context. The conches and the pearl-oysters

and the 'caUincalam' or the king conch, resound in the sea when
the flow of the tides is gathering up diamonds, pearls, gold and
gems (3). The rising dark sea thus comes and goes, as it were,

in a procession at Tiruvorriyiir during the days of tides (3). This

description of procession is in keeping with his description of the

Lord as the sw^eetest and as the most precious, the beautiful

bridegroom—^suggesting a bridal procession. The cool sea drives up
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the tides which come and move about at Tiruvorrhjur as though in

a procession (9)

.

IV

One may now turn to the lamentations of the poet making as

best of the meaning as one can. “With this body of dirt, I took

refuge in your beautiful feet; if even that is something that I

should suffer, O, Lord ! (You know that) people of the world

receive the (goat’s) milk, even though it means removing with

their hands its dung. Even if I do wrong I never wrong your

beautiful feet. Even if I fall slipping down, I know of no utterance

except that of your beautiful name. O, pray tell me, any medicine

for pouring into my eye” (1).

“I am a miserable being. I came to be bom. I became your

servant because of loving Cankili. What can this slave of yours

explain— to do what ? Though I am passionate, I shall never be

false to your beautiful feet. Even if I turn false to the service of

your beautiful feet, I had sworn to accept all that you might do

for me” (2),

“You are the sugar-cane, the candy, the prop for many, a goose-

berry (Nelli) in the hands of your followers, the nectar within

such a fruit. To whom shall I explain my miseries?” (3).

“It is not a relationship by birth (Inru)
,
or by marriage or

adoption (Kontatu)

.

Those who appear at the time of need,

perform acts of mercy, they are the people whose wealth is love.

What does it matter if they are anything? If people say anything

(scandalous against them) you do not say, hard words to them.

It may also mean, Tt is not a relationship by birth; but what
does it matter if those who love you are anything ? You appear
and bless them. They praise you. You do not say anything

against them— (but things are different for me) . You are the

Lord of three eyes and in spite of it, if it is justice and a proper
rendering of an account that you should take away the eyes of

your slave, bless me at least with a suitable walking stick” (4)

.

‘’T try to get into the path. I cannot contemplate that I am
yourself. (This refers to Sivoham hhdvana— or of identity).

Like the water caught in an eddy, I whirl round and round and
my mind whirls round; save me from anyone dragging me quickly

T. m
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in haste, catching hold of my walking stick, even as he will, a

dog, tethered to a pole. Pray, do unto me what is merciful.” (5)

.

“I was caught in the net of the beautiful deer-like eyes of

the damsels and I suffered. I was afraid of the cruel karma which

liad come to my share. I have not contemplated on your good

acts and good qualities. Even I, desire, however, but only this

much. Pray, bless me by relieving me of all my defects so that

I may not get immersed in hell whilst alive”. (Blindness is referred

to as hell on earth) (6).

“I shall never forget you. I shall not think of other Deixis,

1 cannot live with others. I am a fool, who though the recipient

of your blessing, still suffers as though he has not been. I fail to

understand what mistake I committed. How am I, your slave,

responsible for your hating me thoroughly? I do not forget you.

Pray, bless me, by removing the physical and mental diseases to

which I have been subjected. (The words, ‘L/rra noy urupini are

sometimes interpreted to mean, ‘the past and future sufferings’)

(7).

“You embraced the Damsel of the mountain; without even

thinking of this, you crowned yourself with the damsel of the

GaJiges of 1000 faces (branches). In this way if I begin speaking

of you, it is possible even for your slave to go on retorting. O,

my mind! what can you do sitting and withering away like this?

Suffering thus and becoming afraid of the cruel karma inflicting

me, if I become sulky (with the Lord), can any benefit come
out of this?” (8).

“O, Thou strong one, the gem, the bridegroom, you have be-

come unto me the Saturn entering the constellation of Maka
(Saturn entering Maka forebodes all kinds of calamities according

to Indian astrology) . If I say anything to the womenfolk, at home,

I cannot bear them replying, ‘Don’t call us, get away, you blind

fool!’ O, Lord of three eyes! how can I live, losing my eyes in

my face, O, thou who hast given out the Vedas? Is this fair?” (9)

.

V
Though our poet, in some places, explains his passion, it

ought not to be taken as referring to anything immoral or un-
lawful because he himself asks the Lord in the secrecy of his

isolation, “I do not know, what mistake I have committed” (7).
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In the 10th verse he describes himself as the young man, who
is great for his good conduct and behaviour who had mastered
as a scholar through daily studies and recitation, the four Vedas
and their subsidiary arts praised by the world. He calls himself,

Vanrontan, and Uran.

VI

After giving expression to his sufferings, the poet must have
felt a joy that he has attained the divine bliss of the goal he
wanted to attain, the goal beyond all other goals, the 'paragati'.

Therefore, he assures those who are masters of these ten songs of

him that they will also attain, as sure as anything, the supreme
goal.



CHAPTER LXVm

TIRU MULLAIVAYIL

(Hymn 69)

I

The poet on his way to Tiruvdrur passed through Tirumullai-

vdyil, which had grown into importance in the Pallava Period,

thanks to the tradition, that a "mullaV creeper wound round the

legs of the state elephant of the Pallava and that the Lord became

manifest to the Pallava for enabling that king to receive the infinite

bliss— a tradition referred to by our poet in verse 10.

II

This city is described as being on the northern bank of Pali

or Pdldru (5). But now, Pdldru runs many miles south of this

place. Our poet describes the Pdldru in floods, carrying the roots

of the sandal tree, the logs of 'akU\ the peacock tail, the elephant

tusk, heaps of pearls and heaps of creeper-like corals and coming

down pushing everything in front (5) . Now the Kutatalaiydru

alone runs at a little distance.

The poet, after he has sung the precious hymn, had his peace

of mind restored though his miseries have not disappeared alto-

gether. The metre of the verse is the traditional metre of seven

feet of the scheme, ‘md\ 'vila', 'md\ *vila\ vila\ 'md\ In

the last line of every verse (except the fourth verse) , the last

five metrical feet and in the words, ‘patutuyar kalaiydy pdcupatd

parancutare — ‘Weed out the sufferings that inflict me, O,

Supreme Light.’ O, Pdcupatd!"’ (On the word 'Pdcupatd', please

see: Vol. II). Perhaps "MullaivdyiV was an important place where
assembled the members of the Pdsupata school as their central

place of influence) . One can appreciate the poet who is now
blind addressing the Lord as the Supreme Light.

III

Our poet also refers in this hymn to the Tiruvenneinallur
incident; “O, our Lord! that day at Venneinallur you saved me
and made me a dog, your servant'' (8).

IV

He gives expression to his subjective experience of the Lord
and his inner life; “Thinking that your famous feet are to me
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the Beauty, the true Reality, and Wealth (Wealth as representing

the inspiration for activity and conduct is goodness. Thus God
is Beauty, Truth and Goodness— the three eternal values.), do-

ing all that is not proper and flaring up in resentment, I showed

no respect to anyone. I roamed about obstinate this w^ay. O,

Lord! O, Supreme Light! Weed out my miseries that inflict your

slave that praises you with the words of his tongue" (1). “Weed
out the miseries that inflict your slave who out of love had sung

the great fame of yours’' (2). “O, Lord of that great quality

which removed my eyes because of Cankili! Weed out the miseries

that inflict your slave” (3). “Bless me, who out of love for your

fame sing in Tamil of varied beauty” (4) ;
(this ending varies from

the endings in other verses). “Weed out my miseries, destroying

the fetters” (5) . “O, Munificent Patron! Who else can be blessed

with all that I have been blessed with? Even if I speak, and com-

mit mistakes, it is your policy to accept all these as good qualities.

Because of this ideal of yours, I had committed many excesses. I

am your slave; I have no other support. Weed out the miseries

which had come to inflict me” (6). “Night and day, I performed

your services. Weed out my miseries” (7). I have roamed about

in quest of you and you are the precious gold that I have found.”

“Weed out the miseries your slave is suffering from” (8). (This

refrain is repeated in verses 9 and 10)

.

V
The description of Tirumullaivdyil shows, the poet has now

become extrovert. There is a sweet fragrance there (1) . It is a

place surrounded by garden of champaka groves (3) , a place of

fields of paddy full of beauty and goodness, wherein roam about
the crabs usually sleeping on the beautiful and comfortable seal

of lotus flowers, sleeping to the lullaby sung by the bees beautified

by dots and lines, bees which have become intoxicated with the

fresh smelling honey of the fields yielding gold (4>. It is a place

embraced by thick groves where does not cease the rare dance
of the damsels of beautiful carp-like eyes, of gem-like red lips,

of white teeth, of black and long tresses of hair and of a suffused
beauty of the peacock (7). The waters full of waves or ripples

.surround this holy place (11). Apart from the.se natural beauties,
it is a place of man’s art for it is surrounded by golden palaces
(8). It is also the place where throng the Devas, who cry to

Him and exclaim ‘Where are you?’ (2) for the Lord is the king
of the Devas (3). It is also a place where the good men praise
Him (10)

.
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VI

The Puranic stories are also referred to: His dance in the

presence of the Mother (2) ,
the Lordship over the Vedas (3) ,

the

flaying of the skin of the elephant (3), the destruction of the

three cities (6) ,
the swallowing of the poison (8) ,

the destruction

of the Lord of Death rushing on the young one (Mdrkkandeya)

(9), the Lord growing up taller and taller (as a pillar of Fire) to

frighten Vi^u and Brahma (11).

VII

The Lord is called 'Nampan'— ‘Our man’ (8), ‘He of Mullai-

vdyiV (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), or ‘the wealth of TirumullaivdyiV (7, 9,

11), ‘the Lord of TirumullaivdyiV (10), ‘the Lord of the beauti-

ful or loving eyes’ (2), the most beautiful (2), the meaning and

significance of the Vedas (2), ^CittarV (9), ‘the wise and the

learned’, ‘Pattan’ (9), ‘the learned Doctor who is the author of

the rich Vedas’, ‘PalkalnipporuV (10), ‘the meaning and significance

of all arts’, Taimpoif (8) ‘the fresh gold’, 'MdsildmanV (5), ‘the

blotless gem, (we know we have noted our poet has partiality for

this gem— the name of the deity of this temple)’, ^Samhhu^ or One

who creates happiness (8), Traivan\ the Sovereign (10), ^Ndtan*

the Lord (10). Thus the aspects of Beauty, Value, Knowledge,

Bliss and Power of the Lord are emphasized, at the same time

emphasizing his nearness to us. The hymn is important as giving

us the doctrine of Grace that the Lord loves our faults (6) (even

as the cow loves the dirt on its calf)

.

VIII

Our conclusion, that the poet has regained his mental peace

and equanimity is confirmed by what our poet assures his readers.

He has himself experienced a calm and cool mind whilst singing

this hymn, when all mental agitations thus ceased, he must have

felt transported to regions of the higher beings completely obvious

of the miseries of the world inflicting him in the form of grey

hair, wrinkles, old age and other sufferings. He, therefore, assures

those who recite these five and five verses of this garland of words

of ‘Nanai Aruran and who are capable of praising the Lord with

a calm and cool mind, that they will attain the sovereignty over

the people of Heavens without any grey hair, wrinkles, old age

and other sufferings— a kind of existence which is considered

heavenly.



chapter LXIX

TIRUVENPAKKAM
(Hyvin 89)

I

This is the place which our poet visits next. The place is

called Tiruvenpdkkam and from the hymn we find that the temple

was called Venkdyil (verse 10), probably because of the white

colour of the plaster work. The verses of this hymn are in

‘/coccaka’ form, of four lines each of four feet of kdycclr'. Every
fourth line ends with the words 'Ulompokir enrdne as its last two
feet. In the third line, the poet raises the question, ‘‘Are you
here inside this temple?’' and it is to this he says he got the

reply, “L/I6m po/cir” — ‘We are here, you get away or you go

your way’. The whole hymn is a complaint against this Lord and
every verse elaborates this complaint: “I thought that great people

would excuse faults and under that impression I committed mis-

takes; but without caring for the scandal, you have blinded my
eyes.” I asked, “Are you in the temple?” and the Lord remaining

there inside said, “We are here, you go your way” (1)

.

II

“I know neither the intermediate nor the initial. I declare,

I cry. My Lord, I take refuge in you. Without caring for the

facts, that we are your slaves and your refugees, Ye, my Lord,

said ‘You may go” (2). “I know not how to act. Even if I, your

false slave commit any mistake, saying, i.e., pretending that your

beautiful feet are my refuge, is it not necessary that you should

excuse me?” When I asked, “Are you here?” the Lord who is

capable of sympathizing with me, and helping me to attain salva-

tion, said, “We are here, you may go” (3)

.

“O, Our Prince! Are you here?”— thus as soon as I asked

Him, He replied, “We are here, you go your way” (4) . He was
there moving on the buU, by the side of the Mother, and I His

slave inquired of Him in a high pitch, and He at once replied,

“We are here, you may go” (5). “You have blinded the apple

of my eye. Are you here?”, I asked, and He replied, “I am here,

you may go” (6). “O, Lord of the throat, blue like the blue gem,

served by the hhaktas and the followers of the Vedas! Are you

here?”, I asked, and He said, “We are here, you may go” (7).

The Lord of Tiruvorriyur said, “We are here, you may go” (8).
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“Are you here, inside this white temple?”, I asked, and the Lord

blessed me with a walking stick as a prop and said, “We are here,

you go your way” (10). •

III

In two verses, our poet refers to the Cankili incident. “I told

you to go and be under the ^makilam' tree. Without my know-

ledge you said that the vow should be taken under the ‘makilam'

tree. You are so capable, O, Great Lord”! “Are you here?”, I

asked, and He as though He had sighted His enemies said, “We
are here, you go your way” (9). (This verse, it was suggested

by us might not have originally been in the hymn— Vol. I). “You

have given me Cankih, shining like a deer and you blessed in

such a way that the good effects flowing therefrom became mani-

fest” (10).

IV

Our poet refers also to some purdnic descriptions of the Lord:

His long dangling ear-ring (1), His deer (1), His bull (2), His

poisonous serpent (2, 3), His white sacred ash (2), His tiger’s

skin (2), His covering of an elephant skin (4), His throat with

the poison (4, 7, 8), the skull (Kdpdli) (4), His beautiul red form,

like the coral (4) , His company of the Mother (4) ,
His shining

golden konrai on the mat-lock (5, 6, 9) ,
His destruction of

Manmata (6), His Ganges on His crown (6), the serpent on His

waist (7) and His dance on the burning ghat with the Mother

surrounded by the ghost (8).

V
Though the hymn begins with a complaint and expresses the

miserable feeling of the poet at the Lord curtly replying as though

to an enemy that he should get away, yet in the end our poet gets

a walking stick to lean on and walk. This must have inspired the

poet with hope and our poet says he has sung this poem in love

of the Lord since he is passionately attached to Him.

Our poet describes himself as one who has the name of ‘^iva

of Tiruvdnir' which we had explained as referring to the first

part of his name Aruran. The gift of a walking stick— our poet

would have considered the gift from any one as the gift from the

Lord— makes him feel that he has been relieved of all his harmas

and that they would afflict him no more. That is why he assures

those who masters the Tamil of his, that the cruel karma will

never come near them.



chapter lxx

TIRUVALANKATU

(Hymn 52)

I

In this hymn, the refrain of the verses is '‘Alankdpd un atiydrk

katiyen dvene’'— ‘I shall become the slave of your slaves’. Else-

where we have explained the significance of the cult of the

hhaktas. Alankdtu is always coupled with Palaiyanur. Alankdtu

is probably the forest of banyan trees and the temple itself must

have been once upon a time, one of the banyan trees. The city

nearby came to be known after one 'Palaiyan* perhaps a chieftain.

Palaiyan is the name of a chieftain as is made clear by the Cankam

poetry which speaks of ^Mokur^ Palaiyan^ and other chieftains.

Our poet has regained his mental equipoise and as of yore refers

to the Purdnic stories in detail: His company of the Mother (7),

His waist-band of a serpent (2) ,
His ornament of bones (3) ,

His

destruction of three cities (3, 6, 7), His blue throat (4), His mat-

lock (5), His Ganges (7), His bull (7), His form of fire worshipped

by Visnu and Brahma (8) , His dance in the company of the ghosts

and the burning ghat (9).

n
The poet repeatedly addresses the Lord as Paramd in seven

verses (1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10) out of ten and he also describes this

supreme being above all others as curing the karmas (3, 4, 7, 8)

which cannot be otherwise removed, the karmas in which we are

submerged from very ancient times {'Pdntdl vinai' in the third

verse is the same as 'Pantdl viruiV of the seventh verse except for

the lengthening of the vowel in the former case) the karmas

which become a void. The other idea which is emphasized in this

hymn that He is prayed by many, comes uppermost in our poet’s

mind when he thinks of taking refuge in the hhaktas— ‘the pattar

palar porrum parama (1)
—

‘O, Supreme Being, praised by many
hhaktas*; *Pannd ricaika latu konfu palaru mettum Palaiyanur

Anna* (6) — ‘O, Lord! praised by many with music full of melody’,

‘Panmd malarka lavaikontu palaru mettum Palaiyanur Ammo*
(9)
—

‘O, Lord! praised by many worshipping you with many

1. Maturaik kdnci : T, 508.

T ri
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valuable flowers’, ‘Pattar cittar palarettum paraman palaiyanur

meya Attan' (10) — 'the Lord being praised by many hhaktas and

siddhas\ In this way our poet has suggested the various kinds of

worship with flowers (9), with music (6), and with praises (9).

He refers to another form of worship as well: ^Pdlankdti, neyydpV

(5)
— ‘the Lord who bathes in milk and ghee’. The good effects

of such a worship is also referred to: ^^Tolwvdr tanka} tuyar

tlrppdy'^ (3) — ‘You are the Lord who removes the miseries of

those who worship you’. There is also the worship according to

Vedas; for, '‘He is the path of the Vedas'*— *'Veda neriydne*' {!)..

III

The poet also enumerates in a way the various kinds of

worshippers and he sometimes calls the Lord Himself after the

names of these followers *^Muttd (1), Cittd (1), Pattd (1)”— ‘the

freed One, One who had achieved and reached the goal. One who
loves the Lord.’ These terms are thus used as the names of the

Lord Himself (1). He speaks of the worshippers of the Lord as

Poitar (1, 10), Cittar (10). The Lord is not only 'Muttd* but

confers *MuttV (1). He is not only a ^Siddha* but shows the ways
of *siddhV (1). He is not only a 'Bhakta* but One praised by
hhaktas (1). He is by nature a freed soul, not one who is freed—
that is why He is Mutid; the term Bhakta we had already referred

to as the name of the Lord. He calls the Lord ^Tevar Cinkame*

(1), ‘the Lord of the Devas’ which must have been suggested the

name of the Pallava chief Rdjasiihha, the contemporary (king) of

Arurar. In this hymn also the poet calls the Lord, the good flame
of the Light which requires no kindling— 'Tuntd vilakkin narco^'

(3). He calls Him 'Tattwan' (8), the fundamental element of the

thing in itself. The Poet who has lost his eyesight addresses the Lord
as the eye of the world which with all His thought is concentrat-

ed on protecting the world— “Karpidyulakam kdkkinra Karuttd”

(6)

. The Lord is perfect, impossible to be perfected any more—
' Tiruttaldkdtdy'^ (6). Our poet feels that not only he, but all

his ancestors were the slaves of the Lord— ‘‘Entdy entai

Pertnndne** (6). ^^Emmdn entai muttappan elel patikdl emaiydnta
Pemmdn*' (9) — We have referred to this service of the Lord
through seven generations.

IV

The first foot of every fourth line, as usual in our poet’s

hymns, consists of words expressing that God is the real relation-
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ship of all kinds. The words which we found in other hymns are

repeated here: Attd (1), Aiyd (2), Antd (3), Arive (4), Amid

(6) Antd (7), Alvdy (8), Ammd (9).

V

Our poet also expresses certain aspects of his life in relation

to the Lord. “I acted falsely and roamed about going more and

more away from you. You came here as the truth, and prevent-

ing me from thus getting away from you, you saved me, O, Truth!

the true principle or the truthful” (2)

.

“I was caught in the trap of the beautiful damsels of eyes

shining like those of the deer. My intelligence became deluded

and I lost my intelligence” (4). “I was caught in the net of the

damsels of wide eyes flashing like the spear. I forgot you” (5).

The imconscious probably is suggesting that the description of

Cankili is after all just because he has escaped from the feminine

trap. Therefore, these references ought not to be taken as refer-

ring to any immoral life of the poet. We will see the poet coming

back from this confused state of mind when he reaches mental

equipoise at Tiruvdmdttur (45) where he explains his true and
divine relationship with Cankili.

VI

The poet in this hymn also refers to the precious worth and
lovable character of the Lord and in his usual way he describes

the Lord as the gem, the pearl and the emerald (5). Experienc-
ing the Lord as such when he takes refuge in the bhaktas he is

so overpowered by this joy that he dances and sings completely
surrendering himself through worship to the feet of the Lord (10).

He says, “He came to love the service alone, he, the young one
Uran, the famous young one whom siddhas ever keep in their

mind and he has sung these shining Tamil verses* (10). There-
fore, he assures those who will read these Tamil verses of his

song and dance overpowered by this experience of the hymn
will surely worship the feet of the Supreme Being (10). Such
a worship itself is a state of Heaven.



CHAPTER LXXt

TIRUVEKAMPAM

(Hymn 61)

I

“E/campam” is considered to be the Tamil form of the Sans-

krit word *^Ekdmram^\ the imique mango tree, probably the old

temple of Kdnci receiving all worship, the Lord there being

known as Ekdmrandtha, Ekampavdnan or Kampan. The mango
tree is even now within the temple premises. But by the time

of Nampi Arurar, the temple has become of great importance

to Saivites. Mahendra Varma, in his Matta Vildsamy refers to

the Kdpdli coming from the temple of Ekdmrandtha. The

Kdmakkdttam or the temple of the Mother Goddess is important

in this city. The name of the deity of this temple had assumed

the Tamil form Kampam which has become the proper name of

the people of the age like Kalikkampan, etc.

II

On reaching Kdnci, on his way back to Tiruvdrur, the poet

is said to have got back the sight of one eye. At this partial

recovery of the eyesight, the poet exclaims in joy, “Kdnak kan

atiyen perravdre^*—“Ah! how I, a slave, got the eye to see the

Lord’’ (1-10).

The last half of every fourth line of this verse ends with the

refrain of an exclamation 'Kdnak kan afiyen perravdre. The rest

of the verses piles up the description of the Lord in the accu-

sative case. In the last verse, the poet states that this hymn
was sung by him

—

Ndvaldruran—in good Tamil expressing the

idea that he as a slave has been blessed with an eye to see the

Lord.

Ill

The Purarnic descriptions which imply the Grace of God show-
ered on His followers and removing at the same time the obstruc-

tions in the way are referred to—the Lord’s feast of the
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poison (1, 5), the worship by the Mother Goddess, a worship

which is repeated in every verse, His destruction of the Lord of

Death (4) ,
and the three cities (3, 9) and Kama (3) and

Daksa (9), His bull (11), His eight arms (9), His flaying of the

elephant (3), His mat-lock (2), His konrai flower (4), His ear with

the kwndo^ki (4) ,
His battle-axe (5) ,

His crescent moon (6) and

His Ganges (6)

.

IV

The Lord is referred to as 'Korravan’ (11)—the victorious,

'Kampan' (1-11) the term already explained, 'Kuttan' (11) the

dancer, *Adi' (1) the beginning of everything, ‘Vittakan' (5)

,

the wise or mysterious person, *Siva^ (8), the name so dear and

sacred to the Saivites^ ^Devadevan* (6) the Lord of the Dev>as,

‘NitkantakaW (9) the One who is just and strict and 'lean' (10)

the Lord.

The name 'Kampan^ is found used with various significant

adjectives ^Periyakampan* (3), 'Nallakampan' (5), ‘Kallakkani-

pan' (10): Kampa the Great; Kampa the Good; and Kainpa the

Deceitful, deceitful because He remained latent till Pdrvati wor-

shipping Him embraced Him out of fear of the flood which the

Lord Himself engineered for bringing about this happy consum-

mation. It will be seen in this hymn, that all these references

are to the deity worshipped by the Mother Goddess

—

Kdnei-p-

purdnam. However, some writers differentiate among these and

other names by explaining them as referring to various deities

worshipped by Visnu, Brahma, Rudra and Pdrvati respectively.

V

The hymn is important in showing the method of worship

followed by Mother Goddess Atarittu (2, 8), Etti (3, 5, 6, 7, 9),

Kelumi (4), Maruvi (6), Paravi (9), “Ullattu\ki yukanturnai

Nankai vaUpataccenru' (10)—Coming near and taking refuge in

Him and embracing Him in love, praising and worshipping Him,

always contemplating on Him in joy or with an elevated feeling.

The poet also refers to the Pancagavya, for he addresses the

Lord as 'Pdlotu druiincum dptukantdn—the Lord who is fond of

the Pancagavya (8) inclusive of milk.

VI

The results following the worship also are hinted at; the

Lord resides in the Hearts of His followers as their ally removing
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all miseries and fetters; '‘Cintippdr avar cintai uldn” (l)~He

who is in the mind of those who contemplate on Him’; “Urravark-

kutavum Perurrvdn’^ (2)—“the Great One helping those taking

refuge in Him”; *‘ParnrMrkkenTum parravan” (2)
—

‘Ever the prop

unto those who catch hold of Him or who is attached to Him’;

^^Puvippdr inanain pdvikkonpdn’’ (2)
—‘One who completely occu-

pies the mind of those who contemplate on Him (probably as

identical with themselves)’; Altai tlrttarul ceyyavalldn’’ (5)
—

‘One who is capable of removing all our miseries and blessing

us’; ‘‘NanniTmrkkenrum nallavan’' (7)
—

‘He who is good unto those

who approach Him,’ ''Cintittenrum ninainteluvdrkal cintaiyir

rikalum civan’' (8)
—

‘Siva who shines in the mind of those who

contemplate on Him and ever get up remembering Him’, “Pantitta

vinaip parraruppdn” (8)
—‘One who cuts away the fettering karmic

bond'. In one way these descriptions may be taken as referring

to the blessings the poet himself has received from the Lord. ‘Emmdn’

(1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9) or 'Enkal pirdn' (3, 5, 10)
—‘My father or the

Lord, the Patron of ours’ occurs in every verse. He refers to the

Lord as ''Ndmukakkinra Pirdn” (7)
—

‘the Patron whom we are fond

of’ and ''Periya Emperumdn” (11)
—

‘Our Great Lord of high rank’.

VII

He refers to the worship of the Lord by the learned men and

the Vedic scholars
—

“Periya Emperumdn enru eppotum karravar

paravappatuvdn” (11)
—‘Who is ever praised as the great Lord

of high rank by the learned, the very form of the rare Lord
Himself is considered as the most learned for He is spoken of as

the expert in the Vedas and their auxiliary studies. He is greatly

fond of the Sdmaveda (6). It was He who has expounded the

Vedas.

Among His followers, as usual, our poet makes a distinction

between Amarar (1) and Vtryn^var (7), Amarar probably refer-

ring to those of His followers who had attained eternity. The
Lord is possessed, in abundance, of that upright conduct so much
praised and worshipped by the Amarar. In other places he speaks
of the Lord as ‘Umpar Kon’ (2)— ‘the King of those of the higher

regions’. ‘Devadevan' (6)
—

‘the Deva of the Devas\ 'Imaiyavar
Kon’ (10)

—
‘the King of those who do not wink, probably the

Devas’.
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VIII

The joy of the special Grace of the Lord he had received

by receiving partial eyesight, thanks to this feeling of guilt slowly

fading away as a result of his confidence in the Lord’s Grace and

bliss, makes him feel that he has been saved so as to escape from

the evil path. He feels that he has been safely transported to

the sphere of upright path. He feels that those who are masters

of these ten verses will feel the same experience of reaching His

sphere of Good Path (11)

.



CHAPTER LXXU

TIRUVARtJR

(Hymn 83)

I

As soon as our poet got back his partial eyesight his mind

naturally goes back to Tiruvdrur and he exclaims, When am

I to approach my Lord after stepping into Tiruvdrur ‘'Enrukol

eyUivate?” --’'When am I to reach Him?’ is the refrain of all

these verses, these words forming the last half of every fourth line

of every verse.

He speaks of certain obstacles to be removed at the methods

of worshipping the Lord, at the same time describing the Lord

in terms of Purdnic stories and also expressing his own views

about the precious nature of the Lord. Tiruvdrur comes back to

his mind— Tiruvdrur of the South (1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9), where the

zephyr oasts its fragrance (2) ,
the city of rich fields full of excel-

lent paddy (3), rich and cool fields beautified by rich soil and

water (4), the city surrounded by strong fortress walls (9).

II

“At sunrise and sunset and at mid-day reciting the Pancdksara

and mentally cogitating about Him, when am I to reach my father

and patron before the ancient chronic karma coming uppermost

enshrouds me?” (1). “When shall I reach Him with all my mind

getting cool and collected, without any agitation, showering on

Him crowded flowers both day and night and going round Him
in circumambulation so that the well established karmic cruelty

may depart from me ?” (2). “Because of the ancient ignorance in

the previous births, the mind thought of, later on, so many things.

For removing these thoughts and illusion or confusion of mind,

when am I to reach Tiruvdrur, to attain the sweetest nectar of

my life ?” (3) . “Good thoughts were destroyed during those

days — thoughts of killing the rare lives and other faults cropped

up. When am I to enter Tiruvdrur, stepping on to its frontiers,

when am I, his slave, to reach Him for completely destroying all

these thoughts and defects ?’’ (4) . These thoughts probably refer

to his thoughts of war as a political leader.
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m
In the rest of the hymn, he refers to the descriptions of the

Lord according to the Puranas and philosophies concluding at

the end of every verse. “When am I to reach or attain Him ?” He
expresses the great value he sets upon the Lord in his usual way
calling Him, ^^Oppamardc cempon' (7), *fine gold which has no
equal’; ^Nanmani’ (7) ‘the good gem’; he further speaks of Him,
'En port, en mani\ ‘my gold and my gem’ (7) and 'Emmirat (8)
‘my Lord’. He exclaims, “When shall I see the Lord, so that my eye
which has been always remembering Him hankering after or burn-
ing as it were for His sight may become cool and happy?” (9).

The Lord is the light all round the five elements and the
sun. (6). He is the sevenfold tunes of those who are experts in

the munificent Tamil (6). He is the sound of the seven strings
of the ydl (6). He is the treasure for every soul (7).

IV

He describes this hymn ‘the ten verses of flowers’ of many and
high sounding words, uttered by Uran, the Lord of Ndvalur, out of

his longstanding good love for Arur where resides the Lord (10)

.

V
The Poet has referred to the Purdnic descriptions of the Lord

as the father of Him, who had cut the mango tree in the sea

(5) ,
as that light which besmears its body with the sacred ash (5)

and adorns itself with the garment of the tiger skin (5), as One
who receives the alms offered (5) ,

as the beginning of everything

(5, 9), as One who is beautified by the bull (8), as One sharing
His form with that of the Mother Goddess (7) ,

as One who crowns
Himself with the dancing serpent up and above the crown beauti-
fied by the Ganges (8) , as One who goes about begging in the
skull as the great One beyond the reach of Visnu and Brahma (9)

and as One who has the lightning-like ruddy mat-lock (10).

It is clear that the poet looks upon Tiruvdrur as a heaven on
earth (10) and having experienced thus he assures the readers

of this verse that those who had mastered the ten verses of this

hymn will surely attain this bliss of the golden heaven (10).

VI

As already pointed out the poet has also experienced a golden
holiness within himself driving away the sense of guilt from which
he was suffering. This experience of feeling himself a ^Punniyan\
inspires him to address his readers as Punniyar (10)

.

T. 105



CHAPTER LXXIIl

TIRU AMATTUR

(Hymn 45)

I

Tke sufferings are not completely over, but the poet is very

much overpowered by the Grace of God; for, as we have seen,

he has received a prop of a walking stick and partial eyesight. In

this hymn at Tiruvdmdttur, the cloud of pessimism clears away

and we hear in this hymn the poet almost dancing in joy of a

new found bliss; he repeats every verb. The Grace is always identi-

fied with the Mother Goddess who is said to share the very form

of the Lord. It is the Grace which leads us all to the Lord. This

is spoken of as the Lord out of His love for His consort condes-

cending to save us all, Her children. The very name of the Lord

Siva which is considered to be a mantra is explained in this way:

‘Va^ represents the Grace of the Lord, and ‘Si’ the Absolute Brah~

mam, whom one attains through ‘Va' or Grace which is finally

dissolved in the ultimate unity of the Absolute.

n

The poet sings : “I have seen Him; I have seen Him, who
is acting according to the whims and fancies of the beautiful dam-
sel or rather having the same ideas as that of the beautiful dam-
sel. He had saved me. He had saved me by accepting me as His

slave and servant. I have assumed the role, I have assumed the

role of the servant of the Lord of Amdttur. This is not a falsehood

what I am asserting; pray, listen to me. I have returned away
from those who are not blessed with the wisdom of His Vedas” (1)

.

“I sing, I sing of Parvati, catching hold of her feet. I go in

quest of Him, I go in quest of Him, finally catching hold of Him.
I dance, I dance to become one with Him. Devoid of all faults,

devoid of all faults with all my consciousness or ideal, I shall

embrace, I shall embrace our Lord of Amdttur” (2).

What faults were removed, we are next told in the third

verse by referring to the two great victorious feats of the Lord,
as though these feats were performed for our poet’s sake, viz., con-
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quest of passion and death: ‘‘That day with the power of His eyes

He burnt down, He burnt down Kama. That day with His leg He
rushed, He rushed on the Lord of Death. The Lord of Amdttur He
has scrutinized carefully, He has scrutinized carefully (His ser-

vants). He shares He shares the form of the Mother Goddess*’

(3). The idea seems to be that the Lord was in search of a fol-

lower free from all defects. His Grace tempted Him to be merci-

ful and to accept any soul, for, He could destroy their passions

and their fate of Death.

Our poet in this very happy mood gives us the real relation-

ship that existed between Cankili and himself, a relationship which
he in a mood of care-worn pessimism began to condemn in his pre-

vious hymn: “I have realized, I have realized the shining truth
standing inside my mind. I went, entered, and I reached, I reached
Tiruvorriyur and I have attained, I have attained the soft shoulders
and broad bosoms of Cankili; thereby I have enjoyed, I have
enjoyed the Grace of the chief of Amdttur'' (4).

Our poet turns to state to the Lord going in search of the
loving souls in the Bhiksdtana form while even great men if

they are egoistic. He destroys. He attributes all these to the
Grace of the Lord, to the Mother rather than to the Lord Himself.
'‘He conquered. He conquered in that sacrifice the denizens of

the Heavens. He went about in the streets for paltry alms. He
stood firm, He stood firm on the side of those full of Dharma.
It is not He, It is not He. It is the Grace He showers. Ah ! Our
chief of Amdttur!" (5).

The same contract involved in saving the poet whilst refus-
ing to reveal Himself to Visnu and Brahma is further emphasized
in the next verse : He appeared, He appeared as a God impos-
sible to be seen. He went higher up whilst Ndranan and iNTdn-

mukan went in quest of Him. He accepted. He' accepted AmdU
tur and myself. He has adorned, He has adorned His chest with
the sacred thread rolling on it’’ (6). This probably refers to the
Lord coming, in the Brahmin form or to the fact that the Lord
who to frighten Visnu and Brahma stood like a pillar of fire,

accepted our poet as His servant making Himself known as the
Lord of the Vedas through the symbol of the sacred thread. Our
poet continues, “He is the thought, He is the thought of aU the lives

of the seven great worlds. To those who undertake to see Him,
He is their eyes. He is their eyes. In His form, one half is a woman,
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one half is a woman, The Lord of Armttur is He who is nearest,

He who is nearest’’ (7).

“He is the gold, He is the gold. He shines like the lightning,

He shines like the lightning. He who does not leave me depart

after having given me the gold. He is that great thing, He is

that great thing, the esoteric significance of the Vedas. He is mine.

He is mine. Out of love in my mind, I shall enjoy the Lord of

Amdttur and be full of bliss” (8).

“I go in quest of Him, I go in quest of Him. Every day, four

finger-widths above the naval, I search for Him, I search for

Him and His feet like red lotus. I will reach Him, I will reach

Him. (Mdttu is the transitive form of the root 'mdtu\ Mattu is to

bring two things together through a hook, etc., to make two things

to become attached to one another. The original form ‘rrvdtu' must

therefore mean to come together). I will come together with Him

or I will be in communion with Him. Catching hold of Him I shall

dance, I shall dance happy in my heart” (9). The poet is in this

way referring to the yogic path where the yogis through kindling

and controlling the nerve-centres reach the super-conscious

spiritual stage where they are said to be embracing the Lord.

^‘Leaving all other relations, I reached inside my mind. The

substance there, I caught hold of, I caught hold of. For reaching

His lotus-like russet feet, I became devoid, I became devoid of

other attachments, so that I may not be born again and again. I

received the blessing, I received the blessing of becoming the

servant of the servants of the Lord of Amditur*^ (10) . Thus the

poet hints at the truth that the culmination of Sivabhakti is the

Atiydr Bhakti,

HI

In this hymn the poet has given us the various stages of spiri-

tual development which he himself had undergone. The poet is

so overpowered by the experience whilst singing this hymn that

he assures those who will, without any false pretensions and so

moved as to be in tears, recite these words of tJran, Vanroi^ari,

praising the Lord of the dark throat, our elder brother, and father,

the Lord of Amdttur^ having all of us as His servants who are

true, the blotless—will reach the golden feet of the Lord. The
poet speaks here of ‘Pulampuvdr\ i.e., they will feel penitent and

cry— i.e., those who find nothing else except the Lord as their
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refuge (11). Though the hymn expresses the joy of the poet, it

is in another sense the expression of his self-surrender to God.

IV

Our poet speaks of the Lord as ‘Maiyan* after speaking of

Him as the blotless and before referring to the blue throat. It

may mean that He being the Absolute in which must exist every-

thing, is also the blotful. He swallows away all the blots and

miseries for saving others and purifying the world. Or, it may refer

to the Ardhanwmvara form where the Mother’s form is beauti-

fied by coUyrium or ^mai\ the mother whom the poet refers to in

the first three verses and the seventh verse directly and in the

other verses indirectly as the blessing or Grace of the Lord saving

us. Or, does it mean He is the centre? It is for consideration

whether that meaning is as old as Arurar.

V
The Pumnic references as already given are His company of

the Mother (1, 2, 3, 7), His destruction of Kama (3), and the

Lord of Death (3), His destruction of Daksa^s sacrifice (5), His

begging in the streets (5) and His pillar of fire (6) appearing

before Vi^nu and Brahma (6), His sacred thread (6) and His

blue throat (11). The poet refers to his own life, his company

with Cankili, the Lord’s gift of gold. He also refers to God being

our father (11), our brother (7), our Lord (11), the Lord being

the embodiment of truth to the truthful, the embodiment of

Dharma (11), the eye unto those who want to see Him (7).

This hymn is important in bringing out the significance of

Grace or Mother. It is one of the important hymns giving a picture

of our poet’s spiritual development.



CHAPTER LXXIV

tirunelvayil aratturai

(Hymn 3)

I

The city is called Nelvdyil, while the temple is referred to

as Aratturai, as the ford of Kara or Siva. Perhaps Aratturai is a

mistake for Aratturai, for, if it was connected with *Ara* the Tami-

lian form of the Sanskrit 'Hara\ one would expect 'Aran turai\

The name ^ArutturaV referring to a temple at Tiruvenneinallur,

will suggest Aratturai rather than Aratturai. But, it must be

noted that all the manuscripts and editions give only the form
Aratturai. This city is on the bank of 'Nivd^, a form which
occurs in Periya TirumoU.^ According to Tamil grammar this

form will become *Niva*, ^Nivavu* and our Nampi Arurar uses

the form 'Nivavin karai' which may be derived from both these

latter forms. The inscriptions give the name of the river as Nuka
(South Indian Inscriptions Vol. II, 15). This is the river now
known as Velldru running near Parankippettai or Porto Novo.

II

Our poet calls the Lord, the blotless One, ‘Ninmalan^ a word
which is repeated in every second line of the first nine verses
except in the 6th and in the first line of the tenth verse. After
the last hymn, the poet seems to experience the Lord as the blot-

less and as one who removes the blot. He also calls Him
'Punitaf (3) ,

the Holy One. He is also the Beautiful One
(AUkd—6) ;

the Deathless (Amard—6) ;
the Supreme Light

(Paranjoti—8): all these suggesting the conception of Sat, Chit
and Ananda. In this hymn the poet begs of the Lord to tell him
a strategic way of escape, so as to reach the feet of the Lord:
^Vyyappovator culal colle*\ This ^'Uyyappovatdr culal colW ^

—

*Tell me a strategy of escape’ is the ending of all the verses
except verse No. 2, where the ending is ''Unnatiye pukum culal
colW—‘Tell me a strategy of entering your feet’. Instead of

1 . 3 : 2 : 9 .
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interpreting the word 'culaV as “strategy’, one can interpret it

as a surrounding or a place where the poet can go and reach

the Lord’s feet as a safe place, where he can escape from the

miseries of the world.

Ill

In this hymn, the poet after the dance of internal joy, has

courage enough to face the world; and the beauty of the Purdnic
form of the Lord appears before him. In contrast to these, appear
the miseries of the world, the slowly working Death, the tempta-

tions of the senses, the helpless state of his own partial blindness,

the fear of the sea of births, the ephemeral nature of youth and
this body—a body which is so flimsy and the temptation of women,
and our poet cries to the Lord to show him a way out. The
descriptions of the transitoriness of the world, youth and body,

and the description of the Lord are reminiscent of ancient authors,

Tiruvalluvar (From whose work a number of passages has been
adopted), Campantar, and the authors of Ndlatiydr, etc. Perhaps
the poet also is referring to some proverbs prevalent in his age.

That seems to be implied in our poet’s statement 'Colldykkali-

kinratu' (1)

.

llie river Niva rushes, pushing down the akil, the precious
shining gems ail mixed together, from the mountains (1), along
with pepper creepers and big trees (2), with the flowers of the

'venkai' tree and the 'konku' tree of high branches (4). The
river rushes down with tall bamboos, when the moving clouds
rain on the topmost peak of the mountain (5) . The river rushes
down with beautiful gold, cardamom and clove (6). It comes
pushing down with great force, heaps of akil from the face as it

were of the peak (7). On the bank of this river stands the city,

where dances the Lord in the presence of the daihsels of curled
tresses of hair (2). That holy place is the rendezvous of the
damsels, glorious like the peacock, who have no compeers (7).
The place is full of gardens with trees growing very high. In
the tanks of blue water lilies the swans swarm (6). In the
sylvan tract of the place surrounded by long fields full of water,
the crabs play (8)—it is one of the characteristic features of the
poet to note not only the significant swan, but also the insignificant

crabs. The Lord, our poet says, lives here for long in this beauty
spot.
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IV

The Pura)i7hic descriptions of the Lord refer to His crown of

the crescent moon (1), His dance before the loving damsels (2),

His ear-ring of makara (7), His girdle of a dancing serpent (3),

the white bull (3), His love for being seated under the shade of

a banyan tree (6), the vanquishment of Rdvona (8), His becom-

ing invisble to Visinu and Brahma (9) and His Ardhandrlsvara

form (3). In this hymn also, our poet seems to be differentiating

between Amarar and Vdnuvar—''Amarark kamarar Perumdn*'

(8) and ^N%nil muti vdnavar vantiraincum Ninmalan^ (9).

y
The rest of the hymn is his lamentations to the Lord with

reference to the ephemeral nature of the world and his prayer

to the Lord to inform him of a way out. “They have constructed

a beautiful place to live in (perhaps a palace), they walked in,

they dressed, they became grey and they died— thus in this

world, life is passing away and this transitoriness has become

a proverb. I, Your slave, realizing this, have clung to you. Tell me
how I can escape from the crux.’’ (1) . “In this earthly world ephe-

meral and vain, you have made me a man but I cannot stand firm.

Or, I may not be eternal. Tell me a place where I can enter your

feet, successfully fighting against and extinguishing (these five

sensations) of the five gates of sense organs” (2) . “What alas I

I have no eye except yourself. (This is on the basis of Periydlvdr:

‘^Vilikkum kairmilen ninkan marralldV^^ It is also possible to inter-

pret, “One eye, I have not”. For, that is the story about his pre-

sent partial blindness. “I have no other attachment except your-

self, O, my Lord ! Please tell me of a place of escape which I may
reach crossing such a full ocean of birth’

^
(Arrdr must be split into

^arru’ meaning such, and ‘dr' meaning ‘full’— 3). (The terror of

this sea is so well known and therefore it is referred to as ‘that’

or such— 3).

“The youth is like the bank on which dashes the floods. This

birth is like waking up from sleep. Without making me suffer resid-

ing in this body and withering away, tell me your servant, a place

to which I could escape” (4). “The five senses will get confused
and the heart will get troubled when the followers of the Lord

2 . 5 ; 1: 2 .
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of Death, who fight with their spears, attack. Before I become un-

conscious as a result of these, tell me a place to which I can escape”

(5). “I am not happy with this body which suffers even when a

tiny awn of paddy presses on it. I have suffered (enough). Tell

me a place to which I, your slave, can now escape” (6). “This is

a life where the decorations of a marriage become decorations of

a corpse, O, Lord ! tell me a place to which I could escape” (7).

“Because of my good fortune which I had amassed in olden times,

I was blessed with the gift of reciting your name; tell me a place

to which, I, your slave, can now escape” (8). “Before I become
like the bees swarming the jack fruit, to be caught in the trap of

the damsels of shining forehead, tell me a place to which, I Your
slave, can now escape” (9) .

(The reading given is “Vdiidr nutaldr

valaippat tallyin palavin haul lyatu polvatanmun'’— Samajam
edn. of 1935) . But Ramananda Yogi’s annotation gives the reading

“Jpdiuatu”. But this will make the line shorter than it ought to

be. All the other editions give the reading “Intatu p6V\ The read-

ing ''lyatu polvatu” was suggested perhaps by the lines in Tiruva-

caham, "Ulaitaru nokkiyar konkaip paldppalattiyin oppap” (Nittal

Vinnappam

:

46) . One wonders whether the word ‘mtu’ itself

meant a bee. 'lyal, Heal, %ka* are words with the same root

'V; with 'tu' as a formative, and by nunnation the form 'Intu' may
be had. 'Antu^ is a small grey winged insect found in stored paddy
and the people of Chingleput Disitrict speak also of ^Antu* as an

insect affecting the paddy. Therefore, 7ntu’ may mean such a

small insect.

Our poet speaks of the Lord as standing firm like 'A^ (ji)

standing first among the letters (7). This reminds us the first

kural and the Cnta statement, “I am the letter ‘A’ among the let-

ters”— ''AksaroTidm akdro asmi” (Gita : 10 : 33)

.

VI
The poet feels elated after singing this hymn and as a result

of this elation he feels in singing this hymn, he assures that those

who mastered these ten verses of this garland of a hymn of good

Tamil sung by Arurar, the servant and follower of the Lord, the

chief of Southern Ndvalur, full of beautiful palaces and long royal,

roads, where rush the chariots— that these experts will become
kings or emperors riding on elephants, black elephants full of

must on which will hum the bees and will rule the whole of

Heavens (10). This shows the poet’s mind still bears traces of

his political associations.

T. 106



chapter LX3iV

TIRUVAVATUTURAI

{Hymn 70)

1

Our poet according to Cekkildr sang Hymn No. 66 on Tiruvd-

vatuturai whilst he was going north from Tiruvdrur. In that hymn

he mentioned a few stories of Siva which attracted his attention

and inspired him to take refuge in the Lord. In the present hymn,

every line ends with the refrain : “Enai ancal enru aruldy, Ydr

enakku uravu Amararkal ere^^
—“Shower your blessings by assur-

ing me with the words, ‘Fear not\ Who is there related to me

(if not you) oh, lion amongst the Amaras or the Deathless?”

Because of this difference in the emotional tune of these

hymns, Cekkildr concluded that the Hymn No. 66 was sung when

our poet went northward and this Hymn No. 70 when he returned

southward. The idea of taking refuge inspired by the stories is

going to occur, even according to Cekkildr in a few hymns later

on, as for instance in the famous hymn on Tiruppunkur— H. 55.

The prayer for the Lord’s assuring words ‘Fear not’ occurred in

the hymn No. 27 sung according to Cekkildr at the period of the

hymn No. 66. It is, therefore, possible to argue that instead of dif-

ferentiating between these two hymns on Tiruvdvatuturai, both

may belong to the same period of our poet’s mental, physical and

political suffering, a period perhaps when there was a political

confusion in our pKDet’s life, a confusion still further aggravated

by the incident of Cankili, all of which brought on, a sense of guilt,

blindness and other physical ailments, only to be cured when his

feeling of repentance glowed with his faith in and the joy of

the Lord’s Grace— all belonging to the period of his pilgrimage to

the North and his return.

n

The present hymn contains verses ending with the words

*^Enai ancal enraruldy ydr eimkku uravu amararkal ere”. Thus

the feeling of world’s oppression still continues in this hymn also,

though he is sure of the Lord’s Grace and his absolute dependence

on Him. This brings out the truth that the Lord is the real relation

of ours— all kinds of relationship. The third line ends in the
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phrase *TiruvdvatuturaiyuV and is connected with the first word
of the fourth line, making thus a complete description of the

Lord, ^Tiruvdvatuturaiyul Ankand etc' emphasizing His peculiar

relationships: 'Ankand' (1)
— ‘Oh! Lord of the beautiful eyes

or the Lord of mercy in TiruvdvatuturaV ; *Annale' (2)
—

‘O, Great

Personality’; ‘Appane’ (3)
— ‘O, Father’; ‘Atipanc’ (4)

— ‘O! Our
Lord’; ‘Antand' (5)

—
‘O, Seer!’ (i.e.. Brahmin, Guru of beautiful

and cool qualities)
;
‘Aravane (6) — ‘O, Lord of Dkarma !' or, ‘O,

Saint’; ^Aiyane’ (7)
—

‘O, Brother or Chief!’; Atiye' (8)
—

^O,

Beginning of everything!’; Armiye' (9)
—

‘O, Elephant’ (usually

an endearing term used in addressing a child)
;
‘Antavdnan' (10) —

‘The resident of this Universe— its inner principle’.

It was noted that the poet getting himself freed of his depres-

sions -and sufferings, feels purer and this inspires him to address

the Lord as the Purest. In this hymn also our poet addresses the

Lord as ^Punitd’ (1) — ‘the Purest’; ^Punniyd' (1) — ‘the Virtu-

ous’; *Tirttane' (1)
—

‘the Lord of the Holy Path’; Tevan^ (2)—
‘the Bright One’; ^Uttamd' (3)

—
‘the Best’; ^Vikirtd' (4)

—‘One

who stands apart as unique (or, as we interpreted as the art form

as differentiated from the Natural form)’. His emphasis on Truth
also was noted. Here also, he addresses the Lord as ‘Met/yan’

(7)
—

‘the Truthful one’ or ‘the Lord of Truth’. The endearing

terms of love and worth expressing our Poet’s love, respocl and
bliss in relation to the Lord as the Supreme value bring out the

feeling of holiness which he used to express by calling God the

gem (4), the gold (6), the beautiful (8), the nectar (8), and the

Light (7) . The Lord is not merely honey but the clear honey (1)

.

He is not merely the gold but the pure red gold of Tiruvdrur (6)

.

He is not merely light but the shining (never dimming) light (7).

He is not merely the gem but faultless glorious gem— ‘Mdcild-

maniye' (9). Other descriptions are continued in the same strain.

He is ^Kuraivild niraivu'—‘The Absolute Perfection without any
defect or deficiency’ (6), 'Kotild Amutu’— (8)

•— ‘the nectar
without any dregs’ (descriptions which are again reminiscent of

Tiruvdcakam (Koyirriruppatikam-5) . ‘Gunakkunre' (6)
—

‘The
mountain of good qualities’ (This is reminiscent of TiruvaUavar
and Tiruvdcakam); *TUild malaV (8)

—
‘the mountain without

any evil’.

Ill

The Grace of the Lord is emphasized as in the previous hymn,
'On this earth, I lay confused. He of his own accord forcibly ac-
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cepted me as His servant and saved me. I have no eye. Because

of the disease inflicting me in this body, I have become a burden

to you. Be pleased to say ‘Fear not’ ” (2) . “I have no wisdom.

I have been confused because of the disease oppressing me in

this body” (4). “I, your slave, have no relations except you. Will

it be beneath your dignity to forgive one fault of mine ?” (6)

.

The Grace demands worship. The worship with honey, milk,

curd—a bath in these the Lord loves—is referred. He is wor-

shipped by all (9).

{Amarar as distinguished from Vdmvar or Virtnavar may

mean the freed souls. In this very hymn our poet addresses the

Lord as, ‘Imaiyor tolutettum vikirtane' (4)
—‘The form assumed by

Him for being worshipped according to the rules and rites and

for being praised by the Devas with all their eyes never even

winking’; 'Imaiydr dir icane* (5)
—‘The Lord of the Devas’; ‘Jmai-

ydr tolu kove’ (8)
— ‘The king who is worshipped by the Devas’.

This conception of the Lord’s sovereignty over the Devas and this

Universe is thus emphasized often and as usual, because the poet

feels that there is nothing else except God. In this connection, the

term Tacupatl’ (8)
—

‘The Lord of the souls’, ‘Bhutanatan’ (1)—
^The Lord of the souls’ and ‘Arytavdrian’ (10) — ‘The life of the

Universe’, and 'Vdnandtan’ (9)
— ‘The Lord of the country of

Heavens’ become significant).

IV

The Purdnic descriptions also seem to suggest the Grace of the

Lord.

The Mother Goddess had been explained as the very form of

Grace of the Lord and her company is referred to in this hymn (3,

8) . He is under the shadow of the Banyan tree to deliver His

message and bestow His Grace thus constituting our greatest

wealth (3) . The Ganges (1) and the crescent moon on the mat-lock

(2), the gift bestowed on Vijaya or Arjuna (5), the mercy shown

to the egoistic Rdvana (5) and the gift of the discus to Visnu (7)

and the swallowing of the poison (1) are all mentioned as empha-

sizing this Grace of the Lord. Even the destructions are but

aspects of divine Grace. The three castles were destroyed but

their Lords were really blessed then (3) . Hence our poet calls the

Lord the warrior of divine Grace

—

**Tiruvarul cer Cevakd” (8)

.

He is of red form (7) and red eyes (7) — red eyes are usually

referred to in the description of Vifnw as 'Cevakd’ or Warrior. The
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Bull represents Pranava or Dharma and its Lord is the Lord of

all— Tacupatir (8); Taramettl^ (8) '— the Great beyond the

Great— The Supreme Being (one of the few terms our poet is

fond of repeating; Jains also use this word) . The frightful dance

with the angry ^KdlV (4) ,
the force of complete destruction and

the bloody revolution is only to revolutionize her; to remove her

anger; to convert bloody revolution into a revolution of love (4).

So have to be interpreted, though the poet does not say so, the

flaying of the elephant’s skin (7) ,
the tiger’s skin (7) ,

the destruc-

tion of the boar, the tortoise and others (9) and the conquest of the

serpent (10) : the skins, the shell and the bones are lovingly worn

by the Lord as ornaments. He loves equally the great and the

small, the konrai and mattam (10) ,
the serpent and the moon (10)

,

all making a harmonious round laurel of a crown on His ruddy

mat-lock (10). Thus this suggests the beauty aspect of the Lord;

this is made clear by other references : ''Termild erikkum catai-

yane” (5), ‘Jntu cekarane^ (5).

V
The beauty and Grace of the Lord suggest and remind the

beauty of Tiruvdrur— surrounded by the gardens full of bees

with wings, a remembrance which it was stated inspired him to

leave Tiuvorriyur and Cankili for Tiruvdrur,

VI

Our poet feels he has been purified. The fear of death dis-

appears at the thought of the Lord who is Death unto the

Lord of Death (1) , Passions no more inflict him, after his realiza-

tion that the Lord is the fire unto Kama (1). He is happy at the

thought of the Lord of Grace showering blessings on worshippers

witnessing the dance, where dance the ear-rings along with the

ears (6). Our poet feels the Lord has cured him of his diseases;

that the Lord is the medicine and the nectar all along his way :

^^Valittunai maruntu’^ (9) . He is proud that he fe the father of

the saintly Cinkati (10) ;
has become the nearest of the nearest

servants of the Lord (10) ;
the most obstinate follower (Vanrontan

— 10) who would never leave Him. He feels elated at singing this

hymn on the Lord of the Universe out of great love— this hymn
of ten cool Tamil flowers (10) . This experience of his, whilst sing-

ing this hymn, makes him assure those who are masters of this

hymn that they will also, like him, cut away the fetters of birth

and death (10). Has not the first verse begun praising the Lord

as ^KdlakdW ?



CHAPTER LXXVI

TIRUTTURUTTIYUM TIRUVELVIKKUTIYUM

(Hymn 74)

I

This hymn is on two temples, at Tirutturutti and Tiruvelvikkuti

(Turutti is an island in a river)
.

(Tirutturutti as distinguished from

Punturutti is Kuttdlam in the Tanjore District). The hymn of

J^dna Campantar explains this combination of these two temples :

*‘PdnkiriM umaiyotum pakalitam pukalitam paimpolilcul

Vlhkuntrt turuttiydr; iravitat turaivarvel vikkutiye”^

'‘The Lord enters Turutti as His resort for the day time along

with the Mother, the Turutti of heaving up waters surrounded by

the green groves; He resides during night in Velvikkuti^\ This

combination is also referred to in the first verse of the hymn No. 18

of Nampi Arurar ;

^‘Muppatu millai pirappatu millai irappatillai~c

Cerppatu kdttakat turinu mdkaccin tikkinalldl

Kdppatu velvik kutitan turuttiyen kdnaraimel

Arppatu ndkama rintdmel ndmivark katpatome^^

The Velvikkuti Grant of Netuncataiyan^ throws some light on

this : The place was granted by the great king Palydkacdlai Mutu-

kutumip Peruvaluti to one Brahmin Narkorran for performing a

Vedic sacrifice and was named as such after the sacrifice was per-

formed by the said Brahmin. It was usurped by the Kalahhras and

continued to remain under the usurpation even after the resump-

tion of authority of the Pdndyas. When Netuncataiyan came to

the throne it was restored in the 8th century to the claimant on

appeal, the claimant belonging to the line of Narkorran. Our poet

belongs to the 7th Century and during that period Velvikkuti

must have continued to be under usurpation.

1. 3:90:1.

2. 7:18:1.

3. Ep. Ind., Vol. XVri, Part I, pp. 298ff.
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One wonders whether because of this, Velvekkuti lost its im-

portance and worship as a separate temple^ so much so, people

had to worship it only at Tirutturutti believing that the Lord who
was present there at Velvekkuti remained at Tirutturutti during

day-time.

II

In this hymn, the poet is so very much taken up by the

greatness and Grace of God that he feels he cannot forget or ade-

quately enjoy, know, sing or praise Him nor could he get away
from His path or decry Him. That is what he expresses forcibly

in the first two feet of every fourth line. He condemns himself

as the cruel one and the dog, in the last two feet of every third

line. The words, ‘^Turuttiydr Velvikkutiyuldr atikalaV’ as referring

to the Lord of these two temples precede this condemnation and

occur as the third, fourth, fifth and sixth feet in every third line.

The first two lines usually give us the description of Kdviri in its

floods in which Turutti is an island. ^^Emperumdnai” is another

phrase repeated as the third and fourth feet in every fourth line,

a phrase put in apposition with ^*Turuttiydr Velvikkuti uldr ati-

kaV’. The last halves of the fourth lines are put in apposition with

this same '^Emperumdnai'^ and describe the Lord as having

removed the fetters and sufferings of the Poet. In this arrange-

ment the verses end in the accusative case which usually never

occupies the last place in a sentence in Tamil. This rhetorical

inversion lays the emphasis on the special Grace shown to the

poet and suggests the rhythm called ^akappdttu vanruim^ (Tol.

1480) where the verse, though complete in sense, suggests appa-

rently an incomplete sentence.

Ill

‘‘How am I to forget my Lord who has destroyed the misery
caused by the disease inflicting my body ?” (1). “I do not know
how to sing the praise of my Lord who had completely severed
the attachment of all the old karmas that exist’

^ (2) . “I do not know
how to praise my Lord who has cut away the disease which afflicted

me’^ (3) . “I do not know how to know my Lord who had cut
away the defect or the welded link of the karmas which exist and
which are impossible to be borne” (4) . “I have not left off babbl-
ing (the names of) my Lord who had today itself removed com-
pletely the diseases with which I was afflicted” (5). “I do not
know to despise my Lord who is capable of removing here and
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now, in this birth the vilest of diseases’’ (6) . “I do not know how

to express or praise my Lord who had completely removed the

old karmas so well known to the world” (7) . “I do not know how

to enjoy or embrace my Lord who had cut away here and now

in this birth the defect or welding link of the sufferings coming

from previous births” (8) . do not know how to stand aside or

escape from my Lord who has here and now freed me from the

diseases of the past” (10).

IV

The hymn represents our poet’s complete self-surrender and

the last verse emphasizes this truth. He describes himself as Aru-

ran, the servant, the slave of the slaves of the Lord, one who does

not know anything except the victorious feet of the Lord of the

beautiful hands. Our poet has gone through this part of Tapas

enduring all sufferings in the name of the Lord and getting relieved

of the sufferings to reach higher sphere of the eternal. He, there-

fore, assures those who will carry this song of the Lord on their

tongue with joy, worshipping the Lord with their hands will

similarly rule the world of the eternal, reaching it through the

path of tapas. Suffering thus becomes tapas— a new way of look-

ing at the world.

V

There are not many purdnic descriptions of the Lord in this

hymn, except in the last verse which refers to the Lord sharing

His form with the Mother, the Lord riding on the bull and His

destroying the three cities.

VI

The hymn is full of the description of the Kdviri, so full of

beauty and divinity. It is placed on a par with the holy Ganges

(10) and the Lord is praised equally as the Lord of the Ganges

and Lord of Turutti inside Kdviri (10) . The river makes the land

rich, beautiful and holy. The cult of the holy rivers inspiring the

people to bathe in these holy waters is seen reflected in this hymn.

^The great clouds send their lightning flashes. They rain in

torrents. The stream rushes down with terrible cracking noise,

bringing the waves to dash against the banks. There flows the

Kdviri which is metamorphosed into our food. On its wide banks

reside the bhaktas who wake up worshipping His two feet as his

lovers. The Lord knows what they say. ('Connavdrarivdr^
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reminds us of the name of Kaldrirrarivdr who is referred to as ‘Con-

navdrarivdr’ in an inscription of Nipur) (1)

.

“Those things which are there for coming together, come

embracing others and get threaded up so to say. Thus the millet

and mountain paddy are harvested and scattered by the water

of the floods. The flood attacks the big %dnku^ and 'marutam*

trees on the sides; it pushes the bunches of fruits so much, that

they, like a mountain, obstruct the flow of water. But it still pushes

even this mountain along, rushing fast. This is the Kdviri wherein

is the island of Turutti whose Lord is our God.^’ (2).

“The tusks of the murderous huge elephants, the rich yield of

fresh and swelling fruits— these the flood carries mixing and

bringing together things from far off places. It reaches, it em-

braces, it flows down and it enters. The big river Kdviri goes on

its march enabling the ydgins and hhdgins who both of them per-

form tapas in their own way to bathe at dawn [The conception

of ydgins (people who perform yoga as ascetics) and hhdgins are

people who enjoy probably as referring to house-holders— as per-

forming tapas is significant; for, is not our poet himself a hhdgi

performing tapas? This also reminds us of Tiruttakka Tevar—
^^Narravam ceyvdrkkitam tavam ceyvdrkku mahtitam”— Ndma^
kal: 48]^’ (3).

“The streams shower down rough surfaced big logs of sahdal

wood and of akil. They rush down and carry away pepper and

plantains to be secreted away by the waste land (Punpulam )

;

thus pushing everything goes to the sea this great river Kdviri.

With the idea of production it flows on its sides and throws out its

water and its gifts’’ (4).

“Pushing along the tusks of the elephants which rain down
their three musts and the good golden flowers of ^q^enkai* tree, the

mountain streams rush down and down and their fast rushing

waters come together and here they whirl and flow down enabling

the people of the eight points of the compass to come together and

bathe” (5).

“The Kdviri carries the big and famous sandal logs and akil,

gold and gems. It pushes along beautiful flowers. It swells up on

the great banks of such rare workmanship which it digs down only

for increasing the fertility and wealth. The glistening great Kdviri

removes the sin of those who bathe in it and washes away the

T. 107
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dark collyrium (some take it as referring to the avidya, dnava or

ignorance; some take it as the dirt of the body)’^ (6).

“Crossing as it were the plantain fruits and the mango fruits

on the mountain and then slowly making them fall, fighting against

the ‘mard^ trees, it rushes with the sole idea of seeing the great blue

sea crying for it; it carries the peacock feathers as though balanced

on its shoulders, throwing out pearls on all sides: thus rushes the

great Kdviri'^ (7)

.

“The great Kdviri becomes crystal clear, throwing out shining

crystals and carrying the chaurie of the yak. It goes with the

sole intention of seeing the great blue and pungent sea whilst

the cities and countries think of it, joyfully, with all their hearts

whilst many birds dip into it and frisk about on its bright bank”

(8 ).

“It makes rich the fields. It swells with no possibility of

even flow. It carries gold. It creates commotion and this resounds

everywhere. It topples down and scatters big sized shining pearls

and groups of shining gems. It makes the great trees on the two

banks split, carries them and dashes them against— thus goes the

big Kdviri stirred up and agitated” (9).



CHAPTER LXXVII

TIRU ARUR-P PARAVAIYUNMANTALI

(Hymn 96)

I

The poet reaches Tiruvdrur. He enters the temple within the fort-

ress wall. On the one side, he feels the Lord’s superiority and his

inferiority; on the other side, he feels the sufferings and he laments

for them expressing however his own firm faith in the Lord. Every

verse ends in this hymn with the own words, ‘Paravai un mantali

Ammdne^— “O, Lord of the Temple in the Fortress wall”. The
famous Fortress wall with its shrubs of 'karantaV and ^mattam’

and trees of ‘vannV and ^kuvilam' reminds the poet of the Lord,

who is the Lord of these flowers as much as the Lord of this

Temple of the Fortress (10). The conception of Holiness has

taken root in him. He begins by addressing the Lord as the Lord
of holy tongue (or mouth) and this is appropriate to the occasion

for he prays to the Lord that He may exclaim in pity, ‘Alas!’; our

poet sings, “Will you not protect those who perform your ser-

vices, from the sufferings inflicting them ? The five (sensations)

have noted this and if even they prevent one, I will praise you
with my tongue expressing good ideas in good words. Pray, out

of pity for me cry ‘Alas !’ O, my father of the earthen temple in

the Fortress Wall!” (1). The same idea he repeats in the fourth

verse, “I always contemplate on you. The five (sensations) pre-

vent me from contemplating on good things (This is according

to the reading, 'Nallarm nokkdmaik kdkkinrdn\ There is another

reading ^kdkkinrdy*— You prevent me from seejng other good
things of the world). The five have noticed this. Even if they

prevent me and keep a watch over me, I find you in my mind
with the garland of words of speech, O, my father of Paravaiyul

mantaUr (4).

II

He tries to reach the universal stage forgetting his individual

sufferings but feeling them as the sufferings of all the followers of

the Lord. He begs of the Lord to hearten them with the assuring

words, “Fear not”. “With their mind beautified by you, getting
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elevated and hastening, they contemplate and think only of you.

Tell them, “Fear Not'”’ (5). The Lord is here referred to as

being in the company of the mother and with the blue throat, all

symbolic of this love and Grace to which alone the poet is address-

ing.

“Without even changing from their wonted path, these follow-

ers ever speak well of you. What is their fate ? You are the Lord

of virtue (Punniyd)

,

the very embodiment of virtue (Punniya^

mdwne). (It looks as though it were a rebuke. For, the Lord
in the view of the poet is not evidently virtuous in Ehs dealing

with these followers). “What is it that is good for you, you

who dance in joy in the graveyard of corpses which the ghosts do

not leave ?” (3) . 'The poet seems to suggest that these followers

are not worse than the ghosts. (We had elsewhere pointed out the

pure mind of the followers is the real graveyard where dances the

Lord)

.

Our poet, a scholar himself, thinks of the followers of the

Lord, who are scholars and poets and describes God as their Lord.

Their greatness makes him feel that the Lord is a special boon to

them all, “You are the gold unto the scholars. Your fame can
be praised by these poets, though, you are the self-luminous light

yourself, praising your form by yourself. You are the lightning—
a flash in the darkness of isolation when first experienced. You
are like the young rising sun in the dawning sky of rose (i.e.,

the gradually developing light of love after the night of suffering

and darkness) .” (There is no prayer in this verse. When the

Lord has showered blessing where is the necessity for any
prayer ?) (2)

.

“My father, the Great Lord, showering your Grace on those
following the path of Agamic rites and great for such great con-
duct, the Lord and father of the chief of Pitavur, the chief of great
love and mercy (Probably a well known chief of Arurar^s age.

Others take it as referring to the Lord Himself), the only father
and Lord of those who live happily by their knowledge or erudi-
tion of the cool Tamil works!” (6). Here also there is no prayer.
This makes our poet think of the Lord as something supreme above
everything and everyone. “You are Heavens. You are the
Highest thought, up above the Higher spheres up above the High
regions. All the letters, words and subject matter— are but your
eyes (i.e., three eyes— or, it means you have created all these).

[Having addressed everything as His eye, he prays to the Lord,
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“O the Lord of (or the form of) the Universe! Show me those

to be seen through your eye (by blessing me with an eye which

I had lost and which when received will be holy as being your

gift)]’’ (7).

This universal vision inspires the poet to praise the Lord and

His Grace ; “You are the wind, you are our speech {kurru is taken

by others as the Death unto Death), shining with the throat blue

like the clouds. You are of the (pure and sacred) ash, with the

damsel of the beautiful bangles sharing your form. You are the

Lord of the river full to its brim, remaining there upon your long

mat-lock” (8) — these suggest His miraculous Grace and mysteri-

ous powers. Our poet forgets even to pray for anything because

he stands enchanted by the thought and form of His Grace.

III

Thus contemplating on the Lord’s greatness and Grace, our

poet becomes conscious of himself as contrasted with the Lord.

Naturally a feeling of self-condemnation arises. The poet con-

demns himself— “I am a sinner; I am the condemned, doing no

good act amidst all my activities. I am the cruel one hankering

after everything I see. I am your slave, but I am one who does

not describe your services as I ought to (kurumdru or describe

your services so as to embrace you, for, kutumdru is another read-

ing)” (9).

But this condemnation is a passing phase; it has made the

poet pure, holy and whole. He feels that he is full of divine

knowledge and divine love. He describes himself ^Nirampiya

Urartf
—‘Vran who is full of perfection’. He sang of God that He

is the highest conception, high above those of high spheres, higher

than those of the still further higher spheres. The experience of

perfection which came over him whilst singing this hymn in a com-
munion with highest conception of Godhead, inspires him to assert

that those who love this hymn of ten uttered by him with the

experience above described, are like God, those who are the

highest, higher than the people of a high spiritual sphere who are

themselves higher above the people of the high spiritual sphere (10)

.

IV

In this hymn, the poet has referred to the purnnic descriptions

of the Mother (5) ,
His ruddy form (2) , His dance in the graveyard
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in the company of the ghosts (3), His sapphire and cloud like

throat (5), His three eyes (7), His mat-lock with the river (8)

and His favourite flowers of karantai, vanni, mattam and kuvilam

(10) — descriptions which become one with the contexts. The idea

that His three eyes are the letters, words and subject matter is

significant (7) to the Tamils, as explained elsewhere especially in

this hymn which speaks of the Lord as the father and Lord of the

Tamil scholars. He refers to the worship with the garland of

speech (4) ,
a worship which is probably the special greatness of

poets and scholars. The Agamic path and conduct are also men-
tioned. The path of contemplation on God as the highest possible

conception is also hinted at.



CHAPTER LXXVni

TIRU AROR

(Hymn 37)

1

This hymn is addressed to the bees, birds and the cloud as

messengers of love. Every verse ends in a chorus like ending :

''Unartta valUrkale'\ It is either an interrogation, ‘Are you capa-

ble of making Him realize this state of mine?’’ or better an asser-

tion, “You are indeed capable of making Him reahze this state of

mine.” This will imply a request that they should take pity on

the love-sick maiden and carry her message for informing Him

and impressing on Him her true desperate condition. Thus these

verses are the speeches of a love-sick maiden, pining away, unable

to bear His separation.

II

“Coming together of the loving couple” is technically known

as 'Kurmci\ It occurs under ideal conditions in the mountain

tract and at midnight. Without any conscious or previous

arrangement, Providence brings them together. The two become

one great embodiment of divine or natural love. “Separation” is

known as 'Pdlai' and the ideal place and time are the desolate

desert and the summer midday respectively. “Living together a

chaste domestic life of complete identity of purpose” is called

'Mullai\ The ideal place is the sylvan tract and the ideal time

is the dusk (first part of the night) of the rainy season. “The

sulky mood” is known as 'Marntam' and its ideal place is the city

and the ideal time, the dawn. “When the hero is absent for a

long time, the heroine is overpowered by a feeling of despair

and desolation” and this is technically known as 'NeytaV and the

ideal place is the lonely mourning sea and the ideal time is the

desolate and exhausting afternoon. It is this neytal which is des-

cribed in this hymn. The crane (ridrai-S), the stork (kuruku-1)

,

the swan (annam-10) and the ruddy goose (cakravdla-4) are all

water birds. To distinguish this sea-board from the desert, there

will be a grove on the beach, known in Tamil as ‘KdnaV, wherein

will gather all kinds of birds, the parrots, the koel^ the bees (10).
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The clouds also come in as possible mesengers (7), because they

travel through air as much as birds. The feeling of despair and

desolation is so powerful that the lovesick maiden has no time

to think whether the birds can be the messengers of love. One
gets great relief by the very act of giving expression to the pent up
feelings. We have already referred to the philosophy of the com-

mon folk who look upon the birds speaking and hearing perhaps

better than men.

Ill

The commentator on TiruvdymoU (the commentary known

familiarly as refers to a tradition about one of the readers

condemning this kind of poem as rank eroticism. Ydjnavalkya,

explaining the greatest truth about the ^Atman' to Maitreyl in the

Brhaddranyaka Upanishad} speaks of the ^Atman' as that which is

to be heard, that which is to be contemplated on, that which

is to be seen and this commentator says that this describes the

love, one has to bear to the Atman or the Lord; this love is the

Bhagavatkdma. Nammdlvar asserts that he will not forget Him,
that he will cry for Him, embrace Him and love by worshipping

Him^ and Nanjiyar explains this as the Alvar's experience of the

Lord enjoying Him with his mind, speech and body. This hymn
of Nampi Arurar also is one such experience of love as is made
clear by the statement in the last verse of this hymn :

^^Nittamd kanninain tuUamet tittolum

Attanam porkala latikald ruraraic

Cittamvait tapukalc cihkati yappanmeyp
Pattanu rancoyna pdtumin pattare" (37 : 11)

.

The true Bhakta who daily meditates on Him with his mind,
praises Him (through his speech) and worships Him (with his

body)

.

IV

The ^hu' or the commentary on Nammalvdr raises the ques-
tion, “If the saint is experiencing the Lord, where arises this des-
pair and desolation of 'neytaW

1 . 6 : 5 : 6 .

2 . 1 : 3 ; 10 .
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In the previous hymn, the poet was referring to the Graces

of the Lord through the Purdnic stories such as the feast of poison,

a feast which the saint feels he cannot see anymore because it

happened once upon a time. It is this kind of disappointment that

brings about this feeling of despair according to the Itu.

The Itu next raises the question, ^‘Where arises the separa-

tion when the saint is experiencing the Lord and it offers an
explanation. The commentary follows the method of the cate-

chism :

“Food is good, but it brings on disease when there is no

hunger. Therefore, the doctor prevents the food coming near

the patient. To enable the Alvar to bear the oncoming experi-

ences, the Lord steps aside for a while, so that the saint may be

without the divine bliss for the nonce”.

The itu next raises the problem whether God is a Doctor and

quotes Periydlvdr who has answered the question in the affirma-

tive by describing the Lord as ^Maruttuvan* . Nampi Arurar also

described the Lord as ^Valittunai marunte^ (70 : 9)

.

The hu continues to ask, “Can this saint, the great, wise master

despair ?” The reply is that if he was blessed merely with the

knowledge of wisdom he might not have despaired but he was
blessed with wisdom taking the form of Bhakti. This love for God
it is that inspires the despair even where there is no room
for despair. That is the characteristic feature of all love. The
Lord is so unique, so beautiful, so great and so loving as described

by our Nampi Arurar in the previous hymn, that even the

thought of the Lord’s absence for a while brings on despair making
futile even the great wisdom conferred on the saint by God. The
itu points out, that the embodiment of God’s Grace, Slta herself,

who ought to know better than anybody else, attempted to commit
suicide with her own tresses of hair unable to bear the absence of

her Lord.

The next objection raised and answered by the Itu is whether

it is an ancient convention to send birds as messengers of love. Here
again the commentator refers to Rdmdyana, where SHtd addressed

the trees and the river begging of them to report to Rama about

her abduction by Rdvana,

T. 108
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V
The commentator raises another doubt about the masculine-

saint becoming the lady-love. He refers to six points of identity

of the lady-love with the saint
: (1) Being a servant of the Lord

(and becoming unfit for the service of others)
; (2) taking refuge

in Him and none else; (3) being alive only when in communion
with the Lord; (4) suffering the unbearable despair at the thought

of separation; (5) offering happiness unto Him alone; and (6)

accepting Him alone as the protector and abiding as the thing to

be protected by Him alone. This reference to the saint as a lady-

love, the Itu looks upon as a metaphor. But one may add that the

souls and saints stand in the place of the ladies in love with the

Lord as their ravisher.

“Will not the masculine qualities subvert this feminine beha-

viour of the saint ?” asks the commentary (Itu) . It answers,

“Even men aspire to become women in the presence of the Lord;

for, such is the characteristic of the Lord, the Purusottama, the

best of men.

VI

The commentator raises another question, “How the lady

within the palace could get at birds for being sent as her mes-
sengers ?” In answering this the commentator explains the con-

vention of Tamil poetry which we referred to above. In the

garden of the sea beach or 'neytaV there are the birds with wings
to quickly reach the Lord and the heroine addresses them without
any thought about the possibility of their speaking. As already

explained, this kind of address to the birds as messengers is as

old as the Cankam poetry, a convention, which came to be elabo-

rated in later times.

VII

The descriptions of these birds are said to have an esoteric

meaning and following the footsteps of the Itu, one can explain the
significance of the birds referred to in Nampi Arurar's hymn as

well. The birds are considered to be the Guru or the Master, who
brings about the union of the Lord with the soul. The white crane

(3) signifies the Guru’s blotless purity and true knowledge. The
parrot (2) repeats only what it has learnt without any interpola-
tions— the uptavacuna’ without introducing one’s own whimsical
fancies. The swan (10) which separates the milk from the water
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represents the Guru separating the grain from the husk of know-

ledge, The ^puvai' (2) reminds us of the sweet speech of the

Master. The ^venndraV (3) — it wanders about all around per-

haps for the proper food for its lover and its young ones. That

reminds us of the contemplation, love and the kind regard for

the student, all characteristics of the Guru, working hard for the

student’s benefit. These white cranes are said to sit on the top of

the groves full of leaves without caring to enjoy the shade but

intent upon keeping a watch and waiting for the proper food. This

reminds us of the Guru, keeping always a watch over the sur-

rounding for the benefit of the student without caring for his own
comforts. The ^kuruku* (1) or the water bird perched on the

sandy dunes reminds us of the same characteristic features. The
humming honey-bees (7) gathering little drops of honey for the

bees in the honey-comb reminds us of the untiring study and

meditation of the Guru for the benefit of the student. The bee does

not feed on anything else but the honey; so does the Master on

the loving Grace of the Lord and nothing else. The koel (9)

(kuyil) famous for its song reminds us of the sweet speech of

the Master. Cakravdla birds (4) forming a loving couple are

complementary to each other, bearing no separation. This

reminds us of the Master feeling the indispensability of the student

unto the Lord and to himself. The clouds (7) are symbolic of the

help showered without any thought of return and this reminds

us of the munificence and Grace of the Master.

VIII

The poet describes the pang of separation in every verse as

consisting of three stages of development. The first verse speaks

of the drinking or enjoying the Lord as though he was a nectar.

This experience of communion or embrace as beyond words comes

in only to describe the experience after it is over, th9Ugh it must
continue as a sweet remembrance, misleading thus the enjoyer

himself into thinking that the experience is still continued. This

unique experience of the Lord is so other-worldly, so holy that

even the lover falls at His feet and praises Him, as soon as she

recovers from the ecstasy of the experience. In the third stage

even the remembrance becomes a distant past. The pang of sepa-

ration comes on with all its force and the lover thinks of the experi-

ence with its past and the desolation which is the present, holding

out hope for the future. She becomes perturbed, agitated, losing

her very form and beauty, very much like things which melt thus,
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The fire responsible for this kind of melting is the fire of love.

The question arises whether this is all a reference to the present

desolation of the past experience. The verbal form used ^paru~

hum' (1) has to be taken in the sense of a habitual happening

thus referring to the Lord blessing therewith His love and then

stepping out for a while, as it were playing a game of hide and

seek. The love-sick damsel has reached this stage of complete

extinguishment— that is her feeling and that is what she expresses.

Here also the body, the mind and the speech experience both the

communion and the desolation.

The second verse speaks of (1) her incapacity or absolute

powerlessness to forget the Lord, (2) of her bangles refusing to

stay where they are because— thanks to her burning passion for

the Lord— her body has become completely emaciated with no

flesh to keep the bangles tight in the position and (3) of her sleep-

lessness even during nights which bring no peace or rest making
her babble and cry. Thus the three karav^s come into play in this

state of desolation.

The third verse speaks of the lady-love, in spite of all this

desolation, making a last attempt to live for the sake of Him so

that He may not be disappointed when He chooses to come back
to her. This is such a strain on her slender frame that the ema-
ciation reaches such a stage that the loosening bangles completely

fall down. The third stage is reached when this suffering ripens

into her bitterness and rancidity, gradually passing through all the

stages of suffering to reach this limit of its perfection.

The fourth verse speaks of her as still continuing to be her

good old self, without becoming hard on Him for his unkindness,

without swerving even to a hair’s breadth from her usual path of

love. But this is a great strain on her physical frame and, there-

fore, the bangles in spite of all her efforts, refuse to stand where
they are. After this happens, one would expect her to become
angry to the extent of taking revenge on Him, but in this third

stage of development even when the body refuses to co-operate

with her, there is no bad thought engendered in her mind.

The fifth verse speaks of her girdle or clothes gradually get-

ting loose and slipping down because of her body becoming
emaciated. The next stage is when the golden bangles fall down.
The third stage is when her heaving bosom loses its beauty and
colour, becoming anaemic and presenting the colour of the flower
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of *pirkku^ creeper. (These three stages, instead of referring tc

her state of desolation are sometimes interpreted as referring tc

her first meeting with Him at that stage of love at first sight or

the basis of ^utai peyarttututtal etc/ mentioned in Tolhdppiyam

1207, etc.).

In the sixth verse, she speaks of her seeing Him— that is the

first stage. In the next stage the fire of love flares up in her

mind. In the third stage this fire consumes her body.

In the seventh verse this reference to three stages is wanting

and that was one reason why it may be looked upon as an inter-

polation. This verse simply refers to her bosom, because of her

anaemia, taking the colour of the pale gold.

The eighth verse continues to speak of her sufferings in three

different stages—she speaks of her being without any other desire

or attachment (except that of the Lord), of her being without any

other greatness or power (except that of the Lord) and of her

being without any other relations (except that of the Lord). This

verse can be better understood in the light of Appar*s verse

:

*^Kaniyi nunkatti patfa karumpinum

Panima larkkular pdvainal Idrinum

Tanimu tikavit tdlu maracinum

Iniyan tdnnatain tdrkkitai marutane’^

?

*‘The fruit and the sugar candy are objects of ordinary desire;

women represent the most intimate relationship of love; kingship

refers to the greatness of Power—^These are the three things

which man ordinarily aspires for. The Lord is sweeter than they”.

Nampi Arurar introduces a slight variation in the enumeration

of these three. Appar who had known the intoxication of power

and whom passions could not perturb, placed power as the greatest

of man’s aspirations, but Arurar who had enjoyed P9wer but who
could speak of the embrace of his wife as the experience of divine

Grace places human relationship as the highest aspiration. The

material desires have vanished first for the love-sick maiden. The

ambiton of power next disappears. In the third stage all human
relationship>s vanish.

In the ninth verse the love-sick maiden, a poetess herself,

speaks of the three stages of her hankering after the Lord who

3 . 5 : 128 : 10 .
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had left her in desolation and whom she goes in quest of. She

praises Him and thus tries to find Him. 'Then she sings in that

quest after Him. Third comes her heart melting, silently suffer-

ing. The quest of verbose prose, the quest of poetry or music

and finally the quest of the silent loving heart form ^ spiritual

development.

The tenth verse represents the hope of the future or rather

her dream during this period of separation. She sings the joy of

His presence; then she praises and worships Him because of His

unique greatness. She embraces and becomes one with Him but

only to be in a sulky mood because of His indifference—a feeling

which is unconsciously working in the mind.

IX

The way in which the Lord is referred to in this hymn of love

is important. He is the Lord of beautiful and cool Arur, full of

fields wherein flow nearby the juice of rich sugarcane which had

become pressed and crushed because of the water birds rushing

at them. This is a good recommendation to the waterbirds which

are sent as her messengers of love. This also suggests the feeling

of surprise at this kind of order existing in nature which makes

the city of the unjust hero to be so very fertile and sweet. Per-

haps it also reveals the innermost thought of hers that the Lord

is as sweet to her even as the city is. It may also suggest that

the reason why He has not chosen to come is that His mind is

captivated by this beauty of nature so good for the world (1)

.

In the second verse the God is addressed as Master, who is

fit to be described as the eye of Dharma thus assuring the birds

that their eyesight can never miss the DhurwAc eye of us all and

that they can expect no unkind act from Him. It also suggests

that the reason for His not coming is His preoccupation with this

Dharma (2).

The third speaks of the Lord as the Master of the beautiful

golden but victorious feet which rule us all. The ruler will always

render justice and nobody need be afraid of going near Him,

with any just complaint; for, His delay in coming back to the

lovesick maiden is suggested as His preoccupation with His ruler-

ship and sovereignty (3).

The fourth verse speaks of Him as the master performing

things not in any regular order. The Lord makes us fall in love
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with Him at first sight showering all His blessings on us all at

once; for, He believes in no gradual development of love. This

suggests that the Lord is sure to listen to their pleadings on her

behalf and that the reason for not coming to her earlier is His

preoccupation with such kinds of race for love. The Vaisnavite

commentators emphasize this aspect of the Lord — the Lord hasten-

ing to save us all without believing in blessing us in instalments

which makes His lovers also impatient at the separation and

incapable of any thought of reaching Him gradually and by

stages. (It is possible to interpret the "akramam^ as the cruelty

of the Lord but such an interpretation may not be in consonance

with the general trend of this hymn) (4).

The fifth verse speaks of Him as the Master holding the weapon

of the teasing trident. This trident also ought not to be taken as

the sign of His cruelty. This dynamic trident is a symbol and a

promise of God’s Grace overcoming all obstacles and enemies of

His love. It is thus an assurance to these messengers of love that

the Lord is there destroying all the obstacles in the way and that

the delay in His coming to the love-sick maiden is His preoccupa-

tion with such removal (5).

The sixth verse speaks of the Lord as the Master worshipped

by the residents of this universe. This encourages the birds that

He is the beloved of all the beings of this universe and that the

delay if any is due to His preoccupation with these very people

of the universe falling at His feet with their prayers (6).

The seventh speaks of Him as our Lord enjoying the bliss

of the cow probably referring to the ^Pancagavya

.

One who is

fond of the cow is not going to be hard with these birds or with the

damsel; the delay is due to the worship by the followers bathing

Him in the 'Pancagavya'. {'An' may be the bull with reference to

the Pranava or the Dharma) (7)

.

The eighth verse does not describe Him as anything more than

the Master. It begs of the birds to tell Him for all that this is the

proper juncture for saving the damsel. Nothing more is needed

except informing Him thus and He is sure to rush back to save

her (8) ,
the Lord of cool and beautiful Arur surrounded by gar-

ments where the serpents dance whilst the koel and the bees begin

to sing intoxicated with the sweet fragrance of the kurava flower

(9) .
(This has to be interpreted in the same way in which the first

verse has been interpreted).
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The tenth verse describes Him as the Master who is adorned

with His gold and victorious anklet. That great Master of art

and dance is not going to present a deaf ear to the she-swan, to

the musicians of a koel and a humming bee — that is the suggested

assurance for these messengers of love. The delay is due to His

preoccupation with the dance to please His love (10).

X

In the last verse also the poet speaks of the Lord’s gold anklet

of the Master of Arurar, The poet calls himself the father of

Cinkati^ the true Bhakta who has kept within His mind the Lord

Arurar. He begs of these Bhaktas to sing these verses of love. What

more is necessary than this experience of love expressed in this

hymn to any God-intoxicated person? Therefore our poet does

not offer any further assurance.

XI

The descriptions of the birds may be conveniently given

here. The first verse is addressed to ‘kuruku’; the second to, ‘my

parrots’ which fly and to ‘my puvai’ which sings. Flight is import-

ant at this juncture for carrying her message and that is why
that aspect has to be emphasized. The next aspect is that they

should express her message and that is why the aspect of singing

is referred to (2). The white cranes are said to run all round

and labour hard roaming and whirling. This refers to the capa-

city for going in search of the Lord and enduring all the hardships

involved therein (3) . The fourth verse is addressed to the ‘cakra-

vdla' birds first to the female birds and next only through them

to the male birds. Cakravdla is probably a water bird. It is said

that the male and the female will form a complete circle while

resting in peace; they do not bear separation. The female birds

are first addressed because of the lovesick maiden belonging to

the female sex naturally appeals to her sex. It is also considered

not proper for a female addressing the male direct without going

through its wife. That is why also the appeal is made to the

female swan lying in embrace with its male in the tenth verse.

The fifth is addressed to the crane sitting on the top of the leafy

grove. The sixth is addressed to the bees, to the clouds and to

the water birds sitting on the sandy dunes or the long expanse of

sand. The seventh is addressed to the honey bees and to the

clouds. The eighth is addressed to the white cranes repeating the
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same idea of their whirling and roaming completely all round.

The ninth is not specifically addressed to any bird even as the

first was not. The koel and the bee are mentioned perhaps to sug-

gest that this verse may be taken to have been addressed to the

koel and the bee which may be tempted by this statement about
their kith and kin in the land of the hero. The tenth is addressed
to the female swan, the koels and the bees.

XII

In the white heat of love and passion especially in the feel-

ing of desolation and despair there is no reference to Purdnic des-
criptions except for the reference to the anklet and the dance (11).
This love is according to the Vaisnavite commentators the mutual
love of Aintiriai but Cekkildr as already pointed out calls this ‘kai/c-

kilaV perhaps because he feels the soul is not the equal half of the
Lord. Or, we must take it that the love-sick maiden who is none
other than the poet has not embraced or has not the embrace of
the Lord, but is only giving expression to one’s unrequited love.
It is very difficult to justify this interpretation on our reading of
this hymn. This hymn is important and significant as giving clear
expression to our poet’s mysticism in its aspect of erotic mysti-
cism which is symbolic of the divine experience and which can-
not be expressed in any other way.

T. 109



CHAPTER LXXIX

TIRUVARUR

{Hymn 95)

I

Because of the importance of the mystic hy 7nn it has been dis-

cussed at some length, ourselves following in the footsteps of Vais-
navite commentators who represent the best bhakti tradition.

Therein, one found the complete self-surrender of the poet as the
lover of the Lord and his complete confidence in the Lord’s Grace.
But the world, being what it is, disturbs for a while this great
confidence. Our poet has come back to Tiruvhrur but unfortu-
nately his eyesight has not yet been completely restored. This
drives him into a sulky mood and he almost curses the Lord in
the pre.sent hyiiiu though at the same time he once again expresses
his complete confidence and self-surrender. Every poem ends
with the expression ‘Vdhitn poffrc' !

— ‘You go prosperous’ ! The
subjective element predominates in this hymn. Sometimes the
sufferings are expressed as the poet’s own, sometimes he reaches
the universal stage where he describes the suffering as that of the
followers in general as often found in ArxLvar's poems. “They
have become irredeemable slaves and servants unto you alone,
without caring for others. Like the fire which does not easily
flare up, inside their mind itself, their suffering was smouldering.
Their faces droop and fade a great deal. When these followers of
yours serving you, inform you of their sufferings, you keep quiet
(without being moved or without any word of assurance). You,
the Lord of Tirux^arur. you had better prosper!” (1).

II

“You may sell away, but I am not a h\TK)thec. I lovingly
became your servant. I have not committed any mistake. You
have made me blind.^ Why did you take away my eye, my Mas-

1. TTiis meaning of blindness occurs elsev^diere in Teviiram, '^Kottaikku
munkar voli kdituvittu”—1040:2 of Swaminatha Panditar edition.
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ter? The calumny is yours. If you are going to leave off without

giving the other eyesight, you had better prosper!” (2).

“The calf hits against the udder of its mother for feeding itself

but the cow becomes full with milk and secretes in abundance

to be drunk by its calf. Like those cows the bhaktas without any

break, ever go on singing of you inspired by your love. (They have

no other thought except your glorificaton) . If the eyes of these

followers of yours cannot see and if they dash against a hillock

and fall into the pit, well, you had better prosper!” (3).

“Your followers full of love for you, express their miseries

to you but you keep them in that state of misery and suffering

and order for them only blessings for the next birth. If this must

be so, well, you had better prosper!” (4).

“Our Lord ! Is this the end to which they come, they w'ho

come to serve ? These Bhaktas who sing in varied rhythms, have

not eye.s to see; if these, in their blindness coiiie to you and cry,

*0, Our Lord! Is this just?’ (You keep mum). Well! You had bet-

ter prosper !” (5)

.

“It is not because of want of wealth that they grow emaciated.

Their eyes become blind and could not see. Their minds suffer.

If that is how your followers (have to) sit brooding, well. You
had better pro.sper !” (6).

“O, Our Lord ! Is this what becomes of those who come to

serve You display the delusions. You bring us our births.

You bring about our mind which does not forget you. You bring

about thi-s body and the Bhaktas stand full of tears in their eyes.

If this is what happens to them, well. You had better prosper!” (7).

“We were born in no beme^aning clan (elsewhere we have

interpreted this as referring to the poet’s superior birth of a Brah-

min, but we had occasion to refer to our poet’s conception of a

community of Bhaktas and it is to this he must be referring here;

for, the next sentence following this about birth speaks only about

the characteristics of the Bhaktas). We praise you without any
derision. Our Lord! You do not know that this is calumny or

sin, if we, the Bhaktas who sing of you, sit with a confused whirl-

ing mind without seeing the way out; well. You had better pros-

per; You that have become the lagoon and the sea near the lagoon,

the ship on the sea, the land as the shore to be reached by the
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ship and also the words connected with the experience of all

these!” (8).

‘'All others say that it is cruel to separate even for once though

it be from the devil. If your mind is intent on that and if you
attain and accept it, even the unripe fruit, if it is loved, is it not

as good as the sweet ripe fruit? Those who had come to serve,

roam about in the centre, like a dutiful and grateful dog. If you
do not open your mouth (in reply) to these servants, well, You had
better prosper !” (9).

“We sit, we stand, we lay ourselves down; in whatever posi-

tion we may be, we praise you without slighting you. We come
all the way suffering and if we express to you our sufferings—
well, You had better prosper (if you care not to listen to us and

to shower your blessings on us)!” (10).

Ill

That this hymn is sung in a sulky mood is made clear by the

last verse where the poet calling himself ''Ariir-t tirumulatt^natie

atipper Aruran"—'Aruran, who bears the name of the Lord in

the garbhagrha of AnZr,* complains, ‘You have taken away my eye-

sight. The cities of the whole world know this. You alone have
become calumniated. You have appropriated Yourself half the

body of the dam.sel of ribbon tucked up bosom, well. You had
better pro.sper !” (11).

IV

The poet describes the holy place of Anlr and the descriptions

become one with the context. The Lord is inside Arur of the

groves where come to rest without fail the 'anrd' couple (3). The
erotic symbolism of the previous hymn is still working in the mind
of the poet and this description suggests that the Lord of the

place where even the loving couple of birds are never disappointed,

should not disappoint His lovers, viz.. His followers. Tlie tradition

has suggested that our ix>et has been hankering after Tirm'^rur and
at the sight or rather on reaching Tirnvariir, which he could not
clearly see because he did not completely recover from his blind-

ness, he exclaims, “Is this Tirui'arur, of the groves where *ceruntV
puts forth its golden flowers and where shine the red and cool
corals?” (10). And again the poet who had addressed the white
crane in the previous hymn as the messenger of love laid the
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emphasis there on the whiteness of the wings which must carry

the bird to the Lord for carrying the message of love. The erotic

imagery continues here, and the poet speaks of the crane reach-

ing Tiruvd'ruVj but here the crane has to sit or stand comfortably
for delivering the message and the emphasis, therefore, is on the
beautiful red leg appearing like the stem of the millet plant (6).

The groves of Arur comes to his mind as the place where the
swarm of birds, those messengers of love of the previous hymn,
reach for rest, along with these loving couple^. (7)

.

V

God is addressed as the Lord (AtikaJ -5); as the Great Man
(Perinndn - 5)

;

as One who is responsible for the illusion of the
world, for births, and ultimately also for our mind which in the
end never forgets the Lord (7) and as One who is the back water,
the sea, the ship and the shore and the word describing these (8)

.

(These seem to suggest the narrower experience of the world
leading us on to the sea of births and deaths where one, if fortu-
nate enough to get hold of the ship of confidence or reliance on
God s feet, reaches the other shore of divine bliss. He is also

the words — the ^sahdha jirapancn' expressing this experience).

VI

Our poet as usual in his hymn of subjective experience has not
room enough for describing the Pnrdnic stones. Here in this

hymn, he refers to the Lord of the mat-lock, the twisted and
dull mat-lock adorned with the gold-like garland of konrai (6)
and to His black throat (11), High eight arms (11), His three eyes
(11), and His innumerable arts or knowledge (11) which are
all but the forms of the Lord. The Lord, it is, who resides in the
temples. The temple cult is thus emphasized e.specially in the
fourth verse where the poet says, “You reside in Tnruiti; Pdlamim
is v’ou city: You rule over Cdrrnttnrni: You have Tiruvdriir for
your rendezvous; it is not necessary to speak of your residence of
our mind (for you are not taking care of us much less the temple
of our mind)”.

vn

This hymn shows how pure and faultless is our poet. This
is unportant also as singing the glories of the Bhaktas for whom
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the po^t is making a special pleading, for, after all, he is one of

them. The Bhaktas are like him lovers of the Lord, songsters and

poets, always praising Him, representing the worship through

poetry, music and love.

VIII

This hymn is peculiar in that it does not assure us of any good

effect flowing from the recitation or mastery of this hymn proba-

bly because besides being purely a personal appeal the recitation

is itself an inexpressible bliss.



CHAPTER LXXX

TIRUPPUNKUR

(Hymn 55)

I

In this hymn as in his previous hymn on Tiruvdvatuturai (66)

,

our poet refers to certain Purdnic stories which have inspired him

to take refuge in the feet of the Lord. This similarity or identity

of thought strengthens the suggestions that these hymns should

belong to one single period. The first verse refers to the story of

the Lord saving Markkandeya, the Brahmin lad from the Lord of

Death and going to the extent of doing away with the life of that

Kdla, who was after all, following the regular law of nature. “I

have seen or realized your munificence’^ exclaims the poet and

continues, “O, my Father ! Thinking that if the followers of Death

attack me, you will prevent them from taking away my life by
pointing out to them that I am your slave and servant, I have

come and taken refuge in your feet” (1).

II

The same idea, but with other puranic stories is repeated in

every verse. Every verse ends with the words, “Celumpalil Tirup^

pu'^kuruldrij£’\ In v. 3, it is PumpoUl instead of celumpolil and in

4, 'PoykcdcuV . ''Atiyatainten'’ immediately precedes this (1, 2,

?, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9) . is preceded by either, ‘Un Tiru^ or ^Nin

Tiru\ In verse 3, it is ‘Nin ponnati instead of ‘Nin TiruvatV In

verse 4, ‘Nin kuraikalaV occurs at the end of the third line.

I

In the second verse, the poet refers to the story of a famine

when there was not a drop of water in the fields because the clouds

came to be even forgotten. The people prayed to the Lord for

saving them and offered to Him twelve ‘relis’ of land. At once

coming as the white cloud it rained. There was a dangerous flood

and again the people prayed to the Lord. Once more the^Xiord

saved them and received another twelve ^velis^ of land. Having
seen this act of yours, I have taken refuge in you. (This word
‘seeing the act’ is repeated almost in every verse; since all these

acts belong to the ancient past, the poet could not refer to his
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being a contemporary spectator. It is, therefore, necessary to

interpret it as meaning realizing the truth of the acts of God)

The third verse refers to Eyarkon and to God reheving of

his disease or fetters. As this is mentioned with reference to

the twelve ‘veils' of land we had already suggested that it was

“Eyarkon" who prayed for and offered this land. The disease

must be the mental anguish which Eyarkon felt when the land

was suffering from famine. If Eyarkon were to be a contemporary

of Nampi Arurar and according to us of Rajasimha, inscriptions

and contemporary writings bear witness to the severe famine which

afflicted the Tamil country during that period. [(1) ‘Dandins

Rdjasundara Katkd; (2) Vajrahddhis life from Chinese sources:

See Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1900, p. 418— article

by Sylvain Levi; (3) Administration and Social Life under the

Pallavas by Dr. Mindkshi^ p. 112].

In this verse our poet refers to Candesvara who cut away
the feet of his father, who kicked the white sand of Siva (the

story already given: See Tiruttontattokai Saints) and whom the

Lord blessed with His own garlands. Our poet exclaims, ‘‘Seeing

this extraordinary blessing of yours, O, Lord of Bhutas or souls!

I have taken refuge in your feet”.

The fourth verse is very significant as giving us Nampi
Arurar's gospel of Grace, a gospel which brings out the truth

of the parable of the prodigal son. Our poet has referred to the

loving behaviour of the Lord which considers even the faults as

our good qualities : “Kurranceyyinum kunamenak kollum kol-

kai" reminds us of hymn No. 69, where also it is stated, “Kurrame
ceyyinum kunamenak kollum kolkaiydl". What is much more
significant is that he enumerates a number of saints whose faults

our God has accepted as their greatness, viz., Nana Campanian,
that great master of good laurel, Ndvinukkaraiyan, Nalaippdvdn,
the learned Cutan, the good Cdkkiyan, the spider, Kannappan, and
Kanumpullan. These we have discussed in our chapter on Tirut-
tontattokai. Realizing this conviction of yours, I haye taken re-
fuge in your feet of jingling victorious anklets.

The fifth verse refers to the churning of the ocean and the
swallowing of the poison coming out of it. “O, Madman! Seeing
this characteristic behaviour of yours, I have taken refuge in vour
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The sixth verse refers to all sorts of people good and bad,

worshipping the Lord and receiving His blessings, worshipping

without fatigue or forgetfulness. It looks as though all their lives

form one continuous rite of worship. “Yaksas, KinnaraSj Yama,

Varuiia, the Fire, the wind, the Sun and the Moon, the clean-

hearted tiger, the monkey, the serpent, the Vasus, the Devas and

the Tdnavas—all have worshipped and received your blessings.

Seeing this all, my confusions and doubts have ceased and I have

taken refuge in your feet”.

The seventh refers to the Daksindviurti form expounding

Dharma to the Brahmin Saints. It refers to the story of Arjuna

receiving the pdsupata weapon and to Bhagtratha begging the

Lord to receive the Ganges on His mat-lock. The Lord is, there-

fore, the Lord of purity and, therefore, the poet says he has taken

refuge in Him.

The eighth verse refers to the three aerial cities. This has

been referred to in almost all the hymns but it is only in hymn
70:3 sung almost in this period that our poet emphasizes the fact

that this destruction itself is a great blessing to the Lords of the

three cities. That idea is made clearer in this hymn in verse

No. 8. Their cities were destroyed but the rulers were saved

by the Saviour, the Lord; two of them became the gatekeepers of

the Lord and the third became important as the person play-

ing on the drum or *manimuld* whilst the Lord dances to

please his consort. “This act of unique love, O, Deva of Devas^\

our poet exclaims, “has inspired me to take refuge in your feet”.

The ninth verse is significant as giving our poet’s philosophy

of harmony. He says the Lord has showered His rare Grace on
all those great men, following the six great philosophies, great for

that wisdom and knowledge. He showered the blessings on all

these whilst they were following their respective paths. In verse 6,

our poet brought out that every living being in this universe has
received the blessings of the Lord and in this verse he emphasizes
that the very path leads to His Grace.

He next refers to the story of Rdmna first getting himself

crushed and then receiving the divine sword and the long life

when he became repentant and began to sing verses of sweet
music. This embracing love of the Lord has inspired our poet

to take refuge in His feet.

T. 110
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In the last verse the poet refers to the Lord as one who had

flayed the skin of the elephant and who had destroyed the Lord

of passion with His eye in the forehead, as one who has the

beautiful form resembling pure gold, the ruler of the Heavens,

the Lord of Uma, who resides in the city of Tiruppunkur^ Our

poet UraUj Vanrontan, has with an elated mind given expression

to his love in these rare Tamil verses. Our poet has experienced

whilst singing this hymn of taking refuge in the Lord, a feeling

of complete freedom from those karmas so very difficult other-

wise to escape from. He assures that those who master this

hymn will undergo the same experience of becoming devoid of

all karmas. This hymn is a hymn of puranic stories. It is not

necessary to enumerate the stories once again.

III

The holy place is described in every verse as being characte-

rized by rich or fertile groves. The fourth verse adds that it is

characterized by a tank where abound lotuses, gems and heaps

of gold, even as our poet conceives our Lord as abounding in

this kind of wealth and beauty.

IV

This doctrine of Grace expounded in this hymn is something

different from what is usually represented as the Christian doct-

rine. For one thing no Hindu believes that the soul is in essence

a slave of Satan. Hindu thought holds every soul as potentially

divine—a limb of divinity or its reflection, though it may be en-

shrouded in the mdyd or ignorance. What is aimed at is the

perfection, the full blossoming of this divinity. It is not a self

negation, unless one were to speak of the seed becoming a tree

as self-negation. Everything is divine in the universal vision and

what appears as defect and evil are due to the defect in the vision.

The most valuable and useful thing becomes dirt and rubbish when
misplaced and seen out of joint. When put in the proper place

or utilized in the right manner it becomes a source of power,

happiness and beauty. Is not the modern age speaking of wealth

from waste? As in the material sphere, so in the spiritual sphere.

The prodigal son has a valuable place in the scheme of things

ennobling and deifying the love of the father. So does every thing

of this universe. That is the message of the story of all cruel

beings listening to the teachings of the Lord. Every activity is
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a worship and that is how it appears to our saint who sees this

universal vision of worship by all the beings including the ser-

pents and lions. The natural law and moral law are not dis-

placed by the law of Lord’s Grace even as there is no displace-

ment of the natural law when wealth is created out of waste.

The karma is not only individual but also social as the Gita

insists. Does not the Psycho-analyst speak of race memory? Is

not our body itself experiencing in its development from the

embryo the various stages of evolution the living beings of the

world underwent. Salvation, therefore, should also be social and
that is why it is spoken of as the spiritual sphere of the eternals

forming into a whole of the Divine Being. There is here no

hankering after physical pleasure. Pleasure is not always the

consummation of a virtuous life. Mental equanimity is different

from wealth; “Tiru veru teUiyar dtalum veru^^ (Kural )
—

‘Life

of true wisdom and clear vision is different from life of material

wealth.’ Material or political success and failure are not spiritual

success and failure. Our poet might have proved a political

failure but that does not affect his spiritual eminence. That is

the message of Periapurdnam, Our poet may cry and suffer; but

we do not see him losing his mental balance and moral grandeur.

He is not, however, refusing the richness of even the material

life. He is an expert in the art of life. Everything is God’s gift

in that universal vision and, therefore, our poet begs for all the

means of livelihood which thus ceases to be material and become
symbols of divine Grace. Therefore, there is no negation of life

nor is there a glorification of the Bohemian life. There is no
inducement to do evil. The doctrine of Grace does not cancel

the doctrine of moral greatness. If harmony is restored, if the

mind is changed, the evil is wiped out and divinity till now seem-
ingly enshrouded in darkness begins to shine and encompass every-

thing within itself. Divine Grace helps here. This revelation

of the mind is spoken of as taking refuge in the Lord when there

is no selfishness or self-conceit but only the dawn of the universal

consciousness serving the whole and the Absolute to attain its

perfection.



CHAPTER LXXXI

TIRUNAKAIKKAROI^AM

(Hymn 46)

X

In this IfiymUj the poet is in a humorous mood, though not

relieved of his wants. He addresses the Lord, as he would, an

intimate friend of his. It is probably on the basis of this hymn
that our poet is considered to have followed the path of friend-

ship and yoga. The Bhiksdtana form is occupying the central

place in his mind. He speaks to Bhikmtana in a jocular vein even

as the damsels of Ddrukavarm would have. Verses Nos. 1, 3, 4,

5 and 6 refer directly to this Bhik&dtana form. Our poet refers to

the Lord going a-begging, wearing bones (1), riding on the bull

(1, 4) ,
with His serpents on the mat-lock (3) ,

His ornament of a

young tortoise shell (3), His begging bowl of a kapdla (3), His

crescent moon (3) ,
His damsel of a mountain (3, 6) ,

His vind, (4)

,

His pey (4), His deer (10), His hhuta (6) and His vanquishing

Rdvana though in the end showering blessings on him, when he

began singing divine hymns (7).

Our poet demands of the Lord to provide for him the liveli-

hood (9, 10) and to provide him with all the necessaries and
luxuries of life (1, 8, 10, 11). He refer? to the purdnic stories

also in a humorous vein in this context. “This world of earth and
the world of heavens are under your sovereignty. I do not know
much about Subrahmanya, the young son of the golden doll-like

daughter of the mountain king. As for Gairi^pathy, the other

son, he is with the big belly and eats away innumerable things;

he knows nothing. My Lord! Is this fair? Pray tell me” (9)

.

“Will the doll-like daughter of the mountain king put up with
your escapades of love?” (3). “Is it real tapas or an act of

beauty that inspires the damsels with confounding love?” (4).

“If you do not provide me with the livelihood for my body on a
firm basis, I shall besiege you (sit Dhdrand) making your form
suffer. Don’t accuse me tomorrow that I am hard-hearted and
cruel in my acts” (9).
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This is the general trend of this hymn describing in the first

few lines, the Lord according to the purdnas and then beginning

to refer to His special relationship with the poet making a

request for many things of life and closing with the words ''Katal

Ndkaikkdrdnam meviyirunttre'\ “You have fed me with a mixture

of margosa and sweet sugar-cane (possibly referring to the Lord

providing with happy and unhappy experience). I begged of you

for my livelihood. You entered Turutti and sat there. If you

begin to frighten or charm me with your mat-locks and serpents,

I cannot (be coerced to) agree to all these. I have suffered and

laboured many a time. You entered and sat there at Tiruvdrur

shining with ^cenkalumr^ and ‘cempu’ in its cool moat. You must

order for me ^kdmpu and nettiram^ (These are according to the

Vaisnavite commentators two kinds of silk but some people take

these as meaning walking stick and spectacles probably thinking

that the poet was suffering still from defect of eyesight) (2) . “To

remove all my sufferings, pray tell me when you are going to

give me the golden bullion?^^ (4). “O, beautiful One! Placing

on my head the duty of service, on me who had been roaming

about as your Hontan^ or servant, you must order for me from

the treasury, clothes and ornaments, starting with good fragrant

things. There is a pramdna, or a precedence for it” (5). What
this precedence is, is referred to in verse 7. “In the city of Vtlimi-

lalai, you daily offered gold coins, so that your followers of love

might eat without suffering (Reference is to the gift of coins to

Campantar and Appar), “Today you must give me” (7). It is

on the basis of this precedence the poet is claiming all these luxu-

ries from the treasury. “What is this pretension or cheating

that you do not order silk or sandal paste?” (1). “You do not

say anything in reply. You sit quiet. You accepted me as your

slave promising me to make me live usefully or gloriously. I am
your slave, generation after generation. You have enough of

money. You have not become poor. Of that rare treasure

poured into beautiful Arur, I want one third. If you do
not give me, I shall not allow you take even one foot-step. I

want for riding, a fast running horse moving like the wind. Stat-

ing that you will give me a big treasury, you accepted me as

though you were one capable person (of fulfilling the pro-

mise” (8). “Speaking false things you entered into Kilvelur and

stayed there. Will I be duped by you? If your sovereignty is
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current here, I want a golden armour or scimitar full of shining

brightness with dots interspersed. On the top of it, I want golden

flowers and a sash. I want thrice a day, ghee-rice with side

dishes, O, Lord!” (10). '‘O, Lord who was the prop for Paravai

of musical words, of Cankili and myself, whom else have I? I

am true to you. You must fulfil my prayer. I want shining

pearls, garlands for wearing, shining silk, flower, musk, so beauti-

ful for the eye and also fragrant sandal” (11) . Turntti, Arur and

Kilvelur are mentioned where something must have happened,

III

In singing this hymn the poet must have experienced as if

enjoying the luxuries of heaven. Therefore, the poet assures those

who master this hymn that they will be rulers of heaven even as

he must have felt himself to be whilst singing this hymn,

IV

Nakai, the present Negapatam or Ndkappattinam^ is on the

seashore. Hence our poet calls it a 'Katal Ndkai\ It was one

of the important sea-ports of the Pallava period, where the foreign-

ers had built a temple for the Buddha, Kdronam is Kaydro^
hanam, the temple of the LdkuUsa sect.

Our poet describes this Negapatam as being full of Royal
roads where abound palaces of precious stones so sweet to look

at (3) . It is so full of wealth where dance the peacock-like

damsels (6) .



PART VII

UNTO THE LAST

Introduction

1

The hymns included in this part belong to the last period of

our Poet’s life.

The Ndkaikkdrdnam hymn suggests that the poet has come

back to play an important part in the political life of the country.

It is significant that in this part of his life, he does not go north of

Veddranyam and Tiruvaiydru. It is the first time that our poet

enters the Pdvdya country and his hymns give expression to this

new experience. He also goes through the Konku country, to the

country of the Ceras. We know the Tamil kings were opposed to

Nandivarma, the Pallavamalla, who came to the throne after Raja-

simha^s successor, and they were supporting a prince of the direct

line of Rdjasimha. In the end Nandivarma was successful. Pro-

bably it is this kind of political trouble which cast its shadow in

the last part of our poet’s life. Perhaps he was the supporter of

Nandivarma^s rival which will explain why he is found during

the period only in the Pdndya and Cera countries and also singing

his Tirupparahkunram hymn in the presence of the three Tamil

kings.

The hymns of our third part, it was suggested by us, should

belong to this period. Pdntikkotumuti hymn which occurs in the

third part is on the temple which Rdjasimha Pd;7idya is said to have

specifically worshipped according to the epigraphical reports (Ter-

mdran, son of Koccataiyan who according to Dubreuil married the

daughter of Rdjasimha, the Pallava ruler, after whom his grand-

son, the Pavdyo^ king was named). There is a spirit of renuncia-

tion running through this hymn rather a natural loosening of

attachment to this world, a readiness and fitness to renounce this

world if God decides so. The last hymn on Mount Kailds expresses

the inexpressible final salvation.

It is true that there are hymns on Ariir but they may be taken

to have been sung when the poet was far from that favourite place

of expressing his love and anxiety to go back to that city. We have
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noticed our poet’s great attachment to Tiruvurur and his singing

about Tiruvurur from Tiruvorriyur, In this part in Tiruvaiydru

hymn, he asserts that he is thinking of Tiruvurur (Tiruvurur

e

cintippun^ 77 : 11). The 59th hymn on Tiruvurur cries, “Is it

possible to forget the Lord of TiruvdrurV* Therefore, our poet

need not have gone back to Tiruvurur to sing these hymns. The

hymns of this part are very important as showing the highest spi-

ritual state attained by our poet.

II

Our poet’s heart expresses itself as follows in these hymns :

“The place, the Lord likes most is Muraikkdtu'’ (H. 71); “Why

are You, O, Lord, all alone in this place?” (H. 32); “Is this

Puvanum, where resides the Lord?’’ (H. 11); “We are afraid of

serving you, O, Lord!” (H. 2); “The Lord who resides at Tiruk-

ket^ccarum removes the kurmas and miseries of His followers” (H.

80); “Those who worship the Lord of Tirucculiyal will be happy

devoid of their miseries” (H. 82); “When am I, the servant, to

see and worship this Youth residing at KurmpperV’ (H. 84). “O,

my mind 1 Instead of cursing me, think of Purmvuyil, the ancient

city of the Lord” (H. 50) ;
“O, Father of Arilr ! I am afraid of

this illusory body” (H. 8); “Is this the Lord of TiruvaiyuruV

(H. 77) ;
“Is there nothing else for the Lord except these serpents,

etc.? Please, do not speak of deserting Him, O, BhaktasF' (H. 44)

.

“Is it possible to forget the Lord of Arur, who is all for me” (H. 59)

;

“O, our Patron ! Why are you here in this cruel and desolate place

of Tirumurukunpunti?'' (H. 49) ;
“How can I forget you, my Lord

of Avinuci ?” (H. 92) . “Why have you done this and that, O,

my father of Ancuikkulam ?” (H. 4) ;
“The best One of Notittdyy

malui has blessed me thus to reach Kailas'^ (H. 109).

III

Our poet who had lost all confidence with the king of this

world addresses the Lord now as the king: 'UitumarC or the Best

(100 : 1) . As usual he calls the Lord, Sivun, Puramun, Pucuputi,

Purametti, Sankarun, Punniyun, Manuvulan. The a^umurtas are

also mentioned. The conception of the Lord as Amudu is repeated.

Here occurs the beautiful phrase “Cuntaraccoti”, ‘the Flame of

Beauty’. He is the Lord of the beautiful form who has however

conquered the five senses, the latter description reminding us

of ‘Porivuyil aintavittdn^ of Tirukkural (Tiruk. : 5) . He is the

ruler of Dharma. He removes our karmas; the formless Lord
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becomes the Lord of forms. He is everything and He is the very

organs of our senses as well as things enjoyed and the enjoyer.

This universal form is really frightening even unto the followers.

He resides in our heart. He is the Before and the After. Doubts

are no good. We must wait, consider and worship Him alone in

this ephemeral world, where everything is nauseating and revolt-

ing. He is the great sound evolving out of Ndda. He offers the

final release and salvation.

IV

The good results attained by the reciters of the hymns are

given as usual in the last verses. Eternal fame, residence in

Amarulakam, or Sivaloka of great fame, becoming the chief of

the eternals ruling the whole Heavens, becoming the citizens of

God when words yield their fruit, conquest of Death and Birth,

freedom from miseries, obstacles and mental agitations, attach-

ment to truth, sacrifice, achievement of goodness of a blotless

heart, becoming Bhaktas and singing the hymns are as usual des-

cribed as the great ideal of Saiviies.

V
Nature occupies a much more important place in these hymns.

Perhaps the political failures have not affected his spiritual equa-

nimity in enjoying Nature as the very form of the Lord. The
desolation of the places visited does not fail to suggest an atmos-

phere of worship. Even the ships seem to bend low and worship

the Lord. The sea-ports come in these hymns. The Kaviri is

also described.

VI

Worship with flowers and water, with Pancagavya, offerings

of gold and gems, playing by Bhaktas on Kallavatai^n drum, learn-

ing the holy name of the Lord, uttering his 1000 names, contem-

plation on the Lord, melting in love, becoming almost one with

the Lord, self-surrender and service, worship by the learned,

worship of the feet of the Bhaktas are all mentioned. All kinds

of worship are valid but self-surrender and service unto the Lord

are considered very important.

T. Ill



CHAPTER LXXXll

TIRUMARAIKKATU

(Hymn 71)

1

After all these upheavals, the poet’s mind begins now to flow

like a calm stream in an even ground. The metrical pattern of the

stanzas remind us of hymns No. 91 and 94, but the trend of this

common majestic flow is different from the trotting and galloping

march of the other hymns. “The place of the Lord (whose des-

criptions are given) is Maraikkdtu of the natural beauties (des-

cribed) ”—^This is the pattern of the stanza. Every verse ends with

the phrase 'Maraikkate', 'ham' or place coming after the genitive

case thus making a genitive compound occurs usually in the second

line (1, 4, 5, 6, 7) or in the first line (2, 3, 8) or in the 3rd line

also (V. 8). The ninth verse is of a different pattern: “You

worship this holy place of Maraikkdtu”

.

The word Maraikkdtu

occurs as usual at the end of the fourth line and the words ‘yo^

worship’ occur at the end of the second line (9).

II

As usual when our poet is calm he loves describing the purdnic

stories. The Lord’s company of the Mother, who is here described

as 'Ydlaip palittan'm moU mahkai' (1) a phrase which has become

the naime of the Goddess of this place. His mat-lock (1, 5, 6, 8),

His crescent moon (1, 2, 7), His exposition of the four Vedas and

the aiigas (3) ,
His pancavati (4) ,

His Ganges (5, 8) ,
His bull (6)

,

His battle-axe (6), His garland of konrai (6), His dark throat (7),

His eight shoulders (9), His three eyes (9) are all referred to.

(The significance of the Pancavati had already been explained by
us) .

Ill

Our poet brings in his own personal relationship with the

Lord. He calls Him, ^Our king’ (8) and describes the Lord of

Grace symbolized by the blue throat as He who ‘removing all the
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weeds of powerful karmas performed in the previous birth or

before, saves me or accepts me as His servant’ (7) . He also refers

to Him as the Uttaman (4), ‘as the best man’ of words of fame,

*‘Urai viraviya Uttaman’^ (4). He addresses the mind, “O, mind,

that had started knowing or experiencing the Lord; O, mind, start

at once for worshipping and praising without thinking of getting

into doubts” (5) . In two verses, he states, “We have known the

place of the Lord” (3, 8)

.

IV

The natural description of this holy place seems to occupy

a much important place in this hymn than anything else. Our
poet describes, so to say, certain visions of natural beauty. In the

first vision, he sees a dwarfish young monkey passing through a

cocoanut garden or a grove of sword flowers. It enters through

a small opening and eats the fruits of the plaintain (1). “The

tidal flow of the sea reaches the garden on the sea-board; the fra-

grant Sahara* tree stands in these tidal waters. In between these

trees come in the ^makara* and the shark perhaps to enjoy the

shade of the group of HalaV and ^nalaV ” (2). (The makara

originally a name of the shark, has developed to signify a fabulous

sea animal, springing and developing thus from the imagination

of sculptors whose work even in the Pallava age has given a

wonderful conception of their makara especially in the arches like

^makara toramis^ on the top of niches) . “The tides bring with

them from the deep sea, the lustre of the pearl inside the conch

and the coral reef. It looks as though they are throwing out on

to the shore” (5) (perhaps in return for the enjoyment of the

shade offered) . “There are cocoanut trees and the tall ^palmyra

trees on the beach. Their fruits fall down in that expanse of

sand” (3) (with their peculiar sound, an experience which none

can forget) . This upsets the calm equanimity of th^' sea-life. “The
frightened conches, shining oysters and the ‘valampurV (right

twisting conch) become stumbling blocks to the ships after this

fright. Stumbling on them the boats or ships get their equili-

brium disturbed and they bend too much towards this holy place

of Maraikkdtu on the shore of the sea, suggesting the idea that

the ship with the high mast worships the place as though folding

up the hands right up above the crown” (3)

.

The description of the fourth verse is not clear especially the

phrase ^kulai cekarak kontaV. There is the noise of the sea pro-
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bably because of the eastern wind, the ^/confar, “The big breakers

pf the sea rise up so high that their crown splits. The eastern

wind struggles against these waves. It goes again and dashes

against the shore” (4). “The great expanse of the sea which is

beautiful, pushes the rare and valuable gems towards the shore

so as to enable them to get on to the beach and brings the ship

and the shark to be thrown on to the shore” (5). “There is the

wide expanse of the sea. In between the sea and the sandy beach

flow the back waters in channels, in canals. Near them stand

the sword flower plant (kaitai) cool, bright and fragrant. In its

blades rests the white water bird and this bird wakes up disturbed

by the blue waters of the sea, dashing against the place where it

rests” (6). “There is the paddy field where the paddies are

grown and their ripe sheafs bend down. There rush in, the carps

in that eastern sea near the extensive sand. The sea brings the

conch with the bent nose and the ^calancalam\ the emperor of

the conches and throws them out on to the shore” (7) . “It is a great

beauty. It is full of honey bees” (8) “where the sea brings the

^valampuri and calancalam* conches to be thrown on to the

shore” (8) . “The blue waters of the sea surrounds the cool

groves of the place where play the six legged bees” (9)

.

V

In this hymn, the poet refers to the Buddhists and the Jains

and speaks of their stoutness and nakedness. He also refers to

the short garment or dress. One wonders whether this reference

is to the Ajivakas. These had their visions wherein stood revealed

to them the cause of misery of the world. Our poet begs of the

followers not to think of these but to worship the Lord (9)

.

VI

As against these philosophies, our poet refers to his message

of poetry and music by describing God as the Lord of seven musi-

cal notes (9) . Our poet describes himself as the king of the people

of Ndvalur of fertile fields surrounded by many a city of this

world. He also gives his name as Aruran, He assures those

servants of the Lord who would sing these garlands of Tamil

that they will become full of fame growing with the earth sur-

rounded by the water, i.e., their fame will last as long as this

world. This is one of the places (See 73 : 11) where our poet

speaks of fame as the great ideal to be aimed by the followers of
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the Lord. The word ‘ventan^ as describing the Lord is significant

suggesting that this hymn belongs to the period of his political

pre-occupation. Fame according to Tiruvalluvar is the eternal

mark left by our ephemeral life if usefully spent, thus conquering

in its own way death and oblivion ever trying to smother us down.

The poets live for ever through their poems which thus become

embodiments of their fame. Our poet also, therefore, looks upon

this fame as ideal, especially when his poetry consists of divine

praises.



til AFTER LXXXIII

TIRUKKOTIKKULAKAR

(Hymn 32)

I

The poet’s mind is now fully immersed in the temple cult

and he speaks to the God there, in an intimate way. This temple—
one cannot be sure whether there was a temple there—is at the

place which is now known as Pt. Calimere, a kind of small cape

and, therefore, it is called ‘Kdti\ The God of the temple is known
as ^Kvlakar' or the youth. Without using the epicene plural, our

poet endearingly addresses the Lord ^Kulaka' (2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8)

but the first verse addresses Him as ^Kulakir; the ninth verse

addresses Him as 'AtikeV while the 5th verse contains no address

whatever; the last verse mentions the Lord merely as ^Kulaku\

He is surrounded by Bhakias who sing about Him (3) . Our poet

describes the Lord as Tarawa’ (3), the Supreme; and ^Empirdn’

(3, 6, 7 and 8) ‘Our Patron’. He is also addressed as ‘Iraivd’ (7)

‘the King or the All Pervasive’, and ^Amute^ (7) ‘the nectar’.

II

Our poet refers to the Purdnic descriptions of the Lord refer-

ring to His feast of poison (2) , His rendezvous of a graveyard (4)

,

His company of the Mother (4, 5, 6), of the Ganges (5) and the

Lady of the Forest (5), His dance (7), His crescent moon (8),

His begging (9) and His being beyond the reach of Visnu and
Brahma (9). Our poet refers to ^Orriyur^ and ^Arur' punning on
these names as usual (8).

Ill

This Koti is also described. The Koti is surrounded by gardens

which never lose their greatness (2), which never get reduced

in beauty which are full of bunches of flowers (3) ,
of 'kurava* (6)

and full of beauty. This place is to the south of Maraikkdtu (3,

6, 10) which is surrounded by very many cities of this world (10)

.

This Maraikkdtu is surrounded by ^Umattam^ flowers (3) and full
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of the fragrance of ^marava* flowers. (6). Our poet brings about

the desolation of the place. The sea wind comes and dashes on

the shore with cruel force (1). Many cruel hunters live on that

shore (9) . The slaves, these hunters, are great sinners and wicked

people (4) and there is not a good citizen nearby (1, 2, 3, 7, 8).

Compared to this place, the graveyard is pure, holy and great (4).

The owls, the big owls, creep inside the holes of trees (4).

IV

The temple and the idol appear to him the very incarnation of

God and this is made clear by the pang of exclamation proceeding
from his heart at the sight of the Lord being in a desolate place

(1, 2, 3, 7, 8) of hunters (4, 9). “Ah! I a cruel person! Alas! My
eyes have seen this, Your residence in this desolate place where
the sea-wind plays havoc. Will that be a great fault, if there were
to be citizens residing nearby. O, Lord! With whom as help do
you stay here?” (1). “Why are you, our patron, all alone! Is

it because you once feasted on the poison yielded by ‘paravaV—
the sea, that later you helped its namesake TaravaV (my con-
sort) ?” (2). “On what account are you alone?” (3). “The
graveyard is purer and greater. Ah! You have enshrined your-
self in this place with the shrieking omenous owls (4) to the great
fright of the damsel of your wife” (5, 6). “You are there with
darkness alone as your help (6) (or alms alone as yovir food—6)

.

O, Lord! You are all alone” (7).

V

After a while the mental shock disappears and his tension is

relieved. Our poet gets into a jocular mood as well. “O, Lord!
Sharing your form with the damsel, even Ganges is ^inside your
form. There is no other place for the bangle bedecked Lady of

the Forest. Therefore, you have enshrined yourself in this Point
Calimere of groves” (5). “Why do you reside aU alone here,
leaving all other places? Is it because you deem it a shame that
Orriyur is a mortgaged city? Have you left away Tiruvdrur
because the name suggests it is the city of some one else?” (8),

VI

In singing this hymn, our poet has reached a divine calmness
and bliss which characterize the supreme state of ^ivaldka. Here
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is a development of his mind proceeding from anxiety and grief

to laughter and joke and finally to the final, of joy of love. In

the ninth verse he states, “My Master, You have enshrined your-

self with all love (anpu is the reading) or bliss (if inpu is the

reading)” (9). Having experienced thus, our poet assures the

readers—those who master this hymn—that they will be those

who reside in the Sivaloka of great fame. He refers to the Lord

as the Supreme One, being there in the desolate place even there

being surrounded by innumerable Bhutas (like him) singing His

praises (10).



CHAPTER LXXXIV

TIRUPPUVANAM

{Hymn 11)

I

For the first time our poet sings of a temple of the Panidya

country. “Is this Puvanam, where resides the Lord”? is the

refrain of this hymn. The fourth line of every verse ends with

the words *'Urai Puvanam lt6V\ The poet must have heard

about this temple and must have been longing to see this. That

is why he exclaims: “Is this Puvanam?’' After the poet’s regret that

the Lord is all alone at the Point Calimere, a regret that possibly

gives expression to the desolation of that part of the Cola country

at that time, he breathes in this hymn a sigh of relief, that the Lord

is here in all glory showering His Grace on all. This hymn begins

with the statement, “Tiru utaiyar”^'He is the Lord of wealth of

Grace’. The place is not described at length. In the last verse, how-

ever, the poet describes the Lord as one who resides at Tirup-

puvanam so glorious for its great fame, as his favourite resort.

n

The same love of the temple expressed in the previous hymn

with almost childish simplicity inspires this hymn and our poet

exclaims: “Is this the Puvanam where resides the Lord”? The

word preceding the ending *Urai Puvanam ito?' comes as the first

word of the fourth line with the usual emphasis— thanks to

assonance, ^Turivutaiydr”^ 'He who is blessed with sympathy,

mercy or Grace’ (1), ''Punniyandr”— ‘the virtuous or the fortu-

nate’ (2), ''Pulluvandr”— ‘the dupe unto the dupes’ (3), "Poiiria-

naiydn”— ^One who is like gold’ (6), ''Nencam, pukkuraivdn”

(7 , 8, 9) 'one who resides in the heart’. The other two verses

refer to the Purdnic stories of the Ganges (4) and the sacred

ash (5)

.

Our poet refers to the Lord as Tiruvuiaiydr, one who is the

Lord of beauty, wealth or Grace; Sahkaran, One who creates bliss,

as One who resides at Tiruppuvanam as His place of desire and

love, thus suggesting that the Lord coming down to enshrine

T. 112
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Himself for saving us all. Our poet also refers to the blessing

the Lord showers on us (1). The Lord removes the karma of

those who think of Him as ‘ArpuiV, The Great One (2).

Ill

The puranic descriptions come back to his mind with all their

glory. “The formless Lord because of His assuming the forms

of Visnu and Brahma, becomes the Lord of the Form. He lovingly

has by His side His consort, Uma” (1). “The young deer is in

His hand; so is the burning battle-axe. There is also the fire

in His hand. In the beautiful crown is the water”: This verse

(4) thus stresses the contrasts to suggest the divine harmony.

The Bhiksdtana form comes to our poet’s mind; “He goes a

begging to the doors of damsels. He rides on the bull. He shines

with the sacred ash in the company of the Mother” (5). His

midnight dance with the ghosts also comes to his mind (3). “He

is the creator of bliss, He who shares His form with the lightning-

like Mother and (yet) He is the gold like one, burning the three

cities belonging to those who did not think of Him” (6). The

gamp contrast is further emphasized. “Ravana, thinking too high

of his sovereign power and influenced by his wicked nature, tried

to uproot Kailas. The Lord laughed and pressed a little His toe

(and vanquished him) ” (7, 8, 9) . “But if any one loves Him even

for a little while. He enters that unique heart and resides for ever

there (7), this Lord removing the karmas of those who whilst

lyipg and wcJking cogitate and think of Him as the Lord” (2).

“He is so loving that He removes the karmas of those taking refuge

in Hint” (1). “Yes. He is true to the truthful and a cheat unto

those who are cheats” (3).

IV

This hymn thus expresses the joy of the poet’s arrival at the

favourite resort of the Lord in the Pandya country and at the

Lord’s Grace removing the karmas of His followers. We found

in this hymn that the poet referring again and again to the removal

of the karma and which implies the removal of all sins. This

feeling of holiness inspires our poet to as.sure those who recite

this, the ten garlands of verses in this world that they will cut

away their sins even as he has done while singing this hymn (10)

.



CHAPTER LXXXV

TIRUKKOTTITTAIYUM TIRUKKOVALURUM
(TIRUPPARANKUNRAM)

(Hymn 2)

I

This hymn is on the lines of hymn No. 36 which is admittedly

the beeches of the damsels in love with the Bhiksdtana form. This

hymn is stated to have been sung by Arurar expressing the fear

at the sight of the Lord, but the poet may be taken to have placed

himself in the position of the love-sick maiden. The refrain of

the hymn is: “We are afraid of serving’’— ‘Umakku dtceya

ahcutume'.

II

The frightening objects in the company of the Lord are the

proud bull (1), the Bhutas (1), Pdritam (3), Pey (3) on all sides,

His garment of skin of a tiger (3) ,
a lion (7) ,

and His loin cloth (1)

,

His waist cord of a serpent which was made motionless (3), His

serpent held in the hand with the hood (4), His ornament of a

skull (3), His residence in the burning ghat (2), His sacred ash

(2) ,
His ornament of a serpent round the neck and the shoulder

(2) ,
His feast of poison (2) ,

His muyalakan (3) ,
His putrified

skull of a begging bowl (3), His ^erukku\ ^konraV (3) and the

crescent moon (4) and the Ganges (7) and the ceaseless company

of the Mother (4)— (These are to be afraid of by those who wish

to embrace Him)
;
His flaying of the elephant (9) ,

His enshrining

Himself only on the top of mountains (9), His burning down of

Kama (9) ,
His vanquishing of Rdvana (10) — (These will frighten

only those who are in love with Him and who pine |or embrackig

Him)

.

“We thought that it was great to have the friendship of the

Great; but we cannot embrace you carrying this body of ours.

You will not leave off this snake” (2) . “You know everything but

you know not only this (that these things frighten us, your lovers)
”

(5) : Thus we bemoan day and night. “Whilst we saw you one day

under the shade of the banyan tree and we saw you in front of the

Katampurk Karakkdil (This probably refers to some incident in

his life) — except these we have no other stratagem; you will not

leave off your love for the burning ghat” (5). “You said you
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are of Anndmalai (the mountain that cannot be reached). You

are in Arur (In whose city are you?)” (6). “You catch hold of

the servants who sing of you even whilst being spoken ill of.

You accept them but you will not leave them. We do not know

your mind. If they are in you (as if you are their eyes) you

will not save them from the diseases of their bodies” (7). “You

will not relieve them of the chronic karmas, inflicting and fettering

them as a disease” (8) . “You are not capable of giving food and

clothes to those who serve” (9). “Your acts are not befitting

any one, What is this? We are afraid of serving you” (10)

.

III

There is another vein. Arjuna was frightened at the Univer-

sal form of the Absolute which Krsna showed him. This universal

form is also suggested as frightening the devotees. “You go

beyond the universe and sit extending beyond that great beyond”

(10) . “You have become this world, the Heavens, the day (the

time)
,
the great mountain of snow, the great expanse of sea,

the waters, the fire, the extensive wind, the great expanse of

space, the elemental earth. But yet you crushed the ten heads of

him who uprooted the mountain to make room for his chariot

to run (If you are everything, are you not also this very person?).

Your actions do not harmonize with any one. O, Lord, what is

this? We are afraid of serving you” (10). This universal vision

suggests an esoteric meaning for all purdnic descriptions.

This hymn emphasizes the universal aspect of the Lord ruling

through and over everything. It breathes a spirit of overlordship

over the Universe and a spirit of self-surrender to the Lord.

Therefore, the poet assures those followers of Him that those who

learn and become experts of this hymn of six, four and one, will

become slave under the feet of the Supreme Being of Parah-

kunram, becoming at the same time the chief of the eternals,

ruling the whole Heaven as its great king (11).

IV

The last verse states that the hymn was sung in the presence

of the three Tamil kings. It is not clear who the kings are. It

is usually taken as referring to the Pandyas, Colas and Ceras.

In this connection, one may refer to ^dna Campantar, praising

Tiruppuvanam of the previous hymn as being worshipped by

Pardyas, Ceras and CoZas.^

1 . Tiruppuvanam hymn of Campantar, 1 : 64 : 1
,
5 .



CHPTER LXXXVI

TIRUKKETiCCARAM

(Hymn 80)

I

This hymn is on the temple Tirukketiccaram near Talai-

manndr in the Mannar Peninsula of Ceylon, to which the Ceylon-

boat now sails from Danuskoti Pier. The town was known during

the days of Arurar as Mdntdttam on the banks of Pdldvi, which

today exists as a back-water, still with milk-like white water. It

must have been a big tank or vdpi. Sand dunes have made the

sea recede and the city itself had disappeared under these sweep-

ing sands though slowly revealing its past glory to the shovels of

archaeologists.

It was once upon a time a flourishing seaport of Ceylon and

Arurar^s hymn bears witness to this fact. He sings, “Ships are ever

increasing in number and prosperous in the sea of this port”:

“Fan/cam malikinra katal Mdtotta nannakar^^ (5) ;
“The tides are

flowing into the Pdldvi; the huge waves are thrown out by the

flowing Pdldvi'^: *'Pariya tirai eriyd varu Pdldvi’^ (4) ;
‘The whole

world flourishes here’: ^^Vaiyam malikinra’^ (6). Tt is surrounded

by the dark sea’ (10) , Tt is a sea where abound the white

conches’ (7) . Pdldvi is mentioned in nine verses and the last

verse speaks of the 'KalV or the lagoon and the temple is said to

be on its bank.

The city Mdtottam is mentioned in the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th,

8th, 9th and 10th verses. It is now known as Mantottg^m or Mdntai,

probably after the Mdntai on the west coast of the ancient Cera
country. In the name given in the hymn, however, the nasal V is

absent, perhaps a peculiarity of the Singalese pronunciation— in

the Ndttuttokai hymn (H. 12) of our poet the name appears as

Mdntdttam (7) with the nasal. The descriptions in this hymn
seem to suggest that it must have received the name because it

was a grove and that a mango grove. “It is the good city of the

groves where hang the mango fruits”

—

kani tunkum poUl

Matdtta nannakar^’ (9). In other verses the beauty of this garden

city is clearly brought out. “The bees feast on the honey and
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sing in the garden (8). They create the music of the harp— in

the gardens on the banks (of Pdlavi) — these musicians, with

wings beautified by lines (10) . It is a city surrounded by a garden

of cocoanuts” (5)

.

Ordinarily these graphic descriptions cannot but be from the

pen of one who had actually experienced the beauty and glory

of the city. Our poet must have crossed the seas to worship the

Lord there. Perhaps he did so when the Pallava navy led its

expedition into Ceylon. Or, did he sail in the Pdndya boat?

The beauty of the garden, the music of the bees, the great

expanse of the sea, the grandeur and wealth of this city, the back

waters through which the sea flows into the city— all these reflect

the greatness, glory, beauty, music and overflowing Grace of the

Lord.

II

The temple is the paramount abode of the Lord— His

strong-hold for saving us all— ^Titamd uraikinrdn' (2) :
— ‘He is

there to save us all’. The poet gives his personal testimony; He is

One who saves the poet (9). He resides there removing the cruel

karmas (6) and the diseases of the flesh (7) and its various

organs, rushing on to inflict His followers (5). He is the One
whose characteristic feature is to cut away the gordian knot of

sin and karma (9). His servants, the very incarnation of His

love worship Him thus (1). So do the eternals, those who are

like the very words of the Veddngas— those who could practise

what is stated in the Books (3).

He, the Lord, is the Bright One— the light, Devan (9), the

master of the clear Vedas (4). He is the Lord of Rdna, a weapon
full of love (1). ‘'Nattdrputai jndnan'^ (1) is the very beginning
of this hymn. Perhaps it means (Nattu -}- drpu -f- utai -j- jndnan)
that He is the very embodiment of jndna who reaches us full of

love (There is another way of reading ^nattdr putai jndnan' one
who punishes the enemies). He is the beautiful and auspicious
bridegroom (1) . Beauty and knowledge come with goodness. He
is Cittan (8). He is everything in the Universe— the eight cate-

gories viz., the five elements, the Sun, the Moon and the soul (8)

.

III

The purdnic references abound in this hymn— His riding on
the bull (1), His elephant’s skin (1, 2), His ornament of bones
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(1), His toilet of ashes (2), His crescent moon (2, 3), His loin

cloth (2), His serpent (3, 8), His blotted throat (2, 4), His pendant

of a boar’s tusk (7), His mat-lock (6), His eye on eyes (4)

(horizontally and vertically arranged making thus possible, if one

may speak of in modern terminology, the vision of the fourth

dimensional continuum) and His triple and double forms (9).

His consort is referred to five times (2, 5, 6, 7, 8).

IV

From what has been said, the pattern of the sentence in every

verse might have become clear. Every verse ends with the phrase

the “Tirukketiccarattdne as its last half : ‘O, Lord of Tiruk-

ketUccaram'

;

the first half describes the Lord. The last half of

the third line ends with the words, ‘Pdldviyin karaimel”— ‘on the

bank of Pdldvi\ Except in the first two verses (1, 2), the third

lines end with the words, ^^Mdtotta nannakariV\ the first halves of

these verses being descriptions of the sea or the groves of this

city.

V

Our poet is ^Uran\ the slave and servant of the Lord but

praised by the Vedic scholars. His hymn is the defectless TamiL
It has been describing the removal of the karmas. Therefore, the

poet assures those who recite the hymn that cruel karmas can

never touch them (19).

As to the period of the hymn, Cekkilar holds that it was sung

when the poet visited Rdmesvaram in the Pandya country. If the

references to the followers of the Lord being cured of their

diseases and karmas are based on the personal experience of the

poet, this hymn may belong to the later period of divine light

and peace succeeding the period of the Dark Chamber.



CHAPTER LXXXVU

TIRUCCULIYAL

(Hymn 82)

I

This is another temple in the Pdndya country. This hymn

describes in the last line of every verse, the efficacy of worship-

ping the Lord. At least, one verse points out how one can escape

from birth (6) and the whole hymn may be taken as such an

address. The greatness of the temples of the Pdri4i/a country,

because of our poet almost hankering after them, comes surcharged

with emotion. These temples, are so many oases in this desert

of life; the Lord has enshrined Himself in these temples to save

us, taking them as His favourite resort (5) . What a good fortune

that in these temples He is happily well established unlike in the

desolate places elsewhere! The poet speaks of the place as Time-

cuUyal in every one of the verses— without omitting the word

*Tiru\

II

The swarms of bees sing their tune in their love for the honey

of the gardens of this holy place (1), reminding one of the fol-

lowers of the Lord singing His praises in their great love for the

wonderful honey of the place— the Lord. It is the beautiful

place where in the ponds, the damsels of soft ruddy lips— red

like the 'kovaV fruit duck and bathe so much that their pearls

drowned during their play in the pond are moved on to the shore

by the very motion of the waves they create (3). These pearls

are described as those which the roaring sea— 'KavvaikkataV —
the principal sacred tank of this holy place— brings with cries of

fright (3). As the sea is far away from this place this must be

taken as a general description of the pearls as being the tribute

paid by the sea to the damsels of the Pdndya country, the empres-

ses of beauty. The tradition has felt this difficulty about the

reference to the sea and the principal sacred tank of this holy

place is pointed out as bearing the name ‘'KavvaikkataV’ the very

phrase found in Arurar's poem. Was the tank known by that

name in his age? We know tanks being named ‘Sdgaram\ This
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picture of the pearl of the sea also suggests the followers of the

Lord revealing to all, the pearl of the Lord as the inner secret

of the universe. There is no room for further description of the

place in the scheme of this hymn,

111

This is His place. He resides there, a place which He had
occupied as his favourite resort. It is His city, and He resides

there taking it as a great city. He resides there happily

established—what a great boon for Him

—

(Perrdn—pern is a rare

gift received) (5). That way He had come to us, He our relative

(5)—our Lord

—

'Emperumdn* (4). This seems to emphasize the

idea that God is in search of loving souls. This is a new way of

looking at the temple cult. It is our worship of self-surrender that

He is hankering after. Love knows no restrictions and our poet

as the poet of harmony looks upon every kind of worship as good,

an expression of love as anything else. He is thought of in various

ways and the people of the Lord of Death will never tease those

who contemplate on the Lord (1). After this escape from the

fear of Death, service comes next to our poet’s mind. Those who
are experts in performing services—they are all divine services

—

are indeed the good people who worship only the feet of these

Bhaktas (3). Hark, these are no slaves; they are those who
become the kings of those various parts of the compass; they
reside and the Goddess of wealth never deserts them (3).

IV

In passing it may be noted that this accepts regionalism as

distinguished from universal sovereignty which our poet spoke of

when referring to the Pallava king as ruling the world surround-
ed by the seas (39 : 9) . Perhaps the political picture had changed
since then. It is said that freed souls are given po^er over the
universe to save the souls and, therefore, power in the service of

the Lord is not to be looked down upon. Therefore, our poet is

preaching no philosophy of world negation. The followers wor-
ship the feet of the Lord and the defects of their mind do not
continue. They shine in their glorious fame suggesting thereby
their great achievements. The fame is eternal and they rise above
into the high Heavens (4).

He is the Lord of the Beautiful Form contemplated on by
those who had conquered their five senses (5). This conquest is

T. 113
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not negation but a positive enjoyment of the Beauty, the incarna-

tion of the Absolute. There again, those with an unswerving mind
learn the Holy name of the Lord (5). Learning, as TiruvaUuvar
puts it, is also acting according to the knowledge gained {Rural—
391) . To know is to do. They reach without fail the ideal or the
goal. Therefore, it is our duty to praise the Lord. “O, those who
strive to cut away this fetter of birth resting on the ‘malam' or
the intrinsic evil blot” (6) —thus our poet addresses the followers

of the Lord and points out to them that the worship of the Lord
with flowers and unguents will be the best kind of Tapas. The
third line in this stanza ‘Nilam idnkiya' is relied upon as an inter-

nal evidence to the version in the Stala Purdna that Bhumi Devi
worshipped the Lord in this place with flowers and perfume,
giving Him the name 'Bhumindtan\ The earth bears up these
flowers (6). Are not the trees in bloom firmly rooted in this

earth? They are there showering the flowers on God; that seems
the ideal of their florescence. The whole world goes on thus in

this worship of beauty. The rich fragrant smokes curl up as
though to go to the Heavens to please the Lord (6). The whole
space thus offers as it were a foundation and support for the fame
of those who contemplate on this universal worship of beauty and
sweetness and who praise the Lord similarly with flowers and
unguents (6). TiruvaUuvar speaks of fame as the happy con-
summation of domestic life and Tapas as the consummation of a
life of renunciation. Here, this worship of beauty and sweetness
making us understand the inner ideal of this universe, leads us
not only to great fame but through this fame comes and stands
created the great Tapas or sacrifice. For, the beauty and sweet-
ness are not used for selfish ends; attachment to them is renounced
in the cause of perfection and universal enjoyment. It is a great
Tapas. This is indeed great wisdom (catur) an expert knowledge
of the art of life; for, thus one achieves both the contradictory
aims of the conflicting ways of life.

These devotees are the divine Tapasvins. The Lord worship-
ped and praised by them is the eternal child or youth (7); old
age or decay is not in their fresh thoughts. To those who con-
template on His feet enshrining Truth in their mind, it is indeed
easy to be cured of their karmas (7)

.

The humility which is still conscious of its power, ceases to
be the humility of self surrender, being carried to the giddy
heights of a superior egoism by this self-conscious rulership. These
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rulers know not the way of approach. The couchant bull, the

Dharma of self-surrender is His banner. He is Himself the incar-

nation of such humility and mercy; for, is He not Himself carry-

ing in His hand the meek and humble deer? He thus stoops to

conquer. His feet is on our heads (8).

The same idea of the fall of the arrogant is suggested by the

vanquishment of Rdvd'V'Ci. The mountain of the creeping waters

of cataract is personified as Tirumalaiydr (10). (Here we are

reminded of the Vaisnavites’ belief that the freed or free souls

have become the various weapons of Visnu and the many places

in Vaikwita ) . The great Daksa never honoured the Lord and the

sacrifice came to naught. It ended in His play of destruction.

The heretics know not this truth and indulge in their wanton

egoism. Alas ! That is their fate coming according to the great

law of the Heavens (9),

V
(The Heretics referred to are the Jains and the Buddhists. The

Buddhists are called the Cdkkiyas being the followers of the Bud-

dha of the Cdkkiya clan. They probably went about with an

umbrella and hence the description *kutai-c cdkkiyar\—Some have

interpreted this as to mean teasing cdkkiyar. But in that case we

must have ‘kutai cdkkiyar' without the doubling of 'c a reading

given by no text. The Jains are called Caman—perhaps a Tami-

lian form of Sramana. This word had come to mean naked; for

the Digamhara Saints of Tamil land went without any covering.

^Atar' is another description. It is also a name of the Arhat

according to Cuddmani Nighantu— perhaps a form of the word

Apta, though there is underlying this a humorous vein laughing

at their *dpta vacana!. The word also signifies a mean person.

^Atan' was such a common name of many persons in, the Cankam

age that it had come to mean any ordinary man— man of no

worth. ^^Kuntdtiya— relishing in kuntu— is another description

of the Heretics. ^Ku'ntu' may refer to the well built form of flesh

and it may mean the depth of meanness or ignorance or vulgarity.

^Mintdtiya' is their revelling in their arrogance in debate and else-

where. These words 'kuntn* and *mintu' are often used by Tevd-

ram and Ndldyira Prahhandam with reference to these heretics

derided as vile arrogant and violent— with what justification one

cannot say though one cannot quarrel with the poets describing

their rivals in the way in which they experienced them).
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VI

Leaving this digression at this point, one may continue to see

the picture of the devotees. Their ideal (5) (gati) is the con-

quest of death and birth, of fetters, desires and blots, the achieve-

ment of fame, and truth, sacrifice, goodness of a blotless heart or

mind, happiness derived from power of service, truth and the

extinguishment of karma. As against the western prejudice

accusing the East of indifference to morality, it is seen here that

the poet is emphasizing truth and goodness of these followers of

God lost in the worship of the Absolute and Beauty. There is

one other name 'Saivatta cevvuruvan*—'The red or proper form of

Saivite'— a name which summarizes all the greatness of Sai-

vism (7)

.

VII

The purdnic stories of Rdvana (10) ,
of the banner of Bull (8)

and the meek deer in His hand (8) and of the destruction of

Daksa's sacrifice (9) have already been referred to as emphasiz-

ing the message of the Bhakta^s life. His battle axe (2), His club

(2), His bull (2), His feast of poison (2), His burning of the three

castles of the air (2), His company of the damsel of the mountain

(4) , His flaying of the elephant’s skin (4) ,
His mat-lock with

waves of the Ganges (4, 6), His crescent moon (5), His sacred

ash (7), and His remaining unknown to Visnu and Brahma (8)

— all these are also referred to. The description given of the

Lord as standing on the chariot for the sake of the Devas at the

time of the destruction of the three cities (2) has been probably

influenced by the description of Kr^a standing on the chariot for

delivering the message of the Gita, suggesting thereby the Lord

Siva is equally a great Guru,

vin

The universal vision is hinted at the very beginning itself. He

becomes the flesh, the refuge, the soul, the vast expanse of space,

and the Heavens showering the rains through the clouds (1). He

comes as the intellectual, His decision finding out the way to con-

quer fate and He comes also as the Fate or Providence (1) . The

law of our mind or Intellectual decision of human effort and the

law of Nature or Fate are thus harmonized as the aspects of the

law of the Lord. The Lord is the blotless; He that removes the

blot (4) . This spirit of holiness breathes through the later hymns.
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The Lord is glorified as He who has extinguished the five senses,

reminding us of the KuraVs description of God, 'Porivdyil ainta-

vittdn^ (6). (It is possible to take this description as applicable

to the Bhakta as we have already done— 5)

.

IX

The poet influenced by his description of the followers as

kings, calls himself the king of the people of Ndvalur (10). There

is a pun in this word and one may call the poet the king as

well of the lords of the tongue. But he glorifies himself in all

humility as bearing the name of His Lord *Ati peyar— Aruran\

This hymn breathes the Bhakta*

s

spirit of freedom from all mise-

ries, and therefore, the poet assures the readers who know well

this Tamil garland of Ten verses that they will be also devoid of

miseries.



CHAPTER LXXXVIII

TIRUKKANAPPER (UR)

(Hymn 84)

J

This place had been famous from the times of the Cankam

Age as a fortress conquered from a chieftain Venkai marpan by

the ancient Pdndya king Ukkirap peruvaluti. The other name of

this place is Kdlaiydr Kdil— the temple of the ^KdlaV or the youth.

This form of the Lord as the eternal youth appears before the

mind of the Poet; according to Cekkildr, our poet has a vision of

this form in his dream when the Lord disappears saying that He

resides at Kdnapper (ur)

.

The hymn describes this beautiful form

and every last line exclaims, '‘When am I, the servant, to see and

worship this youth residing at Kdnapper surrounded by the fields

receiving water from the clouds?” The conception of 'Ndlaip-

povdr' of the devotee hankering after going to the temple to wor-

ship His beautiful form is a significant development of the Temple

cult and pilgrimage. Tirundlaippdxmr had become the name of

the saint. This same conception is beautifully brought out by the

first hymn of Kulasekhara Alvar who is known in Sanskrit tradi-

tion as Alvar Ndlaippdvdr. As Kulasekharar, according to our

view, will be posterior to Nampi Arurar, his hymn has remini-

scences of the present hymn. Probably Kulasekhararj the Cera

king had some difficulty in going to Sri Rangam^
in the Cola terri-

tory probably under the Pallavas. Our poet, as already pointed

out, has been so desirous of visiting the temples in the Pdndya

country that he expresses this feeling in this hymn. It is this

hankering, if the use of the word can be pardoned, that is brought

out by the exclamations of this hymn.

II

“To the great joy and relief of my eyes, when am I to see and

worship the devoted servants, worshipping at His feet. His bright

and young crescent moon. His company of the damsel. His form

like the lotus, His throat shining like the cloud where resides the

idea of His feasting on the poison. His eight shoulders and His

colourful form of the beautiful and sweet smelling mat-lock”? (1).
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It will be seen that the poet is as it were, concentrating and enjoy-

ing the sight of every one of the parts of the Lord beginning from

His feet and ending with His crown. It will also be seen that

our poet suggests that these forms have a significance and an

idea behind them; for instance, the idea of love or pity is behind

the blue throat. The poet starts describing the Lord as the

beloved of the devotees worshipping at His feet.

The other verses similarly refer to the puranic descriptions

of the Lord; ‘‘His cool mat-lock, with its harmony of the serpents,

the crane’s feather, the ^mattam' flower (2) and the crescent moon

(3)

,
His lordship over the Devas (3) , His dance in the midst of

the forest (3), His great victory over the three castles of the air

(4)

,
His Ardhandrisvara form, His shoulders befitting a wrestler

(4) ,
His sacred ash (4) ,

His company of the damsel (4) ,
the

beauty of His bull (5), His Tillai dance (5), His battle-axe (5),

the fire in His hand (5) ,
the eye in His forehead (6) ,

His being

the forms of Visnu, Brahma and Rudra (7), His form of Vedic

scholar (8), His great form unknown to Visnu and Brahma (8)

and His ear wearing the ^makara kuntala' (9)

Ill

What is more important and interesting is his subjective

experience of the Lord as His devotee, an experience which is

expressed in some places in general (1), as that of all the devotees

and in others as special to him. The devotees worship at His feet

(1). “They are learned masters of all that speak of His feet and

they experience this truth” (2). “They contemplate your great-

ness and their hearts melt in love. They become one with you

and there arises a voice within—the creative impulse trying to

give expression to their mystic union” (2). “They sing. They

are not different from you; they are but yourself. Realizing this,

v/hen am I to become one with them, big with love, to worship

you lovingly with grand flowers in my hand so that my miseries

(or, the sufferings of my eye in which case he could not have

been cured completely of his eye defect) may disappear?” (2).

“He is the great Supreme— Patron, giving me all that is good,

even as a thing and a wealth possessed wholly by me. He is Siva,

the great significance, vivifying the words pronounced by those

who realize Him as the Highest sphere and the Best ideal. He

is the sweet nectar— inside the honey, nay, its clear quintessence.

He is the full moon in the skies; the blotless light and also the
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storm, the water and this earth (sphere); when am I to reach

Him as the Great Dancer?’' (3).

“The important characteristic features of His are (1) the

image form (bhdvakam) (4) contemplated by His devotees and

servants those who as devoid of all their defects (4), their path

(neri) and their unique musical compositions they recite (icaip-

paricu). When am I to worship with my heart and praise His

holy marks with the help of all that I had studied for fame?” (4)

,

“The devotees stand around Him, playing on the musical drum
‘fcallavajam’ in accompaniment to His dance with which every-

thing in Him and around Him keep time” (5).

“The songs full of the best effects of music and tune— their

continuous outpour— the love of the damsels beautiful and bright

like the Goddess of Lotus, the great longing of those who wake
up exclaiming that He is the first and the greatest Lord who
thinks of His devotees only after conferring salvation and freedom

on them— these are important marks of His identity. I stand by
the side of these, mixed up with them, pining for a way of reach-

ing Him and becoming one with my father and sovereign. He
counts even me as of worth and showers His blessing on me so

as to save me. When am I to see this Lord of the eye on the

forehead (He is indeed the Lord of the eye; for has He not seen

the poet) the sweetest fruit?” (6).

But pretensions will never pay. “He does not come near the

heart of those of deceitful minds. He is the primaeval, first mould
and seed of all. He is the nectar unto those who are attached to

truth, without any pretensions and who embrace Him with their

whole body (and soul). He is the Great Beyond relishing their

five, (pancagavya) beginning with milk, ghee and curd. (Thus

we get the details of the ceremony of His worship of our poet’s

days). When am I to sing of Him as the sovereign protecting

me?” (7).

“He is the flame and light, so easy of approach to His ser-

vants. He is the rule or order or dharma, the meaning and sig-

nificance of the holy pure Vedas. He is the eternal One escaping

even the poison of the seas. He is the Universe. He is its Begin-

ning and its Chief giving out to the Lords of the Universe the

Agamas or the Scriptures. He is the greatest mystic wisdom of

great fame. When am I to go and reach Him with all love?” (8),.
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“He is the Lord. He is the great sound evolved out of Ndda.

He is the life in this body of flesh, in the form of the brightness

of the lamp or jndna or wisdom. He is the green corns, which

feed the lives. He is Beauty. He never leaves even for a

while His attachment to the minds of those great beloved devotees

of His. His ideal followers are blotless. He is the envoy and
messenger. He is the bosom companion saving me. He is my
Lord (who listens with His ears, all my requests). When am I

Plis dog of a slave, to reach Him? (9). He is the sugar candy,

the sweet nectar, the youth of Kanapper” (10).

IV

The poet has thus brought out the bliss, the power, the uni-

versality, the all pervasiveness, the wisdom, the truth and the

purity of the Lord and His Grace. He has given us a picture of

the devotees and their life and worship. He has taken us into

His confidence and shown us his own heart of love. He describes

himself as the Aruran, the chief of Naval of shining gardens, prais-

ing in the cool Tamil in which is enshrined all glory and great-

ness, the Eternal youth and contemplating on Him with all His

heart melting in never forgetting love. His hymn expresses the

joy of Bhaktas and their greatness. Those who will recite these

ten verses of music of the peculiar repetitive rhythm will catch

this contagion of love. They will also become blessed with the

characteristic qualities of these Bhaktas— that is the assurance

given by our poet. These Bhaktas are found in the company of

the eternal Lord. Therefore, they will sit in happiness firm for

ever, even praised by all the points of the compass. Even if they

do not become rulers of the Heaven they are sure to live happily

as the heads of mandalams (kingdoms) . It is curious that the

poet is thinking of regional overlordship, once he is in the Pdndya

country, probably because of the troubles of the period succeed-

ing the demise of Rdjasimha (10).

1 IH



CHAPTER LXXXI3i

TIRUPPUNAVAYIL

(Hymn 50)

I

This is another temple in the Pdndya country, on the sea shore

an ancient city with its gate overlooking an upland jungle tract

(punain) . Here again, the poet speaks of desolation and of fright-

ful life. This hymn is addressed to the mind advising it to think

of the Lord every day, to think of Punavdyil, the ancient city of

the Lord.

Two points are emphasized in this hymn about this place: One

is the following, that it has become pestered with hunters and jun-

gle (5) . The songs of the owls occupying the hollow of the trees do

not cease (1) ;
nor does the commotion caused by the courageous

hunters fighting with the company of the merchants (2); nor

does the noise of the 'utukkaV resounding in the commotion (7).

The hunters tease the groups of deer with their sharp arrows of

their bows, and the meek animals frightened go and enter their

places of hiding (5) . It is a place of hillocks of stones, wild

bushes, and cruel expanse of space (9), all looking gloomy and

colourless amidst those trees on the sea beach. Even the 'kaUi

gets dried up, the grasses become scorched in the heat and destroy

the heated jungle (8). Seeing this, the dotted deer rush to hide

themselves in safety (8). The male dove gets to the top of the

tall but forked branch of the new born kalli and calls its mate in

that golden dry fields of that place (6) . In the dark jungle tract

of the rocky bushes the black cock roams about for food. It goes

and gets up to the top of the ant hill [reminding of the 'kuppaik-

kdli’ (Kurun. 305) of the Cankam poetry], and sends its call of

‘ku ku’ (9). In that holy place the boar of sharp tusks in its

mouth shining like a torch, and in the place torn by its tusk, the

big precious gem comes up and blinks like fire (8). There is not

the fright and alarm of the Koti hymn; the poet is contemplating

on this desolation with a detached romantic poetic outlook.

The other point emphasized by our poet about this place is

that these devotees do not cease worshipping the temple even in

the midst of all this desolation. The Bhaktas in good numbers,

sing and dance in that ancient city (1) . It is the place where stay

Vdnavar or Devas of the ^marutam' or city (2). (It is not clear
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whether this is a reference to the Bhusura or Brahmins or to the

Bhaktas) . The lovers of His feet enter this place. Their praises

do not cease even as the song of the owl and commotion of hunters

do not cease (1) . It is the place where sing and dance those who

have been freed from their fetters (7). The people of all the

countries come and bow down before the Lord, day and night (7).

II

Therefore, our poet begs of his mind quarrelling, cursing and

swearing at him, to leave off this and to think of the place of

the Lord even as these Bhaktas do. For, it is His place which He

frequents most (5). He is our patron-Pirau (3), our Lord—
Emperumdn (4), who has accepted us as His servants (5).

He is the good person (5) . He is all our relationships and aeons of

time (6). We do not want anything more than the death and

exiinciion of the chronic and irremovable karmas (9). “This He
will effect; for He makes us all alike unto Himself. Does not the crow

on reaching the mountain of gold become itself gold? (That is an

old tradition) (4). Therefore, this Holy place is our refuge.

O, mind of cogitation think of Him; contemplate on Him; consider

the pros and cons and weigh all the groups of facts (tokku— dya;

dya means dyka (3) . Be firm; this is our refuge. Pray stand

(without vascillation— 5) . Pray do not forget (6) . Think of

Him with a great longing (or freed from your faults) (7). In

Nvhatever way, pray only think of Him” (2). (Erru (9) may also

be taken as an exclamation of pity or wonder)

.

III

The purdnic descriptions also come in as intensifying this deso-

lation — the Lord’s covering of an elephant’s skin (1) ,
His riding

on the bull (2) ,
His ash besmeared form (10) ,

His waistcord of

the serpent (3) and His great naked or smiling form (nakkdn—3)

,

(perhaps on the chariot whilst burning to ashes the three cities).
%

IV
Our poet describes himself as Uran of Naval, the slave of the

servants of the Lord— an emphasis once again on the cult of

Bhaktas. In this hymn the poet has been describing the joyous

song and dance of the Bhaktas freed from karmas, even in this

desolation becoming like unto God. Those who can study this

hymn without any laziness and praise the Lord, will get their

karmas extinguished and become the citizens of the city of God,

singing and dancing; they will become pure and perfect without

any defect whatever— that is the assurance given by our poet (10).



CHAPTER XC

TIRUVARUR

{Hymn 8)

I

This hymn is on Tiruvdrur and according to Cekkildr this was

sung when our poet returned to his residence in this city along with

Ceramdn Perurwdl. Every one of the verses in this hymn ends

with the words : ^‘Arurapyane ahcinene^'— ‘O, father of Arur, I

am afraid of you’. The previous lines explain the ephemeral life

in this nauseating and revolting body of flesh where everything

turns out to be a delusion and it is this which inspires the fright

in him. This feeling of fright cropped up in the Tirukkarkuti hymn

(H. 27) where he begged of the Lord to assure him with the words

‘Don’t fear’. The condemnation of the ephemeral life is found also

in Tiruppurampayam hymn (H. 35). Therefore, one would have

expected this hymn to form part of those cycle of hymns. That is

one reason we suggested all these hymns belonging to this last

period of Arurar's life to the period succeeding the death of

Rdjasirhha.

II

“Taking hold of this covering, looking like the torn drum I

saw through. I considered the happiness born of the company of

sovereigns and the life harmonizing with such happiness. (As a

result of this) I am frightened” (1). “This is a heap of flesh and

blood, an illusion without any significance. Young damsels of

fawn-like eyes alone consider this human birth as of any worth.

I do not want this life” (2).

“The 96 elements of this body look like a thicket uprooted.

Those who after consideration describe these, do not speak with

one voice (or do not speak of it as anything of worth)”— (Sixty

plus ten, reaching six plus five into four make up Ninety-six.

'Ettum' has to be taken as a relative participle rather than as a

number) (3)

.
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“If we begin to describe (the defects) there is no end or limit.

It is a foolish life of no taste. I had not known any good entering

this (so called) good roof (of a body) ” (4)

.

“This is a hut made of nerves and bones tied together not at

all befitting all our ambitions and desires. Residing therein, I

cannot lead the life of gentle folk” (5).

“Children, mother, father and relatives are happy at marri-

age. All this is transformed and they themselves exclaim, ‘it is

corpse’ and burn it away to ashes. I am a dog but I do not

want this birth” (6).

“The servants leave off the characteristic humility of theirs.

They treasure in their minds the idea of wealth. They think only

of living (sometimes) this life. They cannot give anything for

the sake of their next birth. When they fall into the deep pit,

in the midst of all their sufferings, they become a prey to one

person alone (probably the Lord of Death)” (7).

“This (body) was constructed out of the heap of flesh and

the water of blood, this is a cave of ‘mala’ or blots or evil things.

It is a never ending illusion of a roof and a hut. I do not want

this life within this body” (8).

“It is an illusory covering, all false. It is indeed a magic that

this should be a thing thought of as something real and true. I

do not want this life of magic nor can I aspire for it” (9)

.

III

The poet almost starts with the condemnation of royal life and

this reminds us of his erstwhile political preoccupation. His des-

cription of the Lord by the Devas crowding together to worship

Him with the tributes of gold and gems thrown at His feet (1) is

couched in the terminology befitting a royal life.

IV

There are not many purdnic descriptions referred to in this

hymn. The poet speaks of the white bull (2), the infructuous

quest of Vi^nu and Brahma (8) and the throat wherein saunters

along, the poison (10) . Our poet also speaks of our Lord playing

on the ydl (7).
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V
The poet refers to the Bhaktas and their worship. The worship

by the Devas with the offerings of gold and gems has already been

referred to. There are those who daily worship the Lord with

sweet smelling flowers and water and on them our father of Arur
confers knowledge or wisdom (3). The Lord Himself is the pre-

cious pearl and His Bhaktas worship Him daily with their crown
and to them He becomes of that characteristic feature (9) . It

is not clear what this phrase means. It may mean, He becomes
whatever they think of, in whatever form one worships Him
that particular form the Lord takes.

VI

He describes himself as Uran and speaks of this hymn as a

song which he had sung so lovingly with good words though
inspired by fear. Those who are capable of contemplating on the
meaning of this hymn and recite it will approach our Lord and
their words will yield the fruits of Grace. Even in the midst
of his feeling of fear the poet is conscious of the divine presence;
for this fear itself is kindled in one’s mind, when thought of

God’s holiness and reality stands in contrast to this delusion of

a putrifying flesh (10).

VII

The holy place itself is described as befitting the worship of
the Bhaktas, full of flowers and people of good words. The
damsels of heaving bosoms (10), and beautiful words (10) reside
in that city. The group of 'mdtavi creepers round the 'punnaV
tree giving out its fragrance to our heart’s content is ever in
bloom, on its buds blossoming into flowers (5). All round the
palaces, in all the long-drawn passages, the jasmine crowds and
in the night the bees move about (guided by its fragrance) (4)

.

It is a place of green groves full of gardens in the midst of culti-
vated fields, a proper resort of Bhaktas and here the Lord confers
on them their rest and communion (6)

.



CHAPTER XCI

TIRUVAIYARU

(Hymn 77)

I

This hymn on Tiruvaiydru, according to Cekkildr^ was com-

posed by our poet whilst going to the Cera capital along with the

king Ceramdn Perumdl, a story which we discussed elsewhere.

The Kdviri was in floods at the time of our poet reaching its

bank. “'The stream swallows so quickly, without anybody know-

ing it, the arecanut fruits probably falling down over-ripe. (At

this) under the green shade of the cocoanut palm, full of bunches

of fruits, the sugar-cane crusher raises as it were a hue and cry.

Thus roll the waves of Kdviri on whose bank stands Aiydru'^ (1)

and God is addressed as the LoTd of Aiydru on the bank of Kdviri

in every one of the verses of this hymn.

“The flood gathers together (paruvi-arittu) the seeds and

on its course it throws and scatters (vied) them to grov/ on the

mountain slopes. It takes hold of the barks of trees to play its

pranks with the elephants. The maids of the mountains keep

watch over their fields preventing the birds from coming in and

driving out the parrots. The flood rushes carrying away the

garlands of their tresses of hair. Rushing fast Kdviri becomes

noisy” (3) . “The beautiful waves of Kdviri in floods bring the

plantain and the cocoanut palm full of fruits and throw them on

to the banks; thus the waves are full of beauty” (4) . “The river

comes down (to the plains) so that the good damsels of cool eyes

may bathe and play. It overflows unable to be kept within the

mountain and the neighbouring lands. It mixes itself with the

honey of the bamboos. It flows into the fields, the waves of the

Kdviri getting up through the channels and proclaiming as it

were its gift (to the needy)” (5). “The long drawn streams

coming in great numbers gather the gems, the pearls and gold

so much that the waves respond with the noise” (6, 7). “The

Kdviri with its waters, deepens down so that those, who worship

you and thereby desire to be rid of all their miseries, may bring

it with all their hearts, wherever they stay and bathe you in the

Kdviri waters” (8). “The clouds tremble (with their lightning)
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and the rain is poured out. The flood spreads; the foam is scat-

tered. The Kdviri roars with its waves’" (9). “Everywhere the

people of the country bathe with a clear vision in the waters of

the Kdviri when this settles down. It is for this, the stream of the

Kdviri is so full of the waves of fragrance, waves that play” (10)

.

The last few descriptions make it clear that the Kdviri is

described not only when it is in full floods but also when it is

crystal clear enabling the devotees to bathe.

II

Our poet refers to the purdnic descriptions of the Lord: His

mat-lock of hidden Ganges (2), the deer and the battle-axe (in

His hand) (2) ,
the hood of the cruel serpent encircling His

waist (4), His konrai (6, 8), His bull (6), His begging in the

company of the damsel of the mountain (7) ,
His crescent moon

(8) ,
His being a flame of light surrounded by the serpents (8) and

His remaining unknown to Visnu and Brahma (10). The poet

here identifies the king of the country with the Tirumdl or Visnu

— (Tecaventan—Tirumdl—Visnu) (10) thus proving that the

divine right theory of kings had taken final form and shape by

the time of Nampi Arurar.

III

Our poet describes the Lord as the past and the future ‘Mun

nij pin nV (6) ;
the basis and the first cause (or the chief)—

'Mutalvan^ (6) . The holiness of God is also emphasized. He is

Tirttan (7)—the Lord of holy path or holy waters; He is Punni-

yan (8) ,
the virtuous, He is Jyoti, the light of flame

—

Cutarccoti

(8). The Lord is as is often the case with Nampi Arurar spoken

of as ''Emrndn tammdn tammdw'^ (9)—the father of the father

of my father.

IV

The rest of the hymn reveals two different lines of thoughts;

one, emphasizing the Grace of the Lord and our poet’s unworthi-

ness; the other, emphasizing our poet’s innoncence and the Lord’s

indifference to the Bhaktas. There is thus a conflict of emotions.

“I do not know any way of worshipping you; nor did I in my
early days attune my mind to worship you; though thinking

of you day and night, I cannot think of attaining you” (1) . “Wher-

ever I may go, you come and become enshrined in my mind.

Without any doubt whatever, you remain ever loving, without

any difference between the first day or the last day of our
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intimacy” (2) . “Having come together, I cannot bear any separation

from you. I have given myself completely to you, standing firmly

in your path. I cannot leave it off” (3) . “Those, who have

become habituated to your service, who have become servants

without slighting you, what gain they had, I know not” (4). “I

do not know any mistakes committed by me. Pray, order that

the mistakes if any may be erased” (5). “I have not seen or

realized you, perhaps I have seen you as somewhat like the

irradiating or pinching hunger. I cannot swim against the cur-

rent” (9). “Though Your servants feel shy to approach you

and keep quiet, You have no good in you, nor is there any sign

in you of understanding their thoughts” (10) . “Though devotees

gather together you keep mum because you have not any good

quality; nor do you understand their thoughts. Though I Con-

tinue to be in a sulky mood I am not in a position to realize you,

I, your servant, Uran. I have searched everywhere but cannot

see or realize you; I think only of Tiruvdrur^' (11).

Apart from the conflict of emotions, the construction of the

sentences is also confusing. We have probably to take the con-

junctive participles lying in the verses almost unconnected, as

going with the verb implied in the word ^utaiya^ of the phrase,

*^Aiydrutaiya Atikald’’ (1-11).

The Absolute is so rich in its varied aspects that what ap-

pears to be conflicts are resolved in its beauty of variety. The

assertion that, “I am thinking only of Tiruvdrur^' (11) suggests

that this also must belong to the cycle of hymns hankering after

Tiruvdrur like hymns No. 83, 51.

V

It is remarkable that our poet does not refer to any good

effect flowing from a recitation of this hymn. The ’specific effect

of recitation is not mentioned probably because mere recitation

as giving vent to pent up fellings is itself a great boon. ‘^Aiydru-

iaiya Atikald!”—Ts it the Lord of Aiydru!' may be an exclamation

of wonder and joy as much as the exclamation, ^'PuvanamttoV

(H. 11)
—

“Is it PuvanamV expressing the pent up desire for

seeing the place a desire now being fulfilled. It is probably because

of this that Cekkildr is bringing together all these hymns. Our

poet must then be visiting these places for the first time; there

must have been some difficulty in his visiting this place, per-

haps due to the war of succession to the Pallava throne.

1. 115



CHAPTER XCII

“MUTIPPATU GANGAI”—TIRUVAf^CAIKKALAM

{Hymn 44)

I

This hymn according to tradition is on the temple in the

Cera capital, Tiru Ancaikkalam, probably the ancient Vahci or

Karur. But the hymn itself does not mention any specific place.

The Lord is described as 'Empirdn in all the verses of this hymn.

Does it refer to the Cera Country calling their princes 'Tampirdn'

and princesses ‘Tampirdtti ? This may be taken as one of the

Bhiksdtana hymns or a hymn sung by our poet with the same

feeling of love, reverence, fear and humour of those damsels who

had the vision of the Bhiksdtana. Five verses end with the word,

“Is there nothing else but snakes, bull, etc. for our Lord ?” (1, 2, 6,

8, 9)—these end with the word ^^Empirdnukke’. These express

the humour, fear and love—a curious combination of emotions.

Five verses end with the word ^Empirdn^ (3, 4, 5, 10) ,
two of

which beg of the devotees not to speak harsh of the Lord (3) and

not to speak of deserting the Lord (4) ;
one speaks slightingly of

the world which in spite of the Lord showering His Grace, con-

demns Him as mad (5) and the other requests the servants to

speak about the Lord (10) . Perhaps all the other verses also

express this regret that the Lord is not receiving His deserts.

Or, is it that the political failures had dashed the hopes of others

to whom our poet suggests they should not speak of forsaking the

Lord.

II

“His crown is the Ganges and the moon. What He destroyed

are the three castles reduced to ashes in a second. Ah! I am
afraid that the poison of His serpents will spread to the brain as

soon as it bites. What beautiful hands of His! Is there nothing

else to be held in these hands?” (1). “Is there no other dance
hall but this jungle of bushes; no toilet except this ash of the

burning ghat? Has He no share other than this share of the

form of the damsel of the Himalayas? Has He nothing else to ride

on, except this petty bull?” (2).
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This feeling of fright and love slowly gives place to a feeling

of regret that the Lord in spite of His coming begging for our love,

for our benefit continues to go about as a beggar without

His love being returned—He who is the Lord of the Devas

of great power. But all the same there is a sly humour
in this kind of speech which amounts to decrying the Lord.

“The Lord begs of you often and often to prevent and remove
hesitations and confusions of your mind and to challenge the

slaughter of the lives of this great earth (Has our poet like the

Great Asoka become sick of the slaughter of war—the war of

succession to the Pallava throne?). He is the learned of the

exemplary conduct—the Deva of Devas, the light of lights, with

great powers of destruction over evil, reducing to ashes the three

cities” (3)

.

“He is our wealth adorning His mat-lock with a garland of

grinning skulls, in the unapproachable dark graveyard surrounded

by ghosts of fiery tufts of hair in the midnights whilst the fox

steals away the dead head with its mouth and the wolves shriek

(What penance and beggary for our sake! What meanness by
the way!). O, devotees! Pray do not speak of deserting Him,
our Lord” (4).

“There is no illusion about Him. He has become the Lord
of the mountainous country (Cero country is known as the country

of mountains—the Lord becomes one of the residents of the place

to save others) . That is His greatness. People praise Him
according to their capacity and the Lord cuts them away from
their miseries. And yet, alas! He is spoken of as a mad man
and as a wandering ghost” (5).

“The celestials and the eternals praise our Lord as their all

pervasive sovereign. They come together concentratir^g their minds
in their path (of Love). They worship His couple of feet with

flowers of purity. But has not our Lord anything else to sing

other than the secret chant (Vedas), Has He nothing else to

crown Himself with, except this crescent moon?” (6).

“His garland is but of konrai, kuvilam, and unique mattam.

His beginning and end are what no one has fathomed. He has

no city of His own. But yet it is said He has thousand names,

to be worshipped by those who love Him, in all the worlds” (7).

“Great souls even when they had reached the state of great-

ness of Visnu and Brahma, find it impossible to know Him. But
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He adorns His mat-lock with only the serpent, the vanni leaves,

the moon and the mattam. He is our Lord of purity (Pwnitan).

Has he, our Lord, nothing but fire for His hand?” (8).

“Alas, is this to be His characteristic feature—to feast on

the consuming fire of scandals of the eagles revelling on their

food or ghee—those heretics, Jains^ of dark mind. Has He nothing

but this elephant’s skin frightening the large heart of the Damsel

of the Himalayas?’’ (9).

Ill

Though all kinds of emotions struggle to find expression in

this hymn, the poet himself assures us it is only humour that

is the basic emotion. He calls this hymn, a hymn making fun

of the Lord, the gem of the angry bull and blotted throat and

that is why we characterized it as a Bhiksatana hymn. Our poet

calls himself Uran, the slave of the Lord, and the father of Vanap-

pakai of great fame praised by willing tongues (10),

(Vanappaikai like her paternal grand mother is called Jndni).

Our poet does not give any specific result of reciting this

hymn but calls upon the devotees to recite it. That itself, our
poet feels, is a great joy.



CHAPTER XCnl

TIRUVARUR

(Hymn 59)

I

This hymn is on Tiruimrur sung according to Cekkilar when
the poet’s thoughts went to Tiruvdi-ur whilst he was at the court

of the Cera king. Cekkilar feels that because of Tiru Murukan
Pundi incident of the poet being robbed of by the hunters, a

robbery, which could not have occurred if the poet was in the

company of the Cera king, the poet must have returned when
he was robbed on the way. The last place sung by our poet is

admittedly Tiruvancaikkalam and, therefore, the poet must return

to that place. In the Tirupparahkunram hymn, the poet speaks

of the presence of the three kings usually taken as the Cola, the

Paridya and the Cera kings. If that were so, Cekkilar assumes

(1) that the Cera took the poet to his capital for honouring the

saint, (2) that on our poet thinking of Tiruvdrur, he returned to

Tiruv'drur when he was robbed on the way and (3) that the saint

once again went to Tiruvancaikkalam being drawn there by the

loving memories of his previous visit.

If we are not so very much tied to tradition, we are free to

assign the hymn on Tiruvdrur to the previous cycle of hymns
expressing his longing to go back to Tiruvdrur which probably
he had to leave because of political complications. He goes to

the north on a pilgrimage to come and settle down at Tiruvorriyur.

He later on returns to Tiruvdrur from where he is in a position

to visit the Pdndya and the Cera country including Pdntikkotu-
mupL Perhaps the political party of His is not successful. He
goes through places laid desolate. The Cera need not necessarily

have accompanied him. The p>oet goes to the Cera capital where
he resigns hunself to his fate. His end comes there and accord-
ing to the tradition, also the end of the Cera, his political ally,

perhaps against Nandivarma. If this conclusion is correct this

hymn belongs to the cycle of hymns 51 and 83; or, the poet might
have sung at Tiruvancaikkalam without going back.
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II

*The Lord got wild and kicked the Lord of Death (2). He
is the Lord of the eight forms (2). He rides on the bull wor-

shipped by the celestials and the eternals, as their pearl (or the

ever free One) and their patron (4). He holds up in His hand

the skin of the elephant which He had flayed (7). He has an

eye above the eyes (7). It is High right of divinity to be crowned

with the crescent moon (7). The Ganges is in His mat-lock (9).

Uma is on one part of His form (9) . He is the unruly mis-

chievous theif (10) (of our hearts). He is the scholar (Bhatta)

(10) ,
the father of the cetti who out of love hewed down Sura-

panma in the sea (10) . He stands crowned with the laurel of

konrai (11) . He can never forget Tiruvarur because of the

beautiful damsel—Paravai (H):”—These are all the purdnic allu-

sions in the hymn.

III

The hymn expresses our poet’s feeling of gratitude. “He

is the One that gives gold and the true reality (of His own Abso-

lute). What more, it is He who brings about their enjoyment

and experience—the enjoyment of the world and His Grace or

the wealth of salvation. He does not stop with that. He puts

up with my excesses. He orders the removal of all faults. He

is my father impossible to be known specifically. He is the muni-

ficent patron so easy of reach. Is it proper or possible to forget

this Lord of ArurV^ (1). “He is the One who weeds out our

sufferings and fetters of disease. He weeds out the cruel diseases

and filthy desires (or desires left off by great minds). It may
mean that He weeds out the cruel diseases resulting from desires

though the desires have now ceased). It is impossible to leave

such a one if you had once been in communion with Him. He
orders the prevention of the affliction of the past and future

scandals (This again seems to suggest some political complica-

tion)” (2).

IV

From these personal experiences, he rises to the universal

state of seeing God everywhere. “He showers, as rain on the

cloud-clad mountains. He is the significance of all arts and yet

becomes one with the soul enjoying the arts, at the same time

feeling sympathy for it. He stands as day and night— (as the

time frame of art). He is the organs of senses— (the instruments
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of enjoyment). He is the ear that listens through, the sound to

its significance and joy; He is the tongue experiencing the taste.

He is the eye that sees, (He is the objects creating the impres-

sions in artists’ mind which gives expression to them as art)

.

He is the roaring sea and the mountain” (3).

“He is the greatest. He weeds out our pains. He is the

Vedas. He is the light for all the living beings of this world,
though He is impossible to approach to those who do not think
of Him with loving contemplation. He is so easy of reach to me.
His slave” (7) . “He is the flower of my crown; He, after accepting
me as His servant under a promise to save, has gone away and
hidden Himself. He is the day-light and darkness. He is the
honey, springing up in the minds of those contemplating on Him;
He is the sugar candy, the strained juice of sugar cane” (10) . “He
is the basis of all, fit to be described as the one great city for
all the people of the world. He is the real category, the Absolute
in communion with everything” (11).

V
This greatness of God’s love intensifies his feeling of his un-

worthiness. He cries, “I nouri.sh and increase my flesh alone. I

cannot cross the miseries—inflicting me as a result of the han-
kerings of many days. Nor, do I see a way out. Alas! I cannot
(out of pity) throw anything into the hands of those who beg
with sunken eyes” (9). This self-condemnation is more for the
sake of others, in whose position he places himself and weeps thus
bitterly for all. He speaks of these indifferent people. “God’s
followers worship Him losing themselves in Him and doing nothing
of their own but standing in His presence. (Such is their self-
surrender). These get the rulership of the Heavens. (Is there
any reference to the death of Rajasirhha?) To th? ears of the
people of this world this news reaches. And yet they do not
worship Him every day with flowers. Nor do they realize the
truth of his saving us. Having heard this, I labour hard to the
point of prostration. Thinking that He will be the help and prop
to all our relations (the human community) I call upon many
of them to become His servants” (8)

.

VI

He reasons out on the basis of the ephemeral nature of this
world and appeals to our reason:
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“People die. In the presence of their corpse, some congregate

and laugh at the life of the dead. Before that happens to us,

should we not escape this calamity? Have we not for helping us,

therefore our faculties of 'ciniai' (cittam—recollections)
,
'mana/w/

(desire to know) and 'matV (decision) already established in us

(and not only ahankdram or ego)? Have we not the results of

fate to help us? If there is yogic attachment to Him, if there

is clarity of mind, if there is firmness coming out of faith and

certainty, if there is such a thing a returning from old ways (and

therefore hope of conversion), if there is next birth (when one

is sure to get his divine desires fulfilled if not in this birth), if

there is that deceit (of nature) leading its invasion on our life

(therefore, egging us on to activity before death comes) can one

forget the father of Ariir, for, we are blessed with knowledge

(to open our eyes) and there is life yet in our body (to be

saved) ?” (4)

.

“The five senses gradually make me view this body of holes

as the reality of worth and significance and as wealth, relations

and enjoyment and He, the Providence or Law, prevents all their

activities occurring in me. He is the munificent patron (Vallal).

Ever, day after day, the eternals worship and praise Him as their

sole help and prop” (6).

VII

Our poet is proud of his name Ariirar^ the beautiful name
of the father; but he is humble enough to praise himself as His

servant the slave of a dog. He is however sure that those who
become experts of the message of his, will be residents of the

eternal world—for, that has been his experience whilst singing

this hymn (11).



CHAPTER XCIV

TIRUMURUKANPUNTI

(Hymn 49)

1

This is a place in the Konku Ndtu, sung by Arurar alone.

There are many villages with the name Punti, This term as

referring to a village is as old as Arurar and Pinkala Nikaniu.

Punti is probably from the root 'pun' meaning a group of houses

or people undertaking to live together or yoking themselves to a

social life. The Punti is called after Murukan, the Tamil God,

or a chieftain of that name. According to the Sthala Purdna,

the place derives its name from the fact that Murukan worshipped

&iva at this place.

11

This is another desolate place, laid as such by the poor

marauders of Vatuku hunters. These Vatukars were probably
the ancestors of the Badagas of Nilgiris and thus Vatuku was
probably the Kannada language. By their very speech they ex-

press their unsocial nature. (Is this a reference to their foreign

language or is it that their speech is unsocial, as breathing hatred?)

They speak very harsh (1). They look like monkeys (3). Their

peculiar chin is characteristic of their savagery (Morai vetuvarA)

.

There is about them an awful offensive odour of rancid flesh (1)

.

(Mutuku—if the formative 'ku' is omitted, we get the root 'mutu

a root found in 'mutaV, i.e., odour of flesh etc.; and in 'mutuvaV,
the dog). The hair of their head is tied round like those of

women

—

'curaippanki—i.e., paniccai (4). (Or, it may mean they

share the booty). These poor beings wear but rag and on that

is fastened a small sword (4) . They carry a curved but cruel

bow and they frighten the wayfarers with it (1). They waylay
and dash fast which our poet tries to express with the onomato-
poetic phrase (Tituku mottu)

; (1) they box the poor people on
the way and they throw stones at them (2). They have their

own musical and battle drums; the sound of their 'montaV or

pot drum never ceases (9) . These devils live on killing cow and

T. 116
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eating its flesh (3). They have no conception of sin; they under-

take every day the slaughter of many lives (3).

The Punti is the place of their highway robbery; the robbery

is there, a daily event. But these wretches in torn clothes are

only after clothes to cover their nakedness; they have been reduc-

ed to that level of poverty and savagery of bestial life. Therefore,

they strip the wayfarers naked. This emphasis on their robbery

of clothes heightens the desolation of the place. Our poet has

given us a pen picture of their life and appearance. There is

another beauty about this description in that the poet is

trying to give it a local colour by using the dialectic words

of the place and the people— 'Icukku' (3), ^Titukumottu'

(1) ,
'UcirkkolaV (3) ;

perhaps also 'curaV (4) ,
‘morai' (4) and

*montai^ (9). The story of the robbery of all gold presented to

Arurar by the Cera is apparently based on this description of

‘Kurai kollumitam\

III

Even this rendezvous of these hunters is not without natural

attractions to our poet. The pollen dusts of the jasmine cast all

round this place, their sweet fragrance (2) ;
the buds bloom and

the sweet smell spreads (6). Is it desolation? No! For, our poet

feels that invisible eternals worship there before every one—

a

secluded place, a quiet resort, for the happy couple of the damsel

and of the Lord (10) . But this is an idea which comes last. At
the first flush, it is the desolation—horrid desolation that comes

to his mind. “What a place for the Lord to live with His consort

the embodiment of His Grace!” and the poet exclaims, “What
for are you here my prince, and patron?” (1). “If it is not your

duty to safeguard the suburban areas why are you here. My
Lord?” (2). “You have the bull to ride upon. You are not

lame. You have not been disabled by any pain or suffering” (8).

“You are proud and capable enough to move about” (5). “You
are riding on the bull; why then are you here?” (8). “What is

the reason? What are you guarding over?” (7). “You are fond

of the Uttira festival of Orriyur of the tidal ocean (Uttiram is

one reading; 'UttV is another) (7). “Why are you here? You
receive alms to go down in this meanness of beggary” (6) . ^Icukku^

is %ukku\ the fault or meanness. 7ci’ probably as a corruption

of *Ilu^ in the sense of break is found in Tivdkaram. is

found in Aruv<igirindtar. Probably the poet is using the dialect of
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the Vatukar. 'Payikkam' is begging (See: Paluril payikkam

pukkuyntavdre: Appar: 4:5:8). “If you live on the alms given,

why permanently stay here?” (3).

IV

This begging brings to our mind the Bhiksdtana form and
one may not be far wrong in calling this hymn also as a Bhiksdtana

hymn—a recurring motif in Arurar's art. This beggar of love

curiously enough as we had seen, comes with His loving consort.

Our poet sings here, “You come as a beggar but you are dazed
and you do not know any way of living on the alms offered in

the cities” (5). We saw the poet emphasizing latterly the holi-

ness and purity of the Lord. In keeping with this trend the poet

harps on the white aspect of His ornaments. “He recites the

holy Vedas; He besmears Himself with the white ash wearing
a white loin cloth” (7). “He carries as a begging bowl of a white
skull; His laurel is the white crescent moon” (9) . “The skin he
wears is shining. He is a beggar but He is one who creates

happiness or bliss. He is a great musician. He sings the musical
Sdma Veda” (5). “He is fond of the musical instruments and
their intermittent sound

—

kokkarai, kotukotti, tattalakam, kuta-
muld, tuntumi which are struck in accompaniment to the song;

all accompaniments to the dance of the Beggar” (6).

V
These are the verses which the poet has spoken out of his

heart—a hymn springing as it were out of his contemplation. This
hymn whilst reciting inspires us with a calm joy where disappear
all miseries, kindling in us a contemplation of the love of the
Lord, coming a-begging for our love. This same experience is

vouchsafed to those who recite the praise of the Lord. Our poet
calls himself Uran^ the Siva Tonian. Another reading is *Ciru
Tontan’ or the humbler servant (a meaning which we noted in
Campantar's words: 3 : 63 : 1-11),



CHAPTER XCV

TIRUPPUKKOLIYUR AVINACI

(Hymn 92)

I

This hymn is on the temple at the place called TiruppukkoU.

The Lord of the Temple is Avinaci, Le., one who knows no des-

truction. Now the place itself goes by the name of Avindci. But

in the hymn, it occurs as the name of the Lord, as a noun put in

apposition with the other names describing the Lord. Every

third line of the verses ends with the words, ‘Pukkoliyur Avind-

dye' except in verses 2 and 9 which speak of Tukkoliyurir kulatti-

taV (2 & 9), referring to some Brahmachari or youngster getting

into the tank and bathing and playing a prank or deceiving the

poet. The story about the boy dead long ago coming alive from

the mouth of a crocodile had been discussed earlier (in the life

of CuntaraV'Arurar)

,

II

The place is described as being full of gardens which dance

in the woods (4), as it were for the Temple—a garden where

play the monkeys (7) and where the birds get to the top of the

trees (9) . Our poet is so overpowered by his feeling of universal

love that he speaks of the she-monkey going in search of edible

fruits for its beloved and also worshipping the Lord in the moun-

tain slopes at the time of every sandhi (morning, midday and

evening) with the offerings of water and flower and the Lord

residing in its heart (7)—a beautiful picture of domestic life and

tapas rolled into one, something contemplated in Narrinai (v. 22).

If Kalidasa's Sdkuntala speaks of the creepers as sisters, our

poet speaks of even the she-monkey as a spiritual colleague like

him performing the duties of domestic life and tapas (7). This

worship of the monkey, and that of a she-monkey, takes, in the

seventh verse, the place of worship by the celestials in the pre-

vious verse (6). “The tongue will not utter anything except

singing of you” (6), So saying, the Devas or celestials worship

and salute as the Lord’s servants. For, He becomes the crown
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of those who contemplate on Him; for He is so fond of their prai-

ses (6)

.

III

The Lord is the beautiful light of the Divas—cuntaraccoti—6.

Our poet thus emphasizes the beauty aspect and the jndna aspect

of the Absolute. He is the great gem

—

'Mamani^ (2). He is

Pacupati (1)—the Lord of the souls, a name which expresses the

unique philosophy of the Saivites. He is Parametti (1)—the

Supreme. He is Nandi (7), a name which is sacred to the later

day Saivites, though it is also a name of Arhats in ancient times

especially of Rsaha Diva. He is our Man and Prince (3). He
is our Chief (1). He is the Alpha and Omega (4). He is the

blotless and the Pure: ^Ninmala miirtV (10). He is the great

Dancer (6).

IV

The purdnic references here are not many as is the case with
our poet’s hymns in which the subjective element predominates.
But the serpent is spoken of often and often (1, 3, 4 & 8). The
blotted throat (10) ,

the destruction of the three cities (5) and the
mat-lock of flowers (6) which mat-lock rises mercifully
(arulonku) higher and higher with the increasing waters of the
Ganges (10), His dance hall of graveyard (5), His fighting bull

(10), His preferring the garment of tiger’s skin to white clothes

(9)—are all mentioned. The temple cult is also emphasized. He
resides at Nalldru, Telldru and Aratiurai (9).

V
One may turn to the personal representations of the poet to

the Lord. The Arur hymn exclaimed, 'Ts it possible to forget the
father of Arur? (H. 59) . Here our poet begins in tlje same strain,

'‘Because of what, will I forget my Lord even in the seven fold
births? With all my heart I think of you alone as my relative,

realize that truth. I live attached to you” (1). "Wherever I

may go, if I just think of my Lord no evil befalls me (3) ;
even

if I enter the Konku country there is none to waylay me and rob
me of my clothes” (3). (This is the reference to the condition
of affairs at Tirumurukan PUnti already described

—

H. 49).
"Excepting you, I worship not other gods. I see not, if you do not
show. If you show me I shall still see” (8). "You are capable
of making even blind eyes to see”. (Has it anything to do with
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the blindness of the poet? Or, does it mean that the Lord is

capable of showing things which the physical eyes cannot see?)

(8). There are a few requests of the poet: “My Lord! I beg

of you and pray for the birthless state. I pray for escaping from

Hell" (3).

VI

In these stanzas occur the reference to Mdni (2, 9) and

Tillai' (4). “You came and Joined those wayfarers. Is it fair

that you should leave off and disappear in the middle. The Mdni

who descended into and bathed in the pond of Pukkoliyur has

duped me" (2). “The Mdni that began to bathe inside the pond

of Pukkoliyur has duped me" (9). It is not clear what the inci-

dent in his life that the poet is referring to. '^Karaikkdl muta-

laiyaip pillai iaraccollu Kdlanaiye’^ (4) is the last line of the

fourth verse and this remains a problem; for, the meaning given

as referring to a miracle is not convincing. The construction

seems to be peculiar. Has this anything to do with what the

poet had spoken of probably in the Kalumala hymn? (58 : 9).

''Maraiyitait tunintavar manaiyitai yiruppa

Vancanai ceytavar poykaiyu radyat

Turaiyurak kuUttula tdkavait tuytta

Vunmaiye nuntaka vinmaiyai yoren

Piraiyutaic cataiyanai yehkal pirdnaip

Peraru Idlanaik kdrirul ponra

Karaiyani mitarutai yatikalai yatiyen

Kalumala valanakark kantukontene’^ (58: 9)

.

VII

The poet speaks of himself as Tontan (10) and these are the

verses which he had conceived and which are of growing fame.

In singing this hymn, our poet must have experienced a spiritual

calmness devoid of all miseries and he assures that those who
can recite this will also enjoy the same experience.



CHAPTER XCVt

TIRUVA^JCAIKKAl^M

(Hymn 4)

I

This is the hymn on the Father of A^aikkalam, the temple

at Karur or Vanci. Every verse ends with the address, 'Ahcaik-

kalattappane\ This usage of addressing God as Appan of the

temple as Guruvayur Appan, etc., is widespread even now in

Malabar. Our poet had prayed for a birthless state (&2: 3) .

This hymn reveals the highest state of spiritual development, an
intense emotion of j^na, almost an identity with God, a natural

loosening of attachment to the world as though there is no more
use for him in this world, a readiness to quit the world if God
so decides but no more assertions of his own, even if it be a

prayer for birthless state or an escape from Hell—a feeling of

self-surrender leaving everything to be done as God wills.

This hymn begins with questions about the peculiar orna-
ments of the Lord even as it was found in the Bhiksdtana hymns
(No. 36, verse 7 and also in hymn No. 6) . The Bhiksdtana hymns,
as already referred to, form the one great motif of Arurar^s art,

as the best vehicle of his mystic thought. The personal narra-
tions have been predominating latterly in his hymns but now
comes the calm and peace and he with his childlike simplicity
goes back to the purdnic stories seeing therein the best way of

expressing his experience of the Lord. The complete identity
of love takes the form of the happy speech of a damsel in love
with the Bhiksdtana form.

II

*‘Why (of what significance) is the adornment of the laurel
of skulls on your crown?’’ (1) . ‘‘Why is this wearing of the flood
of the Ganges on your mat-lock?” (1) “Why is this clothing your-
self with the tiger’s skin and why this tightening it up with the
tape of poisonous serpent?” (1). “Why is the wearing of the
serpent after catching and making it dance?” (See the reference
to holding of the serpent to dance in the Bhiksdtana hymn) (2).
‘‘Why thus adorning yourself with the crescent moon on the mat-
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lock?” (2). “Why is this besmearing of the ash all over your

body?” (2). “Why is this loving ride on the bull?” (2). “What
is the fruit of salvation?” (5). “What is the result of birth?” (5).

“When elephants are standing at your beck and call, why ride

on the bull?” (5). “Why crown yourself with the damsel of the

Ganges whilst you stand embracing the damsel of the moun-
tain?” (5). “What is the thing you confer on those scholars

who sing of You?” (5). “Why this midnight dance of the grave-

yard?” (6). “Why this begging with deadman’s skull?” (6).

“What is the substantial thing that those who worship and praise

you get?” (6).

m
In a way all the mystic significance of the Purdnic stories

which we had explained elsewhere thus comes here as it were
in a final flash with a glow of complete realization and mystic

love. Without any such interrogations, the poet lovingly and

significantly addresses the Lord’s purdnic personality as the Vedic
scholar with the ears wearing the shining Kundala (suggesting

He is all ears) (8) and the Lord who vanquished Rdvana (8), as

the Lord who shines with the dark and sapphire like throat after

the feast of poison (8) ,
as the One who cut away one of the heads

of Brahma and as the destroyer of the three cities (8). These
addresses are continued with more direct and revealing experi-

ences and conclusions of his. “You are the gooseberry fruit (tast-

ing sweet every time it is enjoyed) to those who wake up ever

contemplating on you. Whether they are great or small, if your
thought begins to spread in their mind, they that worship you
before anything else will never die and never be born again” (3)

.

“You are the Seer of the Seers, the Eternal of the Eternals” (3).

“You are like what the vowel is to the letters (or the life unto
the pictures). You are like what the leaves (the feeders) are

for the trees; You are like unto Yourself. You are like what the

cloud is to the sprouting crops. You are the refuge of your ser-

vants” (4)

.

Then follow his assertions : “I assert or I say that You are

the Creator, Destroyer, and Sustainer. I state that You are
the significance of words uttered by the speakers. I state that

You are the tongue, the ear and the eyes. O, Good ! Now I have
realized you completely” (7) . This is followed by two great asser-

tions casually made in the midst of his joy of the purdnic descrip-

tions. “I have become sick of the surfeit of the domestic life and I
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left it off completely'^ (8). “I will not forget you” (9). “He is

our Lord and Master, the Lord of the Eternals, He who for ever

showers His Grace on me, my Father of Aficaikkalam'' (10).

IV

The poet once again takes an innoncent pleasure in Nature and
we have here the description of the sea port of Vanci of his

times. The city is called Makotai : ''Katalankaraimel Mahotai
aniydr polil Ancaikkalattappane*' (1) — “The father of Ancaik-
kalam of groves in Makotai in the sea beach”. It is the fourth line

in every one of the first nine verses except the third. To it, the

first foot is added variously according to the rules of assonance —
‘Alaikkun kataV^ (1) — ‘the sea where the waves roll to and
fro’; '^Atittdr kataV^ (2) , ‘^Atikkum kataV’ (9) — ‘the full sea which
dashes against the beach’; '^Alaikkum kataV^ (4) — ‘the sea that

calls’; '‘Atum kataV (5) — ‘the sea that dances (with its waves)
or plays’; ^^AravakkataV’ (6) — ‘the sea of great noise’; “Arkkum
kataV’ (7) — ‘the roaring sea’ and ''Antan kataV (10) ‘the beauti-

ful cool sea’.

“The forceful waves like mountains draw inside the sea

(everything caught) and then dash against the shore with a
great roar and tease the 'valampuri" conch carried by them” (1) .

“The forceful waves curl back and then run forward and dash
against the beach so that the growing conches open their mouth
and pour out their pearls” (2) . “The waves like connected huge
and dark mountains ceaselessly topple over the shore” (3) . “The
powerful waves like rain-bearing clouds draw in and dash against
the beach with a roar calling in, with valampuri conches, the
people” (4). “In the motion of the ships which have made possi-
ble the amassing of many a treasure, the dance of the sea is seen”
(5). “The sea brings the conches, the oyster and the pearl and
dashes them with force on the beach and with a roar resonating
through the valampuri conches” (6). “Any number of ships are
laden with many a treasure which inspire as with varied thoughts
and the sea carries these ships pushing them on to move with a
roar” (7). “A few forceful waves powerfully draw the things and
thereafter dash against the beach with a roar as though straining
the water with the ^valampuri’ conches they carry” (9)

.

Here we have a picture of the powerful Arabian sea carrying
the ships to distant countries. It is surprising that our poet has
given no such description of Negapatam or Pt. Calimere. The

T. 117
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mighty waves remind us of the activities of the Lord rising forth

from the Absolute of an ocean blessing the world all through these

activities, the pearls and conches and carrying the ships of all our

efforts and dreams without realizing which we groan and moan
in this world.

The poet has a vision of the Lord with the sea as the back-

ground and exclaims, “O, Lord, Our father of Ancaikkalam, Lord

of the beautiful gardens on the sea ! You look like the ruddy

evening heavens” (3) : — a beautiful description of the setting sun

being thus deified in the eye of the saint. Whatever confusion and

commotion might have been in the heart of the poet, they have

completely disappeared, leaving a calm and peaceful experience of

divinity, the commotion and confusion being now seen only in the

waves springing up from the quiet ocean— even here the com-

motion and confusion being really the play of the Lord, play

intended for the benefit of the souls which because of their blurred

vision speak of confusion and commotion and run away from these

blessings in fright and ignorance.

V
The poet has experienced whilst singing this h^jmn a calm-

ness and peace of mind that he assures those who fall at the feet

of the Lord with this garland of hymn of cool Tamil of ever increas-

ing rhythm that they will also experience the same peace of mind
without any agitations or confusions of mind. Everything now
becomes harmonious as music and whilst calling himself Nampi-
yuran, the chief of the people of Ndvalur, he describes that city

of his as the place where resounds the musical rhythm of the

drum and the flute with a restraint and slow movement (10).



CHAPTER XCVII

TIRUNOTITTANMALAI

(Hymn 100)

I

This hymn is on the Best Lord— Uttaman— of Notittdnmalai

which is considered to be Kailas, the mountain of Notittan or the

Destroyer (Notittan has this meaning of destruction as established

by Meikantar's usage in his jSivajndnahhodam,— Sutram: 1,

Venpd : 4) )

.

According to tradition, this hymn was sung when

God sent him a white elephant for transporting him from this

world to the Kailas. The Kailas is not only the name of the moun-

tain but also the name of the highest Heavens according to the

Saivite mythology. Sivalokam, Rudraldkam and Paralokam have

all been mentioned by our poet.

There are two sets of interpretations for these terms : One,

which believes in Padamukti or Sdloka, holding that the highest

spiritual development and salvation consists in reaching this

highest sphere. The others, who believe in Paramukti or Sdyujya,

hold, the highest spiritual development is to become one with the

Lord and they interpret the J§ivaldka etc., as a spiritual state of

Absolute communion with the Lord. This school of thought also

speaks of a lower degree of spiritual development where souls

reach a place of holiness and spirituality which is also called Kailas

where Srikanta Rudra, one of the saved souls, given the power of

rulership, resides to save the world.

Unless one holds that Nampi Arilrar also believed in Pada-

mukti and attained only what the other school of thought considers

a lower order of spiritual attainment, it is difficult to understand

this hymn literally. Ramanuja's philosophy interprets the poems

of Alvars as holding out this Padamukti the highest state of spiri-

tual development, though there are others who will controvert this

position. The penultimate hymn in Tiruvaymoli beginning with

the word ^Culvicum.pu' gives his vision of the reception which the

Bhaktas get when they reach Vaikunta or the world of Vi^u. Tlie

whole universe is said to be happy and welcoming along with the

rsis and celestials, these Bhaktas entering through the gates of
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Vaikunta to the great mantapam there. A reception, or rather

something like that, is described in this hymn as having been

offered to Arurar.

If this hymn is thus taken as having been sung when the poet

reached the heavenly Kailas, the last verse has to be interpreted

as an address to the Lord of the Ocean to carry this hymn to the

Cera King and through him to the people of the world; for accord-

ing to tradition Arurar did not know the Cera king following him

pn horse back.

II

If something more than padamukti is the ultimate goal of Sai~

visrriy this hymn has to be interpreted metaphorically signifying

the great paramukti itself or a vision thereof. An elephant, and that

a white elephant, is said to have been offered to Nampi Arurar.

The elephant usually signifies two different things; One is the gross

materialism leading on to the slavery of five senses. The other

is the unperturbed absolute knowledge in the form of Pranava.

By describing this elephant as being white, it is the latter interpre-

tation that is suggested. The flaying of the elephant is the des-

truction of materialism while the story of riding on the white

elephant represents reaching the state of spiritual development

through the knowledge of Pranava. The contrast between the

material and the spiritual is emphasized by our poet in the second

verse : ‘Ts it to get rid of your enmity with the elephant you have

flayed, you had offered me this elephant on which the eternals of

the eternals of the heavens that circumambulate me have made

me ride ?” (2)

.

The highest spiritual state is one of peace, self forgetful bliss

losing oneself in God and this aspect is emphasized by the epithet

‘matia in the phrase, ^Matta ydnai' (1). The beauty aspect of

the Absolute is spoken of and emphasized by the description of

the Lord as 'Alakan' in the big heavens (3). Its purity and

knowledge aspects are emphasized by the term Vellai ydnai (5)

.

That it is angry with the ways of the world is spoken of as it being

the Tencina ydnai' (16). The gradual spiritual development

through higher and higher states of realization is spoken of as a

kind of riding on the elephant and going up the mountain. The

heavens and earth tremble in reverential love losing their old

balance (7). It is the crown of everything and it is described as

'ciramali yd'mi' (8), where there is a pun on the word 'dram'

which means not only the zenith of spiritual perfection but also
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the high head of the elephant. Our poet often speaks of ^para-

mallatoru velam” (4, 6), a phrase usually cited with reference to

spiritual joy and bliss (Tiruvdcakam : 22 : 2) as something beyond

what we could bear or control. This makes our suggestion that

the elephant signifies a spiritual state, plausible.

Ill

Our poet also addresses his mind rhetorically interrogating it,

^Alakdnai arul purintatuntaramd ?” (3) . The heavens are said

to welcome the rider on the elephant (1). The elephant is offered

in the mid heavens far away from gross matter. It is not clear

how this statement of the offer in the heavens has to be explained

in the light of the usual version of the tradition that the elephant

came down to earth to carry away Narnpi Arurar. The deathless

ones worship and go round the poet (2) . The celestials are happy

at the sight of this elephant-ride (5). ‘‘In the presence of these

celestials the Lord who has always been residing in my mind has

removed death and had offered me the elephant beyond my con-

trol” (6). It has been offered so that the poet may not embrace

destruction. He speaks of his coming on the elephant through

the (established) path (7).

The king of the seas bows down before our poet with his

followers (7) . This reminds us of Nammdlvdr’s poem : “Al/cataZ

alaitirai kai etuttdtina’ : ‘the sea raised up its hands of waves and

danced in joy^ thus suggesting the whole universe is happy at

the spiritual development attained by the poet. Our poet also

speaks of the reverential and loving tremble of the sea (7) . All

through the heavens or the various spheres of spiritual develop-

ment there is the welcome to the poet which resounds long before

he reaches the respective states. It is full of the sound of 'Hava

Hara\ of Agamas of songs of praises known to the Jiidnis and the

sound of the Vedas mixing with these (8). Indra,^Vis7iu, Brahma
and the beautiful Devas welcome the poet and for this consum-

mation, the Lord has offered the elephant. The saints and seers,

the great munis of mantra fame, so near the Lord, ask of Him,

“Who is this ?” and the Lord replies “He is our man, Uran” (9)

.

Probably it is this which is responsible for the story that when
the rsis enquired of Upamanyu, what that light appearing before

them was which he was worshipping, this great master told them
that the coming in of light was the returning of Arurar back to

Kailas.
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Vdna is mentioned as leading (VaUtara— Cintdmani—
V. 989) his march (8) . It is probably the Vdmn who has become

the Sivagana, to play on the pot drum whilst the Lord dances.

''Varamali Vdnan” (8) is the full phrase and that will mean one

who lives rich in his offerings of blessings, a fitting name for the

Lord begging for our love and feeling happy only when He saves

the souls while at other times does not feel like living at all.

IV

'^Unuyir veru ceytdn” (1) — ‘the Lord separated the body
from the soul’ : that does not mean death; but signifies the con-

ferring of a spiritual achievement where the souls become freed

from the evils and sufferings of the body, a realization that the

soul has nothing to do with this flesh. Therefore, when the poet

speaks of the Lord exhibiting his body on the white elephant it

must not be interpreted as referring to the corpse. In the jlvan-

mukta state, the soul reaches its communion with the Lord, thanks
to the conferment of the white elephant of true knowledge.

V
In the presence of this flood of God’s Grace the poet looks

very small and gives expression to his feeling of self-condemnation.

“He created me. Realizing that, alas, what is it that I should sing

unto His golden feet ! He has counted me a dog as of some worth
and offered me the elephant” (1) . “I know no mantra. I, a slave,

was intoxicated in my domestic life committing all faults and
excesses, though assuming various forms of seeming beauty. He
has offered me the beautiful elephant, O, my mind ! Is it within
your capacity ?” (3) . “O, my heart ! who art hankering after life !

The Lord has transformed me, who was caught till now within
the cruel fetter of karma

s

as a result of women. He has offered
me the elephant” (4) . “I was a deceit knowing not how to attain
His feet with flowers and with contemplation on Him, and bring-
ing all my five senses in toncentration on Him. Still, He has been
residing in my mind and he has removed my death and offered
the elephant” (6)

.

VI

Our poet says, “I have seen and realized today thoroughly the
fact that those born in this world and praise you through genera-
tions of your devotees, reach the world of gold” (5), meaning
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thereby the precious and blissful state of salvation— Kailas or

Notittdnmalai which goes on growing through aeons after aeons.

This spiritual state he is singing in verses as sweet as sugar, verses

becoming famous all round. Our poet has with all his heart

praised the Mountain, with the sweet Tamil of seven tunes (10).

The poet calls himself Ndmla Uran and as we mentioned else-

where he refers to his ‘Sundara Vetam' (3) probably suggesting to

the later age the name Cuntarar for himself.

VII

The hymn closes with the statement or with an address to

the king of the ocean that these ten verses should be made known
to the father of Ahcai, Ancaiyappar, who is no other than the

Lord; for, in the previous hymn our poet has addressed the Lord

as Ancaikkalattappan. In the universal vision of the poet where

the whole universe is happy, he feels that the very waves would

carry this news of his bliss to the very Lord who has conferred

the bliss.



VOLUME IV

SECTION A

RELIGION

INTRODUCTION

(1 )

I

Nampi Arurar is a Saivite in the sense he worships God as

Siva. The study of his hymns as revealing the progress and attain-

ment of final spiritual or divine experience shows that he is a mys-
tic. It is, therefore, difficult to define his creed and dogma. All

the same, we learn from his poems certain ideals; certain means
of attaining those ideals are referred to as prevalent in his time
and as appealing to him. It is very difficult to identify his religion

either as Kdpdlika's or Pdsupata's or for that matter with any other
sect. As a mystic he refuses to be a sectarian. The Tdntric forms
of worship have become popular by the time of our poet, and he
refers to Agamas also. In his work, the 7th Tirumurai, there is

one great hymn which is very significant. It is the hymn known
as Tiruttontattokai.

This Tiruttontattokai hymn is important for giving us a clear
idea of the Religious and Philosophical views dear to the heart
of Nampi Arurar. It must be regarded that he has given the
names of those saints of Saivism, who, he thought, had a message
to give to the world through their lives. It is true, that, in this
selection of names, he must have been guided by the popularity of
these names in his own age. The lives of the saints described in
this Tiruttontattokai hymn give a concrete representation of the
abstract principles of his Religion and Philosophy. Therefore, it

becomes necessary to study this hymn in greater detail, for arriv-
ing at an estimate of NampiArurar's conception of an ideal Saivite,

A study of this hymn will give us an idea of religion, and
religious ideas and practices, which appealed to Arurar.

To verify this conclusion, we have to study the other poems of
Arurar, for finding out whether these ideas and practices are
referred to there.
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The Tiruttontattokai has been looked upon as the message,

as it were, of Arurar, Nampiyd-nfdr Nampi, in his Tiruttontar

Tiruvantdti, elaborates this hymn Tiruttontattokai, by singing a

verse each on every one of the saints mentioned in the hymn,
giving the details of the respective life of the saint. Cekkildr has

composed his great epic of Periyapurdnam, giving the life history of

these saints in the order in which the hymn Tiruttontattokai men-
tions them. The great Saiva Siddhdnta saint and philosopher Umd-
pati iSivam has summarized this great epic in a few verses known
as Tiruttontar Purdnasdram. The sculptures of all these saints

are found in most of the great ^aivite temples from the age of

Ddrdsuram Temple. Therefore, we are right in searching for the

views and ideals of Arurar's religion in this hymn.

But our poet Nampi Arurar gives only the names and some-
times the places of birth of these saints. For other details we
have to go to the later day writers. The difficulty here is that it

is not possible to conclude that all these details were also in the

mind of Arurar while he sang the hymn. It is, therefore, neces-

sary to find out how much of these details could have been known
to Arurar. A comparative study of these later traditions along
with the references found in Arurar^

s

other poems and in the poets

who went before him is undertaken to arrive at the irreducible

minimum of knowledge about these saints which Arurar could

have had.

II

From a study of the details of these saints, details which we
can attribute to Arurar, we have to arrive at the religious prac-

tices and conceptions which appealed to Arurar. It is found that

the tenth verse of the hymn helps us here and the grouping there

is, therefore, followed in all the references to these kinds of wor-

ship in Arurar’s poems themselves apart from this particular hymn.

Certain problems are raised with reference to this hymn, and
they are incidentally discussed, so that the genuineness of the

hymn and its proper significance may be brought out.

III

In the next part of the study, the significance of the concep-

tion of Paramanaiye Pdtuvdr as the Tamil mystic poets of whom
Arurar is one, is explained at length from the point of view of

Tamil and Tamilian history. This hymn becomes the national

poetry of the Tamilians. To avoid any parochialism or narrow

T. 118
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partisanship, Arurar’s conception of 'Appdlum Aticcdrntdr^ is

explained as his final and universal vision.

The first study herein is the lives of the saints. The second

part examines the religious ideals and practices which have ap-

pealed to Arurur. The third, studies the peculiar method of wor-

ship which Cekkildr calls ^Arccanai pdtte dkum^^ in relation to

Tamil, Tamil Poetry, Tamil Mantras, Tamil Nationalism and Final

Universalism of Nampi Arurar. In this part, to start with, certain

problems relating to Tiruttantattokai are discussed and at the end

his universalism is explained as yielding the fruit of his toleration

of wider outlook, of harmony even with reference to Jainism and

Buddhism which were considered by him as hostile to ^aivism.

(2)

I

A word may be said here about the lives of the saints of the

Tiruttantattokai,

Cekkildr gives us the details of the lives of these saints in

Periyapuvdnam, but this poet came nearly four or five centuries

after Arurar either in the reign of Kulottunga 11 or Kuldttuhga III,

Therefore, it is not possible to assume that all these details formed

the prevalent tradition even in the time of Nampi Arurar. Cekki-

Idr states that he is closely following the stories or the details

given by Nampiydntdr Nampi^ probably referring to Nampiydntdr’s

Tiruttontar Tiruvantdti. Even Nampiydntdr Nampi came only in

the 10th century A.D., whilst our poet Nampi Arurar lived in

the 7th and 8th centuries (C/., Age of Arurar by the present

writer), as the Epigraphists state; “The stories of the 63 ^aiva

saints which must have been extant almost from the very period

in which the saints flourished, were compiled in an abbreviated

form by Namhi Anddr Namhi in the time of Rdjardja I, under

the name Tirutton^ttogaV^^

1. Tatut, 70.

2. Periyapurdrmm, Tirumalaic- cirappu, V, 39

3. (Note: Tiruttorn^ttokai is not by Nampiyant^r Nampi but by Nampi
Arurar. Nampiyantdr^s work is Tiruttontar Tiruvantdti). The latter work
is referred to in No. 137 of Appendix B where mention is also made of

the images of the Bhaktas (i.e., the 63 Saiva devotees) (Annual Report on

Epigraphy, 1913).
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II

In a few places, the description given by Arurar is not literal

too according to the later tradition. The later tradition will be

discussed at length but at this stage the fact of variation may be

emphasized and explained. Eripattar, according to Periyapuranum,

carried a 'parasu' (a war-axe), but Arurar describes him as the

hero of ^VeV (the spear)

—

''Ilaimalinta vH Nampi EripaJttar^\^

The saint Candesvara is described by our poet as using the

(the axe)
—

“Tatai tdl maluviyml erinta Canti”.^ Periya-

purdnam describes the metamorphosis of a stick lying near Cari^es-

imra into an axe as soon as he touched it.

Mdnakkancdrar cuts away the lock of hair of his own daugh-

ter on the day of her marriage and Arurar does not specify this

story, but describes him a ^VallaV—the great munificent donor, at

the same time emphasizing the fact that any gift given, was not

given away in a moment of weakness, for, according to Arurar, he

had the shoulders as strong as hillocks

—

^^Malai malinta tdl vallal

Mdnakkancdran’\^

Tdyan is a cultivator saint according to CekkUdr, but our

poet describes him as the Tdyan of the scythe of completeness

probably because it was the scythe of self sacrifice

—

^^Encdta VdU
tdyan^’? Or, perhaps the ^vdV is mentioned because he was a

chieftain and a patron.

Kalarirrarivdr is described as famous for his cloud-like gifts;

probably this was understood as referring to the story of Siva

sending a minstrel or 'Pdna^ to Ceramdn, with a song requesting

the latter to honour the minstrel with proper gifts

—

“Kdrkonta

kotaik Kalarirrarwdr^^

^

Cirappuli is described as ^^Ciirkonta pukal vaUaV^^—the muni-

ficent patron of excellent fame. Nothing more is 'said. Accord-

ing to Ppriyapurdnaw

.

however, he belonged to Akkur, whose

residents were bv C^vivantar in his innumerable verses

4 . 7 : 39 : 2.

5 . 7 : 39 : 3 .

6 . 7 : 39 : 2 .

7 7 : 39 : 2 .

8 . 7 : 39 : 6 .

9 . 7 : 39 : 6 .
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as great patrons and probably it is this which prompts our poet

to describe Cirapjmli in those terms.

Kutcuva Nayarmr is described as ^'ArkoYjta vel Kurra'(i'\^^

This saint was desirous of being crowned at Citamparam like

the Colas. The meaning of the phrase ^Arkonta^ is not clear.

Does it mean that he himself assumed the laurel of of the

Colas?

NaracMcamunaiyaraiyar is described as a true servant of

the Lord—^^Meyyatiydn Naracinkamurmiyaraiyan’^^^

KaJndmpullar is described as having for his armour or pro-
tection, the heroic feet of the Lord of the blotted throat—^'Karai/c-
kwntan kdlalatiye kdppukkontirunta Kanampulla Nampi^\^^ But
the story in the Periyapurdnam refers only to this saint burning
away his own head (tuft).

Arurar speaks of Poyyatimaiyilldta Pulavar^'^^ when he is

enumerating individual saints but Nampiydntdr Narnpi has taken

this to refer to the poets of the Cankam age in which case it will

be a reference to a group of saints. Groups of saints are referred

to in the 10th verse and, therefore, the reference to a group in

the seventh verse is not in keeping with the scheme adopted by
Arurar. Some have suggested that this may be a reference to

Mdnikkavdcakar, whom, some, however, will bring down to the

9th century A.D. Cekkildr seems to describe this Poyyatimai

illdta pulavar as an individual, though not specifically.

Arurar describes Ceruttunaiydr as the king of Tancai}^ But
Periyapurdinam speaks of him as one belonging to the community
of cultivators—^^Veldn kuti mutalvar^\ but courageous enough to

cut away the nose of the Pallava Queen, who smelt with the nose,

the flowers to be offered to Siva. This is the story given by
Nampiydntdr Nampi. One wonders whether after all, this is the

significance of the term Tancaimannan,

10. 7:39:6.

11. 7:39:7.

12. 7:39:8.

13. 7: 39; 7.

14. 7:39:9.
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Cenkwndr, the great Cola king, is described curiously enou^
as ^'Tennavandyulakdnta Ordinarily, the word

Tenmivan refers to a Pamdya, As already noted, our poet is

thinking of the whole Tamil Land as a unity and in this sense

Calls Cenkavdr, the Lord of the Tamil Land or the Land of the

South. This interpretation is justified by the usage of the word
Tennan in verse No. 8 of the hymn No. 38.

Arurar mentions one ^Catti^ and describes him as “Kalal

Catti’^^^ and ^^Varincaiyarkon^'}'^ This will make him a heroic

king but in the traditional story given in Periyapuraruim, he is

said to belong to the cultivator’s community and he came to be

known as Catti because he carried a weapon of that name. Catti

is a proper name which has been assumed by several chieftains

of the Tamil land of that age. We know of a Pallava l§akti; and

Saktindtha is one of the hereditary titles assumed by the Lords

of Munavppdti~ndtu, Mildtu or Ceti-ndtu}^ One wonders whe-
ther all the saints mentioned in that line^® Kalikkampan, Kaliyan

and Catti might not be chieftains. The Kalahhras are known as

Kaliyaracar, and it may be suggested for consideration whether

those names in which the term Kali appears may not be members
of this family of Kalahhras or Kaliyaracar; Kalikkampan, Kaliyan

and Kalikkdman (Eyarkdn) are all names in which this Kali

appears. Kaliyan is known to be the name of Tirumankai Alvar,

But Kaliyan mentioned in Tiruttantattokai is according to

Nam.piydntdr Nampi, a cakkiri, an oilmonger, working at the oil

mill. It may be that this Kaliyan was also the chieftain or that

the name Kaliyan came to be so popular that even oil mongers
came to assume it after their kings. In this connection, we come
across an interesting phrase ^‘Viraiydk kaW^ where the word %ali

is used in the sense of ^dnai or order^o sense must have grown
up during the rule of these Kali tribes or Kalahhras.

Kilrruva Ndyandr is said to be a Kalappdlar according to

Nampiydntdr Nampi. Kalappdlar are also considered as Kalahh-

ras. Accutakkalappdlar is known to literature; probably, he is

15. 7:39:11.

16. 7:39:7.

17. 7:39:7.

18. 120/1900.

19. 7:39:7.

20. Tiruttontar Tiruvantdii, V. 68; Kotpuli Ndyaijdr Pur&ncm, V. 4.
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the Accyuta of Buddhadatta. Murkka Ndyaimr is described by

Nampiydntdr as Tiruverkdttu Mannan; we hear of one Kali

Murkka llavaraiyan^^ who is also called Vdli Vatukan, Though

it may be a far fetched suggestion, one is tempted to wonder

whether this Kali Murkkan was a descendant of Murkka, and

Kalappdlar are considered to be Kalahlnras. Eyarkon Kalikkdma

is said to be a member of the cultivators’ community and Kalap^

polar are found to belong to this community in later times. But

the title Eyarkon should be given some significance. Eyar is the

Tamilian form of Hehayas as may be seen from Perunkatai.^

Hehayas are yddavas. In the Pallava age, the chieftains and

kings trace their relatives to the Purdnic families and this may
be one of such cases. The Velir are said to have come from

^Tuvarai' and from this Prof. M. Raghava Aiyangar had argued

that the Velir belonged to the family of yddavas.

Ill

All these are mentioned only to show how difficult it is to

make out the history of these saints. Even Cekkildr gives pre-

cious little about some of these saints treating of them within five

to ten verses. We can only conclude that Cekkildr has given

us the tradition as it reached him. From this it will be very

difficult to conclude that the same traditions obtained in the age

of Nampi Arurar. Prof. K. Nilakanta Sastry’s remarks, in this

connection, strengthens our conclusion: “Great as must be the

authority of Namhi and his successors in matters of religion and

theology in dealing (with Mr. Sesha Aiyangar) that the history

involved in their interpretation of the Tiruttondattogai seems to

be, much of it, wrong. The point is that continuity in religious

tradition seems to be quite compatible with a break in secular

historical tradition. For an illustration I may refer to the case

of another saint in the list, SeruttuV'ai who is spoken of as a

king of Tanjore by Sundaramurti; Namhi makes no mention of

his having been a king at all, evidently because in his day nothing

was known about such a ruler of Tanjore; and a little later,

SekkUdr in his Periyapurdnam actually makes a Vaisya (Veldn

kuti mutahmr) of this king of Tanjore”.^

v: . . . -

21. 348/1914.

22. Vattava Kdntam, 8:44.

23. The Pandyan Kingdom, p. 67,
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IV

This line of argument puts us on our guard against assuming

the other stories also as historical facts. Religious persecution,

for instance, was never so severe in the Tamil country as in other

lands. But the Tamilians compensated this by writing imaginary

stories about such persecutions. One such story is the impaling

of the 8,000 Jains by Campantar; but there is not a whisper about

it in any of the inscriptions of the age, and the number 8,000 itself

in these ages makes this an impossible story. Cekkildr could not

help mentioning this incident because by his time it had become
an established tradition strengthened by the reference in Nampi-

yointdr’s verses. Whenever there is a story of cruelty we have to

be, therefore, on our guard in taking it at its face value. There

is a story of Kalarcinkan cutting away the hand of his own Royal

consort after another saint Ceruttunai has cut away her nose.

Nampi Arurar gives one whole line for this king but says not a

word about this incident. When names of kings are mentioned,

we must take it that it had been done so because they patronized

the religious propagation. It must not however be thought that

there could have been no cruel act especially in that age of poli-

tical confusion and incessant wars, justifying the use of force

for protecting §aivism; for, Arurar himself mentions Candesvara

cutting off the feet of his father. It must be added that this is

not an act of intolerance and act done by one who was lost in

the thought of God. But the majority of the stories gives us a

picture of the life of self-sacrifice and a life guided by the ideal,

practised by even very ordinary men, under trying circumstances.

V
As in the case of other traditions, the stories of these saints

also must have been developing from time to time. We may
leave off these Purdnas later than that of Cekkildr, ' But from the
inscriptions and the icons and paintings in the temples and from
the works of Pattinattdr and others till the age of Cekkildr, we
could see this development. The Rdjardyeccuram of Tanjore built

by Rdjardja I forms a landmark. We have therein the images
representing the story of Can^sa consecrated,^ in addition to

the images of Nampi Arurar, Paravai, Campantar and Ajyppar.^^

24. Vol. II, 29, 59 and 60.

25. Ibid,
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The images of the Bhairava, Ciruttontar, Venkdttu Nankai

and Clraladeva—all relating to the story of Ciruttontar were made
and consecrated.^ The paintings of the Cola age brought to light

by Sri S. K. Govindaswamy Pillai of Anndmalai University give

us a few scenes from the life of Arurar and if further examinations

are made underneath the later paintings, more Cola pictures of

the Saivite saints may be revealed.

VI

We may now proceed to study these stories in the light of

these references. Arurar sings of these saints in eleven verses

and the jSaivite tradition has grouped its study of these saints

under these eleven groups and we may follow this method, to

find out how much of these stories of the saints can be proved

today to have been in the mind of Arurar when he sang the

Tiruttontattokai. This is not to minimize the greatness or histori-

cal value of Periyapurdnam or Nampiymtdr Nampi Tiruttontar

Tiruvantdti. Unfortunately, in spite of their historical research

of a very high order they gave us only poetry which does not

and ought not to tell us the historical evidences they had gathered.

To those who believe as ardent ^aivites nothing more is needed.

This study is intended for placing before the world, an objective

study of Arurar^

s

poems—a world in which there are more non-

Saivites than J§aivites. It is, therefore, necessary to give the irre-

ducible minimum that we are sure must have been in the mind
of Arurar, an irreducible minimum which is enough to give us

an ideal of Arurar^s ideals of religion which appealed to him as

such from the lives of these great saints.

26 . Ibid, 43, 44.



PARTI

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE 6AIVITE SAINTS
THE TIRUTTONTATTOKAI

CHAPTER I

TILLAI VAL ANTANAR CARUKKAM

I

The Tiruttontattokai begins with the mention of Tillai Vdl

Anta^yjur. Nampiydntdr Nampi praises them as those who do all

the service to the Lord of Citamparam by right

—

‘'Piraiyaninta

tupparkku urimaittoUl purivdr^\ Cekkildr praises them further,

their tapas and ddnam, their yajna, their jndnam, mdnam
(honour)

,
patience and conquest of the mind, probably basing on

the references to those Brahmins in Campantar's hymns. Accord-

ing to Periyapwdnam, this beginning of Tiruttontattokai, “Tillai

Vdl Antanartam Atiydrkkum Atiyen'^ was suggested to Arurar

by Lord ^iva Himself. Cekkildr also mentions that they were

3,000 in number. For this statement he must have relied upon
not only the tradition of his day but the reference to them by
Arurar himseK

—

“Muttdtamuccanti muvdyiravarkku murtti ennap^

patpdn ^^^—‘Their greatness consists in the continuous worship of

Natardja in the temple at Citamparam thrice a day’.

II

“Tirunilako)ntattuk kuyavandr’^ is the second in the list of

saints: “Tirunllakantattuk kuyavarmrkkatiyen^^—‘I am the ser-

vant of the potter of Tirumlakanta*—thus sings Arfirar. Nampi-
ydntdr refers to this saint renouncing the physical pleasures of

his wife and becoming young along with her by the Grace of

God after he had become old. His work suggests that Tirunila-

kantar was the name of this saint. But there is a difference

between the phrase “Tirunilakantak kuyavan^^ used by Nampi-

ydntdr Nampi and “Tirunllakantattuk kuyavan^* used by Arurar.

Basing on this difference, Cekkildr accepted a tradition that this

1. 7:90:7.

T. 110
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saint was so much impressed with the message of the name Tirii-

nllakairvta that he was always uttering that sacred name. He tells

us that once he went astray and his wife, therefore, swore on this

sacred name so that he might not touch her. They, however,

lived together but without any physical contact, ^iva came as a

Sivaydgi with an earthen bowl and left it in the custody of the

saint who was distributing such bowls free to jSaivites, Siva

made it disappear and demanded the old vessel without agreeing

to take a substitute. He insisted upon the couple catching hold

of each other’s hands and bathing in the tank and swearing that

the bowl was really lost. The saint had to explain the incident

which led to the resolution of himself and his wife not to have

any physical contact. Therefore, they held a stick and bathed to

come out only rejuvenated. This skeleton in their cupboard had

thus been removed. It was thorn as it were in the unconscious

mind. The confession made them whole, removing the lurking

feeling of crime and shame. Arurar speaks of this saint as a pot-

ter and the service he had undertaken according to Cekkilar was
the free distribution of earthen bowls to Saivites. One may take

it that this is implied in the description of this saint as a potter

by Arurar. His reverence for the name of Tirunllakantam as

mentioned by Cekkilar is suggested by the description of this saint

as Tirunilakantattuk kuyavamr. The message of this name had
been discussed at length in our study of the swallowing of the

poison by Lord Siva^ Ndnacampantar has sung a hymn on Tiru-

nllakantam which suggests that he also cherished great love and
reverence for this name.^ One wonders whether the potter saint

came after Campantar learning the sacredness of this name from
this hymn.

Ill

lyarpakai Ndyandr is the third saint. The description given
by Arurar is that he never said ‘no’ or ‘I have not’— 'Tllaiye

enrmta lyarpakaikkum atiyen*— ‘I am the servant of lyarpakai
who never said no’. The story goes that he did what ordinary
nature would rebel against, i.e. gave away his wife to a Brahmin
Saivite devotee and slaughtered his relatives when they attempted
to prevent him from doing so. This is said to explain his name
*IyarpakaV which is translated as ^Aihika ripu^ or ^Svahhdva ripu\

2. Vol, II.

3. 1:116.
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Such translations of the names of these saints as found in Sanskrit

and Kannada works are not always correct. The word iyal is

found in Tevdram^ in the sense of rivalry. Probably it is a variant

form of the word HkaV in which case the name *lyarpakaV will

mean, one who conquers his rivals. The tradition found in

Kannada and Sanskrit works describes him as a Dravidian king,

thus strengthening our suspicion that many of the persons men-

tioned in the Tiruttontattokai were kings and chieftains, the great

patrons of Saivism.^ There is also another tradition found in those

books which will support Cikkildr^s version that he was a Vai-sya,^

The place of his birth is given as Pukdr or Kdvirippumpattinam

by both Nampiydntdr Nampi and CekkUdr. One wonders whether

the tradition about giving away his wife might not have arisen

on the basis of a forced interpretation of Arurar's line, ''lllaiye

enndta Iyarpakai \ when Hllaiye^ was interpreted twice, once as

*wife* and again as ‘no’. What Arurar praises is the munificence

of the saint knowing not the word ‘no’.

IV

The fourth saint in the list is %aiydnkuti Mdrar\ '‘Ilaiydnran-

kuti Mdran atiydrkkum atiyen''-—'l am the servant of the ser-

vants of Mdran of llaiydnkuti, is how Arurar sings. ‘R’ is pro-

nounced as ‘D’ even now, for instance, in Ceylon where ‘ninra’

is pronounced as *ninda^ and this line of Arurar seems to have

been read as ‘llaiydnda Kudinidran^

j

and this is the form with its

variant ^lldnanda Kutimdra^ that is found in the Kannada and

Sanskrit traditions.^ Saivite ascetics were sometimes called

'Avdar' and this must have been in the mind of the people who

misread Arurar^

s

line like this. ^Ilaiydnrankuti is simply the

name of a village, named after *llaiydn’ as Ilaiydnkuti. The name

llaiydnkutirndran is found ‘Ilaiyamdrangudi Mdrar in the sculp-

tures in the temple at Ddrdsuram.^ One wonders whether the

village itself was called after this great saint. According to the

story found in Periyapurdnam, Biter he had lost all he had in

his undertaking to offer food to Saivites, Siva appeared before him

on a rainy night in the form of a Sivahhakta and Mdrar at the sug-

4. 1:108:1; 3:11:1; 3:106:3.

5. Mys. Arch. Report, 1925.

6. Ibid., p. 6.

7. Mys. Arch. Rep*, 1925, p. 6.

8. A.R.E., 1919-20, pi 6, fig. 50.
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gestion of his wife brought the com he had sown in his field and

used the bamboo rafters of his house as fire-wood for preparing

the food. The word Mdran is usually the title of the Pdt^yas.

Cekkilar makes him a Siidra. As officers under the king bear

the names of their masters, our saint might have been an officer

under the Pdridyas if he himself was not a Pdndya. In the sculpture

at Ddrdsuram, on the left side appears J§iva on a bull with PdrvatT,

representing the final scene of the story. Next to that we find a

person seated before a tripod on which is the food served with

reverence by a lady, i.e., the wife of Mdrar. The right side

portion depicts a man, that is Mdrar, bringing a load of

corn which his wife is helping to unload on the ground.

Nampiydntdr mentions the bringing in of the corn sown and

the using of rafters of the house as fuel. But he does

not refer to the wife of Mdrar whereas in the story of Cefc-

kildr, and in the sculpture she plays an important part. The

Tillai in Tillaivdl Ajitanar is applicable to Tirunllakanpattuk kuya-

vandr also because the latter also is said to belong to Tillai. If

this were so, one may not be wrong in taking the expression

‘Illaiyi en'mta’ as a description of ^llaiydnkuti Mdran^ as well.

V
The fifth saint is described by Arurar as ^^Vellumd mika valla

Meypporul— 'Meypporul who is very capable of conquering*. He
is called ^Meypporul Ventan^ and ‘Cetiyar Periimdn’ by Cekkilar

.

Cekkilar seems to suggest that he earned the title of Meypporul

because he realized Meypporul or truth. ^^Meyttava vetame

Meypporul” is what Cekkilar says in this Ndyarmr Purdnam^ The
true ^aivite form is the greatest truth. It is because of this reali-

zation, the Sanskrit and Kannada works translate his name as

Siddhiraja. An enemy of the saint knowing the latter’s devotion

to the Saivite form and his search for Agamas came in the form

of a tapasvin pretending to carry a bundle of Agamas. He had
a free entrance to the king’s retiring room where he killed the

saint whilst he (the latter) was prostrating at the feet of this

tapasvin. One servant Tattan seeing this, hurried to punish this

murderer but the dying king prevented him saying that ‘he is

our man’. This is considered as real conquest through the path

of love and satydgraha as opposed to the conquest by sword and

9. No. 15.
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hatred and Cekkildr emphasizes this by saying ^^Meyttava vetame

meypporulenat tolutu venrdr”. It is the victory of humility, love

and self-sacrifice in the name of the sacred form of Saivism, Nam-

piydntdr Nampi mentions all these incidents and an inscription of

Rdjardja I states that an image was installed for this saint who is

described therein as ^^Tattd namare kayii^nra Mildtutaiydr^\^^ He
is a king of Ceti country. Mildtu is ‘Malai Ndtu' whose capital

was Tirukkdvalur. The name of the enemy is given as Mutta-

Tidtan and some manuscripts of Periyapurdnam read instead

of ‘mu\ i.G., Buddhandtan for Muttandtan. It is possible on the

basis of this reading that the Kannada and Sanskrit works describe

him as a Buddhist feudatory of ^edirdja-Siddhardja-MeypporuL

Ndyarmr}'^

VI

The sixth saint is Viranmintar^ Mintar must be the proper

name, coming from the word ‘mintu* meaning strength. ^ViraV

means victory. Arurar sings, ^‘ViripoUl cul Kunraiydr Viranmin-

tarkkatiyen”— ‘I am the servant of Viranmintar of Kunrai, sur-

rounded by gardens’. His place is Kunrai, Namplydntdr Nampi
states that it is Cenkunram whilst Cekkildr is more definite in

making it the Cenkunrur of the Cera country. The description

given by Arurar will suggest a victorious warrior. Cekkildr will

make him belong to the Veldn kulam. He is said to have disap-

proved of Arurar^

s

not worshipping the Bhaktas before worship-

ping Siva, (We have to discuss more about this for fixing the occa-

sion when Tiruttontattokai was sung) and he disapproved of even

Lord Siva's accepting Arurar as his devotee. The principle was

gradually becoming accepted that the worship of Bhaktas was

superior to the worship of Siva himself. But Arurar does not

seem to suggest anything more than a victorious warrior or king

serving Saivites and Saivism. The saint is called in the Sanskrit

and Kannada traditions ‘Sangu Ndyarmr^ or Vlraminda or Mere-

minda Ndyandr. It is not clear whether the name Sarigu has any

reference to the ^sanga^ of Bhaktas or whether it is a corruption

of the place named Cenkunrur where he is said to have been bom.

Kannada and Sanskrit traditions will make it appear that he dis-

liked Arurar because of his haughty indifference towards Saivites

and of his love for prostitutes.

10. SJJ., Vol. 11, No. 40.

11. Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925, p. 6.
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VII

The next saint is described as ^^Allimel mullaiyantdr Amar-

mtik katiyen'' by Arurar— T am the servant of Amarnlti of the

garland made of the petals of soft jasmine. This saint is said to

belong to the Vaisya (Vonikar) community according to Cekkildr.

Mullai garland is said to belong to the shepherd community by

Naccirmrkkiniyar in his commentary on Cintdmani and the shep-

herds are considered to be Gdvaisyas in the later day tradition.

Nampiydntdr makes Palaiydrai as his birth place and Nallur, his

place of Gavotte activity. Cekkildr in addition refers to a muft

constructed by Amarmti at Tirunallur. This saint is said to have

been giving food and clothing to the worshippers of ^iva and that

one day ^iva coming in the garb of a Brahmachdri left a ^kauptna

or a loin cloth to be kept under safe custody and to be given

back after his return from his bath. The loin cloth disappeared

mysteriously and the Brahmachdri insisted upon an equal weight

of cloth or articles. Everything Amarmti had, could not equal

the weight of the loin cloth and the saint had to weigh his wife,

his child and himself to equalize the pans thus becoming the slaves

of the Brahmachdri. Nampiydritdr speaks of only the wife and

the saint being weighed. A sculpture found at the Palaiydrai

temple, a photo of which appears in Mr. C. K. Subrahmanya Muda-

liyar’s commentary of Periyapurdnam, Vol, I, opposite to p. 684

represents the story of weighing and wherein the wife is found

carrying a son as stated in Periyapurdnam. The name of the saint

is found as Amarmti in the Sanskrit and Kannada works^^ suggest-

ing the mti or justice of the Devas. It is not possible to read the

verse of Arurar so as to give this form. Amarmti will mean the

justice that has come to stay or that was wished for. The story of

this merchant saint being entrusted with the loin cloth at Nallur

and become deluded by the mdyd of the Lord to be saved in the

end was known to Appar and must have been known to Arurar,

though the weighing is not referred to :

^^Ndtkonta tdmaraip puttatam culntanal lurakatte

Kilkonta kdvanam kdvenru collik kiripatattdn

Vdtko'nta nokki manaiyotum dnkor vdnikanai

Atkonta vdrttai uraikkum anrdiv vakalitame”^^

The reference to the garland will show that he was not an

ascetic.

12 . Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925
, p. 7 .

13 . 4 : 97 : 7 .



CHAPTER II

ILAIMALINTA CARUKKAM

I

The next verse in Tiruttontattokai starts with the description

of Eripattar, ‘‘llaimalinta vel Nampi Eripattark katiyen’’— 1 am
the servant of Eripattar, the lord of the leaflike spear’. Nampi-
ydntdr gives a story that the saint slew the riders of the elephant

of Pukalaccola when he heard that it had snatched a flower basket

from the hand of a tapasvin. ^ Eripattar’s place of birth is given

as Karuvur. This is on the basis of Nampiydntdr Nampi making
this saint a contemporary of Pukalccola who is said to have died

at Karuvur and according to Arurar, ''Polirkaruvurt tunciya

Pukalcc6larkkatiyen'\ In the verse describing Pukalccola^

s

great-

ness Nampiydntdr states that the Cola had handed over his sword

to Eripattar thus earning the epithet PukaL The name of the Sai-

vite whose flowers were snatched by the elephant is given as

Civakdmiydntdr by Cekkildr, who explains the story in a connected

form. Cekkildr makes Eripattar kill not only the riders but also

the elephant, the Pattavardhana. But when the Cola came on the

scene, he felt that no ^aivite could have been in the wrong and
that Eripattar must have saved a greater calamity by killing the

men and the elephant. He thought that he himself ought to have

been punished and therefore handed over the sword to Eripattar

with a request that he himself might be killed by way of punish-

ment for all that had happened. The wild Eripattar was so moved
by this act that he became a convert to the faith of self-sacrifice.

Cekkildr has really made a wonderful story of mental and
spiritual development out of the two remarks found in two different

verses of Nampiydntdr, thereby showing that the glory of Eripattar

did not consist in his slaughter of the elephant and riders but in

his final attempt at self-conquest inspired by the glorious example
of Pukalccola, But all this is not clear in the hymn of Arurar:

whereas Cekkildr will have Eripattar wield his battle-axe, Arurar
speaks of only the spear. The description of Arurar amounts to

nothing more than that of a Virahhakta.

1. Tirut. Tiruvan., 9, 50.
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We can in this connection take up for consideration the story

of Pukalccola, Arurar describes him merely as “Polir Karuvurt

tunciya Pukalc cdlarkkatiyen''— 1 am the servant of Pukalc-

cdla who died in the garden city of Karuvur! He describes him

as the 41st saint in his list. Students of Cankam literature know

that the kings were sometimes differentiated by reference to the

place of their death. Such a practice seemed to have continued

during the age of Arurar as well. That is why the poet speaks of

Pukalccola who died at Karuvur of gardens. This will suggest

that during the troubled times of the Kalabhra interregnum, the

Colas had to migrate to Karuvur of the Cdla-Kerala Maudala.

Nampiydntdr Nampi, as already pointed out, does not mention

anything more than this Cola handing over the sword to Eripattar

as the true fame of this king (50). But Cekkildr makes Uraiyur

his place of birth, the old Cola capital, and makes him go to

Karuvur for receiving the tributes from his feudatories when the

story of Eripattar takes place. He leads an expedition against

Atikan, who failed to pay tribute. The king saw amongst the

heads of the defeated people brought before him one head of a

Saivite devotee with the usual braided hair. He considered that

this was the greatest sin that the king could commit, viz., killing

a jSaivite devotee probably a :§aivite ascetic; and as a penance he

burnt himself away in a fire specially prepared. ‘^Karuvurt

tunciya’^ ordinarily may not mean burning oneself away to death

unless the reading was, ''Polir karuvurt Ht tunciya''. If there was

any such reading Nampiydntdr Nampi would have given a different

version. Perhaps Cekkildr learnt some details of Pukalccola Ndya-

ndr from the traditions prevalent in the Konku country. In the

Ddrdsuram temple, there is a sculpture with the inscription,

Tugalchcholamir’ which gives the story as described in Periya-

purav^m. On the right hand side, there are three men holding

swords in their right hands; probably these were the soldiers or

commanders who went to war against Atikan. Next to them in

the middle is the king on the seat. On either side are found two

men holding their hands in anjali pose, probably the ministers of

state informing their king. Next, to the left, is found a person,

viz., the king himself without the blazing fire. The left hand comer

shows Siva and Pdrvatt coming on the sacred bull to bless the

saint.2 Whereas in these stories the king burns himself away to

2. A.R.E., 1919-20, Plate V.
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reach Kailas, in the Kannada and Sanskrit works Siva intervenes

to save him from the fire 3 It will be very difficult to prove that

the development of the story which must have taken place only

after the age of Nampiydntdr Nampi could have been in the mind
of Arurar,

The Kannada and Sanskrit works give the name of Eripattar

as Iripattundyandr, Irihhakta and Virabhakta; the king is variously

named as Manuchola, Anapdyanayachola and Pogalchdla,^

II

The ninth saint in the list is Endtindta Ndyandr. Arurar sings,

*^Endti ndtanran atiydrkkum atiyen^'— ‘I am the servant of the

servants of Endtindta\ giving no further particulars. Nampiydntdr

Nampi states he belongs to Eyini which Cekkildr identifies as

Eyinanur, a fortified old city in the Cola country. Nampiydntdr
calls him %akkula t^pan*— the light of the Ua community.
Ua means Ceylon. One wonders if he has anything to do with

Ceylon, But Cekkildr makes him Ilakkulac cdnrdr, which term
is interpreted as referring to the toddy drawers. He is made to

teach the princes, the art of sword. Aticura, his agnatic relation,

became envious and challenged Endti for a duel. The saint ac-

cepted the challenge and he was about to win when seeing the

ashes on the head of his enemy which the latter purposely dis-

closed at the proper juncture, Endtindta allowed himself to be
killed pretending to fight to the end, so that no blot might fall on
Aticura whose head was shining with the sacred ash. Endti was
a title given to the heroic or victorious commanders from the time

of the Tamil Cankam by the three great Royal families of the

Tamil land. This Endtindta must be one of such recipients of the

title. Since Arurar does not mention anything further, one may
not be wrong in assuming that he was one of Endli title holders

of his time. Mdnavamma, from the Tla country or Ceylon, we
know from Mahavamsa, had been at the Pallava court and also

was commanding an army to help Narasimha as against the ruler

of Vdtdpi. One wonders whether Arurar was referring to one
such commander.

3. Mys. Arch. Rep., p. 9.

4. Mys. Arch. Rep., p. 7.

T. 120
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III

The next saint, the tenth, is Kannappar and Arurar sings,

*^Kalaimalinta cir Nampi Kannapparkkatiyen''— T am the servant

of Kannappar, great for his knowledge’. Arurar has referred

to Kannappar in other places as, '^Kanaikol Kannappan^\^ one who

wields the arrow; ^^Itanta Kannappan^'^ where the story itself is

expresed in the phrase that he scooped out his eye and fixed it on,

probably in the eye of the Lord. In these two places, he says the

Lord had blessed him with His love and therefore Arurar himself

came to beg for God’s Grace. In a third place,*^ he just mentions

the name Kannoppan in enumerating a few Saivite saints whose

mistakes God considered as good acts and states that this policy of

the Lord had brought him to take refuge in Him. The bad act

that could be attributed to Kannappar could only be his hunting

the animals and feeding the Lord with animal food. Nana-

campaniar refers to Kannappar worshipping with his mouth itself

as the water pot, and the eye which he had scooped out as the

flower.^ In the 11th Tirumurai, we have two songs called Tiruk-

kaTpiappa ievar tirumaram’, one by Nakklrar otherwise known as

Nakklrateva Nayanar, and the other by Kalldtar. The very name

^maram^ suggests to us the age of 96 prahhandas which came into

vogue when Pannirupdttiyal was composed probably in the post-

cankam age. Nakktrar describes the cruel aspect of a hunter’s

life with his body full of wounds received during his hunting

expeditions. Kannappar went to worship with the water filled up

in his mouth, flowers filled in his tuft of hair, carrying the bow in

his hand ready for use and being followed by a dog. He mentions

the Brahmin doing the pujd according to Agamas and feeling sore

about the daily desecration by Kannappar, Shm came in a dream

of the Bra h lain to praise the hunter’s worship as being full of

love. The next day Kannappar saw one of the eyes of the Lord

bleeding and he scooped one of his eyes first to be placed on the

bleeding eye. Overpowered by his joy at the stopping of blood, he

began to scoop the other eye as well, when he saw the other eye also

of the Lord begin to bleed, whereupon, God prevented him from

doing so by catching hold of his hand. Kalldtar, in his ^maram’ des-

5. 7:65:2.

6. 7:88:6.

7. 7:55:4.

8. 3:69:4.
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cribes the various ornaments a hunter would wear. Kannappar per-

formed the same kind of worship as described by Nakklrar. Here,

the name of the Brahmin is ^mentioned as KocarL^ Nakklranar

will make Kannappar scoop out both his eyes for curing one of

the Lord. Kalldtar makes him first scoop out and place his eye

on the right eye which alone was first bleeding and then scoop

out the other eye, only when the hunter found the other eye also

was bleeding. Nampiydntdr Nampi only speaks of Ka^ytiappar

removing his eye to be placed on the Lord’s eye when he found

it bleeding.

The story of Kannappar had appealed to such great saints as

Mdnikkavdcakar and philosophers like Sankara. Cekkilar with

these hints had made a beautiful story of Kannappar^s mental

development. He represents Kannappar as a beautiful person

and makes him the very form of love which is usually born of

true knowledge, thus interpreting in his story Arurar’s reference

to Kannappar as ^'Kalaimalinta clr Nampi'\ The name of the

Brahmin is given in Periyapurdnam as Sivakdcariydr (135). Kan-
nappar's worship is reduced to the short span of six days (166).

He does not describe the dog in detail but he refers to the foot

prints of the dog in the speech of God in the dream of Sivako-

cariydr (138) . He follows Kalldtar in making both the eyes of

the Lord, bleed. In this story, unfettered and unconventional love

is contrasted with the love and worship according to Agamas, and
the story emphasizes that the former is better than or as good as

the latter. The Kannada and Sanskrit traditions will make Kan-
nappar not only ‘Netrdrpaka\ what is merely a translation of the

name Kannappar, but also a 'Mukkanna\ for, it is said there that

Siva had given him three eyes.^®

IV

The 11th saint is Kunkiliyakkalaya Ndyandr, whom the Sans-
krit and Kannada traditions describe as KanknlinUyandr or Gug-
guliya. According to these traditions, he was too poor to purchase
and burn the 'kunkiliya' (incense) before Siva and that he had to
sell even the sacred necklace of his wife. In addition to this,

Nampiydntdr Nampi mentions that he straightened up the Siva-
linga which had fallen down at Tiruppananddl}^ He gives Kata-

9. Kalldtar-Maram, 1.24.

10. Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925, p. 7.

11. cdyntd* may mean either fallen or sloved-Tirut. Tiruvantdti-verse
No, 12.
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vur as the birth place of this saint following Arurar who says,

'‘Katavuril Kalayanran atiydrkkum atiyen’’— 1 am the servant of

the servants of Kalayan of Katavur\ In the story as given in

Periyapurdnam, this saint became rich after the sale of the sacred

necklace (tali) of his wife, ^iva told the saint’s wife in a dream, of

the riches. In Cekkildr's story, the Cola king of his times tried

his best to straighten up the liiiga but failed in spite of the numer-

ous elephants he used whilst the saint came there and straightened

the liiiga with a rope attached to the linga and which passed round

his neck also. Campantar and Appar according to Periyapurd^

nam were his guests. The Kannada and Sanskrit traditions, as

already mentioned, describe only the service of his burning the

incense and perhaps this was the older tradition.

V

The 12th saint is Mdnakkancdrar and Arurar says of him as,

*‘Malai malinta tdl vallal Mdnakkancdrar'^—Mdrmkkancdrar, who
was a munificent person and who had shoulders as strong as hil-

locks. Nampiydnpdr Nampi calls his place of birth as ‘Kancai'j

which Cekkildr identifies as Kancdxur, the modern Anatantava-

puram (Ananda Tdndavapuram) . This will suggest that the name
of the saint was derived from his place of birth. Kancdran means

the man of the city or village of Kdncdru. Mdnam alone will

remain as his proper name, if it is not a title emphasizing his sense

of honour and we know people had been bearing the name of

Mdna as Mdrmvamma and Mdni the great Mankaiyarkkaraci, wife

of Neturrvdxan. According to Cekkildr, he belongs to the Velldla

community. It is clear that Cekkildr is making a clear distinc-

tion between the Sudra community and the Velldla community.

Most of those whom he refers as belonging to the Velldla com-
munity are found to be commanders under the ruling kings.

Here also Cekkildr says that Mdnakkancdrar was one such com-
manders. He had a daughter for whom marriage with Eyarkon
Kalikkdmar was arranged. On the day of the marriage came in

a Mdvirata ascetic to suggest that the flowing braid of the bride

would be good for his yajndpavlta of hair (pancavati). The saint

readily cut away the braid of hair which re-appeared as of old

by the Grace of God. Eyarkon is said to be a contemporary of

Arurar and it is unfortunate we do not have any detailed reference

to Mdnakkancdrar in his hymns. The name itself seems to sug-
gest that the saint had a high sense of honour as probably befitting

the great warrior or commander he was. Tie Kannada and
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Sanskrit traditions describe him as a Cola king, Mdrmkanjanadlsa.

Probably he was a chieftain of the part of the Cola country full

of love for Saivites.

VI

The 13th saint is Arivdtpdya Ndyandr. Arurars words are,

^'Encdta vdl Tdyan atiydrkkum atiyen''—‘I am the servant of the

servants of the never decreasing Vdl Tdyan\ One would ordi-

narily interpret the word ^vdV as sword and thus Tdyan would

appear a warrior chieftain, a patron of Saivism. 'VdV is however

taken to mean the 'arivaV or the scythe, which, by its harvest, ever

increases the wealth and happiness of a country as opposed to

the sword which kills and reduces the number of living people.

Or, ^enodta’ may be applied to Tdyan himself when we will have

to interpret the word Tdyan as one who is like the mother unto

all. It must have become a proper name, Nampiydntdr Nampi
gives the native place of this saint as Kanamankalam, which

Cekkildr identifies with a village of that name in the Cola country.

According to Periyapurdriam, the saint belongs to the Veldn com-

munity. Whilst the saint was carrying the food for Siva, it fell

down and he not only swore that if the Lord did not partake of

the food he would cut away his head but also proceeded to behead

himself with his scythe. This is all that Nampiydntdr has to say.

Cekkildr explains the full story in detail. The saint first under-

took to feed the Lord with precious rice (cennel)

,

red greens and

tender mango. He sold away his land; he worked as a cooly

later on for carrying out this undertaking. He had to live on

leaves and then on water alone. It was because of this his wife

and he fell down when they were carrying food and other articles

of worship to the Lord. As usual with Cekkildr, the wife of the

saint is found to co-operate in the service of the Lord. Whilst

he was trying to cut away his head, the saint heard the noise of

Siva eating of the mango and felt the Lord’s hand preventing him
from his suicide. The omnipresence of God, His receiving the

worship at any place, and in the custom of offering of rice, herbs

and mango are all brought out in this story. The Kannada and
Sanskrit traditions give his name as ^Arivdl tonda ndyandr' or

^Sankuldddya’ which latter expression is simply a translation of

drivdV (scythe) and a corruption of the name Taya.

VII

The 14th saint is Anaya Ndyandr. Arurar sings, ^^Alaimalinta

punal mankai Andyarkkatiyen*'—‘I am the servant of the cow-
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herd of Mankai, great for its waters full of waves or ripples\

Amyan means a cow-heard and it is translated into Kannada and

Sanskrit as Gondtha. They also give another name, Chokkandya-

ndr, which suggests that there must be a tradition that the saint’s

name was Cokkan. Nampiydntdr Nampi makes him a resident

of Punalmankalam of Melmalandtu, which Cekkildr says is in

Nirndtu or Cola country. Nampiydntdr makes him worship Siva

playing on his flute. Cekkildr makes this saint, whilst grazing the

cow, play the 'Pancdksara' mantra on his flute, and brings out the

importance of music in Saivism,



CHAPTER m
MUMMAIYAL ULAKANTA CARUKKAM

I

The third verse in Tiruttontattokai starts with the phrase,

^^Mummaiydl ulakdnta'^ and the first saint described in this verse

is Murti Ndyandr, the 15th saint in the list. Arurar sings:

'^Mummaiydl ulakdnta Murttikkum atiyen'*—1 am the servant of

Murti, who ruled the world with the three’. This makes it clear

that the saint must have been a king. Saying that he would

prefer death to conversion to Jainism, this saint rubbed away his

elbow for preparing sandal paste for God and ruled thereafter

the world from Maturai. This is all that Nampiydntdr says about

this saint. Cekkildr gives greater details which throw some light

on the dark period of the Kalahhra interregnum mentioned in the

Velvikkuti grant when the Pdvidyas ceased to rule at Maturai.

Murti, a Vaisya, belonging to the merchant community, used to

offer sandal paste to the Lord. There was from the north an

invasion of the city by the ^Vatuka Karundtaka king’ who was
suffering from land hunger. The usurper was a Jain and perse-

cuted the ^aivites so much that Murti found it impossible to get

even a piece of sandal wood. He used his own elbow to rub on

the sandal stone. The usurper died. The elephant sent out to

pick up a king brought Murti on its head. ‘Mummai’ or ‘the

three’ with which Murti ruled the world are explained as the

sacred ash, the rudrdksa, and the matted hair. This shows a

period of Jain and Saivite opposition which was unknown in the

days of Cilappatikdram. The Sanskrit and Kannada traditions

call him Murtindtha and Ulaghdndamurti

;

the latter name must
have been taken from Tiruttontattokai. According to these tradi-

tions, he was a Saivite Brahmin who drove away an Andhra
Buddhist usurper from Madura to Karndta country. Buddhism
instead of Jainism opposes Saivism in these traditions.

II

The 16th saint is Muruka Ndyandr. Arurar simply states,

“Murukanukkum (Urutiira Pacupatikkum) atiyen^^—^*1 am the

servant of Murukan (and Uruttira Pacupati) 'Rd'mcampantar,
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in his hymn on Pukalur Varttamaneccuram refers to this

Murukan.^ He adorns the Lord of this temple and people seeing

it become full of joy. ^iva is the Lord of those sweet smelling

flowers which Muruka has placed on his crown adorning the Lord

thrice a day .2 According to Periyapurdnam he disappeared with

Ndnacampantar to attain salvation at the marriage of the latter

being his friend and contemporary. Nampiydntdr Nampi refers

to this friendship and to his adorning the God with flowers in

addition to his uttering the Pahcdksara. He was a Brahmin. He
must have been an archaka in the Varttamaneccuram temple at

Pukalur. The Sanskrit and Kannada traditions, in spite of the

clear references in Campantar's hymns make him a Sudra

Saivite.

m
The 17th saint is Rudra Pasupati Ndyandr. We had already

referred to Arurar’s reference to him along with Muruka Ndyandr,

probably because both of them belong to this Brahmin commu-
nity. The description itself suggests that his proper name was
Pasupati and that he recited the jSn Rudram of the Yajur Veda,

thereby showing that Vedic worship had also become part of

Saivite worship. Nampiydntdr Nampi states that the saint was
born at Tiruttalaiyur which according to CekkUdr is in the Cola

country. It is the recital of Srt Rudram that is mentioned by
Nampiydntdr Nampi and Cekkildr as the greatness of this saint.

The Sanskrit and Kannada traditions speak of him as one who
pleased Siva with his sweet chanting of the Rudra hymn.

IV

The 18th saint is Tirundlaippdvar Ndyandr. Arurar sings,

^‘Cemmaiye Tirundlaippdvdrkkum atiyen*^— ‘I am the servant of

him who will go straight tomorrow'. This is the saint who was
saying every day that he would go to Tillai (Citamparam) the

next day. Arurar refers to this saint in another placed also, where
he mentions him along with other saints whose faults Siva has

accepted as noble actions and where he states that this merciful

act of God has inspired him to take refuge in God. Perhaps this

saint’s going into the temple was forbidden in those days because

1 . 2 : 92:3 & 5 .

2 . 2 : 92 : 5 .

3 . 7 : 55 : 4 .
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he was an untouchable. Nampiydntdr refers to this saint as a

^purattiruttOTipi'n ^
—

‘the Saivite follower who was beyond the pale

of the castes’. He also refers to his ‘pulaV (untouchability) ,
that

is, being a member of the untouchable community Hving on cow.

By the Grace of God he became a ‘mum’ (saint or sage). His

native place was Atanur, which Cekkildr identifies with the village

of that name in Merkdndtu, in Nirndtu, i.e,, Cola country, on the

banks of Kollitam (Coleroon) . Cekkildr makes him give hides

for the drum and strings for ^vlnd' (harp) to the temples. At

Tiruppunkur, the Lord ordered Nandi to move aside so that this

saint could have a direct view of the linga. The Lord intervened

on his behalf to fulfil his desire of having a vision of the Tillai

dance. The Lord appeared in a dream to Tillai Muvdyiravar and

they prepared a sacrificial fire into which the saint entered to

come out as a purified ^muni^ to enter the hall of Tillai dance only

to disappear into the "dkdsa\ If this story is true, Arurar will

not be justified in saying, ‘‘Ndlaippovdnurn. . . .kiirram ceyyinum

kuTiamenak karutum kolkai kantu^' because he would not have

committed any fault if he had entered the temple as a purified

muni. Nampiydntdr Nampi who states that the saint had become

a mutii does not mention anything about the entrance into the

fire. The Sanskrit and Kannada traditions call him *Tirundl

pdpar\ ‘Tirunal vdvar\ which are all corruptions of the name
Tirundlaippdvdr and they also translate the name as ^Svdgantri\

These traditions do not state anything beyond that this saint

though a chanddla, pleased Siva with his devotion. They give

his proper name as Nanda which is also found mentioned in

Periyapurdnam?^ In the Vaisnavite tradition Kulacekardlvdr who
is said to have been always saying that he will be going and seeing

Rangandtha (I will be going and seeing Rangandtha tomorrow)

.

This idea of ^TiruTwlaippdtaV seems to have been popular in the

world of Bhaktas. The sculptures on the southern wall of Ddrd^

suram represents the story of Tirundlaippdvdr as preserved in

Periyapurdnam. On the right hand corner stands a person with

a beard and a moustache and with the cloth tied round his waist

reaching to his knees and his hands held in anjali pose. There

is something like a pillar on his right hand side. This is probably
Nandandr before he entered the sacrificial fire. To the right of

this pillar we find the fire with its flames inside which appears

3^. Tirundlai.^ 11

.

T. 121
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Nandandr with the hands held in the anjali pose and with the

beard, but in addition with a matted hair tied up in the form of

a cone-like crown. The look in his face is serene as opposed to

the look of humility visible on the figure which we had identified

as Nandandr before purification. On the right side of the fire

stand two men new and on the left one man, all standing with

hands held in anjali pose probably representing the Tillaimuva-

yiravar,^

V
The 19th saint is Tirukkuripputtontar. Arilrar’s words are

^^Tirukkuripputtontartam atiydrkkum atiyen^’—‘I am the servant

of the servants of him who serves knowing the mind of the Lord

or the mind of the Bhaktas'. The word Tiru^ is used by Arurar

with reference to Tirunllakantar, Tirundlaippdvdr, Tirukkuripput-

tontar, Tirundvukkaracar, Tirumular, Tirunilakantattup pdnar,

probably in praise of the idea conveyed by the word following it

in all these names. Cekkildr explains this word Tirukkuripput-

tontar as refering to this saint because he served the jSaivite

Bhaktas, intuitively knowing their mind (v. 112) . This must

be one of the ideals of the Saivites of that age. When we come
to the story of this saint we find it represents a very restricted

sphere of this kind of activity. Nampiydntdr Nampi states that

this saint swore that if the rain did not stop so as to enable the

clothes to be washed and dried, he would die dashing his head

against a stone. Nampiydntdr Nampi makes him a resident of

Kacci and a member of the Ekalaiyar community or a washerman.

According to Cekkildr this saint undertook to wash the soiled

garments of Saivites, free. An old ^aivite, no other than God
^iva Himself came with a dirty rag which the saint offered to wash
and return before sunset. A heavy downpour of rain prevented

this promise being fulfilled, when the saint dashed his head

against the stone on which he washed the clothes. The stories of

Nandarmr, Andyar and Tirukkuripputtontar show that Saivism

was capturing the mind of the lowliest of the low and that Saivism

promised diva's Grace to all, irrespective of caste or service. The
name of this saint is wrongly translated as Vich&rahhakta, and
wrongly written as Tirukurutovdandyaimr in the Sanskrit and
Kannada works which state that the saint attempted to cut his

own throat as against the Tamil tradition that he dashed against

4 . A,R.E., 1919-20 , Pi. 6
, fig. 49 .
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the stone. The Ddrdsuram temple has a sculpture representing this

story. On the right side, we have probably a Saivite Bhaktd with

a walking stick in the act of giving something probably a cloth.

He is clothed from the hip to the heels. In front of him stands

TirukkuTipputtoutar carrying the cloth on his left shoulder. He is

almost naked but for his loin cloth thus showing his inferior status.

On the left hand, we find him standing and washing the cloth on

a stone. On his right and above his head we find the heavy rains.

On the right side of this representation of rain we find the saint

dashing against the stone and we see a hand probably that of

Siva preventing this act.®

VI

The 20th saint is Candesvara Ndyaimr : the name is also

found in the forms Candesa and Tantica. Arurar refers to him

as Canti and some editions contain the form Ta'ati also. Candesvara

plays an important part in the Agamic worship where at the end

of daily worship all the ^nirmdlyas' are offered to Ca'ndesvara. The

cult of Candesvara with many forms and sometimes with his Sakti

is found well developed in the Agamas (Kdmikdgama ) . The receipt

of the nirmdlya is considered to be the peculiar characteristic

feature of Cardesapadam, f^dnacampantar describes the story of

this saint:®

^^Vanta manaldl ilinkam manniyinkan pdldttum

Cintai ceyvon tan karumam terntu citaippdn varum at

Tantaitanaic cdtutalum cantlcan enrarulik

Kontanavum malar kotuttdn kdliliyem perumdne’\

“He made Ivhga of sand and poured milk over it. His mind was

concentrated on it. Realizing this wasteful act, his father came

to prevent it. The saint dashed against him. The Lord made him

Canfica and gave him the bunch of flowers”.

Mdnikkavdcakar explains : ‘'Pdtakame corn parriyavd tondk-

kam''^ ‘the sin itself had become the veritable nourishing food of

enjoyment’ — another illustration of the doctrine of Grace. The

saint was so much concentrated that he had no other thought and

removed the obstacle to his worship in the twinkling of an eye.

5 . A.R.E., 1919-20 ,
Pi 6

, fig. 48 .

6 . 1 : 62 : 4 .

7 . Tirmmcakam-Tiruttdnokkam, 7 .
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‘1 have come to separate, not to unite, to separate the father from

the son”, says Christ. It is this that has happened in the story

of Candesvara. Arurar, as already referred to, speaks to the Lord

enjoying the faults of the saints like Candi, Tirundlaippovdr, etc.®

To still further minimize the outward cruelty, Cekkildr mentions

that Candesvara threw out only a stick lying nearby so as to

become a battle-axe. Arurar, in Tiruttontattokai, describes CaTi-

desvara in one half of a verse, an amount of space which he does

not give to any other saint

:

‘Meymmaiye tirumeni vaUpatd nirka

Vekuntelunta tdtaitdl maluvindl erinta

Ammaiydn aticcantip perumdnuk katiyen

Aruran Aruril ammdnuk kdle’\^

“He was worshipping the sacred form, truly and sincerely

whilst his father came upon him full of anger. Canti, the servant

God, threw the axe at the leg of his father”. 'Ammaiydn' may

mean the wonderful person or the beautiful person or the Lord

of the other world, i.e., the Candesrarapada. Nampiydntdr Nampi

makes him a native of Ceynalur and a member of the highest com-

munity. According to him both the legs were cut off whilst Con-

desa continued pouring the milk over the Lord and adorning him

with flowers. Cekkildr identifies this Ceynalur as the village on

the southern bank of 'Manm\ a river in the Cola country and

tells us that this place was called Ceynalur, after ‘Cey' Suhrah-

manya. It is one of the five cities where the Colas used to be

crowned.^® It is a city of Brahmins, Can^svara came of Kasyapa

Gotra and a son of Eccaiatta or Yajnadatta, the father and Pavitra,

his mother. Even when he was young he could not bear the

cow-herd beating a cow. He dismissed the cow-herd and took

his place, taking the cows every day to the grazing ground. The

loving hand of this saint increased the yield of milk. This spon-

taneous overflow of milk, even whilst the cows were grazing in

the forest, the saint utilized for performing linga worship. The

news was spread that he was wasting the milk and the father

unable to bear the calumny on the good name of his family came

to verify the report and found his son pouring the milk on a

8 . 7 : 55:3 & 4 .

9 . 7 : 39 : 3 .

10 . Cant, 8 .
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Imga of sand. The saint’s mind was all engrossed in the worship

and he could not feel the beatings administered by his father. The
enraged father dashed his leg against the pot of milk reserved

for worship. This was an unpardonable sin and the saint could

not excuse him though he was the father. He took up a stick

lying nearby and threw it out as an axe to cut the legs which

was the punishment he deserved. As though nothing had hap-

pened the saint was doing his pujd. God was so moved by the

detached mind of the saint that he undertook to be the father

thereafter and offered him the Candesapada crowning him with

the laurel of ^konrai\ removed from His own crown. The father

also became purified by the touch of the stick which the saint had

held in his hand. The Ddrdsuram Temple represents this story

in one of its sculptures, inscribed under as ^Ceynalur PilUaiydr*

on its wall. On the right side, there is a man with the face in

an angry mood throwing up his hands and dashing against some-

thing with his upraised leg. There are two cows showing that it

is the grazing ground. In the middle of the picture we find a

Brahmin boy with sacred thread holding up the axe in his right

hand and catching hold of an old person with his hand. The leg

of the old man is found cut. At the left hand corner of the pic-

ture Siva and Pdrvati are seated whilst Siva adorns Candesvara

beneath him with His konrai laurel.^^

In the Ceynalur hymn, Campantar refers to Canticar in his in-

terrogation : “O, Lord of Ceynalur

!

Why did you give the leader-

ship with a garland to him who had cut away the leg of his

father? ”12 Probably from this it was assumed that Canticar belong-

ed to Ceynalur. Appar gives more particulars about the kind of

worship the saint had performed. The worship was performed
under an *dttV tree. In many places, Appar speaks of the saint

milking the cow straightaway and bathing the Lord with the

milk. 12 Campantar seems to suggest that Can^car\ gathered the

milk in a vessel, which the father upset allowing the milk to be
spilt. 12 But in another place, Campantar seems to suggest that

the father’s leg almost dashed against the crown of the linga—

11. A.R.E., 1919-20, PI W, fig. 47.

12. 1:48:7.

13. Ap., 49:3; 73:5; 116:4.

14. 3:66:3.

15. 3:115:5.
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*'Muti cernta kdlai\^^ Appar also seems to make the same sug-

gestion when he says, ^'Tdparattaik kantu avan tdtai pdyvdn '’^'^

—

‘Seeing the linga his father rushed up’. Appar states that Cantica

worshipped not only with milk but also with ghee^® and performed

various kinds of worship and garlanded the Lord with konrai

flowers and that this, the father could not brook.^® Campantar

refers to Canti singing the Vedic hymns. The poems of these

saints seem to suggest two different ideas. One is that Canfica

was so much concentrated that he simply removed the obstruc-

tion without any further thought, i.e., '‘Pdtam kontu avan kurip-

pindW’; “Cintai ceyv6n^\^^ The other is that the leg was cut

away as a punishment— ^‘Pilaitta tan tdtai tdlaV\^ ^‘Tiruvatikkat

pilaippa''.^ The leg was cut away with a

The lihga was made by heaping up sands: ^‘Kuppiimn tdpa-

rattai”;^ ''Manaldl kuppi’^;-'^ ‘‘Manalaikkuppi’’;^ ^^Manaldl ilinkam

panni”;^ ‘^Venmaymle ^ivamdha^^ ^^Manal It was

jndna piljd; ''Bddattdl vaUpatpdn''^^ ''Kontavan kurippimW.^^

Bhakti also is emphasized.^ Cantisvara was given food— “Kulait-

tator amutanxintdr” ‘‘Pdnakamum'\^^ He was also given the

garland of konrai : ‘^Konraimdlait tanam”.-^^ This is the laurel

taken from the crown of the Lord —'^Tan mutimel alarmdlai”

16. 3:54:7.

17. 7:48:4.

18. 4:65:6.

19. 4:65:6.

20. 2:43:5.

21. Ap., 4:48:4.

22. Camp., 1:62:4.

23. Ap., 4:49:3.

24. Ap., 288:9.

25. Ap., 49:3: 65:6; Camp., 3:115:5.

26. Ap., 48:4.

27. Ap., 49:3.

28. Ap., 73:5.

29. Camp., 1:62:4.

30. Camp., 2:43:5.

31. Camp., 3:66:3.

32. Camp., 2:43:5.

33. Ap., 48:4.

34. Ap., 73:5.

35. Ap., 49:3.

36. Camp., 1:106:6.

37. Ap., 65:6.

38. Ap., 231:10.
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Campantar also mentions this gift of food and garland— “Mdlai-
yum ponakamum”

P

The garland was conferred as a symbol of

rulership and the pre-eminent position Canpisvara was made to

occupy— ''Mdlai cuttit talaimai vakuttu';^^ ''Nilulakeldm dlak
kotuttu'\^^ This pre-eminent position or office is known by the
name of CaTjdesapada and the saint was therefore called 'Candesa'— ''Canfican eninuc ciranta peralittdn'\^ ''Cantlcanenraruli”

P

This story is considered to have happened in olden days. For
emphasizing the Avar temple as an ancient one, Appar raises the
rhetorical interrogation, “Was the temple built when Canti was
conferred with the garlands

39. Camp., 1:106:5

40. Camp., 1:48:7.

41. Ap., 115:4.

42. Ap„ 73:5.

43. Camp., 1:62:4.

44. Ap., 247:10.



CHAPTER IV

I

TIRU NINRA CARUKKAM

The fourth verse in Tiruttontattokai begins with the phrase

'"Tiruninra cemmaiye'' and the first saint described in this verse

is Tirundvukkaracar, the 21st saint in the list. ''Tiru ninra cent-

maiye cemmaiydk konta Tirundvukkaraiyanran atiydrkkum ati-

yen^’^ are the words of Nampi Arurar. This line is based on Tiru~

ndvukkaracar's own words : '^Sivanenum dcaiyalla taraiyd ulakil

tiru ninra cemmaiyulate Arurar says: “I am the servant of the

servants of Tirundvukkaracar, who had taken it as his justice, that

justice where exists Tiru'\ ‘Tiru ordinarily means wealth; whilst

worldly wealth is evanescent and ephemeral, the spiritual wealth is

eternal and permanent. Campantar calls this, ^‘Cenrataiydta tiru”?

Tirundvukkaracar is said to have refused to follow the commands

of the ruling monarch relying more upon God and His Grace.'*

Tiru also is taken in the sense of Kaivalyam or Salvation in

Arurar^s Tevaram^^ and in the inscription of the Eastern Archi-

pelago. Nampiydntdr Nampi makes Tirundvukkaracar a native of

Amur which Cekkildr identifies as ‘Amur' in Tirumunaippdtindtu.

Periyapurdrmm further describes him as the member of the

Kurukkai Veldlar. Nampiydntdr Nampi refers to God placing his

feet on the head of Tirundvukkaracar and the latter eating the

poisoned food and his acts of opening the gates of Tirumaraik-

kdtu temple and to his floating on a stone. Nampiydntdr refers

to his sister,® but Cekkildr explains in detail the story of his sister

Tilakavati bringing him up and finally converting him to Saivism.

He also mentions about the persecution by the Pallava king, Guna~

hhara, and narrates how he refused to obey the order of the Pal-

lava and how he escaped the elephant and the lime-kiln. Nampi-

ydntdr speaks of the colic pain*^ which was cured after Tirundvuk-

1. 7:39:4.

2. Ap., 4:8:1.

3. Camp., 1:97:1.

4. Ap., H., 312.

5. 7:69:1.

6. SkatacamMai, 1

.

7. Efcd., 1.
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karacar became a J§aivite. He also speaks of this saint being saved

at Tiruvatikai,^ and the story of Urvacl and others faihng to tempt

Tirundvukkaracar.^ The ‘ulavdrappataV (the hoe) is also referred

to in the same verse. He also refers to Tirundvukkaracar becom-
ing converted to the right path at the instance of his sister who
had conquered her passions. Cekkildr describes further Appar's

pilgrimage to Kailas and his return to see the vision of Kailas as

directed by the God at Tiriivaiyaru, basing this conclusion on the

Aiydru hymn. He also refers to the meeting of Appar and Cam-
pantar, of Appar and Appuii, basing on the references to the

hymns of Appar. He describes how Appar got ^patikkdcu' (coins)

at TiruviUmilalai, basing on Arurars hymns. He describes the

special vision at Vdymur and his satydgraha at Palaiydrai for res-

toring the Saiva temple, basing on tradition he must have heard.

God feeding Appar on his way to Tiruppaihnili, Appar throwing

away the gems into the tank without falling into temptation and

his final salvation on the Cataiyam day on one Cittirai month are

all narrated according to the tradition of Cekkildr’

s

days. The
story of Appar bringing to life the son of Apputi is not referred to

by Appar himself though he mentions the name of Apputi.

Nampiydnpdr Nampi mentions that Appar has sung 700 pati-

kams.^^ In another place^^ mentions that he has sung ‘ei elu-

nuru’ which is probably based on what Arurar has sung in his

65th hymn, verse 2— ^'Inaikol el elunuru irumpanuval inravan

Tirundvinukkaraiyan’*.

Pattinattdr refers to the three Tevdram saints as '‘Vittakap

papal muttirattapiydr” He suggests^'^ that Tirundvukkaracar had
crossed the waters with the help of a rock as a float and he asks
the Lord, Ts there anyone else who has done so?’ Sometimes, it

is asked whether Pappinattdr would have sung like this if the

story of Appar’s floating on a rock had not been popular in his

days but what Pappinattdr is referring to is the crossing of the
sea of Sarhsdra with the help of the dangerous boat of his own

8. Sk&., 7.

9. tkd., 2.

10. Skd., 1.

11. Skd., 3.

12. V., 7.

13. Tiruvitai. Mum., 28:30-

14. Ibid., 4:29.

T. 122
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dangerous body. Though everybody is engaged in this adventure

his own danger is more than what others face; the tradition about

Tirundvukkaracar has been growing and in the Tiruppukalur

Purunam, we read that the Lord appeared in the form of a lion

and swallowed him so as to give him salvation. This is based on

Tirundvukkaracar addressing the Lord, ''Cankai onrinriye tevar

ventac camuttirattin nancuntu cdvd muvdc cinkame unriatikke

potukkinren Tiruppukalur meviya tevateve”^^ This is a fair

sample of the way in which traditions grow.

The story of the Lord supplying a gold (coin) every day to

each one of the two great saints Campantar and Appar from the

temple treasury of TiruvUimilalai, when the saints stayed during

a great famine is referred to by Arurar in hymn 46: 5, 7 and in the

88th hymn, verse 8. Arurar also speaks of the life of Appar show-

ing him the way of God’s Grace looking upon the faults of his

servants as good qualities. Perhaps the fault of Appar was his

going astray from the path of Saivism before he became reconverted

as a Saivite. Arurar is laying the emphasis on the beautiful

Tamil verses sung by the saint in which he feels the Lord Him-
self reveals.^®

The Sanskrit and Kannada traditions speak of Tirundvuk-

karacar as Appar, Vdgisa or Dharmasena. According to them, he

was a Brahmin who wrote a number of learned works on Jainism.

It is said that he got rid of colic pain through Saivite charms and

the use of ashes. He is said to have composed a number of songs

both in Sanskrit and Tamil praise of Shm and to have accom-

panied Campantar to Madura to reconvert King Kubjapandya.^'^

II

The 22nd saint is Kulaccirai Ndyandr. Nampi Arurar
sings, ^'Perunampi Kulaciraitan atiydrkkum aiiyen’'^^— ‘I am
the servant of the servants of Kulaccirai, the Perunampi\
Kulaccirai was the prime minister of Kun Pdntyian, who along

with the Pdridyci Queen invited Campantar to Madura. Campan-
tar praises him and the Pd)ndya Queen, alternately in the Tiru-

valavay hymnJ^ Nampiydntdr Nampi makes him a native of

15. Ap., 312:2.

16. 7:67:5.

17. Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925.

18. 7:39:4.

19. 3:120:1-11.
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Manamerkuti which Cekkildr identifies with a place of that name

in the Pamdya country and also makes him responsible for the

impaling of the Jains following the version of Nampiyantdr

Nampi.^^ It is not clear on what basis Nampiyartpdr speaks of this

kind of persecution. Though impaling persons for offences is

found in sculptures of the age, it is very doubtful whether this

was ever used by way of religious persecution. What must have

been in the mind Arurar should be the reference to this great

patron of jSaivism in the hymns of Campantar. The Sanskrit and

Kannada traditions speak of him as Kulaharaindyandr or Kula-

paksha?^

III

The 23rd saint is Perumilalaikkuriimpa Ndyandr, and the

words of Arurar are, ‘‘Perumilalaik kurum.porkkum (Peyarkkum)

atiyen^*— T am the servant of PerumUalaikkurumpar/ The name

itself shows that he was a native of PerumUalai, which, Cekkildr

identifies with the name of that place in Milalai Ndtu, as

distinguished from Venni Ndftu Milalai, referred to by Arurar in

his Ndttuttokai hymn.'^^ There is an image of this saint in the

temple in his village near Kumpakonam. Nampiydntdr states that

when this saint knew Arurar would reach Kailas on the next day,

he, with the Grace of J§iva, left his body, to worship Arurar at

Kailas. Cekkildr further describes how this saint was worship-

ping all through his life Arurar alone, thereby becoming a great

yogi. The Sanskrit and Kannada traditions speak of him as

Mithiladvija. The name Milalai has been sanskritized into MithildP

He was a Saivite Brahmin who is said to have departed to Kailas

just a minute before Sundara did.^^

IV

The 24th saint is Kdraikkdl Ammaiydr. Arurar speaks of

her as ^Pey\ Appar seems to be referring to this »saint when he

sings of the Lord, ^^PeyttoUldttiyaip perrutaiyir\^^ Kdraikkdl

Ammaiydr speaks of herself, ^^Peydya narkanaitil onrdya ndm^^P^

20. Tirut. Tiruvan., 26.

21. Mys. A. R., 1925.

22. 7:12:5.

23. Mys. A.R., 1925,

24. Ibid.

25. Ap., 96:4.

26. Arputa., 86.
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She speaks of herself as residing in the burning ghat, ''Kdtumalinta

kanalvdy eyirruk Kdraikkdl Pey”^^ but all this is mystic language,

for it is clear from Arputattiruvantdti (16) that she had the

experience of the Absolute.

In this connection, what Ndrada Bhakti sutra (63) describes

of the Bhakta who has attained self-realization as ^Matta’ is signifi-

cant. The Bhakta is often spoken as a honey-bee and Atman is

spoken of as honey. The Sufis compare the realization to wine

whilst the Christians use the wine; the Vedas speak of ‘Soma rasa'

and the ^dktas utilize intoxicating liquor in their rituals as a

symbol of Divine experience. The Bhaktas become transformed

under this new experience and their ways seem as inexplicable

as that of mad men; for they have no will of their own; they are

moved by the inner force. “Birds become his little sisters, a wolf

a brother” (St. Francis of Assisi). “If men were drunk with the

love of God, they ought to dance like mad men in the streets”

—

sings Nommdlvdr. To Plato this is ‘Saving madness’. To the

Christian mystics this is a draught of that wine of Absolute Life

which runs in the arteries of the world. Emerson points out that

a tending to insanity is always attended by the opening of the

religious sense in man as if he was blasted with excessive light.

Kdraikkdl Ammaiydr is the author of Tiruvdlankdttu Mutia
Tiruppatikam, Tiruvdlahkdttut-tiruppatikam, Tiruvirattai rnani-

mdlai and Arputattirmmntdti. In the work last mentioned, who
speaks of her love for ever since she began to speak (v. 1)

.

In the last verse (101), she calls herself a Kdraikkdl Pey.

We know from references in Tiruvdcakam and Ndldyirap-

pirapantam. the prevalence of the name among saints like

Kdraikkdl Pey and Peydlvdr. “Cakam peyenru tammaiccirippa"

'^Peyane everkkum ydnume'^Kulasekhara dXvdr. It is said some
saints had been misunderstood as mad people while the saints

themselves were glad they were so abused. Nampiydntdr refers

only to her going to Kailas walking on her head, making Pdrvati

laugh when ^iva endearingly called her, ‘Mother’. The story of

her getting a mango from God is not referred to by him. Cekkildr

makes her the daughter of a Vaisya chief Tanatattan and the wife

of Paramatattan, who left her to marry another woman in the

27 . Tirup., 3 : 11 .

28 . TiriLva.^ Porrit., 1. 68 .
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Pdndya country and to name his child after the name of his first

wife. According to Cekkildr, Kdraikkdl Ammaiydrs name was

Punitavati and she after the desertion by her husband threw

out her flesh to assume the form of a ‘pey\ After composing

Arputattiruvantdti, Irattaimanimdlai, she went to Kailas walking

on her head and prayed to the Lord that she might be always

under the dancing feet there after praising them in her Tamil

verses, viz., Mutta Tiruppatikam and Tiruppatikam. Cekkildr lays

much emphasis on the name of ‘Ammai’ because J§iva himself

addressed her as such. It is rather surprising that Arurar does

not refer to her as Ammai. He has chosen to refer to her as Pey

because she was calling herself Pey in her work. Arurar, there-

fore, may be taken to lay emphasis on her works which reveal

her mystic vision of the Lord and her sublime philosophy. The
Sanskrit and Kannada traditions speak of her as Kdrikdlammeydr

or Putavaii and know only of her making many out of two mango
fruits which her husband gave her.

V
The 25th saint is Apputiyatikal. Arurar sings, '^Orunampi

Apputi atiydrkkum atiyen\ Ajjpar praises Siva^s feet as the flower

on the crown of Apputi, ^'Ancippdyk kalimeliya alaldmpum Apputi

Kuncippuvdy ninra cevatiydy^\^^ He also speaks here of Apputi
worshipping the fire of sacrifice, '‘Alaldmpum Appuii\^^ thus

making it clear that Apputi was a Brahmin. This reference to

Apputi in Appars hymn must have been in the mind of Arurar.

Nampiydntdr makes him a native of Tinkalur which CekkUar points

out is next to Tiruppalanam in singing of which^^ Appar refers to

Apputi. According to Nampiydntdr, Apputi was a great devotee

o^ Tirundvukkaracar, naming even his charitable water-shed, after

this great saint. Nothing more is known from Nampiydntdr^

s

Works. Cekkildr, however, describes how Tirundvukkaracar was
surprised to know that Apputi had named his childi*en, his chari-

ties, his cattle, weights and measures after Tirundvukkaracar. He
was invited by Apputi to dine at his house. One of his sons

whilst cutting a plantain leaf for Appar was bitten by a serpent

and died. Hiding the corpse in a comer, Apputi and his wife

prepared to feed the saint but the latter asked for the son when

29 . Ap., 12 : 10 .

30 . Ibid.

31 . Tiruppalarmm~H
.,

12 .
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the truth had to be told. The saint sang the hymn, '^Onrukoldm*^^

and brought the dead boy to life. That particular hymn unfortu-

nately does not contain any specific reference which might suggest

this miracle, though by the time of Cekkildr this must have be-

come a popular tradition. As Ndmpiydntdr does not mention this

miracle Arurar also could not have known this. The Sanskrit and

Kannada traditions calling Apputi Ndyandr as AppadirvdyaTidr or

Tadhhakti, mention that he, in his admiration of Vd^a, called his

sons, cows and even inanimate objects of his household after the

name of Vdglsa. It has to be noted that here no mention is made

of the miracle. In the name Apputi, is only a demonstrative

prefix of the noun 'Puti' (of that great renown) and the inscrip-

tions give a number of people who had this name Puti. The wife

of Kannaradeva was Puti Mdtevatikal.^^

VI

The 26th saint is Tiruntlanakka Ndyandr and Arurar^s words

are, '^Olipunal cul Cdttamankai Nilanakkark katiyerC* — ‘I am the

servant of Ntlanakkar of Cdttamahkai surrounded by the re-

sounding waters’. In the Cdttamankai hymn, Campantar refers to

this saint as Nakkan^^ and Nilanakkan.^ He speaks of Cdttamankai

as the place which the Saivites speak of as the city of Nilanakkan

full of mental control— ^^Niraiyindr Nilanakkan netumdnakar

enru tantar araiyumur Cdttamahkai^\^^^ In another verse he

speaks of Nakkan worshipping at the temple (parava) . Cekkildr

gives a detailed version of the story of this saint. Whilst he was
one day concentrating his mind on God, a spider fell on the linga

and his wife blew it out with her mouth. Ntlanakkar thought that

she had committed a sacrilege as though spitting on the linga and
told his wife that he could not any longer live with her. That

night in the dream of NUanakkar, Siva appeared and showed that

the whole form of the Lord was full of the boils as the result of

the infection by the spider except in the x>ortion blown on by
the lady. The next morning Nakkar brought back his wife to his

house. Campantar came to Cdttamahkai to worship the Lord

32. Ap., H., 18.

33. 356/1903.

34. 3:58:2.

35. 3:58:11.

35a. 3:58:11.

36. 3:58:2.
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along with the Pdnar and his wife. When NUanakkar invited him
to his, Campantar requested him to give a place to rest for the

Pdiiu couple and NUanakkar placed them in the room of the sacri-

ficial fire. In the end, he disappeared with Campantar on the

occasion of the latter’s marriage. Nampiydntdr mentions only the

spider incident but not that of the Pdna. But the Pdna episode

emphasizes the fact that the Saivites did not swear by the caste

regulations or believe in untouchability. The Kannada and
Sanskrit traditions give us the Sanskrit form of the name, viz.,

Nilanagna, and state that he was persuaded not to abandon his

wife for what he considered her of removing with her tongue the

fibre of a spider from a imgia-image of Siva.

VII

The 27th saint is (Nanti) Naminanti, and Arurars words are,

Arunampi Naminanti atiydrkkum atiyen’\ The description ‘Aru~

nampi' shows that he is an important saint. Tirundvukkaracar

himself calls him Nampinanti, whom he describes :

‘^Ardin tatittontar dnippondrur akattaiakkip

Pdrur parippattam pankuni uttiram pdrpatuttdn

Nampinanti

Nlrdl tiruvilak kitiamai nilnd taxiyumanre’

This description is praised by Cekkildr himself. The Sanskrit

and Kannada traditions summarize the main event of his life as

consisting in lighting the lamp with water for oil in response to

the mocking reply, ‘light the lamp with water before your Siva',

given by the Jainas when he begged of them for some oil for

light. His name is found in them as Neminandi.

But Appar always speaks of him as Nanti.^ The same version

of the story is given by Nampiydntdr who makes the saint a native

of Emapperur, which according to Cekkildr is in the Cola country.

The miracle, however, even according to Nampiydntdr takes place

only at Tiruvdrur. Cekkildr makes him a contemporary of Tanpi.^

He gives further details about the story of Naminanti, probably

based on the verse of Appar mentioning Pankuni Uttiram. Nami^
nanti went along with the crowd in the procession of the Lord of

Tiruvdrur. On his return when his wife requested him to offer

37 . Ap., 103 : 2 .

38 . Ap., 103 : 2
,
4 & 6 .

89 . Kami., Pur., 18 .
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the worship at the sacrificial fire before having his supper, he said

that he had to bathe and cleanse himself because he had touched

all and sundry, coining in the crowd. He ordered his wife to

bring water for the bath. In the meanwhile he fell asleep over-

come by fatigue. In the dream that arose the Lord showed him
that all the people of Arur were Sivagav^s. He woke up and

repented for having considered himself impure. Though this

episode is not mentioned anywhere else in the previous literature,

this brings out once again that ^aivism did not care for rules of

untouchability. The Ddrdsuram sculptures are found to represent

the story of his lighting the lamp with water. In the right half of

the sculpture we find Naminanti drawing water in a pot from a

pond. In the other half we see a temple with a vimdna in front

of which we find a pillar-like lamp-stand with a series of lights

placed one above the other which Naminanti is in the act of light-

ing after pouring probably the water carried from the pond."^

The name Nanti (Nandi) has become of immense significance

after Tirumantiramj even as the other word Ndta (Ndtha). They
seem to imply a special line of yogic saints or siddhas and the
description of Namina^iti by Campantar becomes, therefore, full of

meaning : ^‘Avitanil ancotukki ankanan enru dtarikkuni ndviyal
clr Naminantiyatikal” The five senses were controlled spiritu-

ally and the real spirit or the soul of souls was loved and revered
as 3iva Himself. That was the great saint Naminanti (Narnia
nandi) whose tongue also moved with glory.

40. ARE., 1919-20, PL VI, fig. 46.

41. Camp., 1:62:6.



CHAPTER V

VAMPARA VARI VANTU CARUKKAM
I

The beginning of the fifth verse in Tiruttontattokai is '^Vam-
para vari vantu'’ which has become the name of the fifth caruk-
kam, in Cekkildrs Periyapurdnam, where the lives of the saints

mentioned in that verse are described. The first saint in this verse

is the 28th saint in the list, Tiru f^dnacampanta cuvdmikal. The
words of Arurar are:

‘‘Vampard varivantu mariandra malarum
matumalarnor konraiydn atiyaldr periu

Empirdn Campanian atiydrkkum atiyen'\^

“I am the servant of the servants of my Lord Campantar who
does not love anything except the feet of the Lord of the beautiful

konrai flowers full of honey blossoming and bestowing fragrance
and the banded bees never leaving these fresh flowers’\ The
phrase 'Empirdn Campantar^ as contrasted wuth 'Nampirdn Tiru-

mulan\^ seems to suggest that Arurar thinks of Campantar as the
leader of his school of thought, believing in singing hymns in praise
of God. "Nallicai ^dnacampantanum Ndvinukkaracarum pdtiya
narramil mdlai colliyave colli ettukappdn’’^ seems to suggest this

conclusion. "Ndlum innicaiydl tamil parappum J^dnacampanta-
nukku ulakavarmun tdlam intu avan pdtalukku irankum tanmai-
ydlan**:^ Arurar here speaks of 'Rdnacampantar popularizing Tamil
through his music. God according to Arurar was so pleased that
in the presence of the people of the world, He gave him the cymbals.
In another place also he refers to God recognizing the great ser-

vice of these two saints Campantar and Appar offering coins to

them: ^^Tirumilalai iruntum mr tamildticai ketkum iccaiydl hdcu
nittam nalkinir^\^ Arurar speaks of f^driacampantar being blessed
with ^ndnam^ by the Lord at KdU.^

1. 7: 39; 5.

2. 7: 39: 5.

3. 7: 67: 5.

4. 7: 62: 8.

5. 7: 88: 8.

6. 7; 97: 9.

T. 123
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Arurar speaks of Campantar as Kalumalavurar and speaks of

him as receiving a thousand gold from the Lord: ‘'Kalumala urark-

ku ampon dyiram kotuppar pdlum”^ He describes Ndnacampantar

as the Lord of words full of music or a great composer of music—
'‘Panmalinta moliyavar^\^ He speaks of himself worshipping the

Lord along with this great composer and going with him follow-

ing the Lord— ^^Panmalinta moUyavarum ydnum elldm paninti-

raincit tammutaiya pinpin celW\^ There is a tradition that the

gates of Tirumaraikkdtu closed by the Vedas were opened by

Appar and again closed by Ndrmcampantar. Appar in his hymn
on Tiruvdymur^^ refers to this incident and states that the person

who closed the door was of greater firmness than himself who
had sung for opening the gates and that this person was also

standing there before the Lord worshipping Him

:

^Tirakkap pdtiya enninum centamil

Uraikkap (uraippup?) pdti ataippittd runninrdr

Maraikka vallard tammait tiruvdymurp

Piraikkol cencatai ydrivar pittare^'M

Ndnacampantar himself refers to some of the events of his

life : He states that the Lord had created an illusion and made
him who could never forget the fact of the Lord, to be born on

this earth— ^‘Tiruntati marakkumdrildta ennai maiyal ceytu im--

manninmel pirakkumdru kdttindy*\^^ He further states that he

continues in the old state— ''Tonmaittanmaiyul Ndnacampantan^\^^

He calls himself as one full of wisdom which is the lustre of the

Lord— **Tannoli mikkuyarnta tamil Ndnacampantan^\^^ He des-

cribes himself as one who has fulfilled the wish of the Lord—
'^KdUyarkon karuttdrvitta Ndnacampantan'^^^ and as one who
spreads the goodness of the Lord— ^^Paracutaru pdniyai nalan-

tikalcey tdnipura ndtan'*.^^ He assures us that he has become com-

7. Ap., 56: 1.

Ap., m: L

9.

Ap., 272: 1.

10. H., 164.

11. Ap., 164: 8.

12. 2: 98: 5.

13. 1: 101: 11.

14. 1: 108: 11.

15. 2: 16: IL
16. 3: 83: 11.
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pletely submerged in the Lord that he has no qualities of his own
— *'Tanniyal pilldc Ca7ypaiyarkdn'\^^ He states that the Lord of

Kdli was his own guru— ^^Vittakardkiya venkuruve^'^^ who had

purchased for a price certified by a sale deed The Lord, he

sings, has removed his old karmas— ^'Vinaikal paraiya'';^ his blot

and deceit— ^^Kallamdrntu kaUyappaU — his poverty and

misery— ^^Nalkuravennai nlkkum dviyar antanar allal ifirkkum

apparmr’^\^ his fetters— **Pdca valvinai firtta panpirian^^ his old

age—''Narai tirai ketutakavatu arulinan**;^ and his birth

—

'^Pirap-

pennai arukkavalldr*'.^^ He has himself stated that he has realized

God

—

*Unar^^ and knows the method— ^^Perumdn akalam ariya-

Idkdp paravum muraiye payilum*\^ Seeing the miseries of the

world, his mind loved the name of the Lord— '^Vetanai ndy nali-

yak kantu kante unran ndmam kdtalikkinratu ullam”.^ It is

curious that in this verse Campantar speaks of his past inability

to live separated from his wife, children and relatives. He has

known probably the yogic way which Bhisma has known of leav-

ing this body whenever he liked— ^^Pinippatum utampu vittu

irakkumdru kdttinay”

P

Apart from this path of jndna and Yoga,

he practised performing various services— paniydyavan*^

;

^^Jcaintavd ceya viruppane^U^ *^Pdlandya tontu*\^^

He states he sang to save the world from the malas or blots

— ^‘Ruku malam aUyum vakai kaluvumurai^^ He followed the

Vedic path and his Tamil verses according to him are full of the

Vedic truths— ‘^Maraimali Tamil”

P

The Lord, he sings, saved

him when the heretics were speaking scandals of Saivism— ^^Ama-

17 . 1 : 97 : 1 .

18 . 3 : 113-: 4 .

19 . 1 : 116 : 3
;

2 : 23 : 2
,
8

; 3 : 6 : 3.

20 . 2 : 93 : 4 .

21 . 1 : 2 : 7 .

22 . 1 : 8 : 4 .
'

23 . 2 : 25 : 3 .

24 1 : 123 : 6 .

25 . 1 : 8 : 5 .

26 . 1 ; 1 : 11
; 1 : 11 : 11 ; 2 : 7 11 ; 2 ; 18 : 11 ; 2 : 72 : 11.5!: 87:1

27 ., 2 : 80 : 11 .

28 . 1 : 50 : 3 .

29 . 2 : 98 : 5 .

30 . 3 : 116 : 11 .

31 . 3 : 52 : 5 .

32 . 3 : 67 : 12.

33 . 1 : 24 : 11 .

53: n.
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nar kuntar cdkkiyar tolaiydtan kalar turrat torrankdttiydfkonplr/'^

He states he conducted a debate with the Jains and won a victory

over them — "'Ama’nar. . .arica vdtil arul ceyya'\^^ after knowing

the will of the Lord and for spreading diva's greatness all through

the world— ‘^Vdtil venrdlikkat tiruvullame . . . ndlum nin pukale

mikaventum'\^ He states in one verse that because the hymn

refers to the Mother Goddess, it will not be burnt when thrown

into the fire— ‘^Eriyinil itilivai palutilai meymmaiye^^ ‘‘Korravan

etiritai eriyinilita ivai kuriya col teri orupatu/^^^ These are refer-

ences to the song going through the ordeal of fire. He refers to

the songs going through the ordeal of water and the palmyra leaf

on which the song was written running against the current and

reaching the shore at Etakam— ‘^Paru matil Maturai man avai

etire patikama telutilai yavai etire varunati yitai micai varukarane

vacaiyotu malar keta varukarane^^ ^‘Terrenru teyvam teliydr

karaik kolai tennirp parrinrip pdnku etirvin uravum panpu ndkkil

perron ruyartta perumdn perumdnum anre’^;^ ^‘Vaikai nir etu

cenru anaitarum etakam^\^^ The tradition tells us that the hymn

that performed this feat is that which begins with ^^Vdlka anta-

nar’^^ and Campantar speaks of this in the last verse of that hymn
— ^^Palldrkalum matikkap pdcuram conna pdttu”^^ When the here-

tics set fire to his mutt^ be prayed to the Lord to give him a

fearless heart— ^'Tancamenrun caran pukuntenaiyum ancalenrarul

Alavdy arpnaW^^^ and directed the fire to reach the Pdndya so that

he might suffer from the fever in a manner acceptable to the

world— ^‘Amanar koluvum cutar . . .Pdntiydrkdkave^' ^‘Alavdydti

arulindl veppam tennavan melura metinikku oppa Ndnacampantan
urai pattu”.^^ Pdndya was cured later on, thanks to the hymn

on the sacred ashes — ^^Alavdydn tirunirraip porri. . . .Ndnacam-

panta7i territ Tennan utalurra tippiniydyma tirac cdrriya pdtalkal

34. 2: 55: 10.

35. 3; 116: 10.

36 3: 108: 1.

37. 3: 87: 1.

38. 3: 87: 11.

39. 3: 113: 12.

40. 3: 54: 11.

41. 3: 32: 11.

42. 3: 54: 1

43. 3: 54: 12.

44. 3: 51: 6.

45. 3: 51: 8.

46. 3: 51: 11.
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pattu*\^^ and the Pdindya Queen was prevented from becoming a

widow on account of the Grace of the Lord, the Grace so near to

the followers— “Mifcka Tennavan tevikku aniyaiye mella nalkiya

tontarkku aniyaiye^\^^

Apart from these debates with the Jains, Campantar seems

to have suffered at the hands of both the Jains and the Buddhists

and he speaks of the Lord helping him in these trying situations

— ^^Kaliyin vallamanum karun cdkkiyappeykalum naliyum ndU
ketut tdnta en ndtandr’\^^ The tradition speaks of a debate with

a Buddhist whose head was miraculously cut off and the line

'^Vilanku oli tikaUaru venkuru mevinan'^^ is pointed out as

referring to this event. This speaks of the Lord sending a brilliant

and resounding thunder but there is no clear and specific reference

to the debate in this verse. The incident about the closing down
of the gates of Tirumaraikkdtu is referred to by Campantar him-

self: *‘Itu nankirai vaittarul ceyka enakku un katavam tirukkdp^

puk kollum karuttdle^\^^

We had referred to the verse of Appar referring to ftdifm-

campantar also worshipping with him. Some experience seems

to have occurred to both these saints at that place and Campantar
speaks of a dream, a deceitful form of the Lord, of His frightening

him and some passing misery— ^^Veruva vantitar ceyta vikirta-

ndr^\-^^ ^^Kanavil tuyar ceytu*^;^ ^^Vancanai vativinotu’\^ Arurar
had referred to Campantar getting coins^^ and Campantar^s hymn
‘‘Vdci tirave kdcu nalkuvtr*^ refers to Campantar*

s

prayers.^®

The tradition speaks of fidnacampantar drinking the milk of

the Mother Goddess and Campantar s hymn, ^‘Pdtaiydr porkinnat

taticil polldtenat tdtaiydr munivurat tdnenai dntavan*^^'^ is inter-

preted as referring to this incident, that one day his father took

this child along with him, to bathe, that when the father was in-

47. 2: 66: 11.

48. 3: 115: 6.

49. 2: 9: 10.

50. 1: 127: 4.

51. 2: 37: 1.

52. 2: Ill: 4.

53. 2: 11: 9

54. 2: 111: 5.

55. 7: 88: 8.

56. 1: 91: 1.

57. 3: to to
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side the water the child became alarmed and that the child began

to weep so that the Lord ordered the Mother Goddess to offer it

milk in a golden vessel which was looking like a lotus bud. The

only difficulty here is the word 'aticiV which usually refers to

cooked food which has to be taken in the most general sense of

anything serving as food, so that it may refer to milk.

At Tirunanipalti, his father held him up on his shoulders when
he composed the TirunanipaUi hymn— ^^Ituparai onra attar piyal

meliruntu innicaiydl uraitta panuvaV'^^ and we are told that the

hymn was sung for converting the desert of a place into a seashore,

full of shade. Tirukkalirruppatiydr^^ and Nampiydntdr Nampi^
refer to this miracle but there is nothing specific in that hymn. At

Tirumarukal, Campantar sings in his hymn of the age-old akap-

porul; it is a complaint about the Lord that He has made a love-

sick maiden falling in love with Him to pine away because of His

neglect.®^ But this hymn is interpreted to refer to the saint’s special

pleading on behalf of a maiden who eloped with her lover im-

mediately after the marriage when the latter died there of snake-

bite. The story gives that this hymn brought her lover back to

life. But one fails to see any specific reference to this story in

this hymn;^^ all that is mentioned as evidence to the story in

tradition is the expression ^alankal ivaV (in v. 8) interpreted as

‘the damsel with the marriage-garland’ (alankal may mean any

garland in general).

At Tiruvottur was performed the miracle of converting a male

palmyra tree into a female one yielding palmyra fruits. The line

“Kurumpai an panaiyin kulai ottur”^^ is often referred as proving

this miracle. But the verse refers to this as though it were a

freak of nature in that place rather than as a miracle.

On his pilgrimage to the northern Tamil country, it is said he

forgot to worship at Tiruvdlahkdtu but the Lord reminded him in

time and we are told this is referred to in that hymn in the very

beginning of the hymn itself

:

^^Tuncavaruvdrum toluvippdrum valuvippoy

Nencampukuntennai niTmivippdrum munainatpdy

58. 2: 84: 11.

59. VV., 12, 70.

eO. Al Pil. Antdti, 17.

61. Camp., 2: 18.

62. 2: 18.

63.
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Vancappatuttorutti vdnalkoUum vakaikettu

Ancumpalaiyanur Alanhdttem atikale’\^

It is in this hymn that he refers once again to Ciruttanpar :

^^VanankunciruttoV'tci'f^ vaikalettum vdlttuhkettu

Anankumpalaiyanur Alahkdttem atikale^^^^

Taken along with this reference, one wonders whether the

statement in the last verse of this hymn, "'Ventan aruldle viriita

pdtaV’^ may not be a reference to the king of Ciruttontar, i.e.,

Narasimhavarma Pallava or some other king of that part of the

country. When discussing the life of Ciruttontar we had referred

to Campantars references to this chief in his hymn on Cehkdttah-

kuti, a hymn which Campantar states he has sung at the request

of this chief ^‘Ciruttontan avan venta'\^'^

We had also referred to Campantar^

s

reference to Nilanakkar,^^

Murukan,^^ Mahkaiyarkkaraciydr^^ Kulacciraiydr^^ Ninracir

NetumdrarJ^

At Mylapore, Campantar sings a hymn where in every one
of its verses he refers to one monthly festival. He himself says that

he has composed it as a ''Pumpdvaip pdttu”?^ Every verse ends
with the refrain, ''Kdndte potiyo pumpdvdy”— ‘O, thou beautiful

girl! Will you go away without seeing the festival?’ According
to tradition this has been sung to bring to life the bone of the

daughter of one Civanecac cettiydr, an admirer and worshipper of

^dnacampantar.

At Tirunallurp perumanam, f^dnucampantar's marriage is said

to have been performed when he disappeared with all those

assembled there, to attain salvation. There is nothing in that hymn
except the line, ^‘Perumanam pukkiruntir emaippokkarulire”^^—

64. 1: 45: 1.

65. 1: 45: 7.

66. 1: 45: 12.

67. 3: 63: 11.

68. 3: 58: 11.

69. 2: 92: 3.

70. 3: 120.

71. 3: 120.

72. 2: 66: 11.

73. 2: 47: 11.

74. 3: 125: 8.
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‘O, Lord of Perumanam! You bless me with a way of escape*, a

prayer which occurs elsewhere alsojs

Nampiyuntdr Nampi in the Tiruttontar Tiruvantdti has two

verses in praise of Campantar?^ He refers to the three great ideals

achieved by Campantar during his life time: (1) the joy of the

world; (2) curbing the power of the Jains and (3) the restoration

of Saivism to its past glory. This victory, it is said, was due to

Campantar getting the blessings of the Mother Goddess even whilst

he was an infant. That is the substance of the first verse (33).

In the second verse Nampiydntdr describes Campantar as one who
had received {Nampiydntdr's Alutaiyapillaiydr Tiru Antdti) and

who in his own verses had referred to Cenkatcdlan, Murukan and

NUanakkan.

But Nampiydntdr has composed in addition not only the A[u-

taiya Pillaiydr Tiruvantdti (of 101 verses) but also Tiruccanpai

viruttam consisting of 11 verses, Tirumummanikkdvai of 30 verses,

Tiruvuldmdlai consisting of 143 kannis, Tirukkalampakam of 49

verses and Tiruttokai consisting of 65 lines, all on Alutaiya Pillaiydr

or Campantar. In these various works of his, he refers to the

many incidents of the life of Campantar that appealed to him most.

He speaks of him as the Lord of Pukali or ClkdU whose twelve

names he enumerates: 1. Piramdpuram, 2. Venkuru, 3. Canpai,

4. Tdnij 5. Pukali, 6. Koccai, 7. Ciramdrpuram, 8. Puravam,

9. Tardy, 10. KdU, 11. Venupuram and 12. Kalumalam {Alutaiya-

pillaiydr Tiruvantdti)

Campantar is said to have belonged to the Kaundinya Gotra

(Kavuniyar iJpan) It is rather curious that the kings of the

Eastern Archipelago claim to belong to this same Gotra and

their kingdom was called Campa, reminding us of the name Canpai

or Cikdli and also of Campdpati which is the other name for

Kdvirippumpaifiruim.

Nampiydntdr Nampi thinks of Campantar as an ^avatar^— in-

carnation.'^ ^^Pdrmukam uyyap paiitalaiydr mdlurralunta avata-

76. 3: 46: 1.

76. 33-34.

77. V., 100.

78. Al. Pit. fir. Antati, 3; Mumma., 26; firuk., 14, 34.

78. Caiypai. Vir., 1
;
Mumma., 4 ;

Vlamalai, Kannni, 63
;
Tiruk., 1 .
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rittdn^^;^ *^Katakari atu pata uritta. . .katavultan tiruvarulatavur^
pirantatu;^^^^ ^^Avataritia vaUaV^;^ ^^Canpai ennum on patiyul utiU
tanaiye'\^^ Campantar is said to have sung 16,000 patikams.^^

Even whilst Campantar was a child he was fed by Mother
Goddess at the instance of jSiva because Campantar was hungry
and was crying. He showed his father, the Lord, who blessed
him, described the various marks of the Lord pointing out at the
same time the Lord with his finger— ^^Vatattalaivarai melviraldl
tdttiyalkdtan ivan enru tdtaikkuc ciil vicumpir kdttiya Kanru'’;^^
''Tantai kdna anru nalamernja pnkalccampantan kdttiya ndtan'';^^

Civan ivanenru anndl kutalait tiruvdymolikal arnlicceyta*^

“Totani kdtinan enrum tollamanark kenndnrum tetariya pardpara-
naic celumaraiyin akan porulai antic cemmeniyanai ataiydlam
pala colli untaikkuk kdna aran uvandm enrnraittanaiye’* ^^Vli

mutalvan uvanenrn kdttavalldn'\^^ The Mother Goddess gave him
ndndmiriam in a golden bowl. Nampiydntdr speaks of the food
given as something concentrated— 'Pukali .. .p6?iaJcam aruntita''

^'Elivantavd eUr puvarai ndnmanittdr taUnkat tulivanta kanpicain
tcnkalum etikal aran tunaiydm kilivanta colli porkinnattin ndna
amirtalitta alivanta punkunci incorcirukkantan draruW’;^^ ''Kunci
kutdp paruvaitu , . ,mankai tan arul perravan^^ ‘‘"Valarniatu . . .

punkidal mdtitu ponakam untc’';^^ ''Amutun cevvdy'’;^^ ''Amponcey
vattilil kdtil amirtam nukar kuiicaram'' ''Malaiyaraiyan matap-
pdvai narkanni alaviranta ndnattai nmirtdkkip porkinnattarul
purinta ponakam mun nukarntanaiye^^ ^^Pariamutu ceytatumai

80. Cenpai. Vir., 1.

81. Al Pil Mum., 4.

82. Tiruvuh Mdlai, Kanni, 63.

83. Tiruk., 1.

84. Al. Pil Tiruvantdtl 15; Tiru Uldmdlai, Kanni 62; Tiriitlokai line 42.
85. Al. Pil Tiriivaiiidti, 13.

86. Ibid., 16, '

87. Ibid., 43.

88. Tiruk., 1:3.

89. Tiruttokai, line 10.

90. Al. Pil. Tiruvantdti, 40.

91. Ibid., 73.

92. Cen. Vir., 2.

93. Mum. Kdvai., 4.

94. Ibid., 19.

95. Uldmdlai, Kanni, 67.

96. Tirukkalampakam, 1.

T. 124
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nankaiyarul mevu ^^Jndnam tiralaiyile uyytanai**\^

'‘Mutirdta ceppotta konkait tirunutali appan aruldle uttutalum ap^

polute ndruit tiraldki munninra cemmaV\^

He seems to be very much taken up by the story of Cam-
pantar impaling the heretics and reveals in the description of the

death of these people, of their blood flowing like water and the

kites flying to feed on their corpses— ^'Mayilukutta kantinam

cvlnta valai pirampdr kaluvd utalam vintinam culak kdluvina

dkkiya vittakane” ‘^Vali kelu kuntarkku vaikaikkaraiyanru van
kotutta kalikelu tintdl kavuniyar tipan^*;^^^ ‘‘Tolunlra vaikaik

kuluvdy etirnta urikkaip paritalaik kuyytar tankal kaluvd utalam

kaluvina dkkiya karpakam^^ ''Aman kanam kalu

‘‘Utalam porutak kaluniraiydkk\ivan^^ “Pukaliyar konanna ndU
kdtiyitterrum kaluttiram^’ “Nitikettdr kulaiyak kaVuvin kuluk^

ka}7vtavan'^ '‘Vdtinil vallamanaip pannaik kaluvin nutivaittem

panta vinai arukkum^^ “Arumantap pantu cencol natdtti aman
mulutum pdrumantak kanta caiva cikdmani^' “Kantatu uriyotu

pin orukaiyil koUum pari talaic camanaip pal kalumicaiye’V^®

‘'Vaikaiyil amanarai vatu ceytarutta Caiva Cikdmani Campan-
tan^^;iio “Vallamanar ollaik kaluvil ulakka”;^^^ “Tennanran kutal

kulanakaril vdtil amanar valitolaiyak kdtaldl punkeluvu cempu-
naldru dtap porutavarai vankaluvil taitta inaraiydn” “Anra-
manar kuttattai dcalittup ponra uraikeluvu centamilppd onrindl

venri nirai kalumel uyttdrC*;^^^ “Amonaraik kalu nutikku anai-

vuruttavanum m’^;^^^“Arivdki inpam cey tamU vdtil venranta
amaridna vankuntar kaluvera mun kanta ceri mdta vancaripai

97. Ibid., 9.

98. Mum. Kovai, 12.

99. Tiruttokai, lines 5-8.

100. Al. Pil. Tiruvantati, 6.

101. Ibid., 12.

102 Ibid., 28.

103. Ibid., 39.

104. Ibid., 51.

105. Ibid., 66.

106. Ibid., 81.

107. Ibid., 98.

108. Can. Viruttam, 9.

109. Mum. Kovai, 4.

110. Ibid., 13.

111. Uldmdlai, Kanni, 59.

112. Jbid., 73-74.

113. Ibid., 134-35.

114. Kalampakam, 1

,
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nakardlV^ ^^Kaarytatu arukantar kulamonri mulutum kaluvil

era^^;^^^^^Arukarai murukkiya tamil payirriya ^'Vanpa-

kaiydm akkuntarai venvoy'' ''Pali amanaik kaluverrindn"
He has got a special fascination of the names "Arukdcani";^^
"Kuntdcani" "Amararkkuk kdlan";'^^ 'Arukdcani' means the
thunder to the Arhas. He also refers to the Buddhist monk whose
head rolled on the ground— "Nervanta puttan ialaiyaip puvvmel
puralvitta vittakap pdtal vilampirmn"

He gives more details about the debate with the Jains
''Arukar kuldm venra koccaiyarkdn" "Arukar tankal tenrmttu
ara/n atta cinkam";^^ "Vaikai mdntanar enpar . . .paracamaya koU
arikkun nikardt tamil ndttuUa kuntarkale" "Corceri nilkavi
ceytanru vaikaiyil tollamanar parceriyd vannam kdtta Campan-
tan"i^^^ "Arukantar munkalanka natta mutai kelumu mdl innam
pun kalankal vaikaippurial" "Amanmalaintdn"J29 in the Tirut-
tokai he refers to Pdntimdtexn and Kulnccirai praising Campantar
whilst the heretics set fire probably to Campantar'

s

own mutt, when
he ordered the fire to catch hold of the Pdndya— "Pattic civamenru
pdntima teviyotum korrak katirvel Kulacciraiyum kontdtum arraip
polutattu aman<iritu ventiyaip parric cutuka pdyp pdntiyanai enna
valldn";^^^ "Kdntum kanalil kulir patuttuk katal kutalinvdy ventin
tuyar tavirttdn" The Pdndya was cured of his misery^^2 probably
with the sacred ash. Nampiydntdr refers to the verses of Campan-
tar Undergoing the ordeal of water and fire. He specifically men-
tions that the hymn beginning with 'Pdkamdr' went through the
ordeal of fire. The cadjan leaf containing Campantar's hymn went

115. Ihid., 8.

116. Ibid., 9.

117. Ibid., 18.

118. Ibid., 20.

119. Tiruitokai, Kanni, 5.

120. Al Pil. Antdti, 9
, 10, 19

,
65

,
76

, 88
; Tirukkalampakam, 7

, 21.

121. Can. Vir., 7.

122. Mum., 6.

123. Tiruitokai, ll. 38-40.

124. Al. Pil. Antdti., 36.

125. Ibid., 43.

126. Ibid., 54.

127. Mum., 21.

128. Ibid., 26.

129. Ibid., 29.

130. r. tokai, ll. 48-52.

131. Al. Pil. Tiruvantdti, 71.

132. Ibid., 71.
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against the current of the stream of Vaikai— ^^Nilaviya Vaikai-

ydrru etittu vdnlr etirottum ceykaiydl mikka ceyalutaiydn'’

‘^Mankaiyitaitaranaik kavi rdr eiir ota matittarul cey tanku pukdc

catur mdmarai Tvdvalar caiva cikdmani'\^^^

Nampiydntdr mentions Campaniar receiving gold coin as prize

along with Tirunavukkaracar at TiruvlUmilalai, an important meet-

ing according to him of the two saints which saved the world

—

''Pdtiya centamildl palankdcu paricil perra nltiya cirt tiru ndnacam-

pantan nirai pukaldn netiya puntiru ndvuk karacotu elil milalaik

kutiya kuttattindl ulatdyttik kuvalayame";^^^“Tecavi mulutum malai

marantu un ketac centalarkai lean tiruvaruldl elil vilimilalaiymvdyk

kdcin inalaipoUntdn'' ^‘Tunkap puricai toku milalai ankatanil

nittan celunkdcu kontu nikal nelvdyil muttin civikai mutalkontu^’

^‘Vayal ani ten vllimilalaiyinilavu kdcin mali malai poliyum mdna

kuna maturan^^ ^'Vllimilalaip patikkdcu konta pirdn^\^''^^

He also refers to Campantar as the friend of Nllanakkar^

Muruka Ndyandr and Ciruttontar— ^^EUl Ntlanakkarkum inpap

puntan pukalur Murukarkum tdZan”;^^® ^^Nilavu Murukarkum
Nilanakkarkum tolaivil pukalc ciruttonicixkum kulaviya tdla-

maiydyt tollaip piropparutta cuntaran^\^^'^ In one place Nampi-

ydntdr states that if we praise Ciruttontar we can easily attain an

intimate relationship with Campantar— “Virumpum putalvanai

meyyarintu dkkiya innamirtam arumpum punal cataiydy untarul

enrati paninta irumpin cutark kaUrrdn Ciruttontanai ettutirel

curumpin malart tamildkaran pdtat totarvu elite'\^^^ He also refers

to Campantar making mention of Murukanmyandr^

s

worship in the

hymn of Varttamdniccuram— ^'Varttamdnicar kalal vananki vdl

Muruka pattiyai lean patikatte kdttindn” Along with this fact

he mentions that Campantar was very friendly with Nllanakkan
— ^‘Attan Tirunllanakkarkum anputaiydn'\^^^

133. Tiruttokai, ll. 33-35.

134. Tirukkalampakam, 15.

135. Al. Pit Tiruvcntdti, 80.

136. Ibid., 41.

137. Uldmalai, Karmi, 78-79.

138. Tirukkalampakam, 24.

139. Tiruttokai, 1., 11.

140. At Pit Tiruvantdti, 71.

141. Tiru Uldmalai, Karmi, 71-72.

142. At pit Tiruvantdti, 72.

143. Tiruttokai, It, 52-53.

144. Ibid., t, 54.
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NampiydrUdr sings of Campantar's greatness and love which

were so endearing to the Lord that he blessed him with the cymbal

(talam) at Kdlakkd;^^ with a palanquin of pearls at Nelvdyil Arat-

turai;'^^ with a purse of a thousand gold coins at Avatuturai to

enable his father to perform sacrifice.

He refers to the discomfiture of the proud Pd)na probably

Nilakantaydlppdnar and the smashing of the ydl by him because

of his impossibility to play the hymn called ‘'ydlmurV in his 'ydVM^

At Tirumarukal, he states that when the husband fell down
dead, bitten by a poisonous serpent, Campantar took pity on his

wife and saved him.^'^^ In Tiruttokai, Nampiydntdr Nampi refers

to another incident where Campantar saved this time a woman
who died of snake poison. Probably this refers to what the later

day generation referred to as the “An/cam pumpdvai^^ incident of

Mylapore though Nampiydntdr nowhere mentions that the bones

alone were transformed into a maiden— ‘‘Veyya vitam mevi iranta

ayilverkan matamakalai vdvenralaippittim mannulakiL vdlvitta

clrninra cemmaic ceyalutaiydn^\^^^

Another miracle of Campantar is curing the daughter of a

Malava chief who was suffering from Muyalakan or epileptic fits.

Tradition has it that this miracle was performed by the hymn
sung at Tiruppdccildccirdmam, This is one of the Akapporul
hymns, a complaint by the mother of the love-sick maiden who
had fallen in love with the Lord.^^i

The miracle of changing a desert into a fertile sea-base at

Nanipalli is also referred to by Nampiydntdr Nampi}^^ There is

a line in Tiruttokai, 1. 17 — which is often taken to refer to this

miracle but that line simply states that Nfdnacampantar was
capable of singing Pdlai and Neytal—'^Pdlaiyum neytalum pdta-

145. Al. Pil Tiruvantdti, 40, 82; Mummanikkovai, 4; Uldmdlai, 82; Tirut-^

tokai, 1., 22.

146. Al Pil. Antdti, 40, 83; Mum., 4, 28; Ulchndlai, 70; Tiruttokai, I, 24.

147. Al. Pil. Antdti, 40, 84; Mum., 4. Uld., 80; Tiruttokai, ll., 18-19.

148. Al. Pil, Tir., 39, 91; Mum., 1; Uld., 77; Tiruk., 26; Tiru., 1. 13.

149. Al. Pil. Antdti, 28, 49; Carypai Virut., 3; Mum., 4; Ul&mdlai Kanni, 137-

138; Tiruk., 41; Tiruttokai, 1. 21.

150. Tiruttokai, ll., 35-38.

151. Camp., 1:44.

152. Al. Pit. Antdti, 17; Con. Vir., 4; Tiruvulamdlai, Karnii, 75.
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vaMn”, Le. capable of singing the 'Pdlai' and ‘NeytaV tracts eveil

whilst he was young.

The other miracle of metamorphosing a male palmyra into a

female palmyra at Tiruvottur is mentioned in several places.^53

At Tirukkollamputur, Campantar crossed the Kdviri river

against the current with the help of a boat. This is looked upon

as a great miracle of Campantar and this is referred to in various

places.^^

The story of Campantar^s closing the doors of Tirumaraikkdtu

is another miracle mentioned in various places.^^s

The marriage of Campantar performed at Nallurp perumanam

when everyone attained Salvation is another miraculous act.^^e

Uldmdlai^^’^ mentions that Campantar cured his relatives and

atiydrs from the shivering fever with which they suffered at

Konku.

In some temples like Uttarakdcamankai, we find the image

of Campantar with one leg held up in a dancing posture and play-

ing upon the cymbal (tdlam) whilst singing. Nampiydntdr almost

describes this form

—

^^Ciruparar karanta viUkurar kinkini cevipuU

lie cilkural iyarxi amutun cevvdy aruvi tunkat tdlam piriydt tatah

kai acaittuc ciru kuttiyarric civan arulperra narramil virakan^\^^^

The story of 6iva offering the milk of Pdrvati and the enraged

father demanding the child to point out the person who had
given the milk has taken the present form even during the time

of PaUinattdr:

^'Tdtaiyofu vanta vetiyac cixuvan

Talarnataip paruvattu valarpaci varutta

Aurmyo enpcalaippa munninru
ftdna pdTiakattu arulattik kulaitta

Axidt tiralai avanvayin arula

153. Al, Pil. Antdti, 39; Mum., 4; Uldmdlai, 81; Tirut., 1., 28.

154. Al. Pil. Antdti, 39; Mum., 4; Tiruvuldmdlai, Kanni, 77; Tiruk., 41;

Tirut, ll. 30-31.

155. Al. Pil. Antdti., 39, 91; Canpaiviruttam, 7; Mum., 4; Uld. Kanni, 77
Tirut, ll, 26-27.

156. Al. Pil Antdti, 60; Carypai Virut, 10; Tirut, ll, 61-65.

157. Kawni, 78.

158. Mum., 19.
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Antanan munintu tantdr ydrena

Avanaik kdttuvan appd vdrjAr

Totutaiya ceviyan enrum

Pitutaiya pemmdn enrum
Kaiyir cuttik kdtta

Aiyani velippaf tarulinai dnke*\^^

‘‘The Brahmin hoy went with his father whilst he was not

capable of walking aright. The growing hunger began to inflict

him and he cried, ‘O, Mother! You stood before him. The food

of wisdom mixed with your Grace, you offered as the infinite

morsel. The Brahmin (father) was angry and asked of the child

to show who gave the food. The child said, ‘Father, I shall show

Him. He is ^‘Totutaiya ceviyan; pitutaiya pemmdn'— thus singing

he pointed You out, with his finger and lo. You became manifest

then and there”.

jSri jSankardchdrya, in his Soundaryalahari, describes the heav-

ing bosom of the Mother and refers to its milk making the Tamil
child sing the glorious and mellifluous verses. Commentators like

Laksmidhara fail to understand the reference; but anyone who
knows the story of Campantar will readily identify the Tamil
child as Tirujndnasamhandar. The Tamil translation of this work
by X^rai Kavirdja Pantitar and its commentary by Saiva Ellappa

Ndvalar makes this point quite clear. Therefore, this story must
have become popular by the time of £!rl Sankardchdrya.

Cekkildr describes the story of f^dnacampantar almost as a

great epic in 1257 verses. The name of the father of

Ndnacampantar is Civapdta Irutayar (15), a fact not known to

us from Campantar's hymns- The father was feeling miserable (18)

at the spread of heresy and was anxious to bring forth a child (19)

who would restore the past glory. Like Nampiydntdr Nampi, Cekki-

ldr speaks of Campantar'

s

birth as an avatdr (26) . The child grew
up and attained three years of age (54). The 'father took the

child with him to the temple tank to bathe, because the child

persisted in coming with him (56). When he was inside the

water uttering aghamarsana mantra (60), the child not seeing the

father began to cry ^Amme, Appd—Mamma, Pappa!', Siva came
with the Mother Goddess and requested the Mother to feed the

159. Tirukkalu. Mum, Koval, ZI., 23-33.

160. Ibid.
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child with her milk

—

'pal aticiV (69) in a gold bowl, a description

clearly following Campantar^s verse, ''Pdtaiydr porkirmat

and when she did so the child became full with divine knowledge

and jSivajfidnasambandha (69), i.e., one who is linked to divine

experience— realizing that the Lord is the creator of everything

and the Lord of his servants (71).

The father coming out of the tank found the child with marks

of milk and was afraid that it had taken the food given by someone

other than a Brahmin. He was, therefore, angry for the breach

of the caste rules and demanded the child to show the person who
had given the food (72). All this is clearly brought out by the

poem of Campantar.^^^

Probably, it is this breach of the caste rules Arurar refers

to, when he speaks of Campantar having committed a fault, which

fault God accepted as his greatness : ^^Narramil valla Nana-

campantar .... kurranceyyinum kunamenak karutun kolkai kantu

nin kurai kahl atainten*\^^ That divine wisdom dawned upon
Campantar, thanks to the blessing of the Lord of Ctkdli, is also

referred to by Arurar. From these references, the story of the

drinking of Pdrvatl’s milk had grown and the hymn 'Tdtutaiya

ceviyan' is said to have been sung in reply to the father and point-

ing to jSiva as the person who had given him milk. That hymn is

an 'akapporuV song being the speech of a love-sick maiden con-

fessing that ^iva as Bhiksdtana is the person who had robbed her

heart making her emaciated as to lose her bangles: *'Erparanta

inavel valai cdra en ullam kavar kalvan^’;^^^ ^'Iraikalanta ina

vel valai cdra en ullam kavar kalvan/’.^^

The father of Campantar, Cekkildr continues, took the child

on his shoulders (94) and when Campantar sang the hymn begin-

ning with ''Mataiyil vdlai'^^^'^ at Tirukkolakkd, two cymbals of

gold, on each of which was inscribed the pancdksara, came into the

hands of the child (103). When people learnt of this, invitations

161 . 3 : 24 : 2 .

162 . 3 : 24 : 2 .'

163 . 7 : 55 : 4 .

164 . 7 : 97 : 9 .

165 . 1 : 1 : 3 .

166 . 1 : 1 : 6 .

167

.

1 : 23 .
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from various places poured in. Campantar started on a pilgri-

mage to temples and visited Tirunanipalli (116) where his mother

was born. Tirunilakanta Yalppdnar came to CtkdU along with

his wife and undertook, of his own accord, to follow Campantar

wherever he went so as to play the hymns on his ydl (131).

After worshipping at various places around ClkdU and Citam-

param, Campantar reached Nelvdyil Aratturai and rested that

night at Mdranpdti. ^iva appeared in the dream of the people

of Nelvdyil Aratturai and directed them to present Campantar

with an umbrella, a pearl palanquin and 'cinnam’ or horns, kept

within the temple (197) . ^iva appeared also in the dream of

Campantar to request him to accept His gift (206) . Hymn 90 of

the second Tirumurai was then sung when he accepted the gift

according to Periyapurdnam.

The ^upanayanam* ceremony of Campantar was duly per-

formed according to the Vedic rites, but he emphasized on that

occasion about the greatness of Pancdksara (266) ,
the mantra

of the J§aivites, by singing hymn 22 of the third Tirumurai, begin-

ning ^^Tuncalum tuncalildta p6ltum^\ Hearing of the fame of

Campantar, Tiru7idvukkaracar came down to Cikdli and lived with

him for some days (273) before he left on his pilgrimage to the

temples (274). Campantar, when he went round the temples,

once came to Tiruppdccildccirdmam where the chief Kollimalavan

brought his daughter suffering from epileptic fits or Muyalakan

to the presence of Campantar (217) who sang the hymn begin-

ning with ^'Tunivalar tinkal”'^^^ and cured her of the disease. He
reached Cenkunrur (324) where probably people were accustomed

to suffer from a kind of hill malaria. His followers had an attack

of his fever. He sang the hymn beginning with ^‘Avvirmikkiv-

vinai'\^^^ when all his followers as well as others became

whole (336). Whilst he was nearing Tiruppatficcuram (391), it

was so hot that a Sivagana held up a canopy of pearls over his

head (392) ,
a canopy which came down to be caught by the follow-

ers of Campantar (394). Hymn 73 of the third Tirumurai was then

sung. In the last verse, the words, “Pantamuyar mtum nala

Patticcuram” occur; perhaps there was another reading Pantar

uyar’^ from which this story of the pearl canopy might have

arisen.

168. 1:44:1.

169. 1:116.
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Whilst Campantar was at Tiruvuvatuturai, his father was desir-

ous of performing a sacrifice for which he wanted money (422)

.

Hymn 4 of the 3rd Tirumurai where he rhetorically asks of the

Lord, ‘‘Is there nothing to be given?” is said to have been sung

on this occasion, when it is said a Sivahhuta placed a purse of

1000 coins on the pedestal (426). Campantar went to the place

of Tirunilakanta Ydlppdnar’s mother, Viz., Tarumapuram (444)

and PdTiar’s relatives were so proud as to claim all the popularity

of Campantar^s hymns for the musical talents of Pdnar (445).

Pdnar felt so miserable that he begged of Campantar to sing a

hymn which cannot be played on the yah Pdnar was about to

break his musical instrument when he could not play the

^Ydlmuri^ hymn on his ydU’^^ but Campantar begged of him to resist

that attempt (450-52). On his pilgrimage to various temples,

Campantar came to Marukal where he heard the lament of a

maiden who had eloped with her beloved who was unfortunately

bitten by a snake. Moved by this tragic situation, Campantar

sang the hymn, '^Cataiydy enumdV^^'^^ to bring back the dead man
to life (482-83). At the instance of Ciruttontar, he worshipped

at Cenkdttarikuti. He met Tirundvukkaracar at Tiruppukaldr

(492-93) and went to Tiruvdrur to worship on the Tiruvdtirai

day (496). At TiruvUimilalai he had a vision of the Lord of

ClkdU (555). Whilst these two saints were staying at TiruvUi-

milalai a severe famine raged in the country. The saints got a

coin each from the Lord of the temple to feed their followers.

At first a coin on which a commission had to be paid, was given

to Campantar and therefore Campantar sang^’^2 begging the Lord

to give coins on which no commission need be paid (570). Both

the saints then reached Tirumaraikkdtu (575) where Appar sang

a hymn for opening the gates of the temple (582) whilst Campantar

sang one to close them (587).

Whilst staying there, people from Maturai came to inform

them of the persecution of the jSaivites by heretics. Appar offered

to go, lest the heretics should do any harm to Campantar. He
also pointed out that it was not an auspicious occasion where-

upon, Campantar sang the *Kdlaru Patikam'^'^^ (616). Therein,

he stated that everything was auspicious to the followers of God.

170. 1:136.

171. 2:18.

172. 1:92.

t73. 2:85.
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Kulacciraiydr, the minister and Mankaiyarkkaraci, the queen

welcomed him to Maturai (660) when he sang a hymn^'^^ On
the night of his arrival, the heretics by their black magic, set fire

to the mutt (700) ,
where Campantar and his followers were stay-

ing. Knowing this, Campantar sang the hymn 3: 51, ordering the

fire to catch hold of the Pdridya in the form of fever (705). The
pain was so unbearable that the Pandya consulted his minister

and the queen who explained to him that all this was due to his

friends trying to set fire to the mutt (719) . The king sent for

Campantar (723) who, however, went to the temple for knowing
the will of the Lord as to his entering on a debate with the here-

tics by singing the hymns 3:47 and 3:108. After knowing the

will of the Lord, he went to the palace and when the Pdr^ya
asked of him his birth place (753), he replied by singing the

hymn 2:70. The heretics, were all in anger and even the queen
became nervous when Campantar re-assured her by singing the

hymn 3:39. The heretics undertook to cure the left side of the

king and Campantar, the right side of the king. Campantar sang

the hymn on the sacred ash^*^^ and cured the fever on both the

sides, when the heretics felt helpless (766) . The heretics pre-

ferred the magical contest of fire and water from which the cadjan

leaves containing the truths of their respective religions should

escape. Campantar took out the hymn of Tirunalldru^'^^ from
his collected works and threw it into the fire (783) and sang the

hymn, ^^Talarda vanamulai'\^^'^ Whilst the cadjan leaf of the

heretics was burnt to ashes, the leaf of Campantar remained
fresh (789). Then followed the ordeal by water. The hymn
'^Vdlka antanar’"'^’^^ was written on a cadjan leaf and thrown into

the waters of Vaikai. Whilst the cadjan leaf of the Jains rushed
away with the current, Campantar's leaf travelled against the cur-

rent and reached ^Tiruvetakam^ (850) where Campantar sang.^"^®

Campantar refers to the cadjan leaf reaching Etakam, ^^Etu cenra-

njuitarum Etakam^* in the last verse of his hymn. How a temple

was built there and how the place itself came to be ^called Etakam
even whilst Campantar was singing the hymn when the cadjan leaf

travelling against the current are not made clear.

174 . 3 : 120 .

175 . 2 : 66 .

176 . 1 : 49 .

177 . 3 : 87 .

178 . 3 : 54 .

179. 3 : 32 .
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The heretics— the 'dtatdyins— were impaled as a punishment

for their crime of setting fire to the living quarters of Campantar

and his followers (855). It is not clear how this tradition grew,

for prior to the song of Nampiydntdr Nampi, we do not hear any-

thing about this story. One modern writer has printed a verse

of Campantar with the reading, “Cirankalaic cinta vatu ceyyat

tiruvullame^'—‘Is it your wish that the heads of the heretics should

roll down?’ instead of the old reading, ‘'Tirankalaic cinta vatu

ceyyattiru vullame^^— ‘Is it your wish that I should debate with

the heretics bringing their capacities to nothing?’ Perhaps some

such reading or misunderstading was responsible for the growth of

this tradition.

After this, Campantar went to the temples in the Cola coun-

try and once when he had to cross the river Kdviri in a boat with-

out a boatman, he sang the hymn '^Kottame (898)

.

The word ^^Cella untuka*^ occurs in every one of the verses and

the sixth verse speaks of ^'Otamvantanaiyum Kollamputiir^\

'Gtamvantanaiyum^ is the description of that place as much as

^Aruvantanaiyum^ and other phrases which occur in other verses.

It is, however, on this description that the tradition had grown.

When he reached Potimahkni (904) ,
the seat of the Buddhists,

one Buddhanandi (906) opposed him and one of his followers went

to write his verses on the cadjan leaf sang the verse '^Puttar Camwn
kalukkaiyar”"^^^ where it is stated that the Pahcdksara was the

weapon against the enemies of J§aivites. We are told that the

Buddhist died of a lightning shock (909)

.

Campantar came to meet Appar at Tiruvpiiri tnrntti (929)

where unknown to others, Appar carried the palanquin of Cam-
pantar along with others (934). Campantar was shocked to learn

this and got down from the palanquin to embrace the elder saint

(936). After taking leave of Appar, Campantar went to the tem-

ples of Tontaindtu (945). At Tiruvottur, he found all the palmyras

planted becoming male ones (978). He sang the hymn 'Puttern-

tdyana\^^ In the last verse he speaks of ^^Kurumpai an panai in

kulai Ottur\ Probably it is a beautiful description of the freak

of nature around which a tradition had grown. At Tirumayildp^

180 . 3 : 6 : 1 .

181 . 3 : 22 : 10 ..

182 . 1 : 54 .
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pur, one Civanecaccettiydr had a daughter by name Pumpavai
(1044) whom he wanted to give away to ftariacampantar. But she

unfortunately died of snake bite. Her poor father preserved her
bones in a pot which he placed before Campantar on his visit to

Mylapore. Campantav sang the ‘Pumpdvaippatikam’^^ and out
of the bones rose a beautiful damsel back to life (1090). Having
brought her to life he explained that he was in a sense her father

and therefore he could not marry her (1114) . Campantar returned
home and his parents in spite of his refusal, insisted on his marry-
ing the daughter of Nampdntdr Nampi (1161) at Tirunallurp-

perumanam. Tirunila nakka Ndyandr acted as the priest (1239).

Whilst coming round the fire along with his wife, he sang the

hymn^^^ beginning with ^Nallurpperumanam' and all the assembly
disappeared as it were into the light. He sang the Pancdksara hymn
beginning with ^Kdtaldldki^^ ordering all to enter into the light

to attain salvation including Tiruntlanakkar, Tirunilakanta ydlp-

panar, Murukan, Nampantdr and Civapdta Irutayar, on that Vaikdci

mulam day.

The Kannada and Sanskrit traditions are summarized as fol-

lows: ‘^Tirujndna Samhandhi-pille ndyandr was a Brahman Sai~

vite famous for his Tamil songs in praise of Siva. He is considered
an Avatar of Siva. He cured Knhjapdndya, King of Madura, of

his fever which Jinasena and other Jaina devotees of his time
could not cure with all their Jaina spells and charms, and thus
persuaded him to embrace Saivism again. He paid a visit to Gajd-
ranya and worshipped the Linga which was set up there by Kak-
tdkshachdla, son of Suhhadeva, King of Cholas. V^dgisa, Nila

nagna, Skandandthd, Kulapaksha, Haradatta and others were his

contemporaries. At his request, Tirumanghaydlvdr, one of the
celebrated Vaisknava saints, anterior to Rdmdnujachdrya, paid a
visit to a Vaishnava temple in Madura. Vddihhasiihha, a cele-

brated Jaina scholar, is said to have disputed with Samhandhar on
the merits of Saivism^\^^^ We have already pointed out that in

this tradition various great men who had lived in different periods
are brought together as is often done in the stories of other great
men like Sankara. Vddibhasimha, who is the author of Gadya

183. 2:47.

184. 3:125.

185. 3:49.

186. Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925, p. 8#
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Cintdmani, is considered to have lived during the reign of Rdja-

rdja II of the 12th century.

One of the Ddrdsuram sculptures gives a representation of the

story of Alutaiyapillaiydr (Campantar ) . We have on the right,

an elderly person with a beard and a sacred thread and with a tuft

of hair knotted to the left. He is placing his left hand on the hip

and holding a stick in the right hand as it were in the act of beat-

ing. A child stands in front with a vessel in its left hand. On the

left appear jSiva and Pdrvatl on the sacred bull. This depicts the

story of Campantar pointing to the Lord after having drunk the

milk. 18^

We have thus seen the story of Ndnacampantar developing

from time to time; but the references in Arurar^s hymns are crystal

clear about the life of Campantar as Arurar had known it. We
had given references to Campantar s verses where the great saint

describes his own experience and his own message which must

have moved Arurar to such a great extent as to speak of himself

as simply following in the footsteps of Campantar, The references

in Arurar's hymns seem to suggest that Campantar was the leader

of an important school of thought and worship which Arurar fol-

lowed.

The 83rd sutra of Narada Bhakti Sutra is important from this

point of view : “Thus the teachers of Bhakti unanimously declare

without being in the least afraid of public criticism — the great

teachers Kumdra, Vydsa^ Sukha, Sdndilya, Gdrga, Visnu, Kaun~
dinya, Sesha, Uddhava, Arini, Bali, Hanurndn, Vishisana and

others”. The work, ‘Ndrada Bhakti Sutra^ is assigned to the 12th

century and the teacher Sesha mentioned therein is sometimes

interpreted as referring to Rdmdnujdcharya. In that case, it is

for consideration whether Kaundinya may not refer to Jndnasam-

handha who calls himself 'Kavuniyan’ (Kaundinya) in many of

his verses. If this interpretation is correct, Campantar must be

the head of a school of Saivite Bhaktas believing in singing hymns
in praise of God.

II

The 29th saint is Eyarkon Kalikkdma Ndyandr. The words of

Arurar are ^'Eyarkon Kalikkdman atiydrkkum atiyen'^— ‘I am the

187. Annual Report of Epigraphy 1919-20, PI 6, fig. 45.
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servant of the servants of Eyarkdn Kalikkdma Ndyarmr', ‘Eyar^

is the Tamil form of the word 'Haihaya'. Therefore, Eyarkdn will

mean the Haihaya chief. The Haihaya chiefs are mentioned in

inscriptions as Haihaya konas}^ The Haihayas are mentioned in

inscriptions as having been defeated by the Chdlukyas}^^ The

rulers of Tirukkdvalur were Malayaynans from where the great

patron Malayamdn of the Cahkam age ruled and they called them-

selves Malayamdns after that great patron of Tamil

In the age of the later Cdlas, we find them calling themselves

Cetirdyas and Kdvalardyas, Of the former title, Prof. K. A. Nila-

kanta Sastry writes, “It is evident of the new tradition that was
growing by which these chieftains sought to establish a connec-

tion with the Haihayas of Cedi at a time when all ruling chieftains

were busy finding a purdnic pedigree for themselves”. But the

tradition is at least as old as the age of Arilrar, where we find this

name Eyarkdn. Meypporul Ndyandr is called Maldtarkdmdn and

Cetiventar (Periyapurdriam) but unfortunately, the native place

of Eyarkdn is not given by Arilrar or Nampiydntdr. Are we to

assume that from the term Eyarkdn, his native place can be nothii^g

else than Tirukkdvalur. Arurar mentions Eyarkdn in the hymn
he sang on Tiruppunkur^^^ and Cekkilar makes Tirupperuman-

kalam near Tiruppunkur on the north bank of the Kdviri, the native

place of this saint. Naracihkamunaiyaraiyar will appear to be

another chief of this family. The other part of the name Kalik-

kdmar is also a problem for historians. We had suggested that the

term Kali might refer to the Kaliyaracar or Kalahhras. Kalik-

kdman may either mean a member of this royal family who had
the proper name Kdman. As this saint is called Eyarkdn, he can-

not be said to belong to the Kali family as well. Kalikkdman,
therefore, had to be taken to mean a partisan of the Kali family

as opposed to the name Kalippakai, the enemy of the Kalis, a name
borne by that chieftain who was betrothed to the sister of Tiru-

ndvukkaracar

,

who as a chieftain probably of Simhavimu, con-

quered the Kalahhras. As Prof. Nilakanta Sastry points out, some
of the names and titles imply close dynastic connection among
these different families of feudatory rulers, so that a member of

188. 513/1892; 520/1893.

189. 248/1896, 491/1893, 186/1893, 234/1893, etc.

190. Colas by K. A. N. Sastry.

191. 7:55:3.
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a particular family is found to assume the title of another family

or families. One Malayamdn as the Professor ix)ints out calls him-

self a Vdnakulardyan and another Malayamdn calls himself a Pal-

lavardyan. In this light, a member of the Kali family may assume

the title of Haihaya, It is interesting to note that there is a city

named after Kalikkdma, the famous Kalikkdmur sung by Cam-

pantarP^ In the 8th verse of this hymn, Campantar refers to a

king with the serpent crown ruling the world from Kalikkdmur :

aravam talai nU mutiydn oli ntr ulakdntu kdr aravak katal cula

vdlum patiydm Kalikkdmur'\^^^ This Kalikkamur is a city on the

sea coast founded by a Kalikkdman, anterior to this Eyarkon, as it

is sung by Campantar who must have lived at least a generation

before Arurar.

Arurar refers to this Eyarkon in another place, the Tiruppun-

kur hymn, already referred to: ‘^Eta nannilam (Etamil nilam?)

iraru veli Eyarkon urra irumpini tavirttu''^^^— ‘You have removed

the great ailment from which suffered that Eyarkon of 12 velis of

land of no fault’. The reference to the 12 velis has been referred

to in the previous verse of this hymn}^^ ‘The whole world forgot

the rains. There is no water in the fields. We will give you a

big plot of land. Save us’. This was said. ‘The white clouds of

lustre spread all round. There was a great flood. This danger

was also averted. God received again 12 velis of land. Seeing this

act of Grace, I have taken refuge in your feet, O, Lord of Tirup-

punkur\ This is the idea conveyed in this verse. Nampiydntdr

Nampi explains this story as an incident in the life of Eyarkon}^

He speaks of the Lord getting one set of 12 velis perhaps for saving

the lands from the floods. The ^pilaV or fault, mentioned in this

verse by Nampiydntdr Nampi and ^pini^ or ailment mentioned by

Nampi Arurar probably refer only to the floods.

The word ‘pini^ is given its full force in this story of Eyarkon

as narrated by Nampiydntdr and Cekkildr. It is the chronic colic

pain from which Eyarkon is said to have suffered. Eyarkon was

opposed to Arurar, because the latter made the Lord his errand-

boy, carrying messages to Paravai. In order God to bring about a

192 . 3 : 105 .

193 . Ibid., 8 .

194 . 7 : 55 : 3 .

195 . 7 : 55 : 2 .

196 . Koyil Tiruppanniydr viruttam, 54 ,
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reconciliation between these saints, God informed f<.aUkkdmar

that Arurar would cure him of his colic pain. The heroic Kalik-

kdmar preferred to die rather than meet his enemy, and ran a

scimitar into his stomach— This is all the story that is found in

Nampiydntdr But Cekkildr continues : Arurar as

directed by God came to Kalikkdmars place only to learn of his

death and he was so much overcome with grief that he attempted

to cut away his own head. God brought Eyarkdn to life and this

saint went to prevent Arurar committing suicide. Thus these two
great saints became very good friends.

The Ddrdsuram sculpture represents this version of the story,

Plate 6, figure 44 gives a copy of the sculpture with the name
inscribed as Eyarkdn Kalikkdmdntdr. On the right half we find

Eyarkdn lying down on a cot with the death inflicting scimitar.

On the left half are found two persons, one, Arurar trying to run
his sword into his body and the other, Eyarkdn, catching hold of

Arurar’s hands and preventing him from committing suicide. The
Sanskrit and Kanr^da traditions refer to this saint as Kalikkdma
Ndyandr, the commander of the army of the Cola king and the

son-in-law of Mdnakanjanadtsa— two facts mentioned by Cekkildr

also. This saint is said to have taken a vow not to see the face of

Sundara (Arurar) at all costs for the reason that the latter was
in the company of prostitutes.

Ill

The 30th saint is Tirumula Ndyandr. The words of Arurar are,

‘^Nampirdn Tirumulanatiydrkkum atiyen^'—
“I am the servant of the

servants of our patron and Lord Tirumulan” Whilst Arurar
describes Campantar as Empirdn, the patron and Lord of his line

of school, he describes Tirumular as Nampirdn, ‘the Lord of us

air. The great work of this saint, the quintessence of Agamas and
Yoga— Tirumantiram— is available. Nampiydntdr Nampi states

that Tirumular entered the body of a cowherd of Cdttanur and
praised £liva according to the Vedas. Cekkildr gives a more de-

tailed story. One of the Vedic and Ydgic disciples of Nandi of

Kailds after achieving siddhis started on a southern tour to meet
his friend Agastya at Potiyam mountain. Worshipping on the way

197. Tirut. Tiruvantdti, 35.

198. 7:39:5.

199. Tirut. Tiruvantdti, 36.

T. 126
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at Tirukketdram, Nepalam, Avimuktam, Sri Parvatam, Kdlahasti,

Alahkdtu, Ekdmparam (Kdnci), Tiruvatikai and Tillai, he reached

AvatuturaL Suddenly an idea struck him. He met a herd of cows

in a sorry plight almost in tears standing round the dead body

of a cow-herd, Mulan by name, of Cdttanur village. The yogi

taking pity on the cows, left his body in a safe place and entered

the corpse. The cows were happy at what they thought as the

return of their cow-herd. When he returned to the house of

Mulan, he refused to cohabit with the wife and when she com-

plained to the people of the village, they advised her not to think

of her husband any more as he had become a yogi. When he

searched for his old body it had disappeared. He realized that

this was God’s will and that God had meant that he should sing

Tamil. He went to Tiruvdvatuturai to remain in a yogic con-

tfemplation under a Bodhi tree giving expression to his spiritual

experiences at the rate of one verse a year for 3,000 years where-

after he returned to Kailas. His work is called Tirumantiramdlai

or the Tamil Muvdyiram. This Tirumantiram was added on as

the 10th TirumuraL

This Tirumantiram, divided into nine ianiras, is said to sum-
marize Agamas, Tantra being another name for the Agama. The
first Tantra brings out the fact that Saivism is an ethical religion.

The second Tantra explains certain purdnic stories bringing out

their mystic significance and describes the five-fold function of

Siva and the three classes of jivas. The third Tantra gives us the

yogasdstra based on the author’s own experience. The fourth is

the Mantra sdstra explaining *A]apa' mantra and other cakras.

The fifth describes the different forms of Saivism, Suddha Saivam,
Asuddha Saivam, Mdrga Saivam, and Kadum Suddha Saivam.

Asuddha Saivam consists in following certain practices; Suddha
Saivam consists in the realization of the true knowledge; Mdrga
Saivam is the Saivam of realization; Kadum Suddha Saivam does
not care for external characteristics but goes straight to Siva
perhaps like many of the saints of Periyapurdtiam. It also explains
four sddhanas and the Sat, Sakha, Satputra and Ddsa Mdrgas,
The sixth describes Siva as Guru and the necessity for His Grace.
The seventh describes the esoteric sddhanas through the six

ddhdras (cakras), lingas and yogamudras. The eighth refers to

the avasthas and explains the dawn of divine knowledge and brings
out the glory of Siddhdnta in relation to the other schools of

thought. The ninth Tantra is an exposition of samddhi, or the
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final realization, the attainment of Akdsa and the significance of

divine dance.

Tiruraular mentions his nine Agamas as Kdranam, Kamikarrij

Viram, Cintam, Vdtulam, Vydmalamj Kdldttaram, Supram and
Makutam. Tivdkaram and Pinkalantai, the Tamil Lexicons, give

the names of some more Agamas. It will be seen that

more and more Agamas were becoming popular in the

Tamil country and from the story of Meypporul Ndyaimr,

we learn that ^aivites were anxious to discover more and
more Agamas. Dr. V. V. Ramana Sastri of Veddranyam
sees in the Tirumantiravi, the Pratyahhijnd Darsana of Kashmir,

perhaps because of the story of Tirumular coming from Kailds,

though he admits Tirumular must be anterior to Somandtha and
Ahhinavagupia, the great expounders of Pratyahhijnd in

Kashmir . As Tirumular speaks of the six darsanas (v. 1530

etc.), he must be posterior to the authors (the rsis) of these, and

also to Lingapurdnam (vv. 347-352) and Viravdtula, held in great

reverence by the Viramdhesvaras, whose cardinal tenets of Sad
Sthala Vivecana, are explained in the seventh Tantra. Tirumular

was the first to write these truths in Tamil: ^‘Mulanurai ceyta

muvdyiram TamiV^ (V. 99) ;
^‘Ennai nanrdka iraivan pataittanan

tannai nanrdkat tamil ceyyumdre^^ (V. 81) ;
^^Mdldnkane inku ydn

vanta kdranam Nilanka meniydl nerilaiydlotu mulahkamdka molinta

tirukkuttin cildnka vetattaic ceppa vantene’^ (77) ;
^^Nanti inaiyati

ndntalai merkontu puntiyin uUe pukappeytu porriceytu anti mati-

punai aranati ndtorum ciniai ceytu dkamam ceppalurrene*^ (73)

.

Tirumular refers to the patni cult (532) and, therefore, must have

come after the Kannaki cult had become popular. In describing the

temples, he speaks of brick and not of stone (1719, 1720) and,

therefore, he must have lived before Mahendravarman I. Verse 1721

refers to crystal linga and Bdna lihga but these are natural ones as

distinct from the chiselled ones. Preservation of temples is according

to Tirumular the duty of the king (515-519) . Therefore, he must
have lived in an age when kings like KoccenkaTidn had started

building temples and endowing them. He also refers to the great sin

of speaking ill of Jndnis and atiydrs (537, 538) probably after ^Usdna

Samhita’ and such other books were written to condemn the Pdsu-

patas and heretics, unfit for commensality, perhaps somewhere

200. His introduction to Mr. M. V. Visvanatha Piljai’s edition of Tirw-

mantiram, Ripon Press, Madras, 1912.
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about the 4th century A.D. In another place Tirumular speaks

of five Tamil Maudalas (1646), probably referring to Cola, Pd^i/a,

Cera, Tonda and Konkuma^alas. Dr. V. V. Ramana Sastry men-

tioned above fixes the age of Tirumular as the Sixth century. To

prove that Tirumantiram is very old, Mr. V. S. Chengalvaraya

Pillai has pointed out that Tirukkural, Ndlati and Tevdram of

Appar, Campantar, and Cuntarar, and Tiruvdcakam contain echoes

from Tirumantiram,^^ though we do not find any specific refer-

ence to Tirumular in these works except in Tiruttontattokai. The

Sanskrit and Kannada traditions will make him a Vaisnavite of

Northern India entering into the corpse of a cow-herd when he

wandered through South India. His Vaisnavite wife was sur-

prised at his incessant utterance of the word Siva and thought

that he had become insane. Having turned out a Saivite he is

said to have attained the abode of ^iva at the close of his life.

IV

The 31st saint is Tantiyatikal and the words of Arurar are,

^^Ndttamiku Tantikkum (Murkkarkkum) atiyen^^— ‘I am the ser-

vant of Tanti of growing eyes (and Murkkan)\ “Having no eyes

he began digging a tank for ^iva with the help of a rope to show

him the way and the limit; the Jains laughed at him and lost their

eyes whilst Tanti got his eyesight. He is the hero of Arur^^—
Thus sings Nampiydntdr Nampi in his Tiruttontar Tiruvantdti—
V. 37. The Sanskrit and Kannada traditions speak of him as Dan-

diyadighandyavdr or Dandihhakta and refer to his digging a well

and receiving his eyesight but not to the mocking Jains losing

their eyes. Cekkildr*s story is more graphic. The temple tank

of Tiruvdrur became shorter on its western side because of Jain

mutts, there. Blind Tanti resolved to widen the tank on that side.

Tanti planted sticks or pegs and a guiding rope across them to

mark the straight line of the bund up to which he had to dig.

The Jains protested saying that innumerable insects would die in

the futile attempt of his. Unable to bear the insult, he threw out

a challenge that they would lose their eyes, while he would be

blessed with eyesight. They accepted the challenge and swore

they would vacate the city if he ever received the eye sight and
in an angry mood they removed the pegs, the rope and the shovel.

God brought the king to interfere and act as a judge. When the

2!01. P. 45 of Tiruppanantal edition of Tirumantiram,
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saint received his eyesight his enemies had to vacate the city. It

had already been noted that Tahiti was a contemporary of Namu
nanti. All these stories give us a picture of the JainaSaiva con-

flict of that age. Tauti was so called probably because as a blind

man he walked with a stick. Tanti is a popular name in South

India for we know that great Sanskrit writer Dandin belonged to

the Pallava Court.

V

The 32nd saint is Markka Ndyandr. Arurar, as already men-

tioned does not give any particulars about the saint except his

name. Nampiydntdr makes him the king of Tiruverhdtu, who

gambled at Kutantai or Kumpakdnam and gave away all the pro-

ceeds to Saivites. CekkiUr makes him a member of the VeldTi

community and we know that the members of the Veldn commu-

nity became important as chiefs. According to Cekkildr this saint

lost all his wealth in feeding Saivites and, therefore, had to pro-

ceed to the Ampalam in Kumpakdnam for gambling. Because he

used his sword freely against those who opposed him perhaps by

playing false, he earned the name of Markka, Cskl-cildr adds that

he did not take a pie of this gambling money for himself. The

Sanskrit and Kannada traditions know nothing except his gam-

bling and feeding the Saivites. Apart from showing the extent

to which the Saivites of Ardrar^

s

age could go to forgive a Bhakta

and praise him, this story gives a picture of a confused state of

the Tamil country from Tiruverkdtu in the north to Kumpakdnam

in the south.

VI

The 33rd saint is Cdmdcimdra Ndyandr. Arurar^s words, are,

^^Ampardn Cdmdci Mdranukkum atiyen”— ‘I am the servant of

Cdmdci mdran of Ampar\ Cdmdci is another form of Sdmaydji,

one who has performed the Sdmayajna or Soma sacrifice. There-

fore, he must be a Brahmin. His poper name, therefore, must

be Mdran and this shows that Vedic Brahmins bore Tamil names

like Mdran and they became great Saivite saints. It may be that

Cdmdci Mdran had some connection with the Pd'ndyas who were

called Mdrars. Nampiydntdr Nampi describes him as a Brahmin

who would not open his mouth but for Pancdksara and who was

a great friend of Arurar.. .Cekkildr speaks of his going to Tiru-

vdirur to become a companion of Nampiydrurar. The tradition,
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however, went on developing and the later sthalapurdnam gives

further details about this saint for emphasizing the Saivite rejec-

tion of caste rules— details of which are also referred to in the

Sanskrit and Kannada traditions: ^^Sdmdsimdraridyandr or Soma-
ydji was a Brahmin Saivite whose sacrificial hall was deserted by

all the Brahmin priests in a body when in the middle of his sacri-

fice he fed a Cha'nddla Saivite and his wife in the sacrificial hall.

When, however, Siva appeared in person before the sacrificer, the

priests returned and finished the sacrifice, as if nothing happened

to pollute it”,^2

202. Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925, p. 9.



chapter vt

VARKONTA VANAMULAIYAL CARUKKAM

I

The sixth verse begins with the phrase 'Vdrkonta vanamulai-

ydYj the name of the Carukkam in Periyapurdnam describing the

lives of the saints of that verse in Tiruttontattokai. The first saint

mentioned in that .verse— the 34th saint in the list— is Cdkkiya
Ndyaridr., Arurar's words are, '"Vdrkonta vanamulaiydl Urnai-

pankan kalale maravdtu kallerinta Cdkkiyarkkum atiyen'— ‘I am
the servant of the Cdkkiya who without forgetting threw stones

at the feet of the Lord who shares His body with Umd of beautiful

sash-bound bosom’. The reference to the Mother Goddess pro-

bably had suggested that Kdncl was the place of Cdkkiyars wor-
ship. Cdkkiyar means a Buddhist^ but his native place is given

as Cankamankai by Nampiydntdr Nampi and CekkilAr who makes
him further a Velldla. He came to Kdnci, the centre of South
Indian Buddhist learning from where went Din Ndga and Dham~
mapdla and where according to Manimekalai, her Guru, Aravana-
vatikal resided. He was first captivated by the path of love and
Dharma. The Buddhists emphasize four cardinal truths: (1) Duk~
kha or misery, consisting in the cycle of births; (2) Dukkhdtpatti,
the cause of the misery, namely, attachments; (3) Dukkha nivd-

rana, the removal of that misery, and (4) Dukkhanivdrana rrmrga,

the way of escape which consists in the non-attachment. Cekkildr
points out that Cdkkiyar returned to Saivism realizing the four
great categories of 3aivism: (1) the actor {i.e., the soul); (2) his

acts or the karma; (3) the result of the act, and (4) the Lord
who gives the results to the actor. When this realization arises,

the path of love and Dharma became the path of Saivism and he,

therefore, turned into the worshipper of Linga, the symbol of the
Absolute. Since everything was Siva, he did not give up his Bud-
dhist dress. One day the sight of the Linga moved him so much
that even without realizing what he was doing, he threw, out of

love, a stone at it. Next day, at the same place and hour, he

1 . 7 : 15 : 9 .
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remembered what he did on the previous day and concluded that

he must have been so moved by the Grace of God. He followed

this practice as a religious ceremony of his own. One day, he

forgot to follow this practice only to remember when he was

about to eat. He ran and threw the stone at the Linga and God
appeared before liim at the Heavens. The story might mean that

because of the great Buddhistic influence over Kdnci, our saint

was afraid of changing his dress, but the Saivite world had not

understood the story that way. Real ^aivism was interpreted from

this story not to lay the emphasis on the outward show but on

the inward love. It is his greatness of never forgetting the Lord

that Appar emphasizes in referring to this saint, ''Kalliiml erintu

hand idmunum Cdkkiyarmr nellindr corundme nil vicumpu ala-

vaittdr'^:^ ‘That Cdkkiyar who took his Buddhist gruel after throw-

ing the stone, the Lord made him rule the high Heavens without

his eating the cooked rice of paddy^ ^'Puttan maravdtoti eri calli

putu malarkal dkkindnkdn^’:^ (He is true to those who stand firm

in the path of true Tapas, and he is false to those who act with

an iron heart) . ‘He made the small piece of stone which the Bud-

dhist ran to throw without forgetting Him, the Lord had con-

verted them into fresh flowers’. It is this greatness that Arurar

must be having in his mind. The Ddrdsuram sculptures represent

this saint as a Buddhist with one cloth coming from the waist

up to the heels, another going over the left shoulder across the

chest from the waist upwards. He is seen in the act of throwing

a stone at the Sivalinga in front of him.^ The Kannada and San-

skrit versions speak of him as Sdkki or Sdkya Ndyarmr describing

him as a Brahmin who embraced jSaivism in preference to Bud-
dhism in which he believed for a long time and who made use

of stones in worship when unable to procure flowers and incense

to worship.

n

The 35th saint is Cirappuli Ndyarmr. The words of Arurar

are, ‘^Clrkonia pukal vallal Cixappulikkum atiyeW^— ‘I am the

servant of Cirappuli foremost among the munificent patrons of

fame^ The name Cirappuli is taken as Sirapuli by the Sanskrit

2. Ap., 49:6.

3. Ap., 266:8.

4. 1919-20, PI. 5, fig. 43.
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and Kannada versions and, therefore, translated as Nirddha-

Sdrdula, which, therefore, makes him a warrior who entertained

all the ^aivite saints that went to his house, but what Arurar

emphasizes is his munificence. Therefore, Nampiydntdr makes
him a Brahmin leader of Akkur which, as Cekkildr reminds us,

was praised by Campantar for the munificence of its residents.^

Namplydntdr Nampi considers the greatness of the saint to consist

in honouring (Cirappu) the ^aivites, thereby suggesting that

Cirappuli was so called because of the 'Cirappu' or honour he

paid to the ^aiviteSy ‘cira^ being the root of 'cirappu' and "cirap-

patu\ The Ddrdsuram sculptures represent this story with a pic-

ture of three persons one of whom is Cirappuli, the Brahmin, with

a sacred thread while the other two are the recipients of gifts

from him. The inscription underneath runs as SirappulidTidar.^

Ill

The 36th saint is Ciruttonta Ndyandr. The words of Arurar

are, '‘Cenkdttankuti meya Ciruttantark katiyen'— ‘I am the ser-

vant of Ciruttontar of Cehkdttahkuti/ This Cenkdttahkuti is in

the Cola country. Nampiydntdr Nampi speaks of this saint cut-

ting away the body of his only child and feeding the Lord.

Cekkildr gives the story of Ciruttovytar in 88 verses. The
saint is said to belong to the 'Mdmdttira' community. ManusmrW
speaks of the Mahdmdtras as great officers of state or chief minis-

ters. Therefore, this saint must have been born in a family of

hereditary state officials. According to Cekkildr his name was
Parancdti and he was an expert in Sanskrit, the Science of medi-

cine and in the art of war. All this knowledge, however, made
him realize that the feet of the Lord are our final refuge. He led

an expedition on behalf of his king against Vdtdpi (Bdddmi) in

the north region and razed it to the ground. When he returned

victorious, the king learned that he was a great Bhakta and begged

of him to continue his service to Saivism. So, he returned to his

own place, Cehkdttankuti and worshipped at Ganapatlccura. His

wife was Tiruvevkdttu Nankai and both of them made it a point

to feed the Saivites before they dined every day. Though he was
the greatest man of his time, he was so humble before the Saivites

5. Camp., 2:424

6. M. A. R., 1919-20, PI IV, fig. 29,

7. 9:259.

T. 127
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that the people began to praise him as Ciiruttontar, (The word

^Ciru^ means small). He was feeling himself very small in the

presence of Saivites. He was blessed with a child who was called

Cirdla leva and he was sent to school in time.

Mva came in the form of a Bhairava ascetic. His tuft of hair was

allowed to flow down freely. Flowers of ‘tumpai’ adorned his

crown. He had a circular mark of the sacred ash in his fore-head.

A circular ear-ring made of the conch shell was dangling in his

ears inside each of which was placed the ‘cevvarattaV flower. A
neck-lace of crystal beads adorned his neck. He was wearing a

black coat or a robe. He was wearing armlets, wristlets, anklets

and waistband and garlands— all made of Wudrdksa\ He was

wearing the jingling anklet (cilampu) in his feet. He was carry-

ing a skull in his left hand and the trident on his shoulders whilst

his right hand was making the 'damarukha' resound. When he

came to the house of Ciruttontar, the latter was away from his

house in search of Saivites to be fed that day. His servant maid

Cantana nankai informed the Bhairava of this who, however, said

that he could not stay in a place where only women were staying.

The wife of Ciruttontar also begged him to stay but the Bhairava

stated that he came from the north and he would be staying under

the ‘dtti’ tree at Gariapaficcuram.

Ciruttontar, finding no Saivites, returned home with a heavy

heart but on hearing of the new-comer, went to the 'dtti^ tree to

beg of the Bhairava to dine with him. The Bhairava told CiruU

tontar that he used to eat once in six months only, and that, the

only child of five years of age of a family. Ciruttontar said that

it was nothing impossible. Their own child was brought from

the school and he was cooked. Whilst cooking, they had thrown

out the head of the child, which the Bhairava demanded at the time

when the food was served. Fortunately, the servant maid was

ready with the cooked head and it was also served. The Bhairava

called upon Ciruttontar to bring in, his child to dine with him

and ordered them to call the child. The father and mother of the

child implicitly obeyed the order and the child came as though

coming from the school but by that time the Bhairava had dis-

appeared. The Lord appeared with the Mother Goddess and the

divine child Muruka on the sacred bull high up in the heavens and

all the four, the father, the mother, the child and the servant

woman were taken to the abode of Siva.
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One of the sculptures of Ddrdsuram^ represents this. The
lower right hand portion represents the holding of the child to be

cut and to be cooked. The lower left portion represents the Bhai~

rava seated before the food served in front of him and his order-

ing the child to be called. The upper right half represents the

mother calling the child and the rushing in of the child. The upper

left half represents Pdrvati and Paramesvara on the sacred bull.

There is no Muruka or child God with Paramesvara.

The Sanskrit and Kannada traditions speak of him as Sirut-

tondkindyandr or Dahhrahhakta. He is made therein a general of

a Chola king destroying the fort of Vdtdpi, capturing its king

(Pulakesi II) alive to be surrendered to the Chola king together

with an immense quantity of treasure. His son is called Siriydla

or Srdldla, evidently a corruption of the name Cirala. As in Periya-

Vurdnam, the general is said to have slain and offered his son’s

flesh to a Saiviie guest whilst Siva, pleased at this restored the son

to life again.

The story of the horrible dinner is referred to by Nampiydntdr
Nampi.^ Pattinattatikal mentions this in his Kdyil Ndnmanimdlai:'^^

^^Ninmutal vaUpatat tanmakan tatinta tontar manaiyil untal

p6rri'\ Therefore, this story must have been popular even before

the times of Nampiydntdr and of Pattinattdr. Details of the prepa-
ration of this food according to Dr. Rajamanikkam have been
taken by Cekkildr from Tillai Uld.^^ This work is not completely
available. Late Mr. Ulakanatapillai having printed^^ the portions

which he had secured we have in two places, the story of Cirttt-

tontar referred to. 158th kanni runs as follows :

^^Mutittontan

Kontirunta pdlakanai kucdmal kurdkkak
Kantirunta cenkamalak kanmunrum”

.

‘The three red lotus-like eyes which without any shudder were
looking at the crest jewel of a Bhakta cutting to 'pieces his own
child’. The next reference occurs in the description of the ‘mankaV
who falls in love with the Lord. The mother despairs of the

8. PI 5, fig. 42.

9. Tirut. Tiruvantdti, 43.

10. V. 40, lines 29-30.

11. Periyapumna Ardicci-Tamil, page 190.

12. In TamilppoUl, Vols., 12 and 13.
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cruel hearted Siva ever returning the love of her child. Karinis

from 197 to 202 run as follows

:

^'M&tavam ceytiruntu valvar akattirpoy

Pdtakam ceyta pavalamum—Kdtalittup

Perror pitittariyum pillaikdr puccatankaic

Cirrocai keldt tirucceviyum—Perror

Cirucantu menkuranku ceytdrkal enrum

Karikantu kuodta kannum—Piravitanil

Parrildrk keUdm pataikkum talai iraiccip

Perrildm ennum perumpaciyum—Carriranka

Vannenca mumuiaiydn valvinaiyen perretutta

Annam patuva iarivard—Munnam
Arinta makavai alaippittdr—Minium
Purintu nakaiceyiu

^He is the Lord, of those ruddy feet which once upon a time walked

along ^Cenkotu^ with the bemoaning anklets resounding all round

of the coral (lips) which performed the great sin asking

for the flesh of the child) in the house of the people of self-sacri-

fice, of the beautiful ears, which turned deaf to the wee little

twinkling of the bells adorning the tiny feet of the child which
was cut to pieces by his own parents full of love, of the eyes

which never shuddered to look at the dish of the soft thigh and
tiny joints cooked by the parents, of the great hunger, regretting

that the head had not been secured as food, of the hard heart

never relenting even for a moment. Will He know the sufferings

of my child, He who made them call the very child which they

had cut into pieces. He who again laughed and went His way’?

Even in this Uld, there is no reference to the servant-maid

Cantana naukai and her preparing or cooking the head and having
it ready for the Bhairava. Therefore, it can’t be said that all

the details found in Cekkildr are traceable to this Via; nor, it is

correct to say that this Via is anterior to Kuldttunka II. Dr.

Rajamanikkam is certainly wrong in assuming that there is no
reference to this king who, he thinks, was a contemporary of Cekki-
ldr. The €5th kanni^^ refers to the Cola who gave Vi^u the blue

sea for sleeping therein and we know that it was Kuldttunka II

who threw the image of Govnidardja of Citamparam into the blue

13. Kannis. 197-202.

14. Vol., 12.
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sea. These considerations conclusively prove that this UId be-

longs to the age of Kuldttunka II. Cavd^svara is believed in the

Saivite tradition and Agamas to perform the festival of Siva,

The actual person performing the festival usually stands by the

side of Cavdesvara as his agent and servant. The same idea, is

brought out in the 65th and 66th kannis, *‘Tantulay mdlai tikiri

marakatamekam tuyila riilak katalalitta neriyanum meloru ndh
tantai iru tal tunitta kait tirumuniyum vantu carana malar
pdrra^\

Though Pattirmttdr and Nampiydntdr knew about the tradi-

tion of this horrible dinner, the verses of Arurar and Campantar
are silent about this incident. Campantar was a contemporary of

Ciruttontar and we have his hymn on Ganapaticcuram built by
Ciruttontar at Cenhdttankvti. The very phrase which Arurar
has in his Tiruttonfattokai, ''Cenkdptankuti rneya Ciruttontar’^ is

bodily taken out from the opening verses of Campantar's hymn,
*‘Cenkdttankuti meya Ciruttontan pant ceyya”.^^ The GaTiapatic-

curam temple is called Ciruttontan Ga'napaticcuram, leaving no
doubt in our mind that the temple was built by Ciruttontar.

Ciruttontar is said to serve the Lord in the temple. He is a
‘sista^^^— ‘an eminent and distinguished man— educated and
disciplined and a model unto others’. He is “Czrc Ciruttontan”^'^—^Ciruttontan of great fame’. He is ^^Ctruldn Ciruttontan”^^ and
^‘Cirdlan Ciruttontan”^^ which phrases again emphasize his great
fame. The tradition tells us that the name of the child was
Clrdlan. Are we to take Clrdlan Ciruttontan as meaning Cirut-
tontan, the son of Clrdlan in which case the child may be assumed
to have borne the name of his grandfather ? Or, the word Clrdlan
may be interpreted as referring to the Lord of the temple, for

we know the Lord there, was called Clrdladeva. Campantar calls

him '^Cirappulavan Ciruttontan” ^Ciruttontan the pre-eminent
scholar’. 'Cira’ should be the contracted form of ‘cirappu’ or rather
the root 'cira’ itself must have been separately used in the age
of Tevdram— Cirappuli Ndyarmr, Cirappdtu. It is this which must
have suggested to Cekkildr all these references he makes to Cirut-

15. 3:63:1.

16. Cittan, 3:63:3.

17. 3:63:3.

18. 3:63:5.

19. 3:63:8.

20. 3:63:9.
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toritar*s learning. He Is again shining with the burnt up ashes on

his chest— ''Venta nltu ani nvdrpan'^A^

We get a glimpse of Ciruttorytar’

s

warrior’s life and of his

battles in Campantar's hymns: ''Kannavil tdl Ciruttontan''^—‘His

shoulders were as strong as the rock or mountain;’ ‘'Ceruvati tdl

Ciruttontan^^^—‘The shoulders that were chosen as the best in

the battle field’. His princely life when he was a commander is

also referred to by the reference, ^‘Tenamar tdrc Ciruttontan'^^

— ‘Ciruttcmtan of the garlands bubbling with honey’. In another

hymn on Ganapaticcuram, he speaks of the Lord residing in the

temple of GaV^ipaticcuram to bless Ciruttontar who enjoys the

sacred ashes : “Poft nukarum Ciruttontar^\^ In that hymn,

Campantar describes the festival of Cehhdttankuti. One wonders

whether the description of the Lord in the third verse that is

responsible for the description of the Bhairava coming to test

Ciruttontar though there is nothing to justify this tradition :

arantaiydn cdpurattdn mantirattdn tantirattdn

Kirantaiydn kdvanattdn kinkiniydn kaiyatdr

Cirantaiydn Cehkdttan kutiydn cen cataiccerum

Karantaiydn verintrran Kan<ipafic carattdne'\^

Appar does not mention Ciruttontar specifically. But when
he speaks of ^‘Uriya pala toUl ceyyum atiydr tahkatku ulakameldm

mulutalikkum ulappildnai”^'^—‘The Lord who gives the whole

world to his followers who do his varied services’; one may not

be wrong in interpreting this as an implied reference to the victor

of Vdtdpi. Thanks to the Tamilian contact with the Cdlukyas, the

Ganapati worship had come to stay. Appar thus refers to this

worship: “Palapala kdmattardkip pataittelu vdrmanat tulle, Kala-

malak kittut tiriyum Ganapati ennum kalirum*' If there was

anything as extraordinary as the story mentioned in the tradition

was known to Campantar, he would certainly have mentioned it

in his Cenkdttankuti hymnP

21. 3:63:11.

22. 3:63:2.

23. 3:63:7.

24. 3:63:4.

25. 1:61:10.

26. 1:61:3.

27. Ap,, 298:9.

27a. Ap., 2:5.

28. 3:63.
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A word may be said about the phrase Ciruttontar, which re-

minds us the phrase of Nammdlvdr, “Cirumdmanicar*\^ It may
refer to those Bhaktas who in spite of all their learning and great-

ness come to perform all kinds of humble services. This phrase

must have been very popular in the age of Campantar, He refers

in four places to those humble souls of his times worshipping at

AlankMu, Kalukkunram, Karuhdvur and Kurrdlam: ''Vanankum
ciruttontar vaikal ettum vdlttu^^^—‘They bow down and praise the

Lord every day’; '‘Ettum ciruttcflitar ullamelldm ulki ninranke

utan dtum kallam valldn''^^—‘They think of Him and He becomes
one with them almost stealing into their heart’; "Palakavalla Cirut-

tontar —‘They can move freely with any one’; ' Ciruttoritir'':^ In

this last place (Kurrdlam)
, he addresses the worshippers as 'Cirut-

tontir' whom he calls in other verses of that hymn as 'namarankdV

,

‘afiyirkal', 'periyirkaV, 'toluvlrkdW ^panivtrkdV. Therefore, we may
take it that our saint was great for his humility in serving the Lord
and his followers.

The age of Ciruttontar has been fixed with the help of the

references in Periyapurdnam to the conquest of Vdtdpi. Pulakesin
11 was the natural enemy of the Pallavas: the Aihole inscription

enumerating the exploits of the Chdlukya king speaks of the
Fallava king vanishing behind the walls of Kdnci. The Kdsakuti
plates speak of a Mahendravarman's victory at Pullalur, now
Pallur. Whatever that may be, there is not the slightest doubt
that the Chdlukyas began to invade the Pallava country as soon
as Narasimhavarman, the son of Mahendravarman 1 came to the
throne. The Kuram plates speak of a Narasimhavarman defeating
Pulakesin at Pariyalam, Manimangalam and Suramdra. Nara-
simhavarman’

s

army pursued the Chdlukya king to his very capital

Vdtdpi, The Velur Pdlayam plates speak of Narasimha capturing
the Jayasthambha in the very centre of Vdtdpi. That this is not
a vain boast is proved by an inscription found at Vdtdpi itself,

which speaks of Mahdmalla K§hitibhujam Agresara ^Pallava Simha-
vishnu.^^ Therefore, the capture and pillage of Vdtdpi by Cirut-

29. 8:10:3.

30. 1:45:7.

31. 1:103:6.

32. 3:46:3.

33. 1:99:5.

34. Ind. Ant, Vol IX, page 199.
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tontar are referred to in Periyapuranam as historical facts. This

capture of Vdtdpi is said to have occurred somewhere about 642

A.D. But Prof. M. Raghava Aiyangar, to make Tirumankaimannar

a contemporary of Arurar, if not of Campantar as mentioned in

the Guruparampard prahlvdvam, makes Ciruitontar a commander-

in-chief of Paramesvara I and Mr. M. S. Ramaswamy Aiyangar will

therefore make Mahendravarman 11, the Pallava king who was
converted by Appar.^s According to Kaildsandtha temple inscrip-

tion^® Paramesvaravarman 1 seems to have led another invasion

against Vdtdpi (Bdddmi). The Gadval plates of Vikramdditya 1,

the son of Pulakesi gives the date as 26th April 674 and the

counter attack of Bdddmi must have followed sometime thereafter.

Mr. Nilakanta Sastry in his Pdvdyan kingdom proceeded on the

basis that Ciruitontar was the commander-in-chief of Narasvmha IP
But in his latest book “History of India, Part he changes his

views and feels that Ciruitontar was a commander of Paramesvara

I. The following is according to him the summary of the events:

^'Vikramdditya renewed the contest with the Pallavas and en-

tered into an alliance with Arikesari Pardnkusa Mdravarman

(670-710) ,
the fourth king of the restored Pdridya line. The Gangas

of Mysore were also allied to Vikramdditya who inflicted a defeat

on Mahendravarman 11 and advanced to Kdnchi early in the reign

of his successor. Paramesvara'

s

attempt to stop the invasion in the

Ganga country failed, and in the battle of Vilande, Bhuvikrama,

the Ganga ally of the Chdlukya, seized from the Pallava king a

valued necklace containing the gem Ugrodaya. At the same time

the Pdndya advanced from the south, and Paramesvara seeking to

dispose of him first, met with fresh defeats in the battles of Nelveli

and Sankaramangai in the southern marches of his kingdom.

Vikramdditya pursued him there and encamped at Uraiyur on the

banks of the Kdveri. Undaunted by defeats, Paramesvara effected

a diversion by sending an army under Paranjoti alias Siruttondur

into the heart of the Chdlukya kingdom to threaten Bdddmi itself,

and ended campaign with a resounding victory against his enemies

at Peruvalanallur in the Trichinopoly district”.®®

35. Studies in South Indian Jainism, p. 66.

36. S.U., Vol., /, page 13.

37. P. 54.

38. History of India, Part I, pp, 226-237.
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But unfortunately the reasons are not clear to us. The
references in Periyapumnam to the razing of Vutdpi^^ seem to sug-
gest that it was the expedition during the reign of Narasimha I,

rather than that of Paramesvara that is referred to. For, we do
not hear of any such great havoc happening at Bdddmi at the time of
the second expedition. If we rely upon Periyapurdnam, we could not
say that the Pdndya Ninractr Netumdran’ won the battle at Nelveli
against the Pallava as already explained when we were discussing
the life of this Pdv4yci> In any case, after all, there is only a
difference of 40 years (642-674) and we may not be wrong in
assigning the middle of the seventh century to CirutioiUar.

The note on the Tiruccenkdttankuti by the Epigraphist is very
illuminative. It runs as follows:

With the supernatural elements eliminated, there is reason
to believe that the incidents in the life of the saint as described in
the Periyapurdnam, largely admit of epigraphical verification. On
the strength of the statements that Siruttotida Ndyandr met
Tirundnasamhandar personally and took part in the capture of
Vdtdpi (i.e. Bdddmi in the Bombay Presidency), Mr. Venkayya
has shown that the two devotees must have been contemporaries
of the Pallava king Narasimhapotavarman 1, who ‘reduced to dust
the city of VdtdpV and flourished in the first half of the seventh
century A.D. Epigraphical reference to Sirutiandar, known so far,

occurs in an inscription of Rdjendra Chola I from the Rajavajesvara
temple at Tanjore.^^ This record registers the setting up of copper-
images of Siruttonda-Namhi, his wife Tirui^engdttu Nangni and
their son Slrdladeva, No, 65 of Appendix C, found on the west
wall of the Ganupatlsvara shrine in the Uttardpatlsvara temple at
TiTUchchengdttangudiy is dated in the third year of an unspecified
Rdjakesarivarman and records a grant of land for two perpetual
lamps to Slrdladeva. It is not possible to say who this Rdjakesari~
varman may have been. The record has on palaeographical grounds,
to be ascribed to the time of Rdjardja I, who in his earlier records,
invariably appears under the name Rdjardja— Rdjakesarivarman.
Two other epigraphs from the same place,4i both dated in the 19th
year of Rdjardja I, add further information about Strdla. The
former registers a grant of land for feeding in the mandapa of

39. Vatapulattu Vdtdvit ton'o.akaram tukaldka-Cirut., 6.
40. S.LL, Vol //, p. 172.

41. Nos. 57 and 59 of Appendix C.

T J28
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Siruttonda-Nambi^ all the Saiva devotees who gathered to witness

the Sittirai festival of Slrdideva. The latter provides for festivities

in honour of Siruttonda-Nambi who was rendering devotional ser-

vices to the gods Mahadeva-Sirdladeva and to Virabhadra, From
these it becomes plain that, in the temple at Tiruchchengdttangudi,

in the time of Rdjardja 1, there was a shrine or mandapa dedicated

to or called after the devotee Siruttortda-Namhi and that Sirdla-

deva was the name of the god Mahadeva in the chief shrine of

the temple. The two shrines in the temple at TiruchchengdttaU’-

gudi are now called Uttardpalisvara and Ganapatlsvara. The
mandapa of Sirutionda, which must have been located inside

the temple prdkdra, is no longer pointed out, — the only modern

structure answering to this name being situated outside the tem-

ple. Ganapatlsvara is a lihga-shrine on which the early Chola

inscriptions of the temple are engraved. Uttardpatlsvara bears

later Vijayanagara records and contains a metallic image of Bhai-

rava, which possibly represents the Vlrabhadra-iorm of ^iva refer-

red to in No. 59 quoted above. This figure of Virabhadra is

perhaps, to be connected with the Kdpdlika form, in which jSiva

appeared to Sirutton^ Ndyandr, as stated in the Periyapurdnam.

Uttardpatlsvara must also have been a later name coined from the

fact recorded in the story, viz., that the Siva (Bhairava) who
manifested himself before Siruttonda came from the northern

country (Uttarapddha)

.

According to Nos. 71 and 76 of Appen-
dix C. Uttardpati Nayaka received worship in the shrine (tiru-

mdligai) of Siruttonda Ndyandr. Consequently, we may have to

suppose also that the present shrine of Uttardptalsvara is identical

with the original Siruttonda-Ndyandr-tirumdUgai and that Sirdla-

deva, as stated already, was the name of Ganapatlsvara after whom
the young Sirdla of the Periyapurdriam story was, evidently,

named. It is, however, difficult to explain how Tirujjhdnasamban-

dar of the first half of the 7th century A.D. selected to call the

place Ganapatichcharam, while later records of the 10th and 11th

centuries named it either Paramesvara or Mahadeva-Sirdladeva of

TiruchchehgdttdngudL The name Uttardpati-Ndyaka appears for

the first time in No. 64 of Appendix C, which is dated in the 45th

year of Trihhuvanachakravartin Kulottunga-Chola. In the absence

of the characteristic titles of Rdiakesarivarman and Parakesari-

varman, this inscription will have to be referred either to Kulot-

tunga I or Kuldttunga 111 both of whom enjoyed long reigns. From
palaeography, however, we have to decide that the inscription

refers to the 15th year of Kuldttunka 111 though his latest date,
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from inscription examined so far, is 40. I have suggested in my
last year’s report^ that Sekkildr, the author of the Periyapurdnam,

must have been a contemporary of Kuldttunka II Anapdya. It is,

therefore, right to expect the name Uttardpati Ndyaka which is

based upon the story of the Periyapurdnavi, to occur for the first

time in an inscription of Kuldttunka III. Consequently there is

full reason to suppose that the present Uttardpatlsvara shrine at

Tiruchchengdttangudi must have risen to prominence under that

name in the latter part of the reign of Kuldttunka Chdla III, i.e.,

about the beginning of the 13th century A.D. It may be noted

incidentally that in the temple at Tiruchchengdttangudi, there is

also a minor shrine dedicated to Vdtdpi Ganapati. The epithet

Vdtdpi reminds one of the military expedition of Paranjddi (later

on called Siruttondar) against Vdtdpi, as related in the Periya^

purdnand'.

IV

The 37th saint is Kalarirmrivdr Ndyandr. In some manus-

cripts of Periyapurdnam, the name is found as Ceramdn Perumdl

Ndyaimr. The words of Arurar are, ^^Kdrkonta kotaik Kalarirrari^

vdrkkum atiyerC'—‘I am the servant of Kalarirrarivdr, munificent

like the cloud’. Nampiydntdr states that Kalarirrarivdr was

a Cera. He is also called ^Tennarpirdn'— ‘the Lord of the

Southerners, of the TayniW, in the sense in which Arurar often

uses the term. There are only two incidents in the life of this

saint that Nampiydntdr mentions. One is that this Cera king

saw a washerman full of fuller’s earth (Ulaman) as though

appearing as besmeared with sacred ash. He fell down at his

feet. The washerman prostrated saying that he was a dhohi ser-

vant of the Cera. The Cera continued worshioping him stating

that he himself was the slave of the ^aivite Bhaktas. The other

incident is that when jSiva gave Arurar an elephant for reaching

Kailds, this Cera’s horse overtook it. Namvhidntdr also praises

his own mind for becoming a servant of this brave saint who had

conquered the warrior of the sugar-cane bow. In another place

also he refers to the good path traversed by Arurar and Villavar

or Cera on an elephant and the horse respectively.

Cekkildr gives us an elaborate version of the story of the

saint connecting it with the story of Arurar. Malaindtu or the

42. P. 67, paragraph 2J.
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Cera country where the Saiva temple of Tiruvancaikkalam is

situated along with the capital city of the Ceras, Kotunkdlur—the

modern Cranganorej is first described. The Ceras were also

known as Kotai and their city Makdtai. In this family of the

Ceras was born Perumdkkdtaiydr. He was doing service at Tint-

vancaikkalam when Poraiyan the Cera king abdicated the throne

to become a tapasvin. The ministers approached the Saivite

member of the family worshipping at the temple Tiruvancaikkalam

with the request that he should become their king. He, however,

wanted first to ascertain the will of the Lord and the Lord blessed

him with (1) Sovereignty, (2) Loving service unto the Lord,

(3) Knowledge of understanding whatever the men, beasts and

the rest might say, (4) Unrivalled Power of victory, (5) Munifi-

cence, (6) Weapons and (7) Vdhanams, i.e., carriages and animals

for riding. He, thereafter, agreed to be crowned. Whilst ruling

thus the incident of the washerman occurred.

Along with the Cola king and the Pdri^ya, he formed the

triumvirate of Tamil kings, conquering the internal and external

enemies and ruling the world in such a way that the brilliance of

the sacred ash glowed all the more gloriously. He realized, the

greatest Royal happiness and wealth were but the feet of the

Lord of Tillai of Ciiamparam. The Lord made this king hear the

jingling sound of the anklet of His feet whilst dancing every day,

at the end of his worship.

The next incident is the presents this Cera gave away to Pdna~

pattirar. This great Pdna was devoted to the Lord of Tiruvdlavdy

or Madura, whom he worshipped with musical compositions. One
day, the Lord appeared in his dream to say that a letter directing

the Cera to present him with gold, silk and precious gems would
be given to him. This letter in the form of a poem is found as the

first verse of the eleventh Tirumurai. When Pdrmpattirar went
with this letter of introduction to the Cera, he was received with

all devotion and the presents already described were given, along

the Cera kingdom and sovereignty which the Pdna begged the

Cera to be taken back.

The next incident is that one day when the Cera failing to

hear the jingling sound of the anklet of the dancing feet of the Lord
went to commit suicide, the sound came to be heard. On begging
the Lord to explain this delay. He told the Cera that He was so

much engrossed in the hymn just then sung by Arurar at Citarn‘
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param that He forgot to dance and make the jingling sound to be

heard by the Cera. The Cera at once became desirous of visiting

Tillai and meeting Arurar. After worshipping at Tillai, where

he composed Ponvannattantdti, he went to Arur, where Arurar

received him with all love and honour. There, the Cera composed

Tiruvdrur Mummanikkovai. The Cera and Arurar went on a

pilgrimage to the temples in the Pdindya country. At Maturai

where the Cola king was staying as the son-in-law of the Pandya
all the three ancient kings of Tamil land and Arurar met together.

From there Arurar and Cera returned to Arur. The Cera king

went to his own capital along with Arurar through Aiydru and

the Konku country. Arurar was given a Royal reception and
when Arurar wanted to return to his country, the Cera sent his

presents through his servants which were however robbed at Tiru-

murukanpwnti. Arurar returned to Tiruvdrur. At the same time

Arurar started on his pilgrimage to the Konku country to meet
his old friend the Cera. After meeting his friend he went to

worship at the temple at Tiruvancaikkalam and a white elephant

was sent to take him back to Kailas. Ceraman followed him on
his horseback uttering the Pancdksara in its ears, but his followers

unable to bear the separation committed suicide. Both of them
reached Kailas welcomed by the Lord and the work ^Tiruvuldp-

puram' composed by Ceraman was heard by Siva at CeramdrCs
instance.

Nampiydntdr does not mention anything about the abdication

by the previous Cera king. The tradition is that the Cera kings
called PerumaXs ruled for a fixed period abdicating the throne at

the end of that period. Ceraman also had abdicated though under
different circumstances. We know Kulacekarapperumdl also abdi-

cated. It is on the basis of this tradition that Cekkildr must be
speaking of the abdication of the throne of CeramdnperumdV

s

predecessor. The story of this Ceramdn listening every day the

jingling sound of the anklet on the feet of the Lord is not men-
tioned by Nampiydntdr. The yogis are said to hear miraculous
sounds. Mdnikkavdcakar also speaks of hearing the jingling sound
of the anklet— ^^Vdtavurinil vantinitarulip pdtaccilampoli kdttAya

paricum”.^ Nampiydntdr's description that he had conquered
^Manmata’ makes it clear that this saint never married.

43 . Tiruvdcakam—Kirttittiruvakaval, ll., 52-53 .
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The information about the various works Ceramdn has com-

posed may be gathered from the 11th Tirumurai in which they

find a place. The references in Ponvannattantdti are in many cases

to the dance of Siva and, therefore, that book has been taken as

sung at Tiruttillai (Tillaiccivan-Si) but he also mentions Maraik-

kdtu, Avar and Kalukkunram. . One of the verses found at the end

of Ponvannattantdti gives us the information about the 'Ula/

being accepted by the assembly at Kailas. Tiruvdrur Mummanik-
kovai as the name itself suggests might have been sung at Tiru-

vdrur.

Cekkildr tells us that he went through the Heavens or the sky

to Kailas but the paintings discovered at Rdjardjesvaram temple

at Tanjore give us a picture of a bearded person riding on an ele-

phant with the ^tdlam^ or cymbal in his hand. This must be Arurar

singing the hymn beginning with *^Tdnenai munpataittdn'^ (H. 100)

.

Next to him rides Ceramdn on a horse. In front of him rides Cera-

mdn on a horse, with a beard and ornaments. His tuft of hair is

flowing whilst that of Arurar is found knotted to the right. Cera-

mdn is turning towards Arurar. Beneath them are found the

waves with fish. This seems to represent the tradition that they

took the sea route; ^‘Ali katalariya^^^’^^ occurs in the last hymn of

Arurar wherein the Lord of the Seas is asked to carry the hymn
and the information to Ceramdn. But they might have followed

the sea route whilst at the same time flying through the air, even

as our modern day aeroplanes do. This painting at Tanjore fur-

ther shows the welcome these saints received at Kailas as referred

to by CekkUar.

Punturutti Nampi Kdtava Nampij one of the authors of Tiru-

vicaippd, speaks of Arurar and Ceramdn going on a white elephant

with their own physical bodies.*^ An inscription of the 32nd year

reign of Rdjddhirdja I speaks of a priest Nampi Kdtava Nampi of

Attireya goira, a priest of Tiruvaiydru, which is near Punturutti.

One wonders whether this priest is the same as the author of

Tiruvicaippd referred to above. It is curious that the Ddrdsuram
sculpture represents what it calls ‘the Ceramdn Perumdl katai^

by representing two elephants one after the other on which ride

two men, who are taken to be Arurar and Ceramdn by some. But
the fact, that the person riding on the first elephant is holding

43a. 7:100:10.

44. Kdyil Tiruvicaippd, 5,
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the Royal umbrella with his right hand and having his face turned

towards the person on the second elephant with all regard and

respect, raises in our mind a point of doubt whether it will be

right on our part to take him as Arurar.

In our ancient Cankam Literature in Tcmil, we hear of the

Royal umbrella being carried as the first thing in a procession as

a symbol of sovereignty. It is this that is represented by the first

elephant on which is found the Royal umbrella. The second

elephant carries the king. On the ground, we see four or five

people, probably in the act of dancing in that procession. The

person riding on the second elephant should, therefore, be the

king Ceramdn Perumdl taking a procession soon after his becoming

the crowned king. So far we can take as representing the first

scene. On the left hand side we find two persons standing, one

with the hands held above his head in ancali pose, whilst the

other is bowing down silghtly with the hands held in ancali pose

near his chest. This reminds us of the first incident referred to

by Nampiydntdr Nampi, where Ceramdn on seeing a dhobi wor-

ships him whilst the dhobi protests saying that he is the slave of

the king. How this could be taken as representing the final march

to Kailas as is done by some^^ is not clear. Even Nampikdtava

Nampi must be taken to have mentioned the horse, thanks to what

poetry calls the ellipsis; as a poet, he has emphasized the white

elephant leaving the horse in our mental back-ground.

The name 'Kalarirrarivdr' has been explained by Cekkildr

as explaining the gift given by Lord ^iva that this king would be

capable of knowing all that the beasts, men and birds could express

especially their miseries and short-comings in his kingdom. But

the word 'Kalaru’ as found in the old phrase ‘Kalar retirmarai*

means according to the Tamil Lexicon, admonition, expostulation or

criticism at once, kind and severe. Therefore, the title Kalarir-

rarivdr will explain the greatness of the king ruling according to

Tirukkural, with the noble quality of welcoming and seeing through

destructive criticism against his rule.^® In Nitur, there was a

temple to this saint, which was called, ^Connavdrarivdr KoyiV.^^

It is not clear whether this refers to our saint or to the Lord; we

45. Dr. Rajamanikkam-Peni/apurdna Ardicci, Tamil edition, p. 73.

46. Cf. ‘^Itipp&rai illdta emara maytnan ketuppdrildnum ketum^-Kural, 448.

and *‘ltikkum turuiiydrai alvdrai ydre ketukkum takaimaiyavar^^-KutO'l, 447,

47. 535/1921.
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know Vi^u was called VonTmvarmam ceyyum Perumdr. The

folk tales speak of knowing the language of birds and beasts.

Probably the conceptions of Tirukkural and the folk tales have

given us this phrase Kalarirrarivdr emphasizing the important

qualification of the ruler according to the hearts of the people.

The next incident is about Pdnapattirar. Tiruvilaiydtal

Purdruim also mentions this incident as taking place in the reign

of Varaguna I who is considered to be no other than Koccataiyan,

the grandfather of Varagutmvarman, according to C. V. Narayana-

swamy Aiyar.'^® Tliis is an incident which Naynpiydntdr has not

mentioned, but the description by Arurar, ''Kdrkonta kotaik 'Kalarir-

rarivdr”^^^ ‘that he was as munificent as the rain-bearing cloud’

suggests that he was a great patron and it is probably this descrip-

tion that necessitated as a tradition of the Pdna described by Cek-

kilar. We have the Sanskrit and the Kannada traditions about

this Pdnapattirar mentioning him as Ydlppainandyandr or Tirw-

nilakantha and as a musician famous for his devotional songs in

praise of :Siva. He is said to have received valuable rewards from

Cherama (Ceramdn Perumdl) king of the Cheras.^^ These tradi-

tions speak of Ceramdn Perumdl or Cherama, called also Mahd-

gdda, a jSaivite King of the Cheras who is said to have visited

Sundara Namhiydr.^^ As we had already discussed the age of

Arurar^^ we need not repeat the same arguments here; for, after

all, Ceramdn is a contemporary of Arurar.

In the light of certain facts referred to by us in the portion on

the life of Arurar,^^ one may take the meeting of the three kings

at Maturai as the meeting of the Pdndya, Cera and Pallava {Raja-

simha) who had given his daughter in marriage to the Pdndya
Koccataiyan whose son was named Rdjasimha, after his grand-

father.

V
The 38th saint is Kaiiandta Ndyandr. The words of Arurar

are, ^‘KatarknUk Kanandtan atiydrkkum atiyen*^— 1 am the ser-

vant of the servants of Kanandta of Kali, the coastal town’. iVam-

48. Origin and Early History of l§aivism in South India, Chap. XlII.

48a. 7:39:6.

49. Mys. Arch., Rep., 1926, p. 10.

50. Ihid.

51. Vol. I.

52. Vol 1.
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piydntar Nampi suggests that this saint was so called becatise he

became the head of the £iivagan^s, having trained the ‘Tontars^ and

made them do such acts as befitted them. According to Cekkildr,

this saint was a Brahmin, training the Saivites in performing

'tontus* like gardening, picking up flowers, making garlands, arrang-

ing for the sacred bath of the Lord, cleaning the sacred groimd,

painting it with the cow-dung, lighting lamps in the temple, writing

and reading Tirumurai. He was so much attached to the sacred

feet of Campantar that brought him the leadership of Sivaganas*

The worship of Campantar by Kanandta is a new infoimation

which is given only by Cekkildr. The Ddrdsuram sculptures give

us a representation of Kanandta inscribed as Ganandddru^r kadaL

We see on the left side of the sculpture of this saint, the 'tontars'

or ^aivite followers being trained. One is in the act of plucking

flowers; another is carrying materials for worship; next come two

persons, one of whom sits and explains a book whilst the other

standing listens to it with all humility and sincerity. Next comes

a person with a broomstick and a pot probably of cow-dung. It is

not certain what the person who comes after him does; probably

he is lighting a lamp. Kanandta stands next, supervising and

directing their services. Then follows the final scene on the right

half of this sculpture where God appears with Pdrvati on the hull

in the presence of Kanandta.^ The Sanskrit and Kannada tradi-

tions speak of him as a devoted Saivite who took pleasure in feed-

ing and clothing all his Saivite guests and it is curious to note that

the traditions make him a contemporary of Campantar.^^

VI

The 39th saint is Kurruva Ndyandr. The words of Arurar

are, ^‘Arkonta vel Kurran Kalantaikkdn atiyen''— ‘I am the ser-

vant of Kurran, the Lord of Kalantai, of the spear which has cap-

tured or which is adorned with dttV (the Cola symbol)’. Nampi-

ydntdr makes him a Kalappdlar. One wonders whether he has

taken the word Kalantaikkdn in this sense. The Kalappdlars are iden-

tified by Prof. M. Raghava Aiyangar with the Kalabhras. Tamil

Ndvalar Caritai refers to Accuta Kalppdlar, conquering the kings

of the three Royal families (154-157) and he is also called ^Tillai

Accutandtan^ reminding us of Achuta, the Kalahhra referred to by

Buddhadatta. The Tontamantala Catakam speaks of one Amur

53. M.A.R., 1919-20. PI 5, fig. 40.

54. Myi. Arch. Rep., 1925.

T. 129
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Kala'ppdlar, sung by Kdlamekam (V. 80). Nerkunravainar, the

author of Tiruppukalur Antdti is also referred to as Kalappdlar,

Meykantdr's father is also referred to. as Kalappdlar, Kalantai is

a shortened form of Kalattur, It is not clear which Kalattur is

referred to, as Cekkildr does not particularize. Pdntikkdvai,

quoted in Iraiyandr Akapporul Urai, mentions the battle at Kafat-

tur in which Netumdran was successful. We have a few chiefs

of Kalantai: Kalantai Alakapperumdl, Kalantaikkutitd^nki^ Kalan-

taikkoppannan and Kalantai Vaccananti. We have certain

scholars and poets like Jndnaprakdsar, Patikkdcar and Puka-

lenti referred to as belonging to Kalantai and in a few cases like

that of Pukalentif Ponvilainta Kalattur in the Chingleput District

has been referred to as Kalantai, As Meykantdr^s father who is

considered to be a Velldla is spoken as a Kalappdlar, probably all

of them belong to the Velir group. According to Dr. Krishna-

swami Aiyangar who traces the word Kalahhra from Kalavar

(whose chieftain is mentioned as Pulli in the Cankam Poetry) or

Kalavara, through the Kannada Kalaharu— attributes this Kala-

hhra invasion to the expansion of the Sdtavdhana Power driving the

Kalavar further south. The invasion into Madura by the Vatuka

Karundtaka is probably by the Kalavars coming through the Kan-
nada country. Kalappalar, the protector of the 'kalam^ might have

become corrupted into Kalappdlar. Anyway, we find a number of

chiefs who do not belong to the ancient Royal family calling them-
selves Kaliyaracar or the kings of the Kali age, as opposed to the

kings coming from the more ancient age, ruling the Tamil country

during the Kalahhra interregnum and Kurruva Ndyandr is one of

those who reigned the whole of the Tamil country in that age.

Nampiydntdr states that Kurruva Ndyandr crowned himself
with the feet of the Lord reminding us the Pddukd pattdhhisekam
of Bharata. He also imprinted in his mind the Great :§iva, and
Nampiydntdr tells us that this made him the ruler of the world.
Cekkildr continues the story. Kurruva Ndyandr requested the
Brahmins of Tillai to crown him king. They refused to crown
anyone but the members of the Cola family and migrated to the
Cera country afraid of his power, but leaving one member of the
family for performing the worship at Tillai. Kurruva Ndyandr
was very sad and that night he was thinking of the feet of the
Lord being given away by God as his crown and in his dream,
the Lord did so. Carrying this on his head, he ruled the Southern
land. He visited every temple and provided for worship therein.
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The phrase ^Arkonta* has been probably interpreted ‘adorned

with dtW and this has led the Kannada and Sanskrit traditions to

speak of Kurruva Ndyandr as a Cola. He is spoken of as Kuttuva
Ndyandr or Kritdntaka.^^ These traditions continue the story a

little more beyond Cekkildr. The Brahmins of Citamparam who
migrated to the Kerala (Cera) country on hearing Lord Siva

blessing this Kurruva Ndyandr with the crown of his feet returned

and formally crowned him and placed him at the head of the

Saivites. The Ddrdsuram sculptures represent him sitting on the

seat whilst two are standing and three are sitting in front of him,

all with their hands held in anjali pose probably his feudatories

paying him the homage.^®

55 . Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925 .

56 . 1919-20
,
PI V, fig. 39 .



CHAPTER VII

POYYATIMAI ILLATA PULAVAR CARUKKAM

I

The seventh verse in Tiruitantattokai begins with the phrase,

‘^Poyyatimai illdta pulavar^^ which is the name of the Carukkam

in Periyapumnam where the lives of the saints contained in this

verse are described. The first saint of this verse— the 40th saint

in the list from the beginning— is Poyyatimai Illdta Pulavar. The

words of Arurar are, "Poyyatimai illdta pulavarkkum atiyen”—
am the servant of the scholar whose service to the Lord is

devoid of all deceits’. Nampiydntdr Nampi interprets these words

as representing the 49 poets of the Cankam including Kapilar,

ParaV'ar, Nakkirar who composed many songs on the feet of the

Lord of Tiruvdlavdy (Maturai), But this name is not one of the

group names specifically mentioned in verse 10 of this hymn (39).

Whilst all other hymns mention only individual saints except for

the Tillai Vdl Antanar mentioned at the beginning of the hymn,

Cekkildr seems to feel the force of the argument and he does not

specifically mention the poets of the Tamil Cankam. The purpose

of poetry is the realization of true knowledge and with this con-

viction Poyyatimai illdta pulavar took refuge in the feet of the

Lord and became famous as a scholar of true service, never sing-

ing the praise of any one but the Lord. Cekkildr always sings

the individual saint in the honorific plural and this has misled

some into thinking that he is also referring to a group name. Some
feel that Mdnikkavdcakar is referred to under this name, though

others will argue that Arurar came long before Mdnikkavdcakar

who according to them refers to Arurar in the lines, "Tenamar
colait Tiruvdruril ridinam tannai nalkiya nanmaiyum^\^ The Ddrd-

suram sculptures probably accept the interpretation of Nampi--

ycmtdr; for, we see there, a number of poets standing between the

temple and a mantapa? No Sanskrit and Kannada traditions are

available about this saint or a group of saints.

1. Tiruvdcakam, KlrttittiruvakavaJ, Ih 73-74.

2. M.A.R.y 1919-20, PI. V, fig. 38,
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U
The 41st saint is Pukalccolar, about whom we discussed when

describing Eripatta N&ya'n&r.

Ill

The 42nd saint is Naracinkamunaiyaraiya l^dyandr. The

words of Arurar, are, ''Meyyatiydn Naracinka mwmiyaraiyar-

katiyen’’— T am the servant of the true servant of the lord Nara-

cvhk(i7nu7i(iiy(iT(iiycLu\ In some editions of this hymu the honorific

plural suffix ‘ar" is found used but terms like Meyyatiydn and

Empirdn prove conclusively that Arurar used only the ordinary

singular and, therefore, the reading must give not the liquid r

but the explosive V. This saint used to give gold coins to Saivite

Tapasvins but to one who saw the feminine form everywhere he

gave twice the gold— this is the greatness of NaracinkaniuTiCLi-

yaraiyan according to Nampiyantdr Nampi. Cekkildr explains this

further, 'fhis saint was the ruler of Tirumunaippdtindtu. He always

wore in his mind the greatness of the sacred ashes. On the Atirai

day he would honour the Saivites, feed them and give one hundred

gold coins each. One Atirai day, a pronounced libertine ex-

pressing his lust in every act of his, came besmeared with the

sacred ashes. When others slighted him, NaracvfikaTtiuuaiyaraiyau,

because of the sacred ashes the libertine wore, welcomed him with

all humility and gave him twice the gold he usually gave. The

Sanskrit and Kannada traditions speak of him as NarasiThhamuni,

a Saivite king who adopted Sundara Namhi as his son. Arurar

mentions this saint in another hymn on Tirundvalur which he des-

cribes as the city of the Lord, his own city and the city where

Naracihkamunaiyaraiyan served the Lord with all love and

honour.3 In the Tatuttdtkonta Purdriam, Cekkildr refers to this

Naracinkamunaiyaraiyan^ bringing up Arurar, the child. Whilst

Cekkildr speaks of Somdci Mdrar and others as contemporaries of

Arurar in their respective purdnams, neither he noij Nampiydnpdr

Nampi mentions contemporaneity of Nampi Arurar in this story

of Naracinkamunaiyaraiyan. Similarly they do not mention that

KaXarcinkan was the contemporary of Nampi Arurar.

Munaippdti Ndtu is the frontier of the Cola country. There-

fore, this frontier chief was called Munaiyaraiyan. Probably

3. 7:17:11.

4. Stanza 5.
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Naracinkamunaiyaraiyan was a feudatory of the Pallava king

Narasvmha I or Narasvrhha 11, but this name continued to remind
the family for many centuries as we find a Malaiyamdn Narasimha-

varman spoken of in the inscriptions of Kuldttunka III. These
chieftains probably belong to the Malaiyamdn family calling them-

selves Mildtutaiydr and Cetirdyas. Some were ruling from Kiliyur,

others from Ndvalur, still others from Kdvalur. Some of them are

named after £iva of Siddhdnta, whilst others were called Nara-
cinka.^ Some claimed descent from Ori and others from Kdri;^ at

the same time as already pointed out, they claimed their descent

from the Purdnic Royal families as Ceti.

Cetis formed an offshoot of ‘Yatus^ according to Purdnas. The
Yatus extended their authority northward over the Haihayas
probably after the maritime power under Kdrttaviriya dis-

appeared.*^ The Cetis were first ruling between Jamuna and
Vindhyas. After the fall of the Mauryas^ one of the members of

the Ceti Royal family came to rule over the Kalinga, and Karavela
the Great was a Ceti ruler. Probably the Ceti rulers of the Tamil
land traced their relationship with this family.

The Ddrdsuram temple contains a sculpture on its western
wall with an inscription, Naracinkamunaiyaraiyar underneath.®

This saint with a beard is sitting probably on a ^sirhhdsana^ (chair)

in the act of giving probably gold. The person who is receiving

it first must be the libertine. There are five other ^Saivite Bhaktas^
to his right. There is somebody standing behind the king. The
M.A.R. mentioned above states that his queen is behind the king
though it is not clear in the plate.

IV

The 43rd saint is Atipatta Ndyandr. The words of Arurar are
Viritirai cul katal Ndkai Atipattarkkatiyen”— ‘I am the servant

of Atipattar of Ndkai, the seaport surrounded by the expanding
waves’. Ndkai is Ndkappattinam which was the centre of the sea-

borne trade and where RdjasiThha built a Buddhist temple for the

pp,

5. 114/1900, 538/1902.

6. 252/1934.

7. History and Culture of Indian People by R. C. Majumdar, Vol. L,

282, 284.

8. M.A.R., PI. V, jig. 36.
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use of the traders coming from the eastern islands. Atipattar is

according to the Kannada and Sanskrit traditions, Atihhakta-

ndyandr, the devotee of great love or hhakti, a fisherman whose
vow it was to offer to sea, the first fish he got in his net every day,

even the first happened to be a golden fish. This is the story

given by Nampiynntdr Nampi as well, who refers in another place

to the Lord accepting even a fish as nectar without slighting it.®

Nampiyointd^r Nampi calls Atipattar, Poyyili, probably because he
did not break his vow. Cekkildr brings about the greatness of

Ndkappattiimm and describes the story in great detail. The saint,

once the head of the fishermen village, became poor but continued

to leave the first fruit of the fish to the Lord. One day he caught

a wonderful fish of golden gems enough to purchase the whole
world and put an end to his poverty and misery. His followers

thought that his troubles came to an end, when, the saint threw
it out into the sea for the Lord as the first fruit of the day. This

story of sacrifice is very well brought out in the Ddrdsuram sculp-

ture. On the right hand side of the plate, we see the sea with all

kinds of fish including the octopus. Three fishermen are drawing
in, the net. Atipattar with the golden fish in his hand is in the

act of throwing it out into the sea. He has a beard. In the centre

stands a person with the turban on his head. Probably it is the

starving Atipattar. On the left hand side, we see Siva appearing
on the bull with Pdrvati whilst Atipattar stands worshipping him,
raising his hands above his head in the anjali pose.^®

V
The 44th saint is Kalikkampa Ndyarmr. Arurars words are,

^'Kaitatinta vari cilaiydn Kalikkampan {Kaliyan Kalarcatti
Varincaiyarkon) atiydrkkum atiyen”—1 am the servant of the

servants of Kalikkampan, of the beautiful bow cutting away the
hand {Kaliyan, Catti of the heroic anklets and the king of the
citizens of Varincai) \ Kampan is the proper name of the Ndyandr.
The epithet Kali may mean that he belongs to the family of

Kaliyaracar. Accordingly, we find the Sanskrit and Kannada
traditions speaking of him as a king; but, he is made therein a
Cola king. Probably, the term does not mean anything more
than a king of the Cola country. He is made the native of Pennd^
katam by Nampiydntdr Nampi and Cekkildr. The description,

9. Kdyil Tiruppanniydr viruttam 40.

10. M.AR., 1919-20, PI. iv, fig. 35.
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'Kaitatinta vari cilaiydn' seems to emphasize the fact of his being

a ruler of a country or a chieftain. ‘Kai tatinta' has however been

taken to mean that he had cut away somebody’s hand. The

Sanskrit and Kannada traditions along with Nampiydntdr speak of

him as one who was wont to wash the feet of all the J^aivite guests,

irrespective of castes and rank and entertain them, and who, when,

one of his own servants of low caste appeared as a guest amongst

others seeing his wife’s hesitation in washing his feet, the saint

cut off her hands and washed his feet and entertained him with

others.

Cekkildr makes him a member of the Vaisya community. The

DdTUSUTtiTn temple sculpture mentions Kclikka-'mpdtitdr katai. On

the right hand half, we have three devotees on raised seats in

front of one of whom in the middle the teapoy-like object with

probably the food served thereon. Kalikkampa’s wife is probably

serving them. In the centre, we have five vessels placed one above

the other, all probably containing food. On the left half, we have

another person who must be the erstwhile servant of Kalikkampar

seated with one leg hanging down. The wife of Kalikkampaf is

hesitating to wash his leg and the saint with the beard is found

raising up the sword in the act of cutting off the right hand of his

wife. On the left extremity appear Pdrvati and Paramesvara on

the sacred bull.*^

VI

The 45th saint is Kaliya Ndyandr. Arurar mentions only his

name. Nampiydntdr calls him merely Kali. His native place ac-

cording to Nampiydntdr Nampi is Tiruvorriywr which is near

Madras. He was wont to burn a lamp in the temple and when he

could not afford it, he sold out everything and worked as a cooly

at the oil-mill for performing the service of lighting the lamp with-

out break. Cekkildr also refers to him as Kaliya Ndyandr but

speaks of him as Kalinltiydr in the last verse of Kalikkampa Ndya-

vdr Purcsnam, a name, which is also found there in the Sanskrit

and Kannada traditions. He is an oil-monger, a cakkiri, according

to Nampiydntdr, and a resident of Cakkarappdpi teru in Tiruvorn-

yui according to Cekkildr. He was bom rich and lit the lamps

in the temple all the day. He lost all his wealth and he began

to sell oil as a cooly and make some profit for doing his service.

11. M.AJI., 1919-20
,

PI. IV, fig. 34 .
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When even this could not be done, he worked at the oil mill as a

cooly. On account of many people taking to this work he lost his

employment. He made up his mind to sell away his wife, but

found no purchaser. Knowing no other way and carrying out

services as usual, he thought of using his own blood as oil and

began to cut away his own throat when the Lord appeared and

caught hold of his hand. One of the Ddrdsuram sculptures on its

right hand half, shows the saint, first working as a cooly driving

the bulls and next as a cooly removing the oil from the mill. In

the left hand half is the vimdna of the temple in front of which

stands a series of lights in what appears a pillar, for lighting

which with his own blood, the saint is trying to cut away his

throat.^2 The Sanskrit and Kannada versions are the following:

''Kalimti, a ^aiviie saint, wont to burn a light before Siva all the

night over, went so far as to sell his wife for money to purchase

oil for lamp-light. But when no purchaser could be found, he

attempted to commit suicide rather than abstain from keeping a

light in the temple. Siva is said to have prevented him from

doing so”.13 It is clear that this story is very much more developed

than what is found in Nampiydntdr^s version. If one is to take

into consideration the context one may be tempted to hold that

Kaliydn or Kaliniti was also a chief or chieftain like Kalikkampan,

Sakti and others mentioned along with him. The word Kaliyan

reminds us of the name of Tirumankai Alvar, a Kalavar chief.

VII

The 46th saint is Sakti Ndyandr- Arurar refers to his vic-

torious heroic anklet and speaks of him as the chief of Varincai

which Cekkildr identifies with a city of that name in the Cola

country. He belongs according to Cekkildr to the Veldn com-

munity. He cut away the tongues of those who spoke ill of the

Saivites. That is all what Nampiydntdr says. This shows that

there were some people who were hostile to the Saivites not only

the Buddhists and the Jains but also some of the followers of

Smftis looking upon the Saivites as heretics unfit to dine with.

Cekkildr adds that the saint was powerful enough to cut away
the tongue suggesting thereby that the saint was Saktiydr because

of Sakti or power. It looks as though Cekkildr is speaking of the

weapon Sakti, rather than the power but in verse, 4, of this Pura-

12. M.A.R., 1919-20, PI IV, fig. 33.

13. Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925, p. 9.

T. 130
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nam, the saint is said to have cut away the tongue with

the sword. It may be suggested that ‘catti’ may be the more cor-

rect reading than 'katti' in which case the name Cattiydr (!§akti-

ydr) may be explained as one carrying the 'catti' the weapon.
The Kannada and Sanskrit traditions speak this saint as Satti-

ndyandr or Saktindtha having made a vow to slay all those who
were not Saivites (not only those who abused the Saivites) The
traditions do not describe the actual slaughter. The name Sakti-

Tvdtha is borne by some Munaiyaraiyar and it may be that this saint

belonged to that family but ruling from Varincaiyur, whilst other

members of the family ruled, as already pointed out, from Ndvalur,

Kdvalur, and Kiliyur. It may be pointed out that 'Natan' is a

name assumed by some Saivites who had attained siddhi as ex-

plained in Tirumaniiram while others are called ^Antdr' like

Nampdntdr and Sivakdmiydntdr mentioned by Cekkildr and the

Ddrdsuram sculptures. It is curious that the word Ndyandr is not

found though the present editions of Periyapurdnam give the head-
ings as Ndyandr Purdnams in spite of the fact that Ndyandr is not
used by Cekkildr within the body of the text.

The Ddrdsuram sculpture's represents three persons on the
right of Saktiydnddr and one on the left all standing with hands
held in an^ali pose, whilst the insulting tongue of the fourth person
standing in front of the saint has been drawn out to cut away by
the weapon in the hand of Saktiydnddr,

VIII

The 47th saint is Aiyatikal Kdtavarkdn Ndyandr. The words
of Arurar are, ‘^Aiyatikal Kdtavarkdn atiydrkkum atiyen"—‘I am
the servant of the servants of Aiyatikal Kdtavarkdn'. Nampi-
ydntdr describes him as a Pallava clearly bringing out the mean-
ing of Kdtavarkdn. Aiyatikal will mean, the Lord, the father.

The name suggests that the father of the king must have become
an ascetic and, therefore, was called Aiyatikal. Nampiydntdr
refers to the conviction of Aiyatikal that it is better to beg as a
servant of the Lord than to rule the world and refers to this saint
singing a venpa each in every temple he visited. We have a work
in the 11th Tirumurai called the Ksettirattiruvenpd by Aiyatikal
Kdtavarkdn of which only twenty-four verses are available. The

14. Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925, p. 9.

15. M.A.R., 1919-20, PI. IV, fig. 32.
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Sanskrit and Kannada traditions are summarized as follows

:

^'Aiyadigal or Kadavarkondya'mr was a king of the Pallava dynasty

ruling in Kdnchi. He is variously called Sirhhdnka, Pddasimha, and

Panchapddasimha whose father (rather son, according to inscrip-

tions of the Pallavas) was Bhima or Bhimavarnia {A,D. 550) . He
spent the whole revenue of his vast kingdom in constructing Siva

temples, groves, wells, tanks and feeding-houses”.^^ Cekkildr

speaks of him in greater detail. The following are the points

made out by him: (1) This saint first as a king brought under

control his enemies and the sufferings of his people; (2) he con-

quered other lands; (3) the Vedic and the Saivite paths flourished

along with Dharma; (4) he wanted to serve the Lord through

Tamil and Sanskrit; (5) he was convinced that to be a king was
the source of misery and, therefore, abdicated the throne crown-

ing his son, king; (6) he went and worshipped at all the temples

of Siva singing one venpd at every one of them and finally reached

Tillai; (7) he did all that was necessary for the temple;

(8) he was the Kdtavarkdn of Kdnci—These descriptions are appli-

cable to Mahendravarman 11 as explained elsewhere (Vol. 1, Age
of Nampi Arurar) and that was why he was called the Aiyatikal.

The Ddrdsuram sculpture gives a vimdna of a temple in the mid-

dle. The story has to be read from left to right of the sculpture.

We find Aiyatikal before abdication with the crown and the flowing

cloth. On the right we see him going away without the crown
and the flowing cloth.

16. Mys, Arch. Rep., 1925, p. 9.

17. 1919-20, PI IV, fig. 31.



chapter VIII

KAl^IKKANTA CARUKKAM

1

The eighth verse in Tiruttomtatiokai begins with the phrase

^Karaikkantan^ which is the name of the Carukkam or canto in

Periyapurdnam giving us the lives of the saints mentioned in this

verse. The first saint in the verse— the 48th saint in the list

from the beginning— is Kanampulla Ndyaimr. The words of

Arurar are, ^‘Karaikkantan kalalatiye kdppukkontirunta Ka^m-
pulla Nampikkum (Kdrikkum) atiyen^'— T am the servant of

Kanampulla Nampi, who took as his armour or protection, the

anklet bedecked feet of the Lord of blotted throat (and of Kdri) \

Unfortunately, the stories now current about this saint do not bring

out either the significance of the word Nampi or of the description

that he had the Lord’s feet as his armour or protection. He was

a native of Irukkuvelur according to Nampiydntdr, which Cek-

kildr identifies as the city on the eastern bank of 'Vata Ve]ldru\

According to Namplydntdr Nampi, he became poor in the city and

went to Tillai where he lighted up the grass for lamps. Cekkildr

describes him as the saint interested in putting up lamps in the

Tillai temple and who becoming poor and penniless, cut and

gathered ‘kanampuV grass which he sold away for purchasing ghee

required for the temple. One day, he could not find any pur-

chaser for the grass and, therefore, he burnt away the grass itself

as light. Even the grass was not found in required quantity. He,

therefore, burnt away his own tuft of hair as the lamp. This

extreme service of self-sacrifice described by Cekkildr is not men-
tioned by Nampiydntdr Nampi, but it is found represented in the

Ddrdsuram sculpture. We have on the right hand edge of the

sculpture, the saint with the knotted tuft sitting and holding a

lighted up bundle of grass as the lamp. In the centre we see a

temple in front of which the saint is bending down his head with
the unloosened hair of the head flowing down to be lighted up by
the flames of the light below. At the left hand edge is found a

person standing with a sacred thread. It is too blurred to be
identified. It may be the Sivagana form of the saint.
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The whole story seems to have been built on the name of

Kanampullar without reference to the other description given by
Arurar, Arurar speaks of this saint in another place when he

gives a list of great men whose faults, the Lord has welcomed as

their glories.^ Appar also refers to this saint, '^Ennizainta kunat-

tirmle Kanampullan karuttukantar”^— ‘The Lord was pleased with

the idea or heart of Kanampnllan, because of his innumerable good
qualities’. In another place he sings, ''Aruntavatta Kanampullark
karulkal ceytu kataldm atiydrkkenrum kunankalaik kotuppar-

pdlum''^— ‘He is the Lord who blessed Kanampullar of rare tapas

and conferred good qualities on his loving servants’. Probably, it

is this conferring of good qualities, Arurar speaks of as the Lord
enjoying the faults of his servants as their good qualities. These
references cannot be to the current story. One would have at

least expected the tradition to speak of this saint in contemplation
being overgrown with a jungle of ‘kanampuV or being saved from
the attack of a group of tigers or other enemies. The Sanskrit
and Kannada traditions speak of this saint as Kannampala or

Kanolapa, a Saivite who burnt his own hair when the oil and
faggots he collected one night for maintaining a light in the temple
were exhausted.**

II

The 49th saint is Kdri Ndyaimr, Airurar, as mentioned above,

gives us only the name Kdri. This is a name known to Tamil
Literature from the days of Malayamdn Kdri, one of the seven
Vallals or patrons. In this connection one may note, though
Arurar knows of great men of the Cankam age like Pari, he does
not include any of the jSaivite patrons like Vel Ay who is famous
for the surrender of his precious cloth to God ^iva. Kdccenkandn
and Poyyatimai illdta pulavar, included in the list of saints, how-
ever, are considered by some to belong to the Cankam age. People
who bore the name Kdri were not only patrons and chieftains but
some of them at least were poets like Maturakavi Mdran Kdri.^

Kdriydcan is the author of Cirupancamulam and the author of

Kanakkatikdram is another Kdriydcan. The word Kdri means

1. 7:55:4.

2. Ap., 226:7.

3. Ap., 49:9.

4. Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925, p. 9.

5. Velvekkuti grant.
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that which is black (Kdri katanancdn— Kalittokai) or one who is

of dark complexion. It occurs as the name of Aiyandr.^ The

father of Nammdlvdr was also known as Kdri, It is, therefore,

difficult to say who the saint referred to was, a chieftain or a

poet. The tradition takes him as a poet probably because by the

time the tradition solidified into the present form the name has

become associated more with literary men than with chiefs and

patrons. But, here also, the details given vary from author to

author. Navipiydntdr makes him a native of Katavur, which Cek-

kildr speaks of as Tirukkatavur, probably the place of that name
in Mdyavaram Taluk. According to Nampiydrytdr, Kdri praised

the Lord ^iva with words and combination of words which he

made beatutiful and upright avoiding all faults. Cekkildr, how-

ever, speaks of him as composing strings of Tamil verses or

Tamilkkdvai which he collected in his name or in such a way as

to become famous as his work. The poems were not on Siva.

He was moving with the three Royal families of the Tamil land

with whose costly presents he constructed many a temple for

Siva, always thinking of the Kailds of the Lord. What Tamil

works and what temples were known to be the gifts of Kdri during

the age of CekkUdr it is not possible to say. The Sanskrit and

Kannada traditions speak of him as Kdri Ndyaridr or Kdrindtha

constructing a number of Siva temples with the money he col-

lected by begging. The Ddrdsuram sculpture of the story repre-

sents two persons wearing sacred thread in front of a background

of mountains. If one is Kdri, it is not clear who the other is.

The mountains probably remind us of the saint reaching Kailds

or his travel through various countries.

Ill

The 50th saint is Ninracir Netumdra Ndyandr. The words of

Arurar are, “Niraikkonta cintaydl nelveli venra Ninracir Netu-

yndran atiydrkkum atiyen”— ‘I am the servant of the servants of

Netumdra

n

or Sri Mara, the great, of abiding glory, who won the

battle of Nelveli because of the subjugated mind’. Nampiydntdr
speaks of this Pdndya as the one in whose presence the Jains

were defeated by Campantar and who impaled them all. He is

thus identified with Kiln Pdndya. Campantar speaks of him as

Tennavan
( the Lord of the south), Pdntiyan, Pancavan, Pdrttivan

6 . Tandi-cutram^95.
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(or the king of this earth), Korravan (the victorious king), Pan-

kamildn (one who has no blemish), Pattiman (one who is learn-

ed), Paravirmn (one who worshipped and praised the Lord) and

Bhaktimdn (the king of divine love or hhakti). The repetition

of the name Tennavan Tennan shows probably that he became the

undisputed king of the southern land after the Nelveli battle.

Arurar also speaks of Netumdran of sacred ashes on whose crown
was Siva as Tenrmvan or Tennan, ^'Potiydtu iirumeni Netumdran
mutimel Tenimn”.^^ The idea of Siva beings on the crown of the

Pdndya is also referred to by the Pdntikkdvai where the author

describes this patron Netumdran, ^‘Naraiydrrakattu venrdn muti-

mel ninrdn Manikantan’', VilliTiattu venra malliyal tdl mannan
cenni nilavindn vdr cataiyan'\ We have elsewhere referred to

this idea as being explained by the epigraphists. Therefore, this

seems to be a popular idea of Arurar'

s

age. ''Netumdran" is

identified with Arikesarimdravarman of the Velvikkuti grant.

Cekkildr refers to him as the king who ruled, thanks to Campan-
tar, in such a way that Dharma and J§aivism flourished. He gives

the description of the Nelveli fight reminding us almost of the Kali
rhythm of some of the lines of the Velvikkuti grant and of the epi-

graphic description of the Pallava war with the Chdlukyas of that
age. “The enemies attacked the Paffpdya at Nelveli with a sea of

horses and rows of angry elephants. There was a flood of blood
in which floated the corpses of man and animal. The Pdndya took
up the spear even as his great ancestor did to make the sea dry
up. The joyful neighing of the horses, the clash of the weapons
of the soldiers, the roaring noise of the elephants, the music of
the military band resonating like the thunder on the final day of

destruction. The hhutas and the peys bathed in the blood and
drank that liquor and danced after the feast of the foxes. In such
a battlefield, the army of the chief king of the northern country,
broke down and fled and the PdTidya was crowned with the laurel
of victory”. This is an information which we do not get else-
where.

The Velvikkuti grant speaks merely of "Vilvelik katarrdnaiyai
Nelvelic ceruvenrum". The Sinnamanur plate speaks of the con-
quest of the Villavan being conquered at Nelveli. Villavan usual-
ly means the Cera but this will be opposed to the specific reference
in Periyapurdnam, unless we take the Nelveli there as another
battle. Or, the Villavan read as Villavar may refer to the bow-

6a. 7:38:8.
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men who are referred to as Vilveli in the Velvikkuti grant. Vil

lavan may also be a mistake for Vallavan, a name which occurs

in Pdntikkdvai, which may then refer to the Chdlukya 'Vallahha'

From the description given by Cekkildr, it is clear that he is refer-

ring to the Chdlukya invasion when Vikramdditya came as far as

Uragapuri or Uraiyur to be defeated by Paramesvaran, the Pallava

at Peruvalanallur. There is an intriguing reference in the Smaller

Sinnamanur plates : ^‘Jayantavarman makarmkip pakai pupar
talai panippa Paramesvaran veli(c) pattu Arikesari Asamasaman
.... Pdravanipakulam irainca''? One wonders whether it refers

to Netumdran's conquest of the Chdlukyas before Paramesvara
conquered the Chdlukyas. Or, did Paramesvara attack the

Chdlukya from behind at Peruvalanallur after the Pdr)4ya defeated

him at Nelveli? Nelveli, if we are to connect it with the battles

around Uraiyur and Peruvalanallur should be in the Cola coun-
try; it is probably the Nelveli referred to as being in the '‘Ten-

karaippariaiyur ndtu'' in the Cola country.® His battle was con-

sidered to be very important probably because it released the

Tamilians from the fetters of the Northern kings. The victory

was felt to be very miraculous because Arurar assigns the vic-

tory to the subjugation of his own mind by the Pdrtdya and it is

curious that he refers to this conquest and not to the conquest
over the Jain. This king is the husband of Mankaiyarkkaraci; he
did all the divine services or Hontu’ and made the path of the

sacred ash flourish, Cekkildr tells us that he ruled for a long
time.

The Sanskrit and Kannada traditions speak of him thus

:

''KaiumRrandyandir or Dirghamdra, also called Kuna and Kuhja
was the King of Madura. He embraced Jainism under the influ-

ence of Jinasena, Bhattdkalanka and others. He was reconverted
to Saivism by Tirujndnasamhandar^\'^

The Ddrdsuram sculpture^® represents the king on a raised

seat or simhdsana wearing a crown and a sacred thread. On
his right, stands a person with a sacred thread and a tuft knotted
to the left probably Campantar, Right of him stand two persons
probably being marched to be impaled.

7. SJJ., V<A. Ill, Part TV, page 463, tl. 14-18.

a 266/1916.

9. Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925, p. 10.

10. MA.R., 1919-20, PI. IV, fig. 27.
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IV

The 51st saint is Vdyildr Ndyarmr. The words of Arurar are,

*‘Turaikkonta cempavalam irulakarrum cdti ton Mayilai Vdyildn

atiydrkkum atiyen^^—
‘I am the servant of the servants of Vdyildn

of the old Mayilai of the light of the red coral on the port remov-

ing darkness.’ Nampiydntdr emphasizes his mental worship; his

mind was the temple, infinite knowledge was the light, the blossom-

ed heart was the flower and love was the nectar offered—

a

description which reminds us of some verses of Appar. Cekkildr

identifies this Mayilai with Mylapore now in Madras. He is said

to belong to the ^udra community. According to Cekkildr, he

comes of the family of ^Vdyildrs\ In addition to what Nampiydntdr

has said, he informs us that Vdyildr bathed the Lord with bliss.

In the sculptural representation of this saint at Ddrdsuram, we
find him seated cross-legged between two trees with the beard, the

sacred thread, a garland round his neck and probably the jatd~

makuta with the cinmudra held in the right hand whilst the left

hand is resting on his lap. Probably the garland round his neck

is rudrdksamdld. The figure suggests a ydgi in contemplation on

his mental temple.

The Sanskrit and Kannada traditions mention this saint as

Vdyildru ndyaifmr or Vdgmi which latter word is only a trans-

lation of the name of the saint and he is there also famous for his

mental worship. 12

There is a separate shrine in the Mylapore temple for this

saint but it must be of very recent date.

V
The 52nd saint is Munaiyatuvdr Ndyandr. The words of

Arurar are : ^‘Araikkonta vel nampi Munaiyatuvdrkkatiyen^^—

T

am the servant of Munaiyatuvdr, the patron and lord of the spear

of attack’ . According to Nampiydntdr, he was the lord of Nltur.

He was a mercenary soldier, who for money, helped the defeated

people to become victorious in war and who gave all his money

to the Saivites. This Nltur, Cekkildr identifies with a place of

that name in the Cola country probably nearby the railway station

Nltur and he also makes the saint a chief of the Veldn community

11. M.A.R., 1919-20, PI IV, fig. 26.

12. Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925, p. 10.

T. 131
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explaining further that the money he received as the mercenary

soldier for feeding them with ghee, curd, milk, fruits, sugar, and

other kinds of food, in addition to the various kinds of gifts to

the Saivites. In the D^rdsuram sculpture representing this Ndya-

ndr, we find three persons : (1) the central one with his tuft

dressed up as a makuta and a sacred thread, is in the act of

piercing with a spear which he holds up in his hands. On his left

is his opponent who had fallen down on the ground with a crown.

On his right stands another with hands held in anjali pose, probably

the person who had secured the help of this saint against his

enemy.^3 xhe Sanskrit and Kannada traditions speak of him as

Monai Anduvarundyaimr or Ndsirabhanjana, the latter expression

meaning ‘one who destroys the van guard of the enemies’ army’.

They speak of him as a brave warrior who spent all his earnings

in the construction of Siva temple about which we hear nothing

in TamilM

13. M.A.R., 1919-20, PI III, fig, 25.

14. Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925, p, iO.



chapter IX

RATAL CtJLNTA CARUKKAM

I

The ninth verse in Tiruttontattokai begins with the phrase

^Katal culnta' which has become the name of a carukkam or canto

in Periyapurdrmm giving us the lives of the saints mentioned in

this verse. The first saint in this verse—the 53rd in the list from

the beginning—is Kalarcinka Ndyandr. Arurar's words are ''Ratal

culnta ulakeldm kdkkinra Perumdn Kdtavarkon Kalarcinkan

atiydrkkum atiyen” — 1 am the servant of the servants of Kata-

varkon Kalarcinkan who is ruling the world surrounded by the

seas’. According to Nampiydntdr, the nose of the queen who smelt

the flower set apart for the Lord of Arur was cut away when this

king however stating that the hand must be first cut away probably

because it took the flower before the nose smelt it, cut away ac-

cordingly the hand of his very queen. The cutting of the nose

was the greatness of another saint Ceruttunai Ndyandr and, there-

fore, his story also may be taken up for consideration at this point,

though he comes as the 55th saint in the list. The words of

Arurar, "Matal culnta idr Nampi ItankaUkkum Tancai mannava-

ndm Ceruttunaitan atiydrkkum atiyen^’ — ‘I am the servant of the

servants of Ceruttunai, the king of Tanjai and (Itankali, the Lord

of the garland of petals) .’ His native place is Tancai in the Maru-

kal Ndfu of the Cola country. The full name of the place is given

by Cekkildr as Tancdvur. This saint belongs to the Veldn com-

munity according to Cekkilur. If we are to reconcile Arurar's

description of the hymn as the ruler of Tanjai and Cekkildr s state-

ment that he belongs to the Veldn community vte must assume

that we have a chief of the Velir community. Nampiydjntdr states

that he cut away the nose of the queen of Kalarcinkan when she

smelt the flower set apart for the Lord. He does not mention the

name of Ceruttunai, in the verse describing Kalarcinkan, but when

we take both the verses describing the two saints respectively, it

is clear that they give a connected story of Kalarcinkan s visit to

Tiruvdrur with his queen, of Ceruttunai being there inside the

temple at the time, of the queen smelling a flower, of Ceruttunai

getting enraged at this sacrilege cutting away the nose of the
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queen, of Kalarcmkan intervening and stating that before the nos6

was cut off, the offending hand must be cut off, and of the King

Emperor cutting off the hand of his own queen. Cekkildr gives

us some more particulars about Kalarcinkan. He came of an old

Fallava family blessed by the Lord; he went on a military expe-

dition, defeated the frontiers of the enemies and conquered the

northern country. He went and visited the temples of Siva and

performed true or bodily services. His own crowned queen of

great fame going round the temple at Tiruvdrur saw all its points

of greatness one by one and reached the mantapa where the

garland for the Lord was woven. On its side was lying a flower

which had fallen and she picked it up and was smelling. Cek-

kildr thus seems to have minimized the fault of the queen. CeruU
turmi took it as a great sacrilege that she was smelling it within

the sacred precincts of the temple and hastened and cut away her

nose. There was great bleeding and the queen was rolling on

the ground because of great pain. The king who came just

then was enraged that somebody had wounded the queen. But

when Ceruttunai explained the circumstances, the king stated

that the hand which had first taken the flower should have been

cut, and cut away the rosy hand of his beloved crowned queen. The
king ruled thereafter for a number of years reaching the abode

of Siva in time. From the two accounts, ^ it is quite clear, that

both these saints were incapable of governing their impulses; but

in fairness to Saivism, we should be careful to reconcile that it

was their merit of devotion to God and not their inability to

control themselves that enabled them to obtain Siva's Grace. The
real greatness lies in their deep reverence for Siva, such a deep

reverence that Ceruttunai forgets that he is cutting away the nose

of the queen and Kalarcmkan forgets that he is cutting away the

hand of his own beloved queen. They forget this world in the

thought of the Lord, and old attachments no longer are found to

endure. But reading the words of Arurar, none of these incidents

is suggested to our mind.

The Kannada and Sanskrit traditions speak of Kalarcinka

Ndyanur or Padasimha as a Pallava king of Kdnci who cut off

the hand of his wife when she took with her hand an old flower

garland removed from the body of Siva after worship and smelt

1. Origin and History of J§aivism, p. 192, C. V. Narayanaswamy Aiyar*
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it— smelling such flowers being considered a heinous sin.^ This

seems to go one step further than Cekkildr because after all, the

queen here smells an old flower. In those traditions, Ceruttunai

Ndyarmr is made Siruttunendyandr but the name is correctly trans-

lated as Ranamitra who cut off the nose of the queen of Pddasimha
for smelling the old flower garland removed from jSiva^s image

and thrown out.

The Ddrdsuram sculpture^ represents a J§aivite sitting down
and probably preparing garlands out of flowers lying on the raised

platform before him. On the other side of this platform stands

the queen clothed from the waist to the ankle. Her left hand

rests on the platform and her right hand holds a flower which

she is smelling. Next to her stands a person with the sacred thread

probably in the act of worshipping. On the left hand side of the

sculpture we find Ceruttunai cutting away the nose of the queen

with a sword or a knife. The inscription beneath the sculpture

is Seruttunaiydnd^r. In the sculpture representing the story of

Kalarcinka Ndyandr,^ we find Kalarcinkan with his crown and his

flowing clothes catching hold of the left hand of the queen with

his left hand and raising his sword with his right hand to cut

away her hand. The question of identification of this king was
discussed in our attempt at fixing the age of Arurar.^

II

The 54th saint is ItankaU Ndyandr, Arurar^s words have

already been referred to above He refers to him as a Nampi^

It shows he must be of some importance in the Saivite world.

Nampiydnpdr makes him the king of Irukkuvelur who proclaimed

that all his wealth belonged to Saivites. The Ddrdsuram sculpture

represents this story with the inscriptions ItankaUydntdr under-

neath it. We find ItankaU sitting cross legged with a sacred

thread on a raised seat, with ornaments and the tuft of

hair knotted to the left in a peculiar makuta form, giving orders

for issuing a proclamation. On his right probably representing

another scene is one who is playing on the drum notifying the

proclamation probably to the effect that the king's wealth belongs

2. Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925, p. 10.

3. PL III, ilg. 22.

4. PI ni, jig. 24.

5. VoL I.. Age of Arurar.
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to the Saivites. It is here that Nampiydnt&r refers to his contem-

porary king Aditya and we get the new information that this

Aditya adorned the roof of the Tillai temple with gold brought

from the Kohku country. CekkiUr mentions the same story and

both of them make Itankali the ancestor of the Cola Aditya, the

founder of that line of Cola kings, which gave to the world Raja-

raja and Rajendra the great. But Cekkildr does not make Iruk-

kuvelur, the capital of Irukkuvelir, the native city of Itankali, as

is done by Nampiydntar. According to Cekkilar, Kotumpalur in

Konapu which is a division of Pudukkotta, was the capital city of

this' Velir chief. The Irukkuvels are said to have ruled from Kotum-

palur and, therefore, the Irukkuvelur mentioned by Nampiydntar

may be taken as referring to the capital city of the Irukkuvels

which was probably no other than Kotumpalur. Cekkildr gives

some more particulars about this saint. There was a Saivite who

undertook as his life mission to feed every day the followers of

Saivism. He could not get any employment for earning the

money required for this kind of service. Knowing no other way

of livelihood, he entered the royal store of paddy but he was

caught red-handed as a thief. He was brought before the king.

The ^aiwite explained the truth. The ;§aivite king explained, “Is

not this saint my true treasure house?” and allowed him to take

away all that he could from the store of paddy and from his

treasury.

Itankali may mean the tiger which dismisses without touching

anything that falls to its left and we know many chieftains meta-

phorically mentioned as ‘puli’— see, Kdtpuli, Citappuli.

IfaHkali is used by Tiruttakka Tevar as one beyond the reach

of others: “itankali kdmam” (2038) . We know of one Kotumpalur

chief ‘ParadurQQamardhana’ called ‘"Vdtdpi jit

,

which suggests that

Kotumpalur Velir

s

probably accompanied the Pallavas on the

northern expeditions against the Chdlukyas of Vdtdpi.® Since tra-

dition makes Ceruttunai and Kalarcinkan, contemporaries, there

is nothing wrong in our considering Itankali who comes in be-

tween the two saints in the list of Tonfar, as being also a contem-

porary of these two saints. The Sanskrit and Kannada traditions

pronounce this name as Idamkrishi. According to them, he was

a Cola king who not only excused the thief who stole grains from

6 . KotumpSlur Inscription; Journal of Oriental Research, Vol. VII;

JJi.A.S., 1935.
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his palace granary to feed Saivites, but also threw his granary

and treasury open to all Saivites and thus rendered robbery

unnecessary^

III

The 55th saint is Ceruttunai. With regard to this saint we
have already discussed along with Kalarcinkan and hence it is

unnecessary to repeat anything about this saint here.

IV

The 56th saint is Pukalttuvm Ndyaimr, and Arurar^s words

are, ^'Putai culnta puliyatalmel aravdta dtip ponnatikke manam
vaitta PukaUturmikkum atiyen”— T am the servant of Pukalt-

tunai who concentrated his mind on the golden feet of the Lord

of dance who dances whilst the serpents on the tiger’s skin round

him, dance.’ ^dnacampantar himself speaks of this saint as the

servant of the Lord, who was in a sorry plight and who received

a coin every day and worshipped at Puttur in the morning and

evening.^ One may be tempted to make him a contemporary of

f}dnacampantar because of the verb in the phrase ^Porrum PuU
ture\ In his Aricirkaraipputtur hymn, Arurar gives the story of

this saint in the 6th verse: “The Brahmin who belonged to the

inner circle of service (akattatimai) brought water from the Aricil

river and was bathing the Lord. He was so famished and weak

that he let faU the water pot on your crown. He shook with fear.

You arranged a daily batta of one gold coin and made it enter

the grateful hands of PukaUtumi. You were happy for having

done this. O, thou pure God of Tirupputtur full of gardens” —
this is the substance of the verse.® Nampiydntdr makes him a

native of Ceruviliputtur. There was a great famine and this saint

had no food. Therefore, he had to let fall the w^ter pot on the

Lord who, therefore, blessed him with wealth. Cekkildr tells us

that a sleep overcame him when on account of fatigue he let fall

the water pot. In the dream, the Lord appeared to inform that

a coin everyday would be placed till the famine was over. Waking
up from sleep he found a coin below the seat of the Lord.

7. Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925, p. 10.

8. 2:63:7.

9. 7:6:6.
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The Ddrdsuram sculpture represents this story on its northern

This story has to be read from the left to the right. We

find a viTnana, and a liiiga beneath it in the Garhhagrha, on which

linga, PukaUtunai is letting fall his water vessel whilst he himself

collapses and sits down overcome by fatigue. Probably he had

dreamt of the promise of the gold coin and we see him walking

away having left the garhhagrha and the mantapa in front of it.

W^e see him walking between his raarytapa and the sacred bull,

holding up his slightly extended hands in wonder and awe. There

is a ^balipitha’ behind the sacred bull, and we see Pukalttu'nui in

the act of taking away a coin from there. There is another temple

probably of the Mother Goddess also represented behind him

though it does not explain the story any further. PukaUtunai

Ndyandr^s name is translated into KJrtindtha in the Sanskrit and

Kannada traditions which though giving the story of the saint

letting fall the vessel, does not mention the gift of the coin by

the Lord.

V
The 57th saint is Kdtpuli Ndyandr. The words of Arurar are,

“Atal culnta vel Nampi Kotpulikkum atiyen^*— 1 am the servant

of Kdtpuli, the Lord of the spear conspiring to kill the enemies

or the spear crowded with victories^ He was one of the contem-

porary chieftains of Arurar who praises him in another verse as

the Lord of Ndttiyattdnkuti of old fame in the Cola country, the

obstinate Kdtpuli who conquered the enemy kings when they

came in a crowd. Kuttam or crowd is the accepted reading but

in one edition the reading is kutam. It is not clear whether this

is the name of a battlefield or whether it means secret strategy.

Nampiydntdr Nampi makes him the chief of Ndttiyattdnkuti and

states that he received the blessings of Arurar, that he became

glorious by killing away his relatives who broke his oath uttered

in the name of the Lord. According to Cekkildr, he was a mem-

ber of the Veldn community and a commander-in-chief of the Cola

army. He made his plant of fame flourish through war, which,

however, made the plant of misery flourish in the lands of others.

All the wealth received from his king he utilized in storing up

paddy like the mountain of gold for feeding the Saivites. Before

starting on one of the expeditions against the enemies as ordered

by his king, he sealed his store of paddy and told the relatives

10 . 1919-20
,
Pi III, fig. 21 .

11 . 7 : 15 : 10 .
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that in the name of the order of the LfOrd which does not hasten,

the paddy should not even be thought of by them. In a few days,

a famine devastated the country and the relatives preferred the

breach of that order to their death and ate the paddy. Kotpuli,

hearing of this on his return, conspired to bring them all inside

his house under the pretext of making a gift of the great wealth

he had amassed in war and keeping his grandson or his grand-

father (Peron) killed them all for eating away his paddy. There

was a child which escaped this slaughter and the grandfather or

grandson pleaded for it, stating that it had not tasted the paddy

and therefore it should be left to continue their line. Kotpuli,

however, threw it and cut it away with the sword, because it

had tasted the milk of the woman who had tasted the forbidden

paddy. Then and there, :§iva appeared to take the saint away to

his own abode.

Cekkildr does not mention anything about Arurar meeting

thig saint in this Purdna describing the saint’s life, though he

refers to the reception given by Kotpuli to Arurar and the gift

of his own daughters to the latter in the Eyarkon Kalikkdma

Ndyandr Purdnam, This makes one suspect that Cekkildr is think-

ing of some other Kdtpuli Ndyandr probably an ancestor of this

Kotpuli met by Arurar, If there was not even a child left, how

can there be any one left to meet Arurar 1 But the grandson

rather than the grandfather must be taken to be the mean-

ing of the word ‘PerdV or 'Peyaron' and he must have

escaped the universal slaughter because he went with his grand-

father and thus avoided the necessity of eating the paddy. This

seems to be the suggestion of Cekkildr though Nampiydntdr will

make this saint Kdtpuli the very Kdtpuli who met Arurar. Then

the question will arise how could Arurar who had sung TiruU

tontattokai wherein he included the name of this saint sing of his

escaping the fetters of relationship and reaching the abode of the

Lord, thanks to the great attachment to the name of God, and

meet the very same Kdtpuli sometime after he had sung the hymn.

This question has to be studied in some detail when we come to

fix the time when Tirutfontattokai was sung. This story is given

in one of the Ddrdsuram sculptures with the inscription Kdtpuli-

ydn4dr underneath it. In the right half we find Kdtpuli holding

the sword after having thrown up the child which is falling on

the sword; there are also three persons probably those attacked by

his sword, being in three progressive grades of falling down. The

T. 132
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left hand half shows Siva, Pdrvati and the bull in front of whom

stands Kdtpuli holding his hands in an anjali pose. The Sanskrit

and Kannada traditions speak of him as Kotpuli Ndyandr, translate

the name as Virasdrdula and give the story as found in Cekkildr,^^

We have shown already in another place that this victorious battle

which Kdtpuli fought against a crowd of enemies is taken by

Dr. Minaksi and others as referring to the battles which Telldrerinta

Nampi fought against these southern kings. But if Kdtpuli belong

to the age of Rdjasimha as we hold, the battle should be one of

the many battles which Paramesvara as the king and Rdjasimha

as prince fought against Vikramaditya I, who with the help of

Gangas and probably some southern kings and chieftains tried to

avenge the sack of Bdddmi by the Pallavas during the reign of his

father Pulakesin II. Periyapurdnam speaks of a series of northern

expeditions, both offensive and defensive, in which a number of

Saivite saints had taken part

—

Kalippakai, Aiyatikal, Kalarcinkan,

Kdtpuli, Ninraclr Netumdran and Ciruttontar. Probably all these

are referring to the Chdlukyan invasion and the Tamilian counter

invasion.

12. Mys. Arch. Rep., J925



CHAPTER X

PATTARAYP PANIVAR CARUKKAM

The tenth verse in Tiruttontattokai begins with the phrase

^^Pattardyppanivdr^^ which has become the name of a carukkam

or canto in Periyapurdnam describing groups of saints— the 58th

to the 64th in the list from the beginning—mentioned in this verse.

After the generalization into groups in this 10th verse, the 11th

verse begins to continue the list of individual saints. This may
suggest that this 10th verse was an interpolation into the hymn of

10 verses sung in accordance with his usual scheme of singing

every hymn with ten verses. But as already pointed out this

verse summarizes, as it were, the message of the whole hymn and

is too significant to be an interpolation. Even if it is, it must

be by one who had understood the message of this hymn. There-

fore, it ought to be studied after our study of all the individual

saints.



CHAPTER XI

MANNIYA CIRC CARUKKAM

I

The eleventh verse in Tiruttontattokai begins with the phrase,

'^Manniya clr'^ which is the name of the Carukkam or canto in

Periyapurdnam describing all the personalities mentioned in this

verse. The first saint in this verse and the 65th in the list from

the beginning is Pucaldr Ndyarmr, He belonged to Tiruninravur

which Cekkildr identifies with the city of that name in the TontaU

ndtu a place sung by Tirumankai Alvdr^ — none other than the

place Tinnanur in the Madras-Arakkojiam line. The words of

Arurar are, ^^Manniya cir maraindvan Ninravurp Pucal (vari

valaiydl Mdnikkum Necanukkum) atiyen^^—‘I am the servant of

{Necan and Mdni of the beautiful bangles and of) Pucal of Ninra-

vur of well established greatness, the great reciter of the Vedas.

Cekkildr, therefore, calls him a Brahmin. Probably it is this saint

who is praised by Arurar in one of the two Ninriyur hymns which

we had suggested to be a Ninravur hymn.^ The name Pucal has

come from the root ‘Pucu^ to besmear with sacred ash .

—
^‘Nlru

Pucattirmr'’^^ are the words of Arurar. The story of the saint

has become well known to the historians of the Pallava age. He
began building a mental temple and fixed a date for its consecra-

tion. The contemporary Pallava king also fixed the same date for

the stone temple he had constructed at Kdhci. Siva preferred

Pucaldr’

s

temple of the mind and requested the Pallava to fix

another date for his temple, the temple of stone. Mr. Gopalan
thinks that there is a reference to this in the inscription of Rdja-

simha where the latter is said to have heard the voice of heavens.

Nampiydntdr states that Pucaldr was desirous of constructing a

temple and spent sleepless nights in laying out the details of that

temple. Cekkildr gives a more detailed story. The saint came
to the conclusion that he must construct a temple but he failed

to get any money. He, however, gathered the wealth and the

1. 2:5:2; 7:5:10.

2. Vol. III.

2a. 7:19:2.
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architects in his own imagination and began the ccmstructionr in

his own mind. The day for consecration was also fixed. The
Paltava was told to fix another date in his dream by SmX, The
PaUava king was so surprized that he went to Tirunmrmuf fo

have a si^t of the temple preferred by God. No temple coifld

be seen but he met Pucaldr from whom he learnt that it was aB
a temple of the mind. It is probably this that Arurar refers to:

^'Vdyar maimttdl ninaikkum avarukku aruntavattil tuyar^^^^ and
^Pukalttontar^^ will become one of the names of Pucaldr, The
Sanskrit and Kannada traditions speak of this saint as Bhosala, a

Brahmin who pleased ^iva by his mental worship in a mental
temple of his own.^ The temple in Tinnanur is of ^Hrddlayesvarof^

or ^Marmkkdyil kontdr% probably built after this great incident. An
inscription of Dantivarman and Pucaldr^s image are found thew.

The lions of Rdjasimha^s pillars are also found and one of l5ie

statues found there is pointed out as that of a Rdjasirhha himself.

Therefore, following Mr. Gopalan’s conclusion, we may take that

Pucaldr was a contemporary of Rdjasimha and that Kalarcinkan

as described by CekkUdr was a contemporary of Pdcaldr.

II

The 66th saint is Mankaiyarkkaraciydr. Arurar speaks of her

as ^Mdni\ ‘VarivalaiydV

,

following Campantar who speaks of her

as arivalaikkaimmata Mdni\^^ Nampiydntdr Nampi mentixMis

her as ^Pdntimdteviydm Mdni^, She was the wife of Kun PcMiya
and brought Campantar to Maturai to put down the Jaina influ-

ence. Marti or Mankaiyarkkaraciydr is mentioned by Campantar^
She was according to him the daughter of a Cola, Manimuticcolan^

ruling the world who patronized the path of the sacred ash; she was
a beautiful person adorned with the sacred ash and full of bhakti.^

The Sanskrit and Kannada traditions make her the daughter of

Pogalchola (Pukalccola) and she is also called KulaschariJ The
Ddrdsuram sculptures represent her in Pi. II, fig. 13.® Campantar

2b. 7:19:10.

2c. 7:19:11.

3. Mys. Arch. /?ep., 1925, p. 10.

3a. 3:120:1.

4. 3:120.

5. 3:120:9.

6. 3:120:7.

7. Mys. Arch. Rep., 1925, p. 10.

8. M.A.R., 1919-20.
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is there found seated. P^ntirmtevi with hor companioh ife found,

holding her hands in the anjali pose worshipping or welcoming

Cam'pantar, Behind Campantar stands a person probably Kulac-

cirai. At a distance stand two persons holding their hands in the

anjali pose probably the followers of Campantar or the servants

of the Pdi^ya house-hold. The inscription underneath the sculp-

ture speaks of her as Pdntimdtevi,

III

The 67th saint is Neca Ndyandr. Nampiyair]4>dr Nampi makes

him a native of Kampili and a weaver or ^cdliyan\ He wove

clothes and loin cloths and presented them free to the Saivites.

No further details are given by Cekkildr, The Sanskrit and Kan-

nada traditions speak of him as Kera Ndyaimr or Snehandtha.

One of the Ddrdsuram sculptures^ represent the story with the

inscription Nesanddr beneath it. Necdntdr is there with his cloth

coming from the waist to a point very much above the knee and

with his tuft knotted to the left and a necklace probably of Rud-

rdksa. He is holding up a loin cloth in his right hand which is

in the act of being presented to a Saivite hhakta who is found here

with the sacred thread. Kampili is on the banks of Tungahhadra.

If our contention that Tiruttontattokai is a list of Tamil saints is

correct, that hymn must have been sung in an age when the power

of any one of the Tamil kings extended up to Tungahhadra and

this could not have been after the time of Nandivarma Pallava.

Some,* however, point out that Neca Ndyandr and Tirumular said

to have come from Kailas are saints of the northern country.

Tirumular got into the body of a Tamilian shepherd according to

the story. He must be considered to be an out and out Tamilian;

for, this description of a Tamilian can never refer to the soul but

only to the body. Instead of making Neca Ndyandr an exception

to the rule, it is much better to look upon him as the saint of the

Tamil country living in the age of the great Pallavas.

IV

The 68th saint is Koccenkat-cola Ndyandr. The words of

Arurar are, '‘Tennavandy ulakdiayta Cenkandrkkatiyen'^— ‘I am
the servant of Cenkandr who ruled the world as the Emperor of

the South.’ Tennavan usually means the Pdndya, but Arurar here

uses it in the sense of the Southern ruler. It is from this point

9. 1919-20
,
PI II, fig, 12 .
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of view that Cekkildr speaks of all the rulers who invaded South
India or Tamil Lands as the Northern kings or 'Vatapulattaracar\
It is curious to note that Tirumankaiydlvdr also refers to him as
‘Ulakamdnta TeuTidtan' (Tirunaraiyurp patikam 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 & 9)
reminding us of Arurar's phrase 'Tennavandy Ulakdnta'.^^ He is

also spoken of as the victor, the king of the northern country and
the western Konku. It is Tirumankaiydlvdr who gives us the
information that he has built 70 temples to and Nampiydrurar
refers to this Cola king as one who built Nannilam temple,^^ Cam^
pantar speaks of Ampar temple, Vaikal MdtakkoyiU^ and Tan-
talai nil neri^^ as having been built by this great Cola.

Even by the time of these saints, his story has become a mytho-
logical one and a tradition in the Tamil country. Arurar speaks of

the previous birth of this king. God was pleased with a spider

and made it Koccenkandn.^^ Appar and Campantar give a detailed

version of this story. A spider put up a cobweb of a 'pantaV with
its saliva, covering it with dry leaves to form a canopy over the
Linga at Tiruvdnaikkd. God was so pleased with the kind act of

even this insect that he made it be born in the Cola country of

the Kdviri fame as Koccenkardn,^'^ Appar states that as soon as

this spider died, it was made king Koccenkandn.^^ The cause of

its death is explained in the following way. There was an elephant

which was also worshipping at Tiruvdnaikkd according to the

accepted practice, the elephant being the ^Airdvatha* of Indra. The
elephant looked upon the cobweb as so much rubbish and removed
it. Thereupon the spider became enraged and got into the trunk
of the elephant to give it trouble. The elephant dashed its trunk
on the ground and the poor spider died. Lord Siva appeared and
blessed the spider to be bom as the Cola whilst the white elephant

was allowed to return to Heavens. This story is given in detail

by Cekkildr. After having ruled the world as Kdc^eiifcandn, God
allowed him to enter the group of Sivaganas in his next birth—

10. 7:39:11.

11. Periya Tirumoli, 6:6:8.

12. KoccenkuTidn cey kdyil, 7:98:11.

13. 3:19:1; 2; 5 & 9.

14. 3:18:2; 4 & 6.

15. 3:50:9.

16. Ap., 65:1 and Camp,, 2:63:7.

17. Ap. 49:4; 233:5; 236:3; 278:6; 287:8; 288:8.

18. 4:49:4.
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that is what Appar tells us.^® Campantar also refers to the spider

J:>eooiming the Cdla.^ He begins to explain the name as ''Ceyya

Kan ‘'Ceyya Kan Valavan”;^ ''Cenkatpeyar KorUavan'’^^

though he mentions also the name Koccenfcandti.^ Nampiydntdr

Nampi speaks of this Cola as one who never thought of any faith

other than ^aivism. He refers to the spider becoming the king

and building temples. He writes two verses: the first of it

he gives the story of Koccenkandn and in the second he speaks of

Kdccenkaridn as the ancestor of the king who passed away during

the life of Nampiydntdr^ the king whom we identified with Aditya L

Cekkildr^s story is much more graphic and detailed. We had

already referred to the spider and the elephant. The father of

Kdeceiikandn according to Periyapurdnam was ^uhhadeva and his

mother KamaldvatL The parents worshipped at Tillai. The mother

kept herself hanging upside down which reminds us of the birth

of KarikMa^^ so that the child might be born in an auspicious

hour to rule the whole world. After giving birth at the proper

time, she expired. As soon as Cenkaiidn grew up to manhood,

the father abdicated the throne in his favour and returned to the

forest as an ascetic. Koccenkandn built many temples, endowed
them richly for their daily worship and for the Brahmins at Tillai.

This mythological story is mentioned in the Tiruvdlankdtu plates

of Rdjendra. The Kannada and Sanskrit traditions translate his

tuuue as Raktdk&a Cola and give us the story as found in Periya^

purd'nam. One of the Ddrdsuram sculptures gives us the repre-

sentation of the story with the inscription Ko-Sengapperumdl

underneath it.^^ In this sculpture there is a temple with the

vimdna in which stands the king with the crown and flowing clothes

with flying ends. He holds the hands in the anjali pose. The colo-

phon to the Purandnuvu (Verse 74) says that the verse was sung

by Ceramdn Kanaikkdl Irumporai who was defeated by Cdlari

CeMcandr^ and that he sang it before his death. But Tamil Ndvalar

19. 296:6.

20. 2:63:7.

21. 3:19:2.

22. 3:18:2.

23. 2:23:5.

24. 1:48:6; 3:18:4; 3:50:9.

25. Tirut. Tiruvantdtij 81, 82.

26. Tdy vayirriruntu tdyum eyti—Poruvjajrdxxnppata.u

27. 1919-20, PI. 1, fig. 11.
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caritai states that this verse was said to Poykaiydr by the Ceramdn

and Poykaiydr sang the glories of the Cola fight in Kalavali Nd^-

patu to please the Cola and obtain the release of his king and

patron Ceramdn. The colophon to the Cankam poems is preferred

to the statements in the Tamil Ndvalar caritai but in the absence

of any specific reference in this verse itself the colophon is not

conclusive. It is clear from what we have been writing that Kdc-

cenkandn^s name has become one of mythological importance,

under whose name all sorts of stories grew sometimes as the

stories of his previous birth, sometimes as the stories of his future

birth. His name has come to be remembered as the greatest

temple builder. He has built Siva temples and also Visnu temples.

That is the tradition and it is very difficult to say whether he

had built all the seventy :§iva temples himself. The names of his

parents must have been invented in later times when high sound-

ing Sanskrit terms captured the minds of people, long after the

age of Arurar. It is not also clear whether the Koccenkandn of

the Cankam age is this very Koccenkardn, the saint and the tem-

ple builder. In any case, if Appar could be taken as having been

born in the closing years of the sixth century at least one or two

generations are necessary to have elapsed before him so as to

enable the people of his times to believe in the story of the spider

becoming the king.

TirumankaiydVvdr refers to Koccenkandn in his two hymns

on Tirunaxaiyur. He speaks of the temple there as a 'mdtakkoyiV

in his Periya Tirumapal In the first of the hymns, he refers to the

Cola as Cehkdl Valavan,^ the correct reading should be Cerikdl

Valavan. In the third hymn (6:6), in every verse he refers to

thig Cola. The first verse speaks of him as Cempiyan Koccen-

kavdn. The second verse speaks of his greatness as the greatness

of the Kdviri. The third verse refers to the battle of Venni in

which he became victorious. He is there referred to have used

a divine sword and the Vaisnavite commentators explain this

reference as referring to a sword given by the Lord of Tirunarai^

yur. The 4th verse also refers to this battle-field. The 5th verse

speaks of him as the Lord of the Cola country, the northern coun-

tjry and the southern Tamil country, whereas in the 3rd verse

the 4th verse the Alvdr was speaking of victorious kings

28. 6:4:S.

T
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defeated and killed. The 6th verse speaks of the chieftain Vilan^

taivel of the Velir community who was conquered and killed by

Koccenkandn, the Lord of the southern country and of the west

Konku. The verse refers to him as Kulaccdlan and describes the

greatness of Kdviri. The 8th verse refers to this Cola building

70 mdtakkoyil to Siva and his ruling the world. The old Vaisnavite

commentators state that this Cola failed to get his desires fulfilled

by the construction of those 70 J^iva temples and, therefore, took

refuge in the feet of Mahdvisnu at Tirunaraiyur. The 9th verse

speaks of the battle of Aluntai where the Cola cut away the bodies

of kings. The battle of Kalumalam referred to in KalavaU Ndrpatu

(36) '‘Kaviri Ndtan Kalumalam konta udV* is not at all mentioned

by this Alvar. Nor, is there, a reference to the Cera mentioned in

KalavaU
—

‘^Vancikkd atta kalattu'^ (39). One may doubt there-

fore whether this Koccenkandn is identical with the Koccenkandn

of KalavaU. The Verpii battle reminds us of Karikdla who defeated

the Cera king Ceraldtan.^ But this must be a different battle. The

Cola seems to have been subduing the VeUr chieftains who were

proclaiming themselves as this king and that king is mentioned

in ‘‘Pdrdlar arivar enru . . .
.

(6:6),

V
The 69th saint is Tirunilakanta Ydlppdnar. The words of

Arurar, are ‘'Tirunilakantatup pdnarmrkkatiyerC^— ‘I am the ser-

vant of TirunilakantattuppdTiandr\ The usage of this form 'Tiru-

nllakautattu^ has already been noted when we were discussing

TirunUakantattuk kuyavarmr. This Pdnar according to Nampi-
ydntdr Nampi is a native of Erukkattampuliyur which Cekkildr

identifies with the village of that name in the Cola country. His

greatness according to Nampiydntdr was that he accompanied Cam-
pantar and played the latter’s hymns on his ‘ydV^ that he was a

Perumpdnan, that is one who uses the ^PeriydV and not the ^Cin-

ydV of seven strings. Cekkildr gives further details. The saint

went to worship at Maturai. As ordered in their dreams, the

Saivite hhaktas took the Pdna to the presence of the Lord at

Tiruvdlavdy who pleased with the Pdna^s song expressed in a voice

heard in the empty space that the 'ydV would get out of tune if

placed on the cold floor and that, therefore, a beautiful plank
should be given for placing the 'ydV on it. A gold plank was

29. Akam.y 55.
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given accordingly. The Pdria went to play on the ydl in all the

temples till he met Campantar at CikdU. Pdnar accompanied

Campantar wherever the latter went and finally disappeared with

him at the time of the marriage of Campantar to attain salvation.

The story of the old plank is not even whispered by Nampiydntdr
and in the story found in Tiruvilaiydtal, the name of the Pdna is

Pdnapattiran, who in the time of Varaguna went to Ceramdn with

a letter of introduction from Lord 5it?a. Therefore, the Sanskrit

and Kannada traditions speak of Ydlppdna Ndyandr or Tirunila-

kantha, a musician, famous for his devotional songs in praise of

Siva receiving valuable rewards from Ceramdn. But Cekkildr does

not so identify Pdnapattira whose story he narrates in Kalarirrari-

vdr Purdnam with Nllakanta Ydlppdnar. If both the Pdnas are

identical, this saint must be a younger contemporary of Campantar
and the elder contemporary of Ceramdn probably also of Arurar.

Campantar himself speaks of a Pdna singing the praises with great

hhakti in accompaniment to music and receiving the blessings of

the Lord: 30 ^‘Pdnanicai pattimaiydl pdtutalum parintalittdn”

;

^^Takkapumanaic currak karulote tdramuyttatu Pdnarkarulote^^^^

is another reference. One of the Ddrdsuram sculptures represents

this story. We find the Pdna with his wife playing on the ^ydV in

front of the temple which is half visible. We notice herein the

old form of this ydU^

VI

The 70th and the 71st saints are Cataiyandr and Icaindniydr.

They are not counted that way by Arurar. In the portion of the

last verse where he usually mentions his names as the author

of the hymn, he describes himself as the son of Cataiyan and

Icaindni. The words of Arurar are, ^‘Ennavandm aranatiye atain-

iitta Cataiyan Icaindni kdtalan Tirundvalurkkdn annavandm
Aruran atimai kettuvappdr Aruril ammdnuk kanpar dvdre^^: 33

*They will become the lovers of the Lord of Aruran] those who are

happy to listen to the servility of that Aruran, the chief of Tirit-

ndvalur, the beloved son of Icaindni and Cataiyan who reached the

feet of my Hara\ Thus, Arurar has not included them in the

list of saints. The later generation cannot help including in the

30. 1:62:9.

31. 3:115:6.

32. M.A.R., 1919-20, PI I, fig 10.

33. 39: IX.
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list these two great personalities who brought forth Arurar into

this world. Nampiyantdr Nampi and Cekkildr emphasize this

greatness. An inscription of Kulottunka II issued in the 7th year

of his reign ends with the following words: ^'A\utaiya Nampikal

mdtdkkal Icai^niydf^—'^Jndnl bhavatd J^rmsivdcdrya kul§

hhavat, Saive Gautama gotrdsmin j^nyakUya Kamalapure^\^

This makes Arurar, a member of the Gautama gdtra; the name
Nampiydrurar was also the name of his grand-father of Tiruvdrur,

It is rather curious that Cekkildr does not give the particulars

about his gdtra. The Ddrdsuram sculptures give us their pictures.®®

Plate 8 represents Icaindniydr and plate 9 represents Cataiyaimr.

Cataiyandr has a beard and mustache and a sacred thread. The
cloth is found flowing, thus emphasizing his importance. The
mother has no upper cloth. She wears ear-rings, necklace, and

bangles. If what the Mysore Archaeological Report (1925) states

is correct, the Sanskrit and Kannada traditions make JaxjLendyandr

or Nilajndni Kapardi, the father of Tirundnacampantar, whilst

Yasyajndni is made the mother of Campantar. But it is also

mentioned there that Jatesvara was the father of Arurar and
Sujndnini, the mother of Arurar.

34. S.U., Vol. VII, No. 485, p. 298.

35. M.A.R., 1919-20, Pis. 8 & 9.



PART II

CHAPTER I

THE TONTAR (DEVOTEES) AND THEIR RELIGION

1

WORSHIP : CLASSIFICATION :

All those various kinds of worship, mentioned in Part I, of

the saints may be brought under certain well-known heads. Though
the details given by the modern tradition and the tradition that

may be taken to have been known to Nampiydntdr may differ, the

underlying principles are all the same in both cases. We have
more of miracles and more of aggressive and punitive acts,

elaborated in the later day tradition. But that does not affect the

fundamental basis of the worship of these saints. We have the

importance of temple worship brought out through the lives of

many saints.

Building temples, digging tanks attached to these temples.

Temple worship, Linga worship, offering rice etc, as naivedya,

lighting lamps, burning incense, offering sandal paste, offering

various requirements of musical instruments, ahhi^eka to the

Linga inside or outside the temples, attending and performing the

festivals to the temples— all these come under the general head
of temple worship.

The Agamas dealing with temple worship were probably in

existence at the time of Arurar, and people were in search of

these Agamas in general. But, though we know of Brfjihmin priests

like PukaUtunai, Murukan and Sivakdcariydr, members of other

castes were also known to have acted as priests at the temples,

as is learnt from the following verse of Campantar :

^^Patta rofu palarum poliyam malar ankaip puruil tuvi

Otta colli ulakattavar tdmtolu tetta uyar cenni

Mattam vaitta perumdn piriyd turaikinra valitayam

Cittam vaitta atiydr avarmel ataiydTnar ritarn6ye^\^

1 . 1 ; 3 : 1 .
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‘Many, along with the bhahtas, shower the shining flowers and

water from the palms of their hand. The people of the world praise

and worship, uttering what is appropriate. The Lord resides

there, at Valitdyam, He, who has placed the ^matta^ flower on His

lowering crown. Obstacles and diseases inflict not the devotees

who place within their heart this Valitdyam'.

The belief, in the sacred ash (Vibhuti), in rudrdksa, in the

mantra pancdksara, in the Sri Rudram of the Veda— forms part

of Agamic worship. The reverence for the name Tirunilakantha

implies the popularity of the Purd:nic stories and a recitation of

Purdnas has become part of temple worship. Singing of hymns

and playing them on musical instruments are also connected with

temple worship. Pilgrimages to holy places sanctified by temples

became a common habit of pious people. Certain places became

^tirthas’ (holy places) and people born there were looked upon

as Sivaganas as was seen in the story of Naminanti atikal, one of

the 63 Saiva saints.

The rules of the rituals were not always strictly followed.

What was considered important was the love of God as is seen

by the story of Kannappar and that of Cdkkiya Ndyandr, The
performance of ptljd or worship will come under the head Kriyd

mdrga, whilst the other services will come under the head Caryd

mdrga.

We have also cases of private or individual worship of 'linga'

as in the case of Sandesvara as contrasted with the public worship

within the temple. There are also cases of mental worship: the

life of Pucaldr and Vdyildr illustrate this aspect of worship which

may be looked upon as Y6ga : Perumilalaik kurumpar and
Kalarirrarivdr are looked upon as great Yogis.

The next important head under which the activities of the

saints could be brought is the worship of the Saivite atiydrs. First

come those saints who were great because of their admiration and

reverence for the three great Tevdram saints. Kanandta worship-

ped Campantar. Apputi worshipped Appar. Perumilalaikkurumpar

worshipped Arurar. There are also other saints who were con-

temporaries of these great men. Irrespective of the greatness of

Saivite atiydrs, it was thought that one should offer one’s service

to the atiydrs in general looking upon them as no other than the

Lord Siva Himself.
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The reverence for the outward form is clearly brought out

in the stories of Endtindtar, Meypporul Ndyandr, Pukalccola

Ndyandr and Kdlarirrarivdr Ndyaymr. The saints were prepared

to offer their all and sacrifice their dearest and nearest as well as

their own lives. This is explained as Caryd mdrga. Following the

path of the Lord, according to Vaisnavism, is Sara Dharma, the

good; surrender to Him is Sdratara Dharma, the better; surrender

to His followers is Sdratama Dharma, the best. Therefore, it is

said: “God would forgive an offence to Himself but an offence to

His devotees

—

atiydrs—was unpardonable: Bhdgavatdpachdra was
more heinous than Bhagavadapachdra'^ The cult of the worship

of »§aivite atiydrs has taken a definite form by the time of Arurar.

Viranmintar laid the emphasis on the worship of the atiydrs rather

than on the worship of God Himself. Tirumular explains the

significance of this cult in his famous verse in Tirumantiram:

^^Patamdtak kdyir pakavarkon riyil

Natamdtak koyil namparkkan kdkd

Natamdtak koyil namparkkon riyil

Patamdtak kdyir pakavarka tdme^\^

(Patarndturrij Natamdtum, Natamdtum and Patarmtum are other

readings for Patamdta, Natarmta, Natamdpa and Patarmta)

.

There remain the great saints and mystic philosophers who
have given their experience in the forms of hymns and verses con-

taining the quintessence of Jndnamdrga, such as Campantar, Appar,
Arurar, Kdraikkdl ammaiydr, Tirumular, Poyyatimai illdta

pulavar, Aiyatikal and possibly also Tirunilakanta Ydlppdnar who
expressed the great truths of Campantar^s poems in the language
of music.

II

SADHAKAS and SIDDHAS:

We have been talking of Caryd, Kriyd, Yoga and Jndna margas
in relation to these saints, but these are only the means of attain-

ing the final realization or siddhi. A reference to these mdrgas
can be justified only if we look upon these saints as sddhakas or
probationers. But, if they are siddhas, who have attained realiza-
tion, it will be absurd to speak of these means. But,, as will be

2. 1857.
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explained or pointed out later, we can look upon these m&rga$

(paths) as being followed by even the released souls for ‘Idfcasan-

grafta'— for the benefit of the world at large: ‘‘Kattu mayakkam

aruttavar kaitolutu ettumitam’^ says Arurar.^ Bhakti itself is

distinguished as Tara bhakti' or 'Sddhya bhakti' which is nothing

else than the immortal bliss of freedom (Mukti) itself. It comes

unsolicited, by the Grace of God and self sacrifice. Upon gaining

it, man realizes his perfection and divinity, and becomes thoroughly

contented. He desires nothing more. He is then free from grief

and hatred; he does not rejoice over anything, nor does he exert

himself in the furtherance of self-interest. The realization makes

him intoxicated and fascinated as it were, because he is completely

immersed in the bliss of the ParaTnatvfiati.

Cekkildr brings out the greatness of these siddhas in the intro-

ductory part of the Periyapurdnam called TirukkUttaccirappu:

“Their mind is pure and white like the sacred ash beaneared on

their body. Even if the elements go astray, their minds will not

swerve from the love of God. To them gold and potsherd are the

same. They care not even for Moksa, if only they could be assured

of loving worship. They have no burden other than the service

of the Lord, these merciful lovers and heroes wanting in nothing

(vv. 6-8) '‘Iccuvai tavira ydn pdy intiralokam alum accuvai peri-

num venten"?^ ‘Tatiydyk kitantu un pavalavdy kanpeyie"^ are

the oft quoted versions of the Alvars. The verse of Appar,

‘Kunitta puruvamum kovvaiccev vdyir kumincirippum

Panitta cataiyum pavalampon meniyir pdlverynlrum

Initta mutaiya etuttapor pd^amum kdnapperrdl

Manittap piraviyum venfuva teyinta mdnillatte"^

best illustrates his mind as a siddha.

The question arises why they should follow any rules or

rituals if they had become ‘Jxvanmuktas', The Ndrada Bhakti

Sutras give the answer: ''Let a man have care for the scriptural

teachings, even after his spiritual realization becomes well esta-

blished. For, otherwise there is the risk of fall (of others) . Social

customs and practices also may be followed, in a like manner, to

2a. 7:10:7.

2b. Tirum&lai, 2.

3. Perurndl Tirumoli, i:9.

4. H. 81, V. 4.
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that extent only; but activities like taking food, may be continued

to the measure necessary for the preservation of health of the body

until it falls off in its natural course.”^ As Tirukkalirruppatiydr

puts it, though the saints may be behaving like ordinary men,

they become identified with Siva and all their acts are the acts

of the Lord.® It is because of this Sivajfidnabddham in its

last sutram emphasizes temple worship and worship of the atiydrs:

‘‘Cemmalar nonml ceralottd

Ammalankalii anparotu marii

Mdlara neyam malintavar vetamum

Alayam tdnum Aranenat tolume'\

Arurar in enumerating the saints in Tiruttontattokai would

not have looked upon them as mere Sddhakas. He falls at their

feet in almost every line of his verses because he feels that they

have attained siddhi (realization).

Ill

SlGNilFlCATION OF THE GROUPING OF ATIYARS:

The penultimate verse of Tiruttontattokai

,

a verse which we
have reserved for consideration here, is important as giving us an

idea of his classification of the Saivite saints. That verse is said

to give a list of groups of Saivite saints not specifically mentioned

in that hymn. According to him the saints are classified as

follows:

(1) Pattardyp panivdr, (2) Paramanaiye pdtuvdr, (3) Cittat-

taic civanpdle vaippdr, (4) Tiruvdrurppirantdr, (5) Muppotum
tirumeni t^ntuvdr, (6) Mulunlru puciya munivar and (7) Appd~

lum atic cdmtdr.

Muppotum tirumeni tlntuvdr are those who worship the %nga^

thrice a day at the temple or elsewhere. Cekkildr would take them

as ^aiva Brahmin priests. But, as already mentioned, others like

Karynappar and Cdkkiyar could be brought under this head.

Tiruvdrurppirantdr, as already noted, exemplify the cult of

holy places connected with temple worship. Or, this may mean

that the worshippers in a temple and all the people born in that

holy place, appear to be sacred and holy, to be worshipped by all.

5. Sutras, 12-14.

6, 12, 51-56, 64.

T. 134
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This gives us the high ideal these saints had about society, and

service to society, without any distinction. It is not the followers

of their religion alone that are looked upon as worthy of their

service but all the people in general. The jSaivites have been thus

living as far as their ideal is concerned in a classless and casteless

society— a society of devotees.

Mulumru puciya munivar are those holy people who smear

themselves with the sacred ash (Vibhuti) as the outward s3mibo]

for the inner purity of their heart.

Pattardyp panivar are those who worship the Saiviie atiydrs.

'PanitaV emphasizes bending low in humility and service.

Cittattaic civanpdle vaippdr, are those saints great for their

mental worship and yoga. Cittam emphasizes the mental contem-

plation.

Paramanaiye pdtuvdr then refers to poets. The emphasis is

on the karana— tongue or speech. They are the mystic poets like

our Tevdram authors.

It is thus clear that Arurar is emphasizing the very principles

we had analysed in the philosophy of temple worship and holy

places, the principle of mental worship, of mystic poetry, of the

greatness of outward form and a reverential feeling therefor.

Appdlum aticcdrntdr is mentioned to cover cases not men-

tioned anywhere else. Cekkildr takes it as referring to the lovers

of God beyond the limits of the Tamil country and those who
might have lived before and after the age of Arurar, thiis con-

ceiving a democratic family of the lovers of God in the whole

Universe and of all times.

IV

NATURE OF THE WORSHIPPER—INTRODUCTION :

The various difficulties one feels in understanding TiruttontaU

tokai, may drive one to conclude that it was perhaps not from

the pen of Nampiydrurar. But the ideas contained therein are

found in other verses of Nampi Arurar. Some of the names of

the saints are referred to by Nampi Arurar, as already pointed

out by us.*^ The philosophy of service to hhaktas has been deve-

7. Part 1 of this Volume.
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loping both in jSaivism and Vaisnavism. Kulasekhara^s hymn,

^‘Tettaruntiratten^^ has become famous because of this philosophy;

and provision has been made for reciting this hymn in the temples,

as is borne out by very early inscriptions. Nampi Arurar^s poems
may be examined from this point of view.

The various forms of the Lord as described in the Purdna

and as appealing to our poet have been described at length in

our study of our poet’s purdnic mysticism.® That study gives us

our poet’s conception of his God. In the duality of the religious

predicament of God and His worshipper, the Deity and the devotee,

after an account of the nature of God, that of the worshipper is

taken for consideration here:

V

WORSHIP— OFFERINGS :

The pujd or worship by the afiydrs or followers of God is

referred to by our poet® as Pucai or PucanaL This forms part

of Kriyd mdrga. We have the descriptions of the worship by

Sand^svara,^^ Agastya,^^ Brahma, Visnu^^ and the Mother God-

dess.^^ Muppotum Tirumeni tintuvdr come under this head. The

symbol, image, or idol of God is placed before the worshipper

and God is felt or imagined to incarnate Himself in that form.^®

Usually this form is a linga; in another place we have explained

the various kinds of lingas}^ Sandesvara makes a linga out of

sand.^^ Agastya makes a ‘tapara’ (stdvara) linga, i.e-, an immo-

bile linga

V(a)

Offerings are made to this Lord incarnating in the image.

Any leaf or a handful of water is enough to please the Lord who

8 . Vol, II.

9 . 7 : 9 : 2
;
7 : 19 : 8

;
7 : 30 : 6 .

10 . 7 : 16 : 3 .

11 . 7 : 65 : 5 .

12 . 7 : 16 : 10 .

13 . 7 : 19 : 2
;
7 : 66 : 3 .

34 . 7 : 16 : 1
;
7 : 61 .

15 . 7 : 16 : 3 ; 7 : 65 : 6 ,

16 . Vol, 1 .

17 . 7 : 16 : 3 .

18 . 7 : 65 : 5 .
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is hungering for the love of the souls. It may be any leaf but

the worshippers see it is green; it may be any water but they

see it is clear without any foam— ^^Nocciyam paccilaiydl nurai Ur

punaldl Our poet brings out this truth in his state-

ment, ^‘Ilaiydl anpdl ettumavar''^^— ‘Those who praise Him with

leaves out of love\ Does not the Lord of the Gitd say that He accepts

(eats) even leaves The Lord is pleased with the loving offer-

ing of flower Vi^u has offered his own eye when there was
a shortage of flowers.^^

But usually the worshippers do not stop with the leaves.

They offer the Lord, flowers and they are fragrant flowers^^ bloom-
ing with all freshnesses and beauty inviting the humming bees.^

They offer the best of flowers.^"^ All the flowers of the land are

there for the Lord and the worshippers offer them as great tapas.^^

Of these flowers eight have become sacred to the J§aivites which
are, ‘punnai\ ^vellerukkii

, ^canpakam\ ‘nantiydvattam\ 'mldtpalam\

*pdtirij ‘alari^ and ‘centdmarai\^ They offer this with their own
broad munificent hands.^o Compare the Gitd calling them ^uddrdh\^^

They offer it on his feet in a feeling of self-surrender—
^‘Atimel alarittu nalla tontankati paravi’\^^ They themselves
carry the water in a pot and the flowers, performing thus
the service of the Lord who becomes pleased with them and
dances.^3 They go all pure and holy after they had bathed every
day without fail in water.^^ They pluck the flowers with their

own hands and weave out a beautiful garland out of love which

19. 7:98:3.

20. 7:94:9.

21. "Patram piLSpam phalam
asndmV—Bhagavalgitd, 9:20.

22. 7:19:8.

23. 7:19:2; 7:66:

24. 7:8:3.

25. 7:41:9; 7:86:3.

26. 7:23:4.

27. 7:84:2.

28. 7:82:6.

29. 7:22:8.

30. 7:57:4; 7:84:2.

31. 7:18.

32. 7:22:2.

33. 7:6:5.

34. 7:30:3.

tdyawi yd me bhaktyd prayaccatih
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knows no break,^ Flowers are offered in plenty.®® The offering

of water is also made and it is said that it ‘is made eastward (to

the Sun as a form of the Lord).®^ These offerings of flower and

water are made to the accompaniment of the mantras which the

worshippers recite.®® Some offer these flowers with the mantras

of the Rg Veda.^

The water is not only given as offering but the Lord is bathed

in water."*® The Lord is bathed not only in water but also in the

five sweet (ten) things of the cow."*^ The five of the cow are—
milk, curd, butter or ghee, cow-dung and cow-urine. Of these the

milk occupies the pre-eminent position."*® One may at once dis-

tinguish milk, curd and ghee from the other two and these are,

therefore, specifically mentioned."*® Honey also is mentioned as

an article in which the Lord is bathed."*^ The word used is Ten*

and this as already pointed out, refers also to the sweet fluids of

the cow.*® The idea behind this bath seems to be that the wor-

shippers should realize that the Lord is the inner light within

these various objects of worship and that the various organic pro-

cesses are a divine mystery.

Indian life is characterized by the co-operation of the beast

and the man. The cultivation is the basic occupation of this

country and when the harvest is made, man gets his share of rice

and the bull gets its share of straw and grass. The grass becomes

the life blood of the cow but when the cow is the loving mother,

its blood undergoes a wonderful and mysterious change by becom-

ing the milk— the ideal food, containing in a miraculous way all

the necessary elements in the right proportion. This milk under-

goes further change into the curd, the best protein food, and the

ghee, the best fat food, the milk becoming the curd in the stomach

and the ghee being absorbed by the body in its digestible organic

35 . 7 : 30 : 3 ;
7 : 94 : 2 .

36 . 7 : 83 : 2 .

37 . 7 : 78 : 4 .

38 . 7 : 30 : 6 .

39 . 7 : 78 : 3 .

40 . 7 : 88 : 3 .

41 . 7 : 17 : 4
;
7 : 19 : 5 ;

7 : 40 : 7
;
7 : 53 : 9 ; 7 : 61 : 8 ;

7 : 68 : 2 ; 7 : 87 : 6 ; 7 : 88 : 3 ; 7 : 97 : 3 .

42 . 7 : 61 : 8
;

7 : 68 : 2 .

43 . 7 : 5 : 1 ;
7 : 15 : 6

;
7 : 19 : 5

;
7 : 84 : 7

; 7 : 70 : 9 ,

44 . 7 : 70 : 9 .

45 . 7 : 88 : 3 .
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form through the small intestines. The live process continues ancJ

the water and the undigested fibres are thrown out as refuse —

the urine and the cow-dung— by the kidney and the colon res-

pectively. This refuse is valued by men not only as the manun

but also as the plaster for beautifying the mud walls and floors

of their habitat. The biologists speak of the nitrogen cycle. Hen

comes in the co-operation of Nature and living beings. The refuse

goes back to the land to enrich it with all that it had willingls

given away for the growth of the plant on which we live. A1

this is looked upon by the Hindus and Saivites including our Poe

as a mystery explicable only as a divine consummation. In everj

one of the stages, God is found in all His creative glory and thi;

is the significance of this bath of the cow’s five (pancagavya ) . Ahhi

seka may be generalized as revealing this inner truth of all th<

sweet things we love, as God. We offer God unto God and w(

partake of it as God, a wonderful transubstantiation. We, there

fore, love, move and have our being in God.

Incense is also offered; Bhaktas worship Him with the riel

fragrant smoke.^® The worshippers besmear themselves with th<

sacred ash."^*^ *'Muluniru puciya munivar^^ are those great men.^

Purification through a bath in water has already been referred to.^

Here, a distinction is made between 'Caryd' and 'Kriyd\ Whei

one brings the flower, water, etc., for the worship in the temple

that is when the pujd is not one’s own, it is Caryd— it is service

—.TonidtaV or Tontu purial^o— taking up a vow of service;®

‘Kurreval ceyyaV— performing all menial services.®^ Has no

Kuiasekharar said that he will follow the Lord carrying th(

spittoon?®® The Bhaktas are thus practising themselves for livini

in His service.®^ They take care of Him as a parent.®® Those wh<

perform worship in the temple are called ^AkattatimaV the ser

46. 7:82:6.

47. 7:30:2; 7:30:6.

48. 7:39:10.

49. 7: 30: 3, etc.

50. 7:15:9.

51. 7:24:4.

52. 7:14:9; 7:17:1; 7:26:4; 7:30:8.

53. Pcrumfil Tirumoli—4: 3.

54. 7:77:4.

55. P^l—7:56:5; 7:92:8.

56.

7:9:6.
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vants of the interior like Muruka Nayanar and PukaUtunui

Ndyaimr.

It must be noted that the Caryd mentioned in some of the

references are really Caryd in Jndna; for, the Jndni who has

realized God has to perform acts whilst alive and his Caryd is the

Caryd in Jndna.

Fruits intended for the beloved are also offered and this is

mentioned with reference to the worship by a loving couple of

monkeys which worship on the mountains at every one of the

Sandhyas with water and flower.^^ Kannappar's story tells us that

food also was offered to God.

Going round the Lord or the couple from the right side of

the Lord is another item of this worship— “Culum valam ceytu'\^^

Circumambulation is referred to with reference to Muttdru which

is conceived by our poet as his comrade in worship.

VI

TIME OF WORSHIP:

This kind of worship is offered every day.®^ The morning

worship^^ is important as it begins the day with the sacred thought.

The phrases ^Tolutelumanpar',^^ *Cintitteluvdr\^ 'Valipdtucey-

teluvdr'^ and 'Nirminteluvdr'^^ are important. The second word

of these phrases is ^eluvdr\ i.e., those who wake up. The first

words are ‘TolutaV (bowing down)
,
^CintittaV (think of Him)

,
^Vali-

pataV (worship Him) and ^NinaitaV (contemplate on JHim) . The

phrases as they stand mean that worship occurs first and then the

waking. This is an impossibility. Unless this worship is some-

thing like a dream-waking, it can occur only after one wakes up.

Therefore, Subrahmanya Diksitar (the commentator on Tamil

Praydkavivekam) changes the word order and interprets them

as ^Eluntu toluvdr^ etc., those who wake up and worship. Thi.s

57 . 7 : 92 : 7 .

58 . 7 : 83 : 2.

59. 7 : 43 : 10 .

60. 7 : 20 : 1 ;
7 : 50 : 7

;
7 : 61 : 8 .

61 . 7 : 41 : 5.

62 . 7 : 74 : 1 .

63 . 7 : 4 : 3.

64. 7 : 82 : 3.

65 . 7 : 61 : 8 .
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is making prose of poetry. But this 'Eluntu tolumr^ is also refer-

red to by our poet.®® Hence these phrases should have a special

significance. These phrases refer to a different mental state

and these have been interpreted by ParimeloXakar and Perdciriyar

to mean that the worshippers always contemplate on God, that

their last thought before they sleep is their worship of the Lord,

that their first thought on waking up at dawn is the same worship

and that, therefore, they wake up thus with the thought of wor-

shipping the Lord. Worshipping and waking are said to occur

simultaneously. As worship is the continuous act, it is spoken

of in the past tense. This reveals a spiritual stage called 'Sahaja

nispd\

The worship is sometimes performed twice

—

‘Irupolutum^;^'^

'Irupdtum^^^ at dawn and at dusk or at day and night ®^ Day and

night may also mean always, when the worship will be ^Sahaja

nispd^. But the worship in the morning and in the evening is

clearly referred to

—

^^Kdlaiyilum mdlaiyilum'’ There is also

the worship thrice a day. The Sandhya worship is offered at

morning, noon and evening. Therefore, our poet also speaks of

^Canti munru'’^^—three sandhyas; ‘Munru potu'^^—at the three

points of the day. This is described as two joints of the day

morning and evening along with midday— ''Antiyum nan-

pakalum”P The expression ‘'Iravum elliyum pakaluvrC'^^ is not

clear. Can we take 'Iravu^ to denote the evening, 'EIU\ morning

and *Pakal\ the midday? Then this expression will mean, worship

at the three points of the day. Or, can we take the expression

to mean, the night, the morning and the evening sandhyas and the

midday? Then it will mean worship always, that is 'Sahaja nistd\

Every day at these sandhis, the Lord is adorned with flowers like

the beautiful ruddy sky.*^^ The worship at midnight (Natundl)

and day (Pakal) is also spoken of with reference to the ‘single

66. 7:41:5.

67. 7:83:2.

68. 7:50:7.

69. 7:14:8.

70. 7:16:8.

71. 7:65:5.

72. 7:30:3.

73. 7:83:1.

74. 7:75:8.

75. 7:88:7.
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legged Beings’, uttering the Rg Veda, standing like elephants

sprinkling the mountain spring waterJ"^ is midnight,

probably because the ancient Tamilians counted the day from the

midday to the next midday. The ^NatundV worship will answer

to the ^Ardhajdma pujd' of the present day.

All this is the ^piTcai”^^ or ^pucanaV^ which is called in Tamil

*Valipdtu\^^ The life of this pujd is hhdvand. Our poet speaks of

‘PdvittaV.^^ This hhdvand has three levels: one is mental imagi-

nation, where mind is one with prakrti, i.e., with ^Pasu karana’;

the second is the contemplation of the jiva which is with the *Pati

karana^; the third is the contemplation out of ^AruV or Divine Grace.

Here comes the mystic vision blossoming into beatific vision®^

The worshippers contemplate on Him and praise Him with offer-

ings of flowers and frankincense®^ This worship becomes a

tapas,^^ The worship of the Mother Goddess is described as

tapas.^^ Love is the soul of this piljd.®^ Bowing down, falling

at the feet, touching them with our head, and bringing hands

together, one palm facing the other pahn in what is called the

anjali pose are all mentioned—^^Nil nil muti vdnavar vantirain-

^^Mutiydl vdnavarkal muyahkaV^;^^ ‘^Ati tolaV’;'^^ ^^Ati

viltal”;^^ “Ati toluvdr”;^^ ^^Kai tolal”;®® ^‘Kaikaldl kuppi’\^^ Kuppu-

tal is anjali, Vanankutal is bowing down:®^ ^‘Talaiydl tdlum”.®®

76. 7:78:3.

77. 7:78:3.

78. 7:78:3.

79. 7:30:6.

80. 7:5:1; 7:9:2.

81. 7:82:3; 7:92:7.

82. 7:31:6; 7:48:1; 7:54:5; 7:57:

83. Cixrurai, p. 124; Patiyam, p. 402 of Sivajndnabodham.

84. 7:82:6.

85. 7:82:6.

86. 7:16:1. '

87. 7:94:9.

88. 7:3:9.

89. 7:26:7.

90. 7:14:12.

91. 7:4:10.

92. 7:82:3.

93. 7:14:8; 7:20:1; 7 .57 8,,

94. 7:22:5.

95. 7:8:3.

96. 7:94:9.
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VII

TRIKARANA :

The worship is through all the trikaranas— body, speech and
mind. The poet asserts that he has dedicated his head, tongue and
mind to the services of the Lord.®^ The poetry is itself a worship
as Cekkildr says, ^^Arccar^i pdtte and this is a peculiar
kind of worship in which our poet has specialized. These wor-
shippers sing; they speak of Him in many ways; they compose
verses of various rhythms. They cease not singing. Even as

their speech becomes the art of poetry and music, their move-
ments inspired by the thought of the Lord become the dance.
They praise him in whatever way they are capable of

—

^^Vallatelldm

colli vdlttaV’.^^ They sing his praises

—

^^PdrricaittaV';^ they praise

His feet— ^UkantettV}^ They live in this praise of their love
even as they live in His presence. ^Sdttu* is their cry of refuge.^®^

*Ati pdrri'^^^ is another form of this cry of self surrender.

Their uttering of the mantras is referred to-^^ There is again
the repetition of the names of the Lord, His thousand names,^^
and His many names.i®^ have been blessed with the repeti-

tion of your name”;^®® “Thanks to my good old fortune’^ sings our
poet. Learning the sacred name,^®^ the name of All Power,^®®
the worshippers praise Him with these names.^^^ This practice
has soaked through his body and the poet exclaims, “Even if I

forget, my tongue shall utter the mantra, Nama^ivdya^\^^^ Here
also it is the mind which moves. “The Lord, He stands in the
mouth of those who contemplate on Him with their mind”.^^^

97. 7:14:1.

97a. Tatut., 70.

98. 7:5:4.

99. 7:98:1.

100.

7:22:5.

10]. 7:2:1; 7:67:4; 7:92:6.

102. 7:98:1.

103. 7:83:1.

104. 7:18:3; 7:44:7; 7:53:7; 7:56:1.

105. 7:48:9.

106. 7:66:4.

107. 7:3:8.

108. 7:82:5.

109. 7:48:9.

110. 7:48:1-9.

111. 7:19:10.
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Learning His name has been referred to. It becomes thus an

art and the worshippers practise this art. They learn it, listen to

it and repeat thereby the greatness of the Lord, reciting, praising

and contemplating on the various hymns of praises (probably

Tamil hymns and Vedic mantras) full of the glory of words and
their meanings.^^^ The Lord thus is the meaning of all arts and

becomes sympathetic with the Sahrdya who experiences the art

as the Seer.^^3 “The worshippers recite and learn; they realize

the meaning; they think of Lord’s greatness; contemplate on it.

Their hearts melt in love. Appropriate words come out as

sound. The words of praise as far as Arurar is concerned are

Tamil words.n^ All these descriptions suggest the worshippers

taking pleasure in these names even as the beloved does in the

name of her lover.

Mind is much more important than the tongue and the body,

for, it is the mind which moves them. Out of the fullness of the

heart the mouth speaketh: “Manattu mikkatii vdy veruvum^^ is

a familiar saying. ^‘Vdy veruvit toluten”ii® sings our poet. We
referred to the phrases ‘Cintitteluvdr^^^’^ ^ninointeluvar’ii® etc.

The worshippers are steeped ever in this contemplation. It

becomes a sahajani^d, where the contemplation with God as centre

becomes as natural as our very breathing. The worshippers
there sit, they lie, they walk, but all along, they think of Him
and utter with all their heart, “He is our Lord”.ii® They sit,

stand and lie, but they praise Him always,i^ . . . .wherever they

may be, they always think of Himi^i and He becomes one with
them. 122 They think Him for long—“Nila nvrmintv,*\^^ They
think of Him and nothing else

—

*^Nunaiye ninaintirunten^^

^^Unaiyalldl iniyonrum urmrene^^^^^

112. 7:16:5.

113. 7:59:3.

114. 7:84:2.
^

115. 7:69:4; 7:84:10.

116. 7:58:5.

117. 7:4:3.

118. 7:61:8.

119. 7:11:2.

120. 7:95:10.

121. 7:23:2.

122. 7:23:2.

123. 7:20:1.

124. 7:21:1.

125. 7:26:9.
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VIII

CITTATTAIC CIVANPALS VAIPPAR

:

The importance of the mind even in pujd has been already

brought out. The verbs used are, ^'EnnaV';^^ ^‘KarututaV’

^^Cintittar;^^^ ^‘UTmrtaV’ ^^Ariiar;^^^ ^^Ulkutar ‘Tavittar;^^

“NinaitaV’;'^^^ ''Paraval” '^Cintai ceytal”P^ The nouns used

are, “U^^am’^•l36 ‘‘Ciitam”;^^^ ^^Cintai”;^^^ ^^Mati”;^^^ ‘^Manam”;^^^

^'Nencu”;'^^^ ^^Ninaippu”;^^ ‘"Karuttu” and ‘'Bhdvand”.^^'^ Some-
times these words are used as synonyms; sometimes they are

distinguished. Namputal,^"^^ Kulaital,^^^ Kacital}^'^ Neknial}^
Urukutal,^^^ Aticertal}^^ Cerital,^^^ Telital,^^^ Teri-

Cikkanavu,^^^ TeraP^^^ are also used with reference to these

mental acts. What is important in this worship is ^Cintai^ which

contemplates and in many places it is the ^CintanaV and its acts

126. 7:11:2; 7:75:6.

127. 7:6:7; 7:90:8,

128. 7:4:3; 7:61: :1; 7:61:8; 7:67:7; .7:77:1.

129. 7:84:3; 7:84:8.

130. 7:74:2, 3, 4.

131. 7:59:7; 7:61:10; 7:92:4; 7:96:5; 7:97:10.

132. 7:57:2; 7:59:10; 7:61:2.

133. 7:3:4; 7:11:7; 7:61:8; 7:68:4; 7:87:2; 7:91:4; 7:96:5;

134. 7:62:3; 7:77:1.

135. 7:30:7.

136. 7:61:10
; 7:64:5; 7:67:1.

137. 7:56:6; 7:62:3.

138. 7:57:3; 7:59:3; 7:61:8; 7:77:8

139. 7:56:8; 7:59:3.

140. 7:67:2; 7:61:2; 7:59:3; 7:68:4; 7:87:2.

141. 7:84:7.

142. 7:87:2.

143. 7:58:3; 7:62:8; 7:14:8; 7:51:9.

144. 7:57:2; 7:61:2.

145. 7:88:1.

146. 7:14:9; 7:90:8.

147. 7:16:8; 7:63:10.

148. 7:11:7.

149. 7:68:2.

150. 7:75:3.

151. 7:75:1, 4, 5 etc.

152. 7:59:5; 7:73:4.

153. 7:59:5.

154. 7:57:10
; 7:80:4.

155. 7:59:5.

155a. 7:4:3.
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that are referred to. Does not Cekkildr describing Arurar whilst

the latter was worshipping the Lord of Tillai, state that the four

internal organs of the mind of Arurar became this ^Cintai’—‘Alap-

parun karanankal ndnkum cintaiye dka”?^^^

Manam^ Buddhij Cittavi and Ahankdram are distinguished as

internal organs or organizations of mental activity. Manam per-

ceives and builds its castles in the air with all its consequent

doubts and confusions; this is often compared to the monkey
wandering about without any rest. Biiddhi, like the serpent

winding through to its place of rest understands the pros and
cons of a problem for arriving at a judgment; it is the faculty

of decision; Cittam is the conative faculty of pursuing this deci-

sion like the dog following its scent. Ahankdram is the feeling

of 1’—the feeling of self or egoism moving proudly and majesti-

cally like the elephant as though it is the master of everything,

“The oscillating mind should be stabilized, the arguing buddhi
should be let alone with the Reality, the Ego which feels there

is nothing comparable to it should be subdued, then, 'Cittam' will

bring our Greatness (the Mahat or the Absolute) even where it

stands’’: (This is one of the invaluable versions of the Tamil Upani-
tatam, consisting of 32 such versions or verses). The internal

organs have thus to be transformed by a re-orientation. When
our poet speaks of these, he must be taken to be referring to such

transformed organs all re-oriented towards God. The mind ordi-

narily a slave to the world and the passions which are evanescent,

develops the Universe as consciousness (Akantdkdra vrtti) in its

attempt at aiming at the Absolute; when that is developed, mind
is said to become burnt itself away, like the torch setting fire to a

heap of wood and being itself burnt away along with other logs

of wood, the whole lot becoming the glorious bonfire. This is

according to a verse in Tamil Upanitatam}^'^

In the Sdmkya Philosophy Manam, Buddhi and Ahankdram
are alone emphasized and the Saiva Siddhdnta following this

philosophy looks upon 'cittam’ as the second stage of activity of

the mind. jSivajndna Mdpdtiyam explains these

:

“In every perception, there are certain sensations; for instance,
we have the sensation of yellow colour, a round form and a sweet

156. Tatut, 106.

157. V., 1.
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smell at the sight of a mango—a meaning is added on to these

by memory and the resultant is the perception of the mango.

The mere sight, a dim awareness that something is before us as

an object is called undifferentiated perception

—

^Nirvikalpak

kdtci’- When it is perceived as a particular object placed within

a particular class, then it is called differentiated perception

—

^SavikalpakkdtcV. As soon as there is a dim awareness, the acti-

vity of what is called 'manas\ the desire for knowing the object

begins. Memory is searched and old recollections come to light.

A suggestion that what is appearing may be this particular thing

develops. This is the mental activity of 'cittam^ what is consi-

dered to be a sort of manas. All the possible meanings are put

in the melting pot but there is not a definite conclusion arrived

at as yet. The mind is still indefinite and doubtful. In the next

stage the mental activity of egoism or ^ahankdra^ comes into play

and the man is attempting at solving the puzzle or the challenge of

the object. The emphasis is on the ego or its vohtion. The last

stage is reached when the man decides that the object is any

one particular variety of fruit or mango. This is the result of

the activity of ^huddhi\^^^

^Ninaippu^ is recollection, a freedom from distraction; ^Karuttu^

emphasises certain amount of feeling and decision or will.^59

Worshipping with all one’s heart is spoken of as ^Karuttirml kai

tolutaV}^^ It is possible to interpret this as mental worship also.

^CintittaV is mana'mm; this is connected with *cintanai^—the dtrgha

cintand. Our poet speaks of cintai, manam and mati all in one

verse.^®^ Here, cintai may be cittam; mati, the huddhi and manam,
the manam of the above classification. Or, they may stand for

ahankdram, manam and huddhi which are alone mentioned in the

old Sdmkhya Philosophy. Before these internal organs, stands

the world as object, making possible the enjoyment according to

karma—^Vitiyin payan\^^^ It must be pointed out that in worship

and contemplation, cittam plays the important part and these

various words may after all refer to that.

158. iivajndnahodha jSivajndm Mdpdtiyam by :§ivajndna Si)ttVMkdL-^

Samdjam Edition, pp. 229-237.

159. See ‘Kitalall karutum’—7:6:7; ‘Karutwma karutakirraV—7:90:8.

160. 7:14:8.

161. 7:59:4.

162. 7:41:5.
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*^Bhdvand’’ is imagination. This is of various kinds: 1. Imagi-

nation through mind—a mere mental experience; 2. Imagination

without mind; 3. Imagination which is none of these two; 4. Imagi-

nation like that of a starving man imagining that he is feasting.

All these are either unreal or mere mental affections. But, the
vision of the Soul is real; the Soul is inspired and embraced and
kissed by the inner Lord. The hhdvana, then, is the beatific vision

and real divine experience, thanks to the 'AruV (Grace) of God.
The mental imagination blossoms, if there is the sincerity of the

Soul, into the supra mental real imagination or the beatific vision

and experience of the Lord.^^ There is also the 'jSivdham Bhd-
vand'— the contemplation of Siva as the Self or the Self of Self.

The poet refers to the difficulties of this hhdvand— “Unnaippdl
ennaip pdvikkamdtten*\^^ ^Sivoham*— ‘I am Siva\‘ 'Ndndya
Paran*^^ is the form of the cotemplation arising out of the teaching

of the Guru or Master, ^TattvamasV—‘That thou art’.^®® Bhdvand
is interpreted by Parimelahkar as Nididhydsana, the final stage of

the realization of the message of ^Tat tvam

IX

&RAVANA, MANANA AND NIDIDHYASANA :

The Upanisad, Brhad Aranyaka speaks of Sravana, Manana
and Nididhydsana. There is the upadesa of the Master, the reve-
lation of the Truth. The disciple listens to it and learns the Truth.

This is Sravana. ^^Ketten ketpatelldm/^^^ says our poet— ‘I have
listened to all that has to be heard, and learnt them\ ^'Piravdmai

kettoUnten^'^^^— ‘I have learnt and experienced birthlessness!^

This is not mere study, for the poet asserts that this is a message
of birthlessness. ^KettaV is ^aritaV, knowing, though literally it

means hearing or listening to. It is not merely hearing by the
ear; it is hearing in the mind. It is real understanding where the
knowledge learnt soaks through the soul so as to transform it.

‘To know is to be’; c.f. ^^Brahmavit Brahmaiva hhavati^\ ^Manana^
is contemplating on this truth, and removing thereby all doubts.

163. ^ivajndnahddha Mdpdtiyam, p, 408.

164. 7:54:5.

165. 7:38:4.

166. V. 2, jSivaindnabodham.

167. Commentary of Tirukkufal, 358.

168. 7:21:2.

169. 7:21:2.
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so that the idealization may result. Nididhydsana is the tlarity of

the vision of Truth. Nispd follows : it is standing firm in that rea-

lization; it is the stage of inseparable communion or unity with

God. The Vaisnavite commentary ‘The Itu’ interprets the terms

Terivu, Ninaivu and Ennutal as referring to the jSravana, Manana
and Nididhydsana}'^^ Sivajndna Yogi interprets the words Sra-

vana, Manana and Nididhydsana as Kettal, Cintittal and TelitaV^^^

and Parimelalakar translates them as Kelvi, Vimarisam (Vimarsa)

and Pdvanai (Bhdvand) Sivajndna Yogi interprets ^UnartaV

as Pdvittal (Bhdvand)

In hymn No. 86, our poet uses the terms, ‘Ninaivu^,

^Unarvu’^'^^ and ‘Cdrvu’}’^'^ One may interpret ^Arivu^ as learning

through Sravana; ^Ninaivu' as Manana, and ‘JJnarvu' as Nididhyd-

sana, In that hymn the poet speaks of the Jndni ever speaking of

Him; ever praising Him; ever being in His presence in all his acts.

'Cdrvu’ may mean, not the first approach but the final complete

self-surrender; the final communion— the ‘Prapatti^ or ^Anma
nivetanam\ referring to what the Glia gives as its final message :

“iSarua dharmdn parityajya mam ekam saranam vraja^\^’^^ ^Ati

viUaV,^'^^ ^Ati ataitar^so ^Ati certaV^^^ may be taken as referring

to this Nistd, The poet speaks of ^ElutaV^^^ receiving or carrying

the truth, which may be taken to be ^ravana; of ^EttutaV^^^—medi-

tation so as to blossom into vision, which may be taken as Manana;
of ^EnnutaV^^^ which may be taken as Nididhydsana. Here ^Ati

certaU^^ which may be taken as Nistd is also mentioned. The 59th

hymn (verse 5) speaks of ^Cerivu\ the attachment of the mind to

170. Commentary on vi, ix, 11.

171. :§iva'jnanahddham,^ Mdpdtiyam.
172. Tirukkur<d, 357.

173. Ibid., p. 512.

174. 7:86:7.

175. 7:86:8.

176. 7:86:2.

177. 7:86:1.

178. 18:66.

179. 7:4:10.

180. 7:55:1-9.

181. 7:75:1, 4, 5, 9.

182. 7:75:3.

183. 7:75:8.

184. 7:75:6.

185. 7:75:J, 4, 5, 9.
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the Lord. Probably this is the result of ^ravaifui; this is the con-

templation and meditation and the mental communion. Then this

must be taken as Manana. The poet next speaks of 'Telivu',^^ the

clarity of vision which is the result of Nididhydsana. Out of the

clearness of vision and of the firmness of conviction comes the un-

loosening embrace of real communion or identity

—

^Cikkanavu*.^^"^

Does not Mdnikkavdcakar say, 'Unruiic cikkenappititten^?^^

In passing it may be added that jSravana, Manana and Nididhyd-

sana and Nistd are related to the jSaivite Caryd, Kriyd, Yoga and

Jndna paths, ^ravana is said to be Caryd in Jndna; Manana, Kriyd

in Jndna; Nididhydsana, Yoga in Jndna and Nistd, Jndna in Jndna.^^

Vallabhdchdrya speaks of Bhakti being developed by deep faith or

jSravana,^^^ loving remembrance or manana^^^ and devotional music

or Samkirtana which he places in the place of Nididhydsana. This

throws a flood of light on the correct conception of the musical

compositions of Arurar. But all this is of ^dstriya Bhakti which

later on bursts all limits to become Pusti Bhakti. This points out

the inadequacy of our attempt at restricting the thoughts of our

poet to the traditional dimensions,

X
YOGA:

Our poet speaks not only of Caryd and Kriyd both physical and
mental but also of Yoga. What has been described above is in a

way Yoga. But the Yoga system refers to the various stages of

contemplation. First is Pratydhdra— the introversion or the look-

ing in; the Second is Dhdrand, where the contemplation becomes

concentrated and continuous like the flow of a liquid, unlike the

intermittent thoughts of the previous stage; the Third is Dhydna—
the mental retention. The Fourth is Saynddhi or spiritual unity.

Our poet speaks of ‘^Karutumd karutakirrdr”]^^’^ '^Karuttil ummaik
karutuvdrkaV ’ this may be Pratydhdra. ‘^Cittaih oru nerikke

186.

187.

188.

189.

190.

191.

192.

193.

7:59:5.

7:59:5.

Tiruvdcakam-Pititta pattu: 1-10.

Sivajnana Mdpdtiyam, pp. 471, 472.

Namputal, 7:63:7 of Arurar.

Kdtaldle karututal, 7:6:7.

7:90:8.

7:6:4.

T. 136
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vaittaV is the DMrav^ leading to Dhydna. Ninaivu will be Dhydna

leading to Samddhi as a result of which the Lord occupies the

whole mind leaving no room for anything else, ‘'Ninaivdrtam

ullatte niraintu tdnrum^\^^^

The Kundalini— the Serpent Power— the Yogis divine

power—is said to sleep at the lower end of the vertebral column.

It has to be awakened when it rises up to the crown and the

beyond. The six cakras or mystic centres in the body are, (1)

Mulddhdram, (2) Svddhisthdnam, (3) Manipurakam, (4) And-

hatam, (5) Visuddhi, and (6) Ajnd respectively at (1) the base

of the spinal column, in (2) the region of the genitals, (3) abdomen

(navel), (4) heart, (5) throat and (6) in the forehead between

the two eyes.^^®

Our poet exclaims, ‘T will search four fingers breadth above

the navel and there I shall dance’’— ^^Ndtuvan ndtuvan ndpikku

mele dr ndlviral , . . . dtuvan dtuvan’^^^^ reminding us of the Mun-

daka Upanisad, ‘‘When the Self chooses, unto Him, He reveals Him-
gelf>’.i97 Tlie significance of this statement of our poet cannot be

explained before further researches are made in the Yogusdstra,

Manipurakam is near the navel; Svddi^hdnam is four fingers below

the navel. Is ‘meP to be interpreted as 'kiV? The cakra above the

navel is Andhata of the heart. The Agamas speak of the mental

pujd conceiving the Universe or And^ being in the Pinda or the

body, starting from the navel in the form of the lotus on which the

Lord as the Great Beyond sits. There is the flower stalk of this

lotus— eight finger breadth in length. The lotus bends down;

possibly it reaches the midway of the stalk— above four finger

breadth from the navel. If this were so, our poet may be refer-

ring to this meditation.

“Man mutal ndlamalar vittai kaldrupam

Enniya tear Catdsivamum— Nannir

Kalaiyuruvd ndtamdm CntUyatan kanndin

Nilai atildm accivan

The twenty-four tattvas from Prthvi upwards form the stalk

of the lotus. The seven Vidhyd Tattims along with Suddha Vidhyd

194. 7:30:2.

195. Shaktl and Shakta by Woodroffe, p. 682.

196. 7:45:9.

197. ni.ii.2.

198. ^ivajudnahodharrij Cirrurai, p. 186.
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form its eight petals. Isvara Tattva and SaddHva Tattva form the

sixty four stamens. Sakti Tattva forms the pericarp. The Siva

Tattva forms the (51) seeds, inside the pericarp. Siva^s feet

stand on this lotus of the heart. Worship them (through vancdk-

Sara)

.

XI

mANA :

The final state is communion or identity. That is Juana. It

is spoken of as love. In all that has been described, therefore,

what is important is the love which according to Tirumular is

nothing but Siva.^^^ Love transmuted is God. 'Kdtanmai\^^

^KdtaVJ^^^ 'Necam'/o2 Tittam’/^^ 'Anpu',^"^ are the words used by

our poet. It is a melting of the heart : ‘NekutaV^^^ ^KacitaV,'^^

^lram\ 207 ^Kulaivu'.^^^ Love is a union and inseparability and

both these are emphasized : ''Kalantunaik kdtalitidt ceykirpdr’;^^

'‘Piriydtu ''Piriydta anpar'\^^^ This Divine Love is uni-

versal Love and Jndnis are characterized by their love and sym-

pathy : ^Kulaivu\^^^

199. Tirumantiram, 70.

200. 7:26:7.

201. 7:6:7.

202. 7:19:2.

203. 7:43:11.
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CHAPTER n

THE CULT OF A^IYARS

I

PATTARAYPPANIVAR :

We referred to the cult of Atiydrs' worship — the worship of

the Atiydrs—being considered greater than the worship of Siva.

Is that not the philosophy of Viranmintar, which is said to have

given birth to the Tiruttontattokai? Our poet also expresses this

truth elsewhere in his poems. Pattardyppanivdr are the followers

of this cult who worship the Bhaktas and make preparations for

their pujd—a kind of Caryd in JMna. Though a distinction has

been made, this does not create any water tight compartments.

Saints of one group are found to be saints of other groups as well.

In our poet himself we find the aspects of all these, though we
may speak of him as Paramanaiye Pdtuvdr,

Our poet calls himself, ''Paramanaiye paniyac cittam vaitta

tontar tontan”^— 1 am the servant of the servants of those who
resolved with all their heart to worship the Lord’. He remonstra-

tes in another place, ‘I have become not only His servant, but

also the servant of His servants’

—

''Orumaiye atiyen, atiya-

varkkatiyanum dnen”?' Again he confesses, ‘Even if you will not

get attached to me, I am always attached to you; I have become
the slave of those who take refuge in your feet, yet I have not left

off singing your praises’

—

*^Otti rdkilum ottuvan atiyen ummati
yataintavark katimaip pattendkilum pdtuta loliyen”? In the

Tirumalapdti hymn,^ the chorus of the song is, “Whom else could

I think of, except you?” and for stressing this idea he exclaims, ‘I

am your servant and I have long long ago assumed the service to all

the servants of your servants’
—“Pantc ninnatiyen atiydr atiydrkat-

kelldm tonte puntoUnten” When he sings of the Tirukketdram
in the north, he is reminded of this idea and again confesses

1. 7:7:11.

2. 7:14:10.

3. 7:15:5.

4. 7:24.

5. 7:24:4.
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“Civanatiyarkaluk katiy&n atittonfan”^— ‘I am the slave of the
servant of the servants of ^iva\

There are whole hymns expressing this idea of surrender to

the Bhaktas, The Tiruvdlahkdtu hymn'^ has, as it were, for its

chorus for every one of its verses the phrase, ‘'Alankdtd un atiydrk-
katiyin dvene’’—‘O, Lord of Alankdtul I shall become the ser-

vant of your servants’. It looks as though the saint is here re-

dedicating himself to the service of the Bhaktas. The Tiriivd-

mikkd hymn^ in every one of its verses expresses the idea that

those who take refuge in the Lord are his own Lords. The Pancdk-
Sara hymn^ of Kotumuti, as already pointed out, expresses the
idea that his realization of the truth of Pahcdksaram has brought
him the birthless state. He also expresses the idea implied therein,
that when he forgets this truth he is no more than a dead man.^®
But Pahcdksara is interpreted not only as 1 am not mine but
Siva s , but also as, ‘I am not mine but Siva*

s

servants’ i.e., I belong
to the servants of Siva*, because it being Siva*s amounts to being
the servant of the servants of Siva. It is because of this that the
second verse of the hymn No. 48, instead of saying that he would
be a dead man if he forgets the Lord, he states that he would
be a dead man when he slights the Bhaktas of the Lord—“Jttaniim
ati ettuvdr ikalntitta ndl marantitta ndl ketta ndl ivai enraldr
karuten**

The servants of the Lord are in a sense our guides showing
us the way. Nampi Arurar says that he was seeing the atiyavar
worship the Lord and he went imitating them or went under their
cover—'‘Ayalavar paravavum atiyavar tolavum anparkal cdyalul
ataiyalur rirunten**}^ We had already referred to the other verse
wherein he exclaims. When am I to worship you with flowers
and^bubbling love, realizing that all that the atiydrs sing is about
you”.i3 These guides are the messengers of God who introduce
us to God. Hymn 73 is addressed from this point 'of view to the
Bhaktas begging them to inquire of the Lord if he would accept

6 . 7 : 78 : 10 .

7 . 7 : 52 .

8 . 7 : 75 .

9 . 7 : 48 .

10. 48 : 2, 3 .

11 . 7 : 48 : 2 .

12 . 7 : 58 : 7 .

13 . 7 : 84 : 2 .
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Nampi Arurar as his servant

—

^^Iruppatum Arur avar emmaiyum

dlvard The hymn 44 seems also to be addressed to the

Bhaktas raising various questions about His purdnic personality.

The third and the fourth verses have explicit reference to 'Tontars'

begging them not to speak harsh words and not to speak of separa-

tion. The 33rd hymn is also addressed to those who worship the

Lord as they like

—

^^Numakkicaiyumd (or vallavd) ninuiniet-

tuvir”.^^ Here also Nampi Arurar raises the various purdnic

descriptions of the Lord in the form of rhetoric interrogations.

The last verse of this hymn makes it clear that it is addressed

to the Bhaktas, “Paticey nirmaiyir patiarkdl panintettinen paniyu

raruV\^^

In the hymns of Alvars and Ndyanmdrs, there occur some

requests to the birds to carry the message of the love-sick maiden

to the Lord. The Vaisnaviie commentators have always inter-

preted these birds as the Bhaktas, as spiritual guides carrying the

message to the Lord.^^ Hymn 37 has to be interpreted in this

manner. Therefore, the philosophy of Tiruttontattokai is not at

all foreign to the other hymns of Arurar. He takes a pride in

calling himself a ^Tontan';^^ 'Atittontan';^^ ^Tontar tontan\^

It was the common belief in that age that for a full blown

Bhakta to be born, his previous seven generations should have

been pure and should have been worshipping the Lord. In some

places it is possible to interpret that what is referred to is not

the previous generations but one’s own previous births. Probably

we will not be far from the truth if we conclude that both the

ideas are included: **Orumaiye alien elumaiyum atiyeri”2i
—

< j

am not in one birth alone your servant, but in seven births’;

^‘Narravai ennaip perra murravai tammanai tantaikkum tavvaik-

kum tampirdrmr” ‘^Enakkiniyavan tamarkkiniyavan elumaiyum

14. 7:73.

15. 2, 3, 6, 7.

16. 7:33:10.

17. See Ac^ya Hrdayam, III, 1-7.

18. 7:6:10; 7:18:10; 7:48:10; 7:59:11; 7:77:11: 7:92:10.

19. 7:3:10; 7:21:10; 7:28:10; 7:43:11; 7:44:10; 7:51:12; 7:78:10; 7:80:10

7:86:10.

20. 7:7:11.

21. 7:14:11.

22. 7:18:7: See under H. 18, already discussed, Vol. Ill,
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manakkiniyavan’^^^—'He is sweet unto me, sweet unto my people,

of seven generations, sweet unto their mind’.

II

CLASSIFICATION OF THE SAINTS :

Our study so far reveals that Arurar has been referring to the

groups of saints enumerated in the verse beginning with ‘Patta-

rdyp panivdr' in the Tiruttontattokai. We may here group together

his references to the various kinds of Bhaktas for proving that

this verse beginning with 'Pattardyppanivdr' is in his mind and that

verse explains our poet’s outlook on religion.

Our poet speaks of Atiydr^ Tontar,-^ Pattar,^ Cittar^ and
Anpar^^ emphasizing respectively Atimai—absolute self-surrender,

Tontu—service, Bhakti—reverential love, Citti (Siddhi )—spiritual

realization and Anpu—love. These ideas are also found combined
in ^Atittontar/^^ 'Pattdkiya to>ntar\^^ Most often our poet like

his predecessors uses the phrase ‘Pattar Cittar’:^^ Bhaktas or

devotees and Siddhas or those who are Jwanmuktas. In other

places, he speaks of Anpar, Tontar and Pattar.^^ He sings in that

verse, ^^Aturain anputaiyir^^—'You lovers dance’; ^^Atikkdtpatta

tuli kontu cutumin tanfarulUr'^—'You tontars, who have dedicated

yourselves to the service of the Lord, crown yourselves with the

dust of the feet of the Lord’s followers’; "C/marotu emar cvla vantu

vdtumiv vdlkkaitannai varuntdmal tiruntaccenru pdtumin patta-

rullir^^— ^Bhaktas or devotees ! let your people and our people

come together and improve and reform this life which is a life

of lightning of suffering’. Pattar and Anpar are here found men-
tioned together; therefore, the first must refer to Sddhaka Bhaktas;

the second to Sddhya Bhaktas, where Anpar or Siddhas dance in

the rapture of divine bliss beyond words. Tontar will be those

who serve. The word, AnpaP will be emphasizing the mind,

23 . 7 : 72 : 1 .

24 . 7 : 53 : 10 .

25 . 7 : 7 : 11 .

26 . 7 : 52: 10 .

27 . 7 : 52 : 10 .

28 . 7 : 58 : 7 .

29 . 7 : 71 : 10 .

30 . 7 : 80 : 1 .

31 . 7 : 36 : 8 ; 7 : 52 : 10 .

32 . 7 : 22 : 3 .

33 . 7 : 22
,

v., 3 .
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'ToV'tar\ the bodily activity and Tattar^ the speech aspect. It is

because of this we have not chosen to take the words ‘tulifco'wtu^

to go along with ^dtumin anputaiiftr* though such an interpretation

will be justified according to the conception of the age as learnt

from Kulasekhara Alvar: ^'Tontar afippoti did ndm periV’.^ In

discussing the Kdpdli form of the Lord, we had to interpret the

Bhutas, Pey and Pdritam'^^ in a similar way, as referring to these

three classes-^® 'Pattardyp pan%vdr\ ‘Paramanaiye pdtuvdr%

‘Cittattaic Civanpdle vaittdr’—these are the three classes men-

tioned in the Tiruttontattokaip which correspond to the three

classes mentioned here; only the name Tartar’ is used there for

'Tontar' here.

He speaks of the greatness of the Atiydr in another verse.^s

He describes: (1) the services of many atiydr

s

with which the

Lord sympathizes; (2) the song and dance of Bhaktas whom He

loves; (3) the spiritual goal of those who follow His foot path,

almost close on His heels, without swerving even by a hair’s

breadth, all of whom the Lord blesses with Mukti and Siddhi; (4)

the hidden treasure of a Lord turning up to save the 'Nal atiydr'—

the good followers—in times of scarcity or danger; and (5) the

desire of the mind of those Tal atiydr', the undaunted followers,

the desire being the very Lord Himself. The first is the descrip-

tion of those in the service of the Lord; the second, of those who

sing His glories; the third, of those who reach the Lord with all

their heart and mind, these three corresponding to the 'Tontar',

Tartar’, and 'Anpar' above referred to.

The fourth and the fifth descriptions introduce another distinc-

tion. The poet describes one class as 'Nal atiydr' and the other

as ‘Val atiydr'. To the one class, the Lord comes to its rescue

as a hidden treasure. The other class possibly forms a hidden

treasure to God Himself like Ka'^^mppctr and other servants coming

as it were to His rescue. The members of the latter class have

no thought of themselves; they have no self of theirs; God moves

them and all their acts are His. These are the towers of spiritual

strength. But both of them are atiydrs. The path of the one seems

to be tempting and easy for us to follow and they are the ^Nal

34. Tettaruntixal, 2.

35. 7:2:3.

36. See Vol. IL

37. 7:39:10.

38. 7:67:2.
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atiydr' like those in Tiruttontattokai, who like Neca Ndyandr and

others come offering anything they can to the world at large, a

pot, a cloth, or food without any suffering whatsoever. The other

path seems to be beyond our reach. But in both the cases there

is self surrender and God loves them all.

The epithets ^NaV and ^VaV with reference to the Atiydrs

are explained by the author of Tirukkalirruppatiydr as applying

to their acts, ^nalviruiV and ^valviMi\ Whatever the action, the

aim is the destruction of the separating self, ‘I’; for, when that

self is destroyed. Lord appears in Love. Therefore, both achieve

the destruction of the selfish T*.

^^Melvinaiye yenna viyanulakil drrariya

Valvinaiye yenna varumirantum—Collir

Civatanma mdmavarrir cenratile celvdy

Pavakanmam nmkum patV*.^^

“The action or conduct of ours is of two kinds: the soft acts

and the powerful or hard acts. Both are Sivadharma. For

removing the karma which brings on birth, enter any of these’

\

^^Atiyai arccittdrku ankamum ankanke

Tttil tirampalavum ceyvanavum—Vetiyane

Nalvinaiydm enre namakkum eli tdnavarrai

Melvinaiye enratundm veru”.^^

“The various steps of worshipping the Lord, who is the Begin-

ning, the steps of the various blotless ways of our actions, that is,

all these good actions which are easy for us—it is these we have

mentioned separately as ^melvinaV Here it is important to note

that this author who first labelled these as ^melvinaV identifies

them also with ^nalvinaV which we may, therefore, interpret as

the actions of the 'Nal atiydr’ of Arurar. “The terrific acts like

killing and cooking with their own hands for the phairava with-

out any compunction are those which we have called

^^Varankal tarumceyya vayiravarkkut tankal

Karankalindl anru kariydkka—Irankdte

Kolvinaiye ceyyum kotuvinaiye dnavarrai

’Valvinaiye enratundm marru”.^^

39. V., 16.

40. V., 17.

41. V., 18.

T. 137
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The reference here is to Ciruttontar. The author refers further

under this head of ^valvinaV to Sandesvara and Arivdl Taya

Ndyandr^ where all their acts are really acts of God and not of

their lower selves which have become destroyed or transcended.

It is thus clear that what our poet has stated in TiruttontaU

tokai is asserted all through his Tevdram. It is, therefore, nothing

incredible in his having written that hymn. Has he not given

us his vision of the whole universe as a Gurukula under the feet

of the Great Master of the banyan tree and all the living beings

becoming comrades in divine love and being saved by the Lord? ^

Appalum atic cdrntdr may be interpreted to include this vision as

well.

This social aspect of this spiritual progress needs no special

mention. Universal salvation is the goal of Hinduism. Buddhism

has evolved its Bodhisativa conception where the freed soul refuses

to reach salvation before all the souls have attained it. This is

the heroism of refusing salvation which according to Cekkildr

characterizes the Bhaktas of TiruttontoMokai. The Purana speaks

of the Tontars reaching Kailas. According to Appayya Diksitar

when one individual attains freedom, he attains identity only with

Isvara. and not with Brahmnm, with which he attains final iden-

tity only when all the souls or jhms attain Moksa or freedom, just

like when a particular mirror is destroyed the reflection of the

face becomes one with the reflecting face; becoming one with the

face itself being possible only when all the mirrors are destroyed

when alone there can be no further reflection. This may be the

truth underljnng the stories which assert that the saints reached

Kailds,

III

THE TIRUTTONTATTOKAI :

A new element has thus been introduced in this Tiruttontat-

tokai hymn, that of communion with the loving souls hankering

after God. These are called ^Tontars% that is, those in the ser-

vice of God. This conception of Tontar is considered by the Sai-

vites as another spiritual message of Arurar. The ideas of reve-

rential feeling towards the tontars is nothing new. Perujdlvdr

42 . vv.. 19-20 .

43 . 7 : 65 : 6 .
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talks of the 'Tontakkulain,^^ thereby abolishing all castes and creat-

ing a family of all those -who worship the Lord, to whatever caste

or community they may belong. Arurar also refers to this great

community.^^ The love for God reaches its highest point only

when it becomes the love of the Bliaktas or tontar, even to the

neglect of God. The phrase ^Tonfciratippoti^^ is very significant,

the dust on the feet of the Bliaktas; this is purer than the water

of the Ganges—that is the conviction of Kulasekharar : "Tonta-

ratippoti dta ndni peril Gahgai nir kutalniii dium vetkai en

dvate^?^’^ Our saint Arurar goes a step further.

He creates a democracy of Bluikias, a democracy for all times

and climes. Though this is universal in its core, he has made it

appear as a Tamilian democracy at the first sight. Man as he is

constituted cannot grasp the full significance of the universal spirit.

He is a speaking animal and it is this speech that creates his com-

munal fife. Our poet coming to sing in Tamil, has naturally to

appeal to the Tamilian at first. Therefore, he groups together the

saints of Tamil land and they represent the first vision of this

spiritual democracy. The individual saints mentioned in his

Tiruttontattokai are all, saints born within the sacred precincts of

the Tamil country. This is not narrow parochialism; for, we soon

find our poet hastening to make this democracy universal for all

lands, for all times. He has only utilized the national awakening

of the Tamil country of his times to serve the religious cause. Even
in his age, Tamil land was not one political unit. The Paridyas,

the Colas, the Ceras and the Pallavas have made the Tamilakam
their battle ground and our poet perhaps was himself a partisan

of the Pallavas. He wants to escape from this scene of hatred and
disunity, to a world of love and union. Fortunately, the Tamil
language and its culture offered one way of escape into this world

of love. The common man understood this uniform culture of the

Tamil land. This democracy of Bhaktas emphasizes that way of

the common man. The spirit of renunciation, the feeling of divine

love, are possible for the poorest of the poor to whatever caste or

community they may belong. Kings also come within this group
of Bhaktas not as kings but as Bhaktas great for their spirit of

44 . Tontakkulam Tiruppalldntu, v., 5 .

45 . 7 : 72 : 11 .

46 . Nd0. Prah., Tettaruntiral, 2 .

47 . Ihid.
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self-surrender and self-sacrifice. These great Bhaktas live for

their great ideal laying down their very lives if necessary.

IV

SUGGESTIVE DESCRIPTION OF SAINTS:

The next important point that deserves our attention is the

suggestive description of some of the saints given by our poet.

He calls ‘lyarpakai^ as one who never says, *No’— ^^lllaiye ennUta

lyarpakai”.^^ 'Meypporul Ndyandr' is described as one who is an

adept in the path of success— “Vellumd mikavalla MeypporuV'.^^

This description gives the inward view and significance of the life

message of this saint. Meypporul Ndyandr breathed his last at

the hands of a traitor who came in the form of an Agamic scholar.

This saint pleaded with the servant, Tatian, in spite of the deceit

to save the honoured form thus glorifying his own reverence for

the sacred book through his own death. The victory is the victory

of the Ideal. Again, ‘ Tahiti' is described by our poet as one full

of eyesight— ''Ndttamiku Tanti'\^^ though according to the tradi-

tion he was blind. Our poet must be emphasizing the inner light

and the ideal which guided Tanti- Similarly Kanwppar, the illite-

rate hunter saint, is described by our poet as the hero of all arts—
^^Kalaimalinta clr Nampi KannO'PPcir*'.^^ The hunter saint was as

it were the fruition of all arts, the divine love, and it is this, our

poet must have had in his mind. In describing ^Amarn%ti\ our poet

refers to his garland of ^mullai^ or jasmine — ^^Allimen mullaiyan-

tdr Amarmti”.^ Usually it is a s5mibol of chastity. Probably our

poet wants to emphasize that kind of relationship between Amar-
tMi and the Lord.

The poet describes some of the saints by the honoured title

of Nampi perhaps looking upon them as divine princes. Some of

them, Apputi^ and Naminanti^^ are Brahmins and they might
deserve the title of Nampi as already explained; so do the heroes

48. 7 : 39 : 1 .

49 . 7 : 39 : 1 .

50 . 7 : 39 : 5 .

51 . 7 : 39 : 2 .

52 . 7 : 39 : 1 .

53 . 7 : 39 : 4 .

54 . 7 : 39 : 4 .
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and ministers, Kulaccirai,^^ Itankali,^ Munaiyatuvdr^^ and Kdt-

puli.^ But there are also others, who are not Brahmins. There-

fore, our poet could not have had the castes in his mind when he

described them as Nampis. KanV'O^ppar is called by him as 'Kalai-

malinta cir Nampi’^^ and he is accepted by all as the prince among
the Bhaktas. Kanampullar is one Nampi— ''Kanampulla NampV^^
and his caste is not known. Eripattar is another Nampi.^^ Kulac-

ciraiydr, the minister of the Pdridya was responsible for bringing

jRdnacampantar to Maturai for restoring ,^aivism and he is, there-

fore, called ''Peru Nampi Kulaccirai’\^^ Apputi who exemplified

the path of service, '‘Tirundvukkaracu valar tiruttantin neri^’^ is

called "Orunampi”^^—‘The unique one’. Naminanti is called

“Arunampi’’^^— Aru means rare. Munaiyatuvdr^ and Kot-

puli^^ are “Velnampis^^ like Eripattar, the saints of heroism and
valour. ItankaU is called, ^^Tdr Nampi\^ Tdr means garland, the

prince who is considered to be a Cola.

In some places our poet gives more than a passing reference

to the glorious deeds of these saints— “Velhtma mikavalla Meyp-
porul”;^^ ^^Illaiye enndta lyarpakai'^ ^^Mummaiydl ulakdata
MurtV’;'^^ ^^Umaipankan kalale maravdtu kallerinia

^^Kaitatinta varicilaiydn Kalikkaynpan'*^^ and "Tennavandy ula-

kdnta Cehkandr^’ Usually our poet devotes one half of a line

55. 7:39:4.

56. 7:39:9.

57. 7:39:8.

58. 7:39:9.

59. 7:39:2.

60. 7:39:8.

61. 7:39:2.

62. 7:39:4.

63. Periya, Pur., Ay. Pur., 1.

64. 7:39:4.

65. 7:39:4.

66. 7:39:8.

66a. 7:39:9.

67. 7:39:2.

68. 7:39:9.

69. 7:39:1.

70. 7:29:1.

71. 7:39:3.

72. 7:39:6.

73. 7:39:7.

74. 7:39:11.
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in describing each one of the saints. He devotes more than half

a line to KanampullarJ^ But he devotes almost a full line to

some of the saints: viz., Tirunavukkaracar,^^ Cdkkiyar^'^ Neiumd-

ran^^ Vdyildn^^ Kalarcinkan^^ and Pukalttunai.^^ He devotes a

line and a half to Cantlcar^^ and CamjDantar.^^ But to Murukan,^"^

Uruttirapacupati,^^ Milalaikkurumpar,^^ Kdraikkdl Amjnaiydr,

(Peydr),^^ Tanti, Murkkar,^^ Kdri^^ Mankayarkkaraci (Varivalai-

ydl mdni)^'^ and Necan,^'^ he devotes only one quarter of a line. He
describes Ndnacampantar as our Lord (Empirdii) who pays no

regard except to the feet of God adorned with the beautiful and

sweet smelling konraO^^ Tirumular is also described as Navipi-

rdn, our Lord.®^^ He speaks of Tirundvukkaracar as one who

had the straight path of Grace as his ideal path.^^ Netuvrdran

is said to have conquered the battle of Nelveli because of the

power of his mind so full of concentration on the Lord's feet.^^

Kalarcinkan is referred to as the son of Kdtavarkdn and the Lord

of the world surrounded by the seas.^® The verb used is 7cak-

kinra' which is in the present tense suggesting that he is the con-

temporary of Arurar. The description implies that the Pallava

king was the Lord of the seas.
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Some of the names themselves are suggestive of the great-

ness of the saints: Viranmintar^^ Eripattar,^^ Karynappar,^^ Meyp-
poruZ/oo lyarpakai,^^^ Mdran,i®2 Tirunalaippdvdr,^^ Tirukkuripput-

tontar,^^^ CakkiyaVy^^^ Kalarirrarivdr SaktV-^'^ and Kanam-
puZZar.io®

We have further discussed this significance of the various

descriptions given by AruraVy in our study of Tiruttontattokai

hymn in connection with the hymns giving us a life history of

mysticism.

V
^AIVISM, THE RELIGION OF SERVICE :

Atiydrs are the life of the Bhakti cult. From this point of

view, Saivism becomes a religion of service. It is this philosophy

which has really worked the miracle, making Saivism popular in

South India. Mysore Archaeological Report, 1925, explains the

consequences of this Philosophy of Service, after giving a short

account of the life of each saint:

“Little or nothing is known of Saivism and Vaisnavism of

Southern India before the advent of the Jains and the Buddhists

in this part of the country. While Brahmin immigrants of Southern

India seem to have given a Vedic colour to those local cults and

have mingled with the local people in the interests of their own
culture, there is no doubt that the ambition of the Jains and the

Buddhists was to root out the local cults and convert the people

to their own faith. The most powerful means they employed for

this end was ^Ahdra-ahhaya-hhaishajya-sdstra’ddna’—gift of food,

protection, medicine and knowledge. Food, security, medicine and

right knowledge! What more will man want than these? The
temptation for the people to embrace Jainism or Buddhism was so

97. 7:39:1.

98. 7:39:2.

99. 7:39:2.

100. 7:39:1.
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great that unless the Saivites adopted the same policy, Saivism

was in imminent danger. That the Saivites adopted the same policy

that the Jains and Buddhists observed for spreading their own faith,

is evident from the stories of Nos. 4, 31, 32, 34, 39, 41, 42, 52, 55,

58 and 59. That like the Buddhists and the early Jains, the Sai-

vitcs discarded caste distinction, if at all they had it, is clear from

the stories of Nos. 32 and 42. It is also clear from stories of

Nos. 2 and 35 that in the matter of pleasing a Saivite guest neither

wife nor life was too sacred to part with. So great was the honour

shown to the £aivites that even a thief and a murderer (Nos. 52

and 4) were honourably let off. It may be presumed that the

rivalry in feeding the Saivite poor gave room for no accumulation

of wealth in a few hands, an economic evil for which no solution

other than religious piety could be found. Even kings seem to

have been afraid of abusing their wealth and of being indifferent

to the claims of poverty. Immorality which is ever attendant

upon selfishness seems to have had no wide scope owing to the

altruistic spirit of Saivism”J^^

^uj^xhcence of the patrons of Saivistn strengthened this

philosophy of service and gave political importance to Saivism.

Some of these patrons are said to have amassed the wealth in

whatever way they liked either in gambling or in war for offering

their services to the Saivite Atiydrs. It is this philosophy of love

and service that had made Saivism popular and powerful. Great

Vedic scholars and ritualists like Somdsimarar, Rudrapasupati,

great Agamic scholars like Sivakosariyar, learned men and poets

like Poyyatimai illata pulavar and Kari, great kings like Netu-

mdran, Kalarcinkan, great chieftains like Eyarkon, Kotpuli along

with fishermen like Atipattar, untouchables like Tirundlaippdvar

and Tirunllakanta ydlppanar, potters like Tirunllaka'nfar, washer-

men like TirukuTipputtontar and hunters like Kannappar became

followers of this religion, making it thus a cosmopolitan one.

Prof. P. N. Srinivasachari speaks of all the Ndyanmars as

mystics in the following passage:

“The devotees of Siva, known as the sixty-three tortdars or

servants of Siva, belong to all ages and castes and form a spiritual

democracy whose common quality was their deep Saivite experi-

ence. Another feature common to all of them was their refuta-

110. pp. 10-11.
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tion of Buddhism and Jainism which are said to be not only anti-

Saivite but anti-mystical. The lives of these saints are recorded

in Periyapummm by the saintly poet jSekkizhar. Among the best

known of the saints is Kannappar, who was a hunter of the second

century A.D. He nourished an image of ,^iva every day with his

own food consisting of flesh and finally risked his sight owing to

his perfervid devotion to the Lord. Service to ^aivite saints was
deemed superior even to that to JSiva Himself. The life of Tiru-

nilakanta Ndyandr, a potter of Chidambaram, is an example of

such service. Nanda was an Adidrdvida of Adanur near Chidam-

baram. In his irrepressible longing to see J§rl Natardja, he hasten-

ed to the shrine and is said to have disappeared in the shining

ecstatic Presence. A devotee, who was by profession a washer-

man, dedicated himself to the service of ^iva bhaktas and washed
their clothes in a spirit of service. Buddhism stressed the prac-

tice of love to all living beings, but denied the Supreme Being.

A Buddhist, Sdkya Ndyandr, gave up his creed and became a

Saivite. He gave a positive meaning to love and lived in that

love which is J§iva Himself. J§iva is every man’s God and is easily

accessible to the devotee in any form desired by him. Adipatta

Ndyandr was a fisherman by profession who lived near Ndgapat-

tinam. He gave one fish every day to ^iva in order, as he thought,

to satisfy His hunger and finally offered himself to Him. Kalia

Ndyandr was an oilmonger who became, by his bhakti, a ^iva-

monger. Kdroikkdl Ammaiydr was a Vaisya woman. She had

visions of Siva, the Inner Light in all lights, and saw Him with

the spiritual eye of love. Vdyildr Ndyarmr of Mylapore was, as

his name implies, a silent seer of Siva who built a shrine for Him
in his inner life or spirit, lighted the lamp of self-illumination, and

bathed Him in immortal bliss. Pusaldr Ndyandr was also given

to this mdnasapujd, as he constructed a temple for the Lord spiri-

tually and worshipped Him there. Nesa Ndyarmr was a weaver

and a votary of Siva who served the bhaktas by weaving cloths

for them. In this way every Ndyandr spiritually sought God or

Siva, irrespective of birth or status and saw Him directly”.^^^

This truth will be brought out in our study of Paramanaiye
Pdtuvdr whom we take to be mystic poets.

Prof. P. N. Srinivasachari speaks of Nampi Arurar (Sundara-

murti Svdmi) as a mystic in the following passage :

111. Mystics and Mysticism, pp. 232-34.

T. 138
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''Sundarar or Sundaramurti Svdmi was born as a Brahmin in

South Arcot district in the 9th century A.D. His life is a typical

instance of the Lord of Love seeking the sinner. The saint

became infatuated with love to God who was Himself pitta or

peraruldld or Giver of Grace. He was once blessed with a vision

of Napirdja dancing His cosmic dance in ecstasy in his heart. The

joy felt by the saint was momentary and he yearned for reunion,

and burst into the inspiring hymns of Tevdram. His pilgrimage

to different shrines was really a pilgrimage from worldliness to

Kaildsa. He felt that even if :Siva forsook him, he would cling

to Him and yearn for Him like the calf for the cow. He realized

his utter nothingness and felt that he was His in every way. He

calls the Lord the deliciousness in the fruit, the light in the eye,

the melody in the song, and the healing balm to the Siva-sick souls

and infinite bliss, ^iva is in all beings as their indwelling mercy.

He says that .^iva in His love for man accepts even insincere praise

and prayer as sincere and deep devotion. God, to him, is the

fount of Grace and He saves the sinner in spite of his sins. The

purgative stage (vairdgya) of mysticism is graphically pictured

in Sundarar's Tevdram where he speaks of the transitory and

trivial nature of sense-pleasures. The jiva, we are told, is entan-

gled in the causality of karma and is caught up in the whirlpool

of samsdra in which every pleasure ends in pain and earthly life

is steeped in sin and sorrow and ill-health; birth and death follow

each other in cyclic succession. Earthly life is unreal and the

body turns to dust. Life is from dust and goes to dust.^^^ Con-

trition is the only remedy for the sins of life and true repentance

is based on firm faith in 6iva as the saviour of souls. Even punish-

ment for sins is due to redemptive love, for Siva is Sweetness and

Love. Sense-pleasures are but pa^^tial expressions of Divine bliss.

Suffering from the delusions of life and steeped in sensuality and

sin and thinking of all the released saints that preceded him like

Appar and Samhandar, he sought His feet and finally attained mukti.

With devotion on account of love for love’s sake, Sundarar, like

Tirumangai Azhvdr, sends messages of love to the Lord and finally

the response comes and Siva and the saint are united for ever in

eternal bliss. Sundarar felt certain that there was no more birth

or death for him”.^^^

112. Tevdram, 7:78:1.

113. Mystics and Mysticism, pp. 246-247.



chapter ni

TAMILIANS AND RELIGION

I

WORSHIP THROUGH POETRY :

We have seen so far that the groups of saints mentioned in

the 10th verse of Tiruitontattokai are not foreign to the ideas

expressed by Arurar in his verses elsewhere. We have not dis-

cussed at length the conception of Taramanaiye pdtmmr and

'Apjmlum aticcdrntdr. ‘Appdlum aticcdrntdr is the universal

vision of Arurar and we shall bring out the significance of this

conception at the end of this part of our study. 'Paramanaiye

pdtuvdr’ as already hinted, are the mystic saints who have sung

Tevdram and we have suggested that Arurar is one of them.

These have sung in Tamil and these poets have looked upon Tamil

as the very form of the Lord. The later generations have con-

sidered these songs as the Tamil Vedas and the verses as Tamil

mantras. This theory of the mantras and poetry has to be here

studied for our understanding the mystic poets. This will also

explain why the saints of Tiruitontattokai are all coming from the

country where this Tamil language is spoken. From this nation-

alism we proceed to the universalism of Appdlum aticcdrntdr.^

Certain problems relating to Tiruttontattokai are discussed as a

preliminary to the study of the conception of Paramanaiye pdtuvdr,

in this chapter. In the last chapter of this part we discuss Arurar'

s

toleration even with reference to his hostile sects of Jains and

Buddhists.

II

NATIONALISM AND UNIVERSALISM :

'

The question when this Tiruttontattokai was sung by Arurar

had to be raised by us at various places during our discussion of

the lives of the saints included in that list. According to Periya-

purdmm, it was sung after the marriage with Paravai. This com-

position was due to the position taken by Viranmintar who con-

1 . CKB.
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eluded that even the Lord, that favoured one who did not honour

the Bhaktas was to be blamed. Arurar was praying to God that

he should be given the necessary capacity for singing the great-

ness of the Bhaktas and He answered his prayer by suggesting to

him the first half of the first line of this hymn. In a few editions

of Periyapurdnam, some additional verses are found in this connec-

tion where it is stated that Arurar coming from the house of

Paravai in his libertine form went straight to worship the Lord,

whereupon Viranmintar condemned Arurar who was, therefore,

overcome by grief and who could not find the Lord inside the

temple, but afterwards, the Lord advised him to sing this hymn.

The Sanskrit and Kannada traditions, as already noted often refer

to this libertine form and the Telugu Basava Purdna by Soma-

ndtha refers to this incident in these very terms. This trend in

such descriptions is found in some mediaeval pseudo Siddha works

which in exaggerating the intrinsic purity of jlvanmuktas assert

that they as svecchdedrins may be appearing for all outward pur-

poses as libertines—almost suggesting that they may be consciously

so. In their enthusiasm for reform and revolt these assertions are

made which may suggest that they are heretics—not bound by
ordinary laws of conduct reminding us of the western Anti-nomian

doctrine and practices where harlotry and other carnal vices are

not considered sinful for the spiritual man because the spirit in

him which is God is not affected by the flesh and cannot sin and

because the man who is nothing cannot sin so long as the spirit

which is God is in him. This cannot be the correct view. But

as most of the editions of Periyapurdnam do not contain these

seventeen verses they must be taken to be interpolations based on

the Telugu and Kannada traditions. Arurar teaches us that there

is a God who transcends nature, that Dharma governs all men, that

there is sin and that the acts of libertines are impurities leading

to Hell, for there is suffering and enjoyment, not only in this life,

but also in our after life; when the jivanmukta transcends ordinary

morality, he reaches the stage of perfect goodness which is beyond
our conceptions of good and evil; it is supra moral and not

immoral.

Ill

SAINTS GREAT, NOT BY MIRACLES ALONE :

But this is not the problem facing us. We found that the

saints who ought to be taken as contemporaries of Arurar came to
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be known to Arurar only after this hymn was sung. Kdtpuli,

Kdlarirrarivar and Eyarkdn may be mentioned in this connection.

Especially with reference to Eyarkon, the miraculous events took

place long after this Tiruttontatiokai hymn was sung. It may be

contended that it is not the miracles but their greatness in the

Saivite world that appealed to Arurar and that these saints were
famous even at the time of the marriage with Paravai.

IV

ARE ALL THE SAINTS OF TIRUTIONfATTOKAI, CONTEMPORARIES ?

Another problem arises on account of the statements made
in Periyapuranam. While Arurar was coming to Tiruvdrur temple,

he saw all the followers of Siva of this world assembled within the

grove

—

Tevdciriyan.^ “When is the Lord to make me their slave?”

—so prayed Arurar and the Lord explained to him the greatness

of these saints and asked him to take refuge in them ^ He saw the

great assembly at a distance and worshipped them many a time

and began singing the Tiruttontatiokai repeating the name of every

one of these saints.^ This description in Periyapurdnarn suggests

that all the saints mentioned in Tiruttontatiokai were physically

present on the occasion of its composition. This will make all of

them contemporaries.

But it would be impossible for the 3,000 Brahmins of Tillai to

have assembled there along with the other saints. It may be

suggested that a few of their representatives were present in the

grove (Tevdciriyan)

.

We had already pointed out that Candesvara

and Koccenkandn seemed to have become traditions by the time

of this hymn. It may be contended in answer to this argument

that there was a confusion in the mind of the people, a confusion

which led to the identification of a later Candesvara and Kdccen-

kandn with their namesakes of a more ancient period. Even if

there was any such confusion, it could have been only because

these two saints were not contemporaries of Ihe three Tevdram

poets.

Whether all these saints were contemporaries or not, one

conclusion is clear that Nampiydntdr and Cekkildr, if not Nampi-

ydrurar looked upon them as forming one group. In the Appdlum

2. Tatut., 189.

3. Ihid., 196.

4. Ihid. 201.
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aticcdrntdr^ purdnam^ Cekkildr distinguishes this group of saints

from all other groups living before or after this group. If all of

them are not contemporaries they must be taken to have lived in

one particular period, probably the 6th and 7th centuries of the

Christian Era responsible for the restoration of Saivism to its old

glory. This conclusion seems to be irresistible as these saints

lived in the memories of the people of Arurar’s age.

V
SAIVA SANGHA :

In this connection, the ti'aditions about the Jain Sangha, the

Buddhist Sangha and the great Tamil Sangha come to our mind.

The name Tiruttontattokai is also very suggestive. 'TokaV has been

used by Campantar himself as the name of Tamil Cankam—
^'Arranri antan Maturait tokai ydkkindnum” Then, Tiruttontat-

tokai will mean this ^aiva Sangha or the assembly of Saiva fol-

lowers or saints. Perhaps one such assembly existed at Tiruvdrur.

The name Tevdciriyan for the grove or the mantapa of the

saints is also significant. Tevdciriyan means a divine teacher; a fit-

ting name for the place where these teachers of Saivism assembled

from generation to generation up to the time of Nampiydrurar,

Probably Viranmintar was the latest of the leaders of this assembly.

Or, Tevdciriyan may mean the Acdryas or teachers who had at-

tained divinity as jivanmuktas or videhamuktas. In any case, it

is clear from the reference in Periyapurdnam that this group forms

a unique one, separated from others as belonging to a particular

period of time and a particular place. This line of argument may
lead one to conclude that all these saints could not have been

removed from each other by any great length of time perhaps

more than a century.

VI

AGE OF TAMIL REVIVAL

:

It is in this connection the fact that all these saints belong to

Tamil country becomes important. The Pallava period was a great

age of Sanskrit revival in the Tamil country. But that is only one

half of the story. The saints like Arurar have been successfully

attempting at Tamilising the people, the kings, and their tradition.

The great transformation effected by Arurar in his treatment of

5. 5:54:11.
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Purdnic stories had already been studied in detail.® The kings them-

selves trying to identify themselves with Tamil by assuming

Tamil titles and assimilating the Tamil tradition with their history

had been already pointed out. It is in this light that we have to

study Arurar's poems.

VII

VISION OF UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD IN TJRUTTONfATTOKAI :

A study of the Tiruttontattokai hymn? is very interesting. The
hymn begins with the Brahmin saints of Citamparam, who, along

with the Natardja temple there, should have become so prominent
as to occupy the first place during the age of Arurar. The next name
mentioned is the saint from a community of potters. This juxta-

position of a potter with the Brahmins shows that the poet is

going beyond caste-ridden society to give us a vision of the uni-

versal brother-hood — the Tontakkulam of Periyalvdr.^ The fol-

lowing table will show the caste-war distribution of the saints of

this Tiruttontattokai. Every one of the innumerable castes of

South India could feel honoured by their contribution of at least

one saint to the growth of this brotherhood.

Tillaivdl Antanar Brahmins
Tirunilakantar Potter
lyarpakai Merchant
Ilaiydnkuti Mdrar Veldla
Meypporul King
Viranm,intar Vetc la

Amarniti Merchant
Eripaitar WaxTior?
ErMtindtar Ila

Kannavpar Vetar (Hunter)
Kuiik iliyn kka laya r Brahmin
Mdnakkancdrar Veidla
Arivdttdyar Vcloja

Andyar Ayar (Cowherd)
Murti Merchant
Muruka Brahmin
Uruttirapacupati Brahmin
Tirundlaippovdr Pulaiyar
Tirukkurippnitontar Washerman
Canticar Brahmin
Tirundvukkaracar Veldla

6. Vol, II.

7. 7:39.

8. TiruppalldntUi u., 5.
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Kulacciraiydr
Perumilalaikkurumpar KiAg?
Peydr (Kdraikkdlammaiydr) Merchant
Apputi Brahmin
NUanakkar Brahmin
Naminanii Brahmin
Campaniar Brahmin
Eyarkdnkalikkdma Veldla
Tirumular Yogin (Cowherd?)
Tanti ?

Murkka Veldla

Cdmdcimdrar Brahmin
Cdkkiyar Veldla
Cirappuli Brahmin
Ciruttontar Mdmdtiraiyar?
Kalarirrarivdr King
Kanandtar Brahmin
Kurruva King
Poyyatimai Illdr Scholar?
Pukalccolar King
Naracinkamunaiyaraiyar King
Atipattar Fisherman
Kalikkampar Merchant
Kaliyar Cekkdr (Oilmonger)
Cakti Veldla
Aiyatikalkdtavarkon King
Kanampullar ?

Kdri Scholar?
Ninracirnetumdrar King
Vdyildr Veldla
Munaiyatuvdr Veldla
Kalarcinkar King
Itankali Veldla

Ceruitunai Veldla
Pukalttunai Brahmin (Adisaivar)
Kdtpuli Veldla
Pattardiyppanivdr 9

‘

Paramanaiye Pdtuvdr 7

Cittattaiccivanpdlevaippdr Yogin?
Tiruvdrurp pirantdr ?

Muppdtuin Tirumeni Tmtuvdr Brahmins
Muluntrupuciya Munivar 9

Appalum aticcdrntdr ?

Pucaldr Brahmin
Mankaiyarkkaraci Queen
Neca Cdliyar (Weaver)
Koccenkatcola King
Tirurdlakantaydlppanar Pdnar
Cataiyar Brahmin
Icaijndniydr Brahmin
Nampi Arurar Brahmin
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VIII

THE TIRUTTONTATTOKAI SAINTS AND THE TAMILNAD :

This fact of these saints of Tiruttontattokai being Tamilians

has not been sufficiently emphasized till now. Tiruttontattokai

was sung in the temples and we have specific reference to an

inscription of Rdjendra C6|a.® Nampiydntdr Nawpi has sung a

separate verse for each one of these hhaktas and Cekkildr^s Peri-

yapurdnam gives the stories of these tontars with all epic grandeur.

His Purdnam, therefore, has become in a way the national epic of

the Tamil Land. The incidents themselves are of no immense

significance. It is the spirit that actuated the hhaktas that is really

divine. Therefore, these stories have a psychological significance

tracing the spiritual development of these hhaktas. The follow-

ing table giving the places of birth of these hhaktas shows that

all of them belong to the Tamil land.

Name Country Village

Tillaivdl Antanar Cola Tillai-Citamparam
Tirumlakanfar do. do.

lyarpakai do. Pukdr
Mara do. llaiydnkutippati

Viran mintar Cola Cenkunram
Meypporul Ceii Tirukkdvalur
Amarniti Cola Palaiyarai

Eripattar do. Karuvur
Endtindtar do. Ellina nur
Kannappar Tontai Tirukkdlatti

Kunkiliyakkalayar Cola Tirukkatavur
Mdnakkancdrar — Kancdrur
Arwdttdyar Cola Kanamanka lam
Andyar Melmdndtii Maiikalam
Mura Pdnti Maturai
Muruka Cola Tlruppuhalur
JJruttirappacupati do. Tiruttalaiyur

Tirundlaippovdr Merkdndtu Atanur
Tirukkuripputtontar Tontai *Kdncipuram
Canticar Cola Tirucceynalur

Tirundvukkaracar Tirumunaippdti Tiruvdmur
Kulacciraiydr Pdnti Manamerkuti
Perumilalaikkurumpar Milalai Tirumilalai

Kdraikkdl Ammaiydr Cola Kdraikkdl

Apputi do. Tinkalur

9. S.LL, Vol IV, No. 223.

T. 130
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Name Country Village

Nllanakkar do. Cdttamankai

Naminanti do. Emapperur
Campantar do. Cikdli

Syarkdnkalikkdma do. Perumankalam

Tirumular do. Cdttanur

Tanti do. Tiruvdrur

Murkka Tontai Tiruverkdtu

Comdcimarar Cola Tiruvampar

Cdkkiyar 9 Cankamankai
Cirappuli Cola Akkur
Ciruttontar do. Cenkdttankuti

Kalarirrarivdr Malaindtu Makotai

Kaymndtar Cola CikdU
Kurruva — Kalantai

Poyyatimai Illdr Pdnti Maturai

Pukalccolar Cola Uraiyur

Naracinkamunaiyaraiyar Tirumunaippdti Tirumunaippdti
Atipattar Cola Ndkappattinam

Kalikkampar — Penndkatam
Kaliyar Tontai Tiruvorriyur

Cakti Cola Varincaiyur

Aiyatikalkdtavarkdn Tontai Kdncipuram
Kayiampullar — Irukkuvelur

Kdri Cola Tirukkatavur

Ninracirnetumdrar Pdnti Maturai

Vdyildr Tontai Mayildppur

Munaiyatuvdr Cola Nitur

Kalarcmkar Tontai —
ItankaU Kondtu Kotumpdlur
Ceruttunaiydr Cola Tancai

PukaUtunai — Ceruviliputtur

Kotpuli — Ndttiyattdnkuti

Paitardippanivdr
Paramanaiye pdtuvdr

Cittattaic civanpdle

vaippdr
Tiruvdrurppirantdr Cola Tiruvdrur

Muppotum tirumeni

fi)ntuvdr

Mulunirupuciya munivar
Aippdlum aticcdrntdr

Pucaldr Ninravur
Mankaiyarkkaraci Pdnti Maturai

Neca — Kampili

Koccenkat Cola Cola —
Tirunilakaryta ydlppdnar Erukkattampuliyur
Cataiyandr Tirumumiippdti Tirundvalur

Icaindniydr do do.

Nampi Arurar do do,
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Our poet refers to the native places of some of the Saints ;

Mdran Ilaiydnkuti
Viranmintar Kunrai
Kalayan Katavur
Kancdran Kahcdru
Andyar Punalmankai
Perumilalaikkurumpar Perumilalai
Nilanakkar Cdttamankai
Cdmdcimdrar Ampar
Ciruttontar Cehkdttahkuti
Kanandtar Kali
Kurruva Kalantai
Pukalccola Karuvur
Atipattar Ndkai
Cakti Varincai
Ninracirnetumdra Nelvelivenrdr
Vdyildr Mayilai
Ceruttunai Tancai
Pucaldr Ninravur

IX

KAMPILI IN TAMII^AD :

There are two saints who may appear to be an exception to

the generalization that all the saints of the hymn are from the

Tamil land. The one is Tirumular. The later day tradition states

that he came from the Northern country. Arurar is silent about

this. But even according to the later day tradition, the saint

entered the body of a Tamilian cowherd and, therefore, he is no

exception to our generalization.

The other saint is Neca Ndyarmr, But we will be finding

^KampilV as the birth place of Neca Ndyandr. This city lies on

the bank of Tungahhadra. This, therefore, gives us a clue to the

conception of Tamil land of the time of the Smrtis. The Smrtis speak

of Krsmi as the Southern boundary of the Andhras and, therefore,

there is no wonder in Nampi Arurar thinking of all lands south

of Tungahhadra forming part of the Tamil country and the

attempts, of the Pallavas and the later Colas, were aimed at reach-

ing that northern border. It is unfortunate that when discussing

the limits of the Tamil country this aspect of the question is often

forgotten. The Pallavas had their northern capital at Ddnya^

kataka and Kuldttunka the Great, came from the Vehki country.

Therefore, in their times, it was but natural, that the Tamil
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country should have been thought as reaching Tungahhadra, if not

Krsyiu^ Kampili is not given as the city of Neca Ndyandr by

Arurar himself. The city is, however, mentioned by Appar as an

important holy place containing a Siva temple.

X

SAINTS OUTSIDE TAMILNAD

:

It is significant that in this list of Tontars, Navipi Arurar does

not mention Mdrkkantar, Paracurdmar, Cutar, Pdrtha and Bhagi-

ratha, whom in other places he had mentioned with the feeling of

great reverence. In the light of our statement about the birth place

of Bhakias included in Tiruttontattokai the reason for the non-

inclusion is very clear.

In the following hymnSj he refers to some of the saints found
in Tiruttontattokai along with Mdrkkaniar, Cutar, Paracurdmar,

Pdrtha, Bhagiraiha, etc. Therefore, Nampi Arurar had no objec-

tion to combine these sets of saints. Only the scheme of Tirut-

tontattokai as giving a list of saints of Tamil land prevents Navipi

Arurar in including the names of these saints whom Nampi Arurar
had confessed had inspired him to take refuge in the Lord.

Pukalttunai Ndyandr
Tanti (Candehvara)
Canti, Tirana vukkaraiyar & Kannappar
Canti & Kannappar
Ndnacampantar
Ndnacampantar & Ndvinukkaracar
Ndnacampantar, Ndvinukkaraiyan

Ndlaippdvdn, Cutan, Cdkkiyan,
Cilanti, Kannappan, and Kavum-
pullan

Pdrttan & Pakiratan
Kdccenkaimn
Vicayan
Canti, Tirndvukkaraiyan & Kannappan
Tanti & Eyarkdn
Antandlan (Mdrkkantan)
Munivar (Mdrkkantan)
Pdrttandr
Paracurdman
Pitavurdn
Naracinkamunaiyaraiyan
Curapi (Surahhi)

7 : 9 : 6
;
7 : 19:11

7 : 17 : 4
;

7 : 55:3
7 : 65:2
7 : 88:6
7 : 62:8
7 : 67 : 5

; 7 : 78:10

7 : 55:4
7 : 55:7
7 : 65:1
7 : 66 : 4

;
7 : 53 : 8

;
7 : 57:6

7 : 65:2
7 : 55:3
7 : 55:1
7 : 63:4
7 : 56 : 2

;
7 : 76:3

7 : 65:3
7 : 96:6
7 : 17:11

7 : 65:4
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XI

TAMIL COUNTRY DEAR TO SlVA:

Arurar feels that the Tamil country is dear to Siva. The later

day poets had emphasized this greatness of Tamil land by asso-

ciating with Natardja and Daksindmurti who are always turning

to the south, that is according to them to the southern parts of the

Tamil country. Arurar is very definite about Siva favouring the

Tamil or the south country: '^Tenrmrmik kuiapdlin vatapdlin kuna-
pal cerdta cintaiydn”^^— ‘He is the Lord of the south and his mind
never turns to the west or the north or the east’. Our poet feels

that Siva is behind tll^Tamilians and their rulers. ''Niraikkonta

cintaiydl Nelveli venra Ninracir NetumdraTi'"^^ refers to the victory

of the Pdntiya because Armar probably feels that it was a victory

brought out by Siva's blessing on the king, a victory for the Tami-

Hans as against the foreigners who threatened the freedom of the

Tamil country. It is in this light we have to understand Arurar s

reference to Pallavas— ''Pallavarkkut tiraikoid maimavarai maritk-

kam ceyyum. . . .Perumdn''^^ and his joy in referring to Kalarcin-

kan as “Katal culnta ulakeldm kdkkinra peruindn''.^'^ Perhaps we
have to interpret with reference to various chieftains and kings

in his Tiruttontattokai as so many references to the great men
who saved the Tamil country of Saivism. '‘Kutdmannaraik kut-

tattu venra Kdtpuli'^^ and such other references are significant

from this point of view. It is, therefore, no wonder that he
has grouped together the Saivite saints of Tamil land fresh in the

memory of his age as something unique in his Tiruttontattokai. It

is in this light that we must read the blissful references to the

various places, rivers and mountains of Tamil land occurring in

his hymn, descriptions which probably showed the way to the

later day poets singing Ndttuppatalam, Nakarappatalam and Arrup-
patalam. Therefore, his descriptions of nature of Tamil land is

important from this point of view apart from its supreme poetic

worth. Arurar's conception of Tamil as the very form of God may
be discussed in relation to the theory of Mantra and Poetry and
generally of Art.

10 . 7 : 38 : 8 .

11 . 7 : 39 : 8 .

12 . 7 : 90 : 4 .

13 . 7 : 39 : 9 .

14 . 7 : 15 : 10 .



CHAPTER IV

TAMIL AND RELIGION

I

THE UNIVERSE : THE sABDAPRAPAnCA AND THE ARTHA-

PRAPANCA

:

The Agamas speak oj mantras. According to the Agamas and

Tantras, the Sabda Brahman is in the form of the Kundalini

^akti in the Muladhdra. The Para Vak resides there. This deve-

lops into mdtrikas which Woodro^G translates as Little mothers

,

the subtle forms of the gross letters (Vania). The letters repre-

sent certain subtle creative forces. The garland of bones is

explained as this garland of subtle letters (Varnamdla). The

varnas (letters) make up the padas (words) and vdkyas (sen-

tences) which are the three of the six adhvas or ways of reaching

Sakti, if they are experienced as pure forms of Citsakti (Adhva

sodhana)

.

The Para sound in the Muladhdra becomes the pasyanid

(sahda of general movement) at the Manipuraka where it is con-

nected with the mind. At Andhata or heart, it becomes Madhyama

associated with Buddhitattva. The breath coming out through the

throat and mouth gives us the final gross sound— Vaifchari— as

heard by our ear. The mantras are combinations of the mdtrikas,

the very forms of the God worshipped.

The whole Universe is divided into the Sahda prapanca, the

world of words and the Artha prapanca, the world of matter. When

Siva so desires, the creation starts. A stress is formed in the

Matrix or Mdyd in the citdkdsa. Vibrations mean some sound or

other, heard or unheard, considering them independent of the

effect it produces in its causal aspect. Sabda is any kind of motion,

physical or mental, for one cosmic movement produces both the

mind and its object which two may be termed the name or sabda

on the one hand; form or object on the other hand. The varie-

ties of forms in this Universe are due to a variety of vibrations.

Therefore, every particular thing or form in the world has its

own peculiar vibration and, therefore, a peculiar and innate soimd

of its own. This sound represents its proper name. Its physical

form represents its matter. This proper name or its innate sound
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or mantra is heard only by yogis and rsis whose spiritual develop-

ment gives them the capacity to realize and hear that mantra or

proper name and the music of the spheres. All the other names

in current usage are but the corruptions of these proper names;

and sound can revivify even these corruptions. In this theory, the

word or name is as important as the thing itself. The word gives

us the control over the thing. The word as vibrations represents

the very energy or the sakti of the thing. The whole Universe

as representing the names and forms is the display of the divine

dance of the Lord, a concrete externalization of His Grace. The

Agamas speak of the word of the energy form and the material

form as the indivisible divine pair of J§iva and Pdrvati, our divine

parents. Kalidasa, in his famous epic Raghuvamsa, in his opening

invocation to ^iva and Pdrvati indissolubly united as Vdk and

Artha, gives expression to this great Agamic truth.

Nampi Arurar also refers to these two kinds of Universe, of

words and matter. The Vedas, as the embodiment of great truth,

reveal themselves through these two forms. The inner truth of

these two forms is realized by those who have attained realization

at the feet of the Lord. The various arts and philosophies are in

essence the display of these two kinds of Universe and in that

sense the incarnation of the Lord. The great dance of Shm reveals

itself in the various forms of this Universe. Nampi Arurar also

speaks in terms of words and matter: ''Collai Nampi Poruldy
ninra NampV^—‘O, Prince! You are the words; You are the

Prince standing firm as the significance of the words or the things

of the word’;^ ^^Corporuldyc curunkd marai ndnkinaiyum otiyan'^

‘You have become the words and things expounded in the expand-
ing four Vedas. (This may also be interpreted to mean that the
Vedas are in the form of words and things). “The loving
Brahmins of Naraiyur realize completely the significance of words
and things”—‘^Puriyum maraiyor niroicor porulkal teriyum
Naraiyur” ^'Colluvdr corporulavai ni”^— ‘You aVe the words and
the matter spoken of’; ^^Corpala porutpdla curuti oru ndnkum tot-

tiramum palacollit tutittiraitan tiratte karpdrum ketpdrumdy
ehkum nankdr kalaipayil antannr vdhim. Kalayanallur kdne”^

1 . 7 : 63 : 8 .

2 . 7 : 97 : 1 .

3 . 7 : 93 : 8 .

4 . 7 : 4 : 7 .

5 . 7 : 16 : 5 .
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‘The Brahmins living in Kalayanallur learn the various excellent

arts everywhere, they learn and they listen to the various aspects

of the Lord, praising Him and reciting various hymns and the

four Vedas of words and matter’.

II

THE INNER MEANING OF REAL EDVCATION

:

Nanipi Ariirar here explains the inner meaning of real edu-

cation. The hymns as contrasted with the Vedas probably refer

to the Tamil hymns. The spoken sound or speech is a manifesta-

tion of the naming or thought which is similar in all races of

men. It is mental operation; it can be so intensified as to itself,

be creative when the words born of them in the minds and mouths

of the saints become divine (mantra caitanya) . It becomes the

art of divine poetry or divine music. Here, art becomes worship

capable of creating the mantra caitanya
—

*^Arccanai pdtte dku7n”.^

Art is here related to the divine experience. And the Tamil hymns

^

if our interpretation is correct express equally with the Vedas
the wide expanse of word and matter. The inward nature of art

is further emphasized by Nampi Arurar—^'Kalaikkeldm Poruldy

utan kutip pdrkkinro. uyirkkup parintdn*"^—‘He is the very mean-
ing of all the arts; He becomes one with the soul and He is all

love to the soul which sees and learns’. The experience of art

and life takes place within the frame-work of time, though in

itself it is beyond lime; and this miracle is due to the fact that

God Himself is day and night measuring time

—

^'Pakalum kankn-

lum dki iiinrdn’\^ But these experiences are made possible through

the sense organs. These sense organs are but matter whilst the

experience realized is divine. This is indeed a miracle and it is

made possible because these sense organs are but the forms of

God. “He is the tasting tongiie, the discriminating ear and the

seeing eye and is the very taste experienced by all these and also

the obiects of these sensations, the roaming seas and mountains.

It Is ^ill the work of His Grace. He is the rain that pours down
from the top of the dark mountain”.® Nampi Aruo'ar thus ex-

plains tl«e c"perience of art as the experience of God, Tlie same

6 Periyapurdnam, Tatvii.. 70.

7. 7:59:3.

8. 7:59:3.

9. 7:50:3.
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idea is emphasized in another place—^^Colluvdr corporulavai ni

enpan Tidn, ndkkum ceviyum kannum nl enpan ndn”}^

The theory underlying this conception of words and their

meaning is hinted at by Appar in Kllvelur Tiruttdntakam: "Cor-

pdvum porul terintu tuymai nokkit tunkdtdr manatiirulai vdnkd-
—‘The word as sounds spread; through them the meaning

is learnt; the pure (Tuymai is defined as the state of being with-

out any desire or hankering. This ^tuymai^ is said to arise when
the Truth is contemplated on and according to Tiruvalluvar,

*‘Tuuymai enpatu avd inmai marratu vdaymai venta varum''—
Tirukkural, 368) is seen and realized. There is then the calm

of a sleep, a samddhi or mystic experience of calm bliss where the

ego is completely lost. From the mind of such, the darkness is

withdrawn. That is how the Lord arranges these things’. The

words (poetry) seem to have an incantation value. The conscious

and unconscious become one and are transcended in the supra

conscious when the darkness and dim vision disappear giving

place for the clear mystic vision.

The truth is not a matter of propositions of dry logic and

conflicting philosophies; as the real, it has to be experienced and

realized. The distinction which the Catholics make between

Animus and Anima is important as suggesting real value of poetry

as anima or mystic realization of the Absolute as a finer kind

of music as Socrates puts it, as distinguished from animus the

logical understanding of the philosophical abstraction; animus is

said to function in the sphere of clear abstract reasoning and

anima in deeper and richer field of knowledge or rather intuitional

awareness as for instance our poet.

Ill

OUR POETS PHILOSOPHY OF ART:

We had suggested in our study of the hymn on Onakdntan

that our poet was giving his philosophy of Art or ^Kalai* in

one of the verses therein. have interpreted that verse as

referring to the six passions of man: Kama, Krodha, Ldhha,

10. 7:4:7.

11. Ap., 281:2.

12. 7:5.

12a. 7:5:8.

T. 140
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Mada, Moha, and Mdtsara. They are referred to as having been

established in the scheme of the Universe for ^Kalai^ or Art. These

are the most powerful emotions and when they are sublimated

they become poetic sentiments, rasas or 'cuvai' or 'meyppdtu'

which are said to form the very life of poetry or art. Art accord-

ing to Aristotle's theory oj Catharsis or purging^^ evokes these

emotions but in such a way that the artist and critic become

masters of these emotions rather than their slaves, with the result

that their minds remain purified, being purged of all the riotous

effects of these emotions. At the end there is a calmness or peace

which is after all the real bliss. It is this sublimation of the pas-

sions which our poet speaks of as 'UlaiyamaittaV^^^ i.e., preparing

for their enjoyment even as the cook prepares for the feast of

rice by starting the oven. The fire of the oven here reminds us

of the tapas involved in the creation of art—the tapas which trans-

forms these diabolical emotions into divine art. Art was looked

upon by a few schools of Jains as something worldly. Music, for

instance, was identified with erotic love; a great artist like Tirut-

tahka Tevar describes Kdmam as 'Vinaiccelvam^ ‘as the wealth of

music or lyre’.^s But Campantar and Arurar have experienced

God Himself as a form of Art and they identify God with Art.

Music, thus spiritualized according to Campantar removes the

emotions like anger or krddha"^^—''Ehi icaikkilaviydl vehcinamoliU

tavar”. Like Tydgardja and Purandara Das, Arurar also has

realized the spiritual heights to which Art takes us.

The spiritualized music leads to God. What Prof. Srinivasa-

chariar says about Tydgardja applies to Arurar as well but unfortu-

nately we know nothing about the music of his compositions or

of his age. Arurar s age was an age of renaissance in music as

is proved by Kutumiydmalai musical inscription of Mahendra-

varman and Tevdram is probably the product of this renaissance.

Prof. Srinivasachariar writes:

“Music aids mukti as Brahman is rasa or songs vibrating

through the universe and it has its fruition in yoga and hhoga.

The mind is spontaneously centred in Divine Love and joy wells

up from within. The beauty of Tydgardja's (Arurar's) music lies

13. Arist. Poet., 6.

14. 7:5:8.

15. Cintdmani, 411

.

16. 3:78:10.
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in the concretising of the rare rdgas into kirtanas and lyric music

and in the marvellous development of the sangatis or musical

notes of scales with shades of sweetness swelling from within.

The rhythm of rdgas is different from that of words, as the inner

music vanishes the moment it is dissected by grammar and logic.

Every rdga has its specific mood and the rdgas sung by him exhaust

almost the whole gamut of emotions. In his songs he saw Rama
(Siva) face to face, spoke to Him heart to heart and passed

through all bhdvas and he felt it his mission to spread the spell

of Rdmandma (Sivandma)

.

The mystic would sometimes enter

into the bridal mood like that of Slid (the lady love) and express

his moods of separation, remorse and assault. When the mystic

mood ripened he entered into sdnnydsa and soon after into the

security of tanmaya and sdyujya. He became a mellowed philo-

sopher as age advanced and his hhakti for Rdma (Siva) transcended

prayer and praise. In sweetness of diction, beauty of hhdva, free

flow of imagination, in the blending of music and musing and

finally in the rich variety of mystic experience musically inspired,

he stands in South India unmatched in the realm of (modern)

musical mysticism”.^'^

It is in this view, that we can understand our poet speaking

of dance, music and poetry as modes of worship and as forms of

the Lord. In this connection, we may remember Ndnacampantar
speaking of ^Pdtal neri’ and ^Atal neriV^ ‘The path of Poetry or

music’ and ‘the Path of Dance’ in the same way in which others

speak of Karma mdrga, Jndna mdrga and Bhakti mdrga. Even
the forms of the temples and the images as works of art are the

various forms of beauty in which the Lord incarnates as it were,

Beauty being the Absolute. Thus Art itself becomes purified

and deified in our poet’s aesthetics. Temple cult thus receives a

new interpretation in this theory of Art. It looks as though we
can group all kinds of worship around this theory of Art divine.

1

XV

BHAKTI OR ANPU, THE RESULTANT EXPERIENCE OF ALL ARTS :

In another place, Nampi Arurar speaks of Siva as the signifi-

cance of all arts: **Palkalaipporule”;^^ ''Nirampu palkalaiyin

17. Mystics and Mysticism, pp. 280-281.

18. 2:44:5.

19. 7:69:10.
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poruldle pdrrit iankalal tolumavan^^^^^—‘The Bhakta takes refuge

in His feet realizing the truth of the various arts so full of His

Grace praising Him with the words of these arts’. Education is

thus deified and he speaks of the Lord as one who is worshipped

by the educated

—

''Karravar paravappatuvdn\^^. The darkness of

this Universe is cleared by that light which is no other than God.

It is a pure light, the light of Grace, piercing through the dark-

ness enshrouding the Universe of sound and the Universe of

matter; “Corpatapporul irularuttarulum tuya This idea

we explained with the help of Appar^s Tiruitdniakam. ‘Those who

realize God as the greatest Good, speak that the Lord resides in

all their words’— ''Narpaiam enrunarvdr corpatamdr Civan\^^

‘They read and realize the truth. They think of your greatness;

their hearts melt. They give expression to the music of their

hearts in poetry. There I realize you’

—

''Otalunarntatiydr unperu^

maikku ninain tuUurukd viracum ocaiyaip pdtalum ni dial unarntu

.... atiyen^’P

God is, therefore, knowledge, the resultant experience of all

education and art. He is, therefore, addressed as ^Arive'P

Usually this knowledge or Jiidnarn is considered under two heads:

(1) the Parapmna, the supreme direct knowledge or divine ex-

perience; (2) the Aparnjiidna, the lower knowledge or the in-

direct knowledge about the Lord and the direct knowledge of

other things. Cekkildr speaks of them as, ‘'Civandnam’^ and

^'Kalaindnam^P Nampi Ariirar shows the way to sublimate even

the lower knowledge into the supreme knowledge. As the Upani-

sad$ often say, “When the mud, the root cause is known, all the

mud vessels are known; when God is known, everything also is

known”. Knowledge at that stage ceases to be mere knowledge

but experience ‘Arivu'; there is blissful ^Anpu\ The great Advai-

iist Madhusudana Sarasvati identifies both Bhakti and Brahma-

vidya in his Bhaktirasdyana. That is Prabhakti or Sddhya Bhakti,

Bhakti as the end and goal and not Bhakti as the means to that

goal. It is from this point of view that Tirumantiram identifies

19a. 7:62:6.

20. 7:61:11.

21. 7:68:6.

22. 7:84:3.

23. 7:84:2.

24. 7:6:4; 7:24:9, etc.

25. Campantnr Purdnam 70.
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'Anpu' with 3ivam\^ Kaiynppar, the hunter saint, who never

went to any school for education, is praised by Nampi Arurar

as '^Kalai malinta clr Nampi Kannappar’'^'^—“the prince of that

greatness full of arts”. Now this greatness can only be the great-

ness of this Bhakti or Love which according to Nampi Arurar is

equivalent to the resultant of all arts.

V
BHAVANA :

The distinction between the world of sound and the world

of matter, the sabda prapaiica and the ariha prapanca, was already

referred to. God is sometimes contemplated as Sahdahrahma.

All the sounds of words are ultimately from Parandda, becoming

grosser and grosser through Posyanti, Madhyama and Vaikhari

stages. The yogis are said to hear and experience these various

stages of this evolution. Arurar speaks of the Lord as He who

has become the sound through the Ndda becoming evolved more

and more: ^Ndtamikuttu dcaiyatdnavan'\^ Arurar makes more

direct reference to this yoga path in his hymn No. 45, verse

No. 9:

^^Tetuvan tetuvan cemmalarp pdtankal ndtorum

Ndtuvan ndtuvan ndpikku meleydr ndlviral

Mdtuvan mdtuvan vankai pitittu makilntule

Atuvan dtuvan Amdtturem atikatke^*.

But Arurar’

s

approach is really Jndnaydga. The Upanisads speak

of the Brahmahkdvana or the contemplation on the self as the

Brahman. One need not at this stage go into the complicated

question whether this Advaitic relationship is monism or non-

dualism. Saivites also speak of the ^^ivoham bhdvand’. Accord-

ing to Parimelalakar, it is the 'vdymaV referred to in Tirukkural

by Tiruvalluvar in his famous couplet, ''Tuuymai enpatu avdvin-

mai marratu vdaymai venta varum”P Arurar speaks of God as

^Nd'mya paran’,^^ ‘The Lord who is I* but there are moments

when he is not so sure of this firm grasp of the Lord when he

feels the miseries of the world— ^‘VaUttalaip patuvdn muyalkinren

26 . 270 .

27 . 7 : 39 : 2 .

28 . 7 : 84 : 9 .

29. Kural, 364.

30 . 7 : 38 : 4.
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unnaippdl enimip pdvikka —'I attempt to follow the path

but I cannot contemplate on the self as Yourself’. This refers to

the ^Brahmaivdham Bhdvand* or the ^Sivoham Bhdvam!—the sub-

jective experience of the teaching contained in the Mahdvdkya—
'Tattvamasi\

VI

PRANAVOP^ANA :

Mantras like Gdyatrl may be in the form of prayers and the

poems of saints are such mantras. There are two other mantras,

which are referred to by Arurar. Of them, one is the Pranava

or the 'Om\ These mantras, unlike prayers, are the mantra

caitanya forms of God worshipped. By uttering them, the wor-

shipper attempts at becoming one with the energy of mantra

caitanya. Supernatural powers are thus developed but our saints

are concerned with Brahmdnuhhava, becoming one with the Abso-

lute. It is this higher or Paracaitanya that becomes the meaning,

significance and reality of these mantras. The Pranavopdsand

is one of the well known methods of contemplation of God. The
various meanings of Pranava are collected in the book, Tevdram
Vedasdram, at page 76. Pranavam is said to represent the

Brahman and the Soul. It is explained as a mantra representing

the all pervasive form of the Lord and His various emanations.

It is also explained as a 'yantra' in the form of Sivalinga, It again

signifies the Pancahrahma mantras, which form the five faces of

the Lord: Isdna, Tatpurwsa, Aghdra, Vdmadeva and Sadydjdta.

Pranava signifies this Universe as the Taittiriya Upanisad says,

*^Om iti idam sarvam".^^ Pranava is also said to be the form

of the master or guru whilst the sisya becomes the body of the

guru. Nampi Arurar refers to the sacred bull on which Siva

rides, being in the form of this Praiiava—a concrete representation

of that truth God is Pasupati: 'Ovanamel erutu\^^ Nampi Arurar

also sings thus : ''Unankat tuyirppdy ulakelldm Onkdrat turuvdki

ninrdn''^^—‘He became the life inside all bodies and all over the

world. He stood in the form Om\ This may refer to the state-

ment of the Taittiriya Upanisad: iti idam sarvam Sivam^^

31. 7:54:5.

32. 1:8.

33. 7:5.10.

34. 7:67:1.
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or the other statement of the Upanisad that the Brahmam as

Pra'nava represents both the inner and the outer principles.

VII

PAf^CAKSARA :

The other mantra is the Pancdksara, sacred for the Saivites.

It consists of five letters: Na, Ma, Va, Ya. The famous

Pdntikkotumuti hymn gives expression to Nampi Arurar’s experi-

ence of the contemplation of this mantra. This contemplation, or

rather the experience has become a habit with our saint, ^^Unui

nan marakkinum collum nd Namaccivdyave'^^^— 1 may forget

you, but my tongue will utter this mantra Namacchmya\ He
assures the Lord that he has no other attachment but the

feet of the Lord which he always contemplates on. The very

thought of this Pancdksara, he asserts, has brought him the birth-

less state.^® The day when he leaves off this contemplation is

looked upon by him as the day of his death.^^

The mantra ‘Namassivdya' means, T am not mine; I am jSivd^s\

It may, to start with, represent a prayer but it becomes the very

name and form of the spiritual realization as the aspirant reaches

higher and higher spiritual spheres.^® It expresses complete self-

surrender unto the Lord and it is this feeling of loving effacement

of ego that is important. The five letters signify the five great

principles, Si, the Lord; Va, His Grace; Ya, the Soul; Na, the

Divine power of illusion and Ma, the Mala or impurities. The
soul gets rid of the Mala, when by the Grace of God, illusion dis-

appears and the soul turns heavenward. Then follows the stage

of complete self-surrender when egotism vanishes and the soul

is lost in the Grace of the Lord. When this experience develops,

even the distinction between the Grace and the Lord disappears

and the undivided divine experience alone remains, the very breath

of the follower and its sound resembling ^Sr and ^Om* reminding

him at every stage of this great experience. Taken thus repre-

senting these five principles, Pancdksara may be looked upon as

five words and Arurar looks upon this mantra as ‘Ancnpatam’^

35. 7:48.

36. 7:48:1.

37. 7:48:3.

38. See Tiruvarutpayan~2th chapter,

39. 7:83:1.
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which is thought of thrice a day, at dawn, at dusk and at mid-day.

It is true that Indian grammars will justify calling a letter, a

word."^®

It is not clear whether the 'Ancupatam' may not be interpreted

as the Pancahrahma mantras. But the tradition interprets this

Ancupatam as Tanodksara’, The ^ivdgamas lay the great em-

phasis on the Pancahrahma mantras and the Sadangamantras.

Mantras are said to end in seven different ways: Namah, Vasat,

Yousaty Svdkd, Svatah, Hum and Pat, Arurar speaks of the Lord

as the one who is found of the seven letters and these are inter-

preted as referring to these seven suffixes or endings of the

mantras
—

^^Ettukantdr ticai; elukantdr eluttu^\^^ It is also possible

to interpret these seven letters as referring to the seven symbols

of the seven Srtis—jSa, Ri, Ga, Ma, Pa, Da and Ni,

VIII

MANTRAS, THE MUSIC OF THE LOVING SOUL, INDEPENDENT OF THE
LANGUAGE DIFFERENCES:

According to some, the mantras which represent the correct

sound of the vibrations can only be Sanskrit mantras, and on

this score worship is often insisted and being carried on in the

Sanskrit language; but as already pointed out, Nampi Arurar con-

templates the worship with the Vedic hymns as well as ^Tottiram^

or Tamil hymns. But the subtle mantras or 'Bijas' belong to no

particular language and, therefore, may be taken to belong to all

the languages. The saints by their mantra caitanya can deify

any sound or series of sounds which they utter or express into

the truth of their spiritual experience; their verses form the vibra-

tions of their process of spiritual experience. The mantras and

hymns are not the vibrations of matter or matrix but the music

of the loving soul: ^'Ullurukd viracum dcai\^^ something spiritual

and significant in our approach to the Lord. The Tamilian heart

sings the Tamil music and the Tamil poetry and when it is born

of true love and knowledge, Tamil poetry is equally divine. This

is indeed a new and original way of discussing the great problem.

The Lalifi Sahasrandma mentions our divine Mother as Bhdsd

Rupini (She who is in the form of Bhdsd, the spoken language) .

40. See ‘Cakarakkilavi—Toh, 62.

41. 7:19:8.

42. 7:84-2.
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But Tamilians have always been looking upon their language as

equally divine; they went a step further in identifying it with

God.

Ndv^campantar, it is from this point of view, speaks of wor-

shippers praising the Lord in all the languages:

‘^Kalldl nilalmeya karaicer kantdvenru

Ella moliydlum imaiyor tolutii

The importance is that Campantar speaks of the Devas prais-

ing the Lord in all the languages. As already pointed out, Nampi

Arurar was interested in Tamilizing the onward march of the new
culture of the Pallava age. He is, therefore, identifying the Tamil

language itself with God. The distinction between the jSahda Pra^

panca and the Artha Prapanca should be held in our mind when

we read some of his verses. ‘‘The Lord is the eye of the world;

He is the very idea of the seven worlds and He has become all of

these Artha Prapanca^^— ^'Kanndy el ulakum karuttdya aruU

tamumdy^'.^^ The question arises what is the form of the Sahda

Prapanca in this divine display. It is very significant that Nampi

Arurar should identify this with sweet Tamil full of music : ''Pan-

Tidr in Tamildy''^^— continues our saint. Of course the Lord is

beyond the Sahda and Artha Prapanca : ,
'^Paramaya parancutare*\^^

The great saints Appar and Ndnacampantar are great in the

eyes of Nampi Arurar because they popularized and spread that

Tamil language and its culture: “Ndlum innicaiydl Tamil parap-

pum Ndnacampantan”;^’^ ^^Iruntu mr Tamildticai ketkum iccaiydl

kdcu nittam nalkimr”^^— Theirs was a divine service. God was

so fond of their Tamil poems that according to Nampi Arurar, He
gave gold to those two saints. Hence Arurar says, ^^Nallicai Ndna-

campantanum Ndvinukkaracarum pdtiya narramil mdlai colliyave

colli ettukappdn'',^^ that he is pleased to repeat the same garland

of good Tamil sung by Ndnacampantan of good music and Ndvinuk-

karacar.

43. 1:85:1.

44. 7:24:5.

45. Ibid.

46. Ibid.

47. 7:62:8.

48. 7:88:8.

49. 7:67:5.

T. 141
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The attributes of Tamil show Nampi Arurar’s great reverence

for Tamil : ''Vantamir^— Munificent Tamil; ^‘Narramil^^— The

good Tamil; ^^Ta'ntamiV\^^ The cool refreshing Tamil; ‘‘Poyydt-

tamiV^^— The never lying Tamil; ^^CentamiV^^^— The upright

Tamil; ''AruntamiV’^^— The rare Tamil; ‘^NalMtamiV’^—^The

Tamil of quality, beauty, bliss or excellence; ^^PdvanattamiV^^'^—
The Tamil of the form of Poetry; '^Intamil”^^—The sweet Tamil;

‘'Uru Tamil”^^—^The abundant Tamil. Nampi Arurar refers to

the contemplation on the Lord as the Tamilian as something unique

and important : ‘^Tamildn enru pdvikka valla enkalur'\^ It is the

music of this language, as the very music of the loving heart which

makes the Bhaktas dance that appeals to our saint. '‘Pannitait

tamil oppdy”^^— ‘You are like the Tamil in music’; “Vantamil vaU

lavarkal eUcai elnarampin — ‘You are the very music of

the seven strings of the harp or ydl of those experts in munificent

TamiV.

IX

GOD, THE PATRON OF TAMIL SCHOLARS, MUSIC AND DANCE:

The Lord is not only the Tamilian but the father of Tamil

scholars— ''Tantamil nurpulavdnarkkdr ammdn\^^ The Lord is

the music inside the song— ^Pdttakatticai dki ninran^\^ These

scholars of the South are full of knowledge of the arts. The Lord

removes their miseries : *^Kalaimalinta tenpulavar karrdrtam itar

tirkkum .... ilai malinta maluvdyb\^^

50 . 7 : 83 : 6 .

51 . 7 : 3 : 10
;
7 : 67 : 5 .

52 . 7 : 4 : 10
;

7 : 84 : 10 ;
7 : 96 : 6 .

53 . 7 : 13 : 11 .

54 . 7 : 26 : 10
;
7 : 36 : 4 ; 7 : 67 : 11 .

55 . 7 : 9 : 11
;

7 : 72 : 11 .

56 . 7 : 18 : 10 .

57 . 7 : 5 : 10 .

58 . 7 : 100 : 10.

59 . 7 : 19 : 11 .

60 . 7 : 31 : 6 .

61 . 7 : 29 : 6 .

62 . 7 : 83 : 6 .

63 . 7 : 96 : 6 .

64 . 7 : 62 : 3.

65 . 7 : 30 : 11 .
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They praise Him with the ever new garland of words—
**Viruntdya colmdlai kontetti'*.^ It is because poetry is the music
of the heart that the Lord sympathized even that cruel Ruvana and
blessed him when he began to sing out of his heart : *'Pdttukku
anru irankiya venriyirmn'\^^ One wonders whether RdvaTia sang
in Tamil. This sympathy is what probably Appar will call *Dayd~
mula danmam^^^ and this resonance to music and song Arurar sings

and describes as the great victory of the Lord— ''Pdtalin icai

muralap panndlum pdvittup pdtiydtik kantdrtam kankuli-— ‘The loving heart of the Bhaktas contemplate on his

beautiful form for many days and express the music of the heart
in songs and in dance whilst the musical instruments slowly hum
and resound. They see the vision of the Lord as they had con-
templated and their eyes are happy with this sight. How sweet
is he when we think of Him?’

X
GOD, THE GREAT MUS^^CIAN, POET AND DANCER

:

The Lord Himself is a great musician, poet and dancer, and
the damsels of Ddrukavana, when He comes a-begging at their

doors as the great beauty of the forest, playfully enquire of Him
whether ;He is an adept in dance and music and song."^® One may
wonder which language is referred to. But we must remember
that this is a repetition of a question which they had put to Him
in a previous verse They are complaining of the Lord stealing
away their heart and their bangles : ^^Kuravam ndriya kulalindr
valai kohmte toUldki nir iravum immanai aritire’' ''Centamilttiram
vallird cenkan aravam munkaiyil dtave vantu nirkum ifenkolo?”'^3

He comes to them singing Tamil and they ask him, “Are you an
expert in chaste Tamil music”?^^

66. 7:30:4.

67. 7:62:9.

68. 233:6.

69. 7:30:10.

70. 7:36:7.

71. 7:36:4.

72. 7:36:6.

73. 7:36:4.

74. Tamil music differentiates between *Pdn’, the sampurna r&gas where
occur all the seven srtis, and 'Tiram* or melodies deficient in one or more
of the krtis.
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Love seems to be the very life of Cankam poetry. In another

passage Nampi Arurar refers to the parrots understanding the

Tamil language great for its fivefold divisions of erotic poetry almost

willing to fly and carry the message of the love sick one—
kol centamil painkili teriyum'^?^ ^‘Tamil seems to make even the

cruel serpent dance in love in the hand of the Lord. Therefore,

these damsels exclaim, “Are you an adept in the musical tunes of

pure Tamil? ^‘CentamiUttiram valllro cenkan aravam munkaiyil

dtave vantu nirkum itenkolo?”,'^^ Therefore, Nampi Arurar thinks

of the Lord as great Tamil dancer and Tamil poet. Was not the Lord,

one of the poets of the Cankam age as Appar significantly points

out— ^^Nanpdttup pulavandyccankam eri^^?"^ No wonder Arurar

sings of the praises of the Lord in Tamil— “TiruppukoX viruppdl

pannalam Tamildl pdtuver karuldy^^'^^— “Bless me who sings your

praises with all love in the Tamil language of many beauties”, and

the Lord is there as the very nugget of gold to such scholars—
“Ponriane pulavarkku^^ In another place he asks, “Pdtum pula-

varkkarulum porulen?”^^— ‘What is that you will give unto the

scholars who sing of you?’ One wonders whether Arurar is not

including himself amongst the pulavars. Even at the distant Kctd-

ram in the north, far away from the Tamil land, he hears the Tamil

sound and music. Through the old bamboos, rushes the wind and

it looks as though the mrdangam (drum) is played on; it reminds

him of the musical Tamil songs sung in Tamil tunes’’®^ and he is

there reminded of the two great saints Ndvukkaracar and Nana-

campantar,^

XI

TAMI^ IDENTIFIED WITH THE FORM OF THE LORD :

Our poet identifies Tamil itself with the form of the Lord.

The divisions of the Tamil grammatical studies are the study of

letters, study of words and the study of the subject matter. This

is something peculiar to Tamil and it is very significant that Arurar

75. 7:65:2.

76. 7:36:4.

77. Ap., 290:3.

78. 7:69:4.

79. 7:96:2.

80. 7:4:5.

81. 7:78:7.

82. 7:78:10.
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thinks upon these different branches of study as the three great

eyes of ^iva— ''Eluttotu corporul elldm un karytdr^'^;^ “You are
the great thought”— ^^Entdne*^— thus Arurar begins and goes to

explain thereafter how this thought takes the verbal form. He
thinks of the Tamil language alone and it is because of this he thinks
of *eluttu\ ^coV, 'poruV as the eyes of the Lord. We had seen him
referring to Tamil as “Tb)ui hoi centamiV^^ the Hinai^ being the
very subject-matter of the study of Porul.

'%aikkum eluttukku uyire ottiydV'^^— ‘You are that vowel
unto the letters written'. He sings in another place about ‘eVattu' :

'‘Akaram mutalin eluttdki ninrdy'\^ This description is somewhat
perplexing. Possibly, it is expressing the idea conveyed by the
first couplet of TiA.kkural : ^^Akara mutala eluttelldm^^— ‘The
vowel referred to is ‘A' which as mere ndda involved in the very
opening of the mouth lies at the basis of every letter or sound’ as is

explained by Parimelalakar^'^ and Naccindrkkiniyar!^ It is true
^eluttu’ may even mean a picture or painting as is proved by the
existence of the phrase, ‘^Eluttunilai maritapam^^^^ meaning the hall

of painting; and in that case Nampi Arurar must be thinking of

the Lord as the breath which will vivify a work of fine art.

XII

NAMPI ARtJRAR, A PARAMANAIYE PAfUVAR, A MYSTIC POET:

All these songs are the outpourings of the hearts of Bhaktas
the expression of their mystic experience, therefore it is divine
poetry expressing the finest blossom of Ju^narwdrgar-~~^^Poyyd

ndvataTvdl pukalvdrkal manattinulle meyye ninreriyum vilakke
yotta tevar piran”®®—‘Their tongues never utter any falsehood
and they praise you. In the inner recess of their mind you stand
firm and shine like a great lamp of truth’. '‘Otalummtatiydr un
perumaikku ninain tullurukd viracum ocaiyaip pdtlum may
also be referred to. '

83. 7:96:7.

84. 7:65:2.

85. 7:4:4.

86. 7:3:7.

87. Commentary on Kural No. 1.

88. Commentary on Tol, No. 46.

89. Paripdtal, 19: 53.

90. 7:23:9.

91. 7:84:2.
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All these make it clear that when Nampi Arurar sings of Tamil

songs, he is having in mind the songs of those whom he had des-

cribed in Tiruttantattokai—Paramanaiye pdtuvdr. Therefore,

Arurar himself has to be looked upon as a Paramanaiye Pdtuvdr—
a mystic poet. This part of our study has really revealed Arurar'

s

worship and religion as Art-mysticism. Has not Cekkildr said

that the Lord Himself told Arurar, ^^Arccanai pdtte dkum"?^^ We
have already seen Prof. Srinivasachariyar speaking Nampi Arurar

as a mystic poet and we have quoted his version fully about our

poet.®3

92. Tatut., 70.

93. Mystics and Mysticism, pp. 169-70 & pp. 246-247,



CHAPTER V

UNIVERSALISM

I

APPALUM AflCCARNTAR :

This insistence on Tamil and the Tamil group of saints does

not signify any parochialism because as already explained our

poet Nampi Arurar hastens to conclude, ''Appdlum aticcdrntdr

atiydrkkum atiyen”^—‘I am the servant of those living beyond

the region of the Tamil land, beyond the present time, those who
had lived in the past and those who live in the future’.

One verse in the Tirukketdram hymn is significant from this

point of view

—

^^Talicdlaikal tavamdvatu tammaip peril anre'\^ He
seems to condemn in this verse the narrow parochialism, reminding

us of the fundamental unity of India. The choultries and mutts

become places of spiritual development of Tapas only when one

gets absolute self control’.^ The words "tammaipperiV reminds us

of the Tirukkural phrase, 'Tannuyir tan arapperrdn'A He refers

to the cult of holy waters and pilgrimages. He mentions Kuruk-
kettiram (Guruksetra)

,
Kdtdviri (Godavari) and Kumari (Cape

Comorin) to which people then flocked for bathing in the holy

waters. But our poet along with Tiruvalluvar^ feels that bathing

and thereby cleaning the outer body alone are not enough. The
mind has to be purified in these holy places: ''Kuliyirulam Kuruk-
kettiram, Kdtdviri, KumarV^^—‘You have to bathe your mind at

Kurukkettiram, Kdtdviri and KumarV.

The pilgrimage to J§nparvatam involves a ^purification. It is

not the outward sight of Sriparvatam but its inward contemplation
and the resulting purification, that are more important. ‘This

1 . 7 : 39 : 10.

2 . 7 : 78 : 6 .

3 . 7 : 78 : 6.

4 . Kurd, 268 .

5. Kurai, 298.

6 . 7 : 78 : 6 .
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great truth about Sn Parvatam, you do not clearly realize’

—

^^Teliyirulam J$n Parppatam”’^—thus he admonishes the pilgrims.

“This great country, from the south to the north, containing

these holy places, forms a cultural and spiritual unity to be ex-

perienced through realization not to be merely known and to be

travelled through. The parrot there pierces through the plantain

fruit from south to north and eats it as a symbol of this realiza-

tion and experience of unity of the land from north to south.

With this experience in mind you should utter the word Ketdram,

but alas! you do not”®—^he sings. It is this wider outlook that

inspired our poet to sing of ,5n Parvatam and Tirukketdram in

the north and Tirukkeficcaram in the south (in Ceylon).

II

ARtiRAR AND THE FEDERATION OF LIVING BEINGS :

It is not merely a federation of men of all tunes and climes

that Nampi Arurar is contemplating but a federation of living

beings as was made clear by our reference to the federation of

love involved in the folk-lore of this country and glorified by

Nampi Arurar in his poetry. In that famous verse describing

Daksindmurti,^ he brings the tiger, the serpent and the lion to

listen to the message of the Saivite God along with rsis and Devas.

The Jains emphasize the principle of ahimsd or kindness to

all living beings including the plants and invisible germs. This

is the great principle given expression to by Tiruvalluvar in his

memorable words, “Knowing one’s own sufferings, how does one

inflict suffering on other living beings?”io The word used for the

living being covers all the varieties contemplated by the Jains.

But the Jaina philosophy will restrict the attainment of salvation

only to the human beings, and Digamhara Jains will restrict it

further to the masculine human beings. It is this Jain theory

that is referred to by Ilampurcvnar when he explains the special

significance of the Tamil alphabet ending in 'n’ which is important

as the masculine suffix denoting the masculine human form which

alone is capable of attaining salvation.ii But the more kindly

7. 7:78:6.

8. 7:78:6.

9. 7:65:6.

10. Kural, 318.

11. Commentary on Tot, 1.
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heart of the ordinary people lived and moved amongst the beasts,

birds and trees as though amidst brothers and sisters like St.

Francis of Assisi, speaking with them and understanding their

heart, thanking every one of them for the help so kindly and
ungrudingly given by them. They looked upon some of them
as divine messengers—the serpent was deified; the bull was deified

and so were many trees. Coming to be born in the midst of their

innocent folks of Tamil Land, the trees and rocks appeared as

great rsis lost in their contemplation. It is from this point of view

that Arurar feels that the serpents, the tigers and the lions of the

forest and the mountain, where Daksindmurti preached, also listen-

ed to His message.

A later day philosopher of Saiva Siddhanta, Umdpati Sivam
is said to have given salvation to a thorny plant and also to an
outcast ^Perrdn Cdmpdn* and thus this belief in the possibility

of attaining salvation by all living beings without any more births

had become the bedrock of Saivism in South India. This is to a
great extent due to the message of Nampi Arurar contained in the
verse referred to above. The Purd^nus have elaborated this message
by narrating stories of pigs and birds attaining salvation.^^ There-
fore, though Nampi Aurar was a Tamilian through and through
believing in the greatness and divinity of Tamil poetry and culture
he never ceased to be a citizen of the loving federation of living

beings.

Ill

ARCRAR’S MYSTIC AND UNIVERSAL VISION :

Tiruttontattokai is therefore a vision of Arurar. It is a mystic
and universal vision. The History is there; the particular indi-

vidual and their peculiar modes of worship form the basis but this

basis rises to the spiritual greatness of poetic truth and a mystic
vision of universal significance. The whole yniverse is brought
within its scope and transcended. All the contradictions and con-
flicts are dissolved in this vision of self sacrifice and love. This
universal outlook of the mystic should not be spoken of as mere
toleration. A short note on this universal outlook may help us to
realize fully its significances.

12. See Tiruvilaiydtal Purdnam—Pantikku mulai kotutta patalam, Karik-
kuruvikku upatecitta patalam, Ndraikku mutti kotutta patalam,

T. 142
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IV

UNIVERSAL OUTLOOK:

Experience of God is claimed by the mystics of the world

all over as real. They speak almost with one voice. This experi-

ence, or soul-sight of God or the Absolute, is not a mere feeling

or thought or desire or will; it is real, objective, illuminating,

elevating and blissful. The means to attain this goal is a great

thirst for God, where, as Prof. Srinivasachariyar beautifully puts

it, ^God-hunger of the soul is answered by the soul hunger of

God’.^^ There, God is seen in all, all in God. This experience

is not a passing whim or fancy, but is the very life of God in

the love of the soul, which expresses itself in the service to all

beings. The Absolute is the ground and basis, the 'Saf without

a second : ^^Ekam eva adintlyam Brahma^’ is the Upanisad. But
it is also the Great Dancer in the heart of the soul, seen also as

the incarnation of love, in art-form pervading presence of God
lost in His all pervasive love. The Absolute of Philosophy is the

God of Religion and the Great Dharma of Ethics and the Beauty of

Aesthetics.

If this were so, the question arises why should there be the

conflicts of Philosophies, the wars of Religions. Experience is

one and this mystic experience is beyond words. One has, there-

fore, to express it through symbols and metaphors. Here begins

the source of all disputes which are to a certain extent verbal.

*'Ekam Sat Viprah Bahudd vadantV'— ‘The Real is One; the Seers

speak of it variously’—That is the great truth of Rg Veda which
characterizes the Indian thoughts from that time to the present.

The mystics, therefore, never differ, though their followers and
interpreters do. “The true mystics of all ages and climes claim

to have had a direct experience of God and proclaim in their joy

‘Come and see’ and invite humanity to have similar experiences.

They are free from the barriers that divide one man from another

and therefore extend their spiritual hospitality to others”.

Thus do they promote the fraternity of faith. Theirs is a

catholicity of universal brotherhood which is not tolerance, experi-

ence, expediency, ecclecticism, condescension or compromise.
“The theological method of pilrvapaksa and siddhdnta or the

13. Mystics and Mysticism — pp. 87, 127, 401.

14. Mystics and Mysticism— p. 428.
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establishment of one’s view by the disjunctive elimination of the

views of others may be logically justified but is alien to the syn-

thetic temper of mysticism which is grounded in love, sustained

by love and realized through love”.^5

“Mysticism insists on the idea of every jlva as the son of

God as its inner source and sustenance. Every man can seek God

and see Him spiritually in his own way, provided the quest satis-

fies the tests of moral purity and he invites others to share his

experience. Though the experience of God is one, its expressions

vary owing to the psychological differences of the mystics due to

their birth and training and, therefore, homogeneity and regimenta-

lity have no place in mysticism. The starting points alone are

different but the goal arrived at by spiritual induction is the same.

Likewise, sects and religions may vary but the God of sects and

religions is the same as He is their inner Soul. Unity in variety

is thus the master thought of mystic experience and it removes

the evils of regimentation arising from standardizing spirituality.

Reality is posited as one and the siddhanta deduced from it is

true; but at the same time it is inductively realized as one in

spite of psychological variations due to the temperaments of the

mystics as adhikdrins. Thus mysticism is shown to be one though

the mystics describe it in various ways; light is white but it is

multi-coloured. This view promotes freedom and catholicity and

avoids the pitfalls of individualism and ecclesiasticism.^®

V

MYSTICISM OF ARURAR

:

This catholicity is the very life of the mysticism of Arurar.

The vision he makes us see by his beautiful phrase, ‘^Appdlum

aticodrntdr” is a vision of the brother-hood of universe enveloped

in divine love and living in the loving service of the Lord. It is

an eternal brotherhood transcending the past, the present and

the future, wherein are found all the great sduls thirsting for

God of all times and of all climes. The Tiruppunkur hymvP
praises another vision this time of the soul hunger of God embrac-

ing in His universal love all kinds of living beings whatever their

faults may be deifying and making all one with him.^^® In this

15. Mystics and Mysticism, p. 420.

16. Mystics and Mysticism—pp. 427-428.

17. 7:55.

17a. 7:55:4.
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very hymn he speaks of the various rehgions.^® The religions

were in his days divided into categories of six—^^Aiuvdkaic cama-

yam^'P It has come to mean, in a generic sense all the religions,

and to the later day Tamilians the six Akaccamayams (jSaivam^

Pdcupatam, Maviratam, Kdldmukam, Vdmam and Vairavam),

excluding the Akappuraccamayam, Puraccamayam, and Purap-

puraccamayam. Arurar speaks here of the Lord blessing with

His rare Grace the respective followers of these religions of great

knowledge, in their respective spheres Here is no condemnation

of any religion. On the other hand, our poet addresses God as

the Prince of all religions

—

^^Samayahkalin Nampi^\-^ He becomes

the refuge of all kinds of worshippers. Our poet describes Siva

as the very forms worshipped by other religions. He is the king

of the Devas; He is Vi$nu and He is Brahma.^ Whoever amongst

Devas, Rsis, Kings—and there is an infinite number of them—stand

everywhere—anywhere they may be—and praise Him, He blesses

them all with what all they desire. Thus He has become the

refuge of all those coming to Him. He is all forms of Mercy to

these—the Ocean of Karpaka, our Lord.^^ He is all kinds of pray-

ers and songs, all varied ways of approach, the ancient and the

Good.^^ Hinduism knows of the Creator, the Protector and the

Destroyer and Arurar asserts all the three are His forms. “He
is of the colour of the gem; He is of the form transcending these

and He is of many many beautiful forms'’^®—says our poet . There-

fore, our poet begs the people of the world to contemplate and
praise Him as it suits them,^^ according to the nature of this

world.28 Our poet assures them all freedom from death which is

the characteristic feature of Salvation. Those who contemplate

on Him in many ways—they escape from the clutches of the mise-

ries of death.-^
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VI

MYSTICISM, A SYNTHETIC PHILOSOPHY, AND ITS VALUE :

This aspect of mysticism—its synthesis of all conflicting philo-

sophies and, therefore, its value are beautifully expressed by

Prof. Srinivasa Achariar, in his valuable book ''Mystics and

Mysticism^\

"Mysticism is synthetic philosophy par excellence and the

supreme religion of love. It is the meeting ground between science

and philosophy as the method of both is the same, namely, pur-

suit of truth without any prejudice. The opposition between faith

(sruti) and reason (yukti) is overcome by the test of spiritual

realisation (anubhava)

.

The truth that the Absolute of philo-

sophy or Brahman is the personal God of religion or Bhagavdn

reconciles the extremes of monism and theism. It removes the

antithesis between metaphysics, psychology, and religion by insist-

ing on the unity between existence and value, by the affirmation

that God, the Infinite, is the ground of finite existence and the

goal of experience. Psychology starts with the study of the empi-

rical self or the jlva and ends with the knowledge of the dtman
which is distinct from the pva fettered by karmas and the gunas

of prakrti. Mysticism is a theoretical speculation as well as a

practical way of life and thus satisfies philosophic speculation and

the spiritual ends of ethics and religion. Mysticism is divine dyna-

mics and is more than theoretics. The contradiction between

ethics as a pursuit of goodness and religion as the attainment of

God is overcome by the basic assumption of ethical religion that

God or the All-Self is the endeavour as well as the end. There

is really no disparity between the logical ideal of truth, the ethical

ideal of goodness and the aesthetic ideal of beauty as they are

eternally self-realized in God as the home of the eternal values”.®^

“The philosophy of mysticism harmonizes the claims of reve-

lation, reason and intuition and thus avoids the pitfalls of dogma-
tism, intellectualism and subjectivism by its Aindamental postu-

late, that Reality is realizable by all. Truth is true for ever and
true for all and Brahman or God is the sat without a second though
its seers may express it in different ways. Revelation is a body
of spiritual verities spiritually verifiable by all and is not to be
identified with any historic revelation, prophet or book. Though

30. Mystics and Mysticism, pp. 418-419.
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verifiability by personal experience is the highest test of religion,

it is not its sole test as it may lapse into subjectivism or pragma-

tism. Reason mediates between revelation and intuition and

when it is well disciplined, it can correct the evils of mere faith

leading to fanaticism and mere intuition lapsing into subjecti-

vism. But reason or tarka by itself has no finality as the logical

or analytical intellect can only dissect Reality and not intuit it

as a whole or Soul. The philosophy of mysticism ultimately takes

its stand on or refuge into the Ti’uth that Reality as Brahman

or God reveals Himself to the mystic who seeks Him with all his

heart and soul. In this way revelation, reason and intuition are

ultimately one and all the pramanas are reconciled in the supreme

test of Reality as realisation”.30a

“Mysticism expounds the nature of God or Brahman as the

inner ground of all beings and the ultimate goal of life and, there-

fore, it unifies existence and value. God is the Being of all beings

beyond changing nature or acit and the empirical self or jiva sub-

ject to ignorance, evil and misery and is, therefore, the ultimate sat.

He is also the supreme end of life satisfying the logical needs of

truth, the ethical needs of goodness and the aesthetic needs of

beauty as He is Himself satyam, jhdnam and sundaram. These

values are eternal and ultimately one as they are all housed in

the Absolute. The mind functions in the three ways of thinking,

willing and feeling and the yva or dtman having jiidtrtva, kartrtva,

and bhdktrtva is intellectual, volitional and emotional. They are

the expressions of the self-consciousness of the self and when it

is fully expressed in mukti or the unitive state Beyond, it is infinite.

In this way, in Brahman, existence and value are one; He is the

ground of all existents and their final goal. By attaining Brahman,

everything is attained as He pervades all things as their inner

Self and is their endeavour and end. As existence and value are

integral. Brahman or God is and has truth, goodness and beauty

and the mystic can realize God as the home of all values. This

view renders mysticism all-comprehensive and inclusive”

These passages may help us to understand and appreciate

the universal outlook of Arurar and the value of this outlook.

He has referred in loving terms of the various kinds of worship;

for, to the mystic, ^‘Karma, jndna and hhakti are not mutually

30a. Mystics and Mysticism, pp. 424-425.

31. Mystics and Mysticism, pp. 425-426.
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exclusive as they all lead to the same goal and the contemplative,

the worker and the devotee may start differently, but they all meet
in God who is Light, Life and Love. As every mystic seeks and
sees God and transmits his experience to others, there is no conflict

between individualism and socialism. Finally Brahman is beyond
space-time and finite-infinite and therefore the mystic attains the

security and stability of eternal bliss by ascending to the Absolute

and becoming one with Him. He transcends the world of space-

time but does not deny it and, therefore, what is yonder does not

negate what is here. It is a fulfilment of the herenow and not its

negation”.

VII

the JAINS AND THE BUDDHISTS •

Arurar’s description of the Jains and the Buddhists may at

first sight appear to be contradicting our theory of his catholicity

and universal outlook. It must be remembered that the remarks
of the Tevdrdm Saints do not apply to all the Jains and Buddhists

in general. The importance of one great verse of f^dnacampafitar

has not yet been fully realized. In his Ndkaikkdrdnam hymn (84)

,

in the usual 10th verse, which always refers to the Buddhists and
Jains, Campantar speaks of the Lord blessing His followers whilst

he distinguishes among others, which, in the context of the 10th

verse usually referring to the Buddhists and Jains should refer to

these sects—three kinds of people, viz., (1) the good people who
expound Dharma; (2) the bad people who indulge in backbiting

and (3) the others who being neither good nor bad spread scan-

dals: alldr aram collap polldr puram kura alldr alar turra atiydrk-

karul ceyvdn'\^ Therefore, it is clear f^dnacampontar himself

recognizes that there are good and great men, amongst the followers

of BuddMsm^ and Jainism, who went about expounding Dharma
and thev cannot be the objects of Campantar^s criticism which
can, therefore, refer only to those who back-bite' and who spread
scandal about ^aivites in particular.

Arurars poems justify this conclusion of ours; for, his grava-

men of the charge against these sects is, that they abuse and
scandalize the Saivites and the Lord. Descriptions of Jains and
Buddhists which appear to us as very ungenerous, should, there-

.S2. Mvstic.*9 and Mysticism, pp. 419-420

33. 1:84:10.
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fore, be taken to apply to this kind of people amongst them and

not to all the Jains and Buddhists in general. The critics amongst

these sects, in the eyes of our poet, were not even sincere, their

minds being clouded by their prejudice, hatred and jealousy, they

themselves indulging in force and mean subterfuges. Our poet

speaks of their 'mivifdtutaV their way of rule or might; 'kurypd-

tutaVy^^ their revelling in meanness: *kuntu^ may also mean their

stoutness. These critics of Saivism were ostensibly ascetics, pre-

tending to perform Tapas, but really slaves of their tongue; for,

they were stout and sturdy, characterized by their ^motu^^ or belly,

always hankering after rich food with ^kdti^^ or ghee.®® Some of

them were also ignorant. Therefore, our poet speaks of their

^kariya marmm',®® ‘mutam\^ ^poyccaman^ and describes their

enjoying their nakedness The real Tapasvins lost all their

attachment to the world and gave up everything, becoming, un-

conscious of even their nakedness. But such were not those people

whom our saints criticized. Therefore, our poet often refers to

them as ^Camandtiyum^^ relishing in their nakedness. Our poet

like Campantar in describing these sects emphasize the fact that

they were contradicting each other by their very appearance : the

Jain ascetics appearing naked;^ the Buddhists appearing clothed:^®

the former eating whilst standing;^ the latter eating whilst sitting.*^*^

In one place the description of the Buddhists occurs as

yutaiya\^^ those who are clothed but it is sometimes read ‘Mutai-

yutaiya^ when it will mean, those who are addicted to flesh eating

or having the odour of flesh on their body. The Buddhists are

against the slaughter of animals but latterly they found no objec-

tion in eating flesh obtained otherwise. As against them, the Jains

34 . 7 : 82 : 9 .

35 . 7 : 15 : 9
;
7 : 30 : 10 ; 7 : 82 : 9 .

36 . 7 : 90 : 9 .

37 . 7 : 44 : 9 .

38 . Perumpdna.xruppaiai, 1., 57 .

39 . 7 : 44 : 9 .

40 . 7 : 90 : 9 .

41 . 7 : 63 : 9 .

42 . 7 : 22 : 9
;
7 : 33 : 9 .

43 . 7 : 71 : 9 .

44 . 7 : 71 : 9 .

45 . 7 : 71 : 9.

46 . 7 : 57 : 10.

47 . 7 : 57 : 10.

48 . 7 : 90 : 9 .
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refuse to eat even the flesh obtained otherwise and Arurar calls

them 'Vitakkinai olittavar\ The intolerance of the people is

brought out by the story of Tcuntiyatikal but there the spiritual

greatness of Tanti converted his erstwhile persecutors. Our poet

refers to this incident."^®

If the Lord is everywhere and within the heart of every one,

He has to be in the heart of these people as well, becoming that

way their great truth and our poet gives expression to this funda-

mental principle of mysticism. In this view of our poet’s remarj^s

there is really no hatred against the Jains and Buddhists as such,

but against certain fanatics who are to be found in any religion,

especially in a religion which has gained power and which is feel-

ing that it is losing that power.

VIII

REFERENCES TO JAINS AND BUDDHISTS IN ARURAR’S WORK:

References to these sects in Arurar may now be studied:

i. ''Kuntdtum Camariarum Cdkkiyarum purankurum Kokutik-

kdyiV^.^^

‘The Lord of the jasmine temple whom CamaV'Cirs (Jains) and

Cdkkiyars (Buddhists) who revel in their depth of meanness, back-

bite and slander’.

a. The very word used by Campantar, ^PurankuraV is found

in Arurar’s criticism as well in the above passage and here they

said to hurl abuses upon the Lord :

amananantiyum Karumaviranum Tarumacenanum enrivar

Kumanamdmalaik kunrupdlninru tankalkuraiyon rinriye

f^amanandndna ndnandnamcn rotiydraiyum nanild

Amanardr palip putaiyard namak katika Idkiya atikaW'.^'^

‘Is our Lord, the One, full of abuses hurled l;)y the Jains?’ In

this verse our poet refers by names to certain leaders of this kind

of critics amongst the Jains, viz., NamaTia Nanti, Karumavtran and

Tarumacenan. It is curious that the name Tarumacenan is referred

to as one of the leaders of Jains by Campantar.^'^^ This Taruma-

49. 7:72:10.

50. 7:30:10.

51. 7:33:9.

51a. 3:39:4.

T. 143
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cenan must be different from Appar^ who went under that

name whilst he was a Jain. Their sturdy and proud forms are

also referred to as appearing like ^Kumana mdmalaik kunru*

dKumana mdmalai’ is not clear; it may be the hill belonging to

Kumanun of the Cankam age, viz., Mutira malai. ‘Kwmariam^ may
mean ‘bad smell’ probably due to the Jains, not bathing, and pers-

piring whilst standing in the sun; or, it may mean the smell of the

earth as referring to that of the mountain). Our poet refers here

also to their nakedness and their shamelessness. He parodies not

the idea behind the mantras, but the nasal sound of their prdkrt

mantras which signify their taking refuge in Arhat, Siddha, Sddhu
and Dharma. This parody is based on the purist view of our poet

on languages. The Tevdram writers insisted on preserving the

languages in their pure state. They, for instance Campantar,

looked upon prdkrtam or pdkatam as the corruption of Sanskrit

:

^Sangada hangam’.^^ The ^manipravdla style’ in which the Jains

and Buddhists indulged was anathema to the Tevdram poets; for,

in that mixture of languages they found neither the sweetness of

Tamil nor the majesty of Sanskrit— ‘^Ariyattotu Centamilp payan

arikild antakar^\^^

Hi. “Kariya manaccaman kdtiydtu kalukkaldl

Eriya vacavuinum tanmaiyd?^^^

The critics referred to here are said to be with a dark mind,

i,e., a mind clouded by prejudice and hatred. The Lord is abused

by them out of their fire of jealousy. “Should the Lord be a prey
to these eagles?” Our poet seems to suggest that our Lord takes

pleasure in such abuses out of His overflowing Grace and love

and he enjoys this as being one of His characteristic features. This
is once again a great truth of mysticism. But the description

^kdtiydtu kalu\ ‘the eagles almost bathing in ghee’ seems to be
rather hard on the critics and this is probably due to the contrast

which the poet wants to emphasize between the sincere love of the

Lord and the cruelty of the pretenders.

w. ”lruntun Terarum ninrun Camanum ecaninravan^\^^

52 . 3 : 39 : 2:

53 . 3 : 39 : 4 .

54 . 7 : 44 : 9 .

55 . 7 : 57 : 10 .
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Here again the ridicule by those who hanker after food is

underlined. The contrast between these warring sects is charac-

terized by their very outward acts— one, sitting and eating and the

other standing and eating. Our poet is simply echoing the very

phrases of Campantar : inrun Camanar iruntun Terar^\^

V, ^^Poyccaman poruldki Intu Nampi'\^^

‘Our Lord, the great Prince, who gathers the truth of the false

pretenders.’ These refer only to the Jains but it was already

pointed out not to the devout followers of that religion but to the

fanatic pretenders. Even unto them He becomes a Reality.

vi. ‘^Nanmai onrilat Terarpun Camandm
Camayamokiya tavattirmr avattat tanmai vittoli nanmai^

yai ventil

Sivakkoluntirmic

cenratai manane”.^^

‘The Terars or Buddhists who have not any goodness about

them and those Jains who are mean, have renunciation of Tapas

for their religion and they are themselves in the form of ascetics.

But their characteristic feature is their falsehood (what a cala-

mity!). If you leave this out and aspire for the good, O, my mind!

go and reach the sprout of jSiva’ Here again the attributes ‘nan-

mai onrild^, ^pun^ are restrictive rather than descriptive in their

scope.

vii. ‘^Kuntdtiyum Camaridtiyum kurrutukkaiyar tdmum
Kantdrkanta kdranammavai karutdtu

‘Those who indulge in mean acts, those who indulge in naked-

ness and those who have short dress or clothes— these have seen

or realized certain truth as the great cause of causes. Do not think

of them. Go and worship the Lord’. The causes referred to,

may be the explanations which they give for various forms of jSiva,

explanations which amount to scandalizing J§aivism. Or, it may
mean the great truths of their religion explaining the cause of all

the miseries of the world, and the causes which effect freedom.

Their theory of Karma has no place for God’s Krpd, and it may be

56 . 1 : 71 : 10.

57 . 7 : 63 : 9 .

58 . 7 : 64 : 9.

59. 7 : 71 : 9.
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because of this our poet is begging of the Saiviies not to take their

philosophy to heart. But in view of the other references to these

critics it is better to take this also as referring to their scandals

on Saivism.

viii, ^‘Kuritikaipj patappinil vitakkinai oUttavar

Kantavar kantati vllntavar kanaikalal

Tayytutait tantita ninamutai aravutan

Enticaik korucutar itam valampurame'\^^

This verse has been discussed in our study of the hymn on

Valampuram.^^^ Our poet describes the Jains as carrying water

pots— a characteristic feature of the Jain ascetics. He also refers

to their refusing to touch flesh. These praises have probably an

underground satire as referring to the persecutors of a poor blind

innocent soul (Tayiti). These persecutors were ultimately con-

verted by Tanti*

ix. ^^Kuntatiya Camandtarkal kutaic Cdkkiyar ariya

Mintdtiya vatuceytatu vdiml varu vitiye”,^^

Here also our poet refers to the leaders ‘NdtarkaV of Jainism,

These are not righteous leaders but those who revel in mean acts.

The Cdkkiyars or Buddhists are described as carrying umbrellas.

These sects in their ignorance abuse the Lord and follow the path
of might or rowdyism. They reap the fruit by themselves becom-
ing embodiment of rowdyism and the very form of all their abuse.

This is but the rule— the law of Nature that always comes to

work. Our poet seems to suggest that by the working of this law of

nature which always comes to be fulfilled, these pretenders who
abuse the Lord of the Saivite followers, always thus meditating as

it were, on this abuse, become themselves what they have been
abusing. Here again the reference can only be to the false fana-
tics and not to the true devotees.

X. ^'Motutaiya Camamrkkum mutaiyufaiya Cdkkiyarkkum
muiam vaitta

Pliutaiya puliyurc cirrampalattem perumdmip permm
anre*\^

60. 7:72:10.

60a. Vol. Ill

61. 7:82:9.

62. 7:90:9.
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‘The Lord who has estabhshed ignorance for the (false) Jains

characterized by their protruding bellies and the (false) Cdkkiyar
or the Buddhists with their clothes or flesh’. This reference is

obviously to the pretenders.

xi. “Kuntaraik kuraiyinrit tiriyum Caman Cdkkiyappey
Minfaraik kantatanmai viravdkiya tewiaikolo”

P

How is this that our Lord is one in the very outward form in
which we see them with the Kuntar, the mean, Mintar, the arro-
gant, these diabolical people who roam about without clothes?’
This is the mystic experience of seeing the Lord everywhere. The
charge against them is that they are arrogant and mean, always
wandering about like ghosts (and slandering the Saivites). This
verse expresses the wonder of the mystic experience of seeing the
Lord in the very forms which the Saivites usually hated as dia-
bolical, mean and arrogant.

63 . 7 : 99 : 10 .



Section B

PHILOSOPHY

General Introduction

The philosophy of Arurar remains to be studied. The last

portion of our study on Religion has shown his universal outlook.

Arurar is not a philosopher explaining his metaphysical theories.

He is a mystic poet and we have to weave his philosophy out of

his poems. Is it necessary that we should forget the thrills of his

poetry in order to understand his philosophy ? Perhaps not. His

poetry gives us a glimpse into the mystic experience he had and

into the trials he had to undergo to attain this experience. There-

fore, we study him as a mystic poet and philosopher.

The world is there, and we are experiencing this world as

spiritual individuals, jlvas, or souls. God is spoken of as the very

basis of all these, the world and the souls, as their Organizer and

as their Saviour. First, therefore, we take up Nature and gather

together the views of Arurar on this. His Nature-mysticism is an

exposition of his mystic experience and an elucidation of his

philosophy of history and creation.

In the next part, we discuss the spiritual progress of the soul

in terms of purgation, illumination, and love. The sddhanas, the

theory of karma, the doctrine of Grace are all examined in the

hght of Arurar's poems.

In the third part, God as the final goal and as the highest

spiritual experience, is explained in terms of the Erotic or Bridal

mysticism of Arurar as revealed by the Bhiksdtana hymns and the

great ^akapporuV hymn and in terms of his description of the

final goal. In this part, we examine whether Arurar has given

free vent to emotionalism and we find that the ‘Cif (knowledge)

aspect of God is emphasized even in his erotic mysticism or the

mysticism of love even as the idea of service has been emphasized

in the previous portion of our study. We conclude that he refuses

to be labelled as a mere mystic, and his poems like the Upanisads,

are there to be claimed by all the conflicting philosophies as

peculiarly their own.



Part i

NATURE

Introduction

In this part, we discuss Arurar's conception of Nature or

Universe or Mdyd or Pdsam, According to our scheme, we first

attempt to understand the views of the other mystics of the world

to better understand the views of Arurar who is also a mystic.

Arurars views of Nature, its beauty and the Astamurta form of

God are then emphasized. Next is considered the philosophy of

History and Time with reference to Arurar^s poems which reveal

that the whole process of creation and history is the divine drama
of the Soul becoming God. In this connection, our poet’s views

on life and its miseries and happiness are also examined,



CHAPTER I

NATURE MYSTICISM

I

NATURE AND MYSTICS

:

Every experience involves subject-object relation. The sub-

ject is usually generalized as the spirit or the soul. The object is

generalized as Nature or Universe or Prakrti. The basis or

'adhara' of these, sometimes called their Ruler, is God or the

Absolute, decribed under various names such as Brahmam, Siva,

etc. Nature which is called Prakrti in Indian Philosophy includes

not only what the Westerners call matter but also mind and the

individualizing egoism or ^ahankdra^ Spirit is pure knowledge arid

is beyond ‘ this matter and is called the Atman, which is itself

further differentiated from the Paramdtman or the Lord. Every

Philosophy therefore, has to deal with the nature of these three

categories and their inter-relationship.

Every Philosophy starts with the fact of this world, but the

philosophies differ when they begin to explain the relationship of

this world with the Atman and the Paramdtman. Mystics ex-

perience God in or through Nature and to all of them, it does

not appear as opposed to God; they experience even there a unity

through union. As Arurar describes the Lord, He is the Sdksin

or the Subject and the Object: ^‘Munnilaiydy mulutulakum dya

Perumdn^\^ These mystics, when they begin to express this in-

expressible experience, necessarily have recourse to metaphors,

allegories and parables. In that way, their language becomes

poetic. Nature mysticism thus becomes one with Poetic or

Artistic or Aesthetic mysticism.

With their vision and faculty divine, they intuit God and com-

mune with the Ocean’s liquid mass, the solid frame of earth and

the shining clouds. It is said of Amiel, the mystic, that he had

such overpowering intuitions of Nature, . such grand and spacious

immortal cosmogonic reveries, reaching the stars and owning such

1 . 7 : 40 : 5 .
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instants of mystic experience as moments divine and ecstatic, in

which his thoughts flew from world to world. The saints of

Tevdram have had such experiences which they have given

utterance to in their exquisite poetry.

II

MYSTICS OF OTHER LAND :

1. Plato

The experience of other mystics may help us to better under-

stand Arurar's Nature Poetry. Some speak of Nature as a dim
shadow of the Absolute, whilst others see God’s reflection in the

mirror of Nature. According to Plato’s simile of caves, we are

all in the world of shadows being within the cave (the haddha—
fettered stage)

,
where we experience only the appearance and not

the reality which we can directly experience once we get out of

this cave. This reminds us of the Veddntic truth that Brahman,

the noumenon, appears as the phenomenon. According to him the

mystics build a ladder from Earth to Heaven, from sense percep-

tion to Soul-sight, from the beautiful forms of the world to the

beatific idea of God.^

In his dialogues, Plato makes Phaedrus speak to Socrates :

‘‘These are the lesser mysteries of love, into which even you,

Socrates, may enter; to the greater and more hidden ones which

are the crown of these, and to which, if you pursue them in a

right spirit, they will lead, I know not whether you will be able

to attain. But I will do my utmost to inform you, and do you

follow if you can. For, he who would proceed aright in this

matter should begin in youth to visit beautiful forms; and first,

if he be guided by his instructor aright, to love one such form

only— out of that he should create fair thoughts; and soon he

will of himself perceive that the beauty of one foi^ is akin to

the beauty of another; and then if beauty of form in general is

his pursuit, how foolish would he be not to recognize that the

beauty in every form is one and the same ! And when he

perceives this he will abate his violent love of the one, which

he will despise and deem a small thing, and will become a lover

of all beautiful forms; in the next stage he will consider that the

2. Idea is real according to Plato: 427 B.C. to 347 B.C,

T. 144
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beauty of the mind is more honourable than the beauty of the

outward form. So that if a virtuous soul have but a little comeli-

ness, he will be content to love and tend him, and will search out

and bring to the bright thoughts which may improve the young,

until he is compelled to contemplate and see the beauty of them

all is of one family, and that personal beauty is a trifle; and after

laws and institutions he will go on to the sciences that he may

see their beauty, being not like servant in love with the beauty

of one youth or man or institution, himself a slave, mean and

narrow-minded; but drawing towards and contemplating the vast

sea of beauty, he will create many fair and noble thoughts and

notions in boundless love of wisdom, until on that shore he grows

and waxes strong, and at last the vision is revealed to him of a

single science, which is the science of beauty everywhere. To

this I will proceed; please to give me your very best attention :

“He who has been instructed thus far in the things of love,

and who has learned to see the beautiful in due order and succes-

sion, when he comes toward the end will suddenly perceive a

nature of wondrous beauty (and this, Socrates, is the final cause

of all our former toils )
— a nature which in the first place is

everlasting not growing and decaying, or waxing and waning;

secondly, not fair in one point of view and foul in another, or at

one time or in one relation or at one place fair, at another time

or in another relation or at another place foul, as if fair to some

and foul to others, or in the likeness of a face or hands or any

other part of the bodily frame, or in any form of speech or know-

ledge, or existing in any other being, as for example, in an animal,

or in heaven, or in earth, or in any other place; but beauty abso-

lute, separate, simple, and everlasting, which without diminution

and without increase, or any change, is imparted to the ever-

growing and perishing beauties of all other things. He who from

'
I iese ascending under the influence of true love, begins to perceive

that beauty is not far from the end. And the true order of going,

or being led by another, to the things of love, is to begin from

the beauties of earth and mount upwards for the sake of that

other beauty, using these as steps only and from one going on to

two, and from two to all fair forms, and from fair forms to fair

practices, and from fair practices to fair notions, until from fair

notions he arrives at the notion of absolute beauty, and at last

knows what the essence of beauty is. This, my dear Socrates ,

said the stranger of Mantineis, “is that life above all others which
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man should live, in the contemplation of beauty absolute; a beauty

which if you once behold, you would see not to be after the

measure of gold, and garments, and fair boys and youths, whose

presence now entrances you; and you and many a one would be

content to live seeing them only and conversing with them with-

out meat or drink, if that were possible— you only want to look

at them and to be with them. But what if man had eyes to see

the true beauty— the divine beauty, I mean, pure and clear and

unalloyed, not clogged with the pollutions of morality and all the

colours and vanities of human life thither looking, and holding

converse with the true beauty simple and divine? Remember how
in that communion only, beholding beauty with the eye of the

mind, he will be enabled to bring forth, not images of beauty,

but realities (for he has no hold not of an image but of a reality)

,

and bringing forth and nourishing true virtue to become the friend

of God and be immortal, if mortal man may. Would that be an

ignoble hfe?”^

2. Plotinus

Plotinus (204 A.D,— 270 A.D.) who is the next great mystic

of the West speaks of men and things radiating or emanating from

the Lord, and His Divine Trinity of the (1) nous (or the One)

,

(2) the One-Many and (3) the One and Many,^ reminds us of

^aiva Siddhdniins’ Siva, (1) transcending the world, (2) being one

with the world and (3) being in the company of the world—
‘ Tdrmy verdy utandy^’;^ ^‘Avaiye tdneydy'\^ According to him,

matter is the principle of externality and the world we perceive

with our senses is the shadow of the spiritual world. Nature

is not the illusion but the sleeping spirit. According to Plotinus,

Art or Poetry, which is not mere imitation but creative imagina-

tion, passes beyond the shadow and intuits the real or prime or

divine beauty, what the German philosopher Schelling (1775-1859

A.D.) calls the artistic intuition of Cosmic Beauty. '

3. English Mystics

English Mystics are characterized by their worship of Nature.

To William Blake (1757-1827 A.D.) the earth is a distorted

3. Dialogues of Plato by B. Jowett, Vol. I, pp. 580-82.

4. Christian Mysticism by W. R, Inge, p. 95, year 1899.

5. CampoMtar, 1:11:2.

6. I§ivajhdnahddham~sutram, 2.
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shadow of Spiritual Reality and he is certain that the Eternal is

in everything. The eyes of man, according to him, can therefore,

open into Eternity and his imagination can expand into Infinity,

the multiple vision leading ultimately to that of oneness of

Divinity, seeing a world in a grain of sand, a Heaven in a wild

flower holding Infinity in the palm of his hand and Eternity in an

hour.

4. Sufism

This reminds us of Jami, a Persian Sufi Mystic (1414-1492

A.D.) who thinks :

“Each species of matter did He constitute

A mirror, causing each to reflect

A Beauty of His visage; From the rose

Flashed forth His Beauty and the nightingale

Beholding it loved madly. From that fire

The candle drew the lustre which beguiles

The moth to destruction’’.

“All that is not one must ever

Suffer with the wound of absence

And whoever in Love’s city

Enters, finds but room for one

And but in oneness union”.

Sufis believe that Allah brought forth this world as an image

of Himself out of love and the Sufi Mystic Hallaj (854-922 A.D.)

was blessed with the cosmic vision of God in all forms as the

All-Self, whilst Ibn-al-Farid beheld the Lord in every charm and

Grace and loveliness of life.

5. Spinoza

Spinoza, the ethico-religious philosopher, saw all things in

God,7 and God in all things being their essence,8 for to him all

things were God under the form of eternity.

6. Taoism

The Chinese Taoism (570 B.C.) asserts that Reality ‘Tao’ ani-

mates and nourishes all beings.

7. Ethic oj Benedict De Spinoza, Duckworth & Co., 1899, I Part, prop. XV,

8. \Ihid., prop. XXV.
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III

IMMANENCE ;

'William Blake (1757-1827 A.D.) is only echoing the mystic

Bohme (1575-1624 A.D.) who speaks of our seeing a flower, to

whom the world is but a mirror of the Deity where the soul could

converse with the Lord therein whilst even a flower in the wall

will reveal God in all His glory like the lilies in the starry heavens.

Tennyson also experiences the same truth when he sings :

“Flower in the crannied wall

I pluck you out the crannies

Hold you here, root and all in my hand

Little flower, but if I could understand

What you are, root and all and all in all,

I should know what God and man is.”

Nature mysticism inspires, thus, the Bhakta to experience and

enjoy the beauty of God objectively in all things and in the end

he realizes the mystery of this Absolute beauty remaining already

enthroned in the heart as the Lord of Love. Tagore, it is said,

had a vision of the world bathed in the radiance of beauty, beauty

which according to him links Heaven and Earth when the song of

the singer was not distinct from Him who was Rasa itself in the

drama of love and spiritual wedding.®

But this Nature mysticism ought not to be confounded with

Pantheism and some forms of Nature mysticism which remain

restricted to Nature alone without ever thinking of the spirit or

God who whilst immanent in Nature transcends it as well. Cosmic

consciousness is the consciousness of the Cosmos in its

entirety but it is not a mere addition or summation
of all things of this world. Cosmos is the eternal expres-

sion of the dynamic love of the Lord. Creation is the

process of the Formless God revealing to us in varied forms.

The one becomes many out of love. He who is beyond space time

is now in the spatial order. This is to help the soul clothed in

space and time to unveil itself and intuit its true divine nature,

to kiss it away as it were unto divinity. Arurar puts it, “Passing

through this embodied stage the soul transcends this body to a

0. See ‘The Philosophy of Tagore^ by B. G. JRctiy.
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higher disembodied spiritual sphere”.^® The intuition of the mystic
is not ordinary perception of the eyes of the physical body 'Cdksusa
drstV or a dialectic knowledge or ^Tarka drsti\ It is the percep-
tion of the divine inner eye or ‘Divyacaksus' and, therefore, it is a
divine vision or 'Divyadrsti’. It is the perfect experience or the
Purri^nuhhava^^

Something of this subjective feeling is found described by
Wordsworth:

“Far and wide the clouds were touched.

And in their silent faces could he read

Unutterable love. Sound needed none.

Nor any voice of joy; his spirit drank
The spectacle; sensation, soul, and form.

All melted into him; they swallowed up
His animal being; in them did he live.

And by them did he live; they were his life.

In such access of mind, in such high hour
Of visitation from the living God,

Thought was not; in enjoyment it expired.

No thanks he breathed, he proffered no request:

Rapt into still communion that transcends

The imperfect offices of prayer and praise.

His mind was a thanksgiving to the power
That made him: it was blessedness and love !”

“Therefore am I still

A lover of the meadows and the woods,

And mountains; and of all that we behold

From this green earth; of all the mighty world
Of eye, and ear,— both what they half create.

And what perceive; well pleased to recognize

In nature and the language of the sense

The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse,

The guide, the guardian of my heart, and soul

Of all my moral being.

a sense sublime

Of something far more deeply interfused.

Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,

10. 7:10:6.

11. See, Mystics and Mysticism^ pp. 48-49.
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And the round ocean and the living air,

And the blue sky, and in the mind of man;

A motion and a spirit, that impels

All thinking things, all objects of all thought,

And rolls through all things”.

“Until the breath of this corporal frame

And even the motion of our human blood

Almost suspended, we are laid asleep

In body, and become a living soul:

While with an eye made quiet by the power

Of harmony, and the deep power of joy,

We see into the life of things”.

Shelley addressing the skylark expresses his experience thus:

“My spirit like a charmed bark doth swim
Upon the liquid waves of thy sweet singing.

Far, far away into the regions dim
Of rapture, as a boat with swift sails singing

Her way adown some many-winding river.

Speeds through dark forests o’er the water swinging”.

To the mystic, the universe appears animated by God. The
whole Cosmos appears as His Riipa, The Universe as form of God
was revealed to Arjuna by Krsna and the Tamilians can read in

their own language the description of Murukari appearing in this

Visvariipa before Curapanman as described in the Tamil Kanta-

purdnam. Sometimes it is terrifying, sublime, and majestic as it

was to Arjuna. But to these mystics all this is the play, the

drama of that love enshrined in their heart. It is the beauty of

the Universe, ^Bhnvana Sundara^ and the Bhagavata calls it or

the ^Traildkya Sundara^ as the Tamilian ^aivites will have it. “The

world is the vessel of the lamp; the sea is the oil; the sun is the

flame”: Thus appears the Universe as the divine Light to Poykai

Alvar:

^^Vaiyam takaliyd vdrkatale neyydka

Veyya katiron vilakkdka^\^^

IV

BODY AS TEMPLE : SOCIAL SERVICE :

The objective world does not exhaust Nature. Nature appear-

ing as the objective world is not only all that we see outside us.

3-2 . First Tiruvantdti, 1 .
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it includes our body also. Even this becomes deified as the temple

of the Lord and some speak of even this becoming ultimately

divine. The others moving with their bodies on this earth also

form part of this world and Nature, and they are the walking

temples: ‘Natamatum koilkaV.

‘The heart-beat in the mystic is in tune with the heart-beat

of the world owing to spiritual community and the immanence of

God in each person. Like the germ-cell in the body, the soul is

the epitome of the universe as an inter-related living whole”.^^ It

is the microcosm of the Cosmos macrocosm.

As in the ‘Anda?n' (macrocosm)
,
so in the 'Pindam' (micro-

cosm) the Lord is reflected in the mirror of our soul; nay, he is

^Antarydmin\ the inner soul; as such, He is the Reality of

reality, the Life of life; the great Light as the Upanisad

puts it from which the lesser lights get their illumination.

The light of Andam is found in the light of the Piridam. ^Anpu'

or love is the vessel, ^drvam^ or ^prema^ or the hankering after the

Lord is the oil and the blissful heart is the wick and Jndna is the

flame :— thus the Lord appears to Puiattdlvdr as the inner light

:

‘‘Anpe takatiyd drvamd neyydka

Inpuruku cintai ifutiriyd— Nanpuruki

Ndriac cutarvilak kerrinen Ndrano.rku

f^dnat tamil purinta ndn^\^^

These two lights— outer and inner— reveal the hidden Lord,

God as the ^‘Sarvahlnuta sthitha dtma^\ the soul in all things. Every
soul appears as the temple of the Lord demanding our worship and

service. Therefore, the life of the mystic is the life of social ser-

vice, 'Lokasangraha' working for the universal salvation.

Svami Vivekananda begged of ,6rT Ramakrsna to bless him
with the never-ending samddhi and the master was sorry that his

disciple, a vast receptacle of light, should think of remaining for

ever absorbed in personal joy. He assured his loving Hsya that the

latter would realize the unique divinity of all beings; and Svami
Vivekananda, thus transformed, came to assert that the only God
in whom he believed as the .sum total of all souls and nroclaimed :

“Above all I beheve in mv God the wicked, my God the miserable,

13. Mystics and Mysticism, p. 57.

14. Second Tiruvantati, 1,
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my God the poor of all races”. Has not the Buddha said, “All those

sins of the world, let them fall on me; let the world be saved ?” Has

not Ramanuja welcomed hell for himself if the world could be saved

through him ? Is this not the characteristic feature of all the saints

of Tiruttontattokai as described by CekkiLar :

^^Kutum anpinil kumpitale anri

'Vltum ventd viralin vilankiTmr ?”

The Western mystics also saw in every living being the

expression of God and the whole world as a family even as the

Hindus did, speaking of the family as ^Vdsudaiva kutumhakam\

Blake’s poem ‘Tiger tiger’ is known to every child reading

English and there he sees the creator even in the cruel animal

of the forest. St. Francis of Assisi saw God in the leper and kissed

him. He spoke of the brother the Sun, the sister the Moon, the

mother the Earth, and he moved in the world, practising the pre-

sence of God, holding even the wolf as his blood brother. The

Tamilians proclaimed from early times, “Yd'tum ure, ydvarum

kelir^’— ‘All places are our abodes and all men are our relations.’

V
NATURE AS THE FORM OF THE LORD

:

The Tevdram, both of Campantar and Arurar, abounds in the

description of Nature, its cities, rivers and mountains these saints

visited. Very often a large part of these verses is found to be

such description and this has surprised many readers. The places

they visited are equally holy and divine as the temples. Therefore,

the description of Nature is one way of describing the Lord.

Appar^s statements throw a flood of light on this problem

^^Tdnaldtu ulakamillai, cakamaldtu atimaiyillai^^^^-^There is no world

apart from Him; apart from this world He has no service’. In

another place he sings, ‘^Cakamaldtu atimaiyillai; tanaWl tumiyu-

millai'’^^— ‘Apart from this world He has no service; He has no

companion except Himself’. His third statement is much more
important and significant : “Umaiyaldtu uruvam illai; ulakaldtu

utaiyatu — ‘He has no form but that of Umd; He has no

15. 4:40:1.

16. 4:40:8.

17. 4:40:9.

T. 145
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garment apart from this world\ The One without a second who
remains formless to start with becomes two, assuming in addition

the form of the Mother Goddess who is none else than His own
Grace or ^CitsaktV. The world which is also called His Sakti—
His Parigraha Sakti— is evolved as the scene of divine

service and this world is nothing but Him. This world is

the beautiful garment of God. In another verse of his,

the beautiful rising full moon as representing the object of

the sense— of sight, the spotless music of the harp as representing

the object of a sensation of hearing, the zephyr casting the frag-

rance of flowers which forms the object of the sensation of smell,

the bulging out fruits ripening in Summer representing the object

of the sensation of touch and the cool and refreshing water of the

lotus pond wherein hum the bees as representing the object of the

sensation of touch— these are the only comparisons which Appar

could think of for describing divine bliss. Thus it is clear, the

world is divine— the veritable Mother Goddess in the eyes of

these poets. Thus God Himself in this form becomes the means
of attaining Him as goal at the end, as the Vaismuvites say He is

both the ^updya^ and the ^upeya\

The Astamurtas or the eight forms of Siva have been often

mentioned by Arurar. In one place he calls the Lord *Attan*^^

These eight are arranged in their order of progressive evolution,

(1) the five elements : ether, air, fire, water and earth; (2) the Sun
and the Moon (probably as representing time) and the sacrificer

or the soul. The Lord becomes everything. He has become the

flesh or the body, the life or the soul and the organic relationship

of the body and soul. He has thus become the whole world : the

Heavens above, the Earth below, with the oceans and the moun-
tains.^® “He is the unique one in all the four directions. ‘He is

myself’. He is the air, the fire, the sea, the crest of the moun-
tain”.^ “He is the knowledge, standing as the five elements”.-^

He is the world and the Heavens, the day or the central axis of

the world, the snow clad mountain, the sea, the water, the fire, the

long travelling wind, the wide expanse of space and the shadow or
the reflection — ‘nilaV : There is another reading ^nilan^ meaning

18 . 7 : 80 : 8 .

19 . 7 : 1 : 7 .

20 . 7 : 38 : 4 .

21 . 7 : 27 ; 8 .
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earth.22 (This probably suggests that all these evolved forms are

the shadow or reflection of His reahty) . He appears all pervasive

in the mind of those who contemplate on Him api>earing there as

the wind, the fire, the Sun and the Moon He has become the

flesh, the refuge of the soul, the wide space, the sky where the

clouds shower the rains, the intellect and the fate and the followers,

therefore, think of Him variously.^ He is the encircling light,

the water, the earth, the fire, the air, the ether, the sun, the seven

tunes of the Tamils and the sound of the seven strings of the harp
and the ruler of the seven worlds He is the Lord, the sound
evolved from ^ndda\ the flame of knowledge as the life of this body
and crops. He lives in the heart of His followers.^ He is the

word and the meaning, the moon in the sky, the pure flame, the

wind, the fire and the earth, the great dancer of the forest.^^ He
becomes the lightning and there He stands as fire.^ “You have
entered the body and become its life and you have become the

three lights”.^®

He rains, becoming the large clouds; He is the meaning of all

arts; He sympathizes and commingles with the soul which per-

ceives; He stands as the day and the night; He is the ear that listens

discerningly. He is the taste and the tongue that tastes; He is

the eye that sees and the roaring sea and the mountain.^^^ We
have explained this as giving expression to the unity of divine

experience and everything realized as the loving Lord.^i The same
idea is expressed in another verse : “I assert you are the creation,

destruction and sustenance. I assert you are the word and its

meaning which people speak. I assert you are the tongue, the ear

and the eye*’.^^ The commingling is referred to as ^utandtaV:^^

‘^Enhenum iruntun atiyen uwi ninaintdl

Anke vantennotum utaimki ninraruli

22. 7:2:10.

23. 7:30:2.

24. 7:82:1.

25. 7:83:6.

26. 7:84:9.

27. 7:84:3.

28. 7:86:6.

29. 7:88:3.

30. 7:59:3.

31. Vol U,

32. 7:4:7.

33. 7:23:2.
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Hike envinaiyai ariittit tennaiydlum

Kankd ndyakane kalippdlai meydne^\^^

He is the eye of those who want to see Him.^s ‘'You are the
creation and you are its withdrawal” “You have created all

the worlds” 3^. “He is possessed of all the worlds” .38

VI

THE DRAMA OF SOUL MAKING :

All this Drama of creation is in the interest of deifying the

suffering soul by making it go through the several grades of

experience:

“Conna iitoUlkal enna kdranam form ennil

Munimvan vilaiydttenru moUialum dmuyirkku
Manniya puttimutti valankavum aruldnmunne
Tunniya malankal elldm tutaipPatum collaldme^\^^

The process of sublimation or transmutation is often referred

to by Ariirar: “The mdyam is shown and then the birth, and then
the mind which does not forget Him. Next is shown the body
(which taking advantage of all this helps us to reach the Lord)
“He has become our head, eyes, ears, nose, mouth and body and
thus He has removed the cruel “To be relieved of the
fetters of karma, He removes the expanse of the terrific ocean of

birth. Out of the power of His touch or meeting, He yokes us
to His service. The wealth of tapas is thus amassed. He becomes
easy of reach to be contemplated upon by His followers. He opens
the gate of Sivaloka of His feet. So He is within the mind of
those worshipping Him”,^^ Another verse explains this further:
He destroys the delusion of a mind; He resides within the mind

as the intelligence. He creates the magic of the body. He des-
troys (?) becoming the wind and the fire; for offering rest, He
brings on diseases. He destroys cruel karma in the twinkling

34 . 7 : 23 : 2 .

35 . 7 : 45 : 7 .

36 . 7 : 56 : 4 .

37 . 7 : 23 : 8 .

38 . 7 : 98 : 3 .

39 . Civandmcittiydr-Cupakkam, Cut, 1 : 36 .

40 . 7 : 95 : 7 .

41 . 7 : 62 : 9 .

42 . 7 : 67 : 7 .
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of an eye”."^ ‘‘The bondage and freedom are of your making”.^

“Many of your followers and others, you lead astray^^^ “He has

the one idea of protecting the world as its very apple of

the eye’\‘^ “He is the treasure of all living beings and their light’’.^^

“He is the light of all living beings of the world”.^® “|He oozes and
sprouts as the nectar specially belonging to all the living beings”

“He has entered the mind and has not known going out”.^® “He
is the life inside our body and outside there, the world in the fleshy

parts. He becomes the very breath, but stands all through the

universe in the form of ‘Om" In another place, the poet ex-

presses the truth almost echoing the Upanisad. “He who cannot

be thought of even by our mind, the Lord of Heavens, the Great
who loves the ^panchagavya\ He becomes an atom and assumes
the form of fire-spark and enters, compressed into this body spread-

ing Himself all over. He is my wealth”.^^ “He is all pervasive

as the fragrance in the flower”.53 “He becomes the life and
significance of everything without whom everything becomes bitter

and a lifeless painting and a drawing board: “You are the life

unto the paintings and the basis or the leaf on which the painting
is drawn (the painting is the world as the creative art). You
appear as its exact facsimile (This is according to the reading,

“Jnazye ottiydV^; according to the other reading ^^Unaiye ottiydV—
‘You are like unto yourself). To the suffering soul He is like

the cloud, bringing life and happiness to the famishing crops”.^^

He gives us a much more intimate relationship, the relation of the
lover and the loved. Because of the immensity of this creation,

he speaks in terms of the male elephant and the female elephant.^
“|He comes, the unique Lord, commingling in our speech as the
roaring ocean and the mountain, from the depth of the one to

43 . 7 : 56 : 8 .

44 . 7 : 88 : 4 .

45 . 7 : 29 : 9 .

46. 7 : 52 : 6 .

47 . 7 : 83 : 7 .

48 . 7 : 59 : 7 .

49^ 7 : 63 : 4 .

50 . 7 : 21 : 1 .

51 . 7 : 67 : 1 .

52 . 7 : 97 : 3 .

53 . 7 : 68 : 3 .

54 . 7 : 4 : 4 .

55 . 7 : 4 : 9 .
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the height of the other, and as time, every part of it, from morning

to evening’\^

VII

NATURE-^iERRIFIC AND AUSPICIOUS :

Arurar refers to the Visvarupa as well. In that form the

dome of the universe is the crown of His head”'‘Anta kapdlam

cenni'\^'^ “The purdnic forms sometimes represent this terrific

form. Therefore, the exclamation, ‘We are afraid of serving you,

who go beyond this universe and stay there away from the

Beyond”.^® But all that is the speech of the loving damsel en-

joying it all, as the Beauty of her Beloved.

Nature has two sides, the terrific and the auspicious, which

according to Bhanddrkar, develops into the worship of Siva and

Visnu. He hastens to add that gradually also He has become

auspicious, Rudra being Himself Siva. Hie word Siva is impor-

tant, meaning as it does, the auspicious. The terrific aspect of

the Lord becomes the lovely form of the Absolute. It becomes

the form of universal love. From the very beginning, Rudra is

the Lord of the sinners and the down-fallen. He lovingly carries

all that is discarded by the world, as ugly, useless, terrific and

fierce, the bones, the serpent, the wild flowers, the fire, the tiger,

and the elephant and the ghosts. Who else will love them if not

He, the lover and the Lord? To the mystics, these become the

ornaments and the companion of the Lord:

“Enafcfcom pummila vdmaiyum puntankd rerumerik

Kdrmkkdt tirrontar kanfarm colliyun kdmurave

Mdnaitto lonrai yututtup pulittdl piyarkumittu

Ydnaittol porppa tarintdmel 'mmivark katpatdme^\^^

“He adorns Himself with the teeth of the boar and tortoise, rides

on the bull in the forest, with the skin of the deer, tiger and the

elephant and his bhaktas seeing these speak as they like intoxi-

cated with divine love”.

56. 7:73:1.

57. 7:22:2.

58. 7:2:2.

59. 7:18:4.
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TRANSCENDENCE

:

The Lord is thus inside the world becoming the world itself

but He is beyond it all. The story of Vi?nu and Brahma not

knowing the beginning or the end of the pillar of fire appearing

before them emphasizes this great truth.

Arurar is not a mere Nature mystic. He intuits God in Nature
and as transcending Nature. The Lord is not only in the Uni-

verse; He is the nectar dancing in joy beyond the Universe of

all Universes.^^ He is also beyond the Universe transcending it.^^

The Universe is but matter and He spiritualizes it. He is the One
great Light of all eight points of the compass.®^ He has vivified

the body; He has entered the flesh and become the life.®^ Thus
He is the kith and kin of all.®®

IX
NATURE AND WORSHIP:

We have referred to the *Astamurta^ of our God which our
poet mentions often.®^ The conception of this Astamurta is accord-

ing to Tamil epic Manimekalai, the quintessence of Saivism;^^
therefore, this becomes important in our study of Arurar*s Saivism,

Nature is the form of the Lord to be worshipped: ^^Tdrmldtu ulaka^

is indeed true. The kingdom of God is not only inside

our soul but also there before us in the form of this world wherein
we play on the lap of Mother UmJd. The Lord teaches us as this

great Mother: '^Karpanai karpitto katavul/*^^ Thanks to His Grace,
we begin to contemplate and imagine His form as best as we can
and though all these symbols and images are as nothing compared
to Him, He at once enters and expands in the mind thus contem-
plating on Him

—

^^Pdvippdr manam pdvikkanpdn”

60. 7:70:10.

61. 7:12:2.

62. 7:2:2.

63. 7:72:10.

64. 7:88:3.

65. 7:97:1.

66. 7:1:7; 7:9:3; 7:16:7; 7:27:8; 7:28:6; 7:30:2; 7:30:3; 7:40:4; 7:47:8;
7:59:2; 7:62:6; 7:68:3; 7:80:8; 7:83:5; 7:86:6; 7:96:8.

66a. Ch. 29, U. 89-95,

67. Ap., 40:1.

68. 7:58:2.

69. 7:57:2.
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Nature is looked upon as the very form of Godhead wor-

shipped by our poet. Clparppatam mountain is to Arurar the

very Lord and our poet describes the mountain in his

therefore without speaking of the Lord. Our poet is speaking also

of Vellataf^ in similar terms. The description of the mountain

scenes of Clparppatam assumes therefore a great significance.

Sandilya Sutra compares the creation proceeding from God

with the creation of poetry or any work of art proceeding from

the imagination of the poet or artist. This gives us a better

understanding of the poetry of our saint. We have a picture of

idealized or deified love, the very essence of Godhead. This world

is a world of love, the happy family of all beings, the very heaven

on earth and this reminds us of the social aspect of Arurar^s reli-

gion where the soul is another form of God. A verse in Saiva-

samayaneri explains why we would love our neighbours as our-

selves: “Every living being is the form of the Lord. Realizing

this, love all living beings. The love of men or followers of the

Lord, is more important than the love of the Lord. This is what

is called the cult of Atiydrs or Bhaktas. The heart of Arurar beats

in unison with the hearts of the suffering humanity. This is the

motive force of the various hymns addressed to the world at large.

We have noticed that the pure soul of his, oftentimes so identifies

with the sinners and the deluded, that he feels their faults are his,

and cries to the Lord in repentance for all.

To our poet. Nature is the beautiful form of the Lord. This

has been explained in detail in our study of the mystic value of

the hymns. We saw Appar asserting that God has no form other

than that of the Mother Goddess Umd, which we know is the

embodiment of Arul or Grace and that God has no garment other

than this world which therefore is the form of the Mother or

Grace.*^^ Arurar continuing this tradition speaks of God adorning

Himself with 'AruV of no misery— ""AHalil arule purmivdn'\^^

(There is another reading ^purivdn* instead of ^punaivdn'). He
is the very form of this universe— He is the male and

70. No. 79.

71. 7:29.

72. 7:40:9.

73. 7:5S:3.

74. 7:3:8.
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the female and all formsJ® He is himself the father and mother

of all the living beings and He is their chiefs® He has become

Himself all the forms.'^^ He is the male, the female and the neuter,

but His form is not bornJ® Sometimes, as we have often pointed

out, our poet sees the Lord as the pure form reflected in nature.

At other times, nature appears to our poet as worshipping the

Lord very much like himself. We know of his vision of the world

as a Gurukula. He sees the same picture in nature where the

rivers, mountains, trees, animals, elephants, monkeys and bees cir-

cumambulate, worship and sing the glories of the Lord and where

the parrots recite the Vedas. Even inanimate works of men like

ships worship Him. In all these places, one feels, that he is identi-

fying himself with these comrades in worship, of whom he seems

to be proud. The children, the crabs and the bees all round, all

remind him of the glory of the Lord as much as the majestic sea

and the terrific flood. Art also becomes a part of nature and he

sees the beauty of the Lord in the gopurams adorning themselves

with the crescent moon attaining, as it were, Sdrupya. Music,

dance and poetry are all forms of the Lord who is Himself

an artist.

X
UNIVERSALISM :

The universal love of our poet may be better understood by
our realizing the wide scope of his poetic interest which sees

Beauty everywhere, A list of the flora and fauna of his poetry

will help us here. The various kinds of bamboos, the sugar-cane,

the various kinds of paddy and grains, the cocoanut, the arecanut,

the palmyra and the varieties of the plantains are often found men-
tioned along with the aloe, the sandal, the mango, the venkai, the

konku, the punnai, the ndlaX, various kinds of the jack tree, the

mard, the vanni, the kalli, the marutam, the dtti and ^he takaram.

Elam (cardamom), ilavankam (clove), takkolam, inci (ginger),

milaku and kari (pepper varieties) are his favourites as much as

the kantal, muntal and the munci grass. Some of these are food

like paddy, others are famous for their fragrance, still others for

75. 7:3:9. .

76. 7:53:3; 7:75:4.

77. 7:40:9.

78. 7:28:6.

T. 146
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the shade, many more for their fruits, a few others for their

flowers and a fewer still for their spices.

The heaven of poets is the heaven of flowers and our poet

refers to the blooming konku, venkai, punnai, kurd, makil (vaku-

lam), kullai, kuruntam, konrai, cerunti, mallikai, mullai, mavval,

mdtavi, kurukkatti, cenpakam and the varieties of the sword

flower, tdlai, kaitai and ketakai, sometimes losing himself in the

contemplation of the beauty of the metamorphoses of their bud into

flower and fruit.

The beautiful water flowers of all varieties whose distinctions

the later generations have forgotten occupy in our poet the unique

position of beauty

—

karunkuvalai, cenkuvalai, kalunir, cenkalurvir,

kdvi, neytalj nilam, centdmarai, puntarikam, kamalam, aravintam,

pankayam, muntakam, alii (dmpal, pdnal)

.

The floods of the Kdviri, KolUtam, Pdldru, Cirrdru,

Muttdru and Nlvd rush down to carry spices, fruits, fragrant wood,

yak tail, and elephant tusk, precious stones, pearls, coral and gold

with bees, conches and fish to enrich the country.

The favourite birds of our poet are not only the koel, the

peacock, the dove, the parrot, but also the owl, the crow, the wild

cock and generally all the birds, the kuruvi. The water birds have

the beauty of their own and our poet refers to kuruku, venkuruku,

ndrai, annam and anvil (is it a water bird?) which abound in the

fertile lands enriched by the floods.

Amongst the insects the bee is the highly popular one with

our poets, more attractive to them than the birds. The six-legged

(arupatam) which is the characteristic feature of all insects, is

reserved for the bees by the poets and people of this country. The
loving eye of the poet distinguishes a variety among these— vantu,

tenvantu, nimiru, curumpu, ali and he notes their life of love with

reference to kdlai vantu and petal vantu and loses his heart in

their hum and dance round the nectar of flowers {dtal ali) . Even
the tiny fly does not escape the keen and loving attention of our

poet (mtu) . The monkeys— our poet mentions a variety of them,

mucu, mucukkalai, kuranku, kulaikkurunku, katuvan, manti and
enjoys their life of love and looks upon their pranks as a dance—
the dark buffalo, the crow, and the bull, the loving couple of

elephants, the must elephant, and the varieties of deer— pulvdy,

kalai^ pullimdn, marai, the boar— occupy the happy land of our
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poet. He mentions the dli, perhaps in the sense of a lion; for,

otherwise it is a fabulous animal. The floods carry though not

the yak, its tail. The fox intensifies the desolation of the grave-

yard.

The fish, moving, jumping and darting in the rushing flood

and in the sleeping ponds are glimpses of divine beauty to the

poet; vdlaiy cenkayal are his favourites with the vaml (the vari

vardl) cel, kentai and malanku (serpent fish) occupying the next

place in his heart. The ‘citrd^ or the shark is also mentioned; so

is makaram. It is not clear whether it means the crocodile or the

shark itself or the fabulous makaram so beautifully conceived and

chiselled out by the sculptors of the time of Arurar. The crabs,

their movement, their appearance and their variety, ncmtu, pulli

nalli and alavan have all attracted his attention along with the

sacred conches ippi, canku, mukaram, valampuri, calancalam,

pearls, taralam, muttam, nittilam, and coral-reefs described as coral

creepers (pavalakkoti) are all carried in the floods, with gold and

gems together with peacock feathers and yak tails and elephant

tusks*



chapter II

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE DRAMA OF CREATION

I

THEORIES ON TIME :

The world is space-time-cause. Tolkdppiyam speaks of the

world as the basis for all acts, being characterized by space and

time.^ Space makes possible co-existence; and time introduces

sequence wherein our feeling of uniformity of nature takes this

sequence for consequence or cause and effect. The whole drama

thus starts. The great magician, or Lord, God, wonderfully

becomes all these and the actor and the background. He is not

these but He has become all of them. He is the 'adhistuna’ or the

basis and the words and bring out this truth. Amongst

the many things the Lord becomes, we have found mentioned the

Sun and the Moon. These, as universal clocks, measure tii^ie—
time cannot be measured otherwise because it cannot be spread

out as space. Therefore, resort is made to signs or marks in space

like the moving Sun, like the hands of the clock (This is what

the old Tamil commentators term 'cdrttiyalattaV)

,

He is also the

alternating day and night, the darkness and the light, the smaller

units of time, measuring time as well as the lives of the living

beings, cooking, to use the phrase of the Upanisad, everything and

making possible the history of the universe,

'Maitriyupanisad’ speaks of the two forms of the Brahman,
the time and the timeless; that which begins with the Sun, and
that which is prior to the Sun; that which has parts and that

which has no parts.^ It is the timeless that has become the time.

Our poet speaks of the Lord as standing as the time and the Sun.®

It either means that He is the time and its measurer or better

that He is the eternal time, the ^aksayakdla' of the Gltd^ and the

1 . 3 : 1 : 14 .

2 . 7 : 19 : 9 .

3 . 7 : 40 : 2 .

4 . Vi. 15 .

5 . 7 : 19 : 9 .

6 . 10 : 33 .
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fleeting time represented by the Sun with whom begins time of

parts.

Varied are the theories about time. Physical time of the

mathematicians is relative and differs according to the velocity

of the particular system of reference in the space time continuum.

The psychological time, which is also that of the grammarian,

speaks of the past, the present and the future. To some, the past

is real and to others the future alone is real, while to the third

the present alone exists. Psychological time as duration is rela-

tive to our mental condition appearing long in retrospect if it had

been pleasant, short in retrospect if it had been unpleasant. As
for the philosophers’ conception of time they never agree: Kant

and others speak of time as the pure form of our sensuous

intuition. To Bergson, time is not the spatialized time we talk of,

but the la^duree^ a ceaseless flow— the integral unity, the only

real, the Becoming of all things. To Alexander, time is the

mind of space and space is the body of time and the Deity has

to emerge out of the womb of these. To Bradley, it is an

appearance, though it must somehow belong to the Absolute. He
points out the perpetual puzzle of time: “If you take time as a

relation between units without duration, then the whole time

has no duration, and is not time at all. But, if you give duration

to the whole time, then at once the units themselves are found

to possess it; and they thus cease to be units. Time in fact is

‘before’ and ‘after’ in one; and without this diversity, it is not

time. But these differences cannot be asserted of the unity; and

on the other hand and failing that, time is helplessly dissolved”.’^

This reminds us of the Theory of Indetermination in the Modern
Physics of the Atom.

To the Buddhists, time is a form contributed by the mind
and not a constituent of the world. To the Nyaya-Vaisesika

schools, it is real being, one of the dravyas. If it is 'this insoluble

puzzle which makes Alice observe, “I think you might do some-

thing better with the Time than waste it asking riddles with no

answers”.

To the mystics, it is the Mdyd of the Lord. To them Maya
is not illusion but the inexpressible art and play of the

7. Appearance and Reality, p. 39.
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‘Citsaktx, all intended to save the soul, to attract and educate it

so as to become one with the Lord. In view of this perpetual

puzzle of time, it is looked upon sometimes as the great magician,

or the Brahman, to be contemplated upon for achieving salvation

and freedom from Time and therefore the Maitrl Upanisad assures

us *‘Ya/i hdlam Brahma iti upasdta, kdlah tasya atiduram

apasarati”— ‘From him who worships time as Brahman time runs

away too iar\

There is a school of thought amongst Indian Philosophers;

they are the ‘Kdlavddins' who look upon the Absolute as time

and this school is found explained in the Tamil Anthology Perun-

tirattu under Kdlavddam. This is criticized in the Svetdsvatara

Upanisad itself. Therefore Upanisad Vidyd of contemplating on

Time as a symbol of Brahman is different from this Kdlavdda.

J1

THE AGAMIC THEORY :

Arurar in addition to the reference to the Vedas which must

include in the context, the Upanisads, speaks also of Agamas

referring to God as He who blesses the followers of Agamic con-

duct ^^Ammdne dkamacilark karul nalkum tammdne'\^ There-

fore, the Agamic theory of time may be referred to here. There

are two schools of Agamic thought; one, which looks upon this

universe as being evolved as the play of His ^CitsaktV and which

therefore ultimately believes in monism; the other which looks

upon the universe as being evolved out of Mdyd which is con-

sidered a separate category as real as God Himself. But, both of

them agree in the main about the various stages of this evolution.

God thinks of evolution and there develops a stress within the

matrix or Mdyd which begins thereby to vibrate. Evolution thus

starts; knowledge, will or desire and activity arise and there come

the first five stages, according to the different proportions of these

saktis. These five are beyond time and therefore called eternal.®

These are the Suddha or pure tattvas. The 24 tattvas of the

Sdnkhyas are the impure tattvas forming the end of this evolu-

tion. In between these two, the pure and the impure, occur the

seven tattvas, called Suddhdsuddha (Pure-impure) tattvas. These

8. 7:96:6.

9. jSivajndna Cittiyar, Sut 1:66.
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seven and the other 24 are not called eternal for they are all

in time. Of these seven, the first to be evolved is Time itself.

Next comes ‘NiyatV or order to determine activity; it introduces
the uniformity of Nature, the causal law. Kdla, which is next
evolved, removes the darkness of Anava in which the soul is

enshrouded revealing thereby the latter’s power of activity.

Vidydtattva, evolved next, reveals the soul’s power of knowledge.
Rdgatattva, which follows, kindles in the souls a desire for enjoy-
ment, according to their respective karnxa. When this scheme is

thus prepared the soul is generally ready for its entrance into
specific bodies to start on its individual history when the 24
asuddha tattvas are evolved for building up its body. Ardrar
speaks of 96 elements, which are the finished products which make
up this body.^o The 96 elements or tattvas are: Anma tattvam—
24; Nadi— 10; Avastd— 5; Malam— 3; Gunam— 3; MaTulalam—
3; Pini— 3; Vikdram— 8; Adhdrarn— 6; Dhdtu— 7; Marapu—
10; Kocam— 5; Vdyil— 9.

Ill

ARCRAR ON TIME :

Therefore, when the world is mentioned by our poet who may
be taken to have known this Agamic scheme, we may take it as

referring to the frame work of this space, time and causality all

referring to the wonderful play of magician, the Lord. Our poet
often speaks of ‘Mdyam\ when referring to the Universe and its

life; the life is ^mdyam\^'^ ^Mdyam^ is not mere illusion though our
poet uses it in that sense as well, but more often it probably refers

to the magic of the Lord, the creative genius working wonders.
Therefore, in other places, our poet addresses the Lord as

‘Arputan' Mayan has been used for describing Visnu. Even
as Krsna is spoken of as the ‘Cheat’, ^iva also is addressed by our
poet as ^Patiraif— the Cheat.^2 jg the wonder where contradic-

tions are resolved; that is the wonder of wonders. Even Sankara
accepts the universe as real as against the Buddhists but accord-

ing to him it is relatively real being transcended rather than
negatived by the Absolute. Sankara even speaks of the Lord

10. 7:8:3.

11. 7:56:8; 7:78:1; 7:95:7.

11a. 7:20:3.

12. 7:86:7.
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appearing as though a man for blessing the world: ^^Dehavdn iva

juta iva sa Ldkdnugraham kurvan laksyate^^ in explaining the

conception of incarnation in his commentary on the Gita.

Our poet refers to the Lord being the Time,^^ both as Before

and After-relation and as Past, Present and Future. He is Tomor-

row, Today and Yesterday the day and night,i5 the daylight and

darkness.^® The Lord is not within Time. Therefore, there is no

Before or After, no beginning or no endj^"^ or to say the same
thing, “He is the Before and the After’\^® He has become the

Beginning and the End.^® These terms 'Mun, Pin^ may refer to

space and time. He is one whole infinite— Ananta. It is im-

possible to know His beginning.^o He transcends all causes. He
is the beginning, the womb of all.^i He is the beginning of every-

thing,^ but His beginning is not known. He never dies or He is

never born, and He never grows old^s unlike others placed on this

sharp edge of the sword of fire called Day, cutting and cooking

them all. The Lord is beyond Time and that is the significance of

the purdnic story of the Lord as Kdlahdla destroying Kdla or

Death for the sake of Mdrkkamda. Our poet suggests that the Lord
will do the same for all his followers .24 The conception of Kdla-

kdla, according to the Svetdsvatara Upanisad reveals the delusion

of those men who think of Time as the cause of creation. This

Upanisad explains the theory that the entire world is eternally

enveloped by Siva who is Kdlakdla and who is of the nature of

consciousnesses

The Maitrl, Upanisad refers to an ancient old verse :

« >ip.g
^bat cooks created things.

All things, indeed, in the Great Soul (mahdtman)

13. 7; 19: 9.

14. 7:40:3.

15. 7:2:10.

16. 7:59:10; 7:59:3.

17. 7:44:7.

18. 7:77:6.

19. 7:92:4.

20. 7:57:3.

21. 7:12:3.

22. 7:64:3.

23. 7:18:1.

24. 7:55:1.

25. vi. 1, 2.
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In what, however, Time is cooked—
Who knows that, he the Veda knows.

Time itself is cooked and swallowed away. The Kathopanisad
speaks of the creation becoming the food of the Brahman where
Kdla is the 'upasecana\ The Lord for saving the soul appears
within the frame of space and time and He is realized

by the soul in and through time through all forms of God in

which He is incarnating Himself as Beauty in Nafure and Art and
as Guru in Man, He being always inside the sacred temple of the

hearts of the souls even as He is inside all Nature. The whole
evolution is sometimes explained as the significance of the story

of Dasdvatdra and Mdnikkavdcakar speaks of the soul taking the

forms of various living beings described by our modern evolu-

tionists.27 But Arurar in speaking of the Astamurta is really

speaking of every soul being the Temple of God, Brahmapuri and
not of any particular history.

ly

PURPOSE OF CREATION ;

The purpose of this divine play of creation where the formless

assumes form is as already stated the salvation of the soul. We
have referred to this, from the point of the Lord entering the soul

to save it.2S We can now refer to the creation in its march, through

time, to the timeless salvation. Out of pity for the souls tossed

about in the ocean of karma, the Lord has blessed them with salva-

tion and increase^Sa (which remind us of the ^sreyas and preyas*

of the Upanisads)

.

The soul has to go through the various ex-

periences of the world to be purified for ultimately hankering
after the Lord. As already pointed out, “the Lord exhibits His

magic, making us realize our birth when He inspires us to ex-

perience the mind which never forgets Him, for aU of which He
gives us this body, so that those who contemplate on Him with
their mind, as the One ever remaining in their eye, may see Him
He has entered this world as one inside this earth’ '.29 Beautiful

nature, wherein the purdnic Lord of mystic glory presides enabling

the soul to attain salvation is described in a verse by our poet

26. R. E, Hum&, op. cit, p. 434.

27. Tiruv&cakam : Civapurdnam—ll, 26-31.

28. 7:21:3.

28a. Promotion ^'Vttuperu and dkkam*— 7:38:7.

29. 7;95;7.

T. 147
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wherein he rolls together the beautiful nature, the purdnic persona-

lity of the Lord and the historic march towards salvation. ‘‘It is

the beautiful spot where the koel sings in the midst of creepers;

it is the beautiful spot where the peacocks dance; it is the

beautiful spot of the Lord who had swallowed the poison; it is the

beautiful spot where the karmas cease; it is the beautiful spot

where the wealth of moksa is gained; it is the beautiful spot of

the damsel of Grace”. Our poet describes the way of the Lord

in another verse: “He blesses us with gold and reality. He makes

us enjoy the happiness of the world and the bliss of salvation

{tiru) . Then he pardons the excesses. He makes us submit to Him
so that all the sins may fly away. Ah! He is one who cannot be

known categorically. But He is our Father”.^! The poet there-

fore asserts, “He is concentrating Himself determined to give

salvation”— ‘^Muttikku onrindn”

Our poet speaks of the Lord as ‘U|i'33 or the aeons, the Lord

becoming the aeons.^^ The significance of this conception of aeons

is very well brought out in the following passage :

“It is remarkable that in an age when the rest of the world

had made little history, the seers of India could imagine long

stretches of time, extending over millions of years. The theory

of the four ages (catur-yuga) does not mean that the time-

process is cyclical, but rather that it is like a spiral. Nor does it

mean that the four yugas should necessarily succeed one another.

All the ages are all the time there. And, the progress of the

world implies that Kali, Dvdpara, and the Treta should to a greater

and greater extent, get sublimated in Krta-yuga. Krta in the

terminology of the game of dice is the highest throw which in-

cludes all the others. Krta-yuga, also called Satya-yuga, thus

means the whole age, of which the others are but parts and
distortions. It is towards this age that the entire creation is

moving. It is the age of Truth, Peace, and Harmony. I think

that the world is moving towards peace, i.e., Ahimsd, The way
of violence has been tried for ages and has been found wanting”:

Thus wrote Mahatma Gandhi declaring his faith in cosmic progress.

30. 7:10:3.

31. 7:59:1.

32. 7:62:5.

33. 7:50:6,

34. 7:40:2.
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He had also the vision to see that India has a major contri-

bution to make towards world-welfare, and led her through the

gates of freedom by the novel strategy of peace and love. “I do

believe’', he said, “that if India has patience enough to go through

the fire of suffering, and to resist any unlawful encroachment upon

its own civilization which, imperfect though it undoubtedly is, has

hitherto stood the ravages of time, she can make a lasting contri-

bution to the peace and solid progress of the world”. Now that

India has, under the guidance of the Mahatma, passed through the

fire of suffering, the stage is set for her to march along the road

to world-perfection. She has a primary part to play in the great

cosmic drama of Time whose sole purpose is to unveil the face

of Eternity, to usher in the satyayuga?^

The truth of this statement about this cosmic drama of the

alchemy of soul-making is well brought out by the following line

of Arurar: “This is the beautiful spot where He is contemplated

with a firm resolve for many aeons for achieving salvation”

It is significant that the poet speaks of the Lord becoming

aeons being at the same time our kith and kin: “l/rauum uliyum

dya Perumdn^.^'^ These words suggest that all this march of aeons

is for the benefit of us all so that we may become one with Him

and His eternal bliss.

V

THE MOMENTARY AND THE ETERNITY — PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY

:

Our poet speaks at times of his experience of the Lord as

occurring on one particular day. The experience which occurs is

eternal though the realization, because of the exigencies of our

speech, is to be referred within the time order without which no

worldly speech is possible. That is the case with all mystics.

Vaughan is describing his experience of eternity in the following

lines :

“I saw Eternity the other night,

Like a great ring of pure and endless light,

All calm, as it was bright;

35. Time and the Timeless by Dr. T. M. P. Mahadevan, ‘Principal Miller

Lectures’, 1953, pp. 82-84.

36. 7:10:10.

37. 7:50:6.
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All round beneath it, Time in hours, days, years,

Driven by the spheres

Like a vast shadow moved; in which the world

And all her train were hurled.”

Here he remembers it as an occurrence of the other night even

as our poet speaks of it as occurring on one particular day.®®

Therefore, the Nobel Poet Laureate T. S. Eliot speaks thus :

“ To apprehend

The point of intersection of the timeless

With time is an occupation for the saint.”

That moment of intersection is really eternal, though it has

to be expressed to us in our language as a point of time. Our
poet speaks of the Lord as the eternity of the music of the harp

thus helping us to realize the eternity or the Timeless though

experienced in this world as a point of time even as we experience

the eternal music or art in a moment and lose ourselves in

eternity.®®

The significance of this conception of time or the Philosophy of

history is brought out in the passages given in the note below

:

NOTE

:

Eternal Life :

“The rapture of unitive life here is momentary and is only

a foretaste of the eternal bliss Beyond. Time is a rapid succession

of events, physical and psychical, and is a fleeting flux without

any fixity or stability. It is particular and perishing as the past

is past and the present glides away and the future is yet to be.

Time as an endless series is self-contradictory as it implies conti-

nuity and discontinuity. The past, the present and the future are

disparate as the past is only retrospected, the present is actual and

the future is anticipated and yet the past flows into the present

and the present glides into the future without any break or bar.

Endless duration is thus self-discrepant and it is the bad infinite.

Some say that space-time is real and that the self and deity

emerge later on. Others divinize time. It is not the specious

present or totem simul or the willed change. Time is not being

38 . 7 : 2 ; 5
;
7 : 17 : 9.

39 . 7 : 6 : 7 .
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and becoming since static existence is as unthinkable as perpetual

or infinite motion. History as a connected record of events in

time given in sense-perception is midway between sense-perception

which deals with particular events and philosophy which deals

with truth which is true at all times and in all places and to all

persons. While some think apocalyptically of continuous progress,

the good time that is coming and the golden age of the advent of

God^s kingdom in the future, others refer to the golden age in the

past. Still others are pessimistic as they refer to a gradual

deterioration of life or regress and impending gloom. Still others

feel that the world is like a dog’s curly tail which neither pro-

gresses nor declines and think of cycles. Still others think that

the universe contains many possibilities and the present order is

the one actualized by the creative will of God as His play. But
the mystic experience is different from all these diagrams and

dialectic descriptions of the mere speculative philosopher. The
mystic’s intuition of Brahman exceeds the limitations of space-

time-cause and the map-making intellect and it is immutable and
eternal. The parindmic process of prakrti and the contractions of

karma are transfigured and transcended in the Eternal. But
prakrti and the Self are not destroyed or devoured by the

Absolute. They are not sterilized or sublated as, to the mystic

seer, time is a moving image of eternity or, as the eternal, in and
beyond the temporal. Brahman is the home of the eternal per-

fections of truth, goodness and beauty and the mystic ascends

gloriously by the straight and shining pathway of the gods to the

Absolute or Brahman beyond. He goes from the temporal to the

eternal, from darkness to light and from the immanent and infinite

to the transcendental beyond all language and thought and enjoys

the integral experience of Brahman (paripurnia Brahmdnuhhava)

.

The attainment of the Absolute is the one aim of all mystics and
it has its fruition in realizing Brahman in all beings and all beings

in Brahman as the twin experiences of spirituality and service,”^®

The Philosophy of History :

'‘The philosophy of history brings out the possibility of uni-

versal salvation or sarva mukti and thus offers a corrective to

subjectivism which may arise from immanental mysticism. The
meaning of history is gradually unfolded as the revelation of the

40. Mystics and Mysticism, pp. 413-415,
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eternal in the temporal. History chronicles, events given in sense-

perception in the order in which they occur. In the scientific

sense, sequence is explained as consequence and facts are explain-

ed in terms of cause and effect in a connected way as karma> But

this view is mechanical as it does not reveal the inner purpose of

historic events. History needs God as Providence who brings good

out of evil and there is one increasing purpose running through

the ages. But progress is often followed by regress and the natural

order often conflicts with the moral order. Besides, God does not

depend on man for the furtherance of His purpose. History is

said to be stained with the blood of martyrs and the tragedies of

unmerited suffering and there seems to be so much caprice and

cruelty in the world that they shake one’s faith in Providence and

in the triumph of virtue. A higher view of history is that it refers

to Isvara as the moral Ruler who metes out justice impartially to

everyone according to the merits of the karma of individuals.

Karma has a twofold meaning, scientific and moral; in the former

sense, it is the law of causality on the moral level; isvara metes

out justice impartially to everyone according to his deserts, and

the jiva alone is responsible for his deeds. In a higher sense,

God’s righteousness is rooted in redemption and karma has its ful-

filment in krpa or Divine mercy. But it is difficult to decide

whether Grace is the result of karma or is unconditioned and

spontaneous. History finally marks the progress of soul-making

by Divine Love and then the soul reunites with God and is made

godly, leading to sarvamukti or universal salvability. The philo-

sophy of history is the revelation of the Eternal in the temporal

in the interests of the moulding of the mystic. To the mystic,

becoming rests on the bosom of being in the Ocean Pacific of the

All Self or Vasudeva. As Milton says, Eternity greets our bliss

with an individual kiss and by contacting God it is eternalized and

no longer returns to mortality. Thus history starts with the tem-

poral, then expounds the eternal in the temporal and is fulfilled

in the vision of the eternal beyond the temporal”.

VI

THE GOLDEN AGE— PAST OR FUTURE :

In dealing with this question of time we may refer to the

people who emphasize the importance of the Past. They swear

41. Mystics and Mysticism, pp. 373-375.
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by the ancient tradition or 'Sampraddya\ In so far as this school

insists on the social side of the rehgious experience, it has a value

provided it does not forget that salvation or moksa it is beyond

time from which there can be no return to the order of time. Our
poet does not break away from the past tradition. He is using the

old purdnic stories for delivering his message He refers to the

Agamas and Vedas and the various kinds of worship prevalent in

his age. But to him they are all the outward forms which become
significant and important only when inspired with the love for

God. He has in a sense revolutionized at least some of the stories,

for instance, that of Bhiksdtana, There are others who expect the

golden age, not in the Past but in the Future. They see a pro-

gress in the world and in the possibility of perfectability in man.

If this is not a belief in the day of judgment, our poet also may
be taken to belong to this school for along with other mystics, he

believes in the universal salvation of all living beings. It is very

difficult to say whether he believed that the history is a march of

progress or decline or a wave with its crest and trough alternat-

ing, though he firmly believes in the ultimate purpose of all this

universe is the salvation of all hving beings. All our attempts are

aimed at achieving happiness. Some think that it can be achieved

in this very world. Others promise this happiness in a future

world. Our poet speaks of ^Vdnakam* or the world of the Devas

in terms of the tradition of his days. But that is only a reference

and not his message. He is also believing in the possibility of

this world being the seat of divine bliss. Has he not described

this world as the very form of the Lord? But the ‘Vl^^uperu*

which he speaks of is beyond Time and Space though he has neces-

sarily to describe it in terms of space and time.

VII

OPTIMISM AND PESSIMISM :
,

These remarks may suggest that our poet is an optimist. Man
is after all an incorrigible optimist. But at least in some hymns

there is a current of pessimism running through. The following

references bring out the miseries of the world, the ocean of births

and deaths, the beautiful ford of youth being washed away by the

Hood, the sensitive body unable to bear even the pressure of a

grain, the sudden transformation of marriage festivity into a funeral

mourning, the tyranny of the five high way robbers of our senses,

the trap of death, the vily net spread out by deceitful women, the
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heap of flesh and blood misnamed body, the thatched shed of a

body built by nerves and bones, the unreliability of this world

and its people, the declining life tapering into nothing in the end,

the life of a dew-drop before the hot sun, the life of delusion,

ignorance and sin which brings nothing but tears when one thinks

of it.

NOTE:

They are quoted in original as their meaning has already been
given.^

''Nalvd yilceytdr natuntdr ututtdr naraittd rirantdr enrund
nillattil

Colldyk kalikinratu'^

^^Porivd yilivvain tinaiyu maviyap porutu^^

^'Piravik katalnin tiyerV*

*‘0}upunar karaiyd milamai yuranki vilittd lokkumip piravV^ ^

^^Pulanain tumayan kiyakan kulaiyap poruve lornaman tamar-

tdm naliya

Alaman tumayan kiyayar vatanmun

“Oru

Vdlunra varuntum utampitanai makildtu

^^Manakko lamate pinkkd lamatdm piravi^^^^

“Van-ar nutaldr valaippat tatiyen^^^^

'‘Aivarkontin kdttavdti dlkuUppat tdluntuven

‘^Matta ydnui yeri mannar cula varuvirkdl
Cetta poti Idru millai

“Tdrra muntel marana muntu tuyara manai vdlkkai
Mdrra muntel vanca muntu

42. Vol III

43. 7:3:1.

44. 7:3:2.

45. 7:3:3.

46. 7:3:4.

47. 7:3:5.

48 7:3:6.

49. 7:3:7.

50. 7:3:9.

51. 7:5:1.

52. 7:7:1.

53. 7:7:2.
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^*Cetiko Idkkai cenru cenru tiyntollai v^mun
Vatikol karyt^r vancanaiyut pattu mayahkat&

^^Vdlvar kanpir nammu laivar vanca manatfire

Ydva rdlu mikalappattin kallalil vUdte'^^

**Arittu namme laivar vantin kdralaippdn porutpdl

Ciritta palvdy ventalaipo yurppuran cerdmun^^^

*^Poyyar kaijytir vdlkkai ydlar pottataippan porutpdl

Maiyal konfvr^*^’^

^^Kdca ntkkik kurra nikkic cerramana nikki

Vdca malku kulali ridrkal vancamanai vdlkkai

Acai nikki**^^

^^Inpa mvjntel tunpamuntu elaimanai vdpckaV^^^

^^Tantai ydrum tavvai ydrum ettunaic cdrvdkdr

Vantu nammd tullaldvi vdnaneri kdttum
Cintaiyire nencimre*^^

*‘Iraikalo ticainta inpam inpatto ticainta vdlvu

Paraikilit tanaiya porvai*^^^

**tjnmicai yutirak kuppai yoruporu lildta mdyam
Mdnmarit tanaiya nokka matantaimdr matikku minta
Mdnutap piravV^^

^Arupatum pattu mettu mdrino pancu ndnkum
Turuparit tanaiya nokkic collirron rdkac colldr**^^

*^ColUti lellai yillai cuvaiyildp petal vdlvu
Nallatdr kurai pukku nalamika arinte nallen^^^

**Narampind telumpu katti nacaiyino ticaivon rilldk

Kurampaivdyk kutiyi runtu^^^^

^^Manamena makiLvar munne makkaltdy tantai currain

Pinamenac cutuvar pertte piraviyai

54. 7:7:3, ,

55. 7; 7; 4.

56. 7:7:5.

57. 7:7:6.

58. 7:7:7.

59. 7:7:8.

60. 7:7:9.

61. 7:8:1.

62. 7:8:2.

63. 7:8:3.

64. 7:8:4.

65. 7:8:5.

66. 7:8:6.
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^^Tdlvenum tanmai vittut tanattaiye manattil vaittu

Vdlvate karutit tontar marumaikkon riyakilldr

Alkulip patta potu alakkanil oruvarkkdvar^^^’^

**Utiramr iraiccik kuppai etuttatu malakkuk kaimel

Varuvatdr mdyak kuraV^^^

*^Poyttanmait tdya rtidyap porvaiyai meyyen reivnum

Vittakat tdya vdlvu^^^^

*^Mdnuta vdlkkaiyon rdkak karutitir kanmr pilkum^^^^

^‘Emmdn emmanaiyen renak kettanaic cdrvdkdr

Immd yappiravi piran teyiran teyttolinten'^'^^

^^Patiyum curramum perramakkalum pantai yaralar pentirum

Nitiyi limmanai vdlum vdlkkaiyum ninaippolV^'^^

*‘Puranti raintu narampe luntu naraittu niyurai ydrra larnt

Taram purintu ninaippa tdnmai yaritukdn^^'^^

^^Pataiye Idmpaka tdra vdlilum pavvan culntara cdlilum

Kataiye Idmpinait teraivdV^^^

^*Tunci yumpiran tunci rant'iim tuyakka rata mayakkivaV^'^^

^^Inkalakkum utarpiranta variviliyen^^^^

^‘Poyye ceytu purampurame tiriven tannaip pdkdme”'^'^

^^Mariner onkan matanalldr valaiyir pattu matimayanki
Arive yalinten aiydndn^^^^

^^Velankdtu tatonkanndr valaiyutpattun nerimarantu

Mdlankdti marantolinten^^'^^

^Alukku
*^Mdnai nokkiyar kanvalaip pattu varunti ydnurra valvinaik

kanci”^^

67. 7:8r7

68. 7:8:8.

69. 7:8:9.

70. 7:15:8.

71. 7:24:3.

72. 7:35:2.

73. 7:35:3.

74. 7:35:6.

75. 7:35:10.

76. 7:51:3.

77. 7:52:2.

78. 7:52:4.

79. 7:52:5.

80. 7:54:1.

81. 7:54:6.
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^^Cetta pdtinilmun ninru nammaic cilarkal kutic cirippatan

munnam^^^

^^PoUa livvuta laipporu lenru^^^^

^^Kalutai kunkuman tdncuman teyttdl kaippar pdlpuka mar-'

ratupolap

Palutu ndnulan rultatumdrip patucviit talaip patta'mn''^^

^'Naraippu muppotu pinivarum inne nanriyil vinaiye tunin^

teytten

Araitta mancala tdvatai yarinten ancinen namandravar tam-

'‘Punnu naippani venkatir kamtdl pdlum vdlkkai kaUntana
ndlum/^^^

^‘Muntic ceyvinai yimmaikkan naliya murkka nakik kaUntana
kdlamf^^^

“Cirucciri teyirap pdrkat konriyen^^^

^^Alippa raivar puravutai ydrka laiva rumpura vdcara vdntu
KaUttuk hdrpeytu pdyina pinnaik kataimu raiyunak keporai

ydnen
ViUttuk kantanan meypporul tannai’^^^

^^Karrilen kalai kalpala ndrmm^^^^

^‘Kotukka kirrilen anporul tannaik kurran cerram ivaimuta^

Idka

Vitukka kirrilen vetkaiyum cinamum ventil aimpula
nenvaca malla

Natukka murrator muppuvan teyta naman ramarnara kattital

and
Itukka nurranan uyvakai aruldy^^^^

^^Aiva kaiyarai yarava rdki ydtd kontoru kdlavar nmkdr*^^^

^‘Elai radnuta inpinai ndkki yilaiya varvalaip pattirun tinnam

82. 7:59:4.

83. 7:59:6.

84. 7:60:1.

85. 7:60:2.

86. 7:60:3.

87. 7:60:4.

88. 7:60:4.

89. 7:60:5.

90. 7:60:6.

91. 7:60:7.

92. 7:60:8.
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Vdlai tdnpaluk kumnamak kenru vanca valvvmi yu\valaip

patpuk

Kulai mdntartan celkatip pakkam poka mumporu lonzariydta

^^Pinikol dkkai pirappirap pennum itanai mkkV*^^

^^Vatikol kannvnui mapantaiyar tampdl mayala tutxu vancanaik

kitdmdkV^^^

^‘Pdvame purintu akalitan tannil palapakarntala mantuyir

valkkaik

Kdva venrulan tayarntuvl

^^Valvdvatu mdyammitu maryndvatu tinnam

Pdlpdvatu piravikkatal pacindy ceyta paritdn

Tdldtaxam ceymmin^’^’^

^^Pariye cuman tulalvir parinari kiruva tatiyiT

Kurikuviya kurrankolu vdldlara mulave^^^^

'^Ulakke yuntu pataitilt tivait tilappdrkalum cilarkal

Valakke yenir pilaikkem enpar matimdntiya mdntar^'^

“Vdlotiya tatankanniyar valaiyi lahintate

Ndldtiya namandrtamar nanukd

^'Potiyecuman tulalvir poti yavamdvatum ariyir

Matimdntiya vaUyecenru kuUvUvatum vinaiydV^^^^

These references have been discussed in our studies of these

hymns.^^^

All these, he speaks of with reference to those who become

slaves of their passions. Sometimes he identifies himself with the

suffering humanity and attributes all its evils to himself. But he

points out that once people wake up from this sleep and dream

they wake up into the bliss of God.^^^ ‘Where the fool sleeps the

wise is wide awake and where the fool is wide awake the wise

93. 7:60:9.

94. 7:64:2.

95. 7:64:3.

96. 7:64:4.

97. 7:78:1.

98. 7:78:2.

99. 7:78:4.

100. 7:78:5.

101. 7:78:9.

102. Vol. m.
103. 7:60:5.
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falls asleep’: That is the message of the and it is this our

poet also hints at

The fire which is meant for cooking is often used for destruc-

tive purposes for incendiarism by man. But that is not the fault

of the fire. The world is neither good nor evil; it only reflects the

moods of man using or living through it. As our poet says, it is

a mixture of bitter margosa and sweet sugar-cane, a mixture of

pain and pleasure. To the right minded this world itself is the

means to the end. This samsdra cakra or ‘the wheel of life’ is

according to the Svetdsvatara Upanisad the wheel of Brahman or

the Brahma cakra or as Appar has put it this world is the very

form of the Mother.

How is this change of vision to be brought about? Arurar's

words are, ^^Acai nlkki anpu certti'\^^ The difference between

the destructive and constructive attitudes is beautifully described

by our poet in this phrase ''Acai nlkki anpu certti'\ 'AcaV is an

attachment, a slavery to the world and to the senses, all for self

aggrandisement which leads only to restlessness of worldly misery,

whilst 'Anpu' is becoming one with the thing loved, surrendering

the smaller self to the higher self whose form is Bliss. That is

v/hy the mystics denounce the sense pleasures or rather sublimate

and transmute them into the eternal bliss of the Lord. Has not

Appar given expression to this truth in the verse "Mdcil vlnuiyum

mdlai matiyamum"?^^’^ Has not Arurar spoken of the five senses

being the very form of the Lordj^os ^ho becomes the experiences

of these senses and their objects Therefore, what our poet

preaches is not a philosophy of world and life negation but a

philosophy of fulfilment and in that sense it is a philosophy of

world and life affirmation. Our poet looks upon every thing in

this world as the gift of God and he refers to Him for everything

he wants. His wives were to him the gifts of God and as we
have already pointed out even the happiness he, enjoyed with

Cankili is according to our poet the transmuted pleasure of yogia

bliss.^^®

m. Idd.
105. 7:46:2.

106. 7:7:7.

107. 203:1.

106. 7:62:9.
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Part II

SOUL

Introduction

In this part we take up Arurars conception of Soul or 'Atman

and its progress. The Nature of the soul is not discussed separately

but is shown only as revealed by its spiritual progress. Describing

the means of attaining salvation or freedom as a spiritual ladder

is found in all mystic literatures. The conception of the mystics

of the world is as usual taken as our starting point and correlated

with the Agamic conception which Arurar may be taken to have

followed. Carydj Kriyd, Yoga and Jndna have been studied in

our discussion of Arurar s religion. Therefore, the philosophical

implications of these alone are explained in this part of our study

within the background of rituals of other lands. Cekkildr's concep-

tion of Arurar^

s

married life as a spiritual yoga is also elucidated.

The law of Karma becoming the law of love and Grace is also

explained. The ethical mysticism of Arurar emphasizing the im-

portance of the moral path is brought out thus exposing the hollow-

ness of the view that Arurar and other mystics are non-moral if not

immoral. The self-condemnation of Arurar is explained as a

feeling of repentance and conversion rather than as confession of

his moral depravity, a depravity which cannot be reconciled with

the picture of a highly elevated moral life which the poet in all

his sincerity places before his Lord in the isolation of his suffer-

ing and intimacy of his prayer. This alternating feelings of self-

condemnation and self elation are explained as the ebb and flow

of the loving heart. The spiritual process also becomes a process

of love— a holy tapas as distinguished from 'cetit tavam'^ or vain

torture. The doctrine of Grace which is one of the great messages

of Arurar’s poem is explained in the light of the law of Karma
becoming the law of love, where the Lord as the lover of the

beloved becomes the insatiable nectar of divine bliss. Thus is the

way paved for discussing the final goal of divine bliss in terms

of love.

1. 7; 14: a



CHAPTER I

THE LADDER OF LOVE AND AGAMIC WORSHIP

1

OUR POErS METHOD :

We discussed Arurar^s conception of the Universe or Nature,

which is object to a subject. The subject is the spirit or soul.

To start with, the souls are found to be many; they suffer from

ignorance, misery of the cycle of births and deaths and are

caught within the wheel of karma. The false identification with

matter, under which the soul’s 'Cif, ‘Saf and ^Ananda* aspects are

found cribbed, cabinned and confined, slowly ceases. The soul

sees its true worth. It finds that the Soul of the soul is God
within and without—the Sat, Cit and Ananda, the ever existing

Truth, the ever pure Knowledge and Pure Bliss, All Pervasive

and Infinite. The soul realizes that its separatist tendency is

egoism and therefore surrenders itself to the Lord or the Soul of

the soul. It is lost there and experiences the Absolute. Instead of

discussing the characteristics of these souls and God separately,

our poet brings out their mutual relationship and gradual blossom-

ing of the final bliss. We, therefore, follow our poet’s method.

Mystics speak like him of purgation, illumination and Bliss. As
the attachment to the world becomes a force of habit and continues

as such almost to the very end of Sivadarsana, purgation with

consequent illumination may be looked upon as a stage in the

.spiritual progress.

II

THE TEN EFFECTS : DAlSAKARYA OF SAIVISM :

The mystics are blessed with the immediate experience of
God. The Saivites speak of ten stages of spiritual or mystic ex-
perience, as Ten Effects or Dasakdryas. The Dasakdryas, as ex-
plained in Patipacupdcavilakkam, are as follows :

^^Taraimutal ndtamlrdit tanittanik hdntal rupam
Taraimutal ndtamlrdit tarceyal hdntal kdtci

Taraimutal ndtamirdic catamayam enru kantu
Kuruparan aruldl ninkal cuttiydyk kurittukkoUe'’ (1)
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^^Tattuvd mtamtannil cahacavd navama lantdn

Urritum itarkuc cdkki nanerml uyirkku rupam
Citturu ndne enru terale tericanantdn

Murrunar lean munnar mukiUtitd tatankal cutti** (2)

^^Enkcenum civanu Idnen runartale iraivan rupam
Ankavan tolilen karmum aritale terica nantdn

Tinkalve ^iyand tonral civaydkam malarma ncimpol

Punkane yatta luntal pokamen raraiyum nuW^ (3)

The first is 'Tattva rupam\ the knowledge of the world—

a

kind of indirect knowledge, a vague knowledge of its existence

through cognition— not as a variety which we all experience but
as a unity. This is followed by ‘Tattva darsana\ the experience
of the world’s inner nature where the soul realizes that its

erstwhile identification with matter is but a vain delusion. Many
play and die on the shore or on the surface. A few dive deep
and plumb its depth and to these is vouchsafed this sight. There,
man escapes from the evil clutches of the ghost or the misleading
aspect of this world. Here arises the removal of the delusion of

false identification with matter; here springs up the true know-
ledge of the real soul; here occurs the purification from the dirt

of attachment and of identification with and contamination by the
tattvas or matter: ‘the Tattva suddhi\ The experience here is no
more on the lower level of animal sensation: it ceases to be mere
physical pain and pleasure; it is no more ill balanced. The fissure

in the mind cutting into two— the conscious and the unconscious
begins to be cured. The basis of this Universe is found to rest

elsewhere. Man turns inward. Pleasure is found not to exist
outside.

^Atma rupam\ the knowledge of the Atman, the spirit or the
soul, dawns on Man. It is really an understanding of God; because
God and soul are inseparable, it is called 'Atma rupam\ ^Atma
darsana which follows next is the direct self-realization and exp>e-
rience of the soul in complete self-surrender unto God, living, mov-
ing and having its being in God. This is the positive aspect, while
the subsequent stage of *Atma suddhV is the negative aspect. The
outward darkness may disappear but unless the blindness of the
eye also is cured there will not be any sight possible. Here comes
the true dependence of the soul on God; real self-surrender springs
up. Human feelings are controlled and stabilized; everything is
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thus humanized and deificu. There are no more inhibitions and

exhibitions; the conscious and the unconscious are harmonized in

the supra conscious. I'his harmony is the fruit, full of happiness.

The feeUngs thus sublimated become the sentiments or the 'Rasas^

of Art. i5ut even this is not felt to be self-supporting and inde-

pendent. The basis is still found to be elsewhere but within. The

fissure of the mind is cured but not as yet made whole. Man is

there but on the circumference and he is slowly drawn to the

centre. 'Atma suddhi’ follows, where this experience is transcend-

ed. The soul is lost in God; there is no more any sign of sepa-

ratist tendency. The dirt of the separatist feehng is completely

washed out. Hence the name of "Atrna suddhi

.

This spiritual progress cannot be explained except through a

parable. There are two birds, it is said, on the tree of life; one

feasts on the sour unripe fruits and the sweet ripe fruits of that

tree; the other bird stays perched up on the top of the tree far

beyond this experience of misery and happiness; the lower bird

slowly flies up and becomes one with the higher bird even as the

reflection becomes one with the original when the medium of reflec-

tion is destroyed or withdrawn— thus is told in the U'panisads the

story of the soul attaining its perfection in God or Brahman.

Here are distinguished three further stages : "Siva rupam' is

the universal vision. The Guru or Master initiating the soul into

the mysteries of mystic experience is looked upon as the loving

God Himself and the soul sees God in everything and everywhere.

The distinction between these two outlooks, the outlook on the

Master and the outlook on the world, is this. God incarnates Him-
self in the spirit of the Master whilst He exists everywhere as the

basis of everything because of His omnipresence in this universal

vision. Then follows "Siva darsana’ which is the direct experience

of God. The feet of God are realized when the soul is lost in Him
and does not see itself separate in activity or experience. Then
the feelings of T' and ‘mine’ die out and disappear. The face of

the Lord is realized when all experience becomes the experience

of the Lord and when there is no experience of any other kind.

The crown of the Lord is realized when the consciousness of this

experience is lost in the divine bliss of Siva. Really "Atma dar-

Sana*, the experience of the reality of Atman follows only when
the Sivarupam is realized, where the transcendent dtman is realized

as the very dtman of the dtmasuddhi stage and this happens only

1 148
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when Sivadarsana is experienced.^ Jndnadrsti is the soul-sight of

God, but it is really Brahmajridna where everything is seen as

unity. There is then the overflow of superconscious into the core

of our heart which overflows with love. ‘Sivayoga^ or communion

with Siva is the next stage where the soul is oned with God.

Finally this blossoms into the last stage of ‘Sivabhdga' or enjoy-

ment or divine bliss. Pati is the conception of the Lord common
to all. Siva is the conception of God as the intimate lover of the

beloved in union or identity. All these stages are not really suc-

cessive; for purposes of classification, they have been thus distin-

guished. Some are aspects of one and the same stage. Some of

them therefore may be looked upon as springing up simultaneously.

In AtmarHyam arise Tattvarupam and Tattvadarsanam. In Siva-

rupam arise Tattvasuddhi and Atmadarsanam. In Sivadarsanam

occurs Atmasuddhi followed by Sivayoga and Sivahhoga.

Ill

SRI P. N. SRINIVASACHARVS IDENTIFICATION :

Mystic experience starting as a feeling is thus sublimated; it

becomes self-luminous. It is then a fulfilment of reason and

thought, of feeling and emotion and of will and activity, all mak-

ing for certainty and stability in the Reality. The Jnana Kriyd

Icchdsaktis become perfect in the eternal values of Truth, Goodness

and Beauty— Satyam Jndnam Swam Sundaram. Intuition is

creative art where you see the fruition of all reason, feeling and

will. There is first equanimity or Sdntahhdva. Then follows hanker-

ing after God, that God intoxication which may be called Prema of

the Madhura Bhdva of clandestine love. Bhakti is mukti in that

stage. This Bhakti is not the means but the end itself; it is Para-

hhakti, i.e., Sddhya Bhakti and not Sddhana Bhakti according to

Vaisiiavite phraseology. There we see the valour of Bhakti where

even Mukti is not sought for; ''Vitum ventd viral'' says Cekkildr.^

It is love for love’s sake and not for anything else. Brahmdnu-
bhava alone remains. Svardjya is thus attained; it is perfection;

it is a freedom from individuality; the finite becomes there the

Infinite in all respects.

1. ^wajndnahodham, iSwajhdna Svamikal Cirrurai, Introduction to the

9tH sutra,

2. Periyapurdnxim, Timkkuttac dxappu, v, 8.
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The mystics all the world over speak of Purgation, Illumina-

tion and Ecstasy and Rapture of union or unity. Sri P. N. Srini-

vasachari identifies them with Karma Jndna Bhakti yogas of the

Gitd.3 The ten Effects or Dasakdrya relate to these three grades of

the experience

—

Tattva, Atman and ^iva and these three grades

may be seen as the three stages of Purgation, Illumination and

Union.

IV

MYSTICS ELSEWHERE, IN THE LIGHT OF jSAIVISM :

1. Christians

The Christians also speak of the three stages.^ First comes

psychological integration of the ego which is exterior. It relates

to the Tattvas. Here we have the nature mystic. The second is

the revelation of God to the soul; here, from nature, one goes to

the super-nature; this is interior and relates to the Atman. It

may be noted that Atmadarsanam follows only Sivadarsanam or

revelation of God to the Soul. The third is the Super-essential

where the Soul turns to God for the establishment of the kingdom

of God by the communion of souls through knowledge. Is this

not the vision of Ariirar as portrayed in his ‘‘Appdlum aticcdrntdr*^?

Pattinattdrs poem is interpreted by Sivajiidna Yogi to mean this.^

‘‘The eye itself is light but it lies hidden till the self-luminous light

comes in when the eye becomes a light. The eyes cannot see each

other in the same way the eye sees the object. But when the

eye sees the light it becomes one with the latter and experiences

itself as the light. This is everybody's experience. The eye can

experience other eyes in a similar way. In a similar way the souls

which have no relationship in themselves individually become one

with Siva and then they experience themselves and other souls’\

This is the explanation Sivajndna Yogi gives for the lines occur-

ring in Pattinattdr: “When I obtained your Grac^, the fog of Mdyd
was torn asunder. I obtained jndnadrsti. I saw then, Your great

Reality. Seeing that I saw myself and I saw others. Those who
have not experienced you are those who have not experienced

themselves’’.®

3. Mystics and Mysticism p. 72.

4. Studies in the Psychology of the Mystics by Father Joseph Marechal,

S.J.. First edn., p. 322.

5. ^ivajndna hodhaccirrurai Sutram 10, Ndvalar cdi*'rm.

6. Tiruvitai Marutur Mummanikkovai. 13:28-35,
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But in Sivahhoga even this is transcended where we have the

divine bliss without any feeling of duality. “All the activities of

the world and its universal lords rise up from you as the waves

do from the ocean and subside in you ebbing and flowing’'.— So

sings PattirmttdrJ In another place he speaks of the varied beauti-

ful paintings appearing as one with the wall to those who come

near it and touch the wall.®

2. Plotinus

Plotinus speaks of all paths leading to the same goal which

is above the actual and the particular. The goal is where we stand

in the immediate presence of the infinite which shines out as from

the deep of the soul. We saw tattva is transcended by the mystic

and to some this itself may bring the experience of the Lord.®

Plotinus speaks of the love of beauty as the path of the poet.

Devotion to the One, which is real science, characterizes the philo-

sopher and this second path of Plotinus answers to the jndna

which we found related to the Atmakdryas of jSaivites, His third

path is love and prayer of the devotee and this, therefore, may
be identified with Bhaktiyoga and jSivakdryas}^

3. Spinoza

Spinoza’s three ascending stages of perfection, viz,, sense

knowledge, intellectual experience, and moral uplift based respec-

tively on sense perception, reason and intuition, making a pro-

gress from sensuality (tattva) through spirituality (Atma) to

Godliness (J§iva) also correspond to our three stages.^^

4.

Guru Nanak

Guru Nanak, the founder of Sikhism (1459-1538) speaks of

five stages: (1) the Dharukhand or the Realm of Beauty which

may stand for the first path of Plotinus; (2) Jndnakhand, the

Realm of divine knowledge which answers to our jndna; (3), (4)

and (5) inz., Sliarankliand, Kharankhand and Sachkhnnd respec-

tively, the Realm of ecstasy, the Realm of Power conquering the

7. Orriyur orupd orupatu, 4:6-10.

8. TiriikkalumaJa Mnmmanikkdvai, 10:31-34.

9. ^ivajiianahddhac cirrurai, p. 170.

10 See Christian Mysticism hy W. R. Inge, edn, 1899, p. 91 if.

11. Ethic of Benedict De Spinoza, Part II, prop. XL, schol. 2, Part TV,

prop. XX elG,
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fear of death and the Realm of union with God are really the

three grades of Bkakti, where the knowledge becomes one with

will and feeling to attain the fruition of the Divine Bliss of union.^^

5. St John

St. John (St. Juan) of the Cross speaks of the three dark

nights of the spiritual progress— marking the transit from Nature

to the soul, from soul to God and from separation from God to

union with God. First is the dark night of sense and here the

images of the mind or vdsanas fade away in prayer. In the second,

the dark night of the spirit or faith, the soul is touched by Divine

Grace. In the third night of the soul, there is the torpor of

nihilism, where the soul suffers alone in its kaivalya hence han-

kering after union with God.^^

6. Sufis

Sufis speak of four stages
: (1) Shari^at, or the carrying out

of the Islamic injunctions; (2) Malakut or introspection; (3) Mari’-

fah or attaining knowledge and (4) Haquiqah or the union with

the All Self. The third and the fourth are the JMna and Bhakti

yoga, when it will be clear that the first and second relate to the

Karma yoga of purgation transcending the tattvas. They speak

of the journey to God in three stages of self control, spiritual illu-

mination and ecstasy of union.^^

There are others who speak of the seven rungs of the ladder

of Love; and Attar, the mystic poet of the Sufist (1140-1234) speaks

of the seven valleys on our pilgrimage to the All-Self or Absolute

—

the valley of the quest, the valley of love, the valley of knowledge,

the valley of detachment, the valley of unity, the valley of amaze-

ment, and the valley of annihilation of Self. The Dasakdryas are

not all of them successive; some of them, as already pointed out,

are simultaneous, for instance, Siva Rupam ai^d Atmadarsana,
Sivadarsana and Atmasuddhi. If this is remembered, these valleys

can be equated with the Dasakdryas.

These valleys are compared with the seven stages described

by the Christians— purgation, illumination, contemplation, absorp-

12. See the Sacred scripture of the Sikhs.

13. Christian Mysticism hy W. R. Inge, pp. 224-228.

14. Islamic Sufism hy Sirdar Iqhal Alt Shah, p. 294; See also Compara^
tive Mysticism, hy Jacques de Marquette.
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iion in divine love, ecstasy, the Divine dark and merging in the

ocean of Divine love.

John of Ruysbroek speaks in the treatise *On the Seven Grades

of Love’, of these seven rungs of the ladder of love and inward

life from, (1) goodwill; (2) voluntary poverty; (3) chastity; (4)

humility; (5) desire for the glory of God; (6) Divine contempla-

tion, which has three properties— intuition, purity of spirit and

nudity of mind; to (7) the ineffable, unnameable transcendence

of all knowledge and thought.^^

St. Augustine, the greatest of the early Christian mystics,

(354 A.D. - 430 A.D.) speaks of purgation, illumination and union

and he describes this mystic way as ascending up to God as pure

Beauty through seven stages— animation, good-will, introversion

or entering into the soul, recollection or freedom from distracting

thought, self-discipline, cleansing of the heart and contemplation

on God.i«

V
THE FOUR-FOLD PATH OF AGAMAS :

The Agamas speak of the four-fold path of Caryd, Kriyd, Yoga,

and Jndna. It is important to note that in every one of these four,

there are four further stages making in all sixteen — Cari/d in

Caryd, Kriyd in Caryd, Yoga in Caryd and Jndna in Caryd; Caryd

in Kriyd, Kriyd in Kriyd, Yoga in Kriyd and Jndna in Kriyd;

Caryd in Yoga, Kriyd in Yoga, Yoga in Yoga and Jndna in Yoga;

Caryd in Jndna, Kriyd in Jndna, Yoga in Jndna and Jndna in

Jndna This assumes that till one reaches the last stage there will

occur in mixed forms when one has to distinguish them by the

emphasis on the predominant element. Speaking roughly, Caryd

may be spoken as service or physical activity; Kriyd is hhdvand

or mental activity— a play with God; Yoga is contemplation;

Jndna is realization.

They are described as the rising rungs of a ladder. Their

sirrnificance is well brought out by their effects. Caryd leads to

Snldhya; Kriyd, to Sdmipya; Yoga, to Sdrupya; Jndna to Sdyujya.

When man thinks of God, he enters his mental sphere of God in

his activity in this world with the freedom of the servant moving

15. Christian Mysticism by W, R. Inge, pp. 168-169

16. See ‘"Western Mysticism'' by Dom Cuthbert Butler, Second edition.

1927, p. 37 and Comparative Mysticism by J. D. Marquette, p. 127.

17. ;§ivajn>dna pdtiyam, p. 470.
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inside the home of the Lord. He has achieved Sdlokya— the

sphere of God. He still moves about only in the circumference.

He is engaged in Ddsya mdrga or the path of Service. Gradually

he is drawn to the centre, near unto God— Sdmlpya, He is

engaged in the Satputra mdrga— the path of the child and moves
about with the freedom and right of a son. The vision appears

only to disappear. He brings that back in his own imagination.

This is still immature. He plays like a child but he plays the game
of God. Imagination or Bhdvand has its full swing. He worships

God in various forms. The world and its objects become spiri-

tualized in this play. Pujd or worship follows. Suddlii or purifi-

cation occurs with various offerings to God. God incarnates Him-
self in Beauty and Images. The Bhdvand is not, therefore, all

noise and no meaning. Once man turns Godward, He rushes down
and occupies his mind leaving room for nothing else. Man who
has been identifying all along with matter and his body, feels he

is not matter but spirit. He is the child of God, and, therefore,

realizes his spiritual and divine form.

Sdrupya Yoga or contemplation of communion follows and
the child’s play becomes intense love for the Lord. An ethical life

of self-control, service and love, a life of Yama, Niyama— control

of senses and mind purifies the mind. Postures or asanas do not

form merely physical culture but because thought also plays a

part in them, they become a mental culture where body and mind
as an organic whole become controlled and integrated as a step

towards higher perfection. Prdndydma is the control of the wander-
ing mind through the control of breath. If the outgoing tendency
is arrested, mind turns inward to think on thought itself as prat-

ydhdra. The soul is no longer fettered by matter; and mind is

withdrawn from the psychic plane; it concentrates on Atman, that

is Dharaim. Dhydna or mental retention and samddhi or spiritual

unity follow. This is not enough. Purusa or ^oul is therefore

freed from Prakrti; but Atman has to go inside itself to its Para-
mdtman. This Divine communion will follow as Sdyujya in the

succeeding Jfidna mdrga. It is the blossoming of Bhakti in all

its glory.

VI

SADHANA RITUAL :

We may now discuss Arurar*s path. We have referred to fhe

worship or pujd, offering water and flowers, which forms an
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important spiritual practice according to the Agamas—the Caryd,

Kriyd and Yoga, These have been explained in the light of

Arurar^s poems when discussing his Religion. This is the first

step of purgation or purification and the principles underlying

these may be here explained as the details have been discussed

in our study of Religion.

All these Caryd, Kriyd and Yoga are included under the head

^Sddhana' which may be translated roughly as ritual. As Wood-

roffe has pointed out, ritual is the art of religion. Again he says,

“Ritual and spiritual exercises are objectively considered the pic-

torial statement (of the Veddntic principles) as they are subjec-

tively the effective means of their realization. These are the

means to the end, the end which is communion with the All Per-

vasive Brahman, or identity with it. In whatever way the end is

defined, in the ritual stage, or in the stage of sddhana, there is

dualism, because rituals imply a worshipper and the worshipped.

It is because of this Tdyumdnavar has said, ^'Otariya tuvitame aU

tuvita ndnattai untupanum ndnamdkum^'^^— ‘The inexplicable

dualism is the known path creating monistic knowledge’.

God may be defined in many ways but when worshipped God

is the Supreme Person in the eye of all the sddhakas. The Absolute

is in itself or relative to ourselves Sat, Cit and Ananda Reing,

Consciousness and Bliss. But this can be realized as such only

by the Siddha who has become completely transformed so as to

be free from the vile influences of mind and body.

As Augustine has said, the mind is not at rest until it finds

itself in God and therefore as opposed to the tendency of the mind

to wander about the things of the world, there is also a tendency

in this mind to thirst for God, as beautifully brought out in the

Olympic mysteries. “I am the child of the earth and the starry

sky but know that my origin is divine. I am devoured by and

perish with thirst. Give me without delay the fresh water which

flows from ‘the Lake of memory’. Pure, and issued from what is

pure, I come towards Thee.”2o It is this thirst which is made

permanent by ritual so that the thirst can be finally relieved by

the joy of divine communion.

18. Introduction to Principles of Tantra, p. 1.

19. Tdyum&navar p&taX, 10:3, 'TirupparMnddl edn.

20. Shakti and Shakia, p. 439.
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VII

THEORY OF WORSHIP :

Therefore, the sddhana is for attaining the siddhi. Even in

the beginning stages, the ideal is not forgotten. The final goal is

always held in view, and siddhi is attained when the whole life

becomes a worship. As stated by Woodroffe, “The human need

for ceremonies in the sense of the necessity which man feels of

an exterior manifestation which shall both stimulate and translate

his inner feelings is such that no religion of the past has been

without its rites and ceremonies and even the shallowest of epochs,

whilst affecting a superiority to them have yet preserved these

ceremonies in its civil life . ”21 The council of Trent declared, “The

Catholic Church rests with the experience of ages clothed with

their splendour and has introduced mystic benediction (mantram)

,

incense (pukai), water (nir), lights (vilakku)

,

bells (mani)

,

flowers (pit), vestments and all the magnificence of its ceremonies

in order to excite the spirit of religion to the contemplation of the

profound mysteries which they reveal. As are its faithful, the

Church is composed of both body and soul. It therefore renders

to the Lord a double worship, exterior and interior; the latter

being the prayer of the faithful, the breviary of its priest and the

voice of Him ever interceding in our favour and the former the

outward motions of the liturgy spite of the sddhanas being

intended for all grades of worshippers, it is a mark of the great-

ness of Agamic worship that it is open for all without distinction

of caste or sex— the highest stage of spirituality and rationalistic

approach are never forgotten. Again Woodroffe following Dela

Vallei Poussin writes: “The virtue of its general method is not

merely thaumaturgic, but is inherent in the mental states induced

by dhydna and other physical and mental processes and the excita-

tion of the exterior rituals; an inherence chiefly explained by the

fact that as at base all existence is of the nature of the mind,

the transformation of the mind is the transformation of existence

itself.’^23

Mind according to Hinduism, is an unconscious force, though

it shows some reflected consciousness. Mind and body belonging

21. Introduction to the Principles of Tantra, LXXII.
22. Quoted by Woodroffe op. cit., p. LXXI,
23. Ibid., op. cit., p. LXXIII,

T. 150
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to the 'Mdydsakti or the finitizing power and because of this

common origin become the subject and object respectively. Both

these act as a screen or veil obstructing the Real in varying

degrees. The rituals are intended to remove this obstruction or

to purify this veil. As long as the mind exists, it must have an

object or a content. The aim of the ritual is to make this content

always good and pure. What can be a better object or content

than the Absolute as the Supreme Person ?

The psychology of the Vedanta throws a flood of light on

this conception. Mind which can be compared to a lake of a

reflected light on which falls the reflection of the spirit, projects

itself or its rays through the sluices of the sense organs on to its

object before it and takes the form of the object. Thus the mind

becomes one with the object and perceives it. If the mind could

similarly take the form of the Lord in the form of the image

worshipped by it and assuming all the attributes of the Lord

through contemplation, the ritual achieves a wonderful success.

The dhydna or contemplation attains this. The wavering mind has

then to be steadied so that it can concentrate almost incessantly

on these forms and these qualities. This has to become almost

a habit, a sa^nskara. The good samskdras will drive away the old

samskdras since the latter lose their force by non-user and so

atrophy and die.24

The rituals vary according to the fitness or adhikdra of the

respective worshippers of varying hhdvas or temperaments or

mental developments and these attainments even with reference

to one and the same individual, progressively develop from the

sthula or the gross to the sulcsma or the subtle stages. The Caryd,

Kriyd, Ydga and Jndna mdrgas are based on this gradation which

ultimately depends upon the temperament of the worshipper and
his emotion which in one case will be more prone to worship the

Lord as the servant, in other case to serve the Lord as the son,

in a third case to behave like the friend and in the fourth case to

pine for the Lord as the lover. The image worshipped is not a doll;

if it has a form, it is an incarnation of beauty. Even if it is a

symbol or a linga, it is a sign more than a symbol. God is all

pervasive and in that sense God is there in the image. What then,

is done at the time of worship is, to realize the divinity existing

24. See Viruttippirapdkaram in Tamil.
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there, when the mind through the ritual, is transformed into a

divine mould through contemplation. At least during the period

of the pujdj this is attempted to be achieved.

vm
ARVRAR AND WORSHIP ;

Nampi Arurar speaks of 'cakaU ceytaV.-^ The Agamas speak
of invoking God to be present there and to depart after pujd. Here
it is not the God that is always all-pervasive that comes or goes.

It is the mind that during such an invocation, takes the form of

the divine mould and gives it up at the end of the pujd when the

concentration ceases. The worship with concrete materials is the

first stage. Next comes the internal pujd or mental pujd without

any of these concrete materials where flowers become mental

attributes and where other offerings assume spiritual significance.

The ^Homa’ or sacrifice in fire is also done mentally till it becomes
‘atmanivedana^ itself. The aim is to keep this concentration all

through the waking and dreaming stages and this is developed
through various stages of Yoga when it blossoms into Jndna or

realization. Then follows sahajanistd when the worshipper is al-

ways in contemplation and communion with God as referred to

by Arurar, ‘'Enni yiruntu kitantu naianium annaleyu ninaivdr

vinai ttrppdr^\^^ Mantras are uttered and we have explained the

theory of the mantra in our discussion on artha and sahda
prapancas. The mantra represents the very form of the Lord and
by japa the divine power submerges the worshipper in its flood

of divinity, and the sabdaprapanca is thus purified and transcended.

The Tantras speak of Bhutasuddhi, the purification of the

elements. Impurities and sins are all burnt away in the mental
fire and the nectar of divine rapture purifies the soul. The spiritual

power lying static in Mulddhdra wakes up breaking through
SvddhisthdTuij Manipuraka, Andhaia, Visuddhi, A)nd and reaching
the Sahasrdra it lies in union with Siva. This is at first imagined
and in the end becomes true, for, as the Chdnddgya Upanisad says
what man thinks, that he becomes, a srti which Tdyumdnavar
translates, ^^Ydtonru pdvikka nan atuvdtaldl unnai ndnenru pdvikka
attuvita mdrkkamuraldm^' Arurar describes the difficulty of

25 . 7 ; 65 : 5 .

26. 7 : 11 : 2 .

27 . Tdyumdnavar pd^al, 10 : 3 .
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such a contemplation in the verse '^Unnaippdl ennaip pdvikka-

mdtten’\^ Speaking of this ritual, the Quest (Oct. 1913) says,

“From one point of view, it is perhaps the most elaborate system

of auto suggestion in the world. But the Hindus think of it as of

greater spiritual value than mere auto-suggestion”.

Usually, pleasing things are offered in worship— what the

worshipper thinks pleasant and what he himself will aspire for.

He offers things and then after such an offering he partakes of

them, clothes himself with them. He thus tries to live in God ;

“Utiittu/c kalainta nin pliaka aiai ututtuk kaUttatu (kalaittatu)

untUy Totutta tuldy malar cutik kalaintana cutum ittantarkaldm^^^
—‘We are the servants of the Lord, clothing ourselves with His

used up gold cloth eating what He leaves and adorning ourselves

with His used up garlands of tulaci\ When a man reaches a

spiritual state where he sees God in everything, even a stone may
be offered as a flower even as Cdkkiyandyandr did. There is then

nothing mean or unclean, valuable or valueless. Every act there

becomes a worship, every speech a prayer, every thought a divine

contemplation— this is Sahajanistd. This is how Arurar has look-

ed upon everything he enjoyed. This is best illustrated by the

life of the great king Janaka, and Arurar is one like Janaka in

domestic or political life always living in God.

There is a story told of Arurar which explains his attitude :

When Ceramdn Perumdl visited Arurar in Paravaiydrs house at

Arur, this lady set before both of them greens to be separated

from grass and other non-edible stuff, so as to make the greens

ready for cooking. Both the saints attended to this work of help-

ing Paravaiydr; but she took only those greens cleaned by Ceramdn
leaving those cleaned by Arurar, Ceramdn remained puzzled.

Paravaiydr explained that those made ready by Arurar were not

to be cooked because in his Sahaja Nistd he would have offered

the greens already in his hands to God, for all the actions of

Arurar were nothing but worship or pujd. We have explained in

this light our saint’s hymns praying for labourers, gold and other

necessities and luxuries of life. His life is one continuous worship

or cotemplation or communion with God.

28. 7:54:5.

29. Ndlayirappirapantarn, Periydlvdr Tiruppalldntu, 9,
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IX

MARRIAGE —YOGA AND YAJNA ;

There is one verse wherein our poet speaks of his embrace of

Cankili as a divine communion. Cekkildr describes the married

life of Arurar as a life of divine yoga. This is a part of his Sahaja

Nispd. But this may remind one of the Virasddhana of the

Tantras. This conception of sexual union as divine communion is

in the best traditions of the Upanisads where the Brhad Aranyaka

speaks of it as a It speaks of the union of man and wife

as a sacrificial rite— a sacrifice in fire wherein the woman is both

the hearth (kurida) and flame and according to this Upanisad, he

who knows this as Homa attains liberation.

Woodroffe quotes and translates^^ a Tdntric mantra which will

explain Cekkildr’s description of this as a yoga; for this mantra

speaks of this as a yoga and homa: “6m dharmddharma havir-

dipte dtmagnau manasd sruchd, Susumndvartamdna nityam aksa-

vrittir juhomyaham svdha''— ‘6m. Into the fire which is spirit

(dtma) brightened by (the pouring thereon) of the ghee of merit

and demerit, I, by the path of susumnd (the central nerve) ever

sacrifice (to homa of) the functions of the senses, using the mind

as the ladle. Svdha\^^

An illuminative explanation of the underlying idea is offered

by Woodroffe:

“To the ordinary English reader the association of eating and

drinking and sexual union with worship will probably be incon-

gruous, if not downright repulsive. ‘Surely’, he might say, ‘such

things are far apart from prayer to God. We go and do them, it

is true, because they are a necessity of our animal nature, but

prayer or worship have nothing to do with such coarseness. We
may pray before or after (as in Greece) on taking food, but the

physical acts between are not prayer. Such notions are based

partly on that dualism which keeps separate and apart God and

his creature, and partly, on certain false and deprecatory notions

concerning matter and material functions. According to Indian

Monism such worship is not only understandable but (I am not

30. 13tli mantra of HomoprakaraijM of Brhad Aranyaka,

31. Shaktl and Shakta, p. 598.

33. Pranatd^ni and Tantrasdra, p. 698.
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speaking of any particular form of it) the only religious attitude

consistent with its principles Man is, in his essence or spirit, divine

and one with the universal spirit. His mind and body and all their

functions are divine, for they are not merely a manifestation of

the Power (Shaktl) of God but that Power itself. To say that

matter is in itself low or evil is to calumniate that Power. Nothing

in natural function is low or impure to the mind which recognized

it as Shaktl and the working of Shaktl. It is the ignorant and, in

a true sense, vulgar mind which regards any natural function as

low or coarse; the action in this case is seen in the light of the

inner vulgarity of mind. It has been suggested that in its proper

application the maithuna karma is only application to sexual func-

tion of the principles of Yoga.^ Once the reality of the world as

grounded in the Absolute is established, the body seems to be

less an obstacle to freedom, for it is a form of that self-same

Absolute. The creative function being natural is not in itself

culpable. There is no real antinomy between spirit and nature

which is an instrument for the realization of the spirit. The method
borrows, it is said (ib), that of Yoga not to frustrate, but to regu-

late enjoyment. Conversely, enjoyment produces Yoga by the

union of body and spirit. In the psycho-physiological rites of the

Shdktas, enjoyment is not an obstacle to Yoga but may also be

a means to it. This, he says, is an important conception which

recalls the discovery of the Mahdydna that Samsdra and Nirvana

are one. For here are made one, Yoga which liberated and Bhoga
which enchains (ib.). It will then be readily understood that

according to this doctrine only those are competent for this Yoga
who are truly free, or on the way to freedom, of all dualism.^**

X
SOCIAL WORSHIP:

This is from the individual point of view. But Hinduism
believes in universal salvation. Therefore, it cannot forget the

society and social worship. The temples provide the means of

such a social worship, and the Tevdram saints with their hearts

beating in communion with the hearts of the world at large, toil

hard for the universal salvation through their songs even today

35. Masson-Oursel Histone de la Philosophie Indierine, pp. 231-233.

34. Shaktl and Shakta by Sir JoJin Wobdroffe—Ganesh & Co., pp. 599-
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sung in all the temples of the Tamil land. As pointed out else-^

where this social communion in song is preferred by Arurar to

Mukti or rather this is looked upon as the bliss of Mukti itself.^^

Dr. V. V. Ramana Sastri (in his introduction to Nallaswamy Pillai’s

Studies in Saiva Siddhdnta) brings out the importance of temple

worship in Agamic lore which has influenced the whole of India,

thanks to our Tevdram saints: “If the Fire worship be regarded

as the ritual inculcated in the Vedas as the outer symbolism of

spiritual truths, the temple worship may, on its side, be also said

to assume a similar importance in regard to the Agamas. For the

rest, it will be seen that in India at the present day there is hardly

a Hindu who does not observe some kind of temple worship or

another, which points to the conclusion that the Agamas have had,

in one form or another, a universal hold, upon the continent of

Hindu India and that their influence tells”.^**

35 . 7 : 36 : 6
;
7 : 36 : 6 .

36. XXX.



CHAPTER II

FROM KARMA TO LOVE

I

THE NEGATIVE AND THE POSITIVE WAYS

:

The mind gets purified through Caryd, Kriyd and Yoga and

the soul realizes its true status through such purgatory. The path

of righteousness is not an easy one. Some traverse it by hating

what is evil. This is a negative way and their code of conduct

consists of a series of ‘Do nots’. The other way loves righteous-

ness, having created for it a permanent interest therein. This is

the positive way. Unless there is interest, the child does not learn

anything by our insisting on mere negative discipline; nor, does

it do the right kind of thing. The modern teacher therefore con-

centrates on creating interest in the mind of the child and inspir-

ing it with love for the particular study and good conduct. Chastity

is not promoted by any advice that extra marital love is sin; it

is really promoted by the growth of love between the married

couple, when there will be no whisper of extra-marital love. When
this love is there, nothing appears to the mind or the eye except

the beloved. Where can then be any room for sin? In the path

of love when the Lord is everything for the soul, nothing else is

seen and therefore there can be no sin. As love develops, old

habits are forgotten and in the end become erased completely.

The positive discipline of love makes the mind pure. Even the

remembrance of the past habits becomes abhorrent. This is how
the mystics become purified.

II

THE TAPAS OF LOVE

:

The soul or purusa lost its glory by identifying itself with

prahrti and individualizing or finitising itself in the ahankdra or the

feeling of self. This gives rise to desire for sense pleasure and

when there is an obstruction for hatred, frustration and confusion

are the result. The whole thing ends in moral collapse. The
descent must be reversed and that can be done only by achieving

freedom from this false identity and selfishness. The saint does
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not speak of the ‘V or the ‘Mine*. The lovers in their ecstasy of

union do not speak of the separatist T* or the ‘Mine*. The lover

speaks of the beloved as the T* losing his separate individuality.

Therefore, in this path of Bhakti or love, ahankdra and mamakdra
and false ahhimdna or identification are all completely dissolved.

This process of spiritual purification is spoken of as 'Tavam\
But then that should not become egotism. Righteousness, when
it is not also love, becomes priggishness. It is this sense Vacana
Bhusctnam condemns self-effort when it is egotism. The smaller

or minor self should die giving room to the higher self. In this

sense ethics is a spiritual purification. Tapas thus may be good
or bad.

We have already referred to the yogis and hhogis following

this path of Tapas.^ Therefore, Tapas is not merely torture and
practice of austerity. It is in this wider sense that Tiruvalliivar^s

chapters on Turavaram are divided into two parts, Vratam (which
is merely Tapas) and Jndnam. The spiritual progress is a spiri-

tual discipline restraining the free license of the mind and thereby
utilizing its energies in fruitful and spiritual ways. This process can
be spoken of as renunciation in the sense in which Tiriivalluvar

calls it ^Turavu* because there is the renunciation of selfishness

rather than the smaller self— the ahankdra and the mamakdra —

•

“Ydn enatu ennum cerukkariittaV'^ though in another sense this

is a process of perfection and infinite bliss. The aim of

this spiritual process is to awaken in us the universal
consciousness which flows out as universal love— a love
which cannot bear the misery and troubles of the people
at large which therefore cannot think of doing any harm to others,

though as a result of this ahimsd one has to undergo any amount
of suffering. Kannaki, the heroine of Cilappatikdram was going
through the desert. Her gentle feet had to tread on the heat of

the stones on the midday path but the epic poet states that she
did not feel the agony because of her care, pity and love for her
husband who was walking beside her in that burning desert. So
does it happen in the spiritual paths. Suffering will be there,

but it augments the love and attenuates misery. It is this posi-

tive feeling that is expressed by Tiruvalluvar in a negative way

1. 7:74:3.

2. Tirukkural, 340.

T. 151
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in terms of its effect in putting up with all personal suffering and

in doing no harm to others— “Urra noy ndnral uyirkku urukan

ceyydmai arre tavattirku uru'\^ If this positive basis is forgotten

and the mere negative aspect alone is emphasized, Tapas is nothing

more than self-torture, not a mere discipline. Sometimes, people

take pride in calling such kind of self immolation a Tapas,

When there is not that deep love, the Tapas becomes cruel.

Therefore, Arurar calls such tortures, cruel Tapas, ^Cetittav>am\^

as against 'Atittavam' (ibid.), which is the self-surrender of love

where like Kannaki, the soul forgets its own separate existence,

and living and moving in God, it feels it is God and not itself that

lives and moves and does all its acts. This is the Tapas of truth

— ^Meyttavam\^ He shows the way of truth so that we may not

be drowning ourselves in the cruel hell— ''Vennarakattaluntdmai

namakku meynneriyait tdnkdttum Vetamutaldn^\^ He shows us

this good path. He is on the path devoid of birth. He is the Lord

of pure and holy path— ^Tuneriydn\’^ In this path of love the

means and the goal are nothing but God. He is not only the goal

to be reached through the path of goodness and purity and the

great guide showing us this way and taking us through that path

but also the path itself, the straight path, 'Cenneri^;^ the beautiful

path, ‘Anneri^ and the path of truth, ‘Meynner^^lo

III

HIDE AND SEEK

1 . EBB AND FLOW:

In the path of love we were told^^ that God plays a hide and

seek game with the soul, now showing His face to the soul and

then withdrawing it, which are spoken of as union and separa-

tion, ^Samslesa' and 'Vislesa' creating respectively a feeling of joy

and confidence and a feeling of misery and self condemnation.

3 Kuxal, 261 .

4 . 7 : 14 : 6 .

5 . 7 : 82 : 7 .

6 . 7 : 40 : 10 .

7 . 7 : 56 : 4 .

8 . 7 : 51 : 8 .

9 . 7 : 51 : 8 .

10 7 : 40:10

11 . Acdrya Hrdayam, 11-30 ,
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Arurar also speaks of the Lord agreeing to save our poet and then

hiding Himself away.^^ We have seen the working of these feel-

ings in our saint when he was giving expression alternately to

his feelings of moral greatness and moral despair. In other places

also where he refers to the other aspects of spiritual progress, we
find these feelings alternating. As Acdrya Hrdayam says, "'Jnd-

nattil tan peccu; premattil pen peccu'’^^— ‘In the path of Jnana

there is the speech of the poet as himself; in love there is the

speech of the poet as the lady who loves.’ We have referred else-

where^^ to the utterance of the love-lorn lady but we may note

the cries of joy and despair proceeding from the poet as the poet.

2. SELF-SURRENDER:

Speaking of his complete self-surrender to the Lord, he says

that he had not relied on the relationship of the mother or the

father; he was satisfied with his relationship to the Lordship of

God.^^ He has practised this tapas or self surrender to the Lord.^®

“I have offered my head, my tongue and my mind all to Himself

and to His service and I have lived through serving His feet as

His slave”.^"^ “I am yours by right”, cries he. “My mind, my
heart melts in love”,^^ In the 15th hymn and in the 54th hymn, he

speaks of his imperishable attachment to God in terms of his serv-

ing Him, praising Him and singing Him even if the Lord does not

care for him. “I shall not murmur that you have made me suffer.

I accept ever5rthing”.2® “There is the target to be aimed and I

have tried to reach that goal. I have taken refuge in You so that

I may be saved as long as the mind exists” “I shall worship

You even by force”.^ “I shall not praise anyone but You”.^
“Whom shall I think of except Yourself” “Can I say ‘no’ after

12. 7:62:5.

13. Ch. 2., Sut 32,

14. Vol III, hymn, 37.

15. 7:14:2.

16. 7:14:6.

17. 7:14:1.

18. 7:14:11.

19. 7:14:11.

20. 7:15:6.

21. 7:15:7.

22. 7:15:8.

23. Refrain of hymn 21 and hymn 26.

24. Refrain of hymn 24,
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having become Your slave “Shall I slight You even for a

minute?”26 “is it possible to forget the Lord of Arur?''^ “For-

getting God, is death” is our poet's conviction and feeling.^

This complete self-surrender is expressed in the 95th hymn
where the poet says that he has become the irredeemable slave of

the Lord without thinking of any one^^ and he cries, “You may
sell me, O, Lord, I have come to serve You with all my heart”.^®

In another hymn he says, “The five rulers of the senses are there

to prevent me from going away from the wrong path. But in spite

of them my tongue praises You and I bind You to my mind with

the garland of words. He speaks of the pleasure of the com-

pany of the followers of the Lord and his spiritual regeneration

thereby. “I shall become the slave of Your followers”.^^ “Having

become Your servant, I have served Your followers and have

heard all that has to be heard”.^^ “j shall become the slave of

Your followers” is the refrain of H. 52. “Your followers are those

who save me also” is the refrain of H. 75. He speaks of his worship

through music and poetry, begging of the Lord for the path of

Tapas.^4 “He comes with the followers, with flowers in the hand,

love in the heart and tears in the eye”.^^ He is sure of his salvation

and birthlessness.^^ “I thought of You and You at once entered

my body”^7 “You have ordered me to think of You and I have

become devoid of all anger and disease”. “Wherever I may think,

there You become one withe me”.^^ The 58th hymn gives us an

idea of the Lord coming and saving him.

25. Refrain of hymn 1,

26. Refrain of hymn 38.

27. Refrain of hymn 59.

28. 7:48:3.

29. 7:95:1.

30. 7:95:2.

31. 7:96:1; 7:96:4.

32. 7:14:11.

33. 7:21:2; 7:24:4.

34. 7:15:5; 7:58:4.

35. 7:23:4.

36. 7:1:4; 7:48:1.

37. 7:21:6.

38. 7:21:9.

39. 7:23-2
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IV

SELF CONDEMNATION:

In moments of selfcondemnation, he cries in despair; ‘‘Tell

me a way of escape” is the refrain of hymn No. 3. “I am frighten-

ed, O, Lord” is the refrain of hymn No. 8. “I have not thought

of You for many days and wandered about like a devil”.**® He
speaks of his fear of the delusion of a false conclusion and torment

of doubts all through the varied births and deaths and through

the persisting progress in spite of them:*^ ''Tuyakku mayakku'’.^

“I am afraid of the karman^^—This he repeats very often.^^ in

such moments, he feels sulky and cries, “Should You not excuse

my faults” “Is there no Lord but You, if You cannot excuse

my faults”?—The 14th hymn is in this strain. So also are hymns
Nos. 89 and 95.

V
REPENTANCE :

This self-condemnation is the sincere repentance of a soul

reaching higher spiritual spheres when it looks back on what till

now appeared to be an eternal past, which will have no end. This

repentance moves the heart of the readers. Even when we read

the enumeration of the gruesome faults, there arises in our mind
that the heart from which this cry of sincere repentance has gone

forth, has become completely purified and spiritualized.

This repentance is a sure and certain sign of conversion—

*

moral and spiritual. There can be no trace of evil or sin, all of

them having been burnt away in the divine spark of this repen-

tance, this fire of love, bearing no separation from the Lord. This

cry of despair is the surest way of attaining God, says Mdnikka^

vdcakar: ''Alutdl unnaip peraldme'\^ In the very hymn of self-

realization where Arurar had the vision of God at Kdlumalam, he

gives expression to this great truth; “Except to those who con-

template on Him, and weep with tears in their two eyes. His two

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

7:1:2.

7:35:10.

See Acdrya Hrdayam, 2:12,

7:54:6: 7:54:8; 7:58:6.

7:70:6.

Tiruvdcakam, Catakam, 9:10.
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feet are not known”^

—

“Alu malark kanninai atiyavark kalldl

drivari tavan tiruvati inai irantum”.

VI

PURIFICATIOhl :

Therefore, it is clear the process ultimately consists in

purifying the mind and the heart. You think of Him for a minute

and He makes that heart His abode. He exists as the unique one

to the mind of those who think of Him: ''Karuttdra urrulaimm

oruvan^'^ If the mind is oriented towards Him, He rushes into it.

If soul is hungering for God, God is also hungering for soul.

Our poet speaks his hankering after God, in terms of his hunger

—

^'Paciyai otte nan kanten*\^^ God’s hunger is greater than the

hunger of the soul. ‘If you just think of Him in the corner of

your heart, He rushes and fills up the whole heart’

—

“Pdvippdr

mamim pdvikkontdn” a statement reminding us of the Prophet

Mahommad’s saying, “When man walks towards God, God runs

towards him”. It looks as though he has no grandeur elsewhere.

‘He shines’, our poet says, ‘in the mind of those who ever think

of Him’—“Cintittenrum ninainteluvdrkal cintaiyir rikalum Civan”.®®

‘He is in the mind of those who worship’

—

'‘Vantippdrtam manatii’-

nullan.”5i never leaves off His attachment to the mind of those

great loving souls’

—

'^Metakutan paiiar manattiraiyum parru

i?itatai?an”.52 ‘His abode, for ever, is the heart of those who have
taken refuge in Him’

—

‘^Tamakku enrum irukkai caranataintdr

nencankontdn^'.^ It is not only contemplation and self-surrender

but also love and hankering after Him that are emphasized

—

^‘Urukil ulluraii?an”54—‘jf you melt in love. He resides in your
heart’. ‘Thereafter, He is in their mind, He is in their tongue
and He is all the Subject matter of the whole world’

—“Narpata-
menxuna'cvdr corpatamdr Civan'';^^ ''Vdydr manattdl ninaikkum

46. 7 : 58 : 10 .

47 . 7 : 51 : 9 .

48. 7 : 77 : 9 .

49. 7 : 57 : 2 .

50 . 7 : 61 : 8 .

51 . 7 : 67 : 7 .

52 . 7 : 84 : 9 .

53 . 7 : 19 : 5 .

54 . 7: 86 : 5 .

55 . 7 : 84 : 3 .
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CLvarukku aruntavattil tuycr*\^ Therefore, once He takes posses-

sion of the heart, the saint does not think that he thinks, he acts

or he sees, or he moves in the world; God alone thinks, lives

and moves thereafter. Has not St. Paul said, ‘‘It is not I that

live, but Christ dwelleth in me”? And the ^aiva Siddh^nta

Philosophy speaks of this stage as the transformation of the

'Pasukarana^ into the 'Patikarana* the organs of the soul becoming

the organs of the Lord.

VII

THE MARKATA AND THE MARJARA : THE MONKEY AND THE CAT

:

All this process of spiritualizing or sublimation is looked upon

only as the work of the Lord. It is true in some places the saint

speaks of his going to the Lord, but the Lord leaving him in the

lurch. This may remind us of the ^markata nydya* or the way of

the monkey, where the young one of its own accord clasps and

embraces the mother monkey. The other way is that of a cat,

‘marjara kisdra nydya^ where the mother carries the kitten by

its own mouth from place to place. It ought not to be concluded

that our poet advocates the former way as the real truth. What

he speaks in a sulky mood, is a cry of despair. He has been

emphasizing again and again the doctrine of Grace. In one verse

he clearly states: “The Lord had come without my knowledge to

make my stony heart melt, showed His feet and removed my
fetters”.^

VIII

THE COMPANION:

Our poet feels that the Lord has been with him always as

the invisible companion even when the poet has been leading

the path of faults. He was his support and help in times of his

danger—"‘Kn itarttmai” when the Lord appeared to him as

though He was the friend of the poet and none else. He was his

comrade

—

‘Tdlcnnf^^ a comrade who however was a saviour too—
^'Ennaiydl tolan'^P The poet speaks of the Lord as his envoy or

56 . 7 : 19 : 10 .

57 . 7 : 67 : 5 .

58 . 7 : 26 : 2 .

59 . 7 : 51 : 10 .

60 . 7 : 84 : 9 .
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^tutan\^^ perhaps the invisible messenger whispering in the hearts

of others and changing their minds to the benefit of the poet.

In this connection the tradition is that this word ^tutan^ refers to

the Lord going as a messenger to Paravai to appease her jealousy

against Cankili. These terms Hdlan'^ and Hutan'^ are

emphasized by the traditionalist so that the path of our poet’s

worship may be described as the path of the friend. As such,

the poet describes the Lord as having been his companion in all

his faults— ^‘Tdlanumdy ydn ceyyum turicukaluk kutandki^^;^^

^'Tdlamai arulit tontanen ceyta turicukal porukkum ndtan'\^^ The
spiritual significance of this will be explained later on when we
quote Sn Vacaria Bhusanam, where how the faults are transformed

into the good efforts of the soul is explained.

IX
JiVANMUKTA :

The alternating feelings of elation and self depression are

found even in the stage of Sivdham Bhdvand. In a moment of

depression he says, ^^Unnaippdl envuip pdvikkamaften'^^’^ but in a

moment of confidence of joy he speaks of Nanaya paran^\^^ The
soul is ultimately purified and gets itself lost in the Absolute.

Everything is felt to have been performed with nothing more to

be achieved— '‘Ketten ketpatelldm piravdmai kettoUnten”
^‘Ydtinukkdcaip patuken^\'^^ This is the feeling of the victory of

the absolute achievement and perfection. The jlvanmukta feels

he is a 'krtakrtya\ one that has performed all that has to be per-

formed and exclaims, 'Purndham'—1 am the fullness of a plenum’.

X
PROGRESSIVE SUBLIMATION :

The working of karma has been described in terms of love.

Ihe law of karma is, from one point of view, the law of cause

61 . 7? 84 : 9 .

62 . 7 : 26 : 2
;
7 : 64 : 8 .

63 . 7 : 51 : 10
;

7 : 84 : 9 .

64 . 7 : 84 : 9 .

65 . 7 : 51 : 10 .

66 . 7 : 68 : 8 .

67 . 7 : 54 : 5 .

68 . 7 : 38 : 4 .

69 . 7 : 21 : 2 .

70 . 7 : 15 : 3 .
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and effect based on the uniformity of nature. This is, however,

mechanical and does not appeal to our sense of justice and fair

play though it is necessary for preventing crimes. Therefore, the

idea of a divine ruler holding the scales even arises. This leads

from the preventive theory to the retributive theory of punish-

ment which is one way of looking at the worth of the theory of

karma. The individual has a worth of his own and he cannot

be sacrificed completely for the group, in the name of prevention

or retribution for attacks on the group. The conception of reform-

ing man emphasizes the fact that apart from the group there is

the individual to be saved. The reformed or purified individual

glorifies the group as well. Punishment becomes thus reforma-

tion. Today crime is more often looked upon as a disease of the

mind and reformation itself is spoken of in terms of cure. Today

this cure is becoming a matter of education and culture, through

the provision of proper environments and experiences. Sometimes,

people even speak of changing the world through conditioning the

reflexes but if the individual worth and freedom are forgotten

when man is made a machine, there cannot be any moral grandeur.

Therefore, freedom of will is asserted and the erstwhile conception

of the ruler or king becomes now the conception of a doctor and

a teacher and the method adopted by the Lord for saving the

world is spoken of as a medicine or ^maruntu ^ the Lord Himself

being described as Guru or Master.'^^ in all these cases, the

Lord or God stands away from man. Therefore, the ruler is

feared; the teacher is revered. To make this relationship between

God and soul very intimate, God is spoken of as the father and

the mother, but the relationship even here is not so intimate

as to be one of communion. To avoid this, God is spoken of as

an intimate friend and comrade.'^^ Even this appears to be a kind

of exterior relationship. The most intimate relationship is that of

the lovers and, therefore, God is spoken of as the beloved of the

soul.*^^ Love works such a great transformat^n that all the

erstwhile selfishness is completely destroyed. There is a complete

self-sacrifice and self-surrender in love. Here, there is no slavery

but freedom. God also ceases to be dictating from a higher

71. 7:27:3.

72. 7:62:4.

73. 7:53:3.

74. 7:26:2; 7:51:10; 7:84:9.

75. Hymn, 37.

T. 152
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pedestal. He becomes the Soul of the soul inspiring^ q£i

its acts.

Karma thus becomes Dharma and the divine play of His Blfi

of krpd (mercy). As Appar says, 'Mountains of sins disappear

by a spark of His love even as moimtains of firewood are burnt

away by a spark of fire’

—

‘'Viryrtura atukkiya virakin vevvalal

unniyi pukil aval onrumillaiydm pa'rmiya ulakinil payinra pdvattai

nanninin raruppatu namaccivdyave^* Therefore, even this, is only

according to the law of karma when it becomes the law of love.

It is not the outward act but the intention that is important in

judging the karmas. When the intention is deified, when every

act of the saint is inspired by the Lord, there is really no act of

the saint and there is no karma to be enjoyed or suffered by him,

Thus is karma transcended.

The feeling of self-condemnation, is a feeling of repentance

revealing a purification of heart, a purity which is also expressed

by our poet. The poet feels in a moment of self-condemnation that

the Lord’s Grace is so powerful as to pardon all sins. Even the

faults of his, are, he feels, loved by the Lord even as the dirt of

the calf is hcked away by the mother cow. This is the doctrine of

Grace. Saktinipatam is the descending of this power of Grace on

the soul.

76 . Appar, 11 : 3 .



CHAPTER 111

GRA.CE AND ETHICS

I

DOaTRmE OF GRACE:

Lord’s Grace or 'Arul’ is the Mother. Vedanta Desikar's
•conception that while He loves rule, she rules love and overpowers
might, is probably the same as that of ^aivite conception of Siva
and Um5; only the Saivites speak of a final stage when Siva and
Umd are but one. PiUai Ldkdcarya*s theory about the working
of this Grace is more applicable to Arurar, though not his concep-
tion of the Mother who according to PiUai is not Vihhu or infinite

but only a mediatrix interceding on behalf of the sinner and sub-
duing the retributive will of the Lord by Her overflowing mercy
and thereby making the Lord the Saviour and the soul the mukta.
The second part of Sn Vacanahhilsav<im insists on the spontaneity
of Divine mercy as opposed to its attainment by our effort. Ac-
cording to PiUai, “Responsiveness to Grace has more religious

value than the responsibility of the jwa to merit it. Operative
Grace like the free flow of mother’s milk is different from co-
operative Grace which is like artificial milk, and the updya menta-
lity savours of egoity”. Surrender brings on us the Absolute
rain of Grace which is bestowed and not merited by egoistic effort.

This, very weU explains the doctrine of Grace which Arurar refers
to as “Kurrctm ceyyinum kunam enak karutum kolkaV\^

Our poet many a time and in many ways praises this Grace of
the Lord. He is the Lord of Grace*—

—

that is mentioned
in his very first verse^ and the place where the poet was thus
saved probably came to be known as 'Arul TuraV, the Ford of
God’s Grace. He is the munificent Lord and His Grace seems
to be so unique when it flows towards the poet. He gives Himself
to think about Him— ennai ninaikkat taruvdn”? He feels
the munificent Lord is a companion, all to himself. The ^saidabhya*

1. 7:55:4.

2. 7:1:1.

3. 7:57:L
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—‘elimai' is often emphasized— ‘Kdnyi'p penumavarkku eliydn\'^

He makes the poet receive His sweet Grace— “Ennai inwrul

eytuvippdn’\^ He is ‘Pirdn\^ the Great One, offering all help. He
is the divine tree which satisfies all desires— ‘Karpakam\^ His

victories (of Virattdna) are well known; but our poet, suggesting

that all these victories are the victories of His Grace, describes

the Lord as the warrior of Divine Grace— ‘^Tiruvarul cer

Cevakan^\^ He is the merciful to all. He blesses all without say-

ing ^no’

—

^‘Elldrkkum illai enridtu arul ceyvdr^^^ He blesses his

devotees by removing the afflictions— ‘‘Pitai t^ra atiydrkku arulum

Perumdn^'.^^ He is clothed in His Grace devoid of all miseries—
‘^Allalil arule pumivdn^^^^ (There is another reading 'purivdn^

instead of ^punaivdn\ Then it will mean that He will bestow His

Grace upon us during the time of our miseries). He blesses us by

removing our miseries— Altai tirt tarul ceyya valldn'\'^^ He
destroys the karrnas at once, even those ancient karmas— ‘^Ollai

val vinaikal ketuppan''}^ He helps those attached to Him: “He
is One who will not get detached from them— ^^Urravarkku uta~

vum Perumdn^^ ‘^Parrindrkku enrum parravan’\^^ He is Good
to those who come near Him, and who are attached to Him and

who praise Him— ''Nannindrkku enrum nallavan”;^^ ^‘Parrindr^

katku nalldr’\'^'^ It is impossible to leave Him once you move or

be in communion with Him— ^^Viravindl vitutarkariydn^’,^^ He
forgives all faults and removes them— ^^Pilaiyaip poruppdn^^

^^Pilaiyeldm tavirap panippdn/'^^ That is His Grace which is the

4 . 7 : 56 : 9 .

5 . 7 : 56 : 2 .

6 . 7 : 22 : 1 .

7 . 7 : 68 : 5 .

8 . 7 : 70 : 8 .

9 . 7 : 53 : 4 .

10. 7 : 53 : 10 .

11 . 7 : 56 : 3 .

12. 7 : 61 : 5 .

13. 7 : 56 : 8 .

14. 7 : 61 : 2 .

15 . 7 : 61 : 2 .

16. 7 : 61 : 7 .

17 . 7 : 33 : 4
,8 .

18 . 7 : 59 : 2.

19 . 7 : 59:1

20. 7 : 59 : 1 .
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very form of forbearance—'^Kamaiydr karunaiyirmn^^^^ It leads

to Jndna; He blesses by removing doubt— ''Cankaiyai nlnka

aruli'\^^

II

KARMA TRANSCENDED:

Mind gets purified and the soul proceeds towards communion

with God. The never ending cycle of karma is transcended. All

the fetters and ignorance recede away like a mirage which has

been deceiving and teasing us as though it were a beautiful pond

of pure water in the desert—''Urdttunait terttenap pdcam oruva”P

Divine communion results. Therefore, his transcending the karma

is very important because salvation is certain thereafter. All our

miseries are the result of karma and God removes our hunger—
'Taci tirppdn”.^ He sets at naught to our calumnies beforehand—
^^Varumpali vdrdme tavirppdn^^ removes our sufferings

—

‘‘Varut-

tarn kalaivdrp ^ removes our anxieties and diseases— “Kaualai

kalaivdn^’ ^‘Pini kalaivdn'’ ^^Kattamum piniyum kalaivdn”p^

removes them for ever— “Allal ullana tlrttituvdn”p^ removes the

obstructions— ''liar tirkkavalldn''^^ and the defects— ^'Unamd-

yina firkkavalldrp’

;

removes the sorrow— ^'Tuyar tirppdyp'?^ This

happens because the karmas— the ancient karmas (Pantai vinai-

kal) cease to have any effect thereafter, receding away
as a mirage. Our poet says this happens as soon as one

falls at the feet of the Lord in self-surrender and the transforma-

tion seems to be so sudden that one has to speak there of the

Grace of the Lord— ^^Tolalum tolvinai tirkkinra coti^’p^ ‘‘Ataivar

vinai tUrkkiim purivutaiyar’p^ ^^Pariyd vinaikal avai tirkkum Para^

21 . 7 : 26 : 2 .

22 . 7 : 19 : 3 .

23 . ^ivairmnabodham, Sut. 9 .

24 . 7 : 29 : 3 .

25. 7 : 29: 5 .

26 . 7 : 59 : 7 .

27 . 7 : 41 : 5 .

28 . 7 : 29 : 3 .

29 . 7 : 59 : 2 .

30 . 7 : 56 : 10 .

31 . 7 : 57 : 7 .

32 . 7 : 57 : 8 .

33 . 7 : 56 : 9 ; Ollai vir^ikal, 7 : 56 : 8 ,

34. 7 : 12 : 9 .

35 . 7 : 11 : 1 .
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“ParacitDor vnwip parraruppdn'';^'^ ''Pdlam mnaikctl ai>(d

tirkkum Paraman'^;^ ^‘Pantitta virmip parraruppdn^^^^— Here it

will be also seen that He uproots the karmas» Even their trace

of previous attachment disappears— ^‘Aritta Nampi atikai toluvdr

'‘Ataivdr vinaikal aruppdn^*;^^ ‘^Vinaiyai vlfta nanrum nalla

Ndtan'^;^ ''Errum vinaikal tirppdr^\^ He is the medicine and

nectar capable of uprooting even the strongest karmas to those

who worship or circumambulate Him— ^‘Valam kolvdravar uaZ-

vinai tirkkum maTuntu^\^ This Grace of removing the karmas is

bestowed upon all in this world— '^Ulakil ulldr vinaikal l^rppdrJ’^^

That is the confidence of our poet, the confidence of universal sal-

vation, for God is One who blesses all— ‘^Elldrkkum illai enndtu

arul ceyvdr*\^

111

KARMA AND GRACE RECONCILED :

1. Sivajndna Yogi

The working of the karma in bringing on this Grace of the

Lord is explained by Siva^ndna Yogi in his commentary on Siva-

jndnahodham. All the good things we do, bring on good results

but they are after all gold-fetters as opposed to iron-fetters of

evil acts. But these good acts are called ^Pacu punniyam^ because

they are not done with the proper feeling of self-sacrifice in the

name of God, when alone they will be Sivapunniyam. In the

pacupunniyam, the ego is not dead, whilst in the Sivapuryriiyam it

is completely erased. How does one escape these fetters by doing

good acts? Though the Pacupunniyam is intended to benefit some

others in the society, because the Lord is all pervasive, this act

intended consciously for some one also, goes unconsciously to please

the Lord ultimately. This way, Pacupunniyam leads to Sivapun-

36 7:52:4.

3T. 7:68:2.

38. 7:52:8.

39. 7:61:8.

40. 7:63:6.

41. 7:91:6.

42. 7:91:7.

43. 7:91:9.

44. 7:75:9.

45. 7:91:8.

46. 7:53:4.
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ijiyam, llierefore, the immediate result is the gold-fetters, but
ultimately, on account of the Sivapunniyam accumulating and*

transforming the soul, it experiences the Divine Bliss. Sivajnana
Yogi asserts, this is the meaning of Arurar's verse, ''Vempinopu 1m-
karumpu viravi enait 'Vempu* or the bitter margosa-
seed-like experience is the experience of karma or fetters. Divine
bliss, sweet like the sugar-cane is the unconscious result of ,Siva-

purmiyam. In this way the soul is in the end completely trans-

formed—^77rtt^r^*8

2. Pillai Ldkdcdryar

Si% Vacanabhusanam, by PiEai Ldkdcdriyar, beautifully

expresses this unconscious purification of our acts even in our
physical and mental plane and it is worth quoting that part of the

text here

:

^Tripdt viputiyile paripurndnupavam natavdnirka, atunta

turukkdttdte, tecdntarakatandna putran pakkalile pitru hrtayam
kitakkumdpdle, camcdrikal pakkalile tiruvullam kutipoy, ivarkalaiv

pirintdl drramdttdte, ivarkaldte kalantu parimdrukaikkuk karana
kaleparankalaik kotuttu, avarraikkontu vydparikkaik kitdna cakti

vicesankalaiyum kotuttu, kankdna nirkil dnaiyittu vilakkuvdrkal-
enru kannukkut torrdtapati, urankukira prajaiyait tdy mutukile
yanaittukkontu kitakkumdpole, tdnarinta campantame hetuvaka
vitamdttdte^ akavdyile anaittukkontu dtciyil totarcci nanrenru
vitdte, cattaiye nokki utanketaiidy, ivarkal acatkarmankajile pra-

varttikkumpotu mitkamdttdtey anumati tdnattaippanni utdcinaraip-

pole iruntu, mitkaikkitam pdrttu, nanmaiyenru peritaldvatoru

lUmaiyum kap^te, nerriyaik kottippdrttdl oruvaUydlum pacaikdum-

toUntdl, aprdpyamenru kanrui nirote miluvatu; tanakkera vitam
perravalavile

, en draic conridy en peraic conndy en atiydrai ndk-

kindy avarkal vitdyait ^rttdy avarkalukku otunka nUalaik kotuU
tdy ennumdpdle cilavarrai erittu, matimdnkdyitfu, ponvdniyan pon-
nai uraikallile uraittu melukdle etuttuk kdlkalanc^nru tirattumdpole,

oanmaparamparaikaltorumf ydtruccikam prdcankika mdnusankikam
enkita cukruta vicesankalaik karpittukkontu, tdne avarrai onru
pattdkki natattikkontu pdrumA^ Lalitdcaritdtikalile ivvarttam
curukka moliyak kdrj^ldm.^^^^

47. 7:46:2.

48. 7:46:2.

50. 384. Sri Vacanahhu^'tmrri—Edn.1911.

49. 3:83. Sri VacaitahKu^Tiam-—^Edn. 1911.
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A robber escaping from custody may go round a temple or

any spiritual environment. Any sinner may call his friend, perhaps

as a brother sinner but who in this country is as usual named

after God. PiUai writes that God in writing the account of this

soul gives credit for his having been in a holy environment and

for his addressing the Lord by His name

—

uraicconndyj en

peraicconndy”

The same idea is expressed by our poet

—

“Poyye unnaip

pukalvdr pukalntdl atuvum poruldk kolvdne^^^^—‘Even if those who

praise You, do so without sincerity. You take it as sincere and

true praise’. ^^Anpildrenum Emperumdn enru eppotuvn alaitta-

varkkarul cey .... atikaV^^—‘Even if they have no love, You ...

.

bless those who call or utter Your name always’.

3. Our Poet, Arurar

We explained the working of karma as a kind of retribution,

reformation, cure and education. When our poet sings of God

as ‘a cheat unto the cheat,’ 'TuUuvardkum avarkku avartdmum

Pulluvar'',^ “Etildr tamakku etildn''^^—‘as a stranger to those who

look upon Him as a stranger’—there is the idea of retribution

—

paying them in their own coin. So also he expresses the same

idea in the verse No. 60:4, where he speaks of the acts of previous

birth inflicting in this birth. The idea of punishment is also there

when he says, ^^Patappdl tanmaiyil ndn pattatelldm patuttdy*^:

Here ^patuttdy’ means punished or made one undergo.^ Our poet

speaks of the Lord punishing him with blindness The reforma-

tive theory of karmas is referred to when God is said to be refining

and transmuting the mind and the soul
—

‘Tiruttit tirutti vanten

cintai itankol kayildyd^\^^ The curative theory, where the concep-

tion of karma and of all our defects and our ignorance being a

disease is also emphasized by our poet when he speaks of ‘^Pantitta

vinaip parraruppdn”^^—‘One who cuts away the fetters of karma

51 . Ibid.

52 . 7 : 41 : 7 .

53 . 7 : 14 : 9 .

54 . 7 : 11 : 3 .

55 . 7 : 56 : 2 .

56 . 7 : 15 : 6 .

57 . 7 : 54 : 4
;
7 : 69 : 3

;
7 : 89 : 1

;
7: 89 : 6 .

58 . 7 : 47 : 8 .

59 . 7 : 61 : 8 .
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in terms of surgery’ and of “Pint kalaivdy”^—‘You who removes

the disease in terms of cure’. Our poet calls the misleading desires

as cruel disease of desire—''Vetkai Vennoy” Identification with

the imperfection 'Apurnam and anyata' which is want of whole-

ness is disease and the source oi every misery. According to an

Indian Saint the greatest illness is the disease of existence. Has

not TiruvaUuvar said, ^'Pirapparukkalurr^rku utampu mikai?'’

When the soul turns Godward forgetting its erstwhile identification

with the imperfection, and aims at communion with the perfection

it enjoys freedom from this disease and the bliss of spiritual health.

God is therefore the medicine, ^^Maruntaimr”,^^ He is the medicine

curing the chronic karma, ‘^Valvinai firkknm maruntu^\^ the medi-

cine on the top of the mountain, ‘*Malaimel mdmaruntu^^^ The

last reference suggests the idea of ^Sanj/im^ or a rare medicinal

plant. Maruntu also means nectar. He is the nectar accompany-

ing us on our journey to salvation—‘‘Valittunai maruntu”^^ and we

saw the Divine Bliss being spoken of as the nectar of sahasrdrd in

the laya yoga of Satcakras”

.

The Lord is spoken of as ‘AmudvJ—
^Nectar^ by our poet himself.®^

The jSaiva Siddhdnta Philosophy coming to the educational

theory of karma speaks of the Lord creating ^tanukarana puvana

p6kam\ body, limbs, the world and the objects of enjoyment, for

the experience of the soul which has to be purified ultimately and

saved through the experiences. This answers to the modern con-

ception of educational institutions where the child is conditioned

in the proper way through experiences provided there. The Lord

is spoken of by our poet as a Guru,^^ Gururudmaai^^ and Cittan.®®

Heal education according to the Hindus is the drawing out of the

spirit inside and, therefore, the Lord is the most learned from this

point of view— Pattan^^ the learned. The learned or the really

educated, from this point of view, always praise Him—“Pcriya

60. 7:29:3.

61. 7:59:2.

62. 7:76.6.

63. 7:75:9.

64. 7:27:3.

65. 7:70:9.

66. 7:58:6
;
7:68:7 etc.

67. 7:26:4.

68. 7:62:4.

69. 7:69:9; 7:80:8.

70. 7:69:9.

T. 153
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emperumdn enru eppotum karravar paravappatuvdn’' The result

of this kind of education or spiritual perfection is the removal of

all miseries—''Karra perumpulavar allal peritum aruppdn''J^ Edu-

cation in this sense becomes in the end Divine Bliss—"Karra

kalviyinuTn —*God is sweeter than education’, the means

though both are the same because God is the goal and the means.

This education or spiritual perfection is not mere theory but an

art and an aesthetic experience of God. We had elsewhere ex-

plained the artistic mysticism of Ariirar and his conception of Art

or 'Kalai\ From this point of view Ariirar speaks of the Lord

being the Art as well as its meaning and significance. He is the

fruit of the experience of Art— "Elicaiydy icaippaya7my^\ His

All-pervasiveness is brought about by a reference to Art

—

"Kalaik-

keldm poruldy”;'^^ ^Tdttakat ticai dkininmn
'’ ^Tarirtdrin Tamildyp

Paramdya Parancutare^^ ^^Palkalaiyin poruV\'^^

iV

THE BLISS OF LOVE ;

The spiritual process is explained in a still more intimate way.

Indian books on rhetoric speak of the dictates of the Vedas as the

commandments of the Master to his slave, the Prahhu Samhitd.

They speak of the Itihdsas as the counsel friends, the Suhrt

Samhitd and the Purdnas as the prattling of the child, the Sisu

Samhitd. Poetry is according to them the captivating speech and

request of the beloved, the Kdntd Samhitd. Naturally Ariirar s

conception of Art leads us to this relationship of love between God

and Soul as the Lover and the Beloved, which ultimately blossoms

as an undivided non-dualistic inseparable experience of union or

unity. From this point of view, the Lord is the most beautiful

(AlakayJ^ etc), and the purest (Punitan)^^ and (Ninmalan)

71 . 7 : 61 : 11 .

72 . 7 : 73 : 3 .

73 . 7 : 56 : 5 .

74 . 7 : 51 : 10 .

75 . 7 : 59 : 3 .

76 . 7 : 62 : 3 .
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78 . 7 : 62 : 6 .

79 . 7 : 9 : 1
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,
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,
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Arurar addresses Him as ‘Alahd^^^ and ^Alakiydr\^ The Lord is

eternal and without end; He is, therefore, to the poet, ‘the eternal

Youth* (Kulakan).^^ To the beloved, He is the bridegroom and
the beloved (Manavdlan) (Anpan),^^ (Arvan).^^^

He is all sorts of relations of varying kinds of love. This can
be interpreted in two ways. Since He is All-pervasive, every

relation of ours is ultimately God. In another sense, all these

relations of which we speak of in this world are unreal and ulti-

mately meaningless and futile, the real, father, mother, brother,

sister, son, wife, teacher, friend, king and Guru being the Lord
and none but Him. We are His wealth and He is the owner

—

He is our Chief or Leader (Kon) He is our Iraivan

or Iraiyavan,^^ the King or the Sovereign. He is the beloved Lord
(Nuyakan) : Ndtan.^'^ In various hymns our poet, therefore,

addresses the Lord as father, mother, master, the beloved, the

brother etc.^ In this also our poet is following closely the footsteps

of Campantar.^^

Of all these relationships, that which is the most intimate is

that of the beloved. The most intimate experience of the Lord’s
bliss is often spoken of as ^Amudu\ the sweetest thing. The
Vaimavite commentators bring out the greatness of this concep-
tion of ‘Ard Amudu* which is according to them unique in their

mystic language. “Whilst sense enjoyment is exciting and exhaust-
ing, the joy of Divine contact expresses the inexpressible joy which
is satisfaction without satiation” This term ^Ard Amudu* is how-
ever not peculiar to Vaisnavism but is the common basis of all

Tamil mystic poetry. Appar mentions it.®® Arurar calls the Lord

62. 7:1:6; 7:3:6; 7:69:2.

83. 7:87:1-10.

84. 7:58:5; 7:62:7; T:76:5; 7:77:4.

85. 7:70:4; 7:80:1.

86. 7:38:10.

86a. 7:85:3.

87. 7:91:6.

88. 7:68:2.

89. 7:40:3; 7:73:4; 7:75:1.

90. 7:17:7.

91. 7:84:9.

92. See hymns 13, 24, 26, 27, 28, 52, 73, 85.

93. See Campantar-3: iG

.

94. NammdlvBr: 2:3:1.

95. Ap., 281:1,
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^Amudu*—‘Nectar’;^ ‘Innamudu*—‘Sweet Nectar’;®"^ "Aramudu^^^

which is Insatiable Nectar; 'Ard Innamudu^—‘the Insatiable sweet

Nectar’®® and ^Kdtild Amudu'—‘the Nectar free from all dregs’.^®®

The Lord is the sweetest experience and for want of words our

poet speaks of Him as ‘KannaV—Sugar,^®i 'Karumpu '—Sugarcanei®^

and ‘Katti’—Sugarcandy^®® and also Ten’—Honey.^®^ '‘Pdvippdr

marmttu urum at ten”,i®5 ‘^Atiydrkaltam ullat ten’V®® ^'Tittikkum

ten’V®7 ‘‘Karumpin '‘Mannavar ninrettum karumpu^\^^

‘'Teli ten’V^® ‘Tenitai innamudu, marratanirrelivu'^^'^^ ^‘Kannal

irinamndu”ii2 the several metaphorical expressions used by our

poet, sweeter by themselves. Of these, the last two expressions

are the most sweetest as they mention that our Lord is the most

sweetest quintessence of all the sweetest things.

He is not far away. He is the beloved of our soul, ever in its

embrace. Therefore, He is like the sweetness of the gooseberry in

our very palm—“An/cai nelliyin palattitai amudu'M^ The bliss of

achievement becomes patent to them who contemplate on Him

—

^^Cintit tehivdrkku nellikkanV\^^^ But all these fruits of the world

are nothing compared to His bliss and therefore our poet speaks of

Him as the divine fruit of educational or spiritual perfection

—

^'Karrula van kanV'}^^ “Think of Him! How sweet is He!’*—cries

our poet and he further states, “His very name is sweet in our

96 . 7 : 28 : 2 ;
7 : 68 : 1-9

;
7 : 84 : 7 .

97 . 7 : 21 : 6
;
7 : 27 : 2 ; 7 : 84 : 3

;
7 : 84 : 10.

98 . 7 : 51 : 2 ;
7 : 51 : 4 .

99 . 7 : 26 : 10 ; 7 : 27 : 7 .

100. 7 : 70 : 8 .

101 . 7 : 84 : 10 .

102. 7 : 54 : 3 .

103 . 7 : 54 : 3
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tongue and there sprouts forth the nectar”

—

“NdvilUrum Nalldran;

Amudu”M^

The happiness is still further Broken of as ‘Inpu’ and 'Inima€,

He is the sweet bliss devoid of all miseries

—

^^Tunpamum turantu

inpiniyd7}f' ^‘To praise Him is to enjoy the sweet bliss”—thus

feel the Bhaktaa and the Siddhas, "Pattar Cittar paraviniydn’^'^^^

(There is another reading parivimydn instead of paraviniydn)

.

He
increases the bliss of those who contemplate on Him. He is the

sweetest bliss in commumon—^^tlaittarku iniyan^^^^^ ''Enak~

‘He is sweet unto me’ cries our poet. He is sweet

not only to him but also to all his people

—

^‘Tamarkkiniyavan^*

H-e is sweet, not at one moment or once, but all through the seven-

fold births

—

'Elumaiyum' He is sweet to our heart
—

''Manafc-

kiniyttvan^\^ His all pervasiveness appears as His all pervasive

bliss, sweet to the ear, sweet to the eye, sweet to the nose, sWeet

to the tongue and sweet to the heart of the artist

:

^^Pannitait tamil oppdy palattinir cuvai oppdy

Kannitai mani oppdy katu irut cutar oppdy^\^^

‘%a%kkum eluttirku uyire ottiydl

ilaiye ottiydl unaiyd ottiydl

Kulaikkum payirkkor puyale ottiydl

atiydr tamakkdr kutvye ottiydl’

‘‘Vdcattindr malark konrai yulldr”,^

V
ETmCS AND THE ABSOLUTE :

The saint, when he attains realization, transcends thus the

wheel of karma and ethics. But this is not a negation of moral

laws but their fulfilment and transcendence to the higher, more

116 . 7 : 68 : 3 .

117 . 7 : 56 : 9 .

118. 7 : 62 : 3 .

119 . 7 : 67 : 1 .

120 . 7 : 72 : 1 .

121 . 7 : 72 : 1 .

122 . 7 : 72 : 1 .

123 . 7 : 72 : 1 .

124 . 7 : 29 : 6 .

125 . 7 : 4 : 4 .

126 . 7 : 19 : 2 .
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wonderful and more mysterious harmony of the Absolute. Westet-

ners often misrepresent it as a non-moral, if not immoral state.

In the Absolute, all the contradictions, all the ‘dvandvas^ (dualism)

are transcended and harmonized and therefore, it is beyond the

'dvandvas' like moral and immoral which have meaning only in

relation to the desires and activities of the self-conscious mind.

The ascent to the Absolute starts with the purified and moral

state. Therefore, there is no question of this path being immoral.

Arurar emphasizes this importance of ethics. He speaks of the

removal of the faults, the removal of the angry mind, the false

sense of prestige and the vain desire

—

'‘Kuca ntkkik kurra mkkic
cerra mana mkki vdca malku kulalindrkal vancamanai vdlkkai dcai

nikki^\^^'^ He also refers to the necessity for conquering or

transmuting the six passions.^^s The worshippers are described as

those whose mind has become calm, without being disturbed by
the heat of the passions

—

''Arum anpar'\^^ They are also describ-

ed as the good

—

"Nallavar^^ "Nallatiydr^\'^^^ They are those

who have no end

—

"Antamilld atiydr^\^^^ Our poet calls them as

those who are devoid of all blots— "Pdcarravar^;'^^ "Unamilld

atiydr^^^^ and "Kurram il (tan) atiydr^^^^^—those free from all

faults. They are free from confusion

—

"Malakkil (nin) atiydr^\^^^

They are so attached to Him that they know nothing else

—

"Matam
utaiya atiydr'\^^'^ God is pleased with the character and behaviour
of those who are capable of worshipping His feet

—

"Kalal pena-

valldr cilamum ceikaiyum kantuvappdr^\^^

It is said that doing good to others is the highest Dharma.
Internal purity engenders this state of mind where this sympathy
and pity become almost an instinct. Rdmdnuja has truly said that

he, from whose heart escapes the cry ‘alas’ at the suffering of

127 . 7 : 7 : 7 .

128 . 7 : 5 : 8.

129. 7 : 19 : 8 .

130 . 7 : 56 : 10
;
7 : 79: 10.
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133 . 7 : 50 : 7.
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others can be sure of his salvation. It is, therefore, wrong to

assert that Hinduism develops selfishness in its spiritual develop-

ment. It aims not at individual freedom but freedom from
individuality—aims at the blossoming of the individual into the

universal and the Absolute where there is not mere fretting and
weeping but real love for all in that universal consciousness, if one

may speak of it in those terms. When this sjnnpathy is absent

there is no hope of salvation. When, the feeling of desolation

overtakes our saint and he begins to condemn himself, he feels a

revulsion at his imagined unsympathetic mind. “The helpless with

eyes sunk low come and beg; even then I am not inspired by
that power of sympathy’’

—

‘^Kan kulintirappdr kaiyil onrum
itakkilen^^ “I do not give even an iota to those who beg”

—

^^Ciruc cirite irappdrkatku onru “Wealth seems to be

dazzling to me and I do not part with it”

—

^‘Kotukka kirrilen

onporul “I have not helped the desperate in any way”—^^Alantdrkal oruttarkku utaviyen

VI

ARtJRAR^S ETHICAL EXCELLENCE:

The importance of the ethical excellence in inspiring the Grace

is emphasized by our poet both positively and negatively. God
blesses only those who have this moral grandeur^^ and from those

who are devoid of this purity and love He hides, not for ever,

but till they are transformed. To those rooted in Truth, con-

templating and recollecting His glories, He comes as the very

Truth and He is untrue unto those who are devoid of this Truth.^^

He increases here and hereafter the happiness of those whose heart

melts in love

—

^^Kacintavarkku immaiyotu ammaiyil inpam peruk-

kum Nampi*\^^ He shines as the brilliant light of Truth to those

who praise with their tongue Truth itself. He hides from those

139. 7:59:9.
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whose heart knows no such love or pity.^^ But if ihose think of

Him for a moment with a melting hearty He enters their heart and

resides ever taking it as His abode.W9 He is impossible of approach

to those who do not come to Him with the loving contemplation.*^

He is the Great and Birthless who never forgets those whose mind

is free from deceit.*^* He goes not into the minds of those full of

deceit.*^ He does not come even for a moment near the deceitful

heart.*®? He is a Cheat unto the cheats*®^— ‘^Pulluvar dkum
avarkku avartdmum puUuvarmr^\^^ Has not Sri Krsna said “Dliiyn-

tam chalayatdm asmi?^^— am the dice of the gamblers’.*^ He
is there in the mind of those who do not swerve from the right

path.*57 He is the beloved of the virtuous— ^^Punniyattdr necat-

VII

MORAL GRANDEUR OF ^IVA :

Our poet describes our Lord as the very embodiment of moral

grandeur. He not only loves morality in His followers but He is

Himself pure, holy and moral and helps his followers to become

pure and moral. He is the Truth— 'Meyyan'}^^ He is the pure

— Twnitan";*®® the Holy— Tirttau'.*®* He is the Holy of holies

destroying sin— *^Pavittira pdva ndcan'*;^^^ the very form of virtue

— ^Punniyan and Punriiyarndndn\^^ He is pure as the rare Tapas

or He is the pure in His rare Tapas— ''Aruntavattir ruydr''}^^ Our
poet’s theory of Art or Aesthetics brings out this great Truth. In
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the Tirupputtur hymn, he sings of God alternately as Punitan or

the Holy and Alakan or the Beautiful.^®^ The Beautiful Absolute

therefore can only be the Purest.

It is not the followers alone that are full of the virtues required

for attaining the final release. He is both the goal and the means.

In the path of love, He comes like the Beloved to the soul. There-

fore, He is also pure, and holy, like His followers. He is not only

the Lord and Pacupati, but He is like His beloved one, a

Siddha, a Mukta and a Bhakta, though conferring siddhi and mukti

on them and worshipped by Bhaktas, Saivas and Pdsupatas^^ The
Brahmajndnis who have achieved realization of the Absolute are

sometimes distinguished as Brahmavid, Brahmavara, Brahmavarya

and Brahmavarista, and Siva, the Lord is also like the Brahma-

varya, the Brahmavarista stage being Absolute quiescence.

He is our great prince of Tapas, He the Prince, who frowns

on the (misleading) five senses— ‘^Pulanaintum ciru NampV\^^^

He loves the character and behaviour of others— ‘‘Cilamum cey-

kaiyum kantuvappdr*\^^^ His form itself possesses in abundance

this virtuous character— '^Cilantan peritum utaiydn” He is,

therefore, the real attachment unto the true tapasvins— ^^Parri-

ndrkkenrum parravan” He is the Dhdrmic saint—
^^Atikal”,^’^^ the saint with the eye of Dharma—

^^Arakkan enattakum atikaV^'^'^^ the great gem of a master—
^^GurumdmanV\^^^ He is not only the learned, but the leader

of good conduct,^’^^ The phrase Sistdcdra speaks of sistas as such

leaders.
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He is full of those rare and good attributes and there is no

comparison to Him in this respect— ''Oppariya kunattdn”

Because of the infinite attributes, He has a thousand names— ''Per

or These groups of attributes are spoken of as being

eight in number. According to the Jains these are : 1. Infinite

knowledge; 2. Infinite perception; 3. Infinite power; 4. Infinite bliss;

5. Indestructability; 6. Absence of any name; 7. Absence of any

class; 8. Absence of any limited life. As pointed out by ParimeU

alakar, the Sivdgamas mention these attributes in a different way:

1. Infinite bliss; 2. Infinite power; 3. Infinite Grace; 4. Omniscience;

5. Absolute self dependence relying on none else; 6. Being an

embodiment of purity; 7. Being by His own nature free from

fetters and 8. Being possessed of Absolute intuitive wisdom. He
is, therefore, a mountain of these good qualities — “Kunak-

kunru^J^ The same idea is expressed in a negative way. The

Absolute is a mountain completely devoid of all evils— "Titild

Siva^s attributes have no faults— “Kurramil kunat-

He is perfect; His perfection is complete in itself— the

Absolute; He is the fullness without any deficiency—'^Kuraivild

niraivu\^^ He is perfect; therefore, there is no question of reform-

ing, rectifying or improving this perfection — ^^Tiruttaldkdtdy”

He is devoid of all faults— or rather devoid of all

deficiency. He is without birth which is the basis of all defects.

He is “Ut(aman”i86 the Supreme Being who is possessed of all

moral attributes. He is "Oppariya kunattan’^ who is second to

none in moral perfection. He takes His place, therefore, in the

hearts of those who are complete in their ethical perfection.^®^

The very term ^Enkunaiidn' is mentioned by our poet to represent

our Lord as having all the attributes grouped into eight in accord-

ance with the Saivites' conception (Enkunattindn)
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VIII

SELF CONDEMNATION EXPLAINED :

In a moment of desolation overcoming him, at the sight of the

world, especially after his mystic experience of the Lord, our

poet often bears on his shoulders the crushing weight of the

faults of the world and sings because of this racial memory of the

human race, his hymns of self condemnation. This self condem-

nation paints the poet sometimes in the darkest colour, as

the very embodiment of all that is immoral. As against Tayas and

control of the five senses and their sublimation, which all form the

path of the Lord, he speaks of his own slavery to the senses and

of his being caught within the net spread out by the common
women who entice by their beauty.^®® The whole of the 8th hymn
speaks of his revulsion from this kind of life.

In other places, he exaggerates his faults. He regrets that

he cannot transmute the six passions in the path of the Lord.^^®

He speaks of this life as a life of falsehood^^*^^ and meanness.’^^

He complains of his vain knowledge and of his behaviour of

not walking in the footsteps of the just.i®^ He speaks of himself

getting fatigued after having wandered like a devil or ghost.^^^ He
calls himself a liar and a cheat, the hard-hearted who does not

love the feet of the Lord, being himself caught within the fetters

of confusion, the cruel fool without any wisdom.^®"^ He speaks

of wandering away from the Lord doing all things false.^®®

He continues in this strain : His is a body of dirt;i®^ he whirls

like the water of the whirlpool and so does his mind; 200 he has not

contemplated on the moral conduct and attributes of the Lord.^oi
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He exclaims in despair ; “I cannot escape the misery of the desires;

I do not see the path”.^^^ “I have become fatigued having decided

on actions which are not good”.^®^ ‘‘The karmas of the past inflict

me in this birth and I have wasted my time as an obstinate fool”.^®^

‘1 have not learnt the truth of the arts or wisdom. I have done

very very cruel acts. Alas ! a sinner ! I have committed many

sins”.^®® ‘1 cannot leave off the faults of resentment. I revered

none and did only improper acts. I wander about, resentful and

obstinate”.

“I do not speak except in opposition. I am not a help even

to those who follow me; alas ! mine is a heart harder than

stone”.^®^ “My path, my knowledge, my attachment, my rule of

behaviour, all of these are very bad and cruel. I am fond of tor-

menting and punishing others. I wander about doing things

according to my whims and fancies”.^®® “I am fond of wealth; I

wander about in vain. I am no help even to any of those who are

desperate. I am not an aid even unto those who are attached to

me. I have nothing of propriety in me”.^^^ “I do not care for

others or my own people”.^^® “To every one I speak in resentment

and opposition” .^11 “I am not capable of cutting away my mani-

fold desires”.^^^ “j a cruel one”.2i3 0^1] Q^ie, a hard-

hearted one, never doing any act of good, a cruel one passionately

attached to whatever is seen”.^^^

Our poet sings in this strain only in moments of despair when
he feels for the world or when he feels he is away from God. This

does not represent the truth about him but only the value he sets

on ethics. Having undergone the purgation he is the purest soul,

an embodiment of morality. He himself gives expression to his
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conviction. '1 do not think of this body of fat as something per-

manent. I took refuge only in mind which thinks of you^.^is “i

am not proud of this human birth. I shed tears when I think of

it” .216 “I do not love anyone but you”.2i 7 “i serve you without
fear and what shall I aspire for ?”2i8 “i have resolved to reach
the ideal to be attained”.2ia “I renounced my kith and kin and
took refuge in you”.22o “i do not consider my relations as of any
help”.22i “I have left off or abandoned this life of worldli-

ness”.222 ‘‘j thought of your feet as the real and permanent thing

of the world and I became rid of my anger” — ‘Calam\‘‘^‘^ “What-
ever faults I may commit, I shall not commit any unto your feet”.224

“Even if I slip and fall down I know of no other cry but of Your
name”.225 “Even if I become fascinated by other things, I shall

not commit any fault to your feet and even if I do, I have agreed
to undergo all that you can do for me'\^ “I have not known my
doing any excess”.^^ ‘‘j do not remember even a single fault I

have committed”.228 “j have not committed any crime”.229 In

spite of the five Lords of the senses I tether You to my mind with
the garland of words”— ‘^Aivar kdkkinum vdkkennum mdlai

kontu unnai en ma'mttu drkkinren'' Is not our poet a Tara-
manaiye pdtuvdr^?
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PART III

GOD

Introduction

In this part, the final goal is examined. God is Jove but this con-

ception may lead to an emotional outburst. The Tamilian saints in-

cluding Arurar have emphasized the ‘Cit' aspect of this lover of a

Lord and this is examined in the first chapter of this part. In the

next chapter, the bridal mysticism of Arurar is explained as usual

starting from a study of the mystics of the world. The great

contribution of Vaisnavite commentators on Ndldyiraprahandkam

and especially on Nammdlvdrs poems in elucidating the concep-

tion of the mysticism of love which is oftentimes erroneously

termed erotic mysticism— for mysticism of love or madhurahhdva

is as far removed from Eros as deity from dust, utilized for explain-

ing Arurar's mysticism of love. The theory that Saivism does not

know this kind of ‘madhurahhdva' is proved to be incorrect; a

comparison is made between KrsnalUa in the Brinddvan and

Ananda Tandava and Bhiksdtana in the Ddrukavana— almost

quoting the very words of Prof. Srinivasachariyar’s explanation of

Krsnaism. Arurar'

s

one great ‘akappdttu^ (H. 37) is also explained.

The Purdnic mysticism which we studied earlier is found to agree

with this mysticism.

In the third chapter, Arurar s description of the final goal is

discussed, as the non-dual experience of the Absolute. It is found
difficult to proceed further and label him as the follower of any
distinct philosophy. We conclude that like all other mystics he
believes in the harmony of all religions and philosophies— all the
conflicts thereof being dissolved in the final experience of

the Absolute, which is everything and which cannot be everything
unless all the conflicts are thus harmonized there.



CHAPTER I

THE LIGHT OF LIGHT

I

ILLUMINATION OF LOVE :

The blissful love is not an emotional outburst but the joy of

jndna or realization of the Real, the Truth, the God, the Absolute.

Therefore, the Tamilian Saints are not so emotional as others, for,

in them we find a harmony of emotion, wisdom, and moral activity;

if at all there is relatively a greater emphasis on jndna it is on

jiidna as love. This is a realization which is born of firm faith

and knowledge devoid of all doubts and erroneous vision. There

is the firm resolve of the mind

—

''Titankol ciniaiyindr^'

}

where the

Lord removes the doubt

—

^^Cankaiyai ninka arnl^^—for, otherwise

nobody can come near Him; ^‘Cankaiyavar punartdrkariydn^\^

When there is this firm conviction and knowledge and unswerving

contemplation He dances as they sing

—

^^Niccayattdl ninaippuldrpdl

pdtum kdttil dtalulUr\^ The Lord is the pure form of true know-

ledge. All the books of knowledge

—

^"Arankam''^ ^‘Marai dran-

kaw'^^ are revealed by Him,® or He is their very form.’^ Real

knowledge as experience rather than as theory is considered to

bo ‘Urani’ or the greatest strength of intellectual conviction born

of experience which cannot be removed by any means. ‘Uram’ is

the word for strength and this has been interpreted by Pinkalantai

and commentators on Tirukkural which speaks of 'Uran ennum
as referring to our knowledge and our poet calls the Lord

the onlj^ Real which is this strength and spiritual knowledge

—

^^Uram ennum Pontldn”.®
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II

PURGATION AS ILLUMINATION :

Karma and other fetters are from one point of view fetters

of ignorance and darkness, a darkness which disappears when
this light of divine knowledge blazes forth

—

^‘Tolvirmi tirkkinra

^‘Irularuttarulum tuya These references imply
that the saint is equating ''VinaV" and ‘'IruV' probably as effect and
cause. Tiruvalluvar speaks of “Jrul cer iruvvrmt'^i^ and "Irul

ninki inpam payakkum^*}^ That cause or the seed of all the

miseries is described as '‘Katu iruV'^^—‘the terrific darkness’ and
the Lord Himself as the '‘Katu irutcutar''^^—“the light within this

darkness or the light which dispels this darkness”— a phrase
which by the way will appeal to the psychologists like Jung.

The real is obscured in this darkness and therefore the name and
form of the various things in the world are but a kind of dark-

ness hiding from vision the Reality; this darkness is torn away
by the pure light of real knowledge which is the brightness of

the Absolute— ^‘Corpatapporul irularuttarulum tuya

Ill

AntjRAR^S LIGHT

:

This is how the path of purgation becomes the path of

illumination which we see is also the path of love. God is the

only great Light for all the eight points of the compass—
^^Enticaikku oru Light, flame, brightness are all various

v^ays of describing real knowledge which is the form of God as

Cit, for, even the Vedas express the inexpressible, only through
similes and metaphors as, ‘^Curutiydrkkum collavonndccdti^^

^‘mnavilakkoir,^^ ^‘Tikal “Coti enum cutar^’?^
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^^Parancdti^\^ The idea of this Absolute Light being also the

Blissful Absolute is described poetically as Amararkhiniya

coti”;^ the idea of Absolute Beauty is expressed as '"Cuntxirac-

cdti^\^ It is eternal, never going out— '‘Nontd oncutar” It is

the Truth of truth, the Light of all lights— “C6tiiyircdti",27 though

one however great may not see that Light of all lights by egoistic

self effort, even when searching through the great lights
—“Cutar

munrilum onrit turuvi mdl piraman ariydta Mditdn”,-^ Its purity

and holiness are referred to as ‘'Mdcaru coti'P That the Absolute

does not depend upon anything else is spoken of in terms

of a self luminous light— '‘Tuntd vilakkin narcdit\^^ That it

transcends everything else, even the lights of the world and the

soul is brought out by the phrase, ''Parancutar” and "‘Paran-

IV

LIGHT SEES LIGHT

:

According to the Hindu theory of perception, the like alone

can perceive the like. The tongue tastes the element water

because the tongue itself is a form of this element. The 'eye is a

form of the element of fire and that is why it perceives light and

fire. If there is the experience of ‘Cit’ or real knowledge it is

experienced by that ‘Cit’ or real knowledge itself. For, there is

no duality in that experience. He is the eye of our eye, the eye

of our mind and the eye of our soul and the eye of the real

experience of true knowledge— ''f^dnakkan”.^ Thus is expressed

His All Pervasiveness and His being the quintessence of every-

thing, physical, mental and spiritual— ''Kanndy elulakum karut-

tdya aruttamumdy*\^
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V
SELF LUMINOUS

:

Lord is self luminous as this real knowledge. He is within

our mind and is everything and when the darkness disappears

through Tapas of cutting and polishing the gem of a heart; He
blazes forth as the beautiful light of that great gem. Our poet

calls Him as ‘‘MdmaniccdtiydrC'^^—a phrase used by Appar and

explained by him in his famous verse ''Virakirriyinan''?^ This

simile of a gem brings out not only the self luminous aspect but

also its precious worth as the ultimate value and also the aspect

of bliss because it is only endearing things and persons of love

that are metaphorically spoken of as precious gems. He is the

great precious gem of beautiful colour— ^‘Kurumdmani^\^^ Here

is a pun on the word ^kuru^ which means when read as Guru,

the spiritual master. The Lord is therefore the great precious

gem of a master. Our poet is very fond of the precious stone—
^'Mdnikkam^^— the red carbuncle (a ruby-like red stone but con-

sidered to be self luminous in the light of which the serpent as

its owner is said to go about in darkness in search of its prey).

He calls God the rare gem, ''Arumani'' the beautiful and

wealthy gem— '^Tirumani'\^^ the great gem— good

gem — ^^Nanmani”,^^ the great gem of the Devas— ‘^Vdnor

mdmani'\^^ The purity which appeals to our poet inspires him to

describe the Lord as ''Mdcildmani'\^ He calls the Lord ‘muttu' or

pearl, gold and ^CemporC—pure gold.'^^ He rolls into one, these

ideas of precious gem and of the precious metal and speaks of the

Lord as 'Ponmdmani The Lord is all pervasive, towering head

and shoulders over others; therefore, our poet calls Him ''Mdnik-

kattin malai”^^ the mountain of carbuncle; ''Kanakamdl varai”^’^

—
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the mountain of gold, an idea which elsewhere our poet brings

out through the words, '^Parametti” ''Paraman'\^^ ''Paramdya

paramparan'' ‘‘Periyaperumdn”,^^ ''Mdttdn'\^^ ''Mdttdn'^ may also

mean He who is the Lord of Mahat, the evolving Prkrti.

VI

TRANSCENDENTAL LIGHT

:

He transcends everything else and all forms of ordinary know-
ledge. He is realized as an experience through intuition or mystic

*ananyahhdva\ Therefore, He is described as One who has no

equal or comparison, One who has no relation— '‘Oppamardc-

cempon'\^ ‘'Tannoppildn'\^^ “InaiyiW,^^ ^^Uravili”.^ That He
transcends other kinds of knowledge excepting mystic experience

or Brahmdnuhhava is also brought out by our saint in a most

poetic way— ^'Onrdvarivonnd MurtV\^’^ He is the Lord of the

form which cannot be known as anything distinct and which

cannot be classified according to our ordinary sources of our

knowledge. It is impossible to produce any evidence— “Cdnrw

kdttutarkariyavan^\^^ God or Absolute is not something objective

like the things of the world. It is the pure experience and that is

why it is impossible to produce any objective evidence

:

^^Etukka Idlum etutia moUydlum mikkuc

CoUkka ventd cutarvittidan enkal coti

Mdtukkam ninka luruvir manamparri vdlmin

Cdtukkal mikkir iraiye vantu carminkaW^

says Campantar:^^ “God is impossible to be reached even through

contemplation by the mind; for, mind is but matter”. ^‘Acattila

tariydtu’’ is Sivajndnahddham.^^ He transcends matter. Even the
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Vedas cannot describe Him positively because He transcends all

words : ^^Curutiydrkkum collavonndc Even people who
have reached higher spheres cannot measure Him, measure His

infinity. He is a rarity to them— “Amararkkariydn’*

^

VII

CONTRADICTIONS RESOLVED:

The insoluble philosophical problems relating to God from

the point of view of ordinary knowledge lead to series of contradic-

tions which are all however harmonized and solved in the real

experience of the Absolute. With reference to the Bhilcsdtana

form, the form of a beggar, this problem is mooted and the final

solution of the real experience is given. “He becomes the beggar

because He has nothing. Further He has become the beggar

because He has everything”— ‘'Iryriye ilardvar; Utaiyardy Hard-

var'\^ He is everything in the sense He is the basis, the adhi^hdna,

the quintessence. He has nothing because none of these— the

forms and names— is His true self— ^^Inriye ilardvard, anzi

utaiyardy ilardvard?^\^ He is the eternal youth— “Kulakan”,®^

but yet the most ancient person— ‘^Palaiyan^\^ There is no

beginning or end but He is the beginning of everything. He is the

root, the true cause in its entirety and the overlord of everything :

That these contradictions and conflicts being ultimately resolv-

ed in a higher harmony is attempted to be explained by another

simile— Akaramutalin eluttdki ninrdy^’^^—a simile used by Tiru-

valluvarP^ ‘A’ is the first of the alphabet and God is the first of all

the things trancending everything. In another sense the letter

is the natural sound, first coming out when the mouth is opened.

61. 7:7:10.

62. 7:68:7.

63. 7:33:3.

64. 7:33:3.

65. 7:40:8; 7:58:5; 7:82:7; 7:81:9.

66. 7:86:9.

67. 7:1:5; 7:61:1; 7:92:4.

68. 7:12:3.

69. 7:12:3; 7:77:6.

70. 7:51:8.

71. 7:3:2.

72. Kuxal 1.
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The other sounds are its variations, produced by various kinds of

obstructions in the organs of articulation. So also God as the

basis of everything is the only pure self luminous thing; the other

forms of the world are its Vikrti or transformations due to

obstructions or veils. From this point of view all the letters are

His form as the form—the ^Vikrtan'P But this may not satisfy the

dialectics. This is poetry; and our saint is a poet giving expression

to his experience aiming at no philosophical explanation.

n 7 ; 42 ; 1 -10.



CHAPTER II

BRIDAL MYSTICISM

I

LOVE :

The path of purgation is not only a path of illumination but it

is ultimately the path of Bliss. It is very significant that the final

stage of spiritual realization is called ^ivahhoga in Saivism. The

final jrldna is looked upon as the blossoming of Love. Brahmajndna

is Brahmdnuhhava. The significant words used by our poet in

this connection are ''KdiaV\^ All these suggest the rela-

tionship of ideal lovers. This spiritual realization becomes a story

of love of the soul, the betrothed becoming the wedded love, losing

itself in the embrace and rapture of union with the Lord. The

artistic mysticism uses this metaphor of Love, which, therefore,

is sometimes erroneously spoken of as erotic mysticism. But it

must be noted that there is nothing carnal or degrading about this

love though there is the use of the language of sex. It is spiritualiz-

ed love and there is no other way of expressing the inexpressible.

Kantdhhaim (Karpn) is the experience of the bride and the bride-

groom. Madhiira Bhdva (Kalaim) is the experience of clandestine

love. But all these are metaphors and symbols; for the Real

transcends all these.

II

LANGUAGE OF MYSTICISM—MARRIAGE :

This way of explaining the spiritual experience is another

universal characteristic of the mystics. The divine union is ac-

cording to Plotinus, the real marriage of which the marriage of

earthly lovers— a blending and communion with each other— is

a copy. The Psalms sing in the same strain : “My Beloved is

mine and I am He” is their song of union almost amounting to

identity.

1 . 7 : 6 : 7
;
7 : 41 : 9 .

2 . 7 : 86 : 1
;
7 : 94 : 9 .
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The Christian mystic, St. Bernard, speaking in the same

language of love refers to the spiritual marriage with Jesus who

is the real Bridegroom of the soul.^ Henry Suso looks upon God

as Love 3a John of Ruysbroek describes the ladder of love where

there are touches and tastes of divine love as a result of which

the soul is consumed and purified by this fire of love when this

meeting of lovers— the Soul and God— ripens into the Bliss of

union, only to be followed by the wretchedness of separation

inspiring a God hunger in the soul which is finally appeased in

the Beatific vision after the complete purification of the soul.3t>

St. Teresa (her autobiography) has experienced the ecstasy of the

spiritual marriage with Jesus, the Bridegroom in which all fleshy

feelings were ravished away and where all the faculties were

suspended, when all sense of separation was swallowed up.^

St. John of the Cross sings thus of this marriage of delight

:

“Upon my flowery breast

Wholly for Him and save Himself for none

There did I give sweet rest

To my beloved One/^^

According to him, like a drop of water mingled in wine, like

glowing iron becoming firelike and like air flooded with sunlight,

the soul is transformed and deified in the unitive stage. Walter

Hilton or Hylton awakens Christ sleeping in his heart when reason

becomes Light and will become Love as a result of self naughting;

whereafter comes the waking sleep of the spouse followed by the

tasting of the heavenly savour.® Juliana of Norwich naughtens

the visible things for the vision of God where the love between

the soul and God is never dissected and where the wounds of

love become the divine healing of worship.^

3. Western Mysticism by Dom Cuthhcrt Butler, Canticle Ixi. 2, p. 141

—

Second edition, 1926.

3a. Christian Mysticism by W, R. Inge, p. 173, Edn. 1899.

3b. Orda spiritualium nuptiarum referred to on p. 169, Christian Mysti-

cism, ibid.

4. See Christian Mysticism, ibid. p. 218 ff.

5. His poem ‘The Obscure Night of the SouV.

6. The Scale of Perfection, Christian Mysticism, W. R. Inge, ibid, p. 197

7. Christian Mysticism, ibid. P. 201 ff.
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In Islamic Sufism or mysticism, we find the use of the

symbolism of wine, kisses and embraces which signify the

spiritual love and raptures of communion. Rabia of Basra, the

Moslem St. Teresa, loses herself in union with the eternal beauty

of God, like Aiiddl and Mirdhdi of our land. Hallaj, the Saint of

Baghdad sings, “I have become He that I love and He that I love

has become myself” and his explanation of his experience is that

the Divine I lives in the void of egoistic I, but when egoism is

destroyed by Grace and a real intimacy develops between the self

and God as the lover and the Beloved, an intimacy that is a burn-

ing endearment which is more mine than myself; where the

intellect, under the influence of love becomes intuition and love,

ripens into ecstasy and God intoxication, all this love of the soul

being love for love’s sake, love for God Himself and not even for

its experience as of the ecstasy of divine union, this Love finally

leading to the Beatific vision of God in paradise; where rapt in

Divine love the mystic is transformed into God. Jalal-ud-din Rumi,

the great Sufi describes the reciprocity of love and transcendental

union after its renunciation of sense life and its going away beyond

the intellect and he sings :

«

^^With Thy Sweet Soul, this soul of mine

Hath mixed as Water doth with Wine,

Who can the Wine and Water part,

Or me and Thee when we combine?

Thou art become my greater self;

Small hounds no more can me confine.

Thou hast my being taken on.

And shall not I now take on Thine?

Me Thou for ever hast affirmed,

That I may ever know Thee mine.

Thy Love has pierced me through and through,

Its thrill with Bone and Nerve entwine.

I rest a Flute laid on Thy lips;

A lute, I on Thy breast recline.

Breathe deep in me that I may sigh;

Yet strike my strings, and tears shall shine^\

8 . The Festival of Spring hy him. Translation p. 10 .
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It is because of this that Tirumular identifies Love with the

Lord. Love is deified; Shelley sings

;

^^Love wrapped in its all dissolving power

I saw not, heard not, moved not, only felt

His presence flow and mingle with my blood

Till it became His life and His grew mine

And I was thus absorbed'’.

Ill

LANGUAGE OF SEX

:

The language of sex is appropriate but must be interpreted

as having a spiritual meaning. Edward Ingram Watkins® in

explaining the Catholic mystic languages emphasized the fact that

the male element is operative, active, and directive, whilst

the feminine is responsive and receptive thus each being comple-

mentary to or co-operating with God. To Coventry Patmore, the

mystic poet, a true woman is God’s image infusing clod with

purity. The Christian mystic Richard of St. Victor,^® speaks

of four stairways of love
: (1) the betrothal where the soul thirsts

for the Beloved; (2) the marriage, where the Absolute leads the

soul as its bride; (3) wedlock, where the soul is oned with God

and transfigured into Him and the (4) the copulation or union

when the soul is caught up to divine delight. According to

Miss Underhill, the simile of marriage and the embrace is a parallel

on a lower level to the consummation of mystic love owing to the

virtues of mutuahty, irrevocableness and intimacy, the well known

marks of ancient marriage.^^

IV

HINDUISM: 1. KAMA:

The bridal mysticism is explained at length by the commen-

tators on Nammdlvdr's poems. The Cahkam lit'erature has idea-

lized love; its poetry of love is the poetry of the noumenon. Alvars

and Ndyanmdrs speak this language of love in giving expression

to their mystic experience. Kdma, there, is not vi?aya kdma or

sensual passion, it is the Bhagavat Kdma, spiritual love. “Kart^-

9.

See his Philosophy of Mysticism, Edn. 1919, P. 330 ff.

10. **De Quatuor Gradibua Violentae Charitatis*^ and Mysticism, by Under*

hill, Twelfth Edition Revised, p. 139.

11. Mysticism by Miss Underhill, ibid, p. 138.

T. 156
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7iukke dm atu kdmam'' is the Vaisnavite explanation. 12 That is,

“To love Lord Krsna and none else is real love”. Visaya kdma is

an inverted shadow in water of the real Atmakdma. When, there-

fore, instincts are harmonized and spiritualized they become the

eternal creative expression of Divine Love. The itu (the classic

commentary on Nammdlvdr) refers to the conversation occurring

in the Brhad Aranyaka Upanisad between the Saint Ydjnavalkya

and his wife Maitreyi when the Rsi develops and generalizes the

reply of his wife: “Verily is the husband dear, not for the love

of the husband but for the love of dtma. Everything is dear not

for the love of everything but for the love of dtma is everything

dear. The dtma should be reflected on and realized”.^^ This is

also the meaning of Appar’s statement, ''Ennilum iniyan oruvan

ulan .... Innampar Icane''^^ ‘There is One (the Lord luTmmpar)

dearer to me than myself’.

2. BEAUTY:

The importance of the conception of God as Beauty becomes

significant when the Lord steals our hearts “Ullam kavar kalvan'’^^

and Patiran^^ when He as the Purusottama, where all souls become

His Beloved in love with Him, a love which transcends even the

love of the husband and wife. Every soul according to Mird Bdi

(born in 1499 in Mdrwar) is eternally feminine and she cries,

“Why callest thou man as man? There is only One He, and that

is God”. The Bhagavat Kdma is beyond the married love of the

world. There may be in this world the feasts to our five senses

but the mind which has attained equanimity seeks for the Lord

beyond these five Lords (the senses) even as Draupati has said.^^

The husband is forgotten because of the love of the real Husband

or Purusottama. This language of clandestine love or extra marital

love is not a negation and cancellation of human marriage but a

transcendence. Being on two different levels there is no conflict

or moral deterioration. Once this is realized, sex is understood

as the magical desire, of the Divine Lover, the artist, the divine

12. Ravidnuja Nurrantdti, by Tiruvarankattamutaudr, v. 40,

13. iv.iS.

14. 134:1.

15. Campantar 1:1:1.

16. Arurar 7:86:2,3,4,7.

17. Villi Bharatam, Palam poruntu carukkam in Araiyya Parvam Verse

21.

18. Kiri of iirwrar — 7:78:2.
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charmeri^ by which the animal instinct and lust are transmuted

into divine intuition.

3. THE LOVING COUPLE:

God is Love and it is a dynamic love abhorring its solitude

and hankering after union with Soul. The Brhad Aranyaka Upa-

nisad explains this truth in the form of a story ''Brahman was

alone before creation as the Sat without a second as "EkdkV' and

was not pleased. Aloneness gave it no joy; He desired a second

and He divided Himself into twain”. He became Snyahpati, the

Lord of Sri, the Mother of the Vaisnavites; He became Ardhanwn

(half male and half female) of the Saivites. The cosmic drama

depends on this self division into loving pairs.^^

4. VTS SIGNIFICANCE

:

Prof. Srinivasachariyar brings out the importance of this con-

ception : “To say that God creates the world out of nothing or

that He makes it as a potter makes pots is meaningless and mecha-

nical. Likewise, the view of the dialecticians who dissect living

Reality into contradictions of thesis and antithesis and then unite

them as synthesis is a mere metaphysical abstraction. When they

say that the ^one’ opposes itself as two and then reposes in itself,

that the one enters into its opposite and then returns to itself and

that the ego opposes itself as the non-ego and then returns to itself,

they start with contradictions and fail to co-ordinate them. But

the Vedantic view of God as Love avoids the defects of theism

and monism and affirms that God as love is dual existentially and

non-dual in experience. It is the Divine art of creational sponta-

neity which may be portrayed through the aesthetic language of

poetry, music and dancing and the symbology of srngdra rasa.

Rhyme has more value in the mystic plane than reason”.^2

Prof. Srinivasachariyar’s explanation is noteworthy.

V
BHOGA AND YOGA:

While mystic experience may be gained by the way of Yoga

or Bhoga (ascetic introversion or hedonistic extroversion), the

19. Patixan — 7:86:2, 3, 4, 7.

20. l.iv.3.

21. See Appar: hymn, 3.

22. Mystics and Mysticism, pp. 298-99.
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way of Bhoga or aesthetic religion has an irresistible appeal to the

mystic who follows the method of Bhagavatkdma. The Lord is a

Yogi to the yogi and a Bhdgi to the hhogi^ and followers of God

follow both the paths of worshipping the Lord. Campantar says

of God in his marriage hymn: ''Pokattan yokattaiye purintane?^

Nampi Arurar sings of the followers of God

:

^^Pulkiyum talntum pontu tavam ceyyum

Pdkarum yokarum pularivdy mulkac

Cellumd Kdviri'\^^

Our poet calls both the Bhogis and Yogis as Tapasvins and there-

fore the Bhogis are those who enjoy Bhagavatkdma.

VI

VAI^NAVISM :

But it is very unfortunate that this Bhoga method as Siva-

kdma has not been so very well emphasized. Bhagavatkdma is a

phrase well known. Sivakdma is not so very well known though

the Mother Goddess as the embodiment of this love is known as

Sivakdmi inspiring the very Dance of Siva. It is because this

explanation of Saivism is not so well known as it deserves, that the

great exponent of Hindu mysticism, Prof. Srmivasachariyar dis-

tinguishes Sri Vaisnavism from Saivism and classifies the latter

with Christianity and Islam as those knowing not this method of

Bhoga. He writes in his ^'Mystics and Mysticism''

,

‘Tn organized

Christianity, Islam and Theistic Saivism, God is the Holy and devo-

tional mysticism is aroused by the creator-creature feeling and it

does not foster affinity.”^ The distinguishing feature of Sm Vais-

Tmvism and its importance are well brought out by the learned Pro-

fessor: “But, in Sri Vaisnavism, especially in the incarnational

mysticism of Sn KrsTia, God is Beauty and the bridal mystic

is captivated by direct contact with Him. The rsis of Danda-

kdranya were so much smitten with the beauty of Rama the

Righteous that they were born as Gopls of Brnddvan to relish His

beauty and revel in it. Sri Krsiia is the Holy of Holies (yogesvara)

without any touch or taint of sensuality and sin; but He humanizes

23 . ^ivajndnacittiydr-1.50.

24 . 3 : 125 : 7 .

25 . 7 : 74 : 3 .

26. Mystics and Mysticism, p. 303.
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Himself, as it were, and plays the game of love in the eternal

spiritual world of Brinddvan with a view to destroying the frarifis

or thirsts of the flesh and divinizing the human finites. Why the

Absolute divides itself into finite centres and why there is so

much ignorance, evil and ugliness of bad karma and kdma in the

world are questions that admit of no solution; but mysticism has

dissolved the problem by transmitting lust into love and trma into

Krfna as is witnessed in the lives of mystics like &uka'*r^

VII

AKAPPATTU—SONG OF LOVE:

This characteristic feature so very well emphasized in rela-

tion to Vaisnavism is not foreign to Saivism. The Vai^avite

commentators bring out the beauty of the Akappdttus or love songs

of Alvnrs bv renaming the saints as feminine poetesses : Pardn-

kusa Nniwki (Tirumankai Alvar)
^
Sathakopa Ndyaki (NammdU

vdr) and Kulasekhara Ndyaki (Kidasekharo Alvar) . The Saivite

saints who have also composed Akapporul hymns in a similar

strain may, very well be renamed as Jndnasamhanda Ndyaki,

Vdqisa Nd'^inki (Tiruvdvukkaracar)
,
Sundara Ndyaki (Arurar)

and Mdnikka Vdcaka Ndyaki. That this Bhoga mdrga or aesthe-

tic religion of Sivakdma is not unknown to Saivites; we have shown

with the help of references from our poet and Campantar. The
bridal mysticism of our saint is beautifully brought out in Arurar'

s

hymn in No. 37, and we have tried to explain the hymn in the

light of Vnisnfiavite commentators— the very commentators whom
our Achdriydr follows.

VIII

THE PLAY OF LOVE :

It is separation or vislesa that is sung in this hymn though

we get glimpses of the erstwhile union or samilesa. What our

Professor states about this lUa of love, this drama of samslesa and

vislesa, union and separation, may form an appropriate introduc-

tion to the said hymn of Arurar :

^‘Bhaktirasa becomes ripe in the process of what is known as

the game of love or samslesa and vislesa. The Lord plays hide

and seek with the beloved soul. Samslesa is the joy of union

and vislesa is the sorrow of separation in the ‘dark night of the

27. Mystics and Mysticism, p. 303.
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soul’; it is the school of suffering love. The joy of contacting God

is momentary in this world of Hid and it becomes secure and

stable only in the world beyond. In the alternation between

samslesa and vislesa, the soul is freed from sensuality and egoity

and yearns for the dawn of unitive consciousness. There is light

on the path caused by visions and voices; but they are only step-

ping stones and not stopping places. It is by wise introversion

in the state of vislesa that the soul, which is the bride, distinguishes

between what is momentary and what is eternal and renounces

its egocentric feeling of ‘my’ and ‘mine’ and is purged of pride.

Humiliation from without fosters inner humility and the spirit

of resignation and in the state of anguish caused by the sense

of separation, the bride lapses into depression and despair. The

Lord of Love also suffers from the woes of loneliness and yearns

for communion with the beloved. In the rapture of reunion, each

rushes into the arms of the other and reflection expires in ecstasy.

But the joy does not last long as the roots of self-feeling are not

yet destroyed and the bride-soul is enchanted by the physical

beauty of the Lord and mistakes appearance for reality and vision

for the home. Once again there is withdrawal followed by a sense

of gloom and this time the bride-soul gives up its passivity and

protests and rebukes the Lord for His cruelty and caprice in caus-

ing unmerited suffering to the victim and finally there is the onset

of divine union. The two become united and are immersed in the

joy of communion. The symbolic language employed by the mys-

tics in terms of spiritual marriage is entirely free from morbidity

or erotomania. What is bhagavatkdma is transempirical, and it

is described analogically as visaya kdma; but the resemblance be-

tween them is like that between the dog and the dog star. It is

only the pure in heart that are free from sexuality and carnality

who can appreciate the value of hhakti rasa. As jSrt Suka, the

pure-hearted who has specialized in the art of Divine love, reminds

us in the Bhdgavata, even a man who has but a few glimpses of

Krs^-prema attains mukW^?^

IX

TRANSCENDENTAL LOVE:

Kdntd hhdva or married relationship is transcended by the

Madhura hhdva or clandestine love. The Rdsa Hid of the Gdpis

28. ibid. pp. 304-305.
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is the most beautiful conception— the Lord dancing with every

soul. The Bhik^tana form is something similar. The Ddruka-

vana takes the place of Brnddvana. What the proud Seers of

the learned world failed to realize, the eternal feminine in their

wives realized and experienced. Their hearts and souls transcend-

ed the vi^ayakdma stage; bewitched by the beauty of the Holy of

Holies the Yogesvara, they followed Him. The phrases suggest-

ing extra marital love and clandestine love are used; but there is

nothing carnal. Theirs is not a physical hankering, an animal

passion or even a human affinity; it is Bhagavatkdma, Sivakdma

or spiritual love which Maitreyi confessed to her Lord and hus-

band Ydjnavalkya. The innocent women, all of them, become

Sivahdmis. Bhiksdtana has no touch of sensuality or sin. The
wonderful consummation is the conversion of the rebelling saints

of Ddrukavana and their dancing in the end with the Dance of

Siva. The evil which grows in their heart and from out of their

sacrifice of fire, takes the shape of terrible, cruel and deadly forms

but all these become the ornaments and decorations of the Lord

thus suggesting that evil is only misplaced Good, a topsy turvydom,

of our activities, turning selfish instead of being offerings to the

Lord. It also brings out the doctrine of God’s Grace, which saves

anyone and everyone and where every feeling however sinful

becomes purified and deified, once it is turned towards the Lord,

a truth proclaimed by the Bhdgavata, '‘whoever turns his kdma
(lust)

,
krodha (anger)

,
hhaya (fear)

,
sneha (comradeship)

,
aikya

(the feeling of identity) and Bhakti (devotion) to Hari by con-

tacting Him is deified or transformed into His nature {tanmayi)^\^

“Even our faults you hold them as our merits”^®— so sings our

poet and refers to the stories like that of the anger of the asuras

of Tripura. The anger and jealousy of the Rsis of Ddrukavana

have been converted into love. The Lord dances adorned with

all the deadly things they hurled at Him. The Beauty opens their

eyes and they also dance in joy.

X
KR$NA and BRlKSAfANA:

Prof. Srinivasachariyar states, ‘Tn the mystic realm of

kr^aism there is no such defect or deprivation as radical evil

29 . Bhdgavata-xxix-lS.

30. 7 : 69 : 6 .
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or original sin. No one, not even an asura is so depraved as to be

deprived of Divine redemptive Love. If man does not mount up

to God by vairdgya and jndna, God descends to the human level

and deifies him by His Divine touch” Is this not true of the

Bhiksdtana form and may we not call Arurar's mystic way, Bht/c-

sdtanaism? This story of Bhiksdtana points out that even Rsis

may become proud and not self surrender and love, may mislead

the soul. The story starts with the Kdpdli form, the Hound of

Heaven hotly pursuing us; it becomes the bewitching Bhiksdtana

form begging for our souls crossing our way and making love to

us and blossoms up into the form of the eternal dance of Natardja,

These have been explained earlier in our study of our poet’s pum-

nic mysticism. Bhikmtana form has been found to be the motif

of Arurar's poetry. What our Professor says as forcefully and

beautifully of Brnddvan and Kr^ Hid is word for word appli-

cable to the Ddrukavana and Sivatdndava, by merely changing the

proper names. The passage reads as follows with the change of

the proper names :

“To the philosopher, the world is mdyd or the riddle of

thought; but to the hhakta it is Sivamdyd or crammed with Siva

love; Ddrukavana is not merely the headquarters of cosmic Beauty

and bliss but is the ‘eternal now’ in spaceless space in which what

is beyond shines as indwelling love in the heart of every jiva^\^^

(May we add in the Dahardkasa of the heart?).

“In that exalted state of mystic union transcending the im-

perfect moods of prayer and praise, voices and visions, there was

no thought of anything, as every thought was lost in enjoyment.

There was no sense of unity or duality though the distinctions

remained and it was the very acme of Brahmdnanda. The whole

universe felt the rhythm and the rasa par excellence of the Ananda
Tdn^va (may we add, following the love escapade of Bhik^pana)

and danced to the Divine tune like the notes of a symphony. The
Itld of Brahman the God-head as the cosmic dance as Trimurti is

the play of the Static 'Saf in the dynamic many which only the

mystics as B^is, R^patnis or the other seers can realize. Ananda
Tdndava of the Beggar God (may we add, inspired by the Jove

of all souls represented as Sivakdmi) reveals the all pervasive

31. Mystics and Mysticism, p. 172.

32. JbicZ., p. 306.
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divine love in the attractions of the atoms, the dance of the planets

gravitating round the sun, the music of the spheres, the procession

of space-time, the merry-go-round of ‘srstV and ‘pralaya\ the

rhythm of life in the body with the systole and diastole and the

dance of sankalpa and vikalpa in the brain with its dialectic alter-

nations of purvapaksa and siddhdnia. All the d3niamic movements
in the starry heavens above and the supra-mental attractions of

lovers with all the romance of poetry and music below reveal the

cosmic llld of love of the eternal in the temporal process. In

Anandatmndava, Sri Nafaraja, the erstwhile Bhiksdtana, the centre

alone is everywhere and the circumference nowhere. The sceptic

and the cynic have a stony heart and are not moved by the mystic

Bhiksdtana form and His Dance in which Brahmarasa or Love
itself is the play, the Hero and the actors as the two sided and
many-sided Love, (where we may add, the Tragedy of the fallen

souls of Rsis is converted into this comedy of their Love).^^

XI

ARURAR AS HIMSELF AND AS THE LADY-LOVE :

In our saint’s poetry, we find that the speeches of the damsels

of Ddrukavana occur very often which drove us to the conclusion

that the Bhiksdtana form was the basic motif of his poems. The

Alvars very often forgot themselves and sang as gopis or women
madly in love with God, In a similar way our poet probably feels

that the outpourings of his heart fit better and make good poetry

when cast in the mould of the speeches of the damsels of Dd,ruka-

vana. It is not that he is always conscious of it. In the white heat

of love this motif comes to him as a matter of course. In the

36th hymn, he definitely says that he sings like the women in

love with God. But in other hymns, this motif peeps in, in spite

of himself. He is sometimes referring to his own autobiography

as a man but even there, in spite of himself this motif is trying to

get the upper hand of him as may be seen in the Tirundkaik-

kdronam hymn^^ This clearly proves what the Vaisrmvite com-

mentators have asserted, that the ‘Penpeccu' the speech of the

lady-love is the real speech of the soul. Therefore, there is no

contradiction in these two trends. As the Vaimavite commenta-

tors point out, the Alvars start singing in ‘Tdndna tanmai, i.e., as

33. ibid. pp. 308-309.

34. 7:46:7.

T. 157
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themselves as men but in the white heat of their passion for God,

they lose themselves and sing in 'Pirar' or ‘Pirdttiydna tanmai',

i.e. as the lady-love. In the Alvar s songs the whole of a hymn
is either in 'Tdndna taumai or Pirdttiydna tanmai\ But in Arurar's

poems (as is often the case in Appar’s poems) even within a parti-

cular hymn, these two trends are found, thus showing that the

Pirdttiydna tanmai is trying to come to the forefront. We have

read the hymns Nos, 8, 9, 11, 18, 26, 32, 33, 36, 40, 42, 43, 49, 66,

84, 88, 91 and 94 in this light. In all these hymns we have the

motif of the Bhik^tana form.

The damsels in love with the Bhiksdtana form are innocent

women forgetting their ‘self’ at the bewitching beauty of the Lord

and becoming His lovers in the transcendental stage. Arurar

probably has the same experience of the Lord. In the speeches of

these damsels there is a child-like innocence. They play and laugh

in the presence of the Lord, full of humour, enriched by their

childish fright and wonder. The real concern for the Lord and

the sympathy with His beggary, show that they are more concern-

ed with Him than with themselves.

But saints are not always happy. Every one of them has

undergone the suffering of the dark chamber of separation and

desolation. For, it is this purgation which purifies the soul, so

that it may blossom into God-head. It is in such moments of

desolation that the mystics speak the language of sex. Despair

and desolation characterise the love song called ‘the neytaV in

Tamil. The symbology of this sex poetry we have described in

our study of the hymn No. 37.^^ We have not included this hymn

No. 37 amongst the Bhiksdtana hymns referred to above; for, it

stands unique as the song of the soul of Arurar as the

beloved bride of the Lord. His embrace continuing as a sweet

remembrance, is soon realized as something of a distant past, with

the consequent feeling of desolation. But the lady-love cannot

forget the Lord; her body becomes emaciated and she remains

sleepless. In the hope of meeting the Lord she makes a last

attempt to live; but the physical frame cannot bear the strain and

the mind becomes bitter. Still she is not hard on Him, though

the body refuses to co-operate with her. No longer the clothes or

the bangles can stay on her body which becomes anaemic losing

35. Vol. III.
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its colour. Her mind recounts to her the love-story, the sight of

Him, the flaring up of her love and that fire of love consuming

away the body, when all through these stages, she has no desire,

no power, no relation except the Liord, during all this quest of her

prose, the quest of her poetry and the final quest of her silence.

Finally comes a dream or a hope where she enjoys His presence

praises Him, embraces and becomes one with Him. Thus we see

the poet burning away all his fleshy feelings and becoming pure

and whole to become identified or to be in communion with God.

The last hymv?^ describes to us the final union in allegoric

language.

XII

THE HOUND OF HEAVEN AND THE FINAL UNION :

The Purdnic mysticism of Arurar studied in the previous

chapter agrees with his artistic mysticism, bridal mysticism, ethical

and spiritual mysticism studied in this part. The Kdpdli, Bhik^tana

and Natardja are important conceptions from this point of view.

To many of us in the struggle for existence, world or Nature

appears red in tooth and claw. It is a never ending wheel of

karma, ever moving and crushing us. It looks as though it is cut-

ting away our head when going wrong and is still allowing us to

live as though to get for more of our blood. It chases us like the

Hound, wounds us, allows us to escape, but still pursues us, like

the cat playing with the mouse. The wounds are inflicted. The

Hound pursues with its unrelenting steadiness. This is the Kdpdli,

the Hound of Heaven, appearing as this world and the karma. We
think we can escape; but the Hound pursues us dancing frightfully

in that graveyard of bones and corpses when in this race, mind

finally turns away from the evanescent world to the permanent

values, the eternal verities of life. Then dawns the knowledge in

the mind of the soul that the Hound of Heaven is really our belov-

ed Lord, pursuing us because of his mad attachment to us unable

to bear our separation; He stands naked wanting nothing but our

love, performing this great Tapas of a hunting race for att£iining

us. The Kdpdli appears as a Bhiksdtana, the bewitching beauty.

He crosses our way making assaults on our feminine modesty;

the erstwhile wounds are His attempts at forceful abduction. They

36. H. 100.
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are really the imprints of His kisses. The souls are bewitched

by His beauty and follow Him. Mind is purified, egoism dis-

appears, there is no thought of the ‘F; the Soul has no other

existence apart from the Lord. The karmas are completely wash-

ed out, the wounds are healed, and in worshipful prayer they are

treasured as marks and signs of His love even by Him. “Ah, How
my sins have become your feast?”— cries the lady-love— “Pdta-

kame corn parriyavd'\^'^ This is Arurar’s theory of Grace—
‘^Kurram ceyyinum kunamenak karutum kolkai’';^^ “Kurraine

ceyinum kunamenak kollum kolkai’\^^ The world and the egoistic

soul with all the karmas are thus transcended.

All this is not felt to be the victory of the Soul but the victory

of the love of the Lord, His Astavira (the eight heroic deeds)

.

There is no more death; Death has been conquered. There is no

more lust; Kama has been burnt away into ashes, to be besmeared

with as the purest love. The three malas or tripuras have no

effect on us, for they have been burnt away to come into the

service of the Lord and to become His divine art. The egotism

(Daksa)

,

the blind pride (Andhaka)

,

the power (Cakra)

,

intoxi-

cation (Jalandhara) are all dead. Where can all these be when
the soul has no other thought but the Lord, when it is lost in Him
and is one with Him?

There is a feeling of complete identity in this communion, the

smaller self dying to live as the Higher Self. It is then the ex-

perience of Natardja, the universal bliss, first, a dance of Ardha^
ndri, a dance of communion, then ultimately the dance of the One
where there is no feeling of duality.

37. Tiruvdcakam^Tondkkam : 1.

38. 7:55:4.

39. 7:69:6.



CHAPTER III

THE FINAL GOAL

I

THE LAST VERSES

:

As already noted the last verses of the various hymns give

the results which will flow from a recitation of the hymns. Some-
times these are described as happiness of power and sovereignty.^

Especially in hymns like No. 2, which are addressed to the kings,

this is the tempting message. Those who recite the hymn will

become the slaves of God, but be the Lords of the residents of

Heavens and kings of the ancient Royal families ruling all the

higher regions above the rulers of the world.2 In another place

our poet states that even if these reciters descend from the Heavens

they are sure to live as the Lords of Provinces or Spheres—
‘‘Mantalandyakar’.^ Hymn 3 speaks of their becoming kings on

elephants ruling all the Heavens. The spiritual significance of this

conception is explained below under our study of Sivaloka. Some-

times the results flowing from recitation are referred to in terms

of mental happiness and power and as freedom from miseries,

though these also have their spiritual significance.'* Our poet

speaks of Lordship over the three worlds.^ He also speaks of the

body suffering from the heat of pain and misery becoming cool

with bliss^ which is the way of expressing happiness in the tropics.

These BhoMas are higher than the people of the world.^ Our poet

also refers to fame as a result, the fame which spreads with the

world. This may at the first instance mean ordinary worldly

fame but when 'PukaV is interpreted according to Tiruvalluvar as

something immortal as opposed to our mortal fame, it must be

the fame of the Bhakias and Muktas.^

1. H. 23, 35, 40, 46, 67, 69, 79.

2. H. 40.

3. H. 84.

4. H. 22.

5. H. 27.

6. H. 31.

7. H. 51.

8. H. 71, 73.
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n
UNIVERSAL SALVATION :

Other hymns speak of reaching the Heavens which in the

context probably refers to the highest spiritual state of 'Mukti.

The highest sphere is called ^ivaldka, the sphere of Siva the

Good;^ Paralokam, the ultimate spiritual sphere; Rudralokam,
the sphere of Rudra, the destroyer; Amaralokam, the deathless

sphere; ^2 Paragati, the ultimate goal;^^ Nanneri ulaku, sphere of

Good path; Tavalokam^ the sphere of self sacrifice, where the

smaller self is destroyed; Mukti, freedom-^®

In some places our poet speaks of the followers reaching this

highest spheres along with Tevakanam. This may suggest that

Sivaloka is only a Padamukti.

But it is better to interpret this verse as referring to some of

the souls going to the higher regions through what the Upanisads
call the Devaydna for enjoying the sublimated pleasures and there-

after attaining ‘MuktV along with others. It is also called Vdnu~
laku, the world of ether or spirit, the High Heavens, Imaiydr
Ulaku, sphere of those who wink not, Virmulaku, the Heavens upon
the ether or sky— if they do not mean the Svarga. For, it is possi-

ble some of these terms may refer to the Higher worlds which we
cannot say, Arurar never believed in. He refers to them in no
unmistakable terms. SivajndTiahddham^^ speaks of the aspirant

reaching Tdvalokam (the various heavens reached as a result of

Tapas as distinguished from siddhi) and then coming after the
exhaustion of good karmas to take a birth for attaining siddhi.

Even Muktas sometimes attain lordship over these higher worlds.

There are certain evolved souls who refuse to reach salvation

Unless all are saved and these are said to occupy at the dictate

of the Lord, and in the service of the Lord, the places of leader-

9. H. 9, 10, 21, 25, 32, 42, 47.

10. H. 18, 24, 28, 98.

11. 7:73:1.

12. H. 59, 74, 78.

13. H. 54, 64.

14. H. 61.

15. H. 97.

16. H. 56.

17. 8;1 :1.
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ship in the various higher regions and they finally reach salva-

tion along with all others. The reference to rulership, ^Imaiydr

ulaku eytutaV^ ‘VcrMttuyartaV^^ ‘Vdnulaku claV,^ *Vdrwruldku
dlal^2i ^Manpila N&yakar\^ Amarulakarndlpavar'

^

‘^V'iimovarfc-

karace'^ 'Vin mulutu dlaV,^ AmarulakdlaV 'Vdiuikam dntan^

kiruppar^^ ^Viyan muvulaku dlaV^—^have to be interpreted in

these terms.

The final stage of Mukti is also spoken as attaining worship-

ped by the heavens, the feet of the Supreme Lord.^ It is devoid

of all miseries for us and our people, which term also has to be

interpreted in terms of universal salvation.^^

Our poet calls the higher state of Heaven or Vinynulakam

wherefrom there is no return ^Perd Vinnulakam^^^ reminding us of

— ^^Ard iyarkai avd ntppin annilaiye perd iyarkai tarum^^;^ ^‘Kar-

rintu meypporul kwntdr talaippatuvar marrmtu vdrd neri^ ofl

Tiruvalluvar and *^Na Sa punar dvarttate^* of Brahmasutra^\^^ Our
poet makes this clear by stating that there is no going or coming

there; it is being in the flood of bliss — “Pdk/cillai varavillaiydki

irjpavellattul iruppdrkal

This idea of bliss is often emphasized.^ It is a stage of fault-

less perfection devoid of all the influences of karma, Poy (un-

18. H. 93.

19. H. 86.

20. 7:35:10.

21. 7:23:10.

22. 7:84:10.

23. H. 74.

24. H. 69.

25. H. 2, 3.

26. H. 46, 74.

27. H. 79.

28. H. 27.

29. H., 19, 34, 36, 45, 60.

30. H., 22, 23, 48, 49.

31. 7:26:10.

32. Kural, 370.

33. KuxoXf 366.

34. iv.f 555.

35. 7:68:10,

36. H., 97.

37. H., 26.
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truth) ,38 delusion, old age, etc.^s birth and death This is also

spoken of as the ^gatV of the Dancing Lord— '^Natam navinran-

pdrakati”^^ and ‘ParakatV^^ and Mukti is the result of Paragati—
''Muttiydvatu Parakatippayane^*,^ which is otherwise described as

^^Natanavinrdnpdr katiyum eituvar Patiyavark katuve’^— ‘that is

their abode or city’.^ Pati is where one goes— the refuge— the

final resort— the goal. It is clear that the final goal is in God
being in final communion or attaining identity with Him— “Para-

notu kututaV^^^ It is also clear that this spiritual experience is

spoken of in terms of a spatial simile as abode or city or world.

The idea of its being the supreme goal is expressed in terms of

height or vertical ascension— ''Vdnattuyarvdr'^ “Varaiyindr
vakai ndlam dntavarkkum tdmpoy vdnavarkkum talaivardy nir-

paravar tdme”;^'^ '‘Melaiydr melaiydr melare’"— ‘Up above those

who are over the Highest’.'^^ Mukti is specifically described as the

fruition of Paragati or the ultimate goal as shown above— “Mut-
tiydvatu parakatippayane^\^^

III

BHAKTI AS MUKTI:

Still other hymns refer to the worship and the company of the

Bhaktas and to one becoming a Bhakta as the immediate result of

the recitation of the hymns— ^^Pdtarn panUmr^ ‘‘Anpar dvdr'^;'^^

^^Ati panivdr^^;^^ ‘‘Pattardy’\^ Probably, when the poet speaks of

the reciters reaching God or coming near Him, ^^Ndtanai nanuku-
taV\^^ he means this kind of approach through worship or bhd-

38. H., 45.

39. H., 60.

40. H„ 70.

41. 7:62:10.

42. 7:54:10.

43. 7:64:10.

44. 7:62:10.

45. 7:88:10.

46. 7:86:10.

47. 7:40:11.

48. 7:96:10.

49. 7:64:10.

50. 7:7:11.

51. 7:39:11.

52. 7:52:10.

53. 7:56:11.

54. 7:8:10.
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vand. Or, he may mean that they reach the sphere of the Lord.
Bhakti is preferred to Mukti and the singing of the poems in the
company of the Bhaktas is itself looked upon as the Bliss o£
Mdksa.^ So is the bliss of their speech^ though this may appear
as blabbering to others.^^ Thus, these describe the state of the
Jivanmuktas,

IV

SPIRITUAL PROGRESS:

There are other hymns which speak of mental and spiritual

progress. Kdmam (Lust), Vekuli (Anger) and Mayakkam
(Moham) are the three great veils or ^rnalas^ all born of ignorance
or darkness (Irul). There is confusion and hesitation as a result

of this. A recitation of his hymns cures us, according to our poet
of these defects, our mental hesitations and confusions— “Tatu-
mdrrilar'\^^ The other stages reached in mental and spiritual

progress are also described as the results flowing from such a reci-

tation. The path of Tapas— ^*Tava nerV^ is attained.^® All faults

are removed in this progress.®® The worship of the Bhaktas is also

one of the means of attaining spiritual perfection, an aim to be
aspired for;®i and the poet states that those who recite his hymns
will be the great Gurus above his own head,®2 our saviours The
reciters attain the knowledge of the real ^‘Tattuva ndnikaV*;^ they
are the embodiments of virtue— ^^Punniyar^\^ These references
do not refer to the beginning stage of the path of Bhakti but to

the final stage where looking back one sees all these marks of

perfection.

There are other hymns which speak of the removal of the sin

and all kinds of miseries: ‘Pdvam*;^^ Miseries

—

'^Tunpam^;^'^ ^Itum~

55 . 7 : 29 : 10
; 7 : 39 : 11 ; 7 : 76 : 10 .

56 . 7 : 44 : 10 .

57 . 7 : 72 : 11 .

58 . 7 : 4 : 10
; 7 : 43 : 11 .

59 . 7 : 13 : 11
; 7 : 74 : 10 .

60 7 : 26 : 10 .

61 . 7 : 81 : 10 .

62 . 7 : 41 : 10 .

63 . 7 : 75 : 10 .

64 . 7 : 43 : 11 .

65 . 7 : 83 : 10 .

66. 7 : 5 : 10 ; 7 : 11 : 10 ; 7 : 15 : 10 ; 7: 16 : 11 ; 7 : 53 : 10 .

67 . 7 : 58 : 10
;
7 : 48 : 10 ; 7 : 92 : 10 ; 7 : 04 : 10 ,

T. 1^8
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phi'^ 7taf';®® 'AllaV;’^ 'Nafalai*;’^^ ^Ev(vam)*^ ‘Haraippu^p^

'Muppu^p^ ^TiraVp^ ‘Tuyar'p^ ‘Vir^Vp^ 'Pilaippu'p^ 'Kurram^
and 'Ifumpai'.^^ These, though mentioned separately, are the

e£Eects of Karma; and the freedom from these is the final mark of

a freed soul before it is drowned in the Bliss of the Absolute.

V

MEANS AS THE END ;

The final goal has thus been more often spoken of as an escape

from Karma, sin and misery. This is what the Saiva Siddhdnta

calls Pdsaksaya, the destruction of the fetters. If the soul is suffi-

ciently evolved, the subsequent stages of Dasakdrya occur all at

once. Therefore this Pdsaksaya is the real turning point and that

is spoken of as the negative aspect of Mok^a.

Sometimes the poet, we saw, speaks of the happiness of the

goal as the happiness of being in the company of the followers of

God and singing His praises. He has worshipped God through

poetry, singing poems in the company of Bhaktas and not in the

isolation of his chamber of meditation. The social aspect of reli-

gion appealed to Arurar. He felt the divine bliss overpowering

him when he sang his songs with the others in the temples he

visited. It gave him the joy of universal salvation. In such

moments there arises in the minds of saints that universal love

which prefers to their own salvation, the holy life in the service

of God in the midst of the people of this universe. Bhakti itself

68 . 7 : 58 : 10 .

69 . 7 : 22 : 10
;
7 : 43 : 11 .

70 . 7 : 16 : 11
;
7 : 20 : 10 .

71 . 7 : 60 : 10 ;
7 : 69 : 11 .

72 . 7 : 31 : 10 .

73 . 7 : 60 : 10
;
7 : 69 : 11 .

74 . 7 : 60 : 10
;
7 : 69 : 11 .

75 . 7 : 69 : 11 .

76 . 7 : 82 : 10 .

77 . 7 : 17 : 11 ; 7 : 19 : 11
; 7 : 26 : 10 ; 7 : 31 : 10

;
7 : 55 : 10

;
7 : 80 : 10

;
7 : 85 : 10

;
7 : 89 : 11

;

7 : 91 : 10
;
7 : 99 : 11 .

78 . 7 : 26 : 10 .

79 . 7 : 50 : 10 .

80 . 7 : 58 : 10 .
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thus becomes Mukti to them. This is what Cekkildr sings when

he sings of these great saints in general

;

^^Kutvm anpinil kumpitale ann
Vitum vmtd viralin vilahkindr”.^^

VI

PADAMUKTI :

But that does not mean that there is no other goal. That goal

is described, therefore, in negative terms as the absence of misery,

imperfection and karma and in positive terms as happiness. The

indescribable has to be expressed as usual in similes. Our poet

talks of going up as though vertically to higher worlds of happi-

ness beyond the great beyond. Here, the words are not to be

taken literally as an ascension through space. The mental states

of progressive spirituality are often referred to as spheres or

worlds or hhumis. The highest world will then be the highest

spiritual experience, the experience of the Absolute. It is true

that there are others who will interpret these literally as higher

heavens where the freed souls go and live. This is called *Pada~

mukti' but this is not considered to be the goal by any of the

well known systems of ^aivism, which all speak of Sdyujya though

they may be differing in their interpretation of that word, some

taking it in the sense of identity and others in the sense of union.

VII
LABELS

:

The ultimate goal is the non-dual experience of the Absolute.

There is no feeling of separation or duality. The final feeling is

^^Ndndya Paran''^^ and our poet calls God, ^^Irumpunta mr”,^ the

water sprinkled on the hot fire of an iron ball becoming one with

it. This describes the spiritual experience of non-duality. But
the question still remains whether in spite of this unity of experi-

ence, there is existentially any duality. Some schools of jSaivism

are monistic and assert that the erstwhile souT and God are in

the ultimate stage One, all the veils or illusion of duality having

been removed. This is today the theory held by the northern

jSaivism of Kashmere. It is said by some that it was this kind

of Saivism that was also found in the days of Tirumular; but the

$aiva SiddMnta holds that there is existential dualism and expe-

81. Tirukkuttaccirappu, verse 8.

82. 7:38:4.

83. 7:58:1.
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riential non-dualism. It is difficult to say to what school of

Saivism Arurar belonged; perhaps he belonged to none. He saw

the truth everywhere and, therefore, did not join in the mutual

recrimination. Kdpdla, Pdsupata, Mdvrata are names of systems

of Tdntric Saivism and our poet refers to these names. Mahendra-

varman in his farce Mattavildsaprahasanam describes in detail the

Kdpdlikas making them the butt of his ridicule. Arurar, by no

stretch of imagniation, can be called a Kdpdlika. Temples named
Kardnam after the birthplace of Ldkulisa are also sung by our

poet.®^ But he has no preference for this philosophy either. His

references are restricted to emphasizing the general love for God.

Love, Service, Self-sacrifice, destruction of the separatist ‘F and

the blossoming of the Higher Self in its place— these are what

he is concerned with. It may be argued that he means more than

this and that he describes the peculiar modes of worship of the

varying sects. But it must be pointed that he does not describe

the worshippers but God Himself in this way.

As for the philosophical terms rehed on by the Saiva Sid--

dhdnta school— terms like Pasu, Pati, Pdsam, Malam, Aiyivam,

Karma and Mdyd— our poet does not refer to all of them. Pasu-

pati occurs as the name of God.®® Malam and Karma occur; but

they are common to all Indian philosophies.®® Pdsam is mentioned

by our poet but not beyond doubt in the technical sense of Saiva

Siddbdnta.^’^ Mdyd and Anavam do not occur unless we take

‘Mdyam'®® as Mdyd. This attempt at labelling him is futile; for,

he is the poet of harmony and universality, though he came in

the best tradition of real Saivism which does not lose itself in the

mirage of dialectics. The Saivite School was connected with the

schools of Logic and that probably saved Saivism from becoming

a prey to emotionalism.

VIII

NON-DUALISM THROUGH DUALISM:

Arurar talks the language of dualism but this cannot make
him a dualist because it is only through a dualism of worship,

84. See hymn 46, Ndkaikkarorvam.

85. Pahipati, 7: 58: 5

.

86. Malam, 7:35:8; 7:82:6; Karma as vinai is used in seveml places.

87. Pdsam, 7:82:6.

88. 7:95:7.
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monistic experience is reached; as such this kind of talk of dualism

is inevitable. But when describing the ultimate goal he speaks

of the experience being non-dual. He is not very much concerned

with the philosophical disquisitions; for, he is more concerned with

the saving of the soul and the final experience about which all

are agreed, that it is non-dual, a mystic experience of unity. It is

therefore, difficult to speak in more definite terms of our poet so

as to enable the world of warring philosophers to label him a

monist or a qualified monist, though we can safely assert that he

is not a thorough-going dualist. On the basis of the metaphor of

^Irumpunta the monist claim Arurar as of their fold. Siva-

jndnasvdmikal understands this simile as illustrating the mutual

laya of the soul and God.*®

IX

HARMONY:

When the poet, as a mystic, has emphasized the harmony of

all religions in his spiritual experience, it will not be fair to get

ourselves lost in the conflicts of philosophers. In this country all

the phrases and similes relied upon by one set of philosophers have

been re-interpreted to suit their own theories by others. The

Upani^adSj the Brahmasutra and the Bhagavatgita have all been

claimed as peculiarly their own philosophical works by the differ-

ing schools of thought. Arurar^

s

poems are revered as the Veda

in Tamil and naturally each philosopher will claim it as voicing

forth his own theory. The commentary on jSivajMna Bodham by

SivajndTiasvdmikal gives any number of schools of Saivism which

can in one way or other be identified with one or other of the

conflicting philosophies of the world. Perhaps mutual conflicts of

these philosophies, at the same time claiming these books of

universal vision and experience as peculiarly their own, prove that

Arurar^

s

poems like the other works are true for all, because

ultimately there is this fundamental unity of mystic experience

xinderlying all these systems of thought. Has not Arurar himself

given out this great truth in ‘^Arivirml mikka avuvakaic camayam
avvavark hdnke drarul purintu?^\^^

89. 7:58:1.

90. Sivajndnah6dha7nr~~Mdpdtiyarn, p. 522, under sutram 1().

91. 7:55:9.



CONCLUSION

These studies reveal to us Arurar rising before us with an

integrated personality, if one may use that term, like a fully

blossomed flower, fresh and fragrant, soft and sweet, lovely in

colour and beautiful in form. He is a learned Brahmin steeped

in the lore of his age, prince and warrior, statesman and

politician— a companion of the king 'Tampirdn Tolar’— one who

has known the splendour of royal life— one of the fortunate few

blessed with the wealth of learning and riches— though not with

a political success to the end. He has known adversity and misery,

physical, material and political, both in the domestic and public

life but then like the ordinary fire that gives temper to the iron,

this fire of suffering shaped him well and made him firm and

useful. He lives in an age of political wars and turmoils, dynastic

revolutions and depressing famines; but undaunted he goes through

this life, making himself useful in one way or another. It is his

proper attitude and not the ephemeral success that is important.

His domestic life is full of love and service— he is an ardent

lover, a dutiful husband, a loving father. It is not all smooth

sailing but he is proud of his wives— the very gift of God as he

looked upon them, and the children who are spiritually great. He
lives in the presence of God and looks upon everything and every

act as proceeding from and inspired by God— the material wealth,

food and luxuries, the help of others, his very wives and their

enjo3ment. He is a poet and philosopher and as such looks at

the world in a discerning mood which has harmonized conflicting

feelings and experiences as a living art and as the beautiful ex-

pression of God’s Grace. He feels he is ordained for the service

of God and his loving and sjnnpathetic heart goes to all; he goes

about singing his musical compositions of great Tamil Poetry from

temple to temple creating thereby a band of Saiva devotees, full of

love and sacrifice. He is a proud prince to start with, but he

becomes humble to take pride in the service of God and Saivites*

Miseries he has known but the spiritual progress and mystic ex-

perience all through his rich and varied life, make him feel

certain of salvation— no more death, no more sufferings, no more

sins. This perfection reached is not a negation but an enrichment*
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He has been greatly moved by the lives of the great saints

of the Tamil land; he walks in the footsteps of Campantar and

Appar, his two great illustrious leaders. He realizes the Grace of

the Lord and he is all kindness. He sings in his inimitable but

simple Tamil for the people at large; his music and poetry are

soul-stirring. The crest-fallen Tamilian is inspired with a new
hope and the certain Grace of the Lord. The Lord is the Lord

of Tamil, fond of this Southern comer of the earth. He is proud

of the Tamil language and its culture. Has not the Tamil country

produced a galaxy of saints, so many lode stars in the darkness of

our worldly life, leading us all to the perfection of 6iva?

His sincere nationalism has thus a pragmatic value to the

Tamilians who cannot but forget their ancient glory and history

in the stress and strain of political upheavals and foreign invasions.

The poet brings out a harmony of the new culture of the life

divine. It is, therefore, possible for him to escape the narrow

parochialism and to become the citizen of the world— nay the

citizen of the universe looking upon the whole community of the

living beings— the plant life, the animal life, the bird life and

the human life— with all their cruelties and horrors— as one

happy family of God. That is his great universal vision.

The Agamas are coming to prominence. This spiritual way
appeals to the common man and to the spiritually great. The tem-

ple is the real community centre. Rituals have not become dead

formalities; they are as yet the satisfying concrete expressions of

the inner urge— sublime and reverential. The social worship

becomes poetry and music in the hands of our poet. Royal pomp
and power, wealth and grandeur sublimated as it were in the

service of God, flow as festivals and temple, full of divine Grace—
a wonderful way of converting private and individual property

into public and social property through a spiritualizing power.

The ritual is the loving communion with God* and the poems of

Arurar give expression to this experience of his; we have a

glorious vision of this religion through this coin of vantage— his

poems.

His religion aims at this spiritual perfection of man and the

divine sublimation of matter. There, God is everywhere both

within and without and in this process every speech is a prayer,

every act a worship and every thought a meditation— Sahaja

nispa*
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The common man enjoys his folklore which has been by this

time enriched by the Purdnas, Onr poet in his appeal to the

common man speaks this language of mythology, at the same time
vivifying them with divine life. Their spiritual significance thrills

the common man through poetry and music. Horrid stories are

re-interpreted and represented as concrete expressions of God’s
love— the love that God who is the energizing dynamism of dance
and the very ‘SdnW and silence of the unchanging Absolute.

Bhikmtana form becomes an art motif of his poetry of love. If

Kaildsandiha Temple is the frozen music of this divine mythology,
Arurar's poetry is the free flow of this divine music.

The hymns reveal a progression— a history of his spiritual

struggle and victory. They write as it were his autobiography and
his poems form thus a lyrical outburst. It is no more individual;

it is universalized as poetry appealing to the heart of all men
hankering after something—beyond human reach something sub-
lime, in short God, the Almighty. His religion is thus not a
creed or a dogma but a living faith; his life itself becomes Religion.
From this point of view the poems assume an epic grandeur—the
wars and victories of the soul. God’s Grace transforms this epic
into a drama— a divine drama of His Love. Creation becomes
the magic transformation of souls into God. Nature, full of beauty,
becomes the background, the theatre, the temple of God but at

the same time showing the divine glimpses which reveal, that,

there being nothing but God this Nature is in a way God, though
He transcends it. This universe of space, time and causation is but
the poetic harmony of the complications and resolutions of this

divine drama. That is the vision of the Object— the philosophy
of Nature or Pdsa.

As for the Subject— the Soul, we have the philosophy of
Soul. We ascend with our poet the gradations of its real
significance till it sheds all its seeming faults and becomes one with
the true light and love of the Absolute. This is the plot of the
drama with all its complications and ultimate resolutions by deus
ex machina. Our poetic spiritual progress stands revealed. His
mystic experience becomes significant, viewed in the light of the
experiences of other mystics of the world. The law of karma is

seen from various ascending levels as the law of Dharma and the
law of Love based on the Grace of God. There are here Purga-
tion, Illumination and Bliss.
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Illumination and Bliss are expressed in terms of love— in

terms of the divine story of the loving couple— the Soul and God.

Here ccknes the Philosophy of God. The ^Akappdttu^ so beauti-

fully put into proper form by the Cankam poets, and Tiruvalluvar

comes in handy as the only vehicle of this kind of divine experience

and thought. Bhik^tana form as an art motif becomes important.

Arurar and God become one in love— a spiritual communion and

identity. But this is not a love which loses its ethical grandeur.

Arurar*

s

is also an ethical mysticism. This final goal is expressed

in so many ways as may be easily understood by the common
man who is the great concern of our poet. There is possibly

a suggestion of universal salvation, some kind of Bodhisattva idea.

One cannot escape using spatial and temporal metaphors in

describing this final goal. Bhakti itself is Mukti; the very com-

pany of the saints is paradise full of their songs. But the final

stage is communion or identity with Siva; there is no misery, no

fetters— it is all perfection— there is also no sin. Thus, in our

poet. Nature mysticism, Religious mysticism, Art mysticism, Bridal

mysticism and Ethical mysticism become one in revealing the

divine perfection of his integrated personality— a personality

which becomes the Absolute in that very process of perfection.

The Religion and Philosophy of Arurar enriched by the other

studies reveal the full stature of our poet. It has not been possible

to label him as belonging to any particular Philosophy. Perhaps we
are fortunate, his harmony has a lasting value to the generations

to come. His God, he is fond of addressing as Siva. In that sense

he is a Suivite but not as the Kdpalikas, Pdsupatas and others have

thought of it. Saivism has assumed a rich significance thtough his

life and through his poems as the great divine path of love— the

golden path of all the mystics.

T. 159
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Bhrgu, 329, 330, 423.

Bhrihglsa, 248.

Bhmgin, 371.

Bhujahgalalita, 450, 451, 453, 4»')5.

Bhujahga Natana, 450, 457. 486, 554.

Bhujahgancita, 450.

Bhujahga Trisa, 453, 454, 455.

Bhujahgatrasam, 449.

Bhujahga Trasita, 450, 451, 457, 465.

Bhutagana, 396, 397.

Bhutas, 97, 398, 399, 403.

Bhuvanesvara, 492.

Bhu Vikrama, lOlfe.

Blake, 1153.

Bodhisattva, 1265.

Bohme, 1149.

Bose, P. N., 171.

Bradley, 1165

.

Brahma, 20, 51, 52, 54, 55, 58, 147, 196,

199, 200, 204, 205, 207, 208, 226, 235;

238, 252, 305, 307, 311, 317, 328, ST?

400, 418, 419, 460, 495.

Brahtnaiida Purfi^, 372.
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Brahmani, 251,

Brahmam bull, 256.

Brahmasirascheda, 52^

Brahma siraschedana niurti, 197, 372,

375, 376, 405, 530.

Brahmasutra, 1261.

Brhad Aranyaka, 1079, 1197.

Brhad Aranyaka Upani^ad, 856, 1242,

1243.

Brhad Harivamsa Purapa, 121.

Brhatsaihhita, 237.

Brnda, 352.

Brndavan, 1230.

Buddha, 1153.

Buddhacandra, 120.

Buddhadatta, 942, 1025,

Buddhanandi, 996.

C

Cakkaiyao, 307.

Cakkarappalli, 353

.

Cakkiya Naya^iar, 116, 1007, 1062, 1196.

Cakkiyar, 118, 525, 809, 872, 1008, 1065,

1094, 1095.

Cakra, 198, 311, 490, 528

Cakradana, 192.

Cakradanamurti, 353.

Cakradevata, 534.

Cakraprada, 195.

Cakti, 117, 118.

Caldwell, Dr., 540.

Calimere, Pt., 490, 886, 887, 889.

Cambodia, 249.

Campantar, 1, 2, 116, 117, 118, 121, 122,

126, 133, 134, 135, 136, 146, 152, 233,

234, 332, 338, 340, 353, 430, 431, 432,

469, 525, 558, 565, 589, 678, 694, 703,

704, 746, 748, 758, 781, 795, 803, 806,

814, 839, 877, 923, 939, 943, 945, 946,

956, 959, 960, 965, 966, 967, 968, 969,

970, 971, 977, 979, 980, 981, 982,

983, 984, 985, 986, 987, 989, 990, 991,

992, 993, 994, 995, 996, 997, 998, lOOO,

1001, 1004, 1009, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1016,

1025, 1038, 1040, 1053, 1054, 1055, 1056,

1058, 1059, 1061, 1062, 1063, 1094, 1102,

1114, 1121, 1136, 1137, 1138, 1139, 1153.

1235, 1244, 1245, 1263.

Campapati, 984

.

Can^a Tan(Java, 444, 452, 464.

* undeccurar, 117,

Candesa, 191, 194, 525, 943.

Candesa anugraha murti, 236.

Candej^ugraha, 194, 195.

Candesvara, 53, 194, 523, 524, 525, 636,

766, 809, 872, 939, 943, 1013, 3101.

Cand^vara Naya^ar, 963, 964.

Cand^varaprasadadeva, 467.

Candesvarar, 764.

Candi, 489, 524, 614, 745.

Candra, 331.

Candranugraham^ti, 286 et. aeq., 180.

Candra^khara, 191, 194, 195, 197, 286,

471, 534.

Cahkam, 251, 296.

Cahkam age, 223, 233, 268, 312.

Cahkili, 60, 61, 93, 99, 100, 101, 563;

564, 807, 812, 813, 815, 816, 821, 824,

827, 835, 842, 845, 878, 1181, 1197,

3208.

Cahkiliyar, 79, 81, 96, 97, 98.

Cantana Nahkai, 1010, 1012.

Canticar, 1094.

Canlikkuttu, 472.

Cape Comorin, 792.

Cataiyao> 705, 713.

Cataiyao^, 65, 87, 114, 1059, 1060.

Cattamahkai, 974.

Cattanur, 1001, 1002.

Cattuvati (Satvati) 395.

Catura, 451.

Catura dance, 463.

Caturam, 449.

Catura pose, 463.

Catura tandava, 451.

Cekkilar, 105, 114, 115, 117, 124, 136, 137.

141, 142, 144, 148, 151, 173, 177, 385,

387, 479, 480, 526, 561, 563, 564, 565,

566, 578, 595, 614, 642, 646, 675, 687,

689, 704, 733, 753, 771, 791, 796, 812,

842, 865, 895, 902, 908, 911, 913, 917,

937, 938, 939, 940, 942, 943, 945, 946,

947, 948, 949, 950, 951, 952, 953, 955,

956, 957, 958, 959, 961, 962, 968,

969, 971, 972, 973, 974, 975, 977, 991,

992, 999, 1000, 1001, 1004, 1005, 1007,

1009, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1021, 1022, 1023,

1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1028, 1029, 1031,

l032, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1038, 1039,

1040, 1041, 1043, 1044, 1045, 1046,

1047, 1048, 1049, 1050, 1052, 1053, 1054,
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1055, 1058, 1059, 1060, 1064, 1065, 1066,

1074, 1077, 1090, 1097, 1101, 1102, 1105,

1116, 1126, 1153, 1182, 1186, 1197, 1259.

Cempiya^j Koccenkanac, 1057.

Cehkaiuap, Cenkapar, 61, 611, 941.

Cehkatcolaii, 984.

Cehkattankuti, 983, 994, 1009, 1013, 1014.

Cenkorporaiyao, 83.

Cenkotu, 1012.

Cenkuoxur, 993.

Cenkuttuvao, 307.

CentaT).^, 612.

CeraLatao, 1058.

Ceram^, 83, 84, 85, 106, 115, 119, 120,

125, 131, 133, 219, 939, 1021, 1022, 1057,

1059.

Cerama^ Kanaikkal Irumporai, 1056.

Ceraman Perumal, 83, 97, 115, 126, 132,

150, 564, 646, *908, 911, 1021, 1023,

1024, 1196.

Ceraman Perumal Nayanar, 218, 480,

551, 1019.

Ceruttimai, 137, 943, 1044, 1045, 1046,

1047,

Ceruttunai Nayanar, 119, 1043.

Ceruttunaiyar, 115, 137, 940.

Ceti, 118, 1030.

Cetirayas, 999, 1030.

Cetiyar Peruman, 948.

Ceylon, 85, 167, 472, 564, 565, 566, 893,

894.

Ceynalur, 964.

Ceynalur hymn, 965.

Chalukya Vallabha, 1040.

Champa, 170, 182.

Chanda Tiandavam, 450.

Chandogya, 326, 396.

Chandogya Upanisad, 1195.

Chandraprabha Temple, 154,

Chaturvargacintamani, 247.

Chavennes, 165.

Che - li - Na - lo - seng - kia (Sri Nara-

simha), 164.

Che - li - Na - Jo - seng - k’ia - to -

pa (Sri Narasirhha potavarman), 164.

Chengalvaraya Pillai, V. S., 783, 1004.

Cherama, 123.

Cheraman Perumal Naya?iar, 123.

Chidambaram, Cidambaram, Citam-

param, 66, 67, 73, 83, 99, 111, 150, 193,

199, 282, 312, 442, J47, 450, 451, 479,

480, 492, 508, 552, 554, 555, 578, 686,

688, 940, 945, 960, 993, 1012, 1020,

1027, 1097, 1103.

China, 163, 189.

Chingleput, 429, 841.

Chintamani, Dr., 154.

Chitorgarh, 418.

Cidvil^, 154.

Clkaji, 21, 50, 67, 76, 90, 102, 579, 984,

992, 993, 1059.

Cilampu, 316.

Cilappatik^am, 5, 232, 233, 245, 304,

306, 307, 310, 312, 338, 343, 362, 392,

394, 414, 429, 469, 478, 479, 489, 490,

492. 507, 535, 552, 776, 959, 1201.

Cihkati, 69, 106, 107, 108, 148, 151, 152,

591, 598, 691, 703 , 705, 726, 796, 845,

864.

Cinmudra, 312.

Cinmudra Pose, 408, 462.

Cint^ani, 414, 484, 797, 934, 950.

Cintapai urai, 35.

Ciparppatam, 564, 565, 762, 788, 1160.

Clr^adeva, 944.

Cir^an, 1013.

Clralateva, 1010.

Ciramalai (Cirappalli), 15.

Cirappuli, 117, 939, 940.

Cifappuli Nayan^, 1008.

Cirrampalam, 642, 686.

Cixraru, 72.

Cifupancamulam, 1037.

Ciruttonda Nayanar, 1009.

Cifuttontar, 2, 116, 122, 135, 146, 152,

517, 944, 983, 988, 994, 1010, 1012, 1013,

1014, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1050, 1090.

Ciruttontar Puranam, 335.

Citampara Cuvamikal, 35.

Citra (River)
, 441

.

Citramaya, 150.

Citrasabha, 193, 441, 442, 446.

Citrasabhapati, 441.

Citrasena, 171.

Cit-sabha, 447.

Cittamiavasal, 264, 463.

Cittannavasal (paintings), 154.

Cittar, 404.

Cittavata mutt, 67.

Citticcaram, 70, 639.

Civakamiyantar, 951.

Civafiana Cittiyar, 62, 64, 997.
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Civaneca-c^ttiW 983.

Civapto Irutayar, 1^91.

Coimbatore, 555.

C6]a age, 222.

Colao CenkanaQ, 1056.

Cola of Urantai, 71.

Coleroon, 67, 656, 697, 709.

Colours of various Murtis, 191.

Comaciihara Nayajiar, 1005.

Conjivaram, Conjeevaram, 77, 199, 219,

221, 233, 259, 274, 297, 298, 312,

314, 340, 346, 353, 355, 392, 480, 486,

773.

Conctavaj-arivar Koyil, 1023.

Contemporaries of Arurar, 116.

Coomaraswami, Dr., 183, 184, 496, 497.

Coffutturai, 639, 640, 869.

Coventry Patmore, 1241.

Cranganore, 1020.

Cudamani Nighantu, 899.

Culamani, 372.

Cupid, 337, 342.

Curapanman, 514.

Curapi (Surabhi), 522.

Cutar, 1108.

D

Dabhra bhakta, 122.

Dadhici, Dadici, 327, 328, 331, 353, 357.

Daksa, 180, 286, 291, 323, 327, 328, 329,

330, 331, 332, 337, 374, 421, 507, 618,

619, 620, 621, 635, 640, 683, 728, 740,

760, 765, 837, 899, 900.

Daksanyam, 269.

Daksari, 180, 323, 465, 529, 534, etc.

Dak^a’s sacrifice, 53.

Dakjja Yajfia, 428.

Daksinamiirti, 181, 191, 194, 195, 244,

341, 417, 421, 422, 424, 428, 429, 430,

431, 432, 433, 437, 438, 439, 440, 467,

608, 519, 522, 529, 544, 616, 873, 1109,

1128, 1129.

Daksinamurti Upani^iad, 437.

Dalavaour (cave inscriptions), 160.

Damaru, 313, 315, 393.

Damaruka, 552.

Danda, 313.

Dandakaranya, 344.

Dandi, 524.

Pandin, 872, 1005.

Dante:, 90.

Panti, 136.

Pantilingamt 126.

Danti Nandi, 124.

Dantivarma;^, 126, 127, 129, 136, 1053.

Danu^koti, 565.

Dami^o^ pier, 893.

D^yakataka, 1107.

Darasuram, 937, 947, 948, 952, 961, 963,

965, 998, 1001, 1008, 1009, 1022, 1025,

1028, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035,

1036, 1038, 1040, 1041, 1042, 1045, 1049,

1053, 1054, 1056, 1059.

Paruka, 492.

Darukasura, 445.

Darukavana, 60, 180, 351, 373, 374, 387,

467, 481, 527, 544, 553, 659, 721, 876,

1123, 1230, 1249.

Darukavana H^i, 408.

Dasavatara, 1169.

Dasavatara cave, 360.

Deivayapai, 516.

Dela Vallei Poussin, 1193.

Devafigana, 418.

Devasenapati, 515.

Dhammapala, 189, 1007.

Dharmaraja Mantapa, 174.

Dharmaraja Ratha, 247, 250,

Din Naga, 187, 1007.

Diti, 369.

Dola hasta, 454.

Dola pose, 466.

Draupati, 1242.

Drona, 161.

Dubreuil, 146, 163, 356, 361, 879.

Durga, 216, 343, 394, 489.

Durgachary, 204.

Dushyanta, 125.

R

Eastern Archipelago, 170, 247, 259, 347,

699, 968.

East Indian Archipelago, 520.

East Java, 249.

Edward Ingram Watkins, 1241.

E2irenfels, 489.

Ekambaranatha Temple, 199.

Ekampam, 234, 828.

Skampam hymn, 233.

l^kamparar (Kanci) 1002.
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Ek^parar, 219.

Ekamparauatar ula, 30.

Ekapada, 195.

Ekamranatha, 534.

Elements of Hindu Iconography, 418.

Elephanta, 492.

Eliot, 90, 167, 1172.

Ellora, 360, 492.

Ellora Natar^a, 451.

Emapperur, 975.

Emerson, 972.

Enati nata, 118.

Enatinata Nayanar, 117, 953.

Eripatta Nayan^, 1029.

Eripattar, 117, 939, 951, 953, 1093, 1095.

Erukkattampuliyur, 1058.

Erukku, 453.

Etirkolpati, 74, 711, 713.

Eyarkon, 104, 115, 149, 525, 564, 593,

809, 872, 1096, 1101.

Eyarkon Kalikkama Nayanar, 103, 998,

999, 1049,

Eyes (of Siva), 538.

F

Fahien, 118.

Forms of Sadasiva, 185.

G

Gadval Plates, 169, 1016.

Gadya Cintamani, 997.

Gajaha, 180, 191.

Gajahamurti, 343 et. seq., 236, 343, 345,

346, 354.

Gajahasta pose, 313, 314, 452, 456, 457,

458, 462, 463, 464, 465.

Gajamukh^ugraha, 195.

Gajaranya, 997.

Gajari, 464, 466, 529, 530, 534, 535.

Gajarimurti, 464.

Gajasura, 344.

Gajasurasariihara, 346, 387.

Gajasurasariihara murti, 344, 347.

Gananatan, 785.

Ganapati, 237, 252, 278, 424, 516, 517,

775, 777, 876.

Ganapatlccuram, 517, 1009, 1010, 1013,

1014, 1018.

Qanapatisvara, 1017, 1018.

Gandharvas, 454.

Ganesa, 518.

Gan^ Temple, 174.

Ganesvara, 517.

Gahga, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278,

279, 280, 464, 465, 490.

Gahga Avatara, 274.

Gahga-bhattaraki, 467.

Gahga country, 123.

Gahgadevi, 537.

Gahgadhara, 236, 273, 275, 293, 471, 519,

529, 534, 555.

Gahgadharamurti, 180, 272, 274, 405,

Gahgas, 147, 148.

Gahga Visarjana, 275.

Gahga Visarjanamurti, 273.

Ganges, 273, 277, 280, 544, 551, 775, 777.

Garuda, 331.

Garudapuranam, 501.

Gaurl, 252, 312, 313, 314, 316, 330, 458,

456, 457, 488.

Gaurl T^dava, 442, 449, 450, 455, 457,

Gautama, 194, 423.

Ghanta, 313.

Ghatikacalam, 108.

Girisa, 272.

Gita, 1068, 1080, 1168, 1181.

Godavari, 565, 792,

Gokak Falls, 418.

Gopalan, 136, 138, 167, 1052, 1053.

Gopinatha Rao, 125, 126, 132, 133, 149.

192, 198, 313, 315, 317, 376, 383, 393,

408, 451, 454, 460, 462, 464, 486,

525.

Govinda III, 126.

Govindaraja, 1012.

Govindaswamy Pillai, S. K., 944.

Great Bear, the, 387.

Gunabhara, 152, 273, 968.

Gimabhara Mahendra Varma, 122.

Guru Nanak, llfeS.

Guru Parampara Prabhavam, 1016.

Guruvayur Appan, 927.

Gwalior Museum, 486.

H

Haihaya, Haihayas, 148, 999, 1000,

1030.

Haimavatl, 221, 222, 324, 330.

Halahala, 262, 263, 270.
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Hallaj (Saint of Baghdad); i?40.

Kara, 324.

Har-Acyuta, 243.

Haradatta, 121, 997.

Haradattacharya, 121«

Haradattamahatmya, 121.

Kara NMya^, 249.

Harappa, 251, 534, 535.

Hari, 200, 454.

Hari Ardha, 529.

Harihara, 192, 194, 244, 248, 249. 250.

Hari Sankara, 249.

Hari Vamsa, 121.

Hariyardha, 195.

Hasta Abhinaya, 459.

Havell, 452.

Hemadri, 237, 247, 438.

Henry Suso, 1239.

Heras, Rev. Father, 10, 537.

Hieun Tsang, 118, 152, 165, 168, 392.

Himalayas, 218, 297.

Himavan, 218, 221, 222, 224, 238, 299,

421, 512.

Hindu Iconography, 370, 427.

Hiranyavarman, 111, 159.

Historical Sculptures of the Vaikunta

Perumal Temple, 138, 139.

History of India, Part II, 1016

.

Hoysala, 121.

Hrdalayesvarar, 1053.

Hultsch, E. Dr., 168.

Humour in Singhalese Art, 511,

Hylton, 1239.

Hymn:
1^567, 570.

2—

112, 880, 891, 1253.

3—

102, 807, 838, 844, 1205, 1253.

4—

646, 927.

5—

78, 762, 775.

6—

75, 321, 737, 927.

7—

74, 689, 711.

8—

85, 880, 908, 1205, 1227.

9—

52, 70, 620.

10—

78, 532, 762, 772, 779.

11—

880, 889, 913.

12—

52, 763, 796, 803, 806, 893.

13—

52, 507, 572.

14—

53, 72, 93, 94, 650, 1205.

15—

113, 598, 685, 1203.

16—

53, 71, 634.

17—

54, 77, 88, 480, 524, 762, 765.

18—

74, 110, 689, 714, 846.

19—

54, 267, 690, 747, 765.

20—

93, 595, 717, 718, 754.

21—

77, 78, 762, 773, 775, 785.

22—

689, 697.

23—

77, 690, 759.

24—

71, 644, 775.

25—

74, 95, 689, 717.

26—

762, 785.

27—

72, 542, 670, 908.

28—

75, 689, 730.

29—

77, 102, 690, 756.

30—

54, 689, 693.

31—

763, 796, 803, 806, 880.

32—

886.

33—

689, 721, 1086.

34—

55, 84, 503, 606.

35—

72, 673, 688, 908.

36—

56, 72, 89, 657, 927, 1249.

37—

56, 507, 807, 855, 1086, 1230, 1245,

1250.

38—

90, 321, 507, 575, 941.

39—

56, 92, 507, 587, 1028,

4(>-57, 74, 92, 689, 706.

41—

77, 103, 762, 770.

42—

72, 664, 672.

43—

-57, 73, 95, 280, 680.

44—

85, 880, 1086.

45—

57, 93, 117, 807, 811, 834.

46—

876.

47—

763, 796, 798, 802, 803, 806.

48—

72, 661, 1085.

49—

86, 97, 880, 921, 925.

50—

55, 85, 880, 906.

51—

79, 80, 92, 93, 99, 807, 811, 913,

917.

52—

80, 93, 807, 823, 1204.

53—

727.

54—

61, 80, 98, 100, 807, 1203.

55—

61, 745, 785, 808, 842, 871.

56—

76, 88, 690, 750.

57—

58, 74, 689, 702, 724, 726.

58—

507, 578, 1204.

59—

58, 85, 99, 880, 917, 1080.

60—

71, 93, 500, 624.

61—

58, 80, 100, 807, 828.

62—

76, 92, 690, 753.

63—

73, 95, 683.

64—

507, 577, 675.

65—

75, 690, 743, 748, 969.

66—

71, 623, 842, 871.
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67

-

59
, 69, 602 .

68-

74, 689, 724.

69-

59, 80, 98, 807, 811, 820, 872.

7(^-101, 322, 807, 842, 873.

71—

n84, 880, 882.

72—

59, 75, 689, 733, 747.

73—

59, 91, 507, 583, 722, 1085.

74—

81, 102, 807, 846.

75—

71, 266, 647, 1204.

76—

70, 615.

77—

60, 85, 105, 880, 911.

78—

762, 791.

79—

762, 788.

80—

85, 880, 893,

81—

77, 767.

82—

85, 880, 896.

83—

81, 807, 832, 913, 917.

84—

85, 91, 480, 880, 902.

85—

92, 677.

86—

762, 782, 814, 1080.

87—

608.

88—

70, 608, 612, 970.

89—

60, 80, 97, 807, 823, 1205.

90—

73, 479, 480, 687, 814.

91—

79, 762, 794, 882.

92—

104, 880, 924.

93—

60, 618.

94—

639, 882.

95—

60, 89, 101, 808, 866, 1203, 1205.

96—

807, 851.

97—

75, 690, 740.

98—

61.

99—

57, 61, 71, 630.

100—271, 880, 931, 1022.

I

Ibn-al-Farid, 1148.

Ibn Hawkal, 166.

Icainaniyar, 65, 87, 114, 1059.

iccurams, 10.

Iconography, 447.

Ida, 305.

ikkatu Rathinavelu Mudaliar, 192,

195.

Iladamahadevi, 283.

Ilaiyaiikuti Marar, 117, 947.

IJampuranar, 1128.

Ilahko, 396.

niiycapurana-t-tiru-k-kuxuntokai, 208.

India, 54, 193, 307, 329, 331, 400, 454.

Indrayudha, 121.

Indu, 287.

Indus, 352.

Indusekhara, 286.

IhkoymaJai, 72.

lonampar, 73, 563.

Intu, 287.

Ijraiyanar AkapponiJ, 147.

Iraiyacar AkapporuJ urai, 1026.

Irattaimanimalai, 973.

Irattaiyars, 30.

Irattaiyar ula, 33.

Irukkuvelur, 1036, 1045, 1046.

i^na, 324.

liana Candesvara, 249.

Isanadatta, 249.

lianavarman, 249.

Ishtakri, 166.

Isu trikanda, 324.

Itaimarutu, 591.

Itaiyaxitaimarutu, 805, 806.

Itaiyaxruttokai, 43, 803, 804.

Itaiyaru, 796,

Itahkali, 117, 118, 1045, 1046, 1093,

Itu, 30, 856, 857, 858, 1242.

lyarpakai, 117, 1092, 1095.

lyaxpakai Naya©^, 946.

J

Jalal-ud-din Rumi, 1240.

Jalandhara, 353, 356, 357, 374, 610, 635,

636.

Jalandharari, 180, 195, 507.

Jalandharasaihh^a Murti, 353.

Jalandharasura, 352.

Jalandharasura Saihhara MQrti, 352

et. seq.

Jalaiayana, 276.

Jamadagni, 423.

Jambudvlpa, 111.

Jambukeivara Temple, 199.

Jamuna, 1030.

Janaka, 586, 711, 717, 1196.

Janitakarana, 466.

Ja^abhara, 353, 406.

Jatamakuta, 311, 315, 354, 355, 393,

405.

’

Jaflmandala, 406^ 457. 458.

Java, 170, 247, 463.

Javanese, 249.
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Jayadratha, 283.

Jayanagara, 170.

Jayasthambha, 1015.

Jayavaraha, 121.

Jayavarman II, 171.

Jesus, 1239.

Jimutaketu, 409.

Jina Kanci, 154.

Jinasena, 120, 121, 122, 997.

Jfiana Daksinamurti, 422, 427.

Jfianamudra, 464, 466.

Jnanaprakasar, 1026.

Jnanasambandar, 146, 154, 430, 432, 559.

John of Ruysbroek, 1190, 1239.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Ben-

gal—1900, 872.

Juliana of Norwich, 1239.

Jung, 1232.

K

Kacci, 776, 962.

Kacci Anekatahkapatam, 354.

Kacciappar, 337.

Kaccikkaronam, 393.

Kaccur, 194, 429.

Kaccur Alakkoyil, 770.

Kadava, 160.

Kadava Madeviyar, 159.

Kadavarkon, 127.

Kaduvetti, 169.

Kaioiki (Kaisikhi), 395.

Kaikkilai, 56.

Kailas, 67, 90, 296, 299, 351, 421, 445,

454.

Kailasanatha, 274.

KaUfisanatha Temple, 125, 126, 127, 139,

140, 172, 173, 175, 177, 181, 191, 216,

246, 258, 259, 260, 264, 282, 314, 332,

340, 345, 346, 355, 356, 371, 275, 383,

384, 406, 423, 427, 430, 436, 451, 458,

459, 462, 464, 465, 466, 470, 474, 4T9,

481, 486, 489, 510, 517, 521, 525, 533,

535, 537, 544, 548, 550, 553, 1016, 1264.

Kaivalya upanisad, 428.

K’ai-yuen, 164, 165.

Kakutstavarman, 159.

Kalabhra, 952, 959. 1026.

Kalabhras, 117, 118, 148, 846, 941, 942,

999, 1025.

Kalachuri, 175.

K^ahasti, 199, 1002.

Ivalaiyar koil, 902.

Kaiak^a, 1168.

Kalakantan, 267.

Kaial, 550.

Kalalsihgafi, 128, 129.

Kalamekam, 1026.

Kalamukhas, 392, 393<

Kalantai, 1026.

Kalantai Alaka-p-perumaJ, 1026.

Kalantai-k-koppannao, 1026.

Kaiantai-k-kutitajiki, 1026.

Kalantai Vaccananti, 1026.

Kaiappalar, 941, 942, 1025, 1026.

Kaiarcinkan, 115, 119, 123, 126, 133, 136,

137, 138, 142, 144, 145, 154, 163, 177,

346, 748, 943, 1029, 1044, 1045, 1046,

1047, 1050, 1053, 1094, 1096.

Kalarciiika Nayanar, 1043.

Kaiari, 191, 195, 500, 519, 529, 534.

Kalari Murti, 361.

Kalari^'afivar, 849, 939, 1023, 1024,

1095, 1101.

Kalariijafivar Nayapar, 115, 1019,

1063.’

Kalarirrarivar Puranam, 1059.

Kalarsihgap, 130.

Kala Rudra Bhairava, 444.

Kalaaaihhara, 180.

Kalasaihhara Murti, 359 et. seq?

Kalatti, 564, 787.

Kalattur, 1026.

Kaiavadam, 1166.

Kalavali Narpatu, 1057, 1058.

Kalavelvi, 401.

Kaiayanallur, 53, 591, 592, 593, 634, 637,

1112 .

Kali, 84, 307, 445, 447, 455, 489, 490,

491, 497, 512.

Kalidasa, 221, 337, 515, 924, 1111.

Kalika dance, 314, 458.

Kalika Tandava, 313, 442, 449, 456.

Kalikkama Nayanar, 82.

Kalikkamar, 103, 1001.

Kalikkampa Nayanar, 82.

Kalikkampar, 117.

Kalikkamur, 1000.

Kalihga, 1030.

Kalippakai, 1050.

Kalippalai, 44, 690, 759, 760, 761, 805;

Kali Ten^avam, 450.
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Kalittokai, 296, 308, 312, 314, 488, 1038.

Kaliyao, 941.

Kaliya Nayaoar, 117, 1032, 1097.

Kaliyaracar, 118.

Kallatam, 446, 816.

Kallatar, 954, 955.

Kalukkuwam, 762, 767, 768, 1015, 1022.

Kalumala hymn, 926.

Kalumalam, 90, 567, 580, 581, 753, 1058,

1205.

Kalumalavurar, 978.

Kaly^asundara, 195, 238.

Kaly^asimdara (form), 192.

Kaly^asundaramurti, 237.

Kama, Kajnan, 191, 278, 279, 337, 374,

512.

Kamadenu, 522, 547.

Kamakkottam, 11, 219, 223, 413, 776,

777, 828.

Kamakopa, 341.

Kamak^i, 232.

Kamalak^ia, 305.

Kamandalu, 311.

Kamantaka, 180, 244.

Karnataka Murti, 337 et. seq.

Kamari, 180, 191, 194, 195, 340, 341,

529.

Kamavel, 341.

Kamavei Kdttam, 233.

Kambhuja, 171.

Karnika, 405,

Kamikagama, 4, 17, 185, 191, 246, 274,

360, 361.

Kampan, 273.

Kampar, 216.

Kamparamayanam, 216.

Kampavarman, 347.

KampiU, 1107, 1108.

Kamsa, 203, 490.

Kanakasabha, 440, 442,

Kanakasabhapati, 441.

Kanakkatikaram, 1037.

Kanamahkalam, 957.

Kanampulla Nayapar, 1036.

Kanampullar, 116, 525, 809, 940, 1037,

1093, 1094, 1095.

Kananata, 21, 118, 1025, 1062.

Kananata Nayanar, 1024.

Kananatar, 117.

Kat^pper, 85, 481, 880, 985.

Ka;>apperur, 480.

T 161

KfUiattumiillur, 74, 706.

Kanavao, 223.

Kahcai, 956.

Kahc^ur, 806.

Kahcafur, 956.

K^ci, 42, 72, 78, 96, 101, 108, 119, 129,

130, 138, 139, 140, 154, 163, 165, 168,

173, 177, 686, 773, 785, 828, 1007, 1008,

1015, 1016, 1035, 1058.

Kahci (Tiruvekampam)
, 80.

Kahci Kamakoti pita Mutt, 154.

Kahcipuram, 99, 100, 125, 154, 167, 170,

173, 177, 246, 451, 452, 516, 564.

K^civaram, 808.

Kaninesa, 194.

Kahkala, Kahkala, 195, 244, 405, 410.

Kahkala Murti, Kank^a Murti, 191,

192, 373, 383, 405, 409, 543.

Kannaki, 1201, 1202.

Kannaki Cult, 1003.

Kannappaij, 872.

Kannappar, 117, 525, 589, 614, 690, 745,

746, 809, 954, 955, 1062, 1065, 1071,

1088, 1092, 1093, 1095, 1096, 1097, 1117.

Kannaradeva, Kaciijaradeva, 125, 126.

Kanno^tam, 269.

Kant, 1165.

Kantabhava, 1238

.

Kantapur^a, Kantapuranam, 331, 332,

334, 337, 373, 421, 1151.

Kantapurana-c-curukkam, 527.

Kan^iyur, 71, 374.

Kanva, 125.

Kapala, 307, 313, 456, 1260.

KapMa dance, 380, 393, 396.

Kapala Vrata, 393.

Kapalesvaras, 392.

Kap^, 180, 390, 405, 410, 459, 465, 483,

492, 507, 534, 555, 604, 716, 721, 727,

728, 730, 828, 1088, 1248, 1251.

Kapaliccuram, 892.

Kapalika, 376, 377, 378, 392, 547, 936,

1018, 1260.

Kapalikas, 391, 392, 393, 1265.

Kapalika Vrata, 384, 387, 388.

Kapilar, 300, 1028.

Karaikkal Ammaiyar, 80, 117, 251, 391,

396, 401, 402, 456, 971, 972, 973, 1063,

1094, 1097.

Karai-k-kanta Carukkam, 1036.

Karaikkarpey, 118.
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Karana, 405

Karanagama, 191, 195, 197, 199, 226,

237, 238, 246, 262, 263, 274, 282, 286,

331, 338, 345, 354, 438, 454, 521.

Karanam, 471.

Karavela, 1030.

Kari, 117, 1030, 1038, 1094, 1096.

Kari hasta, 464.

Kari hasta pose, 462.

K^ikai, 220.

Karikala, 1056, 1058.

Kari Nayaijar, 1037.

Karkkota, 444

.

Karkkotao, 443.

Kafkutii 72, 680.

Karnataka Kaviccakravartti, 120, 121.

K^onam, 393, 1260.

Karralij 110.

Kartari hasta, 311.

Kartikeya, 305, 515.

Karttavirya, 1030.

Karukavur, 805, 1015.

Karumaviran, 1137.

Karuppayiyalur, 54, 690, 694, 695.

karuppur, 610.

Karur, 914, 927.

Karuvur, 117, 951, 952.

Kasakudi plates, 143, 144, 168, 174, 257.

Kasakuti, 1015.

Kasyapa, 369, 423.

Katachitra, Kathachitra, 144, 160.

Kataikkappu, 34.

Kataka, 311.

Kataka pose, 454.

Katampur, 73, 194.

Katava, 161-

Katavarkon, 115, 119, 120, 125, 136, 162,

173, 177, 1094.

Katavarkon Kalarcinkan, 115, 118, 123,

124, 144, 159, 1043.

Katavarkon Nayanar, 124.

Katavarkon Tontaimao, 159.

Katavesakula Hiranyavarma Maha-

rajah, ISO-.

Katavur, 368, 374, 729, 806, 1038.

Katha Sarit S^ara, 454.

Katha Upani^ad, 327.

Kathopanisad, 1169.

Katisama, 451.

Katisarnam, 449.

Katukila}, 84, 489, 490. •

Katuhkelal, 284.

katuiikdo, 118.

Katuvetti-p-peraraiyac, 159.

Katyavalambita, 198.

Kausika, 423.

Kaui^Itaka, 326.

Kaui^itaka Brahmana, 325.

Kaveri, 163.

Kaverippakkam, 418.

Kaviri, 68, 71, 72, 81, 85, 272, 273, 664,

808, 848, 849, 850, 911, 912, 1057.

Kavirippumpattioam, 947, 984.

Kavutaman, 193.

Kayarohanas, 393.

Kedaranath, 791.

Keith, 323, 324, 339.

Kena, 326.

Keralantaka Vimpparaiyao, 248.

Kesi, 203.

Kesi muni, 195.

Kesin, 396.

Kesin Darbhya, 326.

Ketaram, 762, 1124.

Ketilam, 67,

Khadga, 311, 313.

Khalif of Bagdad, 166.

Khatakamukha pose, 314,

Khatv^ga, 383, 384.

Khetaka, 311, 313.

Kieou—^T^ang Chou, 164,

KiUyur, 1030, 1034.

Killikuti, 52.

Kiivelur, 84, 877, 878.

Kilvelur Tiruttan^kam, 1113.

Kirata, 195.

Kiratarjuna, 281, 282.

Kiratarjuna-murti, 192, 281, 283.

Kiratarjuniyam, 281.

Kirtivarman II, 177

.

Ki§kinda Kanda, 433.

Koccataiyan, 145, 879, 1024.

Koccataiyao Ranadhiran, 146.

Koccataiya Ranadhira, 132.

Koccehkanan, 9, 10, 70, 176, 523, 525,

690, 746, 809, R)03, 1037, 1055, 1056,

1057, 1058, 1107.

Koccehkatcola Nayaoar, 1054.

Koccenkatc6]ar, 117.

Koccukotti (Kotukotti), 444.

Koetei (East Borneo), 170,

Koil Puranam, 30.
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KokuU, 54.

Kokuti-k-koyil, 73, 695

.

Kolaimenittal, 35.

Kolakka, 690, 753, 755, 989.

‘Kolamaturu’, 678.

Kolari, 136.

Ksiili, 564, 754.

Koiili hymn, 717, 718.

Koliam, 131.

fCollam era, 120.

Kollimalavao, 993.

Kollitam (Coleroon), 440, 693, 709.

kolunticar, 803.

Kohkanam, 131.

Konku, 86.

Kohkunatu, 72, 566.

Konxai, 293.

K6pperuhcihkao» 136, 137.

Korravai, 489.

Kotaviri (Godavari), 1127.

Kotihci, 311.

Kotpuli, 69, 106, 107, 113, 115, 119, 130,

133, 148, 593, 598, 1048, 1049, 1050,

1093, 1096, 1101.

Kdtpuli Nayapar, 69, 106, 148, 1048.

Kottans, 8.

Kottiyatal, 309.

Kotukotti, 307, 310, 395, 436.

Kotumpialur, 393, 1046.

Kotumuti, 1085.

Kotuhkolur, 1020.

Kotunkurram, 526.

Kovalap, 338.

Kovalarayas, 999.

Kovalur, 374, 1030, 1034.

Kovanam, 547

.

Kovan Annamalai, 248.

Kovijaya Nandi Vikramapanmar, 135.

Koyil, 686.

Koyil Napmanimalai, 1011.

Kdyil Puranam, 111, 445.

Krishnadeva Maharaja, 34.

Krishna Raja, 123.

Krishna Sastry, 139, 169, 174, 313, 456,

Krishnaswami Aiyangar, Dr., 1026.

Krita raja, 249.

Kriya ganas, 63, 404.

Ki^a, 121, 281, 428, 1107, 1108, 1151.

Kr^a Avatara, 203.

Kr^a Lila, 1230.

K^a Maharaya, 34.

Kri^na man^apa, 258.

Krsna mrga, 529.

Kr§na Raman, 247.

Kr§na Sastry, 273.

Krsna Yajurveda, 304.

Krttivasesvara lihga, 344.

Ksettirakkovai, 13, 353, 806.

Ksettirakk5vai-t-tirutt^takam, 806.

K§ettirattiruvenpa, 1034

.

K§ettiravenpa, 806.

Kubera, 302.

Kubja Pandya, 970, 997.

Kudamukku, 163.

Kulaccirai, 987, 1093.

Kulaccifai Nayanar, 970.

Kulacciraiyar, 116, 1093.

Kulaccolap, 1058.

Kulacekar^v^, 961.

Kulacekara-p-perumal, 1021.

Kulakar, 886.

Kulapaksha, 997.

Kulasekhiiia, 391.

Kula^khara Alvar, 273, 902.

Kulasekharar, 1067, 1070, 1091.

Kulottuhga, 1107.

Kulottuhga I, 30, 1018.

Kulottuhga II, 134, 335, 938.

Kulottimga III, 938, 1018, 1019.

Kulottuhga Chola, 1018.

Kulottuhga Chola III, 1019.

Kulottuhka, 29.

Kulottuhka II, 1012, 1013, 1060.

Kulottuhka III, 1030.

Kulottuhka II Anapaya, 1019.

Kumanan, 1138.

Kumara, 455, 480.

Kumaramarttanta, 176.

Kumarap, 777.

Kumarasarhbhava, 305, 337, 515.

Kumari (Cape Comorin), 1127.

Kumari (Rivef), 131, 565, 792.

KumpakSnam, Kumbhakonam, 71, 971,

1005.

Kuhcita, 264, 315, 316.

Kuhcita dance, 465.

Kuhcita pose, 314, 474,

Kundalini, 1082.

Kuhkiliyakkalaya Nayanar, 955.

Kuhkiliyakkalayar, 116.

Kfmnandvan, Kup Panfiya, 121, 122,

146, 1053.
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Kuturakaxn, 131.

Kuntaiyur, 69, 93, 102, 564, 597.

Kuntaiyur Kilar, 69, 93.

Kupeikam, 131.

Rural, 269, 399, 751, 875.

Kuram (village), 451.

Kuram grant, 143.

Kuram Plates, 141, 144, 1015.

Kurattalvar, 30.

Kuravai dance, 402.

Kurma, 196.

Kurma Purana, 330, 334, 344, 372, 373.

Kurralam, 84, 1015.

Kurruva Nayaoiar, 117, 150, 940, 941,

1025, 1026, 1027.

Kurukavur, 756, 757.

Kurukavur Vellatai, 690.

Kurukkai, 342, 374.

Kurukkai Virattanam, 340.

Kurukkettiram, 565.

Kurukkettiram (Guruk?etra)
,
1127.

Kuruksetra, 792.

Kuxumpar (clan), 149.

Kuruntokai, 353.

Kutakam, 131, 474.

Kutalaiyaxrur, 73, 235, 400, 563, 642.

Kutamukku, 766.

Kutantai, 1005.

Kutantai-k-karonam, 393

.

Kutapavinyasa, 474, 475, 477.

Kutatalaiyaru, 820.

Kutavanam, 669.

Kuttitam, 463.

Kuttita pose, 463.

Kuttu, 472.

Kutumiya malai musical inscription,

1114.

Kuvapuranam, 445.

L

Lak?m!, 216, 221, 443, 454.

Lak$mldhara, 991.

Laksmi "Kindavam, 449.

Lakiillsa LfiLkulisa, 203, 391, 392, 393,

878, 1260.

Lakullsa p^upatins, 393.

Lalatatilika, 313, 314, 452, 460, 463.

Lalgudi, 41, 176.

Lalita, 455, 461.

Lalita Sahasranama, 1120.

Lalitopakhyana, 191.

Lanka, 298.

Larger Sinnamanur plates, 145.

Lasya, 446.

Linga, 191, 193, 196, 520.

Lihga of Vi?nu, 249.

Lingapunana, 196, 199, 200, 337, 373.

Lingapuranadeva, 196, 199.

Lingapur^am, 1003.

Lihghodhbhava, 191, 194, 195, 199, 507.

Lihgodhbhava murti, 196, 197, 360, 361.

Ldkamahadevi, 408.

Longhurst, 234, 273, 275, 276, 322, 346,

356, 534.

M

Madana, 182.

Madhura Bhava, 1238.

Madhusudhana Sarasvatl, 1116.

Madras Museum, 160, 423, 428.

Madura, 338, 525, 978, 1020.

Mahabalipuram, 6, 168, 173, 174, 265,

275, 489.

Mahabhairava, 335.

Mahabharata, 281, 305, 327, 330, 391, 428.

Mahabha?ya, 191.

Mahadeva, 192, 305, 321, 323, 324, 327,

328, 1018.

Mahadeva Siraladeva, 1018.

MahadevI, 420.

MahakMa, 191.

Mahakall, 191.

Mahamandapam, 231.

Mahaparama rasyam, 446.

Mahapurana, 121.

Mahaskandapurana, 421.

Mahatma Gandhi, 1170.

Mahavamsa, Mahavamso, 13, 165, 953.

Mahavira, 569, 587.

Mahavi^nu, 320, 443.

Mahavrata, 393.

Mahavratamuni, 385.

Mahavratas, 384, 391, 392.

Mahavratin, 385.

Mahavratis, 393.

Mahendra, 154, 172, 234, 273, 315.

Mahendravarma, 258, 459, 828.

Mahendravarma II, 459.

Mahendravarman, 2, 123, 144, 152, 161,

162, 171, 189, 226, 392, 1015, 1114, 1260.
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Mahendravarmao I, 160, 193, 1003, 1015,

Mahendravarmao II, 118, 143, 1016,

1035.

Mahendravarma^ I Gunabhara, 175.

Mahendravarma Pallava, 469.

Mahendravanxiesvara, 158, 409.

Mahendravarmesvara Grham, 316, 424.

Mahesvara, 245, 305, 321, 327.

Mahi$asura mardani, 226, 489, 535.

Mahommad, Prophet, 1206.

Maitreyi, 856, 1242, 1247.

Maitri Upanigad, 327, 1168.

Maitrlyupani§ad, 1164, 1166.

Makham, 100.

Makilam, 453.

Makotai, 929, 1020.

Mai, 201, 202.

Malaimakah 218.

Malaipatukatam, 477.

Malaiyaman Narasimhavarmao, 1030.

Malaiyar Aruvi, 66.

Malapati, 71, 566, 644

Malapati hymn, 672, 675.

Malavas, 148.

Malayamao, 999, 1000.

Malayaman Kari, 1037.

Mallinata Sambavaraya, 30.

Main, 531, 532, 533,

Mamalla, 134.

Mamallapuram, 140, 191, 216, 234, 235,

247, 258, 259, 534, 535.

Manakkahcara Nayanar, 385.

Manakkancarar, 114, 939, 956.

Manamerkuti, 971.

Manaparanan, 566.

Manavamma, 167, 168, 169, 956.

Mandara, 262.

Mandhata, 279.

Mani (unmarried boy), 104.

Manikkavacakar, 126, 133, 244, 380, 491,

497, 558, 632, 678, 940, 955, 963, 1021,

1028, 1081, 1169, 1205.

Manimahgalam, 1015.

Manimekalai, 161, 207, 304, 337, 469, 569,

698, 699, 1007, 1159

Manimuticcolan, 1053.

Manimuttaru, 73, 95.

Mahkai, 218, 219.

Mahkaiyarkkaraciyar, Mahkaiyarkka-

raci, 116, 956, 995, 1040, 1053, 1094.

Manmata, 337, 340, 512, 514.

Maooar, 564, 565.

Manni, 691, 697.

MantoUam, 893.

Mapur, 443.

Mara, 337.

Maraikkatu, 880, 882, 886, 1022.

Marai Malai Atikal, 270.

Maxa^, 1095.

M^avarmaO) 146.

Mari, 553.

Markkanda, Markkahdeya, Markkan^ar,

359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 367, 519, 623,

681, 724, 753, 822, 871, 1108, 1168

Marshall, 417, 428.

Maruts, 323.

‘Maruvar Konrai’, 75

Matam, 219.

Matahgan Palli, 347.

Matahgesvara temple, 235, 274, 298, 461.

Matahkari, 195.

Matavi, 338.

Mathurai (South), 447.

Mati, 287, 289.

Matiyam, 287.

Matottam, 566.

Matsya Purana, 369,

Matsyari, 374.

Matsyavatara, 374.

Mattavilasa, 459, 469, 828.

Mattavilasaprahasanam, 1260,

Maturai, 84, 441, 442, 446, 959, 994, 995,

1024, 1028, 1053, 1058, 1093.

Maturai-k-kahci, 401.

Maturai Sivaprakacar, 35.

Maturakavi Maran Kari, 1037.

Mavrata, 1260.

Mayamata, 194, 455, 486.

Mayan, 203.

Mayavaram, 437, 1038.

Mayentirappalli, 234.

Mayilai, 1041.
,

Mayilai Vehkataswami, 448.

Mayilatutufai, 68.

Mayilerumperumal Pillai, 446.

Mayurasarman, 159, 586.

Mecca, 106, 120, 126, 131.

Meikantar, 931.

Melceri, 418.

Melyati, 123.

Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey

of India—^No. 63, 139.
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Mena, 238.

Menaka, 224.

Meru, 306, 319.

Mesopotamia, 418.

Meykan^r, 1026.

Meypporul, 117, 118, 1095.

Meyppomj Naya^^ar, 369, 1003, 1063,

1092.

Meypporul Ventap, 948.

Milalai-k-kurumpar, 1094.

Milatutaiya Nattap, 125.

Milatutaiy^, 1030.

MUton,’ 1174.

Minaksi, Minakshi, Dr., 127, 138, 139,

144, 145, 147, 154, 159, 160, 161, 162,

163, 172, 238, 204, 315, 316, 384, 459,

462, 464, 465, 872, 1050.

Minoan Crete, 420.

Mira Bai, 1242.

Mirror of Gesture, 469.

Mithuna, 313.

Mohenjo-daro, 251, 418, 419, 420, 436,

534, 535, 537, 545.

Mohenjo-daro-Harappa, 417.

Mok^a, 503.

Mother Goddess—Words used to

denote Mother : Elai, 219. Makal, 217.

Matamaka], 218. Mafantai, 218. Mfitu,

218. Nankai, 219. Pavai, 221. Pen, 217.

Taiyal, 220.

Mother Goddess: Alkul (waist), 210.

Bosam, 211. Eyes, 214, Feet, 210.

Forehead, 215. Hair, 216. Look, 214.

Mouth, 213. Smile, 213. Shoulders,

212. Valai (Bangles), 212. Words, 214.

Moti, 490.

Mount Abu, 418.

Mrda, 324.

Mrgasira, 324.

Mrga Vyadha, 324.

Mukhalifiga, 194.

Muktesvara, 298.

Muktesvara temple, 235, 236, 463.

Mukula, 311.

Mulattana, Mulattaoam, 82, 193.

Mullaivayil, 162.

MuHur, 710.

Munai Natu, 149.

Munai-p-pati Natu, 149.

Munaiyaraiyar, 149, 1034,

Mupaiyatuvar, 117, 118, 1093.

MutiaiyatuVSr lOCL

Mun^aka Upanisad, 326, 1082.

Muni, 325.

Muni Tandava, 442, 455.

Muppatumillai, 714.

Murkka Nayaoar, 942, 1005.

Murkkar, 117, 1094.

Murti Nayarmr, 117, 959.

Muruka, 236, 428, 489, 514.

Murukap, 401, 413, 456, 458, 513, 515,

516, 983, 984, 1061, 1094, 1151.

Muruka Nayapar, 116, 959, 1071.

Muialagan, 467.

‘Mutippatu Gahgai’, 914.

Mutiramalai, 1138.

Muttaraiyar, 484.

Mutta Tiruppatikam, 973.

Mutukimram, 73, 74, 95, 96, 563, 642,

677, 717, 720, 805.

Mutukupru, 682.

Muvar Mutalikal, 33.

Muvar Tamil, 34.

Muyalaka, 447, 463.

Muyalakan, 453, 456, 466, 467, 527, 530.

Muyalvali, 530.

Mylapore, 588, 983, 989, 997, 1041, 1097.

Mysore Archaeological Report— 1925,

120 .

Mystics and Mysticism, 1244 etc.

N

Nabanedii^a, 324.

Naccinarkkipiyar, 309, 310, 313, 316, 317,

477, 483, 486, 535, 540, 598, 950, 1125.

Nadanta, 454, 465.

Nadanta dance, 492.

Nagas, 429.

Nagavardhan, 392.

N^ai, 83, 84, 1030.

Nakai-k-karonam, 393, 807, 879.

N^ai-k-karonam h5min, 1135.

Naka-p-pattirjam, Naka pattipam, 96,

97, 98, ibi, 154, 172, 808, 878, 1030,

1031, 1097.

Nakeccuram hymn, 591.

Nakkirar, 291, 401. 954, 955, 1028.

Nakra kundala. 453.

Nalai-p-pdvar, 525, 809, 872.

Nalafiyar, 81. 484, 548, 839.

Nalavenpa, 816,
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N^yira prabandhatn, N^yira-p-pira-
pantam, 972, 1230,

Nallaiu, 44, 689, 724, 925.

NallasivaiQL Pillai, 497.

NaUur, 314, 451, 456.

Nallur-p-perumanam, 930.

N^ur, 805.

Nalvali, 34.

Namakkatikalakiya Atika}, 721.

Namana Nanti, 1137.

Namasivaya, 497.

Naminanti, 117, 975, 976, 1005, 1092,

1093.

Naminanti Atikal, 1062.

Nanunalvar, 112, 625, 652, 856, 933, 972,

1015, 1038, 1230, 1241.

Nampi Eora Tiruppatikam, 683.

Nampillai, 30.

Nampiyimtar, Nampiyan^ Nampi, 39,

49, 105, 119, 937,940,041,945,947,948,

949, 950, 951, 952, 953, 955, 956, 957, 958,

959, 960, 961, 962, 964, 968, 969, 970,

971, 972, 973, 974, 975, 984, 987, 988,

989, 990, 991 ,996, 997, 999, 1000, 1001,

1005, 1007, 1009, 1013, 1019, 1025, 1026,

1028, 1029, 1031, 1041, 1043, 1046, 1049,

1101 etc.

Nancil Natu, 30.

Naficiyar, 30.

Nanda, 961, 1097.

Nandanar, 258, 961, 962.

Nandi, 50, 136, 150, 163, 176, 255, 296,

434, 455, 456, 457, 462, 463, 472, 1001.

Nandikesvara, 460, 463.

Nandikkalambagam, Nandi-k-kalam-

pakam, 128, 136, 137, 163, 176.

Nandi mantapa, 258.

Nandi N^patunga, 124.

Nandipura Vinnagaram, 133.

Nandisvara, 329.

Nandivarma, 135, 879, 917.

Nandivarman II, 133.

Nandivarmap III, 127, 128, 129, 135, 136,

137, 138, 159, 163, 176, 177.

Nandivarman Pallava, 136, 173, 1054.

Nandivarman Pallava H, 136.

Nandivarma PallavamaUa, 120, 126, 127,

133, 141, 159, 163.

Nandivarman II, the PallavamaUa, 133,

166.

Nan^, 128.

128?

Napipalli, 75, 690, 740, 741, 989.

Nanjiyar, 856.

Napcilam, 70, 591, 611, 1055.

Nantiyavattam, 208.

Nappannaoi^, 193.

Nappipnai, 203.

Naraciiikamuoaiyaraiyar, 65, 87, 108,

109, 110, 115, 149, 762, 764, 765, 766,

999, 1029, 1030.

Narada, 352, 423, 442, 444, 454.

Narada Bhakti dutra, 972, 993, 1064.

Naraiyur, 1111.

Narakam, 502.

Narasiihha, 108, 141, 154, 169, 389, 516,

545, 734, 953.

Narasiihha I, 1016, 1017, 1030.

Narasiihha II, 136, 154, 172, 1030.

Narasiihha II (Rajasirhha), 149.

Narasirhhamamalla, 136, 172.

Narasiihhapotavarman, 177, 1017.

Narasirhhavarma Mamalla, 116, 167.

Narasiihhavarmap, 122, 125, 166, 566,

1015.

Narasiihhavarman I, 143, 167, 168.

Narasirhhavarman II, 125, 139, 165.

Narasiihhavarman I, Mah^alla, 143.

Narasirhhavarma Pallava, 566, 983.

Narasirhhavarma Pallava I, 347.

Narasiihhavatara, 373.

Narayana, 200.

Narayana Aiyar, 125, 131, 132, 150.

Narkorrao, 846.

Narrinai, 924.

Narttamalai, 154.

Nataka Sutras, 362.

Natam, 472.

Natamuni, 40.

Nataraja, 181, 192, 195, 417, 429, 440,

451, 455, 462, 479, 492, 497, 499, 537,

554, 945, 1098, 1103, 1109, 1248, 1251,

1252.

Nattiyattankuti', Nattiyatt^gu^i, 69,

106, 113, 130, 564, 1048.

Nattu-t-tokai, 42, 52, 803, 806.

Nattu-t-tokai hymn, 893, 971.

Natyaj^tra, 264, 315, 457, 459, 468, 471,

472, 475.

Naval, 109, 110, 586.

Navalarkomao, 88.

Navalarkop, 88.

Navalarmanpap, 88.
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NavalaruraOt HO.

Navalar Ventan, 88.

Naval tree, 87.

Navalur, 87, 115, 590, 614, 705, 716, 726,

731, 761, 766, 841, 884, 900, 1030, 1034.

Navioiikl^ayao, 809, 872.

Navukkaracar, 690, 1124.

Navukkaraiyar, 69.

Nayasena, 120.

Necac, 1014.

Neca Nayan^, 117, 1054, 1089, 1097,

1107, 1108.

Negapatain, 929.

Nelvayil, 838.

Nelvayil Aratturai, 807, 989, 993.

Nelveli, 147, 1016, 1017, 1038, 1039, 1094.

Nepal, 391.

Nepalam, 1002.

Nerkuorav^ar, 1026.

Netiyo?!, 202.

Netumarao, 116, 120, 146, 147, 152, 956,

1026, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1094, 1096.

Netuficataiyaij, 132, 846.

Nilk, 289.

Nilagriva,262.

Nilakanta Sastry, K. A., Prof., 27, 116,

128, 145, 146, 163, 164, 171, 392, 942,

999, 1016.

Nilakanta Yalpp^ar, 989.

Nilakantha, 195, 263

Nllakantham, 262, 267, 268.

Nilam, 208.

Nilanagna, 997.

Nilanakkan, Nllanakkar, 116, 983, 984.

Niwaclr Netumaran, 1050.

Nioraclr Netumara Naysqjar, 1038,

NinriyOr, 745.

NiOTiyur hymns, 1052.

‘NIru tankiya* (hymn), 67.

Nisuxhbha, 444.

Nltur, 849, 1023, 1041.

Niva, 808.

Notitta^malai, 880, 935.

Nrpatuhga, 138, 159.

Nrttamurti, 191, 534, 555.

Nyaya vaisesika schools, 1165.

O

Oldenberg, 272.

Onak§ntao Tali, 775,

On the seven grades of love, 1190.

6ri, 1030.

Origin and Early History of 6aivism in

South India, 132.

Ornaments, 548 et. seq.

Ornaments of 6iva: Ash, 555. Catai,

551 et. seq. Ear, 548 et. seq. Feet, 553

et. seq. Fire, 553 et. seq. Utukkai, 552

et. seq.

Orriyur, 715, 728, 762, 777, 795, 807, 808,

886, 887, 922.

Orunampi, 1093.

Ottakkuttar, 335, 490.

P

Paccil, 654, 655, 656.

Paccilaccir^am, 467, 566.

Pacuvukanteri, 251.

Padma Pasa, 311.

Paduka Pattabhisekam, 1026.

Painhili, 566, 658, 659, 660.

Pakali, 320.

Pakap, 240 et. seq.

Palaiyaiiur, 489, 825.

Palaiyaxai, 950, 969.

Palaiyol, 489.

Palamanni-p-patikkarai, 698, 701.

Palamoli, 304.

P^aru, 162, 808, 820.

P^avi, 565, 893, 894, 895.

Palikolli, 415.

Pallava, 111, 112, 113, 264.

Pallava age, 257, 403, 520.

Pallava Architecture, 276, 361, 379.

Pallavamalla, 133, 136.

Pallava Nandivarman HI, 130.

Pallava Rajasiihha, 146.

Pallavarayan, 1000.

Pallava’s emblem-Bull, 257.

Pallavasiihhavarma, 124.

Pallipatai, 347.

Palyakas^ai Mutukutumi-p-peruva-

luti, 846.

Papaij^, 806.

Panamalai, 173, 346.

Paiiahkattur, 283, 783.

Panapattira, Panapattira^j, Panapatti-

rar, 115, 119, 125, 126, 133, 1020, 1024,

1059.

Paiicakrtya, 497.
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Paiicalqrtya Nat^^a, 492.

PancUc^ara, 72, 497.

Pancdk^ara hymn, 150, 1085.

Pahcapada, 124.

Pancapadasiihha, 123, 124.

Pancaratra Agama, 331.

Pancavao Mahadfevi, 467.

Pancavata, 384.

Pancavata (Yajnopavlta), 385.

Pancavati, 384, 530.

Paficavati (Yajiidpavlta) , 385, 386.

Panovas, 518.

Pan^ava Simhalocana, 123.

Pandya, 112, 113, 520.

Pandya Nipxacir Netumarao, 1017.

Pandyan Kingdom, 1016.

PSndya Te^Hjavan, 146.

Pahkuni uttiram, 93.

Pa^Mjirupattiyal, 954.

Pannuruttti, 306.

Pantanainallur, 393.

Pantarahka, 380, 555.

Pantarahka dance, 394, 536.

Pantarankam, 308, 310, 321, 395, 396,

444, 446, 486.

Pantheism, 1149.

Pantikkotnmuti, 72, 132, 150, 663, 917.

Pantikkotumuti hymn, 879, 1119.

Pantikkovai, 147, 484, 1026, 1040.

Pantimatevi, 987, 1054.

PSntiyac Nanmara^i, 428.

Papanasam, 521.

Paracurtoar, 1108.

Paradurggamardhana, 1046.

Parakesarivarman Uttama Cola, 41.

Paramatatta^i, 972.

Paramesvara, 2, 142, 143, 144, 1016, 1017,

1018, 1050.

Paramesvara I, 1016.

Paramesvaran, 162, 1040.

Paramesvaravarman, 139, 144.

Paramesvaravarman I, 143, 1016.

Paramesvaravarman II, 138, 141.

Paramesvara Vinnagaram, 133.

Parampu Malai, 526.

Paranar, 1028.

Parani, 398, 401.

Paranjodi, 1019.

Paranioti (alias Siruttondar), 1016.

Parahkippettai (Porto Novo), 838

Parahktrntam, 112, 892.

T. 162

Parantaka Pallavarayao, 237.

Parasiva, 64.

Parasu, 198, 311, 314, 315.

Parasurama, 519, 745.

Parati (Bharati), 395.

Paravai, 74, 93, 95, 99, 101, 107, 110*

113, 278, 563, 564, 583, 591, 595, 596*-

689, 717, 718, 811, 813, 816, 878, 887,

918, 1000, 1099, 1100, 1208.

Paravaiyar, 68, 69, 70, 79, 82. 84, 92.

93, 95, 134, 587, 811, 1196.

Pari, 525, 526, 1037.

P^iccuram, 526.

Parimelalakar, 254, 399, 435, 1072, 1074,

1080, 1117, 1125, 1226.

Paripatal, 193, 339.

Parisada, 397.

Paritam, 302, 396, 397, 399, 400, 404,

411.

Paritams, 398, 399, 403.

Parivrtla, 464.

Pariyal, 374.

Pariyalam, 1015.

Parsada, 397.

Parsavakranta, 466

.

Partha, 1108.

PfirthaTj (Arjuna), 283.

Parthanugraha murti, 281 et. seq.

Parthanugraha murti, 180.

Parvati, 65, 222, 262, 263, 267, 274, 278,

279, 281, 296, 297, 298, 312, 315, 320,

322, 324, 330, 331, 340, 346, 350, 352,

354, 393, 425, 427, 490, 520, 524, 548.

Parvati’s Tapas, 340

.

P^a, 64, 313, 456.

Pasupata, 398, 518, 623, 936, 1260.

Pasupata murti, 191, 283.

Pasupatar, 385.

Pasupatas, 391, 392, 393, 400, 1265.

P^upatastra, 281, 282.

Pasupatastra myrti, 282.

Pasupata system, 33.

Pasupata Vrata, 385, 393, 529, 534.

Pasupati, 132, 256, 261, 324, 419, 420..

Patagas, 454.

Pataha, 454

.

Pataka hasta, 313, 315 340, 454.

Pataka hasta pose, 464.

Pataka pose, 316, 464.

Fatal neri, 33.

Patanjali, 191, 332, 391, 445 467, 508.
. .
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Patanjali deva, 467.

Pati (God), 64.

Patikam, 15, 17.

Patikkacar, 1026.

Patipacupaca Vilakkam, 1183.

Patiri, 208.

Patirruppattu, 535.

Patra Kixndala, 453.

Pattar, 30.

Pattar, 404.

Pattavardhana, 120.

Pattevarttaoam, 120.

Pattipappalai, 234.

Pattiijattar, 119, 185, 186, 189, 943, 969,

m, 1011, 1013, 1187, 1188.

Pattipattatikal, 1011.

Pattlsvaram, 360.

Pavai, 221.

Pavalakkoti malai, 283.

Peiinakatam, 1031

.

Permar, 66, 805.

Peraciriyar, 268, 1072.

Perani, 306.

Percy Brown, 275, 276.

P€ri Cattanar, 428.

PerUampen, 218.

PeriyalvaT, 109, 734, 755, 840, 857,

1103.

Periya Perumal (Rajaraja), 28.

Periyaperuman Atikal, 75.

Periyapur^am, 3, 49, 105, 106, 109,

112, 113, 115, 118, 119, 130, 137, 138,

142, 148, 150, 152, 159, 252, 270, 271,

396, 467, 479, 480, 524, 530, 583, 585,

675, 677, 686, 706, 747, 758, 875, 937,

938, 939, 940, 941, 942, 944, 945, 947,

949, 950, 952, 956, 957, 960, 961, 968,

977, 993, 999, 1002, 1007, 1015, 1016,

1017, 1018, 1019, 1034, 1039 1043, 1051,

1052, 1056, 1064, 1097. 1099, 11 CO,

1101, 1102, 1105.

Periya Tirumatal, 1057.

Perumakkotaiyar, 1020.

Perumilalai-k-Kurumpar. 115, 149, 1062

Perumilalai-k-K\ixumpa Nayanar, 971.

Perunkatai, 942.

ppruntirattu, 31, 1166.

Perur. 72. 73, 345. 479, 555, 686.

Peruvalanallur, 1016, 1040.

Petai, 218.

Petumpai, 218.

Pey, 301, 396, 398, 400, 401, 402.

Peyalvar, 391, 972.

Pey&: (Karaikkal Ammaiyar), 117.

P§ykk^ci, 401.

Phaedrus, 1145.

Piecandar, 409.

Pilgrim’s Progress, 525.

Pillai Lokacharyar, 1211, 1215,

Pindi bandha, 472.

Pinkala Nikantu, 552, 921,

Pihkaiantai, 108, 255, 402, 474, 478, 502,

1003, 1231.

Piiinakar, 552.

Pirai, 287, 288, 290.

Pitavur, 526, 852.

Pittap, 396.

‘Pitta Piraicuti’ 66.

Plato, 972, 1145.

Plotinus, 1147, 1188, 1238.

Poll, 318.

Pomieri, 176.

Porjvannattantati, 83, 1021, 1022.

Pope, Dr., 2.

Poraiyan, 1020.

Pothiyam, 1001.

Poti, 321.

Potimarikai, 996.

Potiyil, 441, 520.

Poykai-y-alvar, 248, 1151

Poykaiyar, 1057.

Poyyatimai Illata Pulavar, 940, 1037,

1063, 1096.

Prabodha Candrodaya, 392.

Praddsa, 455.

Pradosa stotras, 454.

Prajapati, 304, 324.

Prakrti, 248.

Pr^athas, 328.

Pranava, 261, 305.

Prasarita pose, 463, 465.

Pratikrta, 191.

Prayokavivekam, 1071.

Prthvimaha devi, 263.

Pucalar, 45, 76, 115, 119, 124, 125, 136,

176. 177, 747, 1052, 1053, 1062.

Pukalccola, 951, 952.

Pukalccola Navanar, 173, 1063.

Pukalccolar, 117.

Pukalenti, 1026.

Pukali, 248, 984.

Pukalttunai, 525, 622, 1047, 1048, 1061.
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iPukalttunai Nayaciar, 70, 620, 1047,

1071.

Pukalttunaiyar, 116.

Pukalur, 43, 44, 94, 960.

Puk^, 43, 44, 94, 338, 947, 960.

Pukkoliyur, 926.

Pulakesi, Pulak^in, 1015, 1016.

Pulakesi II, Pulakesin II, 122, 1011,

1015.

Pulastya, 423, 430.

Pulikatimal, 162.

Pulikesin, 147, 169, 392, 516, 566.

Puliyur, 502.

Puliyur-c-Cirrampalam, 688.

Pullalur (now PuUur), 1015.

Pumpavai, 997.

Puoalmankalam, 958.

Puoavayil, 880, 906.

Pundarikaksa, 201, 253.

Pundarikam, 201.

Pumtao, 52, 53.

PuDitavati, 973.

Puwiai, 208.

Puntunitti, 1022.

Punturutti Nampi Katava Nampi, 1022.

Puram, 304, 428.

Purampayam, 73, 642, 673, 674, 675, 676,

677.

Pur^am, 36, 39.

Purananuru, 39, 161, 304, 428, 1056.

Pnrandaradas, 1114.

Puru§a, 248, 491.

Purusartha, 72.

Puru?6ttama, 491.

Purui^ottama Nampi, 108.

Purvakaranagama, 225, 244, 340.

Pusalar Nayan^, 1097.

Pusan, 330.

Pu^paka Vimana, 302.

Putam, 302, 396, 397, 400, 411.

Putams, 397.

Putatt^var, 1152.

Putattar, 118.

Putradipa, 393.

Puttur, 65, 70, 591, 620, 621, 1047.

Puvanam, 880, 889.

Q

Quest (Oct. 1913), 1196.

Quilon, 131.

• R

Rabia of Basra, 1240.

Raghava Aiyangar, M. Prof., 130, 134,

1016, 1025.

Raghavan, V. Dr., 447, 450, 477.

Raghuvamsa, 1111.

R^u, 352.

Rajadhiraja I, 1022.

Rajadhiraja II, 335.

Rajaditya, 347.

Rajakesarivarman, 1017.

Rajam^ikkam, Dr., 137, 152, 154, 176,

1011, 1012.

Rajanarayana Mallinata Saihbhava-
rayaix, 30.

Rajaraja, 134, 147, 172, 196, 236, 247,

263, 282, 335, 408, 433, 439, 466, 508,

1046.

Rajaraja I, 41, 371, 938, 943, 949, 1017,

1018.

Rajaraja, the Great, 209.

Rajarajadeva, 238, 437, 467.

Rajarajeccuram, 943.

Rajarajesvara, 437.

Rajarajesvara Temple, 134, 439, 1017,

1022.

Rajasena, 154.

Rajasiihha, 108, 119, 125, 126, 130, 132,

133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140,

142, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150,

152, 154, 158, 160, 162, 163, 165, 169,

170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 176, 177, 189,

193, 198, 234, 258, 274, 276, 312, 315,

346, 355, 459, 566, 826, 872, 879, 905,

908, 919, 1024, 1030, 1050, 1052, 1053.

Rajasiihha I, 146, 154.

Rajasiihha Pallava, 146.

Rajasiihha (P^dyan), 146.

Rajasiihhavarman 11, 134.

Rajasiihhesvara, 346.

Rajasiihhesvara Grham, 139.

Rajasirhh^varam, 177.

Rajasundara Katha, 872.

Rajatasabha, 442.

Rajatasabhapati, 441.

Rajavall Kathe, 121.

Rajendra, 1046, 1056.

Rajendra Cola, 1105.

Rajendra Cola I, 1017.

Rajendra Colad§va, 238«
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Rak§a TIindavam, 445, 449.

Raktaksa Chola, 997.

Ramakrishna, 569.

Raman, C. V., 487.

Ramanadapuram, 526.

R^aiianda Yogi, 483, 841,

Ramana Sastri, V. V., Dr., 1003, 1004,

1199.

Ramanuja, 30, 391, 392, 931, 1153, 1222.

Ramimujacharya, 997.

Ramanujar, 652.

Rama Prasad Chanda, Rai Bahadur,

419.

Ramaswami Aiyangar, M.S., 1016.

Ramaswami Pillai, 40.

Ramayana, 272, 651, 656, 857.

Ramesvaram, 84, 564, 895.

Ramnad, 565.

Ranadhlra, 132, 133.

Rahganatha, 440, 961.

Rahganatha Temple, 172.

Rahgapathaka, 140, 158, 169.

Rahgapathakai, 137.

Rai?trakuta, 126, 129.

Ra^trakutas, 516.

Rathas, 172.

Rati, 337, 340, 342,

Ratnasabha, 440, 442.

Ratnasabhapati, 440, 442.

Raudra Pasupatamurti, 191

.

Ravana, 54, 58, 216, 296, 297, 298, 299,

300, 302, 596, 604, 608, 611, 618, 635,

688, 700, 708, 716, 728. 740, 753, 760,

765, 795, 803, 840, 844, 857, 873, 876,

890, 891, 899, 900, 928, 1123.

Ravananugraha, 529.

Ravana Anugraha Murti, 296 et. seq.

Ravananugrahamurti, 180.

Ravanesvara Vahana, 302.

Raven Hart, R. 511.

Ravi man^ala, 453.

238,Rea, 140, :141, 226, 234, 236, 237,

274, 277, 282, 297, 298, 302, 311, 312

315, 316, 322, 332, 341, 345, 355, 361,

367, 375, 379, 384, 406, 407, 408, 409,

424, 425, 427, 429, 430, 443, 459, 460,

461, 463, 464, 465, 466, 483, 510, 517,

544, 550, 553.

Recakas, 472.

Recita Nikutta dance, 466.

Recita pose, 466.

Reinaud, 166.

Eg Veda, 262, 325, 339.

Richard of St. Victor, 1241.

Hohini, 286, 324.

Ei^abhalahcana, 258.

Rsabharu^ha, 195.

R§abharu^a murti, 251 et. seq.

R^abh&rudha murti, 192, 252.

Esabhavahana deva, 252.

Rsi Bhrhgin, 245.

Rudra, 262, 272, 304, 323, 324, 325, 330,

372, 420.

Rudr^a, 392.

Rudraloka, 568, 569,

Rudrapasupati, 1096.

Rudra Pasupati Nayanar, 960.

Rudrasanma, 514.

Rudra, Theories about, 323, 324.

Rupamandana, 191, 226.

S

Sabapati Mudaliyar (Panmurai), 40,

Sabdhakalpadruma, 325.

9adahgavi 6ivac§riar, 65.

6a^iva, 185, 194.

Sadasiva Pandarattar, T. V., 134

Sadhyas, 454.

Saint Dik?itar, 516.

Saints—their greatness, 26, 27.

Saiva Ellappa Navalar, 991.

6aiva Literature, 447.

6aivasamayaneri, 1160.

gaiva Siddhanta, 1077, 1258, 1259, 1260,

6aiva-Vai?nava Vedic Cult, 490.

Saiyyam, 131.

^kapuni, 204.

Sakta, 492.

§akta Literature, 492.

6akta worship, 490.

6akti, 343, 489, 491,' 1095.

Sakti Nayanar, 1033.

I&aktiyandar, 1034.

Sakuntala, 924.

S^ya NayapSr, 1097.

6aluvahkuppam, 175.

Samabhahga, 311.

Stoaveda, 411.

Sambandar, 1098.

6ambhu-V4nu, 249.

Saihharamurti, 321.
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feaxilhara T^^ava, 452.

Saihkhya, 1077, 1078.

Sanaka, 421, 430, 438.

Sananda, 421, 430, 436.

Sanata, 421, 430, 438.

Sanatkumara, 421, 430, 438.

Sandhya Nrttam, 445,

Sandhya Tan^ava, ^2, 446, 449, 450,

454, 455, 488, 492.

Sandilya Sutra, 1160.

Sanfisvara, 1062, 1067,^ 1090.

Sahkalpa Suryodaya, 469.

Sankara, 154, 324, 328, 997, 1167.

Sankaraoariyar, 233.

Sankarac5arya, 154, 991.

Sankara digvijaya, 392.

Sankaramahgai, 1016.

Sankaranidayana, 249, 534.

Sahkaranarayanar Koil, 249.

Sankara Sariihita, 421.

Sankara Tan^avam, 449.

Sankara Vijaya Vilasa, 154.

Safikha, 137, 198, 311, 331, 490.

Sahkhyas, 1066.

Santi Parva, 327.

Sapta Matrai?, 489.

Sapta pad!, 238.

Sarabhesa, 191.

Sarasvati, 335, 454.

Sarpakara, 423.

Sarva, 324.

Sarvabhauma, 171.

Sarvasiddhi Acarya, 173.

Sasta, 526.

Sastri, Prof., 165, 166.

Satapatha Brahman, 304.

Satarudriya, 272, 324.

Sat! (Uma), 330.

Saturn, 100.

Satyavedu, 347

.

Savitri, 305.

Se^ana, 325

.

SchelUng, 1147.

Serpent, 539.

Serpent Power, 1082.

Seruttunai, Ceruttunai-Saint, 942, 943.

Sefan&ga, 249.

Sesha Aiyangar, 942.

Seven Pagodas, 252.

Shanmukhasundra Mudaliyar, K.,

199 .

Shelley, 1241.

Siam, 128, 163.

Siddha Poems, 33.

Siddhas, 454.

Siki Pihccha, 408.

Silparatna, 191, 192, 197, 225, 246, 312,

331, 453, 456.

Silpasahgraha, 331, 360, 455.

Silpa^stra, 180, 191.

Simhakarana, 310.

Simhamukh^ura, 337.

Siihhahka, 123, 124.

Simhavarman, 123, 124.

Simhavi9nu, 118, 123, 134, 136, 159, 161,

346, 999.

Sihkalam, 131.

Sinnamanur Plates, 145, 1039, 1040.

Sirakun(^as, (Stone records), 160.

Siraladeva, 1017, 1018.

Sirascakra, 354.

Sixrambalam, 129.

Sirutton^a Nayat^, 1018.

Siruttondan Nambi, 1017, 1018.

Sita, 857.

Sittirai festival, 1018.

Siva, 196, 262, 281, 296, 297, 311, 813, 314,

315, 316, 318, 321, 322, 323, 324, 331,

337, 341, 343, 354, 418, 419, 420, 424,

425, 427.

Sivabhagavatas, 391.

Siva Bhakta Mahatmya, 123.

Sivacandrasekhara, 198.

Sivacaryas, 566.

Siva Chudamani, 139.

Sivagamas, 393

.

Sivajnanabodham, 931, 1065, 1214, 1285,

1254, 1261.

Sivajnana Mapatiyam, 1077.

Sivajnana Svimigal, 1261.

Sivajnana Yogi, 1187, 1214, 1215.

^Sivakkolimtiv 67.

Sivakocariyar, 955, 1061, 1096.

Sivamara I,' 147, 148.

Sivananda Lahari, 196.

Siva parakkiramam, 192, 195, 196.

Sivaprakasap Peruntira^, 31.

Sivaprakfisar, 82.

Sivapuram, 71.

Sivapurana, 245, 852.

Sivarahasya, 123.

Siva-Vifnu, 249.
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Skambha hymns, 197.

Skanda, 252, 312, 313, 314.

Skandanatha, 997.

Sk^da Pnrana, 123, 142, 195.

Skandopapurana, 123, 124.

Skins, 386 et. seq.

Socrates, 1145.

Soma, 304, 305.

Somacimarar, 115, 1029.

Somadeva Suri, 122.

Somanatha, 1003, 1100.

Somasiddhanta, 392.

Sdmasiniarar, 1096.

^omaskanda, 172, 195, 252, 362, 516.

Sdm^kanda form, 235.

Somaskanda murta, 193, 194, 234.

Somaskanda murti, 225, 236.

Somasimdara Desikar, 133.

Somayajna, 115.

Some Milestones in the History of

Tamil Literature, 122.

Soramahadevi, 252, 466.

Soundarya Lahari, 154.

South Indian Images, 456.

Spectacles, 101.

Sphatika, 393.

Spinoza, 1148, 1188.

l6rl Ahavakesari, 139.

Sri Amirtamalla, 139.

Sri Aparajitah, 139.

Sri Arimardhana, 139.

Srlbhara, 125, 146.

Srikanthamurtikal, 263.

Srimiira, 163, 1038.

Sri Narasiihha, 139.

Sri Nafaraja, 1097.

Srinidhi, 146.

Srinivasachariyar, P. N. 1096, 1097,

1114, 1126, 1130, 1133, 1186, 1187, 1230,

1243, 1244, 1247.

Srinivasa PiUai, K., 126, 134, 138, 144.

Sr! Parvata, 160, 792.

Sri Parvatam, 78, 1002, 1127, 1128.

Sri Purusha, 159.

Sr! Rfijar5jadeva, 509.

Sri Hajarajesvara, 509.'

Sri Hajarajesvara Temple, 282.

Sri Hamakr^na, 1152.

Srf Rahgam, 172, 199, 902.

Sr! Saila, 392, 788.

Srttattva Nidhi, 191, 354, 375.

Sri Vacana Bhu?anam, 1201, 1208, 1211,
1215.

Sri Vai§navism, 1244, 1245.

Sri Vallabha, 121, 132.

Srtakirti, 120.

St. Augustine, 1190.

St. Bernard, 1239.

St. Francis of Assisi, 1129, 1153.

St. John of the Cross, 1239.

St. John (St. Juan), 1189.

St. Paul, 1207.

St. Teresa, 1239.

Studies in ‘Saiva Siddhanta’, 1199.

Subhadeva, 997

.

Subrahmanya, 154, 237, 252, 278, 281,

316, 345, 515, 516, 725, 775, 876.

Subrahmanya Diksitar, 1071.

Subrahmanya Mudaliyar, C. K., 950.

Suci, 311, 312.

Sucindram, 525.

SucI pada, 465.

Suci pose, 313, 340, 360, 458.

Sucyasta pose, 314.

Sudarsana, 352, 353.

Sufi Mystic Hallaj, 1148.

Sufis, 1189.

Sufism, 1148, 1240.

Sugriva, 433, 508.

6uka, 1245, 1246.

Sukhasana, 194, 195, 244,

Sukhasana Murti, 225.

6ula, 198, 311, 313.

^§uladevata, 534.

l§ulapani, 454.

iSuihbha, 444.

Sumer, 420.

Sundara Kan^a, 433.

Sundaram PiUai, Prof., 122.

Sundaramurti, (Arurar), 125, 942.

Sundara Nambiyar, 1024.

Sundaranampi Naya^ar, 122.

Sundara PSndya, 30, 170.

Sundarar, 306, 317, 321, 322.

Sundara, Saint, 444.

Suprabhedagama, 246, 344, 373.

Suramara, 1015.

Surapadma, Surapanma, 337, 421, 918.

jgurasenaman^ala, 121.

Surya, 331.

Suta, 519.

Sutradhari Chittra Hevadi Ovajji, 173.
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Svtoi Vivekananda, 1152.

Svarupanandar, 32, 33.

Svastika, 464.

Svayambhuva, 521.

Svetasvatara, 327.

gvetasvatara upanisad, 428, 1166, 1168,

1181.

Swaminatha Aiyar, Dr., 477.

Sylvain Levi, 165, 872.

'r

Ta-che, Ta-she (Arabs), 164, 165.

Tagnre, 1149.

Taittiriya, 326.

Taittiriya Saihhita, 304.

Taittiriya upanisad, 1118.

Taiyal, 220.

Takka-yaka-p-parani, 335, 490.

Takkolam, 29.

Takua-Pa, 128.

Tialai (flower), 197.

Talaimann^, 893.

Talam (cymbal), 76.

Talasamsphdtita, 464, 465.

Talasaihsphotita dance, 464, 486.

Talgunda Pillar inscription, 159.

Tali, 6.

Tamasic dance, 492.

Tamil Country, 1.

Tamil-k-kovai, 1038.

Tamil Lexicon, 253, 414, 473, 474, 540,

547, 552, 556, 651, 777, 1023.

Tamil Muvayiram, 1038.

Tamil Navalar Caritai, 1025, 1056.

Tamil upanitatam, 1077.

Tamil Varalifu, Pt. II, 126,

Tampir^ Tolan, Tampiraij Tolar, 64,

68, 87, 109.

T^raparani, 441.

Tamrasabha, 442.

Tamrasabhapati, 441.

Tanatattan, 972.

Tancai, 115, 940.

Tandantottam Plates, 120.

Tandava, 447, 454.

Tandavabhu^ana, 393.

Tandava Laksana, 395.

Tandava—Tandu—Nandi, 470.

Tanjai, 1043.

Tanjai Alakar, 467,

Tanjore, 530, 943, 1017, 1022.

Tanka, 311.

Tbnti, 117, 690, 1005, 1092, 1094.
Tantiram II, 353.

Tantiyatikal, 1004, 1137.
Tantras, 232.

Tantric 6aivism, 1260.

Tanturutti, 714.

Taoism, 1148.

Taraka, 305, 337.

Tarakaioga, 305.

Tarakasura, 635.

Taramahgalam, 452.

Taranatha Vacaspatiyam, 221.

Tarukkamata, 445.

Tarumaceoan, 1137.

Tattuvadesikar, 33.

Tattuvanidhi, 331.

Tattuvaprakacar, 34.

Tattuvarayar, 32.

Tatuttaitkontapur^am, 687.

Tayap, 939.

Tayumaoavar, 667, 1192, 1195.

Tellarerinta Nampi, 136, 176, 1050.
Tellaru, 128, 129, 130, 163, 925.

Temple Cult, Rise of the, 5.

Teplmalai, 154.

Tepkasi, 313, 452.

Tennarpirao, 1019.

Tennyson, 1149.

Terivai, 218.

Tevaciriya mantapam, 92.

Tevaciriyan, 68, 1101, 1102.

Tev^am, 189, 192, 296, 323, 345, 354, 393,
459, 548, 569.

Tevaram age, 314.

Tev^am—definition, 27.

Tevaram— numbers, 36.

Tevaram — Vedasaram, 1118.

Tevara Tevar,

Tevaratiyars, 24.

Tilakavati, 968.

Tillai, 45, 72, 446, 1002, 1020, 1021, 1077.
Tillai (dance), 73.

Tillai hymn, 149, 150.

Tillai Ula, 1011.

Tillaival Antanar, 117.

Tinkal, 287, 289.

Tihkalur, 973.

Tionanur, 1053.

Tiraiyaraja Pallavan, 160.
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Tiraiyas, 161.

Tiripxiram, 779.

TIrthayatia, 281.

Tiru Amattur, 81, 834.

Tiru Appaour, 84.

Tiru Arutpayap, 497.

Tiruccanpai Viruttam, 984.

Tiniccajykkatu, 75.

TiruccenkSttangu^i, Tirucoefikattah-

kuti; 282, 3^, 361, 452, 1017, 1018, 1019.

Tiruccenturai, 41.

Tiruccirappalli, 171, 273, 526.

Tiruccorrutturai, 71.

Tirucculiyal 85, 91, 112, 480, 880, 881,

896.

Tiru fikatacamalai, 39.

Tiru fitakam, 84.

Tiru Etirkolpati, 711.

Tim lonampar, 72.

Tiru Itaiyiaifuttokai, 796.

Tirujnanasambandar, 467, 1018.

Tirukkacci Aoekatankavatam, 779

.

Tirukkaccur, 77^ 103.

Tirukkaocur Alakkoyil, 102, 770.

Tirukkalaiyanallur, Tirukkalayanallur,

71, 634,

Tirukkalamp>akam, 984

Tirukkalatti, 78, 564, 785.

Tirukkaiippilai, 77, 759.

Tirukkalirmppatiyar, 64, 982, 1065, 1089.

Tirukkalxikkuoiani, 77, 102, 767, 768.

Tirukkalumalam, 579.

Timkkalumalam hymn, 569.

Tirukkanapper, 91.

Tirukkanapper (ur)
,

902.

Timkkauattumullur, 92, 706.

Tirukkantiyur, 85, 105.

Timkkarkuti, 670.

Tirukkarkuti hymn, 908.

Tirukkaruppariyalur, 73, 693.

Tirukkat;aikkiappu, 31, 32, 34, 49, 50, 51.

Timkkataimuti, 177.

Tirukkatavur, 75, 359, 360, 730, 1038.

Timkkatavur Mayanam, 75, 727.

Tirukkattuppalli, 176.

Tirukkctaram, 78, 564, 565, 566, 791,

792, 1002, 1084, 1127, 1128.

Tirukketiccaram, Timkketjccuram, 85.

564, 565, 566, 880, 893, 895.

Tirukkolakka, 67, 76, 92, 480. 753, 992.

Tirukkolili, 591, 595, 597, 689.

Tirukkollamputur, 990.

Tirukkoti, 279.

Tirukkdtilckulakar, 84, 886.

Tirukkottittai, 891.

Tirukkovaiyar, 268.

TViskkdvalur, 369, 891, 999.

Tirukkural, 81, 691, 880, 1024, 1113, Ill'S

1125, 1127, 1231.

Tirukkuripputtontar, 117, 962, 963, 109*

1096.

Tirukkurralam, 193, 441, 442, 446, 44*3

TirukkujT^appuranam, 521.

Tirukkurrala-t-tala puranam, 446, 441

Timkkurukavur, 76, 77, 102, 756, 758.

Tirukkutalai yarfur, 73, 92, 677.

Turukkutamukku, 71.

Timkkuvappuranam, 445.

Tirumalapati, 71.

Tirumalapkti hymn, 1084.

Tirumalperu, 353.

Tirumahgai Alvar, Tinimankai Alv5i

Tirumahkaiyalvar, Tirumahkai msqj

nan, Tirumankai mannar, 127, 16fi

172, 403, 565, 734, 791, 941, 997, 1016

1033, 1052, 1055, 1057, 1098.

Tirumapikkuli, 67.

Tirumantiram, 192, 335, 336, 342, 353

1004, 1063,

Timmaraikkatu, 34, 84, 882, 978, 981

994.

Tirumaraikkatu temple, 968.

Tirumarpeni, 78.

Timmarukal, 982, 989.

Tirumarutanturai, 797.

Tirumayilappur, 996.

Tirumerrali, 77, 130, 773.

Timmula Nayapar, 1001.

Timmular, 117, 255, 269, 306, 322, 335

336, 340, 342, 351, 357, 358, 370, 496

577, 589, 1003, 1004, 1054, 1063, 1083

1094, 1107, 1259.

Tirumullaivayil, 100, 162, 820, 821, 822

Tirumunaippati Natu, 65.

Tirumurai kanta puranam, 19, 20, 36

37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 45, 562.

Tirumumka^punti, 86, 97, 880, 917, 921

925, 1021.

Tirumurukaxruppatai, 5, 401, 428, 489

490.

Tinimutukunram, 73, 92, 95, 677, 680

685, 689, 717,
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Tinmakai-k-k^onam, 564, 876, 877.

Tiruixakaikkaro^m hynin, 1249.

Timni^eccaram, 71, 630, 631, 633.

Tirunalai-p-povar, 117, 902, 961, 1095,

1096.

Tininall^u, 74, 724, 995.

Tininallur, 71, 950.

Tininalto-p-perxmianam, 983, 997.

Tirunaoacampantar, 146, 268.

Tirunanipalli, 740, 993.

TirunaxjipaUi hymn, 982.

Tirunannilam, 610.

Tirunaraiyur, 70, 1057, 1058.

Tirunaraijrur-c-citticcaram, 618.

Tirunattiyattankuti, 598.

Tirunattiyattankuti hymn, 685.

Tininattuttokai, 796, 804.

Tirunavalur, 54, 65, 77, 87, 88, 125, 480,

490, 762, 765, 1029, 1059.

Tirunavukkaracar, 208, 290, 525, 746,

793, 968, 969, 970, 973, 975, 988, 993,

994, 999, 1093, 1094.

Tirunavukkaraiyar, 745.

Tinmayiru kilar, 79.

Tirunelvayil Aratturai, 838.

Tirimelvayil Tiruarattu^ai, 81.

Tinmelveli, 84, 441, 442, 507,

Tirunilakanta-k-kuyavan^, 945.

Tirunllakanta Nayanar, 268, 1097.

Tininilakantar, 117, 268, 945, 946, 1096.

Tirunllakanta y^ppanar, 23, 116, 993,

994, 1058, 1063, 1096.

Tirunllakantha, 1024, 1062.

Tirunilanakka Nayanar, 974, 997.

Tiru ninxa ur, Tiruninravur, 76, 747,

1052, 1053.

Tirunioiiyur, 45, 54, 75, 690, 747, 749.

Tiruninjiyur hymn, 519, 521, 522.

Tirunirruppatikam, 146.

Tiru Nitur, 750.

Tirunotittanmalai, 931.

Tiru Oiiakantan Tali, 775.

Tiruppaccilacciraman% 72, 94, 989, 993.

Tiruppainhili, 72, 657, 969.

Tiruppamfiili hymn, 681.

Tiruppalamannippatikkarai, 74, 697.

Tiruppalanam, 973.

Tiruppanaiyur, 70, 564, 608, 609.

Tiruppaxiantal, 955.

Tiruppaintikkotumuti, 661.

Tirupparankuoram, 84, 132, 193, 891.

T. 163

Tirupparahkuoram hymn, 879, 917.

Tirupparuppatam, 564.

Tirupparutti-k-kuoram, 154.

Tiruppat^Iccuram, 85

.

Tiruppatikam, 973.

Tiruppatticcuram, 993.

Tiruppavai, 38.

Tirupperumahkalam, 999.

Tirupporur Pillars, 158.

Tiruppotiyil, 745,

Tiruppukal, 59.

Tiruppukalur, 55, 68, 69, 70, 564, 591,

592, 606, 994.

Tiruppukalur Antati, 1026.

Tiruppukalur hymn, 518.

Tiruppukalur Puranam, 970.

Tiruppukkoliyur, 564.

Tiruppukkoliyur Avinaci, 924.

Tiruppunavayil, 85, 906.

Tiruppunkur, 67, 76, 83, 103, 258,

564, 805, 842, 671, 874, 961, 999,

1000.

Truppupkur hymn, 276, 523, 1131.

Tiruppunturutti, 71, 996.

Tiruppurampayam, 72, 73, 92, 673, 674,

677.

Tiruppurampayam hymn, 563, 908.

Tirupputtur, 84, 441, 443, 621, 1047.

Tirupputtur hymn, 1225.

Tirupputtur-p-puranam, 441, 442, 443,

446, 447, 448.

Tiruppuvanam, 84, 889, 892.

Tiruttakka Tevar, 849, 1046, 1114.

Tiruttavatturai (modern Lalgudi), 41,

176.

Tiruttillai, 1022.

Tiruttinainakar, 657, 77, 577.

Tiuttinainakar hymn, 675.

Tiruttokai, 987, 989.

Tiruttontar Puranas^am, 937.

Tiruttontar Tirurantati, 49, 105, 137, 937,

938, 984, 1004.

Tiruttontattokai, 49, 50, 109, 118, 125,

127, 136, 145, 147, 148, 525, 564, 569,

587, 595, 598, 603, 613, 647, 688, 699,

700, 720, 872, 936, 937, 938, 941,

942, 944, 945, 949, 951, 959, 964, 968,

977, 1004, 1043, 1049, 1051, 1052,

1065, 1066, 1084, 1006, 1087, 1088, 1689,

1090, 1091, 1095, 1099, 1101, 1102, 1103,

1105, 1108, 1109, 1126, 1129, 1153,
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Tirutturai-p-pundi, 345.

Tirutturaiyur, 66, 572.

Tirutturutti, 74, 81, 101, 102, 846, 847,

848.

Tiruvacakam, 323, 841, 933, 972.

Tiruvaiyani, 71, 85, 90, 105, 642, 646,

879, 880,’ 911, 969, 1022.

Tiruvaiyaru hymn, 321.

Tiruyalam Polil, 71.

Tiruvalampuram, 733.

Tiruvalahculi, 71.

Tinivalahkattu Mutta Tiruppatikam,

972.

Tiruv^ahkattu-p-Purajiam 443, 444,

456.

Tiruvalahkattu-t-tiruppatikam, 972.

Tiruvalahkatu, Tiruvalahgadu, 80, 100,

440, 441, 442, 443, 451, 452, 456, 808,

825, 982.

iTiiruvalahkatu hymn, 1085.

Tiruvalahkatu plates, 1056.

Tiruvalanturai, 41.

Tiruvalavay' 1020, 1028, 1058.

Tiruvalaviy hymn, 970.

Tiruvalivalam, 591, 602.

Tiruvalkoliputtur, 74, 702.

Tinivallam, 78, 176.

Tinivallam Temple, 135.

Tiruvalluvar, 75, 217, 351, 359, 362, 363,

399, 414, 433, 502, 503, 568, 718,

775, 787, 806, 839, 843, 885, 898, 1113,

1117, 1128, 1201, 1217, 1236, 1255, 1265.

Tiruvamattur, 98, 827.

Tinjvaiiaikka, 71, 523, 647, 649, 1055.

Tiruvanaikka hymn, 1085.

Tiruvahcai-k-kalam, 85, 97, 564, 646,

914, 917, 927, 1020,, 1021.

Tiruvahciyam, 70, 614, 631.

'nruvarmamalai, 198, 199.

Tinivactparttan Panahkattur, 78, 782.

Tiruvantati, 49.

Tiruvaraimerrali, 72.

Tiruvarahgulam, 451.

TiruvSnir, 42, 43, 44, 65, 67, 68, 69, 70,

73, 74, 79, 80, 81, 82, 85, 86, 91,

93, 95, 96, 98, 99, 101, 103, 193, 352,

480, 564, 56T, 583, 586, 587, 595,

689, 717, 721, 794, 805, 807, 811, 812,

813, 814, 815, 820, 824, 832, 880, 908,

913„ 975, 994, 1004, 1005, 1021, 1043,

1044

Tiruvarur Mummanikkovai, 1021,

1022.

Tiruvaruttufai, 66,

Tiruvati dik^, 89.

Tiruvatikai, 67, 90, 176, 306, 969, 1002.

Tiruvavatuturai, 70, 81, 100, 101, 322,

591, 623, 807, 842, 871, 994, 1002.

Tiruvaymoli, 503, 856, 931.

Tiruvaymur, 978.

Tiruvekampam, 100, 828.

• Tiruvekampam Tirumerrali, 772,

Tiruvellatai, 685.

Tiruvelvikkuti, 846.

Tiruvehcanxakkutal, 665,

Tiruvenkattu Nahkai, Tiruvengatlu

Nahkai, 1009, 1017.

Tiruvenkatu, 75, 737,

Tiruvermeinallur, 77, 88, 564, 570, 754,

765, 838.

Tiruvenpakkain, 80, 100, 823.

Tiruverkatu, 1005.

Tiruvetakam, 995.

Tiruvetirkolpati, 74.

Tiruvicai-p-pa, 612, 1022.

Tiruvilaiyatal, 447, 1059.

Tiruviiaiyatal Puranam, 125, 440, 457,

1024.

Tiruvilimi]alai, 70, 94, 612, 613, 969, 970

988, 994.

Tiruvirattaimanimalai, 251, 972.

Tiruvixkuti, 352.

Tiruvitaimarutur, 71, 176, 624, 625.

Tiruvitaivay, 41.

Tiruvonakantar; Tali, 78, 96.

Tiruvorriyur, 42, 78, 79. 80, 96, 98, 99,

176, 564, 794, 811, 812, 815, 816, 817,

823, 835, 845, 880, 917, 1032.

Tiruvottur, 982, 990, 996.

Tiruvulappuram, 1021.

Tiruvuntiyar, 323,

TiruvOral, 80.

Titans, 309.

Tivakaram, 338, 478, 482, 922, 1003.

Tolkappiyam, 124, 131, 160, 223, 239,

256, 401, 485, 528, 861,1164.

Tolkappiyar, 220, 320, 483, 484, 520, 528.

Tontaiman, 80, 120, 162,

Tontainatu, 77, 81, 96.

Tontai-p-pallavan, 160.

Tontaiyar, 161.

Tontamantala Catakam, 1025.
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Tontar, 404.

Tontaratippoti, 1091.

To^akk^ci, 401.

T’ou po (Tibetans), 164.

Trailokyamahadevi, 238.

Trayambaka, 323.

Trent (Council of), 1193.

Trichinopoly, 409, 1016.

Trichy. Dt., 126.

Trimurtis, 196.

Tripataka, pose, 315.

Tripura, 58, 252, 305, 312, 315, 316, 374,

394, 604.

Tripura Dahanam, 53, 306, 315, 320, 457,

470, 596.

Tripura dance, 313.

Tripurantaka, 180, 191, 192, 194, 305,

312, 529, 534.

Tripur^taka -Murti, 304 et. seq.

Tripurantakesvara, 297.

Tripurantakesvara Temple, 461.

Tripurari, 195, 465.

Tripura Tandava, 312, 314, 446, 450,

456.

Trisasti Puratana Caritre, 120, 122.

Tri^uia, 315, 455, 456, 534, 535.

Trivikrama, 445, 456, 734.

Ts’o fou Yuan Kouei, 164, 105,

Tullal, 474,

Tuluvam, 131.

Tumburu, 454,

Tunahkai dance, 401.

Tundaka, 177.

Tungabhadra, 1054, 1107, 1108.

Tumour, 169.

Turutti, 846, 877, 878.

Tyagaraja, 193, 1114.

U

Udaipur State, 418.

Udayadivakaran Tillaiyali, 282,

Udayendram Plates, 126, 133.

Ugradeva, 324.

Ukkirapperuvaluti, 902.

Ulakanatha Pillai, 1011.

Ultoalai, 990.

Uma, 197, 221, 223, 267, 278, 303, 307,

324, 398.

Umabhaga murti, 210.

Uma devi, 455.

Uma Mahesa, 195.

Uma Mahesvara, 191, 226, 237.

Uma Paramesvari. 238, 252, 467.

Umapati, 612.

Umapati 6ivam, 30, 937, 1129.

Umasahita (form), 194, 225, 236, 529,

534.

Umasahita murti, 236.

Umasahita sukhasana form, 235.

Umaskanda, 194.

Uma Tandava, 455, 458, 488.

Umattam, (Datura), 453.

Unmai Vilakkam, 351, 496.

Upadesa Kandam, 2.53, 370.

Upamanyu, 281, 428, 933.

Upavita, 325.

Upendra, 329.

Uppuri-Kuti-Kilar, 413.

Uragapuri, 1040.

Uragas, 454.

Uraiyocai-p-patikain, 75.

Uraiyur, 526, 952, 1016, 1040.

Urantai, 338.

Urdhvajanu, 449.

Urdhvajanu Karana, 466.

Urdhvatandava, 442, 450, 452, 456, 458,

459, 464,’ 497, 544.

Urttokai, 43, 796, 802 805, 806.

Uruttiracanmanar, 413.

Uruttirapacupati, 117, 1094.

Urvaci, 969.

Usana samhita, 1003.

Utksipya, 466.

Uttama Cola, 134.

Uttarakamikagama, 192, 224, 311, 390,

450, 453, 457.

Uttarakocamahkai, 990.

Uttarapati Nayaka, 1018.

Uttarapatisvara, 1017, 1018, 1019.

Utukkai, 456. '

V

Vacaspati, 391

.

Vacuki, 319.

Vadibhasirhha, 997.

Vadivelu Chetliyar, K
,

31, 32.

Vaduga, 160.

Vaduku, 472.

Vagisa, 121, 997.

Vaikai, 441, 988, 995.
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Vaikuiita PenunaJ Temple, 138, 139,

141, 142, 14^ 158, 161, 357, 511, 516,

517.

Vaivahika, 194.

Vajasaneyi Saihhita, 304.

Vajra, 311, 313.

Vajrabodhi, 872.

Vakkaleri grant, 177.

Vakkalcri Plates, 160.

Valampuram, 75, 733, 734, 735.

Valampuram h3min, 1140.

Valivalam, 69, 497, 564, 593, 605.

Valiya, 318.

Vallabha, 167, 169.

Vallabhacarya, 1081,

Vallabharaja, 169.

Vallal^ temple, 437.

Vaiii, 516.

Vaimika, Valmiki Ramayana, 216, 433,

508.

ValolipuiTur (Valkoliputtur) , 703.

Vaiuti (Netumarap), 116.

Valuvur, 344, 345, 354, 374.

Vamacarins, 393.

Vtoapnrana, 196, 248, 371.

VSnakularayac, 1000.

Vaoaparvam, 281.

Vanappakai, 69, 106, 107, 108, 148, 151,

152, 563, 691, 696, 705, 722, 726, 758,

796, 916.

Vaiici, 106, 338, 914, 927, 929.

Vanparthan Panarikattur, 782, 783.

Vanrontan, 705,

Vacto^itao, 89, 109.

Vantontar, 87.

Varada pose, 354, 360, 524, 525.

Varagima, 126, 133, 150, 1059.

Varaguna I, 119, 126, 1024.

Varaguna II, 119, 126.

Varaguna Pandya, 119, 125,

Varahamihira, 191, 237.

Varaha Puiana, 330, 334, 344, 372, 377.

Varahavatara, 373.

Varincai, 1033.

Varincaiyur, 1034.

VartamaBieccuram temple, 960.

Vasanta, 340.

Vasifita, 423.

Vasiiki, 443, 446.

Va^akam, 414.

Vatapi, 2, 116, 122, 133, 135, 146, 152,

162, 169, 953, 1009, 1011, 1014, 1015,

1016, 1017, 1019, 1046.

Vatapi Ganapati, 1019.

Vatarahkam, 428.

Vataranya Mahatmya, 452.

Vata TirumuUaivayil, 80.

Vatavurar, 133.

Vatsaraja, 121.

Vatuka Karunataka, 1026.

Vaughan, 1171.

VayaJur Pillar Inscription, 169, 174.

Vayilao, 1094.

Vayilar, 117, 1062.

Vayilar Nayapar, 1041, 1097.

Vaymur, 969.

Vayu, 196.

V^al, 154.

Vedanta Desikar, 469, 1211.

Vedaranyam, 84, 879, 1003.

Vedas, 305, 306, 307.

Vel, 341.

Velan Aditta^i, 237.

Vei Ay, 1037.

Veilaxu, 838.

Veiiatai, 756.

Velliampalam, 457.

Vellippattu, 54.

Velurpalayam Grant, 176,

Velurpalayam Plaies, 129, 1015.

Velurpalayam Velurpalayam, 128, 1015.

Velvikkuti, 74, 714, 846, 847.

Velvikkuti Grant, Velvikkudi Grant,

132, 145, 846, 959, 1039, 1040.

Vehcamakkutal, 72, 642, 665, 666, 667,

668 .

Venkai Marpan, 902.

Venkattu Nankai, 944.

Venkatu, 44.

Veiikayya, 1017.

Vehki, 1107.

Venneinallur, 54, 488, 754, 762, 809, 820.

Venni, 1057, 1058.

Vetala pose, 313,

Vetkalam, 282.

Vettuva vari, 489, 535.

Veyatiyar, 284.

Vidhi’, 33.

Vidhyadhara, 413, 414.

Vidhyadharas, 454.

Vignesa, 455.

Vignesa anugrahamurti fohn, 192,
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VijayUaya, 123, 126.

Vijayanagara, 1018.

Vijayanandi Vikramavarma, 23.

Vikramaditya, 141, 147, 173, 177, 1016,

1040.

Vikramaditya, I, 1016, 1050.

Vikramaditya II, 177.

Vilande, 1016.

Vijantai Vel, 1058.

Vilimilalai, 593, 877.

Villavaa, 1039, 1040.

Villiputturar, 281.

VUveli, 1040.

Vinadhara, 436.

Vinadhara Daksinamurti, 422, 423, 427,

428.

Vinayaditya, 148.

Vinayaka, 306, 513, 517.

Vindhyas, 489, 520, 1030.

Viootakkuttu, 472.

Virabhadra, 195, 328, 331, 492, 1018.

Virai Kaviraja Pantitar, 991.

Viraomintar, 114, 949, 1063, 1084, 1095,

1099, ilOO, 1102.

VTrattaoani, 730.

Vlrattacams, 306.

Vlrat^as, 354,

Viravarman, 171

.

Virinca, 305.

Virkuti, 374.

Visalaicirti, 120.

Visapaharana, 264, 534.

Vi^paharana Murti, 262 et. seq.

Visapaharana Murti, 180, 263, 268.

Vismaya, 311, 312.

Vismaya pose, 311, 313, 344, 355, 360,

361, 454, 458, 460, 464, 525.

Visnu, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 58, GO, 62,

1%, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 203. 204,

205, 207, 208, 226, 235, 238, 248, 251,

252, 262, 281, 304, 311, 319, 327, 328,

352, 353, 354, 400, 425, 454, 456, 460,

490, 495, 528.

Visnu-anugraha murti, 353.

Visnu as Siva’s ^sabhavahana, 251,

252, 253.

V4nu Cakradima, 529.

Visnu-dhannottara, 191, 226, 264.

Visvamitra, 423, 430.

Vogel, Dr., 170.

Vratakhanda, 247.

Vratyas, 326.

Vr?abharuda, 534.

Vrscika, 460.

Vrkika pose, 460, 461, 462.

Vyaghrapada, 332, 445, 467, 508

Vyakhyana Daksinamurti, 422, 423.

Vyasa, 281.

Vyavrtta, 464.

W

Walter Hilton, 1239.

Weapons of Siva, 527, et. seq.

Wijasinha, 169.

William Blake, 1147, 1149.

Woodroffe, 1110, 1150, 1192, 1193, 1197.

Wordsworth, 1150.

y

Yajnavalkya, 395, 856, 1242, 1247.

Yajhopavita, 385, 386, 388, 392, 405, 406.

Yajurveda, 262.

Yaksas, 454.

Yal, 474, 475.

Y^ppana Nayanar, 1024.

Yama, 305, 374, 500, 501, 502, 512.

Yapparuhkala Vrtti, 117, 154,

Yasas Tilaka Campu, 122.

Yatus, 1030.

Yoga Daksinamurti, 422.

Yoga Narasixhha, 403.

Yoga Pattam, 430.

Yunnan, king of, 166.

Yupa inscriptions, 170.

Z

Zen Buddhism, 189.


















